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PREFACE.

WHEN I revised the first volume for this new edition,

I had just completed the treatment of the €ritical

question, which I presented in my book on St. John's

authorship of the fourth gospel. It will be easy to under-

stand that, after busying myself for some time with the

assertions of the critics, I was eager to sink into the very

words of the Scriptures, and to let them speak to me as

well as to the readers. For this reason, the attention paid

in that volume to the later works of the so-called critical

party wsts perhaps scarcely so great as it should have been.

That, however, is hardly to be charged upon the second

volume. It is true that, with the most hearty desire to learn

even from them, I cannot say that I owe them much help

in understanding our gospel. In my opinion, these scholars

would further the understanding of the Scriptures in general

much more if, instead of making them so exclusively the

object of merely historical-critical inquiries and observations,

they would occupy themselves more with the exposition of

them. Wieseler complained lately, and with justice, of the

cessation of the true exegetical activity. Were exegesis

more practised, there would be more loving devotion to the

Scriptures. This would prevent many strange and incom-

prehensible fancies, which now throw various stones in the

way, stones that must always be disposed of before we can

move forward in the path of the real understanding of the

Scriptures.

If this new edition of my work upon St. John's gospel
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be compared with the first edition, it will easily be seen

that, although the fundamental view and the essential

understanding of it remain the same, yet it has undergone

a thorough revision and working over in details. The very

increase in size, which I did not know how to avoid, shows

that. And every page can testify to it, for probably no

single one stands unchanged. The proof-reading and the

verification of the numerous citations were attended to by
Dr. Gregory. I have also to thank him for an English

translation of my book on the origin of the fourth gospel,

which he has enlarged greatly in the literature : St. John
the Author of the Fourth Gospel. Eevised, translated, and
the literature much enlarged. Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark,

1875.

May my book, then, be to many a welcome expositor.

Dk. Luthaedt.

Leipzig, 14 June 1876.

NOTE.

,
The list of books in volume first, pages ix.-xiii., which the

translator neither prepared nor saw, having been inadver-

tently inserted by the publishers, will be replaced by another

list in volume third.

Caspar Eene Gregory.

Leipzig, 15 October 1877.
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JESUS THE SON OF GOD.
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I.

JESUS THE SON OF GOD.

Chapters I.-IV.—{continued).

II. 12-IV. 54. Jesus' First Public Testimony to Himself
AS the Son of God : Unbelief, Half-Belief, Belief.

WE have already seen that the fourth chapter closes

a section. The fifth chapter begins the opposition,

which in this part only shows itself from a distance, though

an expectation of it is excited at the first appearance of

Jesus. Yet the section now before us is made up of two

parts. Jerusalem and Judea on the one side, and Samaria

and Galilee on the other side, are contrasted with each

other. It is true that Jesus began to reveal his glory by

miraculous signs in Galilee, as we understand from ii. 11.

Still this was but a single miracle which took place in a

limited circle. In Jerusalem, on the contrary, he works

many miracles, ii. 23, iv. 45, and that openly, before all

the people, at the feast, and with clear testimony to him-

self as the Son of God. When he returns to Galilee he

works one miracle only, upon an urgent prayer, when he is

again in Cana itself. This is in all the second Galilean

miracle ; till now he has done so little in this land, iv. 54.

Still less can his activity in Samaria be compared with

that in Judea. And yet here he found belief; there, unbe-

lief, or at most half-belief. This section moves in the most

manifold contrasts, and hence is unmistakably double. In-

ternal and external history, thought, and geography meet

in it.
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II. 12-III. 36. Jesus in Jerusalem and Judea.

We have here the first public self-revelation of Jesus as

the Son of God.' It is, however, kept more general than

the later self-witness, from chap. v. onwards. Here all has

the stamp of opening, of beginning, of foundation-laying.

His appearance in the temple announces him only as the

one that he is, rather than testifies to him as such in a

detailed and instructive way. So likewise the talk with

Nicodemus is of an introductory character. Hence it has

often been compared to the sermon on the mount. The

circumstance that Jesus is brought forward as baptizing in

Judea, shows him more in a foundation-laying than in a

completing activity. At. the same time, as we shall see, all

has a universal comprehensive meaning. All announces

the new time which begins with Christ. This gives a

peculiar mark to the whole of this section. The single

paragraphs of this section correspond to the preceding ones

in a reverse order. The contrasted analogy between the

cleansing of the temple and the miracle at the marriage has

already been noticed. In what succeeds, it is said that

Jesus knew what was in man, ii. 25, and the talk with

Nicodemus follows that directly. This recalls the displays

of such 'knowledge reported at his first meeting with his

disciples, i. 43, 48, and the words which he exchanged

with them. In these words, just as to Nicodemus, though

in a different way, he announces the new time of the Spirit,

which he brings. The testimony of the Baptist closes

this section, as it began the preceding, only that in com-

parison with that it is enlarged by what has happened in

the meantime. Thus this circle closes and completes itself.

- What has been said contains at the same time the justi-

fication of the triple division ^ of the first half of this section

into (1.) ii. 12-22 ;—(2.) ii. 23-iii. 21 ;—(3.) iii. 22-36.

1 See vol. i. p. 203.
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(1.) 11. 12-22. Jesus and the Judaism of that day.

Jesus and the Judaism of that day, the Son of God and

the Jewish authorities, the new temple of the New Testa-

ment and the polluted temple of the Old Testament church,

are here set over against each other.

Vekse 12.

This leads over to what follows, and is to he understood

as a comprehensive account. Jesus must have gone to

Nazareth before he went down (Kare/Sr], because to the sea)

to Capernaum with his mother, his brethren, and his disciples.

The question as to the brothers of Jesus has been much dis-

cussed.^ Four brethren are called by name, James, Joses,

Simon, and Judas, Matt. xiii. 55; Mark vi. 3. Two of

these names, James and Jude, occur also among the apostles.

Are these identical, so that James the brother of the Lord

and James the son of Alphaeus, the apostle, were one and

the same person ? Then the brethren of Jesus would be

his cousins. The two are clearly distinguished in John's

gospel. According to vii. 5, the brethren, who at that time

did not yet believe, cannot have belonged to the apostles. But

the union with the mother of the Lord in which they here

occur, makes their sonship of Mary and their bodily brother-

hood of Jesus appear the most natural thing, and this is

confirmed by the other statements of the Scriptures and by

the oldest tradition. The family of Jesus is named here,

to which the disciples of Jesus now also belonged. Mary's

husband is not named. Probably he was no longer among the

living. The visit in Capernaum was a passing visit, ov ttoX-

Xacr TjfMepaa- ('not many days'), in distinction from the later

abiding residence of Jesus at Capernaum ; this is a conscious

reference of the evangelist to the synoptic account,Matt. iv. 1 3.

It was a friend's house in which they stopped on the way

before wandering towards Jerusalem to the passover-feast.

^ See Winer, Biblisches Realworterhuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1847, vol. i. p.

525 If., where the remaining literature is noted ; and Lichtenstein, Lebens-

qeschichte des Herrn Jesu Christi in chronologischer Uehersicht, Erlangen

1856, pp. 100-124.
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Verse 13.

Jesus is to appear publicly and announce himself as the

one who he is. Where can he do this better than in Jeru-

salem ? When, better than at the time of the passover ? At

the beginning of the history we lighted upon deputies of

the authorities in Jerusalem, who advanced to meet ^ the

Baptist. This, as we saw, was already a hint as to, and a

reference to, the future. Doubtless we are to think of like

persons in the Jews, vers. 16 and 20. They are called

Jews here, as they were there, because they represent

this nation, which has become hostile to Christ. There is

no need of recalling further how this first meeting of Jesus

with the Jews is an index to the future development of

their mutual relation. He begias his public career at a

passover in Jerusalem. He is to close it at a passover in

the same place. Thus the end contrasts itself with the

beginning. The words of Jesus and of the evangelist, vers.

17, 19, and 22, point clearly to the end, as we shall see.

To try to make out from this that the evangelist has put

the end at the beginning, is only one of Baur's^ many hasty

conclusions. It has already been remarked ^ that, according

to the synoptists also, Jesus must have often been in Jeru-

salem before his end. And if he wished to appear as a

prophet in Israel, where else should he appear first, than in

the religious centre of Israel, and at the time of the chief

feast ? All internal probability speaks for this. If,

however, he wished nothing further than the elevation of

Judaism or the like, he must begin with a judgment upon

the existing condition of religious life. They would then

have wished to say that the existing Judaism corresponded

,to its Old Testament ideal. What was fitter for him in

such a case than to speak out his condemnatory judgment

in an act of the kind here reported ?

^ Baur, Kriiische Untersuchungen iiber die Icanonlschen Evangelien,

Tiibingen 1847, p. 126 if.

' See Luthardt, Der joJianneische Ursprung des vierten Evangel'mms,

Leipzig 1874, p. 163 f. ; English edition, St. Jolm the Author oj the Fourth

Gospel, T. & T. Clark, Edinburgh 1875, p. 206 f.
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Vekse 14.

Wherein lay the fault on account of which Jesus carried

out this act of judgment ? He foimd in the tem;plc, namely,

in the outer court, the so-called court of the Gentiles, those

that sold oxen and sheep and doves, and the changers of money

sitting. That selling served the convenience of the sacri-

fices. This exchange business was to make easier the change

of the double-drachma, which must be paid as temple tax.

Veuse 15.

And when he had made a scourge of small cords, he drove

them all out of the temple, etc. Why ? Some like to lay

stress on the hindrance which this traffic must have been

to devotion (Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius). This is hardly

given to us by the text. Jesus contrasts Father's house

and house of merchandise. This is a contrast which goes

beyond that of the common and the sublime (Baumgarten-

Crusius and others). It rather agrees with that other saying

kept for us by the synoptists : a man cannot serve God and

mammon. This idolatry which is carried on in the house

of God must be condemned. Whether his cleansing did

not disturb the devotion more than the traffic, and whether

the same thing did not soon find its way back, these and

like matters did not come into consideration, and did not

trouble Jesus. He had simply to do with a testimony

against the idolatrous perversion of the holy place. He
was only bent on giving this testimony. Without giving

it, he thought that he could not enter his public office, and

we may well add, could not close it. The judicial zeal is

the same against all parts of this idolatry^. Some, indeed,

have found a greater mildness in the treatment of the doves,

according to De Wette and Liicke because they belonged

to the poor, according to Baumgarten-Crusius because per-

haps they did not cause such a disturbance. Could not

a piece of gold be changed as quietly as a dove could be

bought? He treated all alike. He throws the money-

table over, and throws the money on the ground ; he drives

the oxen out; and he bids them take the doves away.
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Ought he to have made them fly in the temple, so that

at the end the seriousness should have been turned into a

jest ? It is not necessary to repeat that it was not the

whip which did it, but that it was the impression of the

personality before which sin involuntarily bowed. Thus
this fact is. a proof of the uncommon personality. First of

all, it is the power of the holy personality. But there is

still sometliing different which forces even external obedi-

ence. It is a deed of the Son of God.

Vekse 16.

To this he himself appeals : Make not my Father's house a
house of merchandise. ' My Father's.' 'Wonderful authority,'

says Bengel.^ He brings to bear the right of a son in his

father's house.

A right of zealots has often been spoken of, because of

the t,riKQ(T (' zeal ') in ver. 1 7. This is wrong. There

was a right of reformation in Israel, but that was no other

than that of the prophets and of the Spirit of God which

moved them. Baumgarten-Crusius speaks of ' a mere act

of Old-Israelitic zeal.' ^ But aside from that prophetic

- right, the right of such a zeal never existed. Hence Jesus

could as a prophet act as he did act. Here, however,

he does -not appear as a prophet. It is true that in the

synoptists, who paint him in general as the prophet of

Galilee, it is the prophet who carries out that act, and

carries it out on the ground of a prophetic right. There,

he protects the place of prayer in its rights (Matt. xxi. 13,

oLKoc- Trpoa-ev^^ija-). Here, as the son of the father to whom
the house belongs, he exercises the right of the house against

the disorder. That is the reason he speaks purposely of

,his father's house. Hence the two facts differ essentially,

much alike as they niay seem externally. Least of all has

anybody a right to talk of the identity of the act, and from

that to charge with error either the fourth evangelist (thus

Strauss, Baur, Hilgenfeld) or the first three evangelists (thus

^ Bengel, ' Admiranda auctoritas, ' Gnomon, 3ded., Tubingen 1773.

- Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische AuslegungderJohanneischenSchri/ien,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 83.
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De Wette, Liicke, Neander, Bleek), On the contrary, this

testimony is alike suitable and convenient at the beginning

and at the end of his activity.

In that Jesus thus appears as the Son of God in the

house of his Father, the old promise has begun to be ful-

filled, that Jehovah would come to his house. But, of

course, if the time for the salvation of Israel was therewith

to dawn, there was need of belief, so that it should not

stumble at the humbleness of the Son of God, in whom
Jehovah visited his people. This belief, however, presup-

posed that Israel, ready for repentance, bowed itself to the

judicial testimony which Jesus here gave against the dis-

tortion of Old Testament truth. Israel could well know

from the prophetic words of the Old Testament that this

was necessarily presupposed.

But it was only too clear that those punished, though

they yielded indeed to the power of Jesus' personality, be-

cause they could not withstand it, yet did not, as their very

yielding showed, inwardly own and bow before it. The

chief of the people, the people in its representatives, desired

a miraculous sign in justification of his deed, so as to be

satisfied with the deed on that account and to acknowledge

him. This showed that they wished to believe without

repenting, and wished to believe, not for his sake, but for

the sake of sensible miracles, and so really did not wish to

believe at all. Therefore, as neither the former nor the

latter showed either repentance or belief, it was clear that

the hour of visitation would be in vain for Israel as a whole.

The feeling pressed itself involuntarily on the disciples,

that Jesus would waste himself in useless work.

Verse 17,

Hence the remark: His disciples remembered^ that it was

ooritten, TJie zeal of thine house will eat me up, Ps. Ixix. 1 0.

Whether the psalm be Davidic, as the heading says, or

Jeremianic, as Hitzig thinks, it portrays a suffering in the

service of Jehovah, and so points out beyond itself to the

fulfilling of all suffering in the final servant of Jehovah.

^ Namely, then, and not after the resurrection of Jesus ; Olshausen.
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Hence no psalm, except the twenty-second, is so often
referred to in the New Testament as the sixty-ninth.^

KaTa<l)dj6Tat fie {' will eat me up/ Hellenistic future from
eadico) is not to he understood of the future death, as I

explained it formerly.^ The disciples could not have thought
of that then, and that would not fit the psalm. The thing
that struck them in Jesus, was the impression of Jesus'

devouring zeal for the house of God. This will consume
him before the time (thus also Liicke, Meyer). The scene
Mark iii. 21 may he compared with this.

Veese 18.

The gaze of Jesus went farther. To him the picture of
Israel's future, as well as of his own, came to him from the
situation of the present. The question and demand to prove
his authority for such a deed by a miraculous sign, disclosed

to him the whole abyss of the opposing will. This opposi-
tion of unreadiness to repent and of unbelief, which he
found, showed him that the judgment of God must first

pass over Israel as God's house before it would reach the
goal of its history.

Verse 19.

Hence- he speaks those words as to the breaking and
building of the temple. The evangelist has often been
accused (as by Lucke and De Wette) of not understanding
these words, because of the way in which he interprets

them. The accusation is unfounded. Jesus speaks of ' this

temple.' It is unquestionable (so Bengel) that toOtov

C this
') could not refer to his body. And yet the evan-

gelist refers it to his body. Jesus' words refer to the one
while referring to the other. Avaare ('destroy'), not hypo-
thetically

.
(Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius, De Wette), but

imperatively: go on and break. That implies that they
will surely do it. 'This temple'—that is, not the Old

1 See Delitzscli, Biblischer Commentar iiber die Psalmen, 3d ed., Leipzig
1873, Tol. i. p. 486.

* With Bengel, Olshausen, and Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfullung im
alien und im neuen Testamente, Nordlingen 1844, vol. ii. p. 111.
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Testament religion in general, in whose place Christ will

put a new religion (thus say many), but the temple which

they see. Yet that is meant not simply as a stone build-

ing, but as the dwelling of God. As such, however, the

temple is a type of Christ, in whom the glory of God has,

and was intended to have, its dwelling bodily. This con-

trasted figurative relation is at once allowed by Jesus, iu

his enigmatical words, to enter in thought upon the place

of the external temple. It was clear to him from the first

opposition which he found, that the authorities of Israel

would go to the most extreme refusal of belief, and so to

the rejection of his person. But when they bring him to

death, they thereby break the temple. It ceases therewith

to be the dwelling of God. It is thereby broken in its

essential importance. But Jesus wiU raise the temple up

again : after three days, in his resurrection. His glorified

body is the right place of the presence of God. From that,

then, shaU the temple of the New Testament church build

itself, Zech. vi. 12. As the real meaning of Jesus' words

aimed at this, the evangelist lays stress on this sense as

the substance of those words.

Verse 20.

It was natural that the Jews should not understand this

mysterious saying. They were not intended to understand

it. Forty and six years was this temple in huilding (till

now : and it was not nearly done then). Herod had begun

the rebuilding in the eighteenth year of his reign, and it

was only finished under Herod Agrippa II. in the year 64

after Christ. It is not entirely certain how the forty-six

years are to be counted. Herod's eightee^nth year runs

from the 1st of Nisan 734 to the 1st of Nisan 735. If

this be the first year of the building, the forty-six will end

with Nisan 780. Hence the passover of the cleansing of

the temple falls in the year 780, and not 782, as Meyer

assumes, referring to Luke iii. 1, or 781, as Godet and

others assume.
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Verse 22.

Nor do the disciples understand the words of Jesas.
But they keep them in heart, and they become clear to them
after the resurrection of Jesus, Tlmj believed the Scripture ;

not as to the resurrection of Jesus, say Ps. xvi. 10
(Meyer). That was not the point. It was as to the raising

up of the new temple, Zech. vi, 12.

Thus this first appearance of Jesus is comprehensive and
decisive as no other fact is. The whole history of Israel is

in question. It is decided that the spiritual house of God
must be built upon the ruins of the condemned people of

God. This is decided because it is decided that Jesus will

first be brought to death, by his people before he will be
glorified, and before his glorified body can be changed into

the temple of God. The fact of the glorification of Jesus'

body made the disciples understand the words of Jesus and
the promise of the Old Covenant. And the disciples

believe the former for the sake of the agreeing testimony of

both sayings and of the fulfilling history. That word,
however, which, the disciples believe, is the word of him
who had here owned and testified to himself as the Son of

God in his Father's house. And he, in his resurrection

and glorification, and in the thereon conditioned founding of

his church, is proved, because Lord of the house, also to be
the Son of God. Hence everything here treats of the Son
of God, and of belief on him. His self-witness in the word
is the first object and ground of this belief, and the con-

clusive facts of his life are the confirmation and reward of

this belief In the case of the Jews, as we see, Jesus'

words of self-witness produce only the opposition of unbelief,

^hich has as its consequence, judgment.

But Jesus witnesses to himself also by signs of a mira-

culous character. These cannot remain entirely without
impression. They call forth a certain kind of belief. Yet
this is not the right kind. The great point is, whether or

not this half-belief permits itself to be raised to the right

belief by Jesus' self-witness in his word. This forms the

contents of the next section.
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(2.) II. 23-III. 21. Jesus and the Half-Belief of the Jews.

The half-belief of the Jews, as it is called out by the

miraculous signs of Jesus, is here brought before us.

Veese 23.

As it appears, Jesus wrought not a few signs at the pass-

over in Jerusalem. ^Ev r^ eopry is, for closer definition, in

the feast. Meyer's explanation, ' in the act of celebrating

the feast,' would be better expressed by the participle or the

like ; it would also bring a useless point into the connec-

tion. For the result also, outwardly considered, is no

small one : "jroXKol eiriaTevcrav ela to ovofia avrou (' many

believed in his name
')

; it reads : So there are many that

believe, and they believe in his name—namely, that he is

the one whom he testifies that he is. It all gives the

impression of a comprehensive attempt on the part of

Jesus. He had indeed seen that Israel met him only with

an unbelief which was not ready to repent. But still, to

fulfil aU righteousness, another attempt must be made. He
might, perhaps, be able to separate the people from the

authorities. His miraculous appearance in Jerusalem turns

itself to the nation as a whole. The only thing, however,

that makes any impression, is the miraculous part of his

signs. The belief born of this is no moral act, and in so

far is at heart not belief. It is unbelief in the form of

belief, as Baur hkes to say of the belief of the Jews. Only

we must not forget that this half-belief is only unbelief in

so far as it fixes itself on its standpoint of mere amazement,

which has no moral value. It is, however, not unbelief,

but the beginning of belief, as soon as it fails to find its

rest in itself and strives to go beyond itself. The first was

the case with the many spoken of in ver, 23, the latter

was the case with Nicodemus.

Verse 24.

Because the former did not reach a moral bearing

towards Jesus, He also could enter on no moral relation to

them. This is meant by the ovk iirtcnevev eavjov aiiToia
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(' did not commit himself unto them '), which is based on
a TTLaTevecv ('believing') that Jesus recognised as a not

believing. These words are as a rule translated : he did

not entrust himself to them, and are understood either of

his doctrine (Bengel) or of his person (Liicke, Baumgarten-
Crusius). If they explain this, they explain it away,

perhaps, with Lampe, by saying that he did not walk so

freely among them as he otherwise would have done. But
they can find in the text, and in the directly following

account, as little of a reserve of the first kind as of the

second. The understanding of it must be won from the

contrast. The repetition of ina-reveLv is neither a play on
the word (De Wette, Liicke) nor a mere coincidence in

sound (Baumgarten-Crusius). It is a real analogy. It is

not hard to see what is meant when it is said that in the

case of such as did not enter into the moral relation and
bearing of belief towards him, he on his part did not enter

into the corresponding moral relation. The relation of

communion is meant, into which relation he ought to have

entered with Israel as his people, but could not enter. We
may recall such, passages as Hos. ii. 20 : fjuvrja-TevaofMUi ere

ifjuavro) iv incrTet kuI eTnyvcoar) rov Kvpcov ( ' I will even

betroth thee unto me in faithfulness; and thou shalt

know the Lord'). The relation here, however, is taken

from the other side, and is designated the less with a

sensible expression. There is not a word here of prudence,

or of public conversation, or of plain-dealing, and the like.

It is the moral devotion, as it existed, for example, between

Jesus and the disciples, as it existed between him and

Nathanael at the very first meeting. The reason is the

same here as there, namely, that Jesus possessed a know-

ledge of the internal position of the hearts of men who came

into contact with him. No absolute knowledge on the part

of Jesus is here meant, as our old dogmatists understood

this word. All of the knowledge and power of Jesus is

determined in accordance with his calling. The calling of

the Baptist involved his recognising in those who came to

his baptism, whether they came with a disposition ready or

not ready for repentance. And thus Jesus' calling involved
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his recognising the internal position of the hearts of all in

reference to the kingdom of God. He, himself, that is,

without needing to to be taught by another.

Verse 25.

This negative point brings in the next : He needed not

that (iva in the weakened sense of later Greek, against

Meyer's forced holding of the strict telic sense), etc. For

he himself, without foreign help, recognised what was in

man ; the internal posture of the heart towards the king-

dom of God or towards his person. In this sense, however,

this knowledge was a testimony to his divine Sonship, for

the point is the posture towards him, and it affects all men.

Therefore it is a witness to his absolute importance. The

supernatural direct knowledge of Christ is often made pro-

minent in the gospel of John : i. 49 ; iv. 17 ; vi. 64 ; xi, 4,

14 ; xiii. 11 ; xxi. 17 (Meyer). Look also at the Eevelation,

ii. 2, 9, 13, 18, 19, 23, etc.

III. 1-21. Jesus and the Half-Belief of Nicodemus.

When the apostle reports the conversation with Nico-

demus in chapter third, he certainly does not do it merely

to lay stress on a particularly weighty story from that first

time of residence at Jerusalem (Meyer). He did not

compose his gospel so externally as that. The connection

is more internal. Nor is the conversation with Nicodemus
meant as a single example of that complete knowledge, or

' of the complete wisdom ' (Liicke). To say this, ruins

beforehand the right understanding of what follows. De
Wette, and likewise Hengstenberg, are more correct in

wishing to explain the conversation by reference to the

belief in miracles, of which Nicodemus was an example.

Baur has tried still more decidedly to develop the under-

standing of it from this thought. Nicodemus, says Baur,

represents the believing Judaism, whose belief is but the

cloak and form of unbelief. Hence this talk forms the

first point in the process of belief and of imbelief which

develops itself tlience onward. In presenting this, the

evangelist intends to reveal the fact, that the unbelief.
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whicli comes out more and more openly, is and lias been

from the beginning the contents of the external belief of

the Jews.-^ But this conception is opposed by the fact

that, in the course of the gospel, Nicodemus appears as a

believer, and indeed as believing not without the effect of

this talk.^ Hence the evangelist cannot well have used him

here as a type of the absolutely unbelieving and 'unsus-

ceptible ' Judaism. Besides, he seeks the words of Jesus,

and though he reaches the understanding of them only with

difficulty, yet he does not gainsay them. At the close of

the talk, the matter stays in suspense, and so in the real

possibility and in the easy beginning of belief It certainly,

however, is an example of belief, which is not yet belief,

but which is a possibility of the right belief if it tries to

pass beyond itself. Accordingly, we have here a sketch of

the other side of the Jewish belief in miracles. At the

same time, as the question at the end remains in suspense,

it also shows how hard it is to come to the right belief in

Judea. At this conversation, we still remain within the

realm of not yet believing. This, as well as the really

unbelieving belief in miracles, is touched by the words of

the Baptist, iii. 3 2 : koI rrjv fxaprvpiav avrov ovBela Xafi-

fidvei (' and no man receiveth his testimony ').

Veese 1.

Stier^ was right in calling attention to the fact that

iii. 1 is connected with ii. 2 5 by the repetition of avOpoairocr

{' man '). By the repetition of the word, Nicodemus is held

up as a single one, from the collective whole, of whom it

was also true that Jesus knew what was in man. That

shows us one side in the progress of the history. The

people as a whole will remain unsusceptible. But single

ones will turn to Jesu^, joining him and freeing themselves

from the mass. The evangelist here brings in this cutting

loose of single persons which is just beginning.

^ Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiher die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, pp. 143, 145.

2 See vol. i. p. 104 f., and see vii. 50.

3 Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 22, note.
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Verse 2.

In the Talmud, a Nakdimon, also called Bunai, is men-

tioned. He was very rich, and survived the destruction of

Jerusalem. And this name is at another place given to a

disciple of Jesus.^ But nothing is said of his being a

master in Israel. Nicodemus belonged to the strict legal

and national party of the Pharisees, and was ap'^wv rwv

'lovSalfov (' a ruler of the Jews '), that is, a member of the

high council, see vii. 50. This one came to Jesus hy night.

We are hardly to look for a special emphasis in the ovtoo-

('this one,' Stier says, 'this one, a Pharisee and a ruler!').

It is a simple repetition, in hastening to what follows, on

which the whole gaze of the evangelist is directed.^ Nvktoo-

(' by night ') is not a symbol of his benighted disposition

(Hengstenberg) ; it served to characterize him. He chooses

the night, not to be able to talk with Jesus without inter-

ruption, but from fear of his colleagues, and seeks Jesus in

the circle of his disciples, for we must think of him as in

that circle. Still he, the learned, comes and salutes Jesus

the unlearned as a teacher sent from God, Indeed, he also

joins himself here with others : o'iSa/xev (' we know '). That

fits his whole nature. The most natural thing here is to

think of colleagues of like mind; see xii. 42. Hence

Jesus' appearance has not failed of a certain impression in

the highest circles. But whUe the most were wanting in

that moral earnestness which let itself be led farther, and

while they thus lost the blessing, Mcodemus was forced to

reach full certainty. He therefore frees himseK internally

from his colleagues. Of course, he still stands on quite the

same ground as they. His recognition of Jesus rests only

on the arjfMeta (' signs ') which Jesus does. Because he

works uncommon things, he is also a teacher in the uncom-

mon sense. Indeed, he is a teacher with a divine com-

mission, for his uncommon deeds can only be traced to

^ See Delitzsch, Talmudische Studien, III., Zeitschrifi fiir die gesammte,

lutherische Theologie und Kirche, 1854, pp. 643-647.

^ As to Nicodemus in general, and as to his coming at night cspeciallj'',

see vol. i. p. 104 f.

LUTH. II. B JOHX.
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uncommon help from God. The belief which he here

confesses, is belief as it is described in ii. 23 ff., but it has

the tendency to a progressive development. Thus he is the

representative of half-belief, which forms the transition from

unbelief to belief.

Verse 3.

Jesus' return to this address is called an answer (aireK-

pCOri). A question lies in the address. Jesus does not let

him go on far enough to express it. We do not need to

presuppose gaps in the account. Nor have we a right to

fill out the question as we like ; as, for example, when

Meyer says : What must we do to come into the kingdom

of the Messiah ? or when Baumlein says : Does the baptism

of John suffice for membership in the Messianic kingdom ?

As a matter of course, Mcodemus has the Messianic king-

dom in mind. Jewish thoughts were directed to that

above all. Jesus' answer confirms this. Nicodemus em-

phasizes the teacher and his divine miracles. That con-

tains the question, whether this be the opening and the

founding of the Messianic kingdom. In that case, it would

be enough for membership therein to acknowledge the

miracles of Jesus and his calling as a teacher. To this

Jesus answers with the demand for the new birth. That

is as much as to say : It does not come so externally in the

external miracles, but internally ; and it is not mediated to

separate persons by that external recognition, but by this

internal experience. Hence it is certainly right (against

Meyer), though it is not everything, when De Wette,

Briickner, and Ebrard, following Augustine, assume that

Jesus wished to lead Nicodemus from the belief in miracles

,to the belief whiclj brings a moral change ; or when Godet

says that Jesus contrasts the new birth with works.

Jesus speaks of the kingdom of God.^ It has often

>
Tuiv ohpavav is not sufScieiitly attested. Justin cites thus in the well-

known passage, Apologia, i. 61 {Opera, ed. Otto, Jena 1842, vol. i. p. 258)

;

but that is clearly according to the common use of speech : on this point, see

vol. i. p. 219 f., and Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel

(Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875), p. 61 IF.
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been remarked that this expression is found nowhere else in

the gospel of John (xviii. 36 is specially occasioned), and

that it is therefore a testimony to the historical character of

the account. ' Kingdom of God ' is the popular expression

for the Messianic state of salvation. The gospel of John

likes in its own way to characterize this more really as

life and the like. ' Kingdom of God ' rests on the Old

Testament prefiguring and prophecy. Jehovah was the

real king of Israel, and his will was the law of the nation.

To this was added the prophecy of the final position of

things, when, after the time of the worldly kingdoms,

Jehovah and his will should come to full dominion.^

Nicodemus thought of this kingdom of God, All the

hopes of Israel aimed at it. When will the dominion of

the earthly kingdoms come to an end and Jehovah set up
his dominion in Israel, and the Kaipol avay^rv^ewa- airo

TrpoadoTTov Tov Kupiov C times of refreshing from the presence

of the Lord,' Acts iii. 19) begin ? That was the constant

question of Israel. Israel thought of an external change

of things by means of a revelation of powder. But Jesus

pointed from the outside to the inside. That is the sense

and the progress of his discourse. It is true that he speaks

also of a seeing (IBecp, and afterwards in ver. 5 elaeXOeiv, ' a

coming in'), but it is not with a wish to confirm the

thoughts of the externality of the kingdom of God ; see

Luke xvii. 20 f. Nicodemus thought that he had already

beheld in the miracles the dawn of the kingdom of God.

Hence Jesus chooses this word, which is an expression for

an experience which a man goes through with. It is,

however, a correct principle of the ancient philosophy, that

like can only be recognised by like. How *ould the eye

behold the sun, were the eye not fitted for the sun ? A
man must bear in himself the manner of the kingdom of

God if he wishes to see it—that is, to experience it.

J On the Old Testament doctrine concerning the kingdom of God, see

Oehler, Theologie des Alten Testaments, Tiibingen 1874, vol. ii. p. 215 ff.

On the New Testament, see Schmid, Bibllsche Theologie des Neuen Testa-

ments, Stuttgart 1853, part i. p. 324 ff. ; and Weiss, Lehrbuch der biblkchen

Theologie des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1868, p 19 If.
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TevvriOrjvat dvcodev.

This influence, whicli must come to us to make us fit for

the kingdom of God, is called by Jesus yevvrjdrjvac avwOev

(' to be born again, or from above ').

As is well known, it is an old question whether avwOev

is to be understood of time or of place ; whether it means
' anew ' (really ' from the beginning on '), or ' from above.'

It is taken in the first way by the Syriac version, Augustine,

the Vulgate, Luther, and Calvin ; and among later scholars,

by Tholuck, Olshausen, Neander, Stier, Hengstenberg, Godet,

Hofmann,^ and Weiss.^ But by far the larger number of

later exegetes follow Origen, Cyril, Theophylact, Erasmus,

and Bengel, in holding to the other sense ; thus Liicke,

Baumgarten-Crusius, De Wette, Baumlein, Meyer, Lange,

Baur, and Hilgenfeld. In the three other passages in this

gospel, which they quote here, iii. 31, xix. 11, 23, avoadev

only occurs in this meaning. Besides, fyevvacrOai, eK 6eov

{' to be born of God ') is a more familiar idea and expression

for John. Should they, however, at once assert that John

only knows this idea and does not know that of the new
birth (De Wette, and Weiss too, though it is true with a

distinction between new birth and second birth), they are

at fault ; because in this place the thing in point as to

matter no less than as to expression {Sevrepov yevvrjdijvai,,

ver. 4, see ver. 6) is a new birth which takes place from

the Spirit. It seems to me (Stier, Hofmann, and others

think so too) to be decisive against that view that Nico-

demus must then have failed to hear this sentence (thus

Bengel), which nevertheless stands at the emphatic part of

the sentence, and expresses the chief point of the thought.

Had he heard it, 'he could not well have put the question

which he then puts. The e'/c Oeov ('from God') must

otherwise have solved the riddle for him, or at least have

made him put that question in this direction.

Thus we see him moving entirely in the circle of thought

of a second birth. In this case, Jesus would only emphasize

^ Hofmann, Der Schr'iftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingenl859, vol. ii. parti, p. 11.

' Weiss, Der Johanneische Lehrherjriff, Berlin 1862, p. 94.
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the essential difference between this second and the first

birth, in what follows. If it be objected that avwOev never

means 'again,' but only 'from the beginning' (see Luke

(i. 3 ; Acts xxvi. 5 ; and Gal. iv. 9, irakiv avwOev), the

objection has no force ; since ' from the beginning ' is exactly

what it is said to mean here, and just for that reason

SevTepov (' second time ') or the like was not chosen. As to

the usage of the language, look at Josephus } (ptXlav dvwOev

TToielrat : he binds himself from the beginning, that is, anew,

in friendship with him. See especially the passage quoted

by Tholuck, following Wetstein, from Artemidorus.^ 'When

a man's wife is with child, and he dreams that he is born

of a woman, it means : iralSa avTa> fyevrjaecrOat o/jcoiov kuto.

irdvra' ovtco yap avoaOev avrocr Bo^eie yevvacrOat ' (' that the

child will be like him in all respects ; for thus he himself

will seem to be born again '). Meyer has no reason for his

assertion that avwOev here also means e/c 6eov (' of God '),

The point is not, as he says, that the dream comes from

God, but that he himself is born anew, and thus begins to

live in his son so like to him. Thus also here. The

iraXtyyevea-La (' regeneration ') of Tit. iii. 5, and the avayev-

vacrOai ('to be born again') of 1 Pet. i. 3, 23, mean some-

thing else. In them the new birth is the changing about

of the preceding life ; in our passage it is a new beginning

of life which puts itself in the place of the first one. Jesus

intends to lay stress on this point of making a beginning

;

the whole life must start over—that is to say, the time now

dawning is not merely a higher degree of the preceding, but

a new time, which in the single person must put itself as a

new beginning of life. He wishes to impress this on Nico-

demus before he proceeds to explain that this'new beginning

of life is a working of the Spirit of God. By the idea and

the mention of a birth from above, Jesus would have pur-

posely made the whole matter from the first unintelligible

^ Josephus, Ant'iquitates, L xviii. 3 ; Opera, ed. Bekker, Leipzig 1855,

vol. i. p. 49, line 26.

^ Artemidorus, Onirocriticon, lib. i. cap. 13, lines 14-25, ed. Hercher,

Leipzig 1864. [Hercher reads av instead of oivuhv ; but the latter is supported

by two good Mss.—C. R. G.]
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to Nicodemus. On the other hand, the new beginning of

life could not be so entirely strange to him, when he

thought of the promise of the new heart and of the new
spirit, Ezek. xi. 19 f., xxxvi. 26, 27, of Ps. H. 12 (English

version 1 0), and the like.

Verse 4.

In spite of the accord with the Old Testament, Nicodemus

does not understand Jesus. The reason probably is, that he

was before this accustomed to understand the word as to a

new birth, only figuratively of a changing about or of a

transposition, while he thought that Jesus decidedly seemed

to take the matter exactly ' from the beginning on.' Hence

his answer refers to this point (etV t?;i; KoCKiav k.t.X., ' into

the womb '), and Jesus gives him information about it.

A multitude of hypotheses arise from this reply of the

' Israelitic scholar
:

' they frame from them an accusation

against the evangelist (Bruno Bauer) ; they put it at least to

the charge of the narrative (De Wette) ; they determine the

possibility that 'John emphasizes somewhat too strongly'

Mcodemus' want of understanding (Llicke) ; they assume

real want of understanding (Eeuss) ;
^ they explain the pre-

posterous character of his question from the natural mental

narrowness of the man, as well as from the confusion of

the moment (Meyer) ; they explain the question by the

excitement of his disposition at the moment, owing to the

strange answer of Jesus (Bengel, Stier) ; they explain it in

the sense of irony (Godet), which does not suit his charac-

ter ; or they interpret (Baumgarten-Crusius and Schleier-

macher) Nicodemus' words more ingeniously than they

sound (the words about the womb are only a figure to

^ denote the change in age), so as to free him from the charge

of narrowness. If we hold fast to the real meaning of the

words, Nicodemus is not charged with asking about the

possibility of a second bodily birth. Nor does he merely

say what Liicke makes him say : If the repetition of bodily

^ Eeuss :
' All attempts to save the sovmd understanding of Nicodemus

have been wrecked on the palpable absurdity of his objection.' Histoire de

la thiologie chr4tienne, 2d ed., Strassburg and Paris 1860, vol. ii. p. 413, note.
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birth is such an absolutely impossible thing, how am 1 to

understand the avcodev yevvrjdrjvai, (' to be born again ') ?

He asks how this avcodev <y€vv7]0rjvat can take place without

a second bodily birth. He takes the avwOev yevvrjdrjvat

rightly of a new beginning of personal life. But the

inward life seems to him so closely chained to and depend-

ent on the natural life, that he cannot think of a new and

real (not figurative) beginning of the former without a new
and real beginning of the latter. He does not say, as some

have imputed to him, that the second coming out of the

womb is one and the same with the avcodev 'y6vv7]6rjvai, of

Jesus, but that it is the necessary natural presupposition,

in and with which alone he is in a position to think of the

new beginning of personal life.

This is verily a novelty in the whole arrangement of

things, that there shall hence be a new beginning of per-

sonal life, which does not presuppose, but is followed by,

the new beginning of the natural life. This finds its actual

and conceivable possibility only in the typical and causal

fact and knowledge of the birth of Christ the Son of God,

the beginning of whose personal life is also independent of

the beginning of his earthly natural life. The Old Testa-

ment did not know of such a Son of God, but of such as

were in a certain sense raised to be sons of God by their

position in their earthly life. To that degree, also, it

does not know of the new birth, in the New Testament

sense, which was first given by Christ. It knows only of

a conversion, and that only as a not understood fact of the

future. Hence, therefore, Nicodemus cannot understand

the saying as to the new birth. He sees in Jesus only a

human teacher, who, though divinely gifted- and endowed,

is not thereby removed from the common order of things.

He cannot understand this saying, because he takes it

seriously and exactly, and because the person of Jesus, not

being understood by him, does not give him the key to it.

Verse 5.

Jesus assures him that the point is a new birth in the

real sense. It is as real as the first birth. As in the one
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the man comes from the earthly element and from the

divine creative Spirit of the natural life, so in the other he

comes from the earthly element and from the divine crea-

tive Spirit of the new time and new order of things. Uvev/xa

('spirit') is contrasted with adp^ ('flesh'), and not with

TTvevfia Tri<j crapKocr (' spirit of the flesh'). This birth must
be produced by the irvevfjia in the real sense, because it is

produced for the time of the Trvevfia, which time has dawned
in Jesus the Son of God. Jesus here joins what the Baptist

had contrasted: water and Spirit; see i. 26, 31, 32, 33.

He adds the Spirit to the water, for He bears the Spirit

without measure in himself, because He is the incarnate

Word and the Son of God. We are not to take v8(op

('water') as the figurative designation of the cleansing of

the heart, and irvevfia (' spirit') as an unfigurative expression

(Liicke^), or vhwp as a figurative expression for the Spirit

(Calvin), or for the human soul (Olshausen). Both words are

alike exactly meant, and both are to be so joined in thought,

that the baptism with the Spirit by Jesus is to be added to

the baptism with water, which Mcodemus knew from John/'

Both points, the water of the Baptist and the Spirit of

Christ, are well known to him ; the first, from the immediate

history, and the second, from the promise. When Christ

combines them to the united divine act of the new birth

and human act of believing obedience, the account remains

strictly within the bounds of historical possibility and pro-

bability. On the other hand, to understand the words in

the mouth of Jesus as a direct designation of Christian

baptism, as Meyer does, neglects too much the historical

connection in which they are spoken. They were not

meant to make what had already been said to Nicodemus

still more unintelligible by a fact of the future that was

necessarily unknown to him, but to make it more intelli-

gible. We may, however, well infer from the words of

Jesus, that when the Baptist is no longer living, and yet

the entrance into the kingdom of God is to be continually

1 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn
1840, vol. i. p. 521 f.

2 Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1860, vol. ii. part ii. p. 12.
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mediated by the new birth produced through the two

elements of the water and the Spirit, that these two points

shall be combined into one act. Therefore, for us this

saying speaks in the second place of a water baptism, which

at the same time is a Spirit baptism. It is true that

Nicodemus could not understand this, but he was not meant

to understand it. He was merely to combine that which

in time lay separated, that which is united for us by the

fact of the Christian baptism into Xovrpov TraXcyiyevea-iao-

(' washing of regeneration,' Tit. iii. 5). In this, however, the

Christian baptism is nothing else in reality than that which

Jesus here intends by the Trvev/xa, only it is in a form different

from that in which Nicodemus had occasion to think of it.

Verse 6.

But man needed such new birth because he is crdp^

{' flesh'), while the ^aaiXeta tov Oeov (' the kingdom of

God') is spiritual, and so man must become of the same kind

as this in order to enter into it. As a matter of course, this

does not refer merely to a part of men, as Hilgenfeld asserts

from his presupposition of Gnostic dualism in the gospel of

John,^ but to men in general. All men are a-dp^. Weiss^

thinks that i. 13 is decisive for the meaning of this word

in this passage, in the sense that we are to understand it

merely of the bodily sensuous side of human nature, and

to reject all reference to the sinful character thereof as a

Pauline addition. That is not right. The Old Testament

circle of ideas which Nicodemus brought with him, and the

whole connection in which the word here stands, must also

speak. In the Old Testament, the statement that man is

flesh does not designate merely the sensible existence of

man, aside from all moral reference. According to the

whole Old Testament conception, this is closely linked to

the fact that man also morally is not what God would have

him be.^ In the context of the passage before us, the

' Compare against him, Weiss, Der JuJianneiscJie Lehrhegriff, Berlin 1862,

p. 128 ff.
'^ Ibid. p. 130.

' See Hofmann, Der Schnftheweia, 2cl ed., Nordlingen 1857, voL i. p. 503 ff.

;

and OeMer, Theologie des Alien Testaments, Tiibingen 1873, vol. i. p. 253 11".
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necessity of the new birth is based upon the aap^ of man.

Clearly that cannot be intended to express merely the cor-

poreality. It must mean the moral character of his human
nature, which excludes from the kingdom of God. Indeed,

this alone can make that divine influence upon him neces-

sary.^ The question is not merely about a difference

between a lower and a higher stage/ but about an opposi-

tion.^ The first birth of the flesh to the flesh has happened

to the man, and thus too the second birth of the Spirit to

the Spirit is something which happens to the man. Hence

it is not identical with the fierdvoia ('repentance') (against

Meyer), which the man has' to perform himself {fieTavoetre),

but is an influence e'/c rov Trvevfiaroo-, namely, from God's

Spirit, The effect corresponds to the cause. There the

man is flesh, namely, in kind ; here, he is Spirit in kind.

The substantives are more emphatic than the adjectives

aapKiKoa, irvevfiariKoa (' fleshly,' ' spiritual') would have

been.

Veese 7.

This circumstance, that it is an act of the Trvevjxa (' Spirit')

which is to happen to him, is to help Nicodemus under-

stand, as far as he needs to, the demand for a new birth,

which seems strange to him. This is to show him how a

new beginning of life in the Spirit can be spoken of with-

out a new beginning of the natural life. In order to under-

stand the spirit of the ethical life, he is referred to its

analogue in the natural life.

Verse 8.

It is as free as the wind in its motion, and as undis-

jcoverable in its origin, although perceptible and recognisable

in its effects. OvTcoa icrriv (' so is') : this is the case with

every one, etc. That is to calm Mcodemus. This work-

ing of the Spirit (Trdcr 6 'yeyevvrjfievocr eK tov trvevfiaToa,

' See Luthardt, Lehre vomfreien Willen, Leipzig 1863, p. 393.

- Thus Julius Miiller, Lehre vom der Silnde, Breslau 1844, vol. ii. p. 367.

' SeeHofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2ded., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 512 I.;

and also Meyer,
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' every one that is born of the Spirit') is a fact of experi-

ence which he likewise can and is to experience in himself.

That closes the first circle, vers. 3-8, of the instruction

of Jesus. Its thought is : The wonderful fact of the new

birth must happen to every one who wishes to belong to

the kingdom of God, whose time had dawned in Jesus the

Christ. The second circle, vers. 9-15, follows with: The

said fact happens to him who believes on Jesus the Son of

God, whose person and testimony are to be accepted in

belief. And the third circle, vers. 16-21, continues : For

whosoever believes on this one has therewith eternal life,

while he who does not believe remains subject to judgment.

The discourse falls into these three parts of like extent, the

development of three sentences joining closely together

logically. These sentences, the contents of the discourse,

show nothing different from that which is the contents of

the whole gospel.

Verses 9-15.

The point here is belief on the Son of God. The matter

in general, and Nicodemus' question, lead Jesus to speak

of this. Nicodemus does not ask so as to comprehend

the necessity and possibility of this (Liicke). He wishes

to know the manner and the way in which this fact of the

new birth can complete itself. Jesus then takes occasion

to refer him to the belief on His person.

Verse 9.

As a rule, the questioner has been wrongly treated

;

because commentators have only found here a repetition

of the first failure to understand, and of the first want of

understanding. On the contrary, he lets the fact of the

new birth stand in some measure as believed, although not

comprehended : he only wishes instructions as to the way it

is to be completed. He still fails here, in that he stands

objectively towards it, instead of asking how he himself can

come to experience it, and what he has to do on behalf

of it.
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Verse 10.

Jesus reproaclies him with a wondering question for not

knowing this. ' Art thou the master ?
' Tliis means, the

well-known, recognised (thus commonly), not the ideal

person of the teacher, which had become concrete (Heng-

stenberg), or the representative of the Israelitic teaching

office (Godet) : these would make too much out of Nico-

demus. And then, in nice contrast to ' the teacher,' stands :

Kol ravra ov '-{wwaKeiu (' and knowest not these things ?').

As a teacher of Israel, he ought to know these things. As
such it must be known to him from the Old Testament and

from the history of salvation, that the only way to the com-

munion of salvation from the very outset has been that of

a believincr obedience towards God's word and messenger.

Thus also this New Testament saving fact of the new birth

can only be experienced by believing obedience towards

him who has the Spirit of the new birth and the divine

testimony of this New Testament salvation. Jesus re-

proaches him for not coming to Him in such right believing

obedience, and .for not bearing himself thus towards Him
even now in this conversation.

Verse 11.

He can do that the better, the more He has a right to

demand belief in His testimony. If Nicodemus deserves

to be called o SiSdaKoXoa- tov ^laparjk (' the master of Israel'),

Jesus was the same in an entirely different way. In ver.

11, Jesus contrasts himself with that teacher. The con-

trast here is like the one in vii. 15, where the Jews ask in

wonder : iroxr ovroar jpa/x/xara olBev /x^ fxe/xa6r]Kco(T (' How
.knoweth this man letters, having never learned ?'), Nico-

demus and his friends whom he represents (' ye ') have a

knowledge as far as study goes. Jesus has a knowledge

based on direct acquaintance with that of which he gives

witness. We speah that we do hnoio, and testify that we

have seen. Who are the ' We ' ? De Wette, Lilcke, Meyer,

and Stier make it a rhetorical plural. This, however, does

not occur elsewhere in the words of Jesus or of John, not
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even in iv. 38, to which Meyer appeals. Some call it the

plural of category: 'such teachers as I' (Meyer). But there

were no other ' such teachers.' There is no need of proving

that we are not to think of God (Chrysostom and others),

or of the Holy Ghost (Bengel). The Old Testament pro-

phets (Tholuck) are too distant. The disciples (Hengsten-

berg and Godet) do not ' speak' and * testify' yet. Only

the Baptist is left (Knapp, Hofmann, Weiss''). He also

testified of the Spirit of the new time on the basis of direct

divine revelation. Jesus had just recalled the Baptist by

the water. Mcodemus knew that the Baptist had an-

nounced the Messianic baptism with the Spirit. So it

must have been easy for him to think of the Baptist in this

'We.'

The first thing we are to think of here is the Spirit of

the new time, which came upon Jesus at the baptism, so

that he should impart it. That explains the 'we know'

and 'we have seen;' the second is presupposed in the first.

Jesus does not speak of his premundane perception, but of

the revelation of God which he had received in the midst

of men. If Jesus speak with such direct certainty and per-

ception, they ought to believe him. And ye receive not our

witness. The Pharisees believed neither in the Baptist nor

in Jesus. In this Mcodemus is like the ^lovhaloLcr (' Jews'),

'ye' ov \afi,/3dv€Te (' do not receive'), he is wanting in right

belief. As long as Nicodemus has not right belief in the

person of Jesus, he belongs to those Jews, although he may
already have taken steps towards belief. He still ever has

this in common with them, that he does not answer the

real demand of Jesus. Hence Jesus in this paragraph

presses throughout upon belief, and to this- end testifies to

himself as the Son of God.

Veese 12.

But the testimony which is to be received in belief has

hitherto had to, eTTLjeia (' earthly things') for its contents.

There is another contents that he must also proclaim, that

is, TO, iirovpdvia (' heavenly things '). He names his testi-

^ "Weiss, Der Jolianneische LeJirbegrif, Berlin 1862, p. 111.
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mony as to the heavenly things not as a possibility, which

remains only in thought, and perhaps will not he fulfilled,

but as something which will be realized. Otherwise the

hypothetical form with iav would not be used. These two

contrasted things, the earthly and the heavenly, have been

explained in the most different ways, but the reference to

the connection has been neglected, especially in the case of

the last. The article in eTrifyeia k.tX. {' earthly things') shows

that we are here to think of something distinct, namely, of

the testimony as to the kingdom of God. ' Earthly things'

designates, not the whole category of the things to be found

on earth, to which ' also' the birth from above belongs'

(Meyer), but the shape and realization of the kingdom of

God as it belongs to earth, which completes itself in this

very new birth. Jesus had spoken of that until now (eJ

. . . elirov, ' if I have told'). Hence ra iirovpavLa (' heavenly

things') does not betoken merely divine decrees for redemp-

tion (Meyer, Godet, and others). Still less is it to be

generalized to the higher ideas of the gospel as a whole

(Llicke, Eeuss). Nor is it to be limited to the divinity

of Jesus (Hengstenberg), or to the Trinity (thus often the

popular interpretation of the gospel for Trinity Sunday).

Nor is it to be extended to ' very many and manifold things'

(Stier^). It is the heavenly reality which the kingdom of

God has in its relation to the Father. That is to say, it is

the Christological contents of his preaching, in distinction

from the anthropological or moral, before treated of.

Verse 13.

And yet (/cat) they must believe on him, for He alone

can give testimony thereto. No man hath ascended up to

heaven, hut he that came down from heaven, the Son of man.
' No man hath ascended up to heaven,' so that he could

speak from his own perception of those heavenly things

{ra iirovpavLa). It is true only of the Son of man that he

was in heaven, and can speak from his own perception of

these heavenly things. It does not mean : will ascend to

^ Stier, Beden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 22,

note.
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heaven (Bengel), the tense is against that ; or : has raised

himself in spirit to God (thus commonly ; Llicke, Olshausen,

Baumgarten-Crusius, De Wette, and even Beyschlag and

Weiss ^), for this tropical way of taking it is excluded by

the verb and the contrast to KarajSda (' came down'), and

would not hold exclusively of Christ (see Hengstenberg and

Meyer) ; or : he was by ' raptus in caelum' (' a being caught

up into heaven') taken away to God, as the Socinians

fantastically explained. He ' ascended up,' which would

be necessary for the men living on earth, is intended only

as the necessary presupposition for the direct perception

and the testimony made possible by it.

At the transition to Jesus {el [xri,
' but '), therefore, this

point (direct perception as a basis of eye-witness) is to be

emphasized. This holds good only of him, for he alone has

come down from heaven—that is, has come out from a

being with God. At Kara^da (' came down') we think

naturally of the incarnation. He became thereby the goal

of the history of humanity : the Son of man. The phrase

6 c!)v iv T« ovpava> (' which is in heaven') is not to be taken

as a present, so as to mean his then being present, and to

be referred to his internal relation of communion with God
(thus most later commentators). That would not suit the

exact way of taking KUTa/Sda, or the whole thought. On
the contrary, it would confuse the thought. It must be

understood as an imperfect, and resolved into oa rjv (Bengel,

Hofmann, Weiss ^). This ba rjv iv tu> ovpavw ('who was in

heaven') would not be 'unbearably useless' (Llicke). Jesus

would emphasize his being eTTovpdviocr (' heavenly'), so as to

confirm his knowledge and hint at his future. Since, how-

ever, these words are lacking in B L as well as in the

Sinaitic manuscript, the right thing certainly is to leave

them out, especially as the addition of them would be very

easily explained, and the leaving them out would be much
harder to explain. At the same time, the dogmatic use

made of them falls away. The old doctors used this passage

as a proof of their doctrine of the participation of the human

^ Weiss, Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff, Berlin 1862, p. 213 f.

'Ibid. p. 214.
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nature of Christ, in the omnipresence of the divine Logos,

in the state of humiliation, on the basis of * genus majesta-

ticum communicationis idiomatum'^ ('the majestic genus of

the communion of attributes').

Veese 14.

As now that fact, that He has come down from heaven,

must be believed, so also is his exaltation an object of

belief: for only he who believes on Him has eternal life.

The connection with what precedes has been taken in very-

different ways : before, it spoke of the necessity ; here, it

speaks of the blessedness of belief (Meyer) ; but the wording

of ver. 1 4 is against that ; Jesus now goes to the eirovpavM

('heavenly things') (Tholuck and others); he passes from

the possibility of the revelation through him to the neces-

sity thereof (Liicke) ; or he passes from his divine person

to his work of atonement (Hengstenberg). All this is

arbitrary, because the progress of the discourse is evidently

completed by the v-^wOrjvat ('be lifted up'), in contrast to

the preceding (see also Godet)
;
yet not to designate the

cross of Christ as the means of redemption (Godet), but

to own the exaltation as an object of belief. If ir^ovv

(' lifted up') stands also in that contrast, it is first of all

the exaltation on the cross as the step to the exaltation on

the throne. If Jesus, as is likely, used the Aramaic ^i?T,

this served for the hanging of ill-doers on the stake. That

suits also the comparison with the lifting up of the serpent

in the wilderness, Num. xxi. 8, to be the means of salva-

tion for those who directed their gaze unto it in belief.

The ' tertium comparationis ' (' middle term of the com-

parison ') lies in this. Jesus does not compare the subjects,

himself and the snake, so that we should have a right to

seek out all possible points of comparison between the two."

1 See Luthardt, Compendium der Dogmatih, § 49, 4th ed., Leipzig 1873, p.

160. [According to the old dogmatists, the ' commiinicatio Idiomatum ' was

divided into three classes :
* genus idiomaticum,' * genus majestaticum,' and

' genus apotelesmaticum. '—C. R. G.]

* Bengel, Gnomon, in loco, 3d ed., Tiibingen 1773, ' ut serpens ille fuit ser-

pens sine veneno contra serpentes venenatos ; sic Christus homo sine peccato

contra sei-pentem antiquum' ('as that serpent was a serpent without venom
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That leads to a play of wit that has no right to a place in

exegesis at least. The lifting up is what Jesus compares ; in

both cases a paradoxical means unto belief for salvation. He
will indeed be lifted up, but so that his lifting up also demand.-j

belief. He will be lifted up on the cross ; if he then be lifted

up to God, it will be invisibly. Jesus leaves that continua-

tion of the thought unspoken. This is a divine necessity: Ssl

(' must be') by divine decree, Matt. xvi. 21 ; Luke xxiv. 20.

Verse 15.

This is the aim : That wJiosoever hdievefh in 1dm. ,That

is, reading ela- avrov with the received text and the Sinaitic,

which is the simplest and the best suited to John's use of the

words. 'Ett' avTO) (T) and ev uvtS (B) have this usage

against them, whence Meyer would join ev avrw with e-)(r)

k.tX., which does not fit the order of the words so well.

The following words : jxt] uTroXrjTai, dWd (' should not perish,

but '), which are lacking in N B L, could certainly be taken

up from ver. 16 (Meyer). The gift of eternal life (see on

i. 4), the gift of the essential life of divine communion, is

designated by e^n (present ' has') as one given at once with

belief. It is given in Him because he is the Son of God,

and so includes in himself the fulness of the divine life.

Thus the close of ver. 1 5 leads us over from the necessity

to the saving character of belief, that is, to the third para-

graph of the whole discourse.

Verses 16-21.

Thus far the discourse has turned on the necessity of

belief, and on the right of Jesus to demand it ; now it turns

on the saving character of belief, according to the will of

God, for salvation.

Verse 16.

God aims at ^wr/ alcovtocy ('eternal life') for the world,

which life begins with the new birth, and is gi:anted to

faith. For God so loved the world. This will of God unto

against venomous serpents, thus Christ was a man without sin against the old

serpent
') ; see also Menken, Olshausen, Jacobi, Stier, Lange.

LUTH. II. C JOHN.
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salvation is designated as a will of love, because it realized

itself by devotion (i^ydirrjaev). We are not to supply ela

ddvarov ('unto death') (Olsliausen) to eScoKev ('gave'), but

Tft) Koa-fio) {' to the world'). The man Jesus is this gift : all

else is but the historical consequence. In order, however, to

enhance the greatness of the divine love, he is called the

only-begotten Son; see on i. 14. The man Jesus is the

Son of God by reason of his origin from God and of his

communion with God, standing as ' the only-begotten' in a

relation to God which no one else holds. God gave this

one to the world. The emphasis lies, not on the greatness

of the offering (in the death), but of the gift (in the incar-

nation). The design of God is to save the world from the

destruction to which it would otherwise irremediably fall a

prey, and to give it eternal life in Jesus as the Son who
bears the fulness of life in himself The destruction is the

future, eternal dirdiXeta (iW fir] dTTQKiqTai, ' that . . . should

not perish' : the subjunctive instead of the optative demanded
by the preceding praeterite, because this latter mood in

general was less familiar to the speech of common life, and

so also to the.Hellenistic speech). With this design He was

given to the whole world. We are not to make the ' uni-

versitas electorum' (' body of the elect') out of that, as

Lampe does.-^ The whole /cocr/Ltocr ('world') is the object of

God's loving will. Jesus, however, is such salvation to the

world under the condition of belief, or in belief By the

union of Son of God, eternal life, and belief, we easily per-

ceive that the last is the essential appropriation of the

person of Jesus, and therewith the possession of the true

life which is in Him, and which he himself is.

If he who does not believe is thereby condemned, it is

clear that the world is first of all under the opyr) rov Oeov

(' wrath of God'), iii. 36. The decision is given in the

person of Jesus, so that whosoever believes on Him is taken

from destruction, and made a partaker of salvation ; whilfe

whosoever does not believe, is thereby under judgment.

We see that the essential relation between man and the

^ Lampe, Commentarius . . . Evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam
1724, vol. i. p. 615.
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person of Jesus consists in belief. The evangelist names

nothing else. Whataver things he mentions as forming

communion or bringing salvation, are but as explanations

or necessary consequences of the one TriaTta (' faith ') in

which all is given and decided. Again, we see that the

whole decision as to the possession of salvation rests in the

person of Jesus on the one side, in belief on the other side,

and on nothing else. It is true that John likes to name

salvation itself, life. As we remarked above, he gathers the

whole of salvation in this word. Here, where he has spoken

of the fact of the new birth, he chooses this expression of

necessity. But we remember that he who believes unto

eternal life is thereby taken from the wrath of God and put

into loving communion with him, ver. 36. The life too is

first of all communion in grace.

Verse 17.

When Jesus goes on, that he is not come to condemn

but to save the world, we recall those passages in which he

names the judgment as a thing kept for him until the future,

as V. 22, 27 ff. He will do that when he comes the second

time. It is true that we read in ix. 39, ela Kpifia iyoo elcr

TOP Koafiov TovTov rjkOov (' For judgment I am come into

this world'),^ and Kpifxa ('judgment') here refers, not to a

future, but to a present thing. These words, however, do

not mean to say that he is come to hold a judgment, but

that a decision completes itself in him, namely, by the self-

decision of men for or against him, in belief or in unbelief,

to salvation or to judgment. The judgment itself, therefore,

ever remains a future matter. That which now completes

itself is that Kpiata ('judgment') of whicli he speaks in

vers. 18 and 19 as present ; while his condemning judgment,

as the external historical completion of that which now

completes itself inwardly, always remains a thing of the

future. This is the sense in which he denies the judgment

as the aim of his mission. Liicke is wrong" when he says

^ See Liicke, Commentar ilber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1840, vol. i. p. 5i7.
* Liicke, ibid. See also De Wette and Bauuigarten-Cmsius.
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that he denies it in the sense ' in which the Jewish parti-

cularism asserted it, namely, with exclusion of the acorrjpia

Tov KoafjLov (" salvation of the world") ... as a condemning

judgment in the Jewish sense over the not-Jewish world,

before this has made its decision as to believing or not

believing.' What would justify us in seeking the chief

point in such nearer determinations and contrasts that were

only thought out. and added afterwards ? Hence we cannot

supply the words ' for this time' here. It is never said

of the second coming unto judgment, that the Son will

be sent} We can easily see how he comes to speak of his

being sent, not to judgment, but to salvation, if w^e remem-
ber that he is speaking to a teacher of Israel. The moment
Jesus testifies to himself as the Son of God who has been

sent, he must think of the Messianic prophecy of the Old

Testament, according to which the day of Jehovah was to

be joined with a great judgment upon the world. Nico-

demus is to know that this judgment wiU remain a thing

of the future. The presence of the Son is for the salvation

of the world. Yet that future judgment is already decided

internally by .the relation which each man assumes towards

the person of Jesus, and towards his self-revelation.

Verse 18.

He that hclicveth on Jiim is not condemned : hut he that

helieveth not is condemned already, because he hath not helieved

in the name of the only-hegotten Son of God. The world in

itself is lost, and salvation is decreed alone in the person of

Jesus, and is joined to his self-revelation {6vo/xa). Hence,

therefore, belief is the only way of salvation, and the judg-

ment is already decided {KeKpiTuc) for unbelief.

Verse 19.

This verse states, first, wherein the internal judgment

consists, as to essence (avrrj ia-rlv ort). It is, that a man
shuts himself out from the light which has appeared in Jesus

Christ. Instead of subordinating the first to the second

grammatically, the evangelist put the contrasted phrases

^ See Stier, Reden Je.su, 3d ed., Barmen and Elbeifeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 113.
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side by side, for the sake of emphasis : the light appeared,

and man loved, etc.^ The idea of light comes in here,

instead of the idea of life, because Jesus wishes to pass to

the moral sphere.^ The point is a moral decision between

the two great moral antagonists, between light and darkness.

The light has appeared in Jesus Christ, in his incarnation,

and in his entrance on his calling. Yet men loved the

darkness more than the light. It might seem strange that

Jesus should speak of the relation of men to him as of a

completed fact : rj'yaiTrjaav ol avOpoiiroL k.tX. (' men loved,'

etc.). This is not meant as ' a general experience of history,'

as Llicke has it,^ but as the historical bearing towards Jesus,

with which men answered God's deed of love.^ He desig-

nates this just as the Baptist does afterwards in ver. 32,

when he says : koL t^v /xaprvpiav avTov ovSelcr \afj,^duei

(' and no man receiveth his testimony').

This is settled, although Jesus still is only at the begin-

ning of his activity. The beginning decides as to the general

bearing of Israel, and so of men, towards Him. In general

he stands in contrast with unbelief, and there are but few

believing exceptions. Thus the disciples are chosen, thus

the church of Jesus is chosen out of the world, xv. 1 9. The

world as a whole has closed itself to the light. This is essen-

tially decided from the first. The relation of Jesus to the

W'Orld became at once an opposition. The decision consists

in the fact that men preferred (fiaXXov) the darkness in which

they lived to the light which came to them and wished to

draw them to itself It is true that fjidWov {' rather ') is

not an expression of opposition, but of comparison (Bengel,

Stier) ; but here it does not point merely to a difference of

degree in the ayairdv {' love
') ; it does not belong to this

verb, but to the substantive to a/coroa (' the darkness ').

Their love {i^jaTrrja-av put first for the sake of emphasis)

was directed rather (/aaXXov, ' potius,' not ' magis ') to tlie

' See vol. i. pp. 36 f., 43. ^ Sec the diigcussion of i. .5.

^ Llicke, Commentar uher dan Evangelium des Joliannes, 3ded., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 550.

* On hya'TTrKriv, ver. 16, and riyavnaav, vcr. 19, see Stier, Reden Jcsu, 3d

cd., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 117.
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darkness than to the light. ' Darkness ' indicates the

ungodly, sinful, worldly essence, to which they originally

belonged. Hilgenfeld (so also Baur and Keim), with the

notion of a metaphysical dualism, which he brought in so

arbitrarily, thinks that this applies merely to a single class

of men.^ He is wrong. It is clear that the sentence is

true of men in general. If they choose the darkness

instead of the light, there must be a possibility of deciding

for the light. They must have had historical experience of

the light, not by the testimony of the conscience or the

like, but, as what precedes shows us, in the appearance and

words of Jesus Christ. The deeper reason for this unbe-

lief is a moral one ; the religious conduct has a moral root.

The reason, namely, is given, that tlieir deeds, that is, their

whole action wherein their moral disposition and character

proved itself in detail, were evil. The contrast, rroheiv ttjv

oKi'iOetav (' to do the truth/ ver. 21), shows that to. €pya and

<l>av\a betoken not single acts, but the whole moral bear-

ing. The posture towards Christ is therefore conditioned

by the original moral tendency.

Verse 20.

It is necessarily so. Every one that docth evil (not in

one or another single case, but whose irpaaaevv, ' action,' in

general is not moral ; observe the present) hateth the light,

neither cometh to the light? This sentence, it is true, con-

tains a general truth ; but it is here to be taken only in

relation to the revelation in Christ. ' The light ' must be

imderstood as before : the light as it has appeared in Christ.

That moral species forms a contrast to the moral character

of the revelation, and hence it denies this revelation.

Such a one does not come to the light, that is, does not

follow Jesus in belief, because this is a moral decision

which stands in contradiction to his whole moral (or rather

immoral) course of life, so that this relation of belief could

"

only be completed by the denying of this course of life.

' See vol. i. p. 122.

* The xai alx, if^trai irpoa ra (pur is probably left out by K through mere
accident.
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Lest his deeds should he reproved. That does not mean ex-

ternal, but internal reproof and condemnation, since the

processes in question are psychological.

Verse 21.

Unbelief has moral roots, and so has belief : But he that

doeth truth comcth to the light, that his deeds may he manifest

that they are wrought in God} Truth is, first of all, the

being which agrees with itself, which excludes all internal

contradiction ; then it is used of knowledge and of words,

so far as they agree with the reality without contradiction,

and so bear it in themselves. The former exists in its

absolute sense in God, and God is revealed in Christ Jesus.

Hence He is the truth, and the truth has appeared in Him,

so that we recognise it and let it become the determining

power of our thought, will, and life. In agreement with

all the rest of John's use of language (especially in the first

epistle), the doing of the truth must here be taken in this

absolute sense.

The possibility of this action, therefore, presupposes the

revelation in Jesus Christ. Hence it does not betoken a

moral possibility or degree upon the pre-Christian sphere.'^

The expression would clearly be too strong for that. For

that reason Hengstenberg reminds us that Jesus is talking

to a member of the covenant people of the Old Testament.

This, however, all steps into the background, and the dis-

course keeps itself wholly in the general human sphere

(KoafjLOcr, avdpooTTocr, Trda, ' world, man, all '). It treats of

the man, not of the Jew. But it treats of his posture

towards Christ. To be able to do the truth he must know
the truth, and the truth must have met him in Christ.

He who does the truth (that is, not he who does it in this

or that single case, but for whom it has become the deter-

mining power of his moral wiU and conduct) cometh to the

1 On the biblical conception of truth, see Hoelemann, Bibelstudien,

Leipzig 1859, vol. i. p. 1 ff.

" Against my article on 'ipya toZ hoZ and x'tana in their mutual relations,

according to the representation of John's gospel. Studieit. und Kritiken, 1852,

pp. 333-li74.
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light, that is, follows Christ in belief. Thus the religious

posture of belief in Christ has as its presupposition and as

its base a moral self-decision with regard to Christ, which
has been made possible by Christ.

Hence the question at each place, at the <^av\a Trpdcraetv

{' doing evil ') as well as at the iroieiv rrjv aXi)6eLav (' doing

the truth '), is not with reference to degrees of natural

morality in the pre-Christian sphere, but with reference to

moral self-decisions as they are called forth by the revela-

tion of and by the words of Christ ; upon these decisions

the religious conduct depends. To love the darkness is to

do evil ; to love the light Is to do the truth. In the former,

the man shuts himself up selfishly in himself against the

light ; in the latter, he opens himself to Christ, devoting

himself to Him. ' That his deeds may be manifest that

they are wrought in God.' The internal decision will come
out. The moral posture being towards God, and therefore

belonging to God and agreeable to his will, presses on to

the union, by belief, with the revelation of God in Christ.

Belief has as its base the moral self-decision for God in

Christ ; and moral self-decision for God in Christ has belief

as its necessary effect and phenomenon. Such is the

thought of this passage, which sounds difficult, which has

been often treated, and which has commonly, though as we
have seen probably incorrectly, been understood of a pre-

paratory stage of belief or of conversion.^

The conversation closes fitly with the reference made by

Jesus to the innermost moral root of belief. It goes from

the objective to the subjective, from without, within.

Jesus had passed from the new birth as the presupposition

for participation in the kingdom of God, to belief as the

presupposition for the new birth. This he did in order to

show the necessity and the blessing of belief, and finally to

reveal the moral presupposition of belief and of unbelief,

thus leading Nicodemus to the subjective sphere of his life-

within—to his conscience. The objective side of the dis-

course corresponds to that subjective side : it is the testi-

mony to the divine Sonship of Christ. Both are meant to

^ See Luthardt, Lelire vomfreien Willen, Leipzig 1863, p. 418 f.
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knit a personal relation that shall take the place of the

mere external amazement at his miracles. This compre-

hensive and peculiar character of the discourse gives it a

fundamental A^alue for John's gospel and its testimony.

Hence tlie evangelist picked out this very discourse, put it

at the head of his account of the public activity of Jesus,

and so reproduced it as to make it exactly fit to serve this

purpose. We therefore need not assume that the evan-

gelist, in the progress of the discourse from ver. 16 on, has

passed from the report to his own reflections and explana-

tory considerations (for example, Neander, Tholuck, Olshau-

sen), or at least has joined these to the account more
strongly than before (Liicke, De Wette, Briickner, whom
Meyer rightly opposes). We have only to acknowledge the

subjective character in the form of the reproduction, as we
have to admit it in the discourses of John's gospel in

general.^

(3.) III. 22-36. Jesus in Jiidea, and the Baptist's

Testimony/.

Jesus widens the circle. He turns from Jerusalem to

the whole land of Judah, from the few to the many. He
begins the foundation of the kingdom of God, in the form

which the Baptist used. It is true that his baptism is not

essentially different from John's, and is not yet the real

Christian baptism in the name of Jesus, for he is not yet

glorified. Yet it is more than if he were merely active at

the side of the Baptist, and in just the same way. We can

already recognise the progress of the realization of salva-

tion in the fact that, while those ready to repent must go

out to John to show their readiness, Jesus on the contrary

comes to them to bring salvation near to them. In conse-

quence, John pointed to the Son of God who was to come

;

Jesus points to himself as being the Son of God. Thus he

begins to gather about the present Eedeemer, from separate

' See vol. i. p. 144 ff., and my Der johanneische Ursprung des vierten

Erangeliums, Leipzig 1874, p. 196 ff. English edition, St. John the Author
(/the Fourth Gospel, Edinburgh 1875, p. 246 ff.
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persons of Judea, the church of the kingdom of God, which

kingdom was now revealing itself It is the third attempt

Jesus makes to win Israel to repenting belief in his person,

so that he could go on with the revelation of the kingdom

of God. Yet, though they came to him in greater numbers

than to the Baptist, the latter could not but say : ical Ttjv

fxaprvplav avrov ovBela- Xafi^dvei {' and no man receiveth

his testimony ').

The matter is commonly put as if the Baptist's testi-

mony were the only thing really meant to be reported

here, and the rest were brought in only to make it possible

to give the former. This can hardly be right. The evan-

gelist is here busied with the historical progress, and this

testimony forms a part of the history which he is reporting.

Every particle of it is historical. Instead of saying him-

self that Jesus, with such an extended and heightened

activity, has gradually taken the place of the Baptist, that

the Baptist's time had begun to yield to Jesus' time, and

that the former had not yet reached the right belief in

Jesus' person and word, he gives us a testimony of the

Baptist's which contains all this. He relates the history in

the Baptist's words, because they at once help us to under-

stand the historical position. If the relation of ver. 2 2 ff.

to ver. 27 ff., and the meaning of the last, were not such

as is here alleged, how could the evangelist, iv. 1, go on

with the history, with ovv (' therefore '), drawing a conclusion

from what precedes ?

If this be the case, then we shall have to explain ver.

22 f. from the words of the Baptist. He designates Jesus

as a bridegroom, who is already on the way to take His

bride home ; he already hears His voice as He calls the

bride, ver. 29. Henpe his great joy, and hence he knows

that his' own time is almost at an end. According

to this, the design of Jesus' deeds here will need to

be taken as more comprehensive and more far-reaching

than is commonly assumed. It is no longer mere preach-

ing and preparation, but the beginning of founding and

gathering.

But why does not Jesus appear to baptize after this ?
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It was not on account of the lack of faith/ nor because it

was enough to have put his baptism once by the side of

John's.^ The real reason is that he took up another plan,

and gave up the thought of gathering his church about

himself in such a definite way during the days of his flesh.

That is the very cause for the Baptist's mistake. He now

saw the gathering of the church already beginning. But

later he could see nothing more of such a beginning, and,

on the contrary, found again mere preaching and prepara-

tion, like a simple continuation of his own activity. But,

it may be objected, the Baptist knew by this time that the

right belief was not afforded. Of course he understood the

present, but not the future ; and afterwards, when in prison,

he did not understand even the later present, because the

time of his calling was over. He might easily think that

Jesus would reveal His kingdom in spite of the lack of

belief. In fact, he saw Him busy therewith in the begin-

ning of His activity.

This gives us the clue both to the account of Jesus'

activity, and to the dispute between the Baptist's disciples

and the Jew named in ver. 25.

Vekse 22.

Mera ravra (' after these things '), a familiar way of

continuing in John's gospel,'^ joins what follows to what

precedes, only as a general matter of time. Jesus went

from Jerusalem (that he was in Galilee in the meantime is

not absolutely impossible from the account, but is impro-

bable) into the land of Judea. ^lovZaia yrj is to be under-

stood thus of the country in contrast with the capital. The

imperfects 8teTpt/3ev and e^diTTi^ev {' tarried ' and ' bap-

tized ') express longer continuance. We see by iv. 2 that

the disciples, and not Jesus himself, performed the baptism.

1 Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des JoJiannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1840, vol. i. p. 559.

^ Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfullung im alien und im neuen Teslamentc,

Nordlingen 1844, vol. ii. p. 90.

•• See voL i. p. 26.
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Verse 23.

John was active at the same time. ^Hv ^aTrrl^cov, he was

busy haptizing ; more than a mere paraphrase for the finite

verb : in ^non, near to Salem. Whether we explain ^non
as \V Pi*, Dove-Fountain (Meyer), or as the intensive or ad-

jective form of py, fountain, the name cannot but suggest a

region that was rich in fountains, and therefore in water.

Eusebius and Jerome put ^aXei/x (' Salem ') eight Eoman
miles (about 8 English miles) south of Scythopolis, at a place

where the Jordan was quite broad, towards the borders of

Galilee. But according to the account here it must have

been in Judea. Probably we should refer to Josh. xv. 32,

pj;^ nm^C^', in the south of Judea.^ Shilchim (LXX. Salem)

means those sent, hence brooks ; and Ain means fountain,

hence a region rich in water. Hence John went south-

ward, perhaps towards his home. They must come to him
at that point to be baptized. The fact that he did not

give up his activity, although Jesus had come forth and

was at work, is not to be considered improbable (Baur),

because it would have been a split in the Messianic move-

ment (Keim) ; nor does it stand in contradiction with the

divine certainty the Baptist had as to Jesus' Messiahship

(Weizsacker) ; nor is it to be accounted for by the circum-

stance that Jesus had not really appeared yet as the

Messiah (Meyer). The simple state of the case is, that as

God had put him in his calling, he had no right to give it

up of himself, but had to wait for the direction of God.

Verse 24.

The evangelist remarks, by way of explanation, that

John was then not yet cast into prison. In this he does

not ' correct ' the synoptic account (Meyer) ; that was un-

necessary, as the synoptic account does not say a word

about this time, and only begins at the imprisoning of the'

Baptist. He merely brings his account into connection

with the synoptic account, which tells us that Jesus came

^ So says Wieseler, Ckronologische Synopse der vler Evangelien, Hamburg
1S43, p. 247 f.; Ewald, and others.
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forth as the prophet of Galilee in the stead of the impri-

soned Baptist.

Verse 25.

The position of affairs as just stated will help us to un-

derstand the dispute, ver. 25 f., which has given exegetes

much trouble. The inferential relation of iv. 1 to what

precedes, and John's use of 'lovSaioo- (' Jew '), allow us to

conclude that the ^lovSaioa here spoken of is a hostilely

disposed Pharisee. We must learn what the dispute be-

tween the Baptist's disciples ^ and the Jew was about,, from

the statement they make to their master. The Jew had

told them what they now tell John, and the Jew had

drawn inferences therefrom about Kadapiafioa- {' cleansing ').

The major premise for this conclusion was, that Jesus was

the one testified to by the Baptist ; the minor premise, that

he is baptizing. What must the conclusion have been ?

It was not that Jesus' baptism was better, so that John's

disciples became jealous (De Wette, Liicke, Meyer). The

text says nothing about that, and that would not explain

why it says irepl KaOapcafiov {' about purifying '), and not

Trepl Tov ^aiTTLaixaroa, sc. rod ^Iwdvvov (' about baptism,'

namely John's). The question referred to the necessity of

a cleansing before the opening of the kingdom of heaven,

resting on Ezek. xxxvi. 25 ; Zech. xiii. 1.^ Perhaps the

disciples of John had asked him to let liimself be baptized,

and thus had given him occasion to tell about the activity

of Jesus, and to argue from it against John's baptism.

Verse 26.

The tone in which the disciples speak to feheir master is

excited and complaining. The reference to the Baptist's

testimony, c5 cri) fxefiaprvpriKaa (' to whom thou bearest

witness '), does not emphasize the contents but the fact of

that testimony : He who owes his authority to you, now

rivals you so as to put you in the shade. All come to him

:

^ See vol. i. p. 115 ff
.

; Ix ru> fjiainrZ^, and therefore begun by the dis-

ciples, but, as is seen by what follows, occasioned by the Jew.

- See Hofmann, WeismrjunrjundErf'ulluiKj, Nordlingen 1841, vol. ii. p. 87.
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passion speaks with exaggeration. Still it shows at any

rate that Jesus had a great throng.

Verses 27-36. The Baptist's Answer.

The Baptist's answer is in two parts, corresponding to

the two points in the disciples' complaint. The first, vers.

27—30, discusses the relation between Jesus and him; the

second, vers. 31-36, the relation between Jesus and the

world.^

He answers with an ' Indeed . . . but.' ' The time of the

kingdom has come, and Jesus the Christ already calls the

church of the kingdom of heaven : my time, on the other

hand, is almost at an end : as the friend of the bridegroom,

standing at his side, it is my duty to rejoice in his increase.

Still, great as is the applause found by Jesus, they do not

give him real belief And therefore I, his herald, must

continue to bear witness to him, and to point to him as an

object of belief, so that they may learn to escape the wrath

over Israel.' The conclusion in reference to his own action

is not drawn in definite words by the Baptist, only because it

is to be seen clearly enough in his command to his disciples.

Verses 27-30. Christ and the Baptist.

Verse 27.

The explanation given shows of itself how we are to

understand the general sentence with which the Baptist

begins this verse. It is not to be referrred to the Baptist

alone (Wetstein, ' non possum mihi arrogare et rapere quod

deus non dedit,' ' I cannot arrogate to myself and seize

what God has not^ given me ;

' Bengel, Liicke, Hengsten-

berg, Godet) ; that would not fit the complaints of the dis-

ciples about Jesus. Nor is it to be referred only to Jesus

(Olshausen, De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Meyer). It

must be understood of both,—of the Baptist as well as of

Jesus,—for the disciples need information as to both

(Tholuck, Bruckner). He must explain and justify not

'' See Hofmann, Der Schri/tbeweis, Nordlingen 1859, vol. ii. part i. p. IS.
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only his own conduct, but also Jesus' action and success.

Thus we have here in brief the relation between him and

Jesus, which he then proceeds to give in detail with

humility and with joy.

Verse 28.

First of all he reminds his disciples of his earlier testi-

mony to Jesus. His disciples had laid stress on the fact of

that testimony, he lays stress on the contents of it. He is

only the forerunner iKeivov (' of him '), not of the Xptaroa
(' Christ '), but of Jesus (Bengel, De Wette, Baumgarten-

Crusius, and Meyer). That is the way the thing stands.

Verse 29.

Both have a calling with regard to the church, Christ as

its master, John as His servant and friend. The comparison

of the church with a bride rests on the Old Testament view

of the relation of Jehovah to the Old Testament church as a

marriage, Isa. liv. 5 ; Hos. ii. 1 9 ff. This view passed over to

the New Testament, Eph. v. 32, and is especially familiar

in the Eevelation, see Eev. xix. 7, xxi. 2, 9. The reference

to the Song of Solomon (especially v. 1, Bengel, Hengsten-

berg) is problematical. The completion of communion with

God, or the full institution of the kingdom, is represented

as a marriage. Matt. ix. 25, xxv. 1 ff Jesus has entered

upon the position of Jehovah towards the church, as its

Lord, and therefore as the bridegroom who has (6 e'^wv)

the bride, and who is on the way to the wedding. The
Baptist is his friend who stands by. That does not mean
eVl ry Ovpa (' at the door ;' Olshausen too), to hear the

delight of the newly-married; aside from -other reasons,

things are not so far advanced. Nor is it 'tanquam appari-

tor ' (' like an attendant') at the wedding (Bengel,^ Meyer)
;

it is too early for that. It is more general ; he has an-

nounced Him and now waits for Him (Baumgarten-Crusius),

and hears His voice as He approaches. Jesus is on the way
to set up His kingdom, and John rejoices greatly because he

hears His voice, simply hears His voice as He approaches, and

^ Bengel, Gnomon, 3d ed., Tiibingen 1773, vol. i. p. 390 b.
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not the voice from the marriage-chamber (Paulus), or the

voice of the marriage-joy (Meyer). Meyer's objection, that

the 7rapavviJb<^ioa (' friend of the bridegroom ') had to accom-

pany the bridegroom, does not apply, because the Baptist

airearaXfievoa- icnlv efiirpoaQev avrov (' is sent before

him,' ver. 28); this is enough to justify our (and Baum-
garten-Crusius') way of taking it. The bridegroom calls

ep'^o/juat, ('I come'); the bride answers ep^ov, Kvpie ^Irjaov

{' Come, Lord Jesus,' Eev. xxii. 2 0). This was then in

process. It is true that it has had a long delay, and that

the Baptist's calling now continues itself in the church

;

see 2 Cor. xi. 2. Still he rejoices that it has gone so far.

He contrasts his joy with the envy of his disciples.

Verse 30.

The conclusion follows of itself: Jesus' day is rising,

his own is setting, and thus the Baptist has ended the

explanation of his relation to Christ.

Vekses 31-36. The Belation of Christ to the World.

He now turns to the relation between Christ and the

world. He first emphasizes the absoluteness of Christ in

comparison with all others, in order to put the conduct of

the world in contrast with it.

Verse 31.

He that cometh from above, namely Jesus, is above all,

and therefore has a claim upon the church as its Lord.

'Epxop'evoa {' cometh ') is in the present ; his coming is

not yet finished. Hence we are to understand thereby not

simply the incarnation, but also the whole historical activity

of Jesus, with the setting up of his kingdom. Fitting

this, then, the avoidev ep')(pp.evoo- (' cometh from above') is

not to be understood of the pre-existence of the incarnate

one, but of the divine origin of this historical fact in general.

This phrase contains nothing that exceeded the Baptist's

knowledge, though it later became for the evangelist also

the expression of a more widely-developed knowledge.
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By reason of this higher origin, Jesus is higher than all

others: eirdva) "iravrcov icriv ('is above all'); not merely

above all interpreters of God (Meyer), that would be an

unwarranted limitation ; nor does the Baptist here speak of

himself and the other messengers of God, for he has passed

to the relation of Christ to the world, and emphasizes the

contrast. The 'all' are those belonging to the earth, in

contrast to the one coming from above. He that is of the

earth is eai^thly, is not tautological. It means that cha-

racter corresponds to origin, and hence that when such a one

comes forth as a teacher, his words (XaXet) correspon'd to

liis origin. It is not allowable to refer this to the Baptist

(thus commonly, Meyer too). The Baptist does not speak

from the earth, but from divine revelation. Had he referred,

or even only partially referred, to himself in this, he would

have contradicted his former testimony.^ On the contrary,

he avoids himself here altogether. The Sinaitic manuscript

and D leave out the closing words : iirdvco TrdvTtov eariv, and

also the following Kai, thus joining o e'/c rov ovp. ip'^. with

o €(opaKev K.T.X. But the repetition of those closing words

is exactly suited to John's style. The thought returns to

its own beginning in order to pass to a new contrasted

thought.'

Verse 32.

We probably ought to leave out the kul (' and') at the

beginning of this verse, as N B L D do. The asyndetic form

of the progress of thought rules in this whole passage,^ and

the following kuI is the /cat of tragic contrast, peculiar to

John's gospel.* The Baptist's tone, at first so joyful as he

looks at Jesus and his own relation to Him, liow becomes

sad as he turns to the relation of the world to Jesus.

WJiat he hath seen and heard ; i. 1 8 and iii. 1 1 speak only

of seeing. Hearing betokens the internal intercourse of the

Son with the Father ; see what Jesus says of the ivTokri

('commandment') which the Father gave him, x. 18.

^ See Hofmann, Der Schrifibeweis, Nordlbgen 1859, vol. ii. ^axi i. p. 11.

^ See vol. i. p. 48 f.
'^ See vol. i. p. 43.

^ See vol. i. p, 43 f,

LUTH, II. D JOHN.
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These words only reach their full truth in the knowledge

of the pre-existence of Christ : in the Baptist's mouth they

are the expression of the direct relation of Christ to the

Father, and the direct knowledge which rests thereon.

TovTo (' that') refers back with emphasis, as John's gospel

likes to do ;^ hence its omission in the Sinaitic manuscript

is unjustified, indeed it is clear that all this part in the

Sinaitic is unfortunately corrected (thus also ov icop. k.t.\.

instead of o). In contrast therewith : and no man receiveth

his testimony, referring to the disciples' words : irdvTea

ep'XpvTaL nrpoa avrov {' all come to him '). The Baptist's

grief makes him overlook the few who really believe, and

only see the unbelief of the multitude ; hence ovBela (' no

one ').

Verse 33.

In contrast with the preceding we have here the right

behaviour, and this verse brings in the single exceptions as

a fact, for the words are in the preterite. He that hath

received his testimony, avrov (' his
')

put first for emphasis,

hath, namely thereby, set to his seal, that is, confirmed, that

God is true. Belief is the seal which man on his side

impresses on the testimony of God, owning it as true.

Belief is the Yea and Amen to God's word. The testimony

here meant is the preaching of Jesus Christ as the revela-

tion of God.

Verse 34.

God's word is the thing in question : For he whom God

hath sent speakcth the words of God. This, according to the

connection, relates clearly to Jesus, and so the question is

not merely of divine words in general, but of God's words.

He brings the absolute revelation of God. Tliis gives a

closer definiteness to the following words, which sound

quite general : for God giveth not the Spirit hy measure. ' It

is true that there is no avro) (' to him') here, and that it

is not put in the preterite : has given. Therefore the

sentence is general: God does not give his Spirit to his

^ See vol. i. p. 32.
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ambassadors by measure/ so that we should have to dis-

tinguish between what is divine and what is not divine in

their preaching, but he gives them the Spirit for all the

preaching of their calling. Of course this is true in its

way of all God's messengers, but especially of Him of whom
the Baptist here speaks, who came from above before all

others, and who has a comprehensive calling with reference

to the church.

Verse 35.

This is not simply a 'further description of Christ's

elevation' (Meyer), but a conclusion from what precedes.

If that be true of Jesus and of his word in the absolute

sense, then he and his word, and the posture towards him
and it, are decisive. The Father lovcth the Son. This does

not refer to the eternal relation of love within the Trinity,

but to the historical relation of love between God in heaven

and the man Jesus on earth, though the latter relation is

but the historical appearance and completion of the former.

This love is the foundation of the absolute position which

Christ assumes : He hath given all things into his hand,

^v rfj %ei/jt^ so that they lie in his hand, that is, he is the

absolute Lord ; the absolute decision, life and death, for

every one is joined to him, and is dependent on the relation

to him.

Verse 36.

Hence : ITe that helieveth on the Son hath everlasting life

:

he that oheycth not the Son (rejects his word in unbelief) shall

not see life ; hut the wrath of God ahidcth on him. This verse

shows how we are to understand the TravTU' {' sill things')

in the verse before. It does not refer to all things abso-

lutely, but is defined more closely by the saving oflSce of

Christ. Belief is a personal relation of devotion and appro-

priation, and therefore of communion. Hence he who

believes has ; he has that which is determined in Christ,

namely, the essential life which springs from God. Christ

'^ Winer, GrammatlJc des N. T. Sprachidioms, sec. 51, 7tlied., Leijizig

13G7, p. 395.
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demands such belief ; therefore we read aireiOwv {' disobey-

ing'). 'The wrath of God abideth on him;' thus we are

by origin under this wrath, and can only be taken from

it and made partakers of life by belief. That is to say

:

salvation is absolutely united to Jesus Christ, This knovr-

ledge yielded itself to the Baptist of itself, from his know-

ledge of Christ. His discourse ends like an elegy. His

last words in John's gospel are like a prophecy of judgment

over Israel, which as a whole refused believing obedience.

This exposition shows that the discourse does not turn

into the evangelist's own reflections (Bengel, Olshausen,

Tholuck), but is the Baptist's to the very end. The two

parts of it : his relation to Jesus, and Jesus' relation to the

world, were both essential to the instruction of his disciples.

But considering the likeness of the language of the Baptist

to the language of the rest of the gospel, we should probably

own that the evangelist makes the Baptist speak in his own

language. Indeed, it is true of the discourses of the fourth

gospel in general, that they are reported in the form which

they have assumed in the course of time and in the process

of internal reflection upon them in the mind of the evangelist.

That, however, is no proof of a want of historical character.

The evangelist is bent only on the thing itself, that is, on

the inward historical character in the higher sense, and not

on the outward historical character of the single words.^

IV. 1—54. The Belief of Samaria and Galilee.

This is the contents of the second half of the third sec-

tion of the first part. The second half is contrasted with

the first.

Jesus returns to Galilee, whence he had gone out. Thus

the circle is closed. The first verse gives as a reason that

Jesus perceived that the Pharisees had heard of his activity.

How can that make him decide to give it iip ? He might

easily have imagined from the first that his deeds would not

' See vol. i. pp. 144, 148 f.; also Liithardt, Der joJianmische Ursprunri

des vierten Evangeliums, Leipzig 1874, p. 199 f. English edit., St. John

the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edinbiu-gli 1875, p. 249 f.
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long remain concealed from the Pharisees. The words must
therefore mean more than they seem at first. There is

no talk of persecutions and the like (De Wette, Lticke,

Meyer), but we may unhesitatingly presuppose a hostile

disposition. We have seen, in the case of the Jew spoken

of above, how they used Jesus' action and success as a

ground for argument against the Baptist's activity. Jesus

wished to bring to nought such attempts to hinder the

work of both of them. It is true he could only do this by
giving up the effort he had made in Judea.^ So he sus-

pends his work. He withdraws into privacy, and -only

comes forth again later ; then, however, as the prophet of

Galilee. He begins to gather a church again, but only

through his apostles, and in a higher way than before. He
does what we so often see in the history of salvation.

This history, namely, after having made important strides

towards its goal, suddenly seems to stop, break off entirely,

and soon fall farther and farther behind the point of de-

velopment at which it already stood. As a matter of fact,

however, it is moving towards the same goal on another

road, the earlier road having become impossible by the un-

belief of men. We could say at all the chief points of

Israel's history, that in them salvation came very near to

the goal of its realization, and would have reached it in

the form of that time, had the people on their part offered

the right believing obedience. It was the refusal of this

latter which forced the history of salvation always to de-

scend anew to the depths, so as to draw near to the heights

again by new paths. In like manner we have here the

same law of suspension and modification.

If we recall the position which the fourth chapter

assumes towards its surroundings, we find the most mani-

fold relations. In the first place, it joins itself most closely

to what precedes, by the internal affinity of its contents.

Jesus spoke before of the Spirit of the new birth to the

new life, which Spirit adds itself to the water of purifica-

tion, and here he makes the living water the figure of this

^ See Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfulliing, Nordlingen 1844, vol. ii,

\). b6 J Der Schrijibeweis, Nordlingen 1859, voL ii. part i. p. 163 f.
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very Spirit of the new life. He had announced and tried

to open the way for the new time which begins with him,

and the Baptist had testified to it ; here he finds occasion

to proclaim himself in definite words, iv. 21 ff. Finally,

Jesus as a teacher had endeavoured before to turn the

belief produced by miracles away from them, and to make

it rest on his word ; and we behold him doing the same

thing in Samaria and Galilee. This gives the progress of

the fourth chapter in comparison with what precedes ; the

progress from unbelief and half belief to the right belief

;

he did not succeed in producing it in Judea, here he did.

This shows us of itself the contrast- of the two parts.

There, Jesus seeks fruit by public activity, and does not

find it ; here, he finds some fruit, though he did not seek it,

but meant to remain hidden. There, he does many miracles,

yet in vain ; here, he does but a few, which are forced on

him, and yet unto belief. He is busy in Jerusalem and

Judea many months, from spring to late autumn, iv. 35
;

he only stays two days in Sychar, and that only at an

urgent request. There, ' the greatest ' of the Old Testa-

ment covenant is his herald, and the authorities and the

people of Jerusalem and Judea do not receive him in belief

;

here, an unknown woman serves as his herald, and he finds

belief accorded to her testimony. Those who have religious

knowledge, and a certain righteousness of life, reject him

;

those who were neglected and despised by Israel's teachers,

and who were lacking in that knowledge as well as in

outward righteousness, unite with him in belief.

Again, the fourth chapter is related to what follows ; it

prepares for it. It leads us into the time of calm retire-

ment which preceded the public appearance in chap, v.,

just as a like time of life in the family preceded the first

public appearance in ii. 13. The display of miracles there

served to instruct the disciples in belief, and here like-

wise they bear such reference ; see iv. 35 ff. At the

same time, the conduct of the Jews towards Jesus, as it

is described from chap. v. on, forms a contrast to the

conduct of the Samaritans and Galileans. Hence the

fourth chapter has almost the character of a transition from
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the first to the second part of the gospel. This is also

confirmed by the place it takes in the list of analogies,

which reach as far as the sixth chapter. In the first part,

in the first chapter, we have utterances as to Jesns' wonder-

ful knowledge upon the way, and these are followed by the

miraculous deed at Cana. The fourth chapter shows us

the same thing. [The knowledge shown to the woman, and

the miracle of healing at the close.] The miracles are fol-

lowed, the former by Jesus' display of himself as Lord of the

temple at Jerusalem ; the latter, v. 1 7, 1 8, as Lord of the

Sabbath. In the former case, this is followed by the talk

with the teacher of Israel about the baptism of the Spirit,

which he gives, unto the new life ; in the latter case, by

the talk with the Jews—doubtless Pharisees and scribes

—

about spiritual food, which he is, unto the true life. The

discourse in the two places stands at least in some relation

to baptism and the Lord's supper.

(1.) IV. 1-26. Jesus and the Samaritan Woman.

Verse 1.

Wlien therefore Jesus hneio that the Pharisees had heard,

etc. Ovv puts the next words as a conclusion from what

precedes. Such occurrences as we read of in iii, 25, which

could easily reach the ears of Jesus, showed him how the

Pharisees misused his activity against the Baptist.

Verse 2.

Though JesiLS himself baptized not, hut his disciples

:

—
because He himself had to bring the Messianic baptism of

the Spirit, which was only a fact of the futurg—yet in their

eyes this baptism was an act of Jesus'.

Verse 3.

Hence : He left Judea and departed again into Galilee,

giving up his former activity, and therefore also the baptiz-

ing. Accordingly, he did not go to Galilee, there to carry

on his ministry or to open a new one, but to lay it aside

for the time.
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Veese 4.

The way led him through Samaria. "EBet (' must needs
')

shows that he did not mean to seek disciples in Samaria.^

It was the common path for Galilean pilgrims. Hence it

is unnecessary to assume that he wished to avoid Herod,

who was in Perea (Baumgarten-Crusius) ; there was no

occasion for that. At any rate, and that is the point here,

he did not purposely seek out Samaria to work there.

Veese 5.

Hence also, when he comes to Sychar, he remains outside

of the place, and lets his disciples go in alone to buy food.

Eior does not mean : into the city ; but, as what comes after

shows : unto the city of Sychar. Sychar is commonly, but

arbitrarily, taken as identical with Sichem.^ The meanings,

drunkard's town, Isa. xxviii. 1, and lying-town ("lip^, Heng-
stenberg), are unjustifiable in the simplicity of the account

Hug^ upheld the distinction between Sychar and Sichem,

and Delitzsch* has proved it. Nablus, half an hour
distant from .the well, is the ancient Sichem; and Ascar,

")3Dy, on the north side of the valley, which opens itself

eastward from Nablous, is Sychar. This "I31D often occurs

in the -. Talmud ; the Talmudic "i31D pj/,
' the well of Ascar,'

is Jacob's well ; -i31D py nypa, ' the plain of Ascar,' is Jacob's

field. Consequently it was altogether unjustifiable, when
many saw in this a want of knowledge of the place, and a

sign of a distant, Gentile-Christian author ; it .is a direct

proof of exact knowledge. The place was wear to the ^parcel

of ground, etc. Gen. xxxiii. 1 9 tells us that Jacob bought a

^ Against Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3cl ed.,

Bonn 1840, vol. i. p. 576.
' 2 See Wieseler, ChronblogiscJie Sijnopse der vier Evangelien, Hamburg
1843, vol. i. p. 256 f. ; and Winer, Biblisches Realworterbuch, 3d ed.,

Leipzig 1848, vol. ii. p. 454 f.

3 Hug, E'mleitmg in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 4th ed., Stuttgart

and Tubingen 1847, part ii. p. 194 ; see also the discussion in Raumer,
Palaestina, 3d ed., Leipzig 1850, p. 146 f., note.

* Delitzsch, Talmudische Studien, VIII. in Zeitschrift fur die gesammte
lutherische Theologie und KircJie, Leipzig 1856, p. 240 ff. ; see also Ewald,

Jahrbilcher der Biblischen ivissenscha/t, vol. viii. 1856, p. 255 ff.
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piece of land near Sichem (Godet appeals to Gen. xlviii. 22)

;

later, Joseph's bones were buried here, Josh. xxiv. 32, and

Joseph's sons received it as their possession.

Verse 6.

There also was the well which tradition ascribed to

Jacob, and which is still held in honour. Jesus sat down

here ovraxr (' thus '), just as it happened, aifKwa- ooa erv^ev,

that is, without further ado, on the ground (see Meyer), iwl

ry Trrjjf}, directly at the well. The disciples had gone to

the town to buy food, for if ivas about the sixth hour ; . that

is, in Jewish reckoning, about noon. Nobody has a right

to give up the common Jewish way of reckoning here,

Ewald objects on account of the mid-day heat ; but that is

no hindrance, because, as we shall see, the journey fell in

December. It is true that this hour was not the common
time for drawing water, but it was simply an extraordinary

case.

Verse 7.

There cometh a woman of Samaria ; that is, a Samaritan

woman. It does not mean the city Samaria (Sebaste),

which was two leagues off, but the country, with reference

to what follows, Jesus asks for a drink, because- he is

thirsty—not with spiritual (Hengstenberg), but with bodily

thirst.

Verse 8.

His disciples had gone to the town to buy food, and had

taken with them the dvrXrjfjia, the vessel for drawing water,

which they used to have with them on journeys, and so he

was thrown upon the woman's help. It is arbitrary to say

that John was with Jesus (Hengstenberg, Godet), Pro-

bably the disciples learned of the conversation afterwards

from the woman. However, Jesus perceives at once that

this woman has been sent to him by the Father, and that

he has a call here. His desire to withdraw for a time

from his official activity, as his nearest need, now retires at

once, yielding to the will of his Father. This wiU enters
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upon the place of that wish, and renders the satisfying of

that need unnecessary, or makes him forget it. For tlie

fulfilling the Father's will is to him an essential satisfaction,

vers. 32-34. In the case of Nicodemus, he was ready at

night to give him the time set for rest ; here he does the

same when tired and thirsty at noon. Perhaps the place,

too, was a hint and a demand for Jesus. It is not men-

tioned merely as an important background (Baumgarten-

Crusius), but as the place at which the age of the patriarchs

awaited the promise, and which in a figure brought the

word of the promise into connection with its fulfilment.

Gen. xlix. 22 ; Deut. xxxiii. 28 f. Samaria was now to

enter on possession of this promise, the inheritance of the

patriarchs. The possession of Jacob's well was the token

and pledge of this. With it, this land should also become

the possession of Him who was prefigured in Joseph, the

one whom his brethren despised, and yet who became their

deliverer.

His preaching of salvation now contrasts with the gift

which this nation holds from the patriarchs, the gift which

He is able to bestow on it. He gives the truth of that

which this water is in an inexact and incomplete way.

He could not do this were He not himself also the truth,

and the fulfilment of the time, from which the gift in which

they rejoice comes. This is the fundamental thought in

the first part of this conversation, vers. 10-15. It is

essentially like what we have previously found ; but it is

kept more figurative and in a lighter tone, agreeably to the

difference of the situation.^

Verse 9.

The taunting word of the woman occasioned the conver-

sation.- She recognises the Jew in his speech. The evan-

gelist's explanatory remark, that the Jews have no inter-

course with the Samaritans, is omitted by N, but given by

B. In any case, it must be supplied in thought.

1 See Hug, Einleltunrj in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 4th ed., Stutt-

gart and Tubingen 1847, part ii. p. 185.
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Verse 10.

If tliou hncivcst the gift of God, and wlio it is that saith to

thee, Give one to drink, thou wouldst have ashed of him, and

he woidd have given thee living water. The gift of God is

not the fact that Jesus has opened intercourse with her

(Meyer), nor is it the person of Jesus (Hengstenberg, Godet)

;

it is a gift which is the gift of God /car' i^oxvv (' by way

of eminence'), and which Jesus can bestow on her. It is

the same as that which he afterwards calls living, namely,

flowing water, of course figuratively. Compare Eev. vii.-

1

7,

^(OTjcr irrj'yal vSdroyv (' fountains of waters of life
') ; xxi. 6,

rj TTTj'yr} Tov vSarocr rrja ^corjcr (' the fountain of the water of

life
')

; xxii. 1, irora^ocr vSarocr ^(orjcr (' river of water of

life '). But he connects this gift with his person : who it

is, etc. She is to put the gift into union with him, and is

to receive an impression of the importance of his person.

He designates the water that he gives as a gift of God, and

yet he speaks throughout as if all depended upon him and

upon the recognition of his person. Hence, in the course

of the conversation, the former point disappears altogether

in comparison with the latter. Thus the woman also is

led on from the desire for this gift to the recognition of

Jesus himself, ver. 15 ; compare ver. 19. And Jesus closes

this conversation with the most decided self-witness, ver. 26.

The course of the interview is intended to produce upon

the woman the impression that that gift is given only in

Jesus' person, and that, in fact, the only question is concern-

ing the relation to this person.

Living Water.

What is it, however, that he denotes by the figure of the

water, and announces as given in his person ? His speech,

it is true, treats at first of real life. He depicts it as a

living water, ver, 10, and as a water unto everlasting life,

ver. 14, and as bestowing a state of being, completely

appeased and satisfied in itself, ver. 14. The alcovioo- ^cor]

{' eternal life ') is especially to be understood in this latter

sense, as may be seen from the contrast between vers. 14
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and 13. Yet even in this he distinguishes the ^mj (' life '),

as an attribute and effect, from the vBcop (' water ') itself, as

a different thing. It seems unquestionable that he means

by this the spirit of the new life which he proclaimed to

Nicodemus ; thus also Calvin, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Hof-

mann. Least of all could it be beKef (thus Llicke) ; that

would not suit the figure and its use at all, for the thing in

question is an objective gift which we are to receive (by

belief). It must, however, not be generalized to ' tota reno-

vationis gratia ' (' the whole grace of renewing,' Meyer, after

Calvin), since the water betokens something definite, which

is then followed by the renewing.

The fact that he does not name the thing definitely, and

that he speaks more largely as to its effect than as to it itself,

is explained by the respect paid to the woman. If the

master in Israel could not grasp the saying about the spirit

of the new birth, how should this woman grasp it ? Be-

sides, she lacked the connection given by the Old Testa-

ment prophecy, seeing that the prophets did not exist for

the Samaritan woman. Therefore, in speaking only of the

effect, he connects himself with her share in the general

human need. This life of need makes men desire and

recognise as prophecy a life of the fullest satisfaction. This

will serve as a measure of the gift which effects it. The

unchanging foundation of the former life is the spirit of God
the creator. The unchanging foundation of the latter life

will therefore be the spirit of God the redeemer.

Verse 11.

The woman stumbles at Jesus' words. She has received

a certain impression : Kvpce (' Sir
!

'). What does he mean ?

Thou hast nothing to clrcav ivith, and the, well is dee]) ; from
whence then hast thou that living water ?

Verse 12.

Her curiosity passes over into a certain feeling of

national sensitiveness : Is not the water of this well good

enough for you ? Art thou greater than our father Jacob,

which gave its the well ? Like a woman, her speech becomes
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1

diffuse : lie drank thereof himself, and his children, and his

cattle. But for that very reason this cannot he the true

water.

Verse 13.

Jesus impresses this upon her in the 13th verse. TVJw-

soever drinketh of this water shall thirst again. This water

does not even satisfy the needs of the present life.

Verse 14.

But whosoever drinketh of the ivater that I shall give -him

shall never thirst, hut the water that I shall give him shall he

in him a well of flowing ivater unto everlasting life. Such

a one shall have essential and lasting satisfaction ; for this

gift is not merely accompanied by a temporary effect, but

becomes a source of life dwelling in the heart.

This gift, namely, the new spirit which he gives, Jesus

designates as the abiding foundation of the new life by iv

avrm (' in him '), and as the source of life by aWofxivov

{' springing up '). The word ' spring, bubble up,' in the

figure, is not intended to express essentially anything else

than the vSwp ^cov (' living water ') above mentioned. The

living essence in its constant driving motion is so called.^

But then it is a conception complete in itself, and does not

need to be completed by eia- ^(or]v alwvLov (' unto eternal life
')

(against Meyer and others). What would be the idea of

the phrase in that case ? It has been explained as the thirst

which is excited by the Holy Ghost (Starke, in his Synopsis),

or by the fact that this stream flows back thither whence

it proceeds (Besser) ; the former explanation is refuted by

the fact that the matter in question here is vZ(op (' water '),

and the latter is refuted by dWofiivov (' springing '). For

my part, I cannot conceive what is meant, and what the repre-

sentation is, when it is said that this fountain springs up into

everlasting life.^ If, in order to make sense of it, ' with the

earthly life,' or the like, be added (Liicke), that is merely an

' See Hesychius : au fiovToir n (L^vl^oyrc/r ('ever running or flowing ').

'^ Liicke, Commentar fiber das Evangdium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1840,

vol. i. p. 585.
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arbitrary interpolation. De Wette and Baumgarten-Crusius

abandon all more detailed explanation, and call the whole

passage a mere emphasizing or strengthening of vScop ^mv

(' living water '). It therefore is allowable to connect etV ^.

at. {' to eternal life'), not with aW. {' springing up '), but with

TTTj'yi] v8. aW. (' fountain of bubbling water'). In vi. 27 it is

said of the aprocr ^o)v {' living bread ') that it is a lasting

food, elcr f. al. ; and thus here it is said of this living water

that it is a fountain of bubbling water unto eternal life

—

that is, sufficient for it, bestowing it.

The extent of the need of redemption is the measure of

the extent of the new life, and therefore also of the effect

of the spirit. It touches the whole man in soul and body.

The woman, it is true,, understands by the eternal life only

a potentiating of the present life. Accordingly, the gift also

appears to her to be a potentiating of that natural gift of God.

Verse 15,

In this sense she desires it of Jesus : Sir, give me this

water, that I thirst not, neither come hither to draw.

Hence Jesus must, in the next part of the discourse, vers.

16-19, display to her the internal presupposition and the

inward human beginning of that which she desires. This

he does by leading her to recognise and to confess her sins.

Verse 16.

Jesus bids her call her husband. It does not mean that

He now wishes to talk to her husband and direct the gift

of salvation to him (Liicke). Jesus speaks of her husband

only for her sake. The demand is not earnestly intended,

but only serves Jesus' purpose concerning the woman ; he

wishes to touch her upon a sore spot (Meyer). Jesus knew

the circumstances of the woman, as well as what he himself

intended , he did not need to learn about her gradually in

the course of the conversation.

Verse 17.

The woman is hit. She becomes sparing of her words

:

/ have no husband. Jesus repeats these words to her, so as
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to let her feel their full force : Thou hast ivcll said, I have

no husband.

Verse 18.

For thou hast had five husbands ; and he ivhom thou now

hast is not thy husband (but thy lover) : in that saidst thou,

truly. These five husbands have been interpreted symboli-

cally of the idol-worship of the five nations of Samaria, upon

which the reception of the worship of Jehovah followed,^ in

the interest of the mythical explanation (Strauss), and as

mere poetry (Bruno Bauer), or as an unhistorical use of .sym-

bols by the evangelist (Keim), or as a typical conception of

the evangelist's based on history (Weizsiicker), or as a divine

ordering (Hengstenberg), or as a Jewish byword against the

Samaritans which Jesus applied to the woman (Baumgarten-

Crusius). Whatever turn be given to it, the allegory still

remains, not merely indistinct, but also out of place.^ On
the one hand, the Samaritan heathenism would be repre-

sented as marriage, and the service of Jehovah as whoredom.

And on the other hand, the heathen deities were worshipped

simultaneously, while the woman had the five husbands one

after the other.

The fact is, that Jesus, by calling this up, intends to bring

the woman to a consciousness of her sins. Whether the

dissolution of the marriage had been brought about by death,

which is hardly probable for all five cases, or by other causes,

this fivefold repetition of marriage was a token of sinful

lust. And the context shows unmistakably that she is

living with the sixth man in an illegal manner. Jesus bids

the woman think of all this.

This knowledge on the part of Jesus has Jbeen declared

to be different from his essential knowledge, and subordinate

to it.^ But it is arbitrary to try to make a distinction in

^ See 2 Kings xvii. 24 if. ; compare also Josephus, AntiquUates, IX.

xiv. 3, Opera, ed. Bekker, Leipzig 1855, vol. ii. p. 291 : [five nations] 'iii.a(rToi

xccTo, 'i§vo(r 'ihiov hov ilff tjjv lafudfuocv Kofi,iaoi,\iri<r (' eacli nation having brought

its own god into Samaria ').

^ See LUcke, Commcntar uber das Evaiujelimi des Johannes, 3d ed. , Bonn

1840, vol. i. pp. 663 and 661.

* Liicki, ut siqn-a, vol. i, p. 591.
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the objects of knowledge, as to whether they be external or

internal In the case of Jesus, the knowledge, which stood

related to his calling and to his necessary activity in his

calling, was at every time essential, and therefore real,

whether it touched upon the thoughts of the heart or upon

the facts of the external life. It is, in fact, impossible to

see why a knowledge in relation to the former should be more

easily reconcilable with Jesus' human consciousness than a

knowledge in relation to the latter (De Wette) ; unless,

indeed, any one should think he might or could escape the

impression of something miraculous more easily in the former

than in the latter case. ' To assume that Jesus named a

round number which fitted in a miraculous way (Ewald), or

that Jesus at once observed in the woman the impressions

(like the year-rings of a tree) of the various matrimonial

relations (J. P. Lange), is all a mere additional fantastic

indecision, which is of no avail. The knowledge is removed

from mere chance and from magical immediateness by its

connection with the saving activity which Jesus is exer-

cising towards the woman. And that he really had the

intention (against De Wette) of touching her conscience is

shown by the result.

Veese 19.

It is true that there are not many who are willing to

find a confession in the woman's answer : Sir, I perceive

that thou art a prophet. Even Ebrard thinks she wished

to interrupt the conversation, or to avoid the point (thus

Meyer and others), and De Wette calls it a 'piece of

feminine artfulness.' Stier urges rightly the fact that

these words, dewpw otl TrpocfjijTijcr et a-v Q I perceive that

thou art a prophet '), contain the most decided and most

earnest confession of sin.-^ She expresses it indirectly,

in accordance with her manner and her position. Her

succeeding question must be connected with this.

Verse 20.

Our fathers worshipped in this mountain, and ye say that

1 Stier, Reden Jem, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 149.
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in Jerusalem is the 2^lace where men ought to worship. That

is to say, is Gerizim or is Jerusalem the proper place for

worship ? She points to Mount Gerizim, for the well is in

the valley between Gerizim and Ebal. When the Jews

returned from the exile they shut out the Samaritans from

a share in the temple at Jerusalem, on the plea that they

were of heathen origin, or, at least, because of certain con-

stituent parts of their nation. Then the Samaritans built

a temple for themselves upon Mount Gerizim, which they

held to be holy by reason of the blessing spoken from it in

preceding ages. See Deut. xi. 29, xxvii. 12, and xxvii.

4, where the Samaritan text has Gerizim instead of Ebal.

Even after John Hyrcanus destroyed this temple, the place

continued to be for them the holy place of worship. Who is

right ; our fathers,—namely, our Samaritan forefathers, not

the fathers of Israel,—or you? For the woman this question

has not only a national but also a personal interest. She

intends to seek forgiveness of her sins by prayer at the holy

place. But where is that place ? Is it upon Gerizim or in

Jerusalem ? Jesus has shown her her sin, and now he

must show her whence she is to obtain righteousness.

Jesus answers this question in vers. 21-24, by pointing

out to her the true internal character of the relation to God.

Verse 21.

Woman, believe me, the hour cometh, when ye shall neither

in this mountain, nor yet at Jerusalem, luorship the Father.

He begins by emphasizing his personal authority. He does

not wish to free her from himself while he points her to

the future. The future will bring freedom from all outward

local obligation. In the Old Testament, Zion' is the place

of God's presence, ^'}P "i^i, ' holy mountain ;' compare Ps.

Ixxiv. 2, 7, Ixxvi. 3. They expected salvation from this

point. The new era brings in a worshipping of the Father,

which is independent of that place ; tw irarpi {' the Father
')

in the New Testament sense, proleptically.

Verse 22.

Israel, indeed, is right, however, and Samaria is not right,

LUTli. 11. E JOHN.
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as to the what in the worship. Ye worsJiip what you do not

hnow, we, loorship what we know. That is to say, the God
•whom they worship is one whom they do not understand,

and one who is better known to the Jews. Although it is

not ov (' whom
')
(De Wette), still o (' what ') is the object

of irpoaicvvetv (' to worship '),' since irpoaKvvelv is construed

with the accusative as well as with the dative. God is here

spoken of as neuter because it is not He, in and for him-

self, whom the Samaritans do not and the Jews do know,

but the circumstance that he is a God of salvation, a God
of redemption. Prophecy, which the Samaritans rejected,

taught this of God. Such proper knowledge of God, there-

fore, is only found in Israel. That is the place of salvation.

There dwells the future of salvation, and there it must be

sought so long as it is not yet revealed. Yet it is now
about to dawn, and that in his person. Therefore the

importance of that place of worship ceases herewith, and

Jesus takes its stead. The due relation to God from this

time forth is to be mediated not locally, but personally

;

namely, through him, and through the communion with

him in the" Spirit. Jesus hints at this new relation to

God by calling him the Father.

Some ^ have counted it strange that Jesus should here

reckon himself as one with the Jews, whereas he elsewhere

places himself in contrast with them. It is a matter of

course that the rjixelcr ('we') is to be understood of the

Jews, and not of the Christians, as Hilgenfeld thinks.

Were the Christians meant, the evangelist would have

fallen too completely out of his role. The fact that the

evangelist writes thus proves that the gospel is not so anti-

Judaistic as it is commonly represented to be by Tiibingen

and other critics. • The evangelist, of course, appropriates to

himself this saying of Jesus. But Jesus speaks thus, not

because He was born among the Jews, and lives among

them, and belongs thus to their party (De Wette) ; nor

^ Liicke, Commentar ilher das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1840, vol. i. p. 594 ; and Baumgarten-Crusius.

* Baumgarten-Crusius, TheologischeAuslegung der Johanneischen Schriften,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 156 ; Liicke, ut svpra, vol. i. p. 597.
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because he wishes to refer to the corruption of Samaritan

life (Baumgarten-Crusius), all of which is simply forced.

He speaks thus because, after he has freed the woman
from her sins, he must also free her from the untruth of

her nationality, and bring her to acknowledge the essential

truth of Israel, so that she may have a share in the his-

torical salvation.

We possess the essence of salvation only in its historical

character, and its historical character is settled for all time

as Jewish.^ Hence he adds with strong emphasis : For

salvation is of the Jeivs. We must all agree to that, however

hard it may be to own it. Salvation does not consist merely

in ideas or general truths of reason. It was accomplished in

a historical way, and had its historical growth upon Jewish

ground. The woman must accept that. It was no little

thing that the Lord asked of her. How many threads

of national connection must she break to appropriate to

herself these words of Jesus ! These words, moreover,

contain nothing else than Paul's instructions in the

eleventh chapter of Eomans, that the heathen must all be

incorporated in the holy root-stem of Israel, only with the

removal of national limitation.

Not until He has secured this truth does Jesus announce

that with Him the time has come for the general human
communion with God in the Spirit.

Veese 23.

It is true that the communion of salvation is to be free

from Jewish limitations. That is the contrasted progress in

the twenty-third verse : But the hour cometh, in the New
Testament time, and now is, having begun with him, when

the true %uorshippcrs—oXtjOlvol (' true '), in whom the idea of

worship is realized

—

shall worship) the Father in spirit and

in truth. It is a question whether ev irvevixan ('in spirit')

is to be understood subjectively or objectively, whether it

means the human or the divine spirit. It is contrasted

with iv opet, k.tX (' in this mountain,' etc.) not only in form

• See Stier, Beden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmeu and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p.

15if.
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(Baumgarten-Crusius), but also in substance. The former

was a 7rpo(TKvveiv iv o-apKi (' worshipping in the flesh
')

because it was still mediated cosmically. And although

the Jews, as compared with the Samaritans, had the truth

of God's worship, nevertheless, because this was bound to

external things, and therefore mediated in a fleshly way,

in accordance with the stage of preparation, it was not

the essential truth.

Only now, when the worship shall stand and consist in

the TTvevfia ('spirit'), shall it be a worship of God in truth

;

no longer a type, and therefore unreal worship, but one

which corresponds to the essence of worship. Hence iv

TTvevfiaTi ('in spirit') is contrasted with the fleshly exter-

nality of the worship, which is dependent upon place and

the like. It is a designation of inwardness, and therefore

of subjective inwardness, and not of the objective spirit of

God (thus Stier, Briickner, Biiumlein, and I in my earlier

edition). The place for worship is here, in the spiritual

internality. Yet the inner man must, of course, previously

become by the Spirit of God a place of worship, so that

when the worshipper retires within himself, he thereby

enters into communion with God, and stands in the Spirit

of God. Augustine says :
' We had gone out of doors, we

are sent within. ... Go entirely within. And if perchance

you seek some lofty place, some holy place, show yourself

within a temple for God. For the temple of God is holy,

which ye are. If you wish to pray in a temple, pray in

yourself. But first be a temple of God, because he will

hear the one who prays in His temple.'
^

It is therefore not the spirit in its natural character, but

in its renewal by the Spirit of Jesus Christ ; not in its

natural communion with God, but in a communion mediated

and effected by the historical salvation. By this the worship

* Augustine, In Johannis Evangelium, cap. iv. tractatus xv., Oper.a,

edit. Benedict., Antwerp 1700, vol. iii. part 2, p. 302 h, c: *Foras

ieramus, intro missi sumus. . . . Intus age totum. Et si forte quaeris

aliquem locum altum, aliquem locum sanctum, intus exhibe te templuni

Deo. Templum enim Deo sanctum est, quod estis vos. In templo vis orare,

in te ora. Sed prius esto templum Dei, quia ille in templo suo exaudiet

orantem.'
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becomes a true worship, namely, removed from the aKLa

(' shadow ') and the rviroa (' type
')

(Olshausen and Meyer),

and raised to its truth, in that it corresponds to God
himself. For the Father scekcth also those who ivorship him

in this way} Meyer refers Kai (' also ') to 6 irarrjp (' the

Father ') : the Father also seeks, etc. But the progress of

the thought cannot lie in o nraTrjp, because He was spoken

of before. The progress must lie in what is new, that

is, in ^rjTet (' seeks
')

(against Meyer) : for he seeks also,

etc. The designation of God as the Father is to indicate

the New Testament relation of God to the world, which

has entered, by way of fulfilment, into the place of the

preceding exclusive relation of God to Israel. If God pre-

viously chose a nation to himself for his son, now he seeks

in all places such as shall and can enter upon a filial

relation to him in spirit. The fact that God seeks such

as are willing to enter upon a moral relation of that kind

to him, teaches us that communion with God is no longer

conditioned upon nationality. Tova irpoo-Kvv. (' those wor-

shipping ') is, as the article shows, the object, and toiovtovo-

(' such ') is the predicate.

Verse 24.

Such a character in the worshippers corresponds to the

will of the Father, for it corresponds to the essence of God :

God is a Spirit : and they that worship him must ivorship

him in spirit and in truth. Spirit is in contrast with cor-

poraKty ; therefore it is in the first place negatively meant.

Isaiah xxxi. 3 : Egypt is man and not God, and its horses are

flesh and not spirit. With this, however, is given at the

same time the positive point of inwardness. - That which

corporally exists has the place of its existence in sensible

externality. But God is Spirit in himself, ' m se uhique et

totus,' ' everywhere and entirely within himself.' Hence

he is not bound to this or that space ; but when we stand

^ [The English version has :
' such to worship him.' Professor Luthardt

translates : 'those who worship him, as such,' a sentence alike awkward in

German and in English, but necessarily added here in explanation of a gram-

matical remark below.— C. R. G.]
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in the spirit, we are near to him. According to the whole

context, TTveufia (' spirit ') is here meant in this sense of

inwardness, of being in and with oneself. It does not

betoken the perfection of God identical with itself,^ nor,

finally, does it express ' power, life, knowledge, will, action,'

as Stier ^ arbitrarily heaps up the statement.

This knowledge of God, irvevfia 6 6e6a ('God is a Spirit'),

was, however, nothing new, as De Wette has acknowledged

by referring to the passages concerned in the Old Testa-

ment ; for example, 1 Kings viii. 2 7. It lies at the base

of the whole Old Testament by presupposition, as a matter

of course, and a matter of necessity. Liicke is guilty of a

gross misconception when he inclines to believe ^ that the

Samaritan conception Of God was more spiritual than that

of the Old Testament. If that idea of God belongs to the

Old Testament, it is clear that Kostlin* and Lutz^ are quite

wrong in finding in this the specific characteristic of Chris-

tianity according to John's representation, and in thinking

that this saying was something utterly new in contrast with

the Old Testament.^ But the conclusion drawn from it is

new. And this conclusion is only now drawn for the first

time, because the time of the essential and adequate divine

revelation, and therefore also of the essential and adequate

divine communion in the Spirit of Jesus the Christ, is now
for the first time present.

Verse 25.

The woman gives occasion for Jesus' testimony to him-

1 Kostlin, Der Lehrbegriffdes Evangeliums und der Briefe Johannis, Berlin

1843, p. 78.

^ Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 159.

3 LUcke, Commentar iiber das Evangeliuvi des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1840, vol, i, p. 599. This Liicke bases on Gesenius, Z>e Samaritanorum

Theologia, Halle 1822, p. 12 ; and De Pentateuchi SaTnaritani origine indole

et auctoritate, commentatio philologico-critica, Halle 1815, p. 58 ff.

* Kostlin, Der Lehrbegriffdes EJvangeliums und der Briefe Johannis, Berlin

1843, p. 77.

^ Lutz, Biblische Dogmatik, Pforzheim 1847, p. 45.

^ Compare against this view, Hofmann, Der Schriftbeioeis, 2d ed. , Nord-

lingen 1857, vol. i. p. 63 f,; and "Weiss, Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff, Berlin

1862, p. 54 f.
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self as the Christ by her words : / know that Mcssias cometJi,

ivhich is called Christ : ivhen he is come, he will tell us all

things. This has been explained as an endeavour of the

woman's to put Jesus off with a question (De Wette).

Liicke ^ thinlvs that it was not agreeable to her that Jesus

had not decided the debated question in her favour, and

that, therefore, she wished to break off with the remark

that all this will be taught one day when the Messias

comes ; there is always time for that yet. And did Jesus

nevertheless see her to be so near a Messianic belief that

he revealed himself to her as the Messiah ? ^ Or is the

woman so deeply impressed with Jesus' words, that she

feels deeply the need of the Messianic appearance (Meyer) ?

But what brought her to the Messiah, if Jesus' person and

the impression from it did not draw this thought near to

her ? Baumgarten-Crusius declares at least the possibility

that this question was the utterance of a presentiment as

to the higher personality of this Jew. Such is the case.

This woman has already advanced to such a point that she

is not only free from Gerizim, but also from the pre-Christian

externality of divine worship in general. The divine com-

munion that henceforward presents itself to her hopes

will be, if anything, a matter of the Messianic time. Might

not this Jew, then, himself be the Messiah, since he has

given her this freedom of relation to God ? Some think

that this Samaritan reference to a Messiah is perhaps a

new and essential step in advance, because the Samaritans

rejected the Messiah as well as prophecy.^ But even if

there were no other proof, this story, in my opinion, is

decisive as to a Messianic expectation in this nation—an

expectation, it is true, only of a general ch'aracter. The

woman, indeed, uses a thoroughly Jewish form in expressing

her belief, as was to be expected from her confessing the

salvation which is from Israel. Yet, nevertheless, the

^ Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn
1840, vol. i. p. 600.

2 Ibid.

* Bruno Bauer, Kritik der evanjelischen Geschicltte des Johannes, Bremen
1840, p. 415 ff., especially p. 433 f.
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matter was her owu before, otherwise she would have said

TTto-TeuG) (' I believe '), and not olSa (' I know ')} Thus,

again, in ver. 42, 6 a-ayrrip rov Koafjiov (' the Saviour of the

world') is spoken of as a known and looked-for person.

This last phrase also shows us the shape of her expecta-

tion. The later Samaritan Messianic belief, as Gesenius

has presented it, allows an inference back to its existence

at this time as to substance, though not as to form,^ since

the latter before then would have been exposed to too many-

influences. Nor can I believe, with Hengstenberg,^ that the

Messianic hopes had come over from the Jews. Eeligious

antagonism was too active for that, and the later prophetic

element of the kingdom was wanting in its conception of

the Messiah. The ruling view is that this is connected espe-

cially with Deut. xviii. 15, and that it saw in the Messiah

the higher antitype of Moses the prophet. The Samaritan

name ^HE'n is taken either of the one bringing again (Ewald)

or the one returning again (Hengstenberg), and in the last

case is understood of the returning Moses (Meyer). The

passage before us is too general to allow definite conclusions.

If we might lay stress on ' the Saviour of the world,' in

ver. 42, that would lead us to a somewhat different concep-

tion from that of the returning Moses. We should be

forced rather to think of such utterances and thoughts as

Lamech expresses at Noah's birth. Gen. v. 29. One who
should free us from the neediness of life in general, and

therefore a Saviour of the world, as Noah was typically

;

this would accordingly have been the hope of Samaria.

This woman had let herself be led so far by Jesus' self-

witness as to believe on this Saviour of the world, and that

as the Christ prophesied by the prophets of Israel, in the

person of this Jew;

^ See Stier, Eeden Jesii, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iy.

p. 165.

- See Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Aiislegung der Johanneischen

Schriften, Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 161 ff.

^ Hengstenberg, Beitriige zur Einleitung ins Alte Testament, vol. ii,, also

entitled. Die Authentie des Fentaleuchs, Berlin 1836, vol. i. p. 28 ff.
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Verse 26.

Jesus could testify to himself as the Messiah before her,

with a short decisiveness which he could not use towards

the Jews : / tliat speak unto thee am he. This is the great

e7&> elfiL (' I am '), which recurs througbout John's gospel.

What follows shows us that the woman accepted this self-

witness of Jesus in belief.

(2.) IV. 27-42. Jesus and the Samaritans.

We take these verses together as one section, in spite of

Stier's opinion.^ Stier thinks that Jesus' conversation with

the woman is followed by an explanatory supplement about

his relation to his disciples, corresponding to the preceding

about his relation to the Baptist, so that Jesus himself is

put in between his forerunner and his deputies. But the

conversation with the disciples has no independent value.

It is only a part of the rest of the history, although Jesus

gives the latter at the same time such a turn as makes it

serve for the instruction of the disciples.

Verse 27.

The disciples had come back from Sychar, and were

amazed to find their master talking to a woman. The

rabbinical customs forbade such conversations in public

places, especially about questions of law, and above all with

a Samaritan woman. In their feeling of reverence, however,

they did not dare to ask or to say anything.

Verse 28.

The woman, however, full of what she has heard and

experienced, hurries to the city, leaving her water-pot so as

to go faster.

Verse 29.

She calls on them to come and see the wonderful man
who had revealed to her her sinful life.

^ Stier, Reden Jtsu, 3(1 ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 169.
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Verse 30.

The people of the city, at the woman's call, start towards

him.

Verses 31-34.

Meantime, the disciples' invitation to him to eat of what

they had brought, gives Jesus occasion to utter weighty

words about his calling, and the inward satisfaction which

he finds in it,—a satisfaction which makes him superior to

bodily needs. It does not mean that he in general had

not the bodily need of eating ; but this need retires into

the background for him in comparison with the divine and

rich-futured calling of his life, when that calling fills his

whole soul.

Verse 35.

He adds to this a reference to the future of his work,

which looks forth beyond his day unto the time of the

apostles' activity. A wide range spreads itseK before him

here from this single point and this narrowly limited

occasion.

Jesus had closed the conversation with Nicodemus by a

reference to the inward religious life. Now he has passed

beyond that, and can close with the most decided self-

witness as the reward of a believing disposition. Nicodemus

went forth silent and reflecting. This woman speeds forth

in joyful certainty of belief, and with a burning heart, to be

the herald of his name. In the former case, Jesus himself

widens his sphere, and going out from Jerusalem passes

through aU Judea, teaching, baptizing, and exciting atten-

tion, and yet he .
does not find right belief. Here the

multitudes come out to him and beg him to stay ; and

after two days they believe on him. In both cases the

sphere is widened ; in the former, from the centre of Israel

within the bounds of Judea, in the latter from a chance

point outside of the nation of promise. Thus we have two

spheres. The kingdom of God is to be planted first in

Israel, and then outside of IsraeL These two sections of
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the gospel are a prophecy of these future events. In this

sense Baur's ^ statement is true, namely, the present history

presages the conversion of the Gentile world. Israel and

not-Israel are to be called to the kingdom of God. Jesus is

not merely the fulfilment of all the history of Israel, but is

also o a-Q)Tr]p Tov Koafiov (' the Saviour of the world,' ver. 42),

In the first case above, a few indeed believe, but on the

whole, rj opyrj TOV 6eov fxevec iir \ainov(T\ iii. 36. In the

second case, the present case, on the contrary, Jesus sees a

wide grain-field ripe for the harvest.

Say ye not, There are yet four months, and then c'ometh

harvest ? Behold, I say unto you, Lift wp your eyes, and look '

on the fields ; for they are white already to harvest. It was

still (eVt) four months to harvest {reTpd/jievoa- iariv, sc. o

Xpovoa) when Jesus spoke these words. The harvest was

in April, therefore these words and this event fall in Decem-

ber. Accordingly, it cannot have been a proverb (against

Liicke, Tholuck, De Wette, Krafft^), since the sowing took

place in November. Nor is there the slightest trace of

such a proverb to be found. Hence Jesus journeyed back

from Jerusalem to Galilee through Samaria in December.

While the fields of the land, however, are but just beginning

to show the new green, the fields of men's hearts are already

ripe for the harvest. The multitudes who came to the

Lord from Sychar reminded him of a waving harvest-field.

But the Lord's words are not exhausted in the present

(against Godet), The present is to him only the pledge of

the future,—first of Samaria, and then of men in general

(Meyer), Hence he can say rj^rj (' already ') of the latter

also. For rjhr] is most simply (Meyer) taken with verse 3 5

(against Tischendorf, Godet, and others). The statement

that it never stands at the end in John (Godet) is refuted

by 1 John iv. 3. Here it corresponds by contrast with en.

"Were it taken with what follows, it would put the harvest-

work in the very present, notwithstanding that the further

' Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangdlen, Tubingen

1847, p. 147, and note.

^ Krafft, Chronologie und Harmonie der vier Evangelien, Erlangen 1848,

p. 73.
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declarations make it belong to the future, namely, to the

time of apostolic work. The field, which the prophets, the

Baptist, and Jesus himself worked, is the world, though

they limited themselves in the first place to Israel's borders.

Now this field is to be harvested. He alone knows that at

first. It is a mystery to the disciples how he can talk to

and teach those who are not Jews, and above all a woman
who is not a Jew, and even testify to her of himself as the

Christ. This is a mystery, because they do not yet know
the general human mission of the gospel, and likewise they

know nothino- of that future of the kinfrdom of God. ThisOx o
future comes to Jesus' soul like a comfort, after the experi-

ence he had in Judea, and fills him with that joy and

satisfaction which made bodily satisfaction unnecessary.

Verse 36.

He expresses his joy that the field stands already ripe

before the eyes of his spirit : He that reapeth receiveth

wages, and gatlicreth fruit lunto life eternal, tliat both he that

soweth and he that reapcth may rejoice together. The union

by Kai (' and,' the received text, against K B etc.) would

certainly suit John's style better, though it is not absolutely

necessary. Was it perhaps left out on account of the false

reference of rjhr} to what follows ?

But a slight sadness mingles with this joyful outlook.

He distinguishes between the sower and the reaper. He
indeed has sowed, but others will reap. Had Israel showed

at once a believing obedience, the harvest could have begun

at once. But the gospel must go over from Israel to the

Gentiles, and the time of the Gentiles is to begin thus.

Jesus can only sow. Others will enter upon his work and

gather the fruits. • His very disciples, however, will begin

this harvest, and his experience in the present case is a

surety of that. That makes this experience of his a joyful

one, and the tone of joy prevails in these utterances. He
shows his disciples therewith what a blessed activity awaits

them. It will consist in their gathering men into the

church of Christ unto eternal life, and their reward will

consist in their success. I say ' unto eternal life/ for
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Baiimgarten-Crusius is right in rejecting the local explana-

tion of etV (De Wette, MeyerJ, which would make it mean

tlie same as 'into the barns' of eternal life. That figure

can only be made possible by adding something to the

account. Jesus rejoiced at the success of their activity,

although he had to content himself with sowing. 'Ofiov is

not to be taken temporally, but materially, as Baumgarteu-

Crusius has paraphrased it with ' as well ... as also,'

Verse 37.

For, to confirm the distinction betM'een the sower and

the reaper, herein is that saying (6 Xoyoa = to Xe^o/xevov)

true—that is, finds the reality which corresponds to its

thought ;—or, if we should read o oXtjOivoo-, is that which

corresponds to its thought ; dXrjOivoa, according to John's

constant use of the word, is different from dXrid^a (against

De Wette) : one soweth and another reapeth.

Verse 38.

/ sent you to reap that whereon ye hestoivcd no kibour.

He emphasizes the fact that he is the sender. The send-

ing stands before his very eyes as a fact. Although it was

implied in the choice to the apostolate (Meyer), yet in itself

it was still a future fact, which Jesus handles here as at

present complete. Other men lahoiircd, and ye are entered

into their labours.

Almost all the later commentators (not Olshausen) agree

that Jesus thinks of himself in speaking of those who as

sowers have prepared the harvest for the reapers. He also

had had the ' toil and work,' and the disciples then began

to bring in the ripe fruit at the day of Penfecost. Hence

even Chrysostom put that fact as an explanation of these

words. Nevertheless, I cannot agree that Jesus meant

himself alone by the plural aXXot {' others '), although most

of the later writers explain it thus (Tholuck, Llicke, Baum-

garten-Crusius, Meyer). Stier ^ asserts it with great zeal,

and designates it as ' the most wretched thing,' and ' most

thoroughly false,' and ' opposed to the whole of sacred

* Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d cd., Barmen and Elbcrfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 177.
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Scripture,' to think of Moses and the prophets as the sowers.

Of course we do not hold that they are the only ones, but

certainly they belong to the sowers. Christ is put with them

only under a special point of view, namely, in so far as he did

not himself in the days of his flesh, any more than they,

gather the church of God, but merely prepared for it ; at

the same time, it is of course not thereby denied that he is

the fulfilment of the Old Testament. Therefore as many of

them as were busied with such preparatory work, which

closed with the glorification of Christ and with the day of

Pentecost, are meant in the dXkoi.

Vekse 39.

And many of the Samaritans of that city helicved on

him for the saying of that woman which testified, He told

me all that ever I did. The preliminary fruit, which is

a prophecy of the real fruit, is the coming of the Sama-

ritans to Jesus. It is occasioned, indeed, by the words

of a stranger, and that in an account of Jesus' wonderful

knowledge.

Vekse 40.

So ivhen the Samaritans were come unto him, they hesought

him that he would tarry with them. And he abode there two

days. The belief shows itself to be a real longing, and does

not stop at mere belief in authority.

Veeses 41 AND 42.

And many more helicved because of his own word ; and

said unto the woman. Now we believe, not because of thy say-

ing ; for loe have heard him ourselves, and hnow that this

is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world. The belief

perfects itself, and that in the hearts of many, by the

reception of Jesus' self-witness, and by the experience

they therewith make of him as the one he testified

himself to be. And thus it rises to the true and right

belief, namely, to belief on Jesus in his w^ord, begotten

by his word, and realized as an inward experiencing of

Jesus.
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The story here spoken of is prophetic of the future, and

therefore Baur ^ holds it to be an invention ; he thinks it

was formed from the after fact of Samaria's conversion, and

then transferred backwards.^ But, as we have already seen,

what is said about Jesus' success in Judea is prophetic, and

the two sections correspond to each other, and therefore

belong together. The same thing would in consequence

have to be said of this previous statement, and yet Baur

takes it to be only a transfer of the later activity of Jesus

himself to an earlier time. Moreover, it is said that Luke

ix. 52 does not agree with our account.^ It is true- that

Jesus is there refused admittance to a Samaritan city, not

merely because he is a Jew, and is travelling towards Jeru-

salem (thus commonly), for the usual course of pilgrims

from Galilee was through Samaria; but also because he

wished to be the Messiah, and as such owned his allegiance

to the temple at Jerusalem. That, however, was in an

altogether different part of Samaria. If they had heard there

of the events in Sychar, the opposition would be more

easily explained. Jesus, the Messiah from the Jews, had

already found belief among other Samaritans, and antagonism

had been excited by such apparent denial of the national

Samaritan honour. That, too, explains more easily the

success of Simon the sorcerer, which Baur uses likewise as

an argument against our gospel, but which is rather an

argument for it. If the Messianic hopes of the Samaritans

had been once excited, and then had this Messiah of the

Jews come to an end which did not seem directly to confirm

him as Messiah, those hopes could the more readily fall upon

one who flattered their national pride as a great miracle-

worker and as a Samaritan Messiah. And just so much the

better could they be won again for Jesus the Christ when
it turned out that the miraculous power of that Simon was

thrown quite in the shade by the deeds of Jesus' disciples,

and that Jesus had been proved to be the Christ by the

resurrection.

* Baur, Kriiische Untersuchungen iiber die hanonischen Evangdkrif
Tubingen 1847, p. 147.

« Ibid. p. 147. « lUd. p. 143.
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(3.) Verses 43-54. Jesus and the Galileans.

Jesus had found work and fruit in Samaria, contrary to

what was to be looked for. Still he knew that this ought

to he to him only a prophecy of the future, and not a direc-

tion for the present. Hence he holds fast to his determina-

tion to withdraw into privacy. The evangelist intends to

indicate this by the words found in the first two verses.

Verses 43 and 44.

Noio after ttvo days he departed tJience and vmif into

Galilee. For Jesus himself testified that a prophet hath no

honour in his own country. Jesus M^ent to Galilee after

two days, because, as -Jesus himself testified,—not at that

time (Meyer), but on some other occasion, nor do we need

in this case to take ifiapTvprjaev (' testified ') as a pluperfect

(Tholuck, Godet),—no honour is shown to a prophet in his

own country. The first meaning of these words evidently

is, that he went to Galilee exactly because there, in his own

country, he could expect no honour. This thought, how-

ever, has been often regarded as an impossible one, and

hence TTarpicr (' own country ') has been understood of

Judea, either as the country of the prophets (Origen, Baum-

garten-Crusius, Baur), or as the land of Jesus' birth, the

country containing Bethlehem (Liicke and Ebrard earlier).

But, in the first place, in spite of this, Judea is not his

TrarpLa, since in the gospel history he is the Nazarene;

compare i. 46. Again, this does not suit the connection.

He is here leaving (iKeWev, 'thence,' ver. 43; <ydp, ' for,' ver.

44), not Judea, but Samaria, in which he had found belief

As little are we to understand by irarpia Nazareth in con-

trast with Galilee, so that it would here be told why he

went to Galilee, yet not to Nazareth, his old home (Calvin,

Bengel, Olshausen, Hengstenberg). Indeed, this is utterly

impossible, because the evangelist in no wise hints at such

a distinction between Galilee and Nazareth. The appeal

to the ' land of Judea,' iii. 22 (Hengstenberg), is not avail-

able ; in that case the capital had been previously men-

tioned, and the ' land ' is clearly distinguished from it.
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Tap (' for ') has not lost its confirmatory force, and

assumed instead the force of an explanatory introduction

(Llicke), since this would correspond neither to the New
Testament nor to Johannean diction. Nor is it intended

to tell here the reason why he went to Galilee only at such

a late date, namely, to obtain from foreign parts the honour

he could not expect at home (Meyer). Nothing is said

about his going there at a ' late ' date, nor are Judea and

his miracles there, mentioned directly before this; here we
also oppose Godet's : only now, and not right after the

baptism. Nor can the meaning be, that just because" he

could expect no honour he intended to try to obtain it

(Bruckner), for the succeeding context does not relate an

activity in Galilee ; he works but one miracle, and that

only when compelled. The evangelist's counting, at the

close in ver. 54, expressly calls attention to this.

Tap gives the reason for his going to Galilee, although he

had found in Samaria such a hopeful field of activity ; for

that very reason, because he could not count upon honour

there. Hence he could hope there not to be observed,

but to be able to remain in rest and quiet.^ He wished to

withdraw a while from that scene of public activity. This

would most probably be possible in Galilee. The difficulty,

therefore, of this passage is not so utterly inconceivable.^

The following sentence is connected with this one by ovv

(' then '), and not by Be (' and
') ; not because the reception

Jesus found is to be contrasted with his word (Tholuck,

compare De Wette), although both as to substance are in

contrast with each other, but because it is only to be added,

by way of conclusion to what precedes, that he has accord-

ingly now come to Galilee. Therefore ovv refers not to

ver. 44, but to ver. 43.

' See Hofmann, IVelssagunrf und Erfullung im alien und im neuen Tesia-

mente, Nordlingen 1844, vol. ii. pp. 86, 87 ; Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed.,

Nordlingeu 1859, vol. ii. part i. p. 171 f.

2 Schwegler, Theoloyische Jahrbucher, Tiibingen 1842, I. i. pp. 164-166 ;

compare Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Ausleguny der Johanneischen

Schri/ten, Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 173.

LUTH. II. F JOHN,
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Verse 45.

Then when he was come into Galilee, the Galileans received

him, having seen all the things that he did at Jerusalem at

the feast ; for they also went unto the feast. We here find

the same contrast between Jesus' design and the reality

that appeared in the journey through Samaria. He had

hoped to be able to remain unnoticed, but he met with a

joyful welcome. Yet he had not worked his miracles among

them, but in Jerusalem.

Verse 46.

So Jesus came again into Cana of Galilee, where he made

the water wine. He had it in mind to withdraw for a while

into stillness. Hence he went to Cana, to the retirement

of that house the founding of which he had consecrated.

This is probably what the evangelist means to say when he

recalls the miracle of changing the water into wine. And
there was a certain nohleman whose son was sicJc at Capernaum,

Verse 47.

When he heard that Jesus was come out of Judea into

Galilee, he vjent unto him, and besought him that he would

come down and heal his son ; for he ivas at the point of

death. Baur and others have made this nobleman a heathen,

so as to be able to identify him with the centurion in Matt.

viii. 5 ff., and then to refute or correct either John by

Matthew (Strauss, Bruno Bauer, Baur, Hilgenfeld), or

Matthew by John (Weizsacker). But this is all arbitrary,

since the two incidents are in every respect different. The

unyielding belief of this ^aatkiKoa {' nobleman,' namely, an

of&cer in the service of Herod Antipas at Capernaum) com-

pels Him to do a miracle, although He at first answered the

request unfavourably, and with a reproof.

Verse 48.

Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will not believe.

The belief of the Galileans and of this man of Caper-

naum was at first only a belief like the Judean belief
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in miracles, ii. 23. They received him joyfully, ver. 45,

because of the signs which they had seen. And Jesus must

utter the reproof to this man, that their belief is never

willing to have any other foundation than miraculous

signs. Yet they were inclined towards Him though He
had hitherto done miracles, and wrought, not among them,

but only in Jerusalem and Judea. And this man holds

so confidently to his belief in Jesus' person, that His word

is enough to make him sure of the thing he wished for.

Vekse 49.

Unmoved by Jesus' reproof, the father continues : Sir,

come down ere my child die.

Verse 50.

This urgency of the father's prayer, born of anxiety,

decided Jesus to consent : Go thy way ; thy son liveih.

And he went his way. As a reward for this, even before

he reaches his home he learns the certainty of the answered

prayer.

Verses 51-53.

On the way he receives the joyful news from his

servants. Thy son liveth, and at the same time finds that

the beginning of the recovery dates from Jesus' words

:

Yesterday at the seventh hour the fever left him. Accord-

ing to the Jewish reckoning, which we have no right to

exchange with the Eoman (Ewald : seven o'clock in the

evening), that was one o'clock in the afternoon. Since

Cana is about three geographical miles distant from Caper-

naum, we must either assume an unknown delay, or else put

the meeting in the evening, which begins a new day for

the Jews (Hengstenberg, Briickner).

Jesus had so arranged his miraculous help, that he

freed the belief from the miraculous activity and referred

it to His word.^ It is said of the Samaritans in ver. 41 :

eVto-Teucray 8ta tov Xoyov avrov (they ' believed because of

^ Compare Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iibcr die kanonischen Evan-
gdien, Tubingen 1847, p. 152.
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his word'), and here, in ver, 50, we read iiria-Tevcrev tc3

\6<yq) (he ' believed the word
') ; in both cases alike, the

ground and object of belief is Jesus' word. This is the

progress of belief, which the evangelist intends to depict

by the two examples from Samaria and Galilee. He pre-

sents it as contrasted with the Judean belief in miracles,

wdiich concealed within itself real unbelief. The last

words of Jesus quoted by the evangelist, which denote

the true constitution of belief, apply entirely to the man
before us, xx. 29 : [xaKapiot ol fxr) ISovrea koI iriarevaav-

rea (' blessed are they that have not seen and have be-

lieved '). The whole gospel is so planned as to enable us

to behold the development of belief towards tliis end.

Vekse 54.

The incident in Samaria, however, had an importance

not simply as standing alone, and in reference to that day,

but also as prophetic of the future. The case is the same

here. Jesus does not yet open a course of Galilean

activity. His action on this occasion is only an exception.

The evangelist calls attention to that fact: This is again

the second miracle that Jesus did, v)hcn he was come out

of Judea into Galilee. Tovro (' this ') is the subject,

Sevrepov arj/jielov (' second miracle ') is the predicate, and

ttoXlv (' again ') lays special emphasis on the point con-

tained in hevrepov {' second '). The first miracle was upon

the occasion of the marriage, this second miracle is again

in Cana. We therefore have not a miraculous activity,

but only these two miracles, both of a private character.

The whole scene, however, is a prelude to the future.

That man from Capernaum represents Galilee in general.

, Christ speaks to him, ver. 48, in the plural ; and what is

true of him is true of all. In Galilee, as in Judea, it is

only by miraculous signs apparent to the senses that Jesus

can hope to awaken belief. But the result in Galilee is a

different one from that in Judea. Here he will succeed

in finding a larger circle of disciples, who no longer need

the sensible miracles for their belief, but who hold simply

to his word. This presupposes, it is true, that the one
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who begged the favour from Jesus was not a heathen, as

many have made him out to be. Jesus, in ver. 48, does

not mean this man alone, nor the nation aside from this

man (Baumgarten-Crusius), but both, and therefore the

man is a Galilean, and is a Jew. Although he came with

belief, yet it was a lack in his belief (against Baumgarten-

Crusius) that he asked Jesus to come with him and heal

his son. The centurion spoke very differently, Luke
vii. 2 ff. : ver. 7, eiVe Xdyw koX la6/]Tco 6 Tral-i /xov (' But

say in a word, and my servant shall be healed '). Hence
Jesus could say in ver. 9 : ovSe ev tw 'laparjX roaavrrjv

iriariv evpov (' I have not found so great faith, no, not in

Israel '). Yet, on account of this lack of belief, the noble-

man does not deserve the accusations Stier ^ makes against

him. For, in the first place, he clings to the Lord like the

wrestling Jacob, as if he would not leave him till he

blessed him. And, in the next place, he at once sustains

the trial of belief—no small trial—which Jesus lays upon

him by commanding him to believe without seeing, ver.

50. In the renewed life of his son, he and his household

themselves find eternal life in belief, iii. 36. Thus Jesus

rewards belief on his word, while the wrath of God
remains upon the unbelievers of Judea.

Conclusion of First Part.

With this, the first part of the gospel closes. Jesus,

the Son of God, the incarnate Word, the truth and the

fulfilling of the Old Testament and of all Old Testament

revelation, the essential satisfaction of human need, is

introduced and introduces himself as such, is witnessed to

and witnesses to himself On the other hand, we have

seen belief and unbelief, and half-belief, which contains

unbelief in itself or which develops into true belief—

a

belief needing miracles no longer, but holding only to the

word, and finding its reward in living communion with

' Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Baimea and Elberfeld 1870, voL iv. p.

183 ff.
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Jesus. The first swift beginning and comprehensive

attempt of Jesus, his limiting himself to special persons,

and his return into quietness,—all this is brought before us

in a movement which is spirally progressive, and which

displays the most various contrasts. One phrase, however,

is the centre and union of the w^hole : Jesus, the Son of

God, must be believed in; He is believed in by God's

decree, and unto eternal life ; and men are to believe in

him for the sake of his self-witness.

In the last event, however, a self-revelation of Jesus is

reported which is not so general and comprehensive as the

preceding, but more special. In ver. 53 he speaks the

words 6 vioa aov ^fj
(' thy son liveth '), and thereby revealed

himself as the one who gives life. This forms the transi-

tion to the next section. Hence Stier ^ has connected this

account with the fifth and sixth chapters as one section

;

but that is because he does not understand the peculiar

construction of our gospel. After what was said above, we

hardly need any further proof that vers. 46-54 necessarily

belong to what precedes. We have, however, already seen

that in this gospel the close of one section is usually at

the same time the transition to the next section. We do

not need, therefore, to be led astray in our division by the

certainly apparent relation of these verses to the fifth and

sixth chapters.

Jesus reveals himself as the life, then as the light

;

both in a rising climax, and both in contrast with and

under the contradiction of the unbelief of Israel. The

fifth chapter leads us directly into this contest.

1 Stier, Eedeii Jesv, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 181.
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11.

JESUS AND THE JEWS.

Chapteks V.-XII.

v., VI. Jesus the Life.—Beginning of the Contest.

THE evangelist leaves the thread of continuous historical

narration. He has, indeed, led Jesus to Galilee.

But he is silent as to His stay there, and likewise at the

beginning of the next section, chap, vii., as to His activity

there. He simply ranges one upon the other, single frag-

ments, chiefly from Jerusalem, as a clear sign that the

history serves him as a means of instructing, as a demon-

stration of the doctrine.

The instruction and doctrine have, however, other con-

tents than what the history contains, namely, Jesus the Son

of God. And so the evangelist ensures, at the same time the

correct understanding of the history, and thereby arms belief

against attacks upon, and aspersions of, Jesus the Christ

on the part of unbelief. And since the church of Jesus

Christ is entirely conditioned upon Him, and has a similar

form with Him, the evangelist, in the same, act, teaches

men how rightly to understand the form and position of

Christ's church in the world, and secures those who belong

to that church against the hostility especially of Jewisli

unbelief. The characteristic thing in the church, as in

Jesus, in the former because in the latter, is that they

stand in opposition to the contradiction of unbelief and

disobedience, while the salvation which they give is only

imparted to the obedience of belief.
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Each of these has its history, the exliibition of salvation

and the contradiction against it and against its offer. The

part of the gospel with which we here have to deal contains

both of these ; the exhibition of salvation in its various

essential sides, and the course of Jewish contradiction from

its occasion and its first utterance, to its completion in the

decree of the Sanhedrim and to the last judicial words of

Jesus. Previously, his finding belief outside of Judea was

not sought by him, but was ordered by God, and brought

to him by God, And thus the contest with Israel's un-

belief in which he now becomes entangled, is not sought

by him, but is introduced without his will. Previously,

the opposition to his self-witness as the Son of God found

a semblance of legal foundation in his form of flesh, and

this foundation will ever remain in so far as he testifies

to himself as the Son of God. But still other seeming

foundations for opposition will be added from the letter of

the law, or from the Old Testament Scriptures in general,

in so far as Jesus exhibits his divine Sonship as the fulfil-

ment of all Old Testament revelation in its various sides.

This will at. once be clear to us in the fifth chapter.

The fifth and sixth chapters form the first section of

this second part. For, as we saw above,^ there is a break

in the historical narrative at the sixth chapter. This

section is of two parts, moreover, because Judea and

Galilee are to be brought together and to be contrasted

with each other, on account both of the similarity of

Jesus' conduct and claim and of his experience. We here

find ourselves still in the first stage of the contest, which

reaches its height in chapters vii.—x. The fact that Jesus

reveals himself first as the life, and then in the second

section as the light, corresponds to the course of the state-

ments concerning him in the opening of the gospel. In

that opening, however, the evangelist's proclamation returns

again to the true life of the new birth which is bestowed

on believers, i. 12 f
.

; and here the revelation of Jesus

returns from light to life.

The third part of the gospel has also a certain analogy

J Vol. i. p. 204 f.
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with the third paragraph of the opening. In the latter,

the glorious revelation of grace in the only-begotten Son

is praised ; and in the former, chapters xiii.-xx., we find at

heart nothing but a magnifying of Jesus' love, or an announce-

ment of the glory which he has revealed to his disciples in

the revelation of his unending love.

Attention may further be called to still another phase of

the analogy. The second paragraph of the opening moves

entirely in the contrast between the revelation of Jesus

and his reception in the world, between believers and un-

believers ; the same is the case with the second part of

the gospel. And as the evangelist forsakes this contrast

in the third paragraph of the opening, and only announces

the blessed experience which they, his own, have had in

communion with him, in the same way the third part of

the gospel passes from the contrast between Jesus and the

Jews to the announcement of Jesus' love to his own, who
stood in the communion of belief with him. These mani-

fold references and analogies permit us to recognise the

deep internal unity of conception, which is based upon the

energetic self-limitation of the evangelist to that which is

essential in the revelation and proclamation of Jesus.

V. 1-47.

The God-like Activity of Jesus the Son of God, and the

Beginning of the Opposition.

This is the subject of the fifth chapter, and it is treated

in three paragraphs. (1.) Vers. 1-9 report the deed

which becomes the occasion of opposition
; (2.) Vers.

10—18 relate the growth and intensifying of the antagon-

ism
; (3.) Vers. 19-47 contain the declaration as to him-

self and as to the right of his claim, made by Jesus in

view of the opposition.

(1.) Verses 1-9. The Occasion.

Verse 1.

After this there was a feast of the Jews; and Jesus

went up to Jerusalem. The evangelist does not say how
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long after. The continuation of the narrative by fjbera

ravra ('after this') is quite customary in John's gospel/

Liicke's distinction between fiera tovto, as denoting im-

mediate, and fj>6Ta ravra, as denoting more distant sequence,

is entirely incapable of proof (see Meyer), and is also

arbitrary linguisticaEy.

The Feast.

A feast, without closer definition. The Sinaitic, it is

true, has the article rj eoprrj ('the feast'). But the

authorities, A B D etc., on the other side are too strong.

The addition of the article is easy to explain from the old

exposition, which made this a passover ; see Meyer. Jesus

goes thither on account of the feast, and not, in the first

instance at least, for the purpose of renewing his former

activity in Judea. The latter is certain, from the fact that

we after this behold him active in Galilee again. We
therefore conclude that the former was the case, and hence

that the feast was not the feast of Purim, celebrated on

account of the deliverance from Haman's murderous plans.

Purim is, however, commonly taken to be the feast meant

(Hug, Olshausen, Wieseler, Baumlein, Meyer, Godet), be-

cause it falls in March (14 and 15 Adar), and thus seems

most easily to fit the last statement of time, iv. 35, and the

next one, vi. 4. The worldly character of this feast, the

celebration of which was not bound to the temple, makes

it improbable that Jesus went to Jerusalem on account of

it (see Hengstenberg, Liicke, De Wette, Briickner). And
if he went for the sake of working, why should he not

rather have chosen the passover, which came but a month

later, vi. 4 ? But if it be not Purim, it is one of the great

feasts, and the passover at vi. 4 falls in the next year. It is

then not possible to say which feast it was (Liicke, De Wette,

Tholuck, Briickner), since the evangelist has not defined it.

It is labour lost to guess the passover (Lampe, Hengsten-

berg), or Pentecost (Bengal), or Tabernacles (Krafft,^ Lich-

1 See vol. i. p. 26.

^ Krafft, Chronologic und Harmonie der vier Evangelien, Erlangen 1848,

p. 98.
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tenstein/ Eiggenbach^), though the last is the most probable.

The evangelist did not define it, because he wished to em-

phasize only this point, namely, that Jesus did not go to

Jerusalem without being occasioned to go by a feast.

Verse 2.

There is—it doubtless still existed after the destruction

of the city

—

at Jerusalem hy the sheep-gate a pool. This is

at least what is commonly understood by the reading eVl

rfi (' at the '),^ irvKrj (' gate ') being supplied after Trpo^artKfj

{' sheep '). Meyer emphasizes KoXvfi^tjOpa, and connects it

with Trpo^aTiKjj : there is at the sheep-pool Bethesda. But

then the evangelist would not tell his readers what Bethesda

was. The sheep-gate i^sfn "ij!t^ is mentioned, at Neh. iii. 1,

32, xii. 39, as near the temple. Whence its name came

we do not know. Probably it was connected with the

sheep appointed for sacrifice.

Bethesda.

At this place was a pool, called (iinXeyofievTj introduces a

characteristic name of this very pool) in the Hebrew tongue

Bethesda, ivith five porches. Bethesda is commonly explained

as i<"^Dn n''3, ' domus benignitatis '
• (' house of grace ').

Delitzsch * explains it as heth (e) stdw O'^^P, I^^^^j a-roa,

porch), house of porches, which is less probable. The name,

doubtless, is connected with the use of the place for poor

sick people, for which purpose five porches, with vaulted

arches, surrounded the little pool. Where we are to look

for Bethesda now it is not easy to say. The pool may
have been fiUed up ^ (Godet). The fountain of the pool

may be identical with the present Mary's' fountain,^ a

• Lichtenstein, Lehensgeschichte des Herrn Jesu Chrlsti in clironologischer

Uebersicht, Erlangen 1856, p. 198.

^ Riggenbach, Vorlesungen iiber dasLeben des Herrn Jesu, Basel 1 858, p. 408.

3 The omission of these words in the Sinaitic manuscript is evidently a

correction, intended to make the sentence easier.

* Delitzsch, Talmudische Studien, ZeitschriftfiXr die gesammte lutherische

Theologie und Kirche, 1856, pp. 622-624.

* Ritter, Erdkunde Asiens, Berlin 1852, vol. viii. part 2, jip. 320, 443.

^ Robinson, Palastina, Halle 1841, vol. ii. p. 148 If.
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tliouglit which Tobler ^ discusses at length without noticing

Eobinson's suggestion. At any rate, we may with Tobler say,

that it is doubtful whether Ave can find the pool again at all or

not. Lieutenant Warren made excavations and found water-

reservoirs and porches in the neighbourhood of Birket-Israel,

a large, dry, grass and shrub overgrown, square hollow,

north of the Haram, whither tradition puts the pool of

Bethesda. This can hardly be Bethesda. These things are

probably connected with the water-supply for Jerusalem, and

for the temple-worship.^

Verses 3, 4.

On the floors of the porches lay a multitude (iroXv, ' great,'

after ttXtjOoo- is to be struck out, according to the testimony

of the manuscripts) of impotent folk : blind, halt, withered,

—namely, wdth withered limbs,

—

waiting for the moving of

tJie water. For an angel came down into the pool from time

to time, and troubled the water. IVJwsoever then first, after

the troubling of the water, stepped in, was made whole of what-

soever disease he had. The words iKBe'^o/jLeveov . . . voarjiiari,

(in the English ' waiting ... he had ') are wanting in k B C
;

the last words of the third verse in A L ; and only the

fourth.verse is lacking in D. Besides, there are many dif-

ferent readings in the text. Hence this whole passage is

critically more than suspicious. It is no less doubtful as

to its substance. The first part, it is true,—the close of the

third verse,—is a correct gloss as to the fact ; this appears

^ Tobler, Die Siloahquelle unci der Oelherg, St. Gallen 1852.

- Instead of 'Bnhffha (A C I Lachmann), N I; 33, Eusebius Onomasticon,

and Tischendorf in his eighth edition read B^6%a6a., D reads BtX^sCa, B
Bfi^ffai^x. Keim, Oeschichte Jesu von Nazara, Ziirich 1871, vol. ii. p. 177,

points to the city-quarter Bezetha or New City, at Jerusalem, as if the pool

were named from it. It is true that tradition places it on the northern slope of

the temple, where the hill Bezetha rises and the new city begins (see Josephus,

De bello judaico, V. iv. 2, Opera, Amsterdam 1726, vol. i. p. 328 ; V. v. 8,

ibid. p. 336). This combination has, however, little to support it. It would

be easier to find in the name a confirmation of Delitzsch's suggestion that

the name is to be traced back to beth (e) stdio. The readings are so uncertain

that it will scarcely be possible to decide upon the right one. The safest

thing will be to keep to the reading of A and C. Not understanding it, they

have made Bezetha, or still worse, Bethsaida, out of it.
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from the seventh verse. But the conception which lies at

the base of the words in the fourth verse goes beyond the

bounds of the Biblical mode of viewing things. That the

common and constant phenomena of nature should be called

forth by the special activity of angels, finds no support in

the Scriptures.' Although, according to the Scriptures, the

spirits do rule in the life of nature, still they belong not to

the sphere of the ' causae efficientes ' (' efficient causes '),

but to that of the ' causae finales ' (' final causes '). They

mediate the teleological connection of the life of nature with

the kingdom of God. That is a different thing from" the

simple fact of an ordinary healing fountain. If this passage

were genuine, it would find its analogue in no other.

Besides, the later age would have been much more inclined

to put in such a peculiar addition, than to leave the words

out if they were genuine. The last words also, o5 Bijirore

(' of whatsoever '), are somewhat extravagant. In short,

everything speaks for the striking out of the whole passage.

Verse 5.

Among the sick people at this place there was on,e who
was calculated to excite sympathy more than the others.

The evangelist mentions the long continuance of his disease

not as a merely external remark, but as the motive for

Jesus' action. He desires to urge the point that Jesus

worked the miracle, not for the purpose of beginning a con-

tinuous activity, but only out of pity, as an exception. This

is clear, partly from the detailed way in which the place is

designated, and partly from the citation of the thirty-eight

years. Jesus healed the sick man at a place of suffering

and of pity {BrjOeaSd 'locus benignitatis '),' and among

the many afflicted men, he healed one who already had

thirty-eight years in his infirmity, that is, who had been ill

thirty-eight years. But at the same time, Jesus performed

this miracle both as a testimony to and as a trial for Israel.

This appears from the fact that Jesus heals an infirm man,

and that without having been asked, and above all on the

1 Against Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordliiigen 1857, vol. i.

p. 327.
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Sabbath. He seems to have sought this place, and to have

intended to heal one of the sick. At least the narrative

gives such an impression.

Veese 6.

For Jesus, in that He himself asks the sick man a

question, which must have excited a wish and a hope in

him, directs his- longing and hoping thoughts at once to

His person. Wilt thou he made whole ? The man did not

know at all who it was that addressed him; see ver. 13.

Jesus contents himself with this small measure of dawning

belief. Hence the healing was not the reward of belief,

but had the ground for its consummation in Jesus himself

Veese 7.

To the long continuance of the illness was added the

helpless forsaken state of the sick man, as a motive for

Jesus' decision. / have no man, when the water is troubled,

to put me into the pool : hut while I am going, another steps

down hefore me. It was an intermittent healing fountain,

not enclosed by itself, and hence its water soon mingled

with the rest of the pool. Therefore, if a sick man would

experience its healing effect, he must hasten to come into

the first flow. Perhaps, too, the way to the water, probably

down steps, was narrow. The infirm man had no friends

and acquaintances to care for him and put him quickly in

the flowing water,—hence ^oKri exactly :
' throw,' to cast

him in,—and he himself was too helpless to be able to reach

the right spot at once. All this is spoken with a certain

tone of resignation.

Vekse 8.

So much the more does Jesus direct His helpful, power-

ful sympathy to him. Rise, take up thy hed and walk. And
Jesus' words at once fulfil themselves. The repetition of

Jesus' words gives this impression.

Verse 9.

The testimony concerning himself which Jesus here
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offered was easy to understaud for all who saw the healed

man. They could, and they should, recognize in this, that

the power of a new and healing life was given in Him, a

life which He offered even without being solicited. This

healing was therefore a question put to Jerusalem. The

question which he asked the sick man was meant for the

whole nation. Thus the man is in a measure, it is true, a

type of the nation. But it seems to me far-fetched to say

that there is a reference to the thirty-eight years of wandering

in the desert (Krafft). The emphasis rather lies on the ort

'TToXijv I'-jhr] j^povov e^ei (sc. r7]v aadevetav, ' that he had "been

ill a long time '). This is also true of the nation.

If, however, the question was especially meant for the

nation, we understand, in the first place, why Jesus did not

demand that decided belief should come to meet Him, but

Himself awakened it, and why little is said about the man,

because he recedes in comparison with the general meaning.

And, in the second place, we see that Jesus offers Jerusa-

lem a new opportunity. He makes a new trial. Yet the

possibility of belief must become more difficult to the degree

in which belief is refused. Israel had to believe on the

Nazarene, because it would not hear of the one born in

Bethlehem, and the same law repeats itself on every further

stage in the history of salvation. Previously Jesus, testified

to as the Son of tlie Father by the last and greatest prophet,

came to his temple with 0]3en self-proclamation and with

rich manifestation of his miraculous power. Now, Israel

must believe on the simple feast-pilgrim,—which He from

this time forward is and continues to be for Jerusalem,

—

who, moved by pity, healed that one sick man, and that

upon the Sabbath, but otherwise did not testify to himself

at all. He who wished to be recognized as the Saviour of

Israel, seemed to offend against the very fundamental law

of the government of God's church. How much more was

it now necessary to hold firm to the essence which appeared

in Jesus, and to free oneself from the letter of the law ?

The more offensive Jesus became, the more difficult was

belief, and just so much keener and more compelling grew

the dilemma ; that they must behold in Him a sinner

LUTH. U. G JOHN.
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worthy of death, or a man who in a God-like manner effects

life in the world, unfettered by the limits which the law of

the Sabbath traced. The fact of the healing by his mighty

word, witnesses to his Lordship over the Sabbath as well

as over the temple. What an importance must this one

event have gained in this way ! It is conceivable that it

became the starting-point of all further transactions between

Jesus and the Jews, and we shall have no occasion to be

surprised when at a much later date we see that both come

back to it, vii. 21 ff. The point, however, was this, how

the act was viewed, namely, whether they laid stress on the

healing or on the apparent breach of the Sabbath which

Jesus committed and caused the healed man to commit.

We see both sides of these views represented in a character-

istic manner in what follows.

(2.) Vekses 10-18. The Antacjonism.

Verses 10, 11.

The Jews therefore said unto him that ivas cured, It is the

Sabbath-day :• it is not lawful for thee to carry thy bed. He
answered them, He that made me whole, the sa.me said unto

me. Take top thy bed and ivalk. The healed man having

been informed that it was the Sabbath, and that his deed

was unbecoming the day, justifies this deed by the authority

of the one who had made him whole.

Verse 12.

Then ashed they him, Wliat man is that which said unto

thee, Take up thy bed and walk ? It is characteristic that

the Jews only ask who had told him to do this on the

. Sabbath, a deed forbidden by the law. They do not inquire

who had healed him, the fact to which the man had referred

in the eleventh verse, and one which they might well have

found worthy of the first attention.

Verses 13, 14.

And it is again characteristic that, on the other hand, the

man questioned does not reply that Jesus had bidden him
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do it, the answer apparently required by the Jews' question.

Instead of this, he waits till he again meets Jesus, who had

retired to avoid attracting attention, and learns who he is.

Then in the fifteenth verse he replies to the Jews, that

Jesus has made him whole. [The Jews speak of the sup-

posed sin ; the man speaks of the healing.] All this shows

the mood of both.

Verse 15.

It is true that if the announcement in this verse is a

token of deep hard-heartedness and reprobation (Schleier-

macher), then this difference of moods does not exist. But
even the characteristic difference of utterance and of con-

ception which lies in the words is a testimony against such

a view : this was observed by Chrysostom, and Liicke un-

justly calls the remark too acute.^ 'Nor do we, therefore,

need to leave the reason for the announcement undecided

(Baumgarten-Crusius). It is to be sought, with Bengel

and De Wette, in the design to justify himself before his

spiritual rulers.

For, on the one hand, we meet the cured man in the

temple. This is doubtless not a mere matter of chance,

though most of the later exegetes (except Meyer and Godet)

have failed to observe it. It was certainly for the purpose

of thanking God for the healing. And, on the other hand,

we perceive that Jesus is able to speak to him the words

in the fourteenth verse :
' Behold, thou art made whole : sin

no more, lest a worse thing come unto thee.' It is true that

He reminds him of his sin, the punishment of which he

should behold in his illness, and for which he had to expect

heavier, probably eternal, punishment in cas^ he renewed

the sin. But this presupposes an already existing repent-

ant and thankful disposition, and is not intended to awaken
such a state of mind. These two things, the fact that the

man was in the temple, and that Jesus addressed these

words to him, show that the blessing he had experienced

had not failed to make the proper moral impression upon

^ Liicke, Commentar iiher dus Evangdium des Johannes, 2d ed., Bonn
1843, vol. ii. p. 32.
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liim. In this the Jews are contrasted with him, since the

event made the opposite impression upon them, because of

the offence which it contained for the unbelief of those who
clave unto the obedience to the letter.

Vekse 16.

And therefore did the Jews jjerseeute Jesus, hecmtse he had

done these things on the Sabbath-day. With this begins the

conflict, which grows more ardent step by step until its

final tragic issue. ^ESlcokov (' persecuted ') here means only

the hostile disposition, and not a legal process yet. The

healing on the Sabbath does not seem to them an isolated

event (we do not read : i'TroLTjaev, ' did '), but one charac-

teristic of Jesus' general posture towards the law of the

Sabbath (iTrolei, ' was in the habit of doing '),

Veese 17.

Jesus' justification only serves to increase their anta-

gonism. The words. My Father worketh hitherto, and I
worli, place him in his activity in such a manner on a level

with God, that the opposition of unbelief, especially against

the supposed Sabbath-breaker (compare ver. 18), could only

be the more intense. In what sense does Jesus make him-

self equal to his Father ? Baumgarten-Crusius and Meyer

are right in declaring themselves against the explanation

offered by Olshausen and De Wette, namely, that Jesus

intends to say of himself, that, as God combines repose and

activity in the Sabbath's rest, so he combines religious con-

templation with moral, benevolent activity. The text gives

as little support to this as it does to De Wette's view con-

cerning an assault here made upon false notions as to the

rest intended on the SabbatL When Jesus called God his

Father-, this title only received a distinctive sense by the

circumstance that he made himself equal to God in a

special respect. Hence it is that the Jews draw the former

as a conclusion from the latter. This is evidently the

grammatical relation of the two sentences to each other in

ver. 18, and not the reverse; nor are they two parallel

sentences (Baumgarten-Crusius). But it is true that he
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can only put his activity on a level with the divine activity

because he can call God his Father in a specific sense.

For this is not said of, and intended to refer to, those related

to God in general in the freest sense (Baumgarten-Crusius)

;

it bears exclusively upon the relation of the one Son to his

Father.

It seems to me that there has been one very common
error in the explanation of this passage. They have con-

ceived in too general a way the contrast of rest and activity,

which they have placed at the foundation of the words as a

religious presupposition. God did not contrast the Sabbath

with his action in general. He contrasted it with, and set

it at the end of, his act of creation.^ At that point began

a new activity on the part of God, and its Sabbath has not

come yet. We may therefore say that a day of rest has

not yet been appointed for the human activity which corre-

sponds to that second divine activity, but only for the one

corresponding to the creative. We may learn what the

w^ork of God is, which he effects from that point onwards,

from the fact that Jesus came to do and to complete God's

work; see for example iv. 34. Hence all the action of

God since the creation, or rather since the Sabbath of God
which concluded the creation, is essentially related only to

Christ and his work. Therefore it is of a salvation- bringing,

a redeeming kind.

The execution of the will of God unto salvation is Christ's

work, because it is God's work. The gradual realisation of

this saving will is the substantial contents of the divine

action since its Sabbath began. And for this work there is

no Sabbath either for him or for the Son, whose action

wholly coincides with that work of God. Jn this sense,

then, Jesus speaks these words. The redemptive working

and executing God's saving will still continues, and is not

yet at an end. Its Sabbath has not yet come. And the

same is true of his corresponding action, or rather of that

action of his wdiich performs the work in question. This

is similar to, though deeper in conception than. Matt. xii.

^ See Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlicgen 1857, vol. i. pp.

267, 280.
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10-1 3, where he justifies the healing on the Sabbath in the

synagogue by other acts of deliverance which they unhesi-

tatingly allowed themselves to perform on that day. He
emphasizes the right of redemption, since it has not yet

reached its conclusion, but still stands in the course of its

history.

The ordinary explanation is, that God's rest does not

exclude his activity. This alters the specific meaning of

the Sabbath. But in particular it leaves the expression

€Q)(T apri (' hitherto ') unexplained. We should expect, ' in

spite of the rest of the Sabbath,' or something of that kind,

but not an expression which evidently includes the thought

that the time of rest is not yet come (against Meyer).

Since God the creator rests from creating, God the redeemer

works through the Son. The new Sabbath came with the

day of the glorification of Christ in his resurrection. That

closed the fact of redemption. That day stands as a divid-

ing wall between the time of the redemption and of its

acceptation, just as the old Sabbath stood between creation

and preservation or ruling. Since then, the Holy Ghost is

the active, immanent principle of sacred history, as Christ

was in the time of redemption. This last thought is also

contained in these words of Christ. For the connection is

not intended in such a way as that the epyd^eaOat (' to

work') should be said of both in exactly the same sense,

and that the working of the Son should only come forth at

the side of that of the Father. The thing said here must

be like what the context presents in the succeeding para-

graph, ver. 19 ff., namely, that the action belongs to the

Father in so far as it proceeds from God, and to the Son in

so far as it completes itself in the world. Jesus here

designates himself as the continuing organ of all divine

redeeming activity.

Veiise 18.

The keenness of the dilemma to which the matter is at

once brought upon this first occasion of the contest, a con-

test intensifying and developing itself from this time on-

wards, calls forth also opposition at once in all its keenness.
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In the sixteenth verse it says iSicoKov (' they persecuted
'),

but in the eighteenth we find /xaWov i^i]Tovv avrou diroK-

reivac (they ' sought the more to kill him ')} It is not as

if we were so to understand it that /xaXkov, with the mean-

ing ' now indeed,' should indicate the advance from 8i,(OKet,u

{' to persecute ') to ^rjrelu diroKTeivat (' to seek to slay'), as

Bengel and Baumgarten-Crusius would persuade us. MdXKov
belongs to e^-^row, and BicoKetv already includes in itself the

wish to slay (Meyer). Baumgarten-Crusius regards this as

essentially improbable. But he did not consider the funda-

mental importance of the command touching the Sabbath,

the strictness of the law of the Sabbath. It was the appa-

rent offence against this law that made Jesus' words unen-

durable, the words in which he called God his own special

(JStov, ' proprium,' belonging peculiarly to him) Father, in

that he at the same time made himself equal to God.. The

former point lay in the o TraTijp fxov (' my Father'), the latter

in the making the ipjd^ea-Oai, (' to work ') the same for botli.^

"I(Tov kavrov iroiwv k.t.X. (' making himself equal ' etc.) is

neither a conclusion from (thus Llicke), nor a presupposi-

tion for, that which precedes. If the Jews saw in Jesus a

transgressor of the law, such a speech must excite them, in

the extreme.

There is, however, nothing here about external 'tempta-

tions ' (against Baumgarten-Crusius), but only about their

disposition and their inward desire {e^rjTovv^ ' they sought '),

as it was made more intense by Jesus' reply. Thus, as we
see, at the very beginning the issue is already settled. Of

necessity, the psychological fact transplanted itself into the

external reality. Previously, however, the disposition and

the desire must become a persistent psychological character,

and this character must grow clear and decided, so that the

desire may become a settled purpose, and that purpose ripen

into a formal resolution. In what follows we see the un-

' [It will be observed that the like phrase in the received text, and in the

English version of the sixteenth verse, is rejected as spurious by Tischendorf,

Tregelles, and Westcott and Hort.—C. R. G.]
- Compare Hofmann, Der Schriftbeiceis, 2d ed., Ncirdlingen 1857, vol. i.

p. 133 ; and Meyer.
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belief of Israel pass through this development. Jesus' self-

witness, which is to perfect the belief on miracles by making

it a true belief on and in the word, is also the thing which

causes the first offence at the healing on the Sabbath to grow

to the peremptory death resolution.

(3.) Verses 19-47. Jesus' Self-Witness.

The declaration Jesus here makes is nothing iDut a

development of the words in the seventeenth verse, which

had only increased the offence. They treat of his relation

to his Father, as a relation not only of dependence, but also

of equality and of union iii regard to working.

Verse 19.

Verily, verily, I say unto you, The Son can do nothing of

himself, hut what he seeth the Father do. It is first a rela-

tion of dependence. For a preparatory movement of the

Father's precedes every act of the Son. He receives the

direction and the impulse for his action, not from himself,

but from the Father. But that Avhich in the case of the

prophets was a temporary influence and excitement is here

a continuing essential relation, and that of communion.

He is not so humanly dependent that he must first be

instructed on each occasion. On the contrary, he beholds

the movements of the Father's will : /Sxiirr) is the designa-

tion of inward direct vision—that is, of inward intercourse

of life. In the first place, therefore, he speaks of a constant

communion, and after that of a communion the basis and

contents of which are not of a human kind and of a human

origin, but lie beyond them. He is here called dependent,

not as man, but because of the essential communion with

the Father which is peculiar to him. Ov hvvarai (' cannot')

contains not an external but an internal necessity. He is

conditioned upon this relation to the Father, only because

that communion essentially belongs to him. The beginning

of all motion of the wiU is not isolated in him, but proceeds

from the one, the standing in communion with whom com-

pletes his being.

We therefore shaU not find in a^' kavjov (' of himself)
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a popular abstraction, namely, that the Son is considered

abstractly in his human appearance,^ or that the words are

sjjoken with a ' dim, one-sided reference ' to what is human
in Christ (De Wette). The whole divine-human subject is

intended (Meyer). The only thing is, that the first point

in question is his earthly historical condition of being.

This, however, is but the appearance and conipletion of a

heavenly historical condition upon which he has entered, and

upon the analogy of which this earthly condition is formed.

Therefore this self-witness also bears upon the heavenly

condition. And hence it is as well an exact as an essential

declaration concerning Christ. The expression corresponds

to the thing itself, and is true no less of God with God
than of the man Jesus.

Por these reasons we shall also not be inclined so to

weaken dcj) eavTov as to refer it to knowledge (De Wette),

since it really touches upon the most internal life and life-

motion. Nor shall we understand by the ySXevrety (' to see')

and SeiKvveiv ('to show') a gift of power and a making

something possible (Baumgarten-Crusius), since they denote

the innermost, essential communion of life. Hence the

negative statement is expressly followed by the positive as

its support : For tohat things soever he docth, these also doeth

the Son likewise. 'Ofiolcoa (' likewise ') is an emphasized

repetition of that which lies in the raura (' these '). He
does not say, I ; but designedly says, ' the Son,' so as to

characterize his relation to the Father. If that communion
belong essentially to him, then he indeed came forth from

God into the world, then he is o vlocr {' the Son ') in the

exact sense.

Verse 20.

For the Father loveth the Son, and shoivcth him all thiyigs

that himself doeth. Such exceptional equality of working

does exist, and therefore he is Son in the exact sense, for

the relation between the Father and him is an unlimited

one. It is true the relation of the Father to the Son is desig-

^ Liicke, Commentar iiber das EvanyeUum des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1843, vol. ii. p. 37.
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nated as a communion of love, such as perhaps might also

occur in the case of every man ((j)iXe2, ' loveth'). But
inasmuch as this is called the basis of an absolute inter-

course of communion {iravra heUvvatv, ' showeth all things '),

it must itself be of an uncommon, unconditioned, and

unlimited kind. It is therefore not the love of God to

the man of
' obedience, between whom and God there is still

ever an essential line of division. It is the love of God to

the eternal person of the Son, of whom it is elsewhere said,

xvii. 24, that God loved him before the foundation of the

world. The fact that a<yaiTav is used in that passage, and

<f>L\.eiv in the passage before us, to express the affection of

love (Meyer), furnishes no ground for understanding one

thing there and another here ; compare Baumgarten-Crusius'

note on this passage. Hence this communion of love

designates not a relation which arose in time, but one

which existed eternally. And for this reason is it said

that the Father showeth him all that he does, namely, that

the mutual intercourse has no limit.

Stier^ cites the Berlenburger Bible and Baader, and

calls attention to the Trinitarian meaning of the notion

of love, that God is no solitary unity, that the Father is

not hidden from the Son, and the like. In this Stier not

only goes ' beyond the possible understanding of the first

hearers ' of the words, but also goes entirely beyond the

most patent meaning of this declaration. The thing here

dealt with is the position and importance of the Son, not

in the Trinity, but in the history of salvation. It is not

said that he is the ' alter ego ' (' other self ') of God, who,

aside from all revelation, is necessary for God's internal

living activity ; but that, on the basis of an essential inter-

course of communion with the Father (in the Spirit), he

has absolute knowedge of all the saving v/ill of God, and

that he stands in that essential relation to God for the

very purpose of fulfilling this will. The Son, then, Christ,-

is spoken of only in reference to the history of salvation,

only in his destined character for that history. Any
farther conclusions that may be drawn from this are the

^ Stier, Rcden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1S70, vol. iv. p. 205.
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business of systematical theological thinking, and not of

exegetical discussion.

That the above is all that is intended appears further

from the following future. Mel^ova tovtcov Sei'fet avTM

epya, ' he will show him greater works than these,' namely,

that he may do them, and thereby bring men to a willing

or an unwilling recognition of him ; iva vfieia Oav/jud^rjre,

' that ye may marvel.' These words can only point to the

progressive realization of the divine saving will. Baum-
garten-Crusius was right when he remarked that the epya

{' works ') of Christ, which here appear for the first time,

stand in connection with the epyov (' work ') of Christ, iv.

34, xvii. 4. He is engaged in executing this epjov, namely,

the act of redemption, but he has not yet reached its

glorious conclusion. This furnishes us with a new confir-

mation of the explanation of ipyd^eadat, given above at the

seventeenth verse.

Vekses 21-23.

We may learn of what description the new, greater,

future works will be, in which Jesus executes and com-

pletes the saving will of God, from the fact that it pertains

to him to give life, because tlie judgment is granted unto

him, in order that he may share in equal honour with God.

In this he comprehends all historically, not so that he

treats merely of what is present or speaks of what is

future, but that he tells what is essentially and always

proper to him. That which is future will then consist

only in the highest possible advance of these three facts.

The notion of the ^cot], 'life,' or rather the work of ^(ooiroieiu,

' making alive,' comes forward as the principal and the

most comprehensive. The others are conditioned after-

wards upon this fact. He who had previously testified to

himself as the bearer and executor of the whole saving

will of God, here proclaims himself as the ^o)^, 'life,' as

soon as he wishes to denote the contents of this saving

will. The progress is the same as that made in the

opening of the gospel, where the salvation in Christ was

to be expressed, a progress from Xojoa, ' word,' to ^(orj, ' life.'
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Veese 21.

For as the Father raiscth U2^> ^'^^^'^^ thereby quickcneth the

dead, even so the Son quickeneth tvho7n he will. The action

of the Son is conditioned on that of the Father, and yet

again is equal to it and one with it. But God is life

;

therefore working and giving life is his essential action.

The same must then be true of the Son.

There has always been a contention about the way of

understanding veKpoa, ' dead/ and ^woiroieiv, ' making alive,'

as to whether they are to be understood exactly or in-

exactly, as the case is commonly expressed.-^ Most of the

fathers and of the older commentators, as for instance

Bengel, understood the Avhole passage to treat of the resur-

rection and of the judgment in the exact sense. A few

later scholars, as Baumgarten - Crusius, take the whole

passage in the ethical sense. And most of the later

scholars follow Augustine in taking the passage as far as

the twenty-seventh verse in the ethical sense, and then

imderstanding vers. 28, 29 to refer to the future general

resurrection of the dead.

If vers. 21-23 form the theme or summary of what

follows, so that the development proceeds from the twenty-

fourth verse onwards, as we shall see that it really does,

then that which is explained in ver. 24 ff. must be com-

prehended in our verse. The present ^woTroiet, ' quickeneth,'

expresses not the work he is now doing, but that which

essentially belongs to him. Hence the progress from the

spiritual to the physical resurrection of the dead, if we
may use this expression,—a progress which Llicke ^ declares

to continue through vers. 21-28,—we shall only permit

to begin at the twenty-fourth verse. But we shall then

not venture to express ourselves to the effect that one is

said exactly and the other inexactly. In the new birth the

^(OT], ' life,' begins in the exact sense, and this finally com-

pletes itself in the future resurrection unto life. We,

1 Compare Liicke, Commentar ilber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed.,

Bonn 1843, vol. ii. pp. 38-48.

2 Liicke, ut supra, vol. ii. p. 42.
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therefore, must not distinguish between the spiritual and

the bodily side, but understand the life in the substantial

sense ; a life which is one and the same for the man in his

personal and natural life, and only gradually perfects itself

in these two sides.

This agrees also with ova Oekec, ' whom he will.' As a

rule, they found upon these words the limitation to the

purely spiritual life, since the future bodily quickening

will be a general, not a limited one. This, however, does

not limit the future resurrection, but the ^cooiroidv,

' quickening,' namely, the impartation of life, to the final

perfection of which then only the future avdaraaia- ^wrjo-,

' resurrection of life,' belongs, Jesus is unto fw?;, ' life,'

only to those who believe ; to the others, he is unto Kpiaia,

'judgment.' To this nmst be added that the emphasis lies

not on this point, not on ova-, ' whom,' but on OeKet, ' he

wills.' The intention, however, is not to designate the

^cooTToiecv as an arbitrary act, and one not supplied with a

motive by the persons in question. Nor is the intention

here to oppose Jewish particularism.^ The purpose is to

say, that as the Father in his perfection of power bestows

life on the dead, so also the Son's will has the same power

:

' nunquam ejus voluntatem destituit effectus,' ' the effect

never failed his will ' (Bengel). Baumgarten-Crusius para-

phrases it :
' Therefore because, and as he wills it.' His

will, however, is morally conditioned : he will impart life

only to those who believe, because that is the necessary

moral presupposition for it.

Verse 22,

That also refutes the notion that ovSe yap ('for , . .

not ') confirms the preceding ova 6e\£i (Llicke, De Wette,

Meyer, Stier), namely, in so far as is contained therein that

the others, whom the Son will not quicken, experience in

themselves the judgment of condemnation, the preliminary

analogue of the condemning judgment of the second ad-

vent, ver. 29,—thus Meyer. On the contrary, it is the

^ Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evan^^elium des Joliannes, Sd eel., Bonn
1843, vol. ii. p, 49.
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Son's vocation to bestow life, because it is appointed to

him to execute the separating of men. For the Father

judgeth no man, hut hath committed all judgment unto the

Son. If he separate or distinguish between them, to

what purpose is it, except to give to certain ones the

saving blessing, namely t,(orj, 'life,' and to grant to the

rest the exclusion they have desired from the possession of

that blessmg ?

He is set for Kplaicr, 'judgment,' that is to say, in the

words of Simeon, Luke ii. 34, for the fall of some and for

the rising of others. Meyer, among others, limits the

Kptcna- to the judgment of condemnation, and appeals to

Kplvei ovSiva (' judgeth no man ') ; but that is no proof for

his point, seeing that Kplveiv (' to judge ') here only desig-

nates the judicial decision in general. Moreover, such a

limitation is as arbitrary as Stier's ^ extension of it to the

separating sin from the life of believers. This latter is by

no means justified by the expression Kplaicr iraaa, 'all judg-

ment,' Strictly speaking, these two words do not belong

so close together. The meaning is, that the Father has

committed to the Son the judgment, that is to say, the

decision and the separation which is to be carried out, in

all its parts or in its entire execution. The Kplaca is

intended to be designated as a well known and necessary

event by 97 Kplaio-, ' the judgment.' For it is the essential

form in which the saving will of God comes to its realiza-

tion upon earth. It corresponds to the <^wc7, ' light,' as the

form of his revelation. Indeed, the Kplata is commonly
brought into connection with ^wo-, see i. 5, iii. 19, 20, ix.

5, 39 ; and ^coi] names the contents of the saving wilL

Verse 23.

, It is given to the Son to bestow life, because it is given

to him to execute judgment; and both with the design that

all men may show him such honour as they show God.

For he exercises a God-like activity. He works in a God-

like manner, in such a way that God does his own work

through and in him. Therefore the God-like honour is to

^ Stier, BedenJesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol, iv. p. 210.
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be thus understood ; that God is honoured in him. In

this sense it is added that he who does not honour the

Son does not honour the Father, namely, just because

he does not honour the former; of course, the contrary

follows upon this, that men honour the Father in the

very honouring of the Son. Such, and not the reverse,^ is

the relation to each other into which the two parts are to

be brought.

It certainly is not said in the words before us that this

honouring concerns not his person but his cause (Baum-

garten-Crusius). Do not the words TLfxav rov irarepa (' to

honour the Father ') express a posture towards the person,

and then, as a result, a posture towards the cause ? The

other case is entirely parallel to this in language and in

matter, and how can it have a different meaning ? It is

true that the claim Jesus here utters may point to the

dishonouring on the part of the Jews (De Wette). But

the thought is not exhausted in the contrast with that. It

has been urged that the original Father and the Son in his

image ever remain different subjects for the honouring.^

This is not incorrect, but it rather lies beyond the thoughts

touched by the text. The latter calls upon us to confess

that, and to understand how, the Father is honoured in the

honour which is shown to the Son.

Jesus does not, indeed, demand direct religious honour

in prayer and the like, but the right, and certainly

religious, posture towards him as the contents of the divine

saving will in belief So far as the historical manifesta-

tion of this goes, just so far will the ri/xi] (' honour ') have

to extend. He is always the one in whom the God of

salvation is present for us. If he, however, has now been

raised to a God-like existence, and if he 'was properly

named by Thomas, Kvpioa- koI Oeoa, ' Lord and God,' wliat

other form of TLfxri shall belief now assume than that which

the Christian church shows to Jesus ? That honour is

designated as God's design and will, and it is quite plainly

' Liicke, Commentar ilher das Evangdium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn
1843, vol. ii. p. 50.

* Liicke, ut supra, vol. ii. p. 51.
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indicated that any one would deceive himself in thinking

he had the Father, if he were not willing to have and to

honour Him in the Son.

Verses 24-26.

That which vers. 21-23 offered in a summary, is de-

veloped in what now follows, Jesus gives life.

Veese 24.

Verilyy verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my ivorcl,

and helievetJh on him that sent me, hath everlasting life.

It is the present, e;^ei, ' hath.' With hearing and be-

lieving, having is also given. The impartation and the

possession of life begin from this time forth, and perfect

themselves in the future. He gives it by means of his

word, because he, as the personal word of God to humanity,

bears the life of God in himself. For when Jesus speaks

now, his word has himself for its contents, him who is

the word of God, and at the same time the life. We may
draw from this, that the idea of the Logos lies at the base

also of the part of our gospel with which we are now
engaged, namely, in the sense in which it coincides with

6 vloa Tov 6eou, ' the Son of God.' When Jesus, in the

context of the passage before us, designates himself as the

one sent by God, we need only to recall the words in x. 35,

36, to perceive that this conception of Christ forms also

the presupposition of vers. 24-26. Jesus' word, which

has him for its substance, corresponds to the personal word

of God in Jesus to us.

The right posture to it consists, in the nature of the

case, purely in belief or in receptive hearing. For ukovcov,

' hearing,' is more closely defined by the following TrcaTevwv,

'believing.' Everything in the fourth gospel turns upon

word and belief. If the man takes this word and its

contents essentially into himself in belief, he is by that

very fact in possession of life itself. It is a matter of

course that this life, which is the divine life of Christ, of

the one come from heaven, is ^corj aldovioa-, ' eternal life,'

a life beloncjins: to the essential being. Therefore beliefj
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since it is in possession of the essential life, likewise pos-

sesses the heavenly, eternal, and hence future life. As the

immanence of the world to come is given in the Son of

God and in his word, objectively, so is it given in belief,

subjectively.

If, according to this, the notions Son of God or word

and belief form the fundamental notions of our gospel, the

point of immanence belongs to its fundamental conception.

Indeed, it has always been observed that this thought of

immanence controls the whole view of the fourth gospel.

It was for the sake of this basis that Fichte also, for

example, especially valued it. But it would be unjust

praise to see in this an exclusive pre-eminence of this

book. There is no other immanence here than that which

belongs to Paul's presentation of doctrine, or than that

proper to Christianity and to the general Christian con-

ception of the universe. It merely comes out in another

connection of thought, and with a different turn.

With the possession of life is granted freedom from the

Kpia-icr (' judgment ') : and shall not enter into condemna-

tion, hilt is passed from death unto life. ' He shall not

enter into condemnation ' is not exactly the same as in

viii. 51 : Odvarov ov firj Oeoypijarj, ' he shall never see

death ' (De Wette). For the latter is a result of the former.

But since the Kplo-icr consummates itself chiefly in the

dividing the world according to belief and unbelief, this

dividing does not further affect the man who believes.

He is already, by reason of his belief, an e/cXe/crocr e'/c rov

Koa-fjiov ('chosen out of the world,' xv. 19). But the

notion of Kpia-ia- goes further. It betokens the exclusion

of the unbelievin;? world from the communion of the savinGr

blessing offered in the ^wo- (' light '), namely, of the ^wi]

(' life '). This exclusion is occasioned and brought on by

the revelation of Jesus as ^wo-, the ' light,' which compels

to a decision.

The believer is free from the judgment which executes

itseK in that exclusion, because he is in possession of that

saving blessing. The believer is still, however, in reality

a part of the world, the living element of which world is

LUTH. II. H JOHN.
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(TKOTia {' darkness '), and the fate or condition of which is

Oavaroo- (' death '), But he is a lover of the <^w(t (' light
')

within the o-Korla (' darkness '). By his belief on the word

of life, it has come to pass that he has gone over from the

realm of the death of this world into the realm of that life

which springs from the world to come, the world of eter-

nity ; compare Col. i. 13. Hence that which really takes

place with the fact of belief is designated by /xeTa/Bi/SrjKev

e'/c Tov Oavdrov eta Tip ^(oijv, ' is passed from death unto life.'

Verse 25.

Jesus repeats the last thought with increased emphasis.

Yes, the dead shall hear and live ! Verily, verily, I say

nnto you. The hour is coming, and now is, lohen the dead shall

hear the voiee of the Son of God : and they that hear shall

live. 01 aKovaavTea- (' they that hear ') shows that this is

a continuation of the preceding thought, and not a transi-

tion from the sphere of spiritual death and coming to life,

to the sphere of the bodily death (thus, for example,

Oishausen and Hengstenberg), so that Kal vvv eartv (' and

now is') should refer to the various bodily resurrections

wrought by Jesus. It does not say merely aKovaavrea-

(' hearing '), so that it could be explained, ' simul atque

audierint,' ' as soon as they hear ' (Grotius), and so that we
could comprehend all dead men under it.

On the contrary, ol (' they that ') limits the hearing to a

certain portion, and ^rja-ovcnv (' shall live ') can, as before,

only designate the essential life, and not the bodily life,

which is indifferent for this point. But then no one may
combine the two with each other and appeal to them as a

proof that those who shall in the future rise from their

graves unto spiritual life shall hear the voice of Jesus

differently from the others (thus my first edition). For ol

aKoia-avTecr is not more closely defined by any additional

phrase. The hour is coming, when the apostolical preachjng

shall go through the world ; and noiv is with the preaching

of Jesus. All will hear the voice, but only a part hear in

truth, those, namely, who permit themselves to be called

from death unto life by the alarm-cry in the words of
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Christ. It is the voice of the Son of God, of him who stands

in absolute commnnion with God, and who therefore bears

in himself the fulness of life. Hence, also, life is his

working.

Verse 26.

For as the Father' has life in himself, so hath he given to

the Son to have life in himself This presents the basis of

the previously-mentioned working of the word of God

:

he bears the source of life in himself. For ver. 26

belongs more closely to ver. 25 than to ver. 27, since with

the latter the discourse passes to the Kplaia, 'judgment'

(thus also Baumgarten-Crusius, against Liicke, De Wette,

Meyer). The emphasis of the thought does not fall upon

eSco/cev (' hath given '), so that peculiar eminence should be

bestowed upon the independence of his possession of life,

an independence appointed by a special event. The stress

rather lies upon the making him equal to the Father, and

that not in reference to the peculiar method of the posses-

sion of life, but in reference to the contents of the possession.

Baumgarten-Crusius understood ^cot] (' life ') of the basis

of life, and therefore explained ^cotjv e-^ecv ev eaincp (' to have

life in himself) as equivalent to ^cooTrotelv ('to quicken').

But he failed to observe that ^w-^ has not the article. It

therefore cannot be explained as if it had a contrasting,

opposing tone ; that is to say, not as if it meant the true

life over against the apparent, or the principle of life over

against its result, the secondary life, and so forth. The

contrast lies in the notion itself and in its whole scope.

Life, and not something different, forms the substance of

God ; hence life forms also the essential substance of the

Son. It follows necessarily from this that his workings

will also have like contents.

If, then, the contrast, and therefore the emphasis, lies in

the notion yw^, it does not lie in eV eavTu> ('in himself).

That is to say, the thing which above all is to be brought

out with particular emphasis in this phrase, is not inde-

pendence or self-sufficiency, and in general not the special

manner of the possession of life. Nor would the context
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furnish any ground for laying peculiar stress on this point.

The fact that Jesus bestows life does not, in the first place,

find its logical basis in his living, ' not from a foreign but

from his own essence,' to use Anselm's ^ words, not in his

bearing the source of his life independently in himself. It

rather rests upon the circumstance that life composes also

his substance and fills him, as life and nothing else dwells

in God. But it is true that he would not be able to impart

this his substance if he did not possess it as one which

was independently his own, of which he could dispose at

pleasure. This is said by the ev kavrw, which is put at the

end each time.

This possession, peculiar to him, however, became his

own by an impartation on the part of the Father: eScoKev

(' hath given '). Stier ^ alludes at this point to the eternal

generation of the Son within the Trinity ; and according to

Godet also, ' eSw/cey expresses an eternal act.' But if the

Son be the man who went forth from the Father and came

into the world, we must give up that reference. On the

contrary, in that Christ went forth from the Father, he

entered into human dependence upon him and his will.

Since that time he finds the substance of his life, the sub-

stance essentially proper to him, in so far as he proceeded

from- the Father, in dependence upon his will. Hence,

upon the basis of the general relation in which he stands

towards the Father, he also declares that his possession of

life is conditioned upon the causality of the Father's will.

In this conditionality he is, however, equal to the Father, so

far as the essential substance is concerned : he bears the

divine life, namely, the substance of God, in himself as his

essential substance, for he is the Son.

Veeses 27-30.

He bears life in himself because he is from God
;
judg-

ment is entrusted to him because he became man. With

this thought the discourse proceeds in these verses to

^ Anselm :
* Non per extraneam sed suam cssentiam vivat, ' Monologium

44, Oj)era, 2d ed. Gerberon, Paris 1721, vol. i. p. 19 b.

2 Stier, Beden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberl'eld 1870, vol. iv. p. 213.
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develop that second clause of the 2 2d verse. Ver. 27

connects with ver. 26 only in an accidental manner, by the

repetition of eScoKev {' hath given ').

Verse 27.

A7id hath given him authority to execute, judgment also,

hecause he is a son of man. The stress does not lie on

eScoKev. The progress of the discourse is not found in

eScoKev, but in Kplcna, ' judgment,' because it is the new
point which follows upon ^corj (' life ') as something further.

Hofmann ^ used to think the contrary : he thought that in

viba- dvOpcoTTov (' son of man ') the reason was given why
the judgment was entrusted to him ; of himself he was

unable to do such a thing, because he was man and a child

of man like the rest. But the thought of dependence

upon the Father is in the whole discourse not the really

pervading thought. It stands merely in a subordinate

relation to the other thought, namely, that his working is

God-like, and is God's own working. As, in accordance

with this, he imparts life, so also the judgment belongs to

him. And this too he has undertaken because he has

become a son of man.

Meyer also emphasizes eScoKev {' hath given '), and ex-

plains the passage thus : that the Father has bestowed on

him this authorization of judgment because he has become

man, and because his essence for the history of salvation, or

the basis of his essence for this history, rests on that fact.

To this we reply, that the saving historical essence of Christ

does not consist in the fact that he is man, but that he is

the man of salvation, so that it must at least have said

that he was the son of man. Others (Liicke, Olshausen,

Baumlein, Tholuck) have in like manner taken vloa dvOpcoTrov

(' son of man ') in the sense of 6 vlba- k.t.\. (' the son,' etc.),

namely, of the Messiah ship of Jesus, on the basis of Dan.

vii. 13. But the two are not equivalent. Nor would the

circumstance that vlba dvdpcoTrov is the predicate here make

^ Hofmann, Weissagung uiid Erfullung im alien und im neuen Testamenle,

Nordlingen 1844, vol. ii. p. 19. He lias now clianged his opinion in Dtr
iSchriftheweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1859, vol. ii. part i. p. 78.
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the article superfluous, since the thing in question is a fixed

term. Christ here calls himself not the son of man, but

a man. When, then, he connects with that the commission

of judgment to him, there is, in spite of Meyer's opposition,

no other explanation left for us than this, that God willed

to judge the earth by a man; compare Acts xvii. 31,

fieWei Kplveiv . . . iv dvSpl u> copicrev, ' he will judge . . .

by the man whom he hath ordained.' This is Hofmann's

view also.^

By this means we are likewise relieved from the forced

connection (Chrysostom) of otl vl. d. i. (' because .he is a son

man ') with the following fir} Oavfid^ere {' marvel not '), a

construction justly condemned by Baumgarten-Crusius. If

we have hit the right point in our division, this connection

is altogether impossible, as will at once be perceived. Such

a fragmentary sentence as koL . . . iroielv (' and . . . also,'

ver. 27) cannot be the development of the second thought.

It would in that case lack all reason and all analogy in and

with what precedes.

At the same time, it is true that the argument cannot be

' because the Father, namely, the concealed God, cannot

judge ' (De Wette). This would find its contrast, not in the

Son of man, but in the Son of God. Baumgarten-Crusius"^

explains it thus :
' The human nature is demanded by the

judgment,' because the judgment ' requires a direct, decided,

and complete influence upon man.' In regard to this, I

must confess, for my part, that I cannot obtain a clear

conception of what is intended by the thought, seeing that

it is not further developed. Hebrews iv. 15 has nothing

to do with this thought of Baumgarten-Crusius'. And,

finally, Godet's explanation is that the judgment is founded

upon the incarnation, because the judgment is an act of

homage towards God, and therefore must go forth from the

bosom of humanity ; and because by that, humanity has

become the property of Christ. To me this seems to

^ Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1859, vol. ii. part i.

p. 79.

* Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der Johanneischen Schvflen,

Jena 1843, p. 207.
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combine things which are too widely different, and if the

train of thought be clearly pursued, to lead in the end to

the view given above.

Verse 28.

Jesus, because he has become man, administers judgment

for God. This saying calls forth, not a confused,^ but an

unbelieving astonishment. The thing which surprises the

Jews is twofold. In the first place, it is singular that Jesus

should speak of a judgment at hand. They see clearly

from his words a moment before, koX vvv ia-Tiv (' and now
is'), ver. 25, that his meaning is that the judgment is

already in process of execution, and yet they can perceive

nothing of the kind. And, in the second place, it is singular

that he should speak of the execution of the judgment of

God when he stands before them as one like them, and

wishes to speak thus for that very reason. This should

not seem strange to them. For, on the one hand, it will in

the future be revealed and will complete itself externally.

And, on the other hand, ver. 29, it will be completed in

such a way that an almighty call shall proceed from him

and summon the dead from their graves to the final

separation.

Thus he explains both the presence of, and his words

concerning his relation to, the judgment, by this reference

to the future of the judgment. But the argument is of

such a kind as only to increase their surprise, since it is

an argument only for belief. Jesus can so little dispense

the Jews from rendering belief, that his explanation is

altogether based upon that presupposition. Indeed, the

proof of that which they are to believe demands still greater

belief. What he says of the future sounds still more

wonderful than what he had said previously. These words,

however, were not meant to quell their surprise by this

surprising statement (thus Meyer) ; they are, on the con-

trary, a proof, one which, it is true, demands belief

;

compare Lticke. Jesus speaks here of the future : epx^rat

copa (' the hour cometh ') without koI vvv iariv {' and now
^ Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 220.
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is '). The hour is coyning, in the which all that are in the

graves shall hear his voice. John's gospel is as well aware

of the future judgment as a historical fact as the synoptists

are, and knows nothing merely of an internal judgment,

which constantly takes place. The future judgment, how-

ever, certainly is only the completion and appearance of

the essential judgment, which at present is already in

process.

Veese 29.

As it now is, so will it come to pass in the future.

Jesus' call pressed its .way to all of them, and excited

emotion in them all, but only to life in belief for those

who 'did the truth,' iii. 21. In the case of the others, it

was unto the judgment of unbelief. Thus is it here said

to be in the future resurrection: and shall come forth;

they that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and

they that have done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation.

It is unnecessary to prove, against Baumgarten-Crusius, that

the above-given meaning is correct. The ground for the

distinction is called, not in the first place belief or unbelief,

but a moral doing, or rather belief is named as the real,

moral posture.^ It does not say good and bad things in

general, but the article is added. He who, as one ^av\a

irpdaawv ('doing evil things'), iii. 20, refuses to come to

the light, has thereby done to (^avkov, ' the evil thing,' so

that at last he is condemned as one tcl <^avKa irpdcrawv

(' doing the evil things '), namely, for his life of unbelief.

And likewise, on the other side, belief is the ground for

the fact that the life-posture of the man no longer is

properly called a iroLetv dyadd (' doing good'), but a irotelv

TO, dyaOd {' doing the good things '), namely, the right

condujct.

It accordingly is a consequence of belief and of unbelief,

that the resurrection is at once a resurrection of life or .of

judgment. For the genitive in l^cofja- ('life') and Kpiaecocr

{' judgment ') is not to be resolved into ela {' unto '), as

' Liicke, Comnientar ilher das Evayujelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

184J, vol. ii. p. 6'S.
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De Wette, Liicke, Meyer, Baumgarten-Crusius, and Winer^

think it should be. The sense is not that each will become

the lot of each afterwards, but that as they had already the

one or the other by belief or unbelief, so that is at once

their lot, essentially, when and as soon as they rise. No
regard is here paid to the question whether or not it will

be assigned to them by a declarative act. Yet that is in

no way excluded by the account. Even in spite of such a

declaration, the resurrections remain, the one a life-resur-

rection, the other a judgment-resurrection. That is to say,

the genitive designates what is proper to the resurrection

on the one side and on the other. Xwfxa Bavdrov (' body

of death'), Eom. vii. 24, is not a body which leads to

death,^ but one to which death belongs. This and the

meaning of a-M/na Trja aixapriacr (' body of sin '), Eom. vi,

6, and of o-wycta ttJct aaptcoa- ('body of flesh'). Col. i. 22,

guide us to the due sense of the passage before us. The

genitive betokens not the destination of, but the character

of the thing, in the cases just mentioned, of the body, in

the case under discussion, of the resurrection.

Verse 30.

Such is his judgment. Jesus, however, based his declara-

tion, concerning the impartation of life which he exercises,

upon his equality of being with the Father, given with the

dependence of being. In like manner he bases this second

declaration upon his equality of will with the Father, given

with the dependence of will. / can of mine own self do

nothing : as I hear, I judge : and my judgment is just

;

because I seek not my own, loill, hut the luill of the Father

which hath sent me. In the twenty-seventh verse he estab-

lished the consignment of the judgment to him as a part of

the history of salvation. In the twenty-eighth and the

following verse he verified the possibility of this as a matter

of fact. Here he confirms his declaration, concerning his

judgment, morally by repeating the statement as to his

^ Winer, Grammatik des neutestamenilkhen Sprachidioms, § SO. 2. /S.,

7th ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 177 f.

' Winer, ui supra.
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relation to the Father in general, with which he began the

development in ver. 19. The substance of the two verses

is the same. In the former /SXeTretv {' to see'), in this one

aKoveiv (' to hear '), is the expression for the internal com-

munion and intercourse between the Father and the Son in

spirit. He executes the will of God, as it thus becomes

known to him, because the will of the Father is his will.

It is true the two wills are here contrasted with each other,

but that is only abstractly said ; compare Baumgarten-

Crusius. If it be God's wiU that he executes, his judgment

must be a righteous one. Thus in the words KaOwa- aKovco

Kpivco (' as I hear, I judge '), the other point, that the judg-

ment is just, is already necessarily contained in this, and

does not hereafter follow as a second point (Schleiermacher/

Baumgarten-Crusius).

The dependence which he declares of himself in respect

to the Father, is accordingly in every view such a one that

it has equality as its substance. With this thought he

closes the circle of thought. But he has formulated it to a

personal declaration, and retains this form also in what

follows. This, however, is no proof that ' the second part

of this discourse ' begins with the thirtieth verse (Stier,

compare against him De Wette, Liicke, and Baumgarten-

Crusius). Yet it is true that, according to the custom of

our gospel, the conclusion forms the transition to that which

is new. That dependent equality of working, as he described

it in the impartation of ^w^ {' life ') and the execution of

the Kplaia ('judgment'), was the foundation of his demand

for God-like Tifjui] (' honour '). Thus, then, he proceeds to

this latter thought. The discourse is not put together in

such a hap-hazard way as to pay respect only ' to objections

and misunderstandings and to the unbelief of the Jews

'

(De Wette, Liicke', and Meyer). It is certainly tlie case

(similarly Baumgaiten-Crusius) that Jesus, after having pre-

viously treated of his relation to the Father, now in vei:s.

31-47 speaks of his relation to the Jews, and thereby as

to substance (against Meyer), if not as to very words, he

returns to the claim made in the twenty-third verse.
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Verses 31-47.

By the testimony to liim, lying outside of him, he estab-

lishes the right of his declaration concerning that dependent

equality, and the right of his grounding upon it the claim

for Tifir) (' honour ') or for belief. These must make up to

him for the honour which the Jews will not permit them-

selves to be moved to give him, even upon such testimony.

It is a double witness : a man's and God's ; the Baptist's

and the Father's. But he could cite still another, his own.

He begins with this.

Verses 31, 32.

If I hear witness of myself, my tuitness is not true. If he

should bear witness to himself, he would do it in unison

with God's witness to him, or as a testimony of God himself,

and therefore agreeably to the truth, viii. 14. But since

the Jews do not concede to him such unity with God, and

do isolate him from God, he now, according to the common
rule of law, by reason of which no man can testify in his

own case, cannot appeal to his own testimony in such

isolation, but only to God's. There is another that heareth

witness of me ; and I know that his witness whieh he wit-

nesseth of me is true. He speaks of the testimony as of one

foreign to him and outside of him, which is given concern-

ing him. It is a matter of course, that, as most commen-

tators agree, he means God by this aWoa- {' another
'),

whose testimony he knows to be true, and not John the

Baptist (thus Chrysostom, Theophylact, Grotius, Baumgarten-

Crusius, De Wette, and Ewald). He alone forms the true

contrast to Jesus' own human testimony considered as

isolated.^ Nor does Jesus indeed wish to make the Baptist's

testimony his support, ver. 34.

As to God's testimony, however, he knows that it is true.

For olSa (' I know '), and not otSare (' ye know ;

' Tischen-

dorf, following the Sinaitic manuscript), is the right reading.

OcBare may have arisen from the following on by a slip in

writing. Or some one may have corrected it purposely,

' Stier, Reden Jem, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 225.
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thinking (as De Wette did) that olSa was a guarantee that

said very little. As a fact, however, the olSa is full of

expression, just because of its simplicity and by its em-

phasizing Jesus' self-consciousness ; and its impression is

supported by the repetitive form of expression : /lapTvpiav

fxapTvpelv (' to witness witness '). The progress of the

discourse is simply this : It is true I could appeal to John's

testimony, but I did not refer to him, and I will not appeal

to him, for I have, etc. This is found in what follows.

Veeses 33-35.

The importance of the .Baptist for the history of salvation,

and the posture of Israel towards him, are here strikingly

characterized in two statements.

Veese 33.

Ye sent unto John, and he hare ivitness unto the truth.

John was nothing but a fiapTvpla rfj aXr)9e[a (' witness to

the truth'), namely, to the substantial truth which is offered

in Christ. The Baptist's whole importance is exhausted in

this; compare i. 7, 8, 23.

Veese 34.

But Jesus does not take such testimony as a proof. He
will not allow himself to receive His (ti]v, ' the ') testimony

from a man, so as to rest on it. He reminds the Jews,

however, of this testimony and of their embassy to the

Baptist, i. 19 ff., with the purpose that they may thereby

be induced to lay hold of the salvation in Christ. Aafi^dvcD

is to be taken in the simple meaning of reception. We are

not to substitute for it ' longing after,' etc. (De Wette), or

' striving ' or ' grasping ' (Baumgarten-Crusius) ; compare

also Meyer.

Veese 35.

As such a fiaprvpla (' testimony '), the Baptist is the

light which should cause the eyes of Israel to recognise the

saving form of Christ, He is not to ^wcr (' the light '), but

iva fiaprvprjcrrj irepX tov ^coToa, Iva iravrecr Tnarevacoaiv Sl
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avTov (' to bear witness of the liglit, that all through hiiu

might beheve,' i. V). He is to place Christ in the light

for IsraeL If the figure of the light here has this reference,

it will for that very reason, aside from the furtlier impro-

bability, not be intended to refer to Sirach xlviii. 1 (Bengel,

Liicke, Meyer, Stier), where the sense of the figure is quite

different. If the latter reference had been intended, why
was Xv^vocr used instead of Xaixirda, the word in Sirach ?

The article does not point out : that which was said pre-

viously in the Old Testament (Bengel), nor : that whicli

should bring you to the way of truth (De Wette). For

this light did not go before the Jews, perhaps like the pillar

of fire in the desert, but before Christ.

The article, then, must be explained from that point of

view. As Jesus is not a (^ooar (' light ') in general, but

TO ^oia (' the light '), so also the Baptist is o Xv^voa {' the

light ') :
' which went before me,' or ' which should go before

me.' This very position makes him a light in an eminent

sense. Since Christ had come into the a-Koria {' darkness
'),

his herald had to bear the torch before Him, for Him as

well as for others, to point out the way for Him, and to

show Him to others. We may also perhaps recall the

figure, iii. 28, 29, in which the Baptist calls Him the

bridegroom before whom he goes ; compare the same figure

in Matt. ix. 15, and the parallel passages in Mark and

Luke, see also Matt. xxiv. 1 ff. But the coming of the

bridegroom there spoken of takes place at night ; compare

Matt. xxiv. 1 ff. Hence they bear a light before him. The

fact that Xv^voa- is used instead of XajxTraa- need not cause

us to hesitate. The Baptist comes under consideration, not

only in so far as he moved hither in front of Christ, like a

torch, but also in so far as he made it ligKt before Him,

and made Him clearly visible. It would not be particu-

larly advisable to use the figure of the torch personally.

Instead of permitting themselves to be directed by this

light, they only used it for a momentary pleasure : He was

a burning and a shining light : and ye were willing for

a season to rejoice in his light. This characterizes Israel's

behaviour. It is not intended merely to say, that they
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took pleasure in it in a boyish way/ or merely that they

had played with it and had followed after what was new
in it (Baumgarten-Crusiiis, De Wette). The idea is, that

they permitted the appearance of the prophet to serve the

delighting of the flesh, namely, the feeding of their vanity.

Besser recalls fitly Ezek. xxxiii. 30 f., where the vain joy

of the people over their prophet is described ; a joy which

lacked obedience to his word, and moral pleasure in this

particular method of God's revelation.

Verses 36-39.

Jesus now names his own peculiar testimony, the

Father's, which the Father offers doubly, in his work and

in the Scriptures.

Verse 36.

/ have testimony ivMch is greater than that of John—
T?}o- before tov ^Iwdvvov is wanting, according to the so-

called ' comparatio compendiaria' ('contracted comparison');

—-for the works which the Father hath given me to finish,

the same works that I do, hear xoitness of me that the Father

hath sent me. He names the works first. In these he

was superior to the Baptist, x. 41, so that no one could be

in doubt as to who was the greatest. The works were both

a proof of and a representation of his divine Sonship, and

therefore of the Bo^a {' glory ') which was in him, and of

his calling. They all belonged to the one great work of

his life, which he must yet bring to an end, for which

reason he says, not iva iroirjaw (' to do '), but iW Tekeiooao)

('to finish'); compare iv. 34, xvii. 4.^

But although he can only after a while bring them to

an end, yet he is already doing them, a ttolco (' that I do ').

He presents himself as God's Son, he reveals and works

life, he effects belief, and so forth. Such action he has as

a charge from the Father, just as he has the power to do

^ Liicke, Commentar iiher das Evangeliiim des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1843, vol. ii. p. 75.

2 See also Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv.

p. 232.
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such things as an ability dependent upon the Father,

though it be essentially his own in that he is God's Son.

Both these points are contained in BiSwKev (' hath given '),

It is not mere commission (De Wette), and not bestowal of

power (Baumgarten-Crusius). It might rather be called :

empowering (Llicke). It is the Father's will, which he

executes by virtue of his dependent communion with the

Father. Hence they are a testimony of the Father's to

him, just as they are elsewhere called the Father's own

works, xiv. 10, which execute themselves by means of the

Son. Substantially nothing else is said here than in the

words ver. 19 ff., which betoken the relation of the Son to

the Father in his activity. He testifies to himself as God's

Son (ore 6 TraTTjp jxe airecrrakKev, ' that the Father hath

sent me '), in this passage as well as in that one, only from

the special side.

Verse 37.

And the Father himself, which hath sent me, hath home

witness of me. The other testimony of the Father's is given

more directly, namely, in the word. Vers. 37-39 treat of

this (Llicke, Maier, Meyer). Some have, indeed, wished to

understand in the thirty-seventh verse, not the word, but a

third thing, the voice of God at the baptism of Jesus

(Bengel, Llicke, Godet), or the inward, direct drawing of

the Father to the Son (De Wette, Baumgarten - Crusius,

Tholuck). The last notion is urged for the sake of the

climax, said to lie (De Wette) in Ka\ . . . avrocr, or more

correctly with X B L eKeivocr (' he '). But is not then the

word of God, as it came to the prophets, a higher thing

than the epya {' works ') ? At least it was chiefly on

account of that word that men were to believe on Jesus.

Even the apostles in their preaching of Jesus as the Christ

always laid the prophets' testimony as the foundation.

Moreover, avTocr would not be at all climactic in De Wette's

sense. It would designate the contrast between the direct

testimony and the testimony in the work. The latter,

namely, is indirect in comparison with the former, because

it itself always needed first the explaining word. This rela-
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tion remains unchanged also with the reading eKeivoa, which,

with emphatic reference, lays stress on the personal testimony,

as contrasted with the material testimony of the words.

Moreover, we can urge against De Wette's and Baum-
garten-Crusius' view, not only the perfect, but also the

second half of the thirty-seventh verse, which cannot be

interpreted in a clear, simple sense in this way. Baum-
garten-Crusius finds the thought: the Father has never

until now made himself known as he now does. For this,

the words would have to read otherwise, and be otherwise

arranged and connected. The thirty-eighth verse connects

too closely with the thirty-seventh, to permit us to begin

the testimony in the Scriptures at this point (Baumgarten-

Crusius). Besides those named above, even Stier^ had

declared himself against the arbitrary reference to the

baptism of Jesus. But when he assents to the plan of

those who say that the testimony of the works is still

treated of here (Olshausen, for example), he only makes the

matter worse. Everything goes to show that ver. 3 7 adds

something new to what precedes ; compare Liicke.

Ye have neither heard his voice at any time nor seen

his shape. God's call comes to them in the word of the

Old Testament Scriptures, and God gives himself to be

known of them. They are sealed for both. And the word

itself, which they ought to bear in themselves in believing

reception as the life of their life, as their thought and their

hope, is a foreign tiling to them, much as they may study

the letter of it. If this be a correct representation of the

contents of vers. 37-39, it is clear at once that (^wvri and

etSocr (' voice ' and ' shape ') are not to be explained from a

symbolism peculiar to the Old Testament revelation and

to a recalling it : as if, for instance, Isaiah and Jeremiah

had heard the ^wvrj of God, and Ezekiel and Daniel

beheld his elhoa in spirit ;
^ or as if Jehovah had appeared

in the angel of the Lord (Hengstenberg) ; or as if Jesus

brought to the view of the Jews of that day the fact that

» Stier, lieden Jcsu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 232.

^ Liicke, Commentar uher das Evamjelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1S43, vol. ii. p. 83.
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they lived in an age without a revelation, and that they

should see a primitive judgment in that fact.' All this

would be foreign to the connection of the thoughts. On
the contrary, the whole revelation, as deposited in the Old

Testament, is meant as the self - representation of God
(Meyer). The point is that God's call is issued to Israel,

and that his shape reveals itself to his people in the word

of the Old Testament Scriptures. Israel, however, has

remained deaf and blind to it.

Verse 38.

And ye have not Ms luord abiding in yon: for whom he

hath sent, him ye believe not. The revelation of God is for

the Jews not the word of God, because they have it not in

them. This is the relation of the third sentence, koI rou

Xoyov K.rX. (' and ... his word,' etc.), the thirty-eighth verse,

to the two preceding sentences ; hence the change of form.

It is true they have the words of Scripture in their book-

roUs and in the schools, but it is not living and dwelling in

them.

If this silent contrast be correct, it is then plain that

Xoyoa is simply the word, and not the spirit of the revela-

tion (De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius), or the revelation in

the conscience (Olshausen, Frommann). 'O Xoyoa (' the

word ') is not contrasted with the letter, but iv vfuv k.t.X.

('in you,' etc.) with the external possession. How could

this latter be said of the letter ? The point in question is,

the proper place for keeping the word. The emphasis does

not lie upon fiivovra (' abiding '), because it is the contrast,

so that the continuity of the internal possession of it

should be made prominent (Olshausen, Meyer, 'and in part

Liicke), but rather on the eV vixiv (' in you '), so that the

possession is declared not to be internal. This showed and

punished itself in the circumstance that they did not

believe {tovtw vfxela, ' him ye,' with emphatic juxtaposition)

in him, who, as the conclusion of all divine messengers, is

the substance of the Old Testament word. Since this

word did not live within them, it could not give them
' Weiss, Der joliaiineische Lehrhegrlff, Berlin 1866, p. 104 f.

LUTH. U. I JOHN.
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internal testimony that Jesus was the one whom it had in

view.

Vekse 39.

Ye search tJie Scriptures. The argument adduced in the

thirty-eighth verse needed a justification. This lies in the

fact that He is the substance of the word. Thus one who

assumes the proper position towards the word, also assumes

the proper position towards his person, and contrariwise.

Hence from the failure to believe in him it is possible to

conclude what the relation to the word is. That justifica-

tion of this conclusion - is offered in the verse before us,

the thirty-ninth.

Whether epevvare (' search ') is to be taten as an impera-

tive or as an indicative, that is, whether the justification

follows in the form of a demand, or argues ' e concessis

'

(' from what is granted '), is an old contested question.

Almost all modern commentators regard it as an indica-

tive. Only a few, Baumgarten - Crusius, Tholuck, Hof-

mann,^ Stier,^ and Hengstenberg, for example, hold firmly

to the imperative conception of it, as most of the older

commentators do. After the preceding sentence, that the

Jews lacked the true inward possession of the word, and

therefore lacked belief in him, ipevvdre, taken as an im-

perative, would be a demand that they should obtain such

a possession by a study which should force its way into

the matter. They busied themselves much with the Scrip-

tures outwardly, but wanted the true ipevvdv (' searching
') ;

compare 1 Peter i. 11. But this emphatic conception of

ipevvdv is hardly justified. The Jews had searched the

Scriptures sufficiently, only not in the right sense and

spirit. They made a great to-do over the letter, but they

did not find the ' real substance of the Scriptures. 'Epev-

vdre, therefore, is to be taken as a concession, as the

indicative, in order from that point to argue against . the

Jews. In this way, Jesus' words remain in unison with

what precedes : ye have the Scriptures indeed outwardly,

* Hofmann, Der Schriflbeiveis, 2d ed., Nbrdlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 671.

* Stier, Beden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 236 f.
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but not inwardly
;
ye search them indeed, but ye do not

find the real kernel.

They search the Holy Scriptures because they lay great

weight on them. 'Tjxeta—put first for emphasis

—

ye your-

selves think ye have, possess, eternal life in them ; and even

they—eKeivac, emphatic, according to John's habit

—

are they

ivhich testify of me. Hence they ought to find him in them,

and so come to him. AoKelre ('ye think') is the simple

expression of a fact, and in itself implies neither approba-

tion nor blame. We shall therefore not say, with Stier,^

that Jesus ' rejects ' the Jewish opinion ' as a proud lying

fancy.' ^ Nor shall we be able to take tlie words directly as

an approbation, for the following words show under what

condition alone that meaning contains the truth. 'While

they think they possess eternal life in the Scriptures, they

will not come to him of whom the Scriptures testify. Tliey

therefore will not gain eternal life, although indeed it be

to be found in the Scriptures, because they do not find

therein him who is the essential substance of the Scrip-

tures, and who makes them the book of eternal life.'
^

Because he wished BoKeiTe (' ye think ') to be understood in

this way, Jesus chooses purposely the expression, that they

thought they had in the Scriptures, not mere knowledge or

the like, but eternal life.

The essential blessing of salvation, the state of being,

which is filled with salvation, is in the Scriptures, in so

far as they proclaim it, and impart it by their proclamation

of it. But they bear it in themselves, proclaim and im-

part it, in so far as and because they bear in themselves,

proclaim, and impart Christ. Observe, also, that this is

said of the whole of the Scriptures. And the essential

peculiarity and characteristic of this whole is said to be that

it is a testimony to Christ, as, on the other hand, the true

testimony to him is said to be contained in it.

^ Stier, Reden Jesii, 3il ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 239.

^ Similarly Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nacli

ihrem Lehrbeyriff dargestelU, Halle 1849, p. 213; Die Evangelien, Leipzig

1854, p. 272 ; Zeiischrift fiir wissenschafiliche Theologie, 1863, p. 217,

because tlie word of the Old Testament comes from the demiurge.

' Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 671.
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Verse 40.

And ye ivill not come to me, that yc miglit have life. If,

upon the condition that they assumed the proper posture

towards the Scripture, they must necessarily be led to him,

then the fact that they do not come to him is a sign that

they do not wish to come to him, do not wish to have life

In him. Ov OiXere (' ye will not ') has the emphasis. And
the simple Kat (' and ') of itself makes the accusation of not

wishing only the more emphatic. Instead of saying: ye

will not believe, it says, ' ye will not come to me.' This

is in order to lay stress ~on their own free action in belief

and non-belief, namely, on that which is so fraught with

responsibility. Jesus has brought the matter so far that

the unbelief is based merely in their will, and appears

merely as their guilt. In this he has stated the theme,

which is now to be developed. Hence as to the thought

we must connect the fortieth verse with what follows.

Ye coiild believe on me, but ye will not believe on me
;

ye should give me the honour due, but ye will not.

This paragraph of Jesus' discourse divides into these two

sentences.

The naming of the testimonies, vers. 31-39, with which

his Father gives him honour, had served to establish and

develop the ability and the duty of belief. Vers. 40-47
develop the not willing. This takes place in three parts.

Vers. 40-43 present their unwillingness itself, ver. 44 pre-

sents their moral incapacity to believe, and vers. 45-47
present the judgment upon their unbelief.

Verses 40-43.

Verse 41.

They will not believe. Ver. 41 also serves this thought,

though its logical connection with the others has always

been regarded as difficult. It does not serve to confirm

ver. 40, for that verse is complete in itself, and has its

keenness in the very fact that it is said purely for itself.

Nor does Jesus wish to ward off the suspicion that he pos-
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sibly urged belief upon them out of a vain desire for honour

(De Wette, also Liicke and Meyer); for his tone is too

polemical for such a consideration, although this explana-

tion is nearer the right thing than the former one was.

Nor does Jesus merely wish to contrast his disposition in

reference to God and the love of that which is divine with

theirs, ver. 42 (Baumgarten-Crusius) ; for then the contrast

would lie in the fact that he did not seek human honour,

while they did. How could Bo^av (' glory ') be then put

first ? The contrast is to be sought in this.

Jesus speaks these words in a polemical tone. Hence

ver. 41 serves the accusation which he brings against the

Jews. That is to say, he brings this accusation against

them, not, perchance, because he is concerned about empty

honour from men, and because they did not show him such

honour, but because he perceives from their unbelief that

they are lacking in the proper disposition towards God and

that which is divine. He accuses them, not because of

honour which they failed to show towards him, but because

of their ungodly disposition. This is the correct logical

relation of vers. 40, 41, and 42 to each other. It is clear

from this why Bo^a (' glory') is put first. ' Honour from

men, wliich he possibly longed for, is by no means the

thing which made him say that, ver. 40, but it was the re-

cognition and perception of the fact, that,' etc.

'Vekse 42.

Wliat he perceives in them is that they have not the

love of God in them. ^AWa ejvcoKa vfiaa^ on ovk e;^eTe rr^v

ajdirrjv rov 6eov iv eavrolcr : But I know you, that ye have

not the love of God in you. If that were the 'drawing

towards God, the striving after that which is divine,' as

Baumgarten-Crusius explains it, would not Oeov (' God
')

stand without the article, as indeed he repeatedly writes it ?^

^ Bengel, Gnomon ad locum : 'iyvuKcc v/x,ciir cognitos vos liabeo ; hoc radio

penetrat corda auditorum. (' I know you ; with this ray he pierces the hearts

of his hearers.')

2 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologlsche Auslegung der Johanneischen Schriften,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p, 222 f.
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Stier demands that, in accordance with the New Testament

use of language, the genitive be taken subjectively. He
might also have referred to the preceding koX rbv Xoyov

avTov ovK e^^ere, k.tX. {' and ye have not his word,' etc.).

But the words taken in this sense will not give any suitable

meaning. 'H d<yd7rr) rov deov {' the love of God ') would

have to be the revelation of God's love in the Old Testa-

ment. This turn of the thought, however, is not suggested

by the context. We shall therefore have to cling to the

usual conception of the passage. Trjv dydTrrju (' the love ')

is said because the love due is meant ; and rov deov (' of

God ') because it is the love due to the God of Israel.

The matter in question, therefore, is not an ungodly dis-

position in general, but a lack of the Israelitic religious

disposition. ' They do not desire Jesus ; for they are not

true Israelites.' This last thought is presented first in view

of the position of heart due towards God, and then later in

view of the proper position towards the scriptural word of

God. If the judgment of moral religious incapacity follows

upon the lack of the former, ver. 44, the latter includes the

judgment in itself, in so far as the book of revelation there-

by becomes for them a book of accusation ; see ver. 45,

If this be correct, it is clear that the true ground of the

seeking for honour is not meant to be given in dydTrij rov

6eov (' love of God ') ; thus Llicke. It is likewise plain that

the emphasis does not lie on iv eavrola (' in you '), in

the sense that they only boasted in their legal acts of love

towards God, while this love was not the inmost spring of

life in them.^ The stress really bears upon the points,

urged by the articles, of love as a due manifestation of duty,

and of God as their God. '£y kavTola (' in you ') will then

express the fact that such love is foreign to them.

Verse 43.

I am come in my Fathers name, and ye received me yiot

:

if another shall come in his own name, him ye will receive.

What wonder is it that they do not receive him in belief,

' Llicke, Commentar iiber das Evangdium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn
1843, vol. ii, p. 48.
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since he came to them in the name of his Father, their

God ? For only on condition that that posture of heart

towards God was theirs, only on condition that they were

true Israelites, would they find again their God in him, in

whose name and from whom Jesus declared that he came.

In this the discourse indeed already passes over to the

thought : you could not do otherwise.^ Yet that is only a

preparation for the display of this point made in the follow-

ing verse. Here the Xafi^dvere and Xrj^^ea-Qe (' ye receive

'

and ' ye will receive
')

give the impression that the deed

is intended to be called a free one. They wish to know
nothing of Jesus. For they will not have their God as he

offers himself to them ; and Jesus in all his actions presents

himself as one, the basis and the substance of whose send-

ing lie in the saving will of their God, his Father. This is

what is meant by ev tu> ovofxari rov Trarpoa- fiov (' in the

name of my Father'), and not mere 'divine willing, urging'

(Baumgarten-Crusius).

On the contrary, he who finds the basis and the substance

of his actions solely in his own will and pleasure, comes in

his own name. The most fitting thing here is to think of

the false Messiahs in Israel, not only on account of the

relation of the eXOrj (' shall come ') to the €\r]Xv6a {' am
come '), but above all on account of dXkoa (' another '),

which indicates a certain formal likeness of the one to

whom they attach themselves, to Jesus whom they reject.

Such a one they will receive and cleave to, because he will

not demand love to God, but will satisfy their self-love,

flatter their national vanity, and establish the kingdom of

God in outward might and glory. Christ's words were

fulfilled in Barkochba (to whom Hilgenfeld refers them,

dating the gospel later), but not in him alone. Since the

time of Christ, sixty-four such deceivers have been observed

;

compare Bengel and Meyer.

Verse 44.

Hoio can ye believe, wliich receive Jwnour one of another,

a.nd seek not the honour that cometh from the only God ?

^ Stier, Beden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 244.
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This is the very reason they cannot do otherwise. Of course

the inability here spoken of is only a moral and self-caused

inability, and not one presented by virtue of an alleged

dualistic view (against Hilgenfeld and others). This moral

inability is based on their whole religious and moral charac-

ter. In them is found the reverse of what is found in

Jesus ; see ver. 41, He has only the will of God as the

reason and substance of all his actions, but the Jews, on

the contrary, do not care in the least to attain the glory

which God's love desires to offer them. On the contrary,

they with eagerness accept mutually from each other the

honours by which human fancy on this side and that endea-

vours to glorify itself. God is here presented as o fiovoa-

Oeoa- (' the only God ')—the words are to be understood

thus, and not as : God only (De Wette, Godet)—in order

to indicate that he also alone can give true Sofa, ' glory

'

(Meyer), that we may and must seek it only at his hand.

Why should that not touch the Israelites above aU, since

their God is indeed 6 fiovoa Oeoa ?

"With these words Jesus has again designated the essen-

tial vice and sins of the Israel of his day : the pride in the

external Israelitic glory, and the unwillingness so to receive

as a gift, and so to desire, the true glory of Israel, as the

God of their salvation wishes to give it to them ; compare

Matt. xi. 16 ff. The forty-fourth verse has usually been

understood in too wide a generality, ' as if it referred in

general to a worthless vain state of being, as a ground of

the inability to receive the tnie and the divine
;

'
-^ or to

Satanic pride as the absolute hindrance to belief;^ or in

general to ambition (De Wette). Jesus' accusation rather

aims at this : that they are not true Israelites, and there-

fore do not become Christians. The Bo^av irapa dXky'jXwv

Xafx^dvovrea- {' receiving honour one from another') is there-

fore a designation of later Judaism, namely, of that Jewish

vanity by reason of which the separate Jews displayed and

attributed unto themselves boastingly the advantages of the

' Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Aitskgung der JohanneisclienSchriften,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 223.

2 Stier. Reden Jem, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 244.
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Jews, and thus liouoiired each other mutually as Jews,

while they at the same time lost the true Jewish glory,

which God had prepared in Jesus. In this the discourse

makes the transition to the emphasizing of the judgment

upon them that is contained in this their unbelief.

Verses 45-47.

Jesus designates the judgment upon their unbelief in

two ways. He denies to them the future and the present

of an Israelite.

Verse 45.

The former he presents, not by displaying to them how,

instead of sharing the future of His salvation, they will fall

under His judgment, but how, instead of obtaining the

hope of Moses, they will fall under his accusation and

condemnation. Do not think that I ivill accuse you to the

Father. It is not as if he intended to say some different

thing by the words about Moses ; he only lends the state-

ment by that means a greater sharpness. For, when he

says of them tliat they have set their hopes upon Moses,

the meaning is simply that they are on account of Moses

sure of their share in the glory of the Messianic kingdom.

This, however, is the future which Jesus gives. For, this

reason they incur Moses' accusation, and therefore the con-

demnation of the law and of the word of the Old Testament

in general ; that is to say, they have no part in the future

of Israel. If this be the case, Jesus does not need specially

to accuse them before the Father, perhaps, for instance, in

prayer : earcv, there is one tJmt accuseth you, Hoses, in whom,

ye have trusted, have set and do set your hopes ; observe

the perfect. The reason for naming Moses is easily to be

seen, when we consider the importance of his position in

the Old Testament. In contrast with the son of the house,

he is the faithful servant in the house, Heb. iii. 5, and

therefore the representative of the entire old covenant.

Indeed, zeal for Moses' law was the occasion for this proceed-

ing, and the Jews decorated themselves eagerly by references

to Moses and their discipleship in Moses ; ix. 28, 29.
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Verse 46.

For had ye helieved Moses, ye would have believed me : for

he ivrote of me. Jesus had just denied them the future.

He now denies them the present. They are by no means

Moses' disciples. They boast themselves in him, but they

do not belong to him, because they lack the religious

posture of belief on his word. This belief would neces-

sarily shape itself into a believing posture towards Jesus,

since he is the contents of Moses' word. JJepl ifjuov eKetvoa-

eypayjrev {' he wrote of me ') is intended in this sense, and

not simply as an allusion to various Messianic passages in

the Pentateuch, such as Deut. xviii. 1 5 (De Wette), or to

these in union with the patriarchal promises (Liicke). The

words of Jesus are too general for that. On the other

hand, it is true, it is not intended to designate ' the Christ-

related disposition presented in the Holy Scriptures.'
^

What definite idea are we to conceive of under these

words, if not the proclamation of Christ himself in the Old

Testament Scriptures ? And this indeed is ' nusquam non

'

—
' nowhere lacking ' (Bengel, Meyer) ; compare Luke xxiv.

44. Even the history written by Moses is all so conceived

that it becomes a preparatory history and a preparatory

presentation of Christ, because it is grasped and developed

in its essential importance.

Verse 47.

But if ye helieve not his writings, how shall ye believe my
vjords ? If they do not accept in belief Moses' word as a

proclamation of salvation, they in truth cannot recognise,

and accept in belief, in Jesus' self-witness the presence of

the salvation preached by Moses. The emphasis, following

the contrast, rests not on ypd/xfMaa-iv {' writings ') and

pij/xaaiv (' words '), but on eKeCvov {' his ') and rola- ifjiolcr

C mine
')

; see Meyer against De Wette, Liicke, and Stie.r."'

For that Moses' words should be given in writing, and

1 Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische AusUgung der joJianneischen Schriften,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 225.

2 Stier, Beden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 249.
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Jesus' words, on the contrary, be moutli to mouth, lay in

the nature of the case. Nothing else was to be expected,

and accordingly this could not form the contrast in the

thoughts, or even a special point in the contrast. As far as

the contrast is concerned, this distinction is a matter of

chance and of indifference.

In this way Jesus has traced back to its foundation the

unbelief of Israel towards his person. They are not Israel,

they are not Moses' disciples, or they would become Jesus'

disciples and Christ's church. By this means he has passed

from the defence to the accusation,^ and that to an accusa-

tion which corresponds to the one brought against Jesus.

For they had reproached him with having sinned against

the fundamental order of Israel, and they believed they

had a right in that case to assume to condemn his claim.

Jesus now justifies himself by his divine right. And he

condemns them as having lost their claim to membership

in the true Israel, and thereby also as having lost the

ability to believe in him.

Summary.

The Son of God established on the part of his activity,

and belief upon the basis of the divine testimony to him :

such are the contents of Jesus' discourse. Moreover, he is

so sufficiently divinely witnessed to as the Son of God, and

accordingly the belief is so sufficiently divinely established,

that the ground for unbelief can only lie in an ungodly

will, and is proved by Jesus to lie therein. Through these

things this first discourse of the conflict, and this first

meeting, obtain a certain decisive character. As the

murderous disposition of the Jews is made plain, so also is

the fact that they are condemned. This is true upon the

whole, though the design to save what will let itself be

saved, vers. 34, 39, is not entirely shut out.

The single exceptions do not nullify the whole, nor does

this under-current-like design change the character of the

whole discourse. ' The endeavour to make belief more

^ Liicke, Commentar iiher das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bona
IS 43, vol. ii. p. 93.
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easy to the opponents from their own point of view '
^ does

not dominate in it, but a tone of condemnation does. ' Ye
will not, therefore ye cannot.' Hence also the evangelist

needed to say nothing about ' the success of this hostile

discourse.' ^ That was not the thing in point. The question

touched the condemnation of the unbelief of Israel, with

wliich Jesus closed his discourse. We shall remain more

faithful to the meaning of the evangelist if we make this

point prominent as the leading one, than if we follow Baur's

explanation. He^ makes the ruling thought the internal

contradiction in which unbelief becomes involved with

itself, or rather, which is- brought about by the dialectic

development of its idea, since they wish still to hold fast to

Moses and yet not to believe on Jesus. For stress is laid,

not so much on the fact that they wish still to cleave to

Moses, as on the fact that they do not receive his word in

belief.

Now the contrast is a decidedly outspoken and deter-

mined one. All that follows will but serve to display its

history, namely, to show how it develops and completes

itself according to the measure of Jesus' progressive seK-

testimony and self-presentation.

Chapter VI.

The sixth chapter* serves the purpose just mentioned,

though in it the parallelizing with what preceded is the

most striking feature. In the first place, the sixth chapter

intends to place Galilee by the side of Judea, so as to close

the circle and to make plain that the conduct of Jesus and

of the Jews was quite the same in the one as in the other,

and that it was only believing obedience to Jesus' word

which caused the fprmation of the beginnings of the future

church.' At the same time, however, the history marches

forwards on both sides.

^ Liicke, Commentar ilber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonh
1843, vol. ii. p. 94. ' Liicke, ut supra, vol. ii. p. 93.

^ Baur, Kritlsche Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tiibingen 1847, p. 158.

* [On chapter vi. see curious view of J. P. Norris, Journal of Philology,

1871, vol. iii. pp. 107ff.-C. E. G.]
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Jesus points still more decisively to his person in so far

as it dwells in the flesh, and bids them seek life in him,

the one who has become flesh. By this he demands a

stronger belief than before, since he now neither appeals to

the divine testimony in Scripture and in work, nor calls

attention to the way in which the divine life appears in his

activity. He bids them believe that life is to be found in

his human nature, which he nevertheless must yield up to

death, and that he, who now is in the flesh, will be raised

up into the essential form of life. Nothing was to be seen

of all this. And so much the more was there need of the

belief which believes without seeing, xx. 29, and which

cleaves only to Jesus' word, vi. 68.

At the same time, this increase of the demand for belief

must work critically. It must sift among those who in

their belief could not yet dispense with the support of

sight. And it must rebuff those who only wished to see

without believing. Thus both progress together, on the one

side Jesus' self-witness as the life in the flesh, and on the

other side belief and unbelief. The progress of this latter

twofold bearing appears at the close ; the one side in Peter's

confession, the other in the fact that the hostility of un-

belief assumes a place in the nearest circle of Jesus' own

disciples. The evangelist takes up this single event from

the Galilean activity of Jesus—which he does not treat of

elsewhere, though he knows it well^—because it is of

decisive importance. Upon the one hand it characterizes

the height of Jesus' Galilean work, and on the other hand

it leads in the crisis and therefore the turning-point of it.

VI. 1-71. t/esMS the Life in the Flesh.—TKe Progress of

Belief and of Unhelief.

The strife has begun. Opposition advances against Jesus

in Galilee as well as in Jerusalem. Jews, ^lovSaloi, are

spoken of in the synagogue at Capernaum, ver. 41, as in

^ Compare vi. 1, vii. 1, and see above, voL i. p. 232, and Luthardt, St.

John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875,

p. 197.
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tlie capital. They may have assumed whatever position

they pleased among the people : in their opposition they

represented it. The external occasion is offered by a

miracle in which Jesus shows himself as ^co^ (' life '), as

in the fifth chapter. Here it is joined with the approach

of the feast of the passover, the last before the death-

passover of Jesus ; a year later the Lord was to die. This

circumstance gives the proceedings and the discourses a

peculiar importance.^ By this means the progress of the

self-witness receives its temporal background, and the turn

which the discourse takes receives its temporal application.

Moreover, the place at which Jesus worked the miracle,

and the very form of the miracle, both of which recalled

the experiences of Israel on its march through the desert,

give the point of departure for the discourse. There is no

need to prove how easily this connection could be combined

with the passover. We need only refer to i. 29, and to

what was said upon that passage.

The whole falls into three paragraphs : (1) verses 1-21

;

(2) verses 22-59
; (3) verses 60-71.

(1.) Verses 1-21.

These verses form a connected body of typical events.

We shall at once perceive that vers. 16-21 belong closely

to the verses preceding them, and the typical character of

the events demands that we divide at ver. 21 and not at

ver. 25 (De Wette, Liicke).

Veese 1.

The evangelist begins with /leTo, ravra airyXOev 6 'Itjo-ovct

irepav t^Jct dakdaarja rrja TaXCkaiaa Trier Ti^epidBocr (' after

these things Jesus went over the sea of Galilee, which is

the sea. of Tiberias '). In doing this he places us in the

very midst of the Galilean activity of Jesus. Mera ravra

^ Compare Bnmo Bauer, Krilik der evangelischen Geschkhte des Johannes,

Bremen 1840, p. 222, and Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanon-

ischen Evangelien, Tubingen 1847, p. 262, in spite of the opposition of

Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn 1843,

voL ii. p. 105 f., Baumgarten-Crusius, and Meyer.
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(' after these things ') does not intend to join what follows

directly as to time to what precedes, but only in general

puts the matter in an after time. This is made clear by a

glance at the other places in which this formula of con-

tinuance occurs ; it is frequently used in John's gospel^

^ATri]X6ev irepav (' went over '), namely to the eastern shore,

presupposes a stay upon the western shore, that is in Galilee

(Briickner, Hengstenberg, Godet). It is impossible to refer

it, as Meyer does, to Jesus' stay in Jerusalem. Such

language could not be used with reference to going from

Jerusalem to the eastern shore of the sea of Galilee, because

the two places stand in no direct relation to each other.

The case is utterly different, as every one sees, in x. 40

and xviii. 1, to which Meyer refers.

The evangelist wrote for readers who knew the synoptic

account, and who approached his narrative with this his-

torical knowledge, and with such premises as were thereby

afforded. We therefore may combine this account with the

synoptic one. Jesus had come forward as the prophet of

Galilee in the place of the imprisoned Baptist. Starting

from Capernaum, he had begun to traverse Galilee in all

directions. He had also already caused his apostles

—

whom he had chosen from the throng of his followers to a

share in his calling—to try their powers in independent

activity. At the very time of their return, as we learn

from the synoptic account, the news came that the Baptist

was beheaded. This affected Jesus so much that he with-

drew himself into the desert, without the people, only with

his disciples, /car' ihlav ('apart'), Matt. xiv. 13, Mark vi.

30, 31. His own end rose before his soul, and the thought

of his death moved him.

The sea is doubly named :
' the Galilean sea of Tiberias.'

Tiberias, built by Herod Antipas, and named after Tiberius,

elsewhere gave its name to the sea.^ Hence it is unneces-

sary to assume that the addition indicates the more southern

part of the sea because Tiberias lay there (Meyer). This

J See vol. i. p. 26.

* Pausanias, Descriptio Grceclce, V. vii. 3, xlfivti T//3t^(a(r('lake of Tiberias');

ed. Schubart, Leipzig 1875, vol. i. p. 364 [vii. 4 j 391J.
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closer definition was doubtless only chosen for the sake of

the Greek readers (Liicke, Godet). And the designation of

the sea as the sea of Galilee was too familiar to the evan-

gelist for him to omit it as unnecessary (against Meyer).

Verse 2.

And a great multitude followed him, because they saw the

miracles which he did on them that were diseased. Jesus

wished to withdraw from public notice, but the people fol-

lowed him into his retirement. These are the throngs

who accompanied him on his journeyings, so as to be wit-

nesses of his miracles of h'ealing exercised upon the diseased.

The imperfects show this. We are thus transferred into

the middle of his Galilean activity ; compare, for example.

Matt. iv. 23-25.

Verse 3.

And Jesus went up into a mountain. He sought to

escape the people : he went up ela- to opoa- {' to the height
')

which ran through that place. Doubtless to opocr is intended

to designate this in general, and not a certain mountain

found there (Meyer), since no such has been previously

mentioned. And there he sat with his disciples. KaOl^eadat

(' to sit ') is the expression for a calm, inactive sojourn.

Verse 4.

And the passover, a feast of the Jews, luas nigh. In say-

ing this, the evangelist does not, as is almost always assumed,

mean to explain the gathering of the crowds of people men-

tioned afterwards. That gathering is already accoimted for

by Jesus' miraculous activity, upon which stress had been

previously laid. Besides, the journey to Jerusalem to the

feast of the passover would not explain how these people

came to stay with Jesus in this mountain solitude by the

sea of Galilee. The two do not agree together. Yet it is

not a mere chronological note (Baumgarten-Crusius, Brlick-

ner) ; that would be contrary to the evangelist's method.

The remark stands in internal connection with the whole

occurrence, and with the discourse which foUows (Bruno
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Bauer, Baur, Hengstenberg), and is designed especially to

explain Jesus' mood. Therefore it belongs, not to what

follows, but to what precedes (e'/cet eKadl^ero fiera rSiv

lxa6r]T(av avrov, ' there he sat with his disciples '). Earnest

thoughts of the future filled his soul. At the next pass-

over he was to die. It does not necessarily follow from

the 6'77i'o- K.T.X. (' the passover was nigh ') that Jesus did

not go to the passover at Jerusalem. It is inconceivable

that these thousands, who here gathered around Jesus,

should have stayed away from the celebration of the feast.

Jesus also could go to it as weU as they could. Of course

we cannot say whether he did or not. It is possible that

Jesus did not go thither ; we do not know.

Vekse 5.

When Jesus then lifted up his eyes, and saiu a great com-

pany come unto him, he saith unto Philip, Whence shall we

huy bread, that these may eat ? Meyer sees in the approach-

ing multitudes different ones from those mentioned in the

second verse. But that is not possible. It was said before

that the people followed after Jesus as he went to the

eastern shore, and now it is said that Jesus saw the multi-

tudes coming, therefore the same ones must be meant both

times. The note concerning the passover is only thrust

between because the evangeKst felt it necessary to give

such a note, and yet did not wish to break the connection

of the narrative by it at a later point.

According to the synoptists. Matt. xiv. 15 and parallels,

Jesus did not feed the multitude imtil evening. Here he

seems to have been prompted to this action at once upon

their coming. We need, however, only to remember that

five thousand men could not come at one moment, and that

their very coming must have consumed a large amount of

time. Jesus can hardly have filled up this time in any

other way than that related by the synoptists, namely, with

teaching and healing. It is urged as a difference between

the accounts, that Jesus here takes the initiative, and that

he does not do so in the synoptists. They say the differ-

ence is due to the fact that the evangelist here wished to

LUTH. XL K JOHN.
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direct attention more to the spiritual aim of the miracle/

or to the predominance of the idea of the Messianic auto-

nomy (Meyer, similarly Bruckner). The latter, however,

remains the same, even if he causes his disciples to come

to him with the demand that he dismiss the people. Even

according to the synoptic account he could not have kept the

people by him until evening without knowing what he would

do, ver. 6. His reply to that demand. Matt. xiv. 16, was a

word of trial for all of them, and his question to Philip, follow-

ing on that reply,
—

' whence shall we buy bread ?
' dyopd-

(Tcofjuev is better substantiated than the future,—was intended

to be a word of special trial and education for that disciple.

Verse 6.

This he said to prove him, ireipd^cov avrov : for he himself

knew what he would do. It is unnecessary, with Bengel, to

attempt to explain the question upon the hypothesis that

Philip had charge of the ' res alimentaria ' (' matters of

food '). The question is rather to be sufficiently explained

by the reflecting, thoughtful character of Philip.^ The trial

is indeed a, trial of belief, and not merely a trial whether

or not he knows what to do (against Meyer). The inten-

tion was, that in a position from which there was no escape

in a- human way, he should be led to draw security from

confidence in Jesus.

Verse 7.

Philip answered him, Two hundred pennyworth of tread

is not sufficient for them, that every one of them may take a

little. He reckons at 200 denarii (about £6, 15s., or

$33.75) the sum which was necessary on the lowest calcu-

lation, and even that would scarcely be enough to satisfy

the -most slendeif necessity of each one.

Verses 8, 9.

One of his disciples, Simon Peter's "brother, saith unto him.

There is a lad here, which hath five harley loaves, and two

' Baur, Kritische Untersuchungeniiber diekanonischen Eva7igelien,Tubmgen

1847, p. 252 f. 2 See vol. i. p, 87 f.
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small fishes. Andrew, in accordance with the more hasty-

character of his mind,^ answers without having been asked,

and goes over what there is on hand. Besides, we perceive

from this that the disciples must already have been looking

around to see about food. For Andrew is aware that only

a httle boy

—

TraiBdpcov, in the Septuagint frequently for

ii?3, namely, a young servant ; hardly a slave, because that

meaning, though elsewhere found, does not suit here—and

more than that, only a single one—if eu (' one ') is to be

read in spite of N B D L—is there, who has food to sell

(against Baumgarten-Crusius). And he knows also how
much or how little the boy has. He has only five barley

loaves, such as the poorer people were accustomed to eat, and

two oylrdpta—diminutive from o^|rov, a relish to be eaten

with bread—commonly, and so also here : fishes. But with

this small supply of course nothing can be attempted for so

many, etV roaovrova. We see that Andrew has been search-

ing about, and has asked that child what he had. There-

fore the disciples had, even before Jesus' question, ver. 5,

considered how the people were to be fed, and had found

that it was not possible. Should they not have rested quietly

at that ? John, however, himself gives at once the point by
which the demand with which, according to the synoptists,

the disciples come to Jesus, is not only explained, but

directly required.

Verse 10.

And Jesus said, Make the men sit doivn. Noiv there was
Tnuch grass in the 'place. So the men sat down, in number

about five thousand. The place was a grassy one. It was
in the spring, perhaps at the beginning of April, and the

latter rain of March and April, which falls before the har-

vest of the winter fruits, was probably just over. Only the

number

—

top apiOfiov, accusative of nearer definition—of

the men is given, and it is said only of them that they sat

down to eat. This does not mean that there were no

women and children there, or that these remained standing.

It is simply that the rows were counted and arranged

1 See vol. i. p. 88.
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according to tlie men, and perliaps only the men received

the food, and distributed it to the women and children.

Moreover, there were probably only a few women and

children ; the most of them doubtless started home at an

earlier hour.

Vekse 11.

And Jesus took the loaves ; and when he had given thanJcs,

he distributed to them that were set down ; and likewise of the

fishes as much as they would. As Jesus elsewhere was in

the habit, in the circle of his disciples, of offering the thanks

properly uttered by the^ father of the family, so too he offers

them here. In this place they probably had a special relation

to that which Jesus was about to do. Thereupon he distri-

buted (8ieSa)/ce B, eBcoKev N) the bread as much as was neces-

sary, and of the fishes as much as was desired,—not, as

Luther rendered it, following a false reading, ' as much as

he would.' The words rola fiaOTjraia-, oi he fiaOrjTau ('. to

the disciples, and the disciples ') of the received text are,

according to the manuscripts, to be struck out ; they are

only transferred from Matt. xiv. 19. The thing they express

is a matter of course.

Verse 12.

When the multitudes were fully satisfied—this is ex-

pressly noted— Jesus orders the remains to be gathered

up, so that nothing should be lost.

Veese 13.

They gathered of the fragments that remained twelve

baskets, one for each disciple. These were travelling bas-

kets, such as they were accustomed to carry with them.

Whether each disciple himself carried one such basket, or

whether they got them from others, must be left undecided.

The bread alone is spoken of, because only the bread

obtains a symbolical meaning in what follows.

There is no question that the feeding, according to the

representation of the evangelist, is to be regarded as a

miracle in the most exact sense. And if we do not intend
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to make a myth of the narrative, we must let it stand as it

reads. Neither the quickened process of nature (Olshausen),

nor the increasing the nourishing power of the bread (J. P.

Lange), is of any service here. Of course we cannot explain

it by a mere human kindliness, which excited others to

follow his example (Paulus). The idea of a myth is

opposed by the fact that this very event maintained its

position in the consciousness of the early Christianity, as

we perceive by the four evangelical accounts ; compare also

the frequent representation in the catacombs. Jesus gives,

with divine completeness in unlimited fulness, that which

serves unto life.

This is the fact which is to be translated into the sphere

of the spiritual life. Moreover, it must be added that,

though he does indeed connect it with that which is exist-

ing and visible, yet that which was earthly had to experi-

ence a new creative exercise of power, by which it was

raised to the endless fulness. Thus, then, something visible

wiU also in that other sphere form the foundation which,

raised by an exercise of God's power into the life that has

no limit, will serve the true life in an inexhaustible manner.

But although his power is an endless one, he nevertheless

gives forth of his fulness only according to need. It will

then be the same there also. At the end, that which

remains is gathered up ;—it was left over, not because

Jesus gives above what is needed, but to carry a special

meaning. The twelve apostles gather each a basket, not

merely for their own needs, nor as a memento, nor merely

to point out the fulness of his grace, but to indicate that

they should gather from his fulness, in order themselves to

possess something they can give. This aims at the future

of their mission to the world.

Even if it be true that ' no standpoint and no mode of

thought to-day feels satisfied and joyful at this material,

magical, miraculous activity,' ^ that is not enough to deter-

mine us to take the event in a different sense from the one

in which it is related. So far from its being the fact that

' Baumgarten-Cmsius, Theologische Auslegtmg der joJiatmeischeii Schrifien,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 229.
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* the succeeding discourses themselves turn away from it,'
^

they really are altogether based upon it. Only they do

indeed direct us to view the event as a arifieiov (' sign
'),

and not in the externality of its first appearance and effect.

If we follow this direction, we shall certainly find something

much more definite than merely ' the expression of that

unconditioned feeling of security, satisfaction, fulness, which

the disciples bore in themselves, which they continually

developed, and in which no object was too petty for them.'
^

How much better Baur understood the meaning of the

gospel, when he made this narrative stand entirely in the

service of the thought treated in the subsequent discourse,

as a sensible image of that thought ! We hold fast to this :

Jesus, the one existing in the flesh, possesses, because

he is the life, in his' flesh, namely in his human nature,

that wherewith he is able to bestow upon man the power

and fulness of life. This was what he desired to represent,

for he knew what he intended to do, ver. 6. Why should

not that, which he did with such a conscious and deter-

mined purpose, serve his self-witness as the Son of God, in

the unfolding of his various characteristics ?

Verse 14.

It -is indeed true that the sign did not serve unto this

knowledge for the Jews. On that account they receive

blame from Jesus, ver. 26. This blame shows that the

miracle was not to them a a-rjfietov (' sign ') in the true

meaning, but that they only clave to its sensible appearance

and effect, which suited them. Still it made but the

greater impression upon them externally, and carried them

away in the most lively expression of enthusiasm : This is

of a truth that pwphct that should come into the world. It

is uncertain how 'the prophet, whom they expected on the

ground of Deut. xviii. 15, was related to the Messiah in

the Messianic conceptions of the nation; compare what

was said i. 21. Here the crowd of the people clearly

' Baunigarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegung der johanneischen Schri/ten,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 229.

^ Ibidem,
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meant the prophet in a Messianic sense. According to the

Jewish opinion, Elias was to anoint the future Messiah to

be the Messiah. They desired to aid in bringing about this

object.

Verse 15.

W7un Jesus therefore perceived that they wotdd come and

take him hy force and make him a Icing, he departed again

into a mountain himself alone. They wished to seize Jesus

and make him a king, that is, they thought they would

lead him in triumph to Jerusalem and proclaim him at the

feast of the passover as the Messianic king. Thus they

would establish the Messianic empire, of the blessings of

which they conceived they had experienced a feeble pre-

lude in the miraculous feeding. They desired even then to

carry out that which, according to Jesus' will and ordering,

took place a year later on his entry into Jerusalem. We
encounter the same trait as before of Jewish behaviour

towards the future salvation of Israel. They wish to deter-

mine the form of the salvation themselves, instead of accept-

ing it, and they desire a Messianic glory by the way of

sensible exercise of power, not of ethical preparation. The

more decidedly, therefore, it must more and more appear that

the form of salvation needs in the first place to be a purely

moral one, and one which mediates itself in a purely moral

way. And hence the more the contradiction between the

claim of the Jews and the claim of Jesus was revealed, just

so much the more decidedly must the relation of the nation

to its Messiah become a hostile relation.

On this account the approbation he here met with, was
to Jesus a sign of his rejection and of his death. The fact

that he did not permit himself to be led by them to the

throne by their way, ver. 15, led him to the way unto the

cross. Even there he was lifted up for the salvation of

Israel and of the nations, but lifted up only for belief, for a

belief which would not let itself be distracted by the seem-

ingly contradictory visible phenomena. He must therefore

also now proclaim himseK as the life in a way which

demanded a belief that seemed to be contradicted by the
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outward appearance. The contradiction in this place and

in the other could only be removed by an exercise of God's

power, exerted upon his flesh. Doubtless such thoughts of

the future were revolving in his mind. Hence he again

(iraXtv, back where he was before, with his disciples) with-

drew to the loneliness of prayer (Meyer) ; compare Matt.

xiv. 23 ; Mark vi. 46. It is true he did at first withdraw,

ver. 15, to avoid the zeal of the people, namely, to cause

that the way of the salvation should not be disturbed, but

that was not the only reason ; for he withdrew even from

his disciples {avroa fxovotj, 'himself alone') until towards

morning.

In the feeding the thousands and in the enthusiasm of

the people, we behold the climax of Jesus' Galilean activity.

From that time onward it sinks downwards. Temporally

also it is the middle of the GalUean year. The former half,

until Easter, goes upon an upward course ; the latter half,

until the late autumn, a downward course. In the midst

of, and because of, the enthusiasm of the people, earnest

thoughts of the future occupy Jesus, just as, a year later, at

the entrance into Jerusalem in the midst of the shouts of the

people, tears burst from his eyes at the thought of the future.

Vekses 16-21.

The next occurrence is also entirely sustained by the

thought of the future, and, in correspondence with this, is

full of typical meaning. Baumgarten-Crusius and Bleek^

are indeed unwilling to find the least thing miraculous

here, to which we have only to say that the event is,

on the contrary, entirely of a miraculous, and that of a

symbolically miraculous, character.

Vekses 16, 17.

And when even was come, his disciples went down unto the

sea, and entered into a ship, and went over the sea tovmrds

1 Bleek, Beitnige zur Evanyelien-Kritlk, Berlin 1846, p. 102 ff. ; sec,

against him, Baur, Theologische Jahrbucher, Tiibingen 1847, p. 100 ff.,

and Hilgenfeld's review of Bleek in the Allgemeine Literatur-Zdtung, HaUe

and Leipzig 1847, No. 82, col. 650.
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Capernawtn. And it was noio dark, and Jesus was not come

to Hum. The disciples waited for Jesus till late in the

evening (oylria), and Jesus did not come. So they went

into the boat. According to the synoptists, Jesus had told

them to do it. Although this is not expressly said here, it

is quite a matter of course that the disciples would not

have left Jesus alone, and have sought the western shore

without orders. If we are to read etV to ttKoIov (' into the

ship') with the article (which it is true is wanting in n and

B), then the ship in which they had sailed across is meant.

The evangelist presupposes it to be known or to be a matter

of necessity that they had gone over in a boat. Thus the

article refers to the journey thither, reported by the synop-

tists. Matt. xiv. 13, and at the same time proves (against

Meyer) that in the first verse we are to think, not of Jeru-

salem, but of the liither-shore in Galilee as the point of

departure. They return to that place. Perhaps they

expected Jesus on the next day,^ The fact that they

sailed directly towards Capernaum to wait for Jesus there,

is most simply explained by the synoptic account, according

to which Jesus had moved thither from Nazareth and had

made this city his city. It had grown dark, and Jesus had

not come to them. So they start off without him,

Vekse 18.

And the sea arose hy reason of a great wind that hleio.

The storm they had to endure, made them feel more deeply

the separation from Jesus.

Veese 19.

So when they had roived ahout Jive and twenty or thirty

furlongs, they see Jesus ivaUcing on the sea, and drawing nigh

unto the ship : and they were afraid. They had not gotten

much more than half-way across, 25 or 30 stadia (accord-

ing to Matt. xiv. 24, less exactly /iecrov, ' middle'), since

the sea is 40 stadia, or about two leagues wide.'^ It is

^ Against Wieseler, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evancjdien, Hamburg

1843, p, 275, note.

^ Josephiis, De Bello Judaico, III. x, 7 ; Opera, ed, Bekker, Leipzig 1850,

vol, V. p. 281.
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arbitrary to assume, with Godet, that the disciples had been

thrown back again into the middle of the sea from the

western shore ; in spite of all their pains, they had come no

farther. The thought of meeting could not possibly occur

to them under such circumstances. Hence it is no wonder

that they were afraid, when they saw a shape advancing

upon the water and approaching the ship. It is necessary

that eVt T^cr 6aka(T(jri<r (' on the sea ') be taken thus.

Baumgarten-Crusius, indeed, appealing to ver. 21, irrl Tr^a-

7^0- (' at the land '), and xxi. 1, iirl tyjct OaXdaarjo- (' at the

sea'), explains eirl Trja BaXdaarja as ' on the shore,' so that

everything uncommon falls away. On the one hand, Liicke,'

and Meyer on Matt. xiv. 25, have refuted this explanation.

And, on the other hand, it refutes itself of necessity by the

whole narrative, although it would in itself be philologicaUy

possible.

Verse 20.

Only Jesus' voice in his call : It is I ; he not afraid,

calms them. These words are preserved in all the accounts.

We may thence conclude what an impression they made

on the disciples. Matthew inserts here the incident with

Peter. There, the disciples and the position of their be-

lieving knowledge form the decisive point of view; here,

it is the self-revelation of Jesus that the evangelist has in

view. What follows also serves this standpoint.

Verse 21.

Then they wished to receive him into the ship: and imme-

diately the ship was at the land ivhither they ivent. This

latter is a variation from the synoptic account, and is

intended as a miraculous event. The evangelist could not

have written evOecoa iyivero k.t.X ('immediately . . . was,'

etc.) if the disciples had perchance only deceived them-

selves as to their distance from the shore. On the contrary,

he must there have remarked, that they found that they

were already at the land, only they had not known it.

^ Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Boun

1843, vol. ii. p. 119.
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This as well as Jesus' walking on the water is meant to

be considered as miraculous. Moreover, we are probably

not to suppose that they now really took him into the ship.

"Hdekov (' wished ') is not to be understood in an adverbial

sense : they received him willingly, in contrast with a

previous not willing (Tholuck) ; in that case the evangelist

would have written it so. It rather stands in contrast

with the following sentence koX evdecoa {' and immediately '),

to show that it stopped at wishing, and did not reach the

full deed (against Hengstenberg).

Still it was not merely a wish, but an action that did

not arrive at the carrying out of the desire, and therefore it

was a beginning. From the circumstance that Jesus spoke

the words to them, ver. 20, we see that he must have been

quite close to the ship. How else could they have heard

his words, since the wind and the waves were raging ?

We shall therefore have to understand the twenty-first

verse thus, namely, that they had already stretched out the

hand to him, and he had stepped upon the ship towards

them : and immediately, even before he stepped into their

midst, the ship was at the land. Meyer's objections to this

way of conceiving it are refuted by a consideration of the

whole situation. Godet also calls attention to the fact that

it is said, not aXkd {' but '), but /cal evdiioa- (' and imme-

diately'). This point, touching the miraculous arrival at

the land, was left unnoticed by the synoptists, because it

lay distant from the purpose of their account. Hence in

their narrative it seems as if the rest of the way had only

been passed over after a considerable sail. The reading of

the Sinaitic, however, rjXOov: they came to him, to receive

him, etc., appears to be a correction, to avoid the diflficulty

found in rjdeKov. Besides, the ship did not need to come to

Jesus, but Jesus came to the ship.

The meaning of these events is made clear to us by their

likeness to that occurrence which is involuntarily brought

up to our thoughts, namely, the meeting of the Eaised One
with his disciples, Luke xxiv. 39. There, forsaken by

Jesus, anxiously tossed about in sorrow and fear, they

perceived the appearance of the glorified One at first only
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with friglit. Thus, too, it was here. Their storm-tossed,

nightly sail is a type of those days between death and

resurrection. The fact that Jesus is released from the

law of earthly limitation by the supernatural working of

the Spirit, is here sensibly imaged. As he here came, so

was he also to come again at another time to the forsaken

and fearful ones, though again only as if standing upon the

threshold, and not externally sojourning in their midst.

But his coming is an effective help out of all need, and

unto rest and security. That which is true of those days is

true in general for the time of the church. It is a time of

distress and of violent storms ; but Jesus is near his own,

and his nearness is their deliverance. Probably the disciples

did not recognise the meaning of this occurrence until

afterwards. Yet they should and could gain from this

appearance of Jesus an impression as to the possible free-

dom and spirituality of him who had become flesh, which

impression then would enable them more easily to pass

over the stumbling-block in the following discourse.

We therefore do not need, with Liicke,^ to let the riddle

remain unsolved, since even John gives expression to no

specific purpose for the miracle. Nor need we, with 01s-

hausen, think that Christ's body was different from that of

other, men, since the intention is only to report a passing

event as a sign of the working of the Spirit upon Jesus.

Nor need we satisfy ourselves with the general aim of the

development of the disciples in belief (Olshausen). As little

is it necessary to ' solve the riddle by making new puzzles

'

(Liicke) ; or finally, to own that Baur's^ and Hilgenfeld's '^

discovery really is a correct one, namely, that the fourth

gospel wishes Christ's body to be regarded doceticaUy. On

the contrary, the whole bearing of this narrative betrays

• Liicke, Coramentar uber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1843, vol. ii. p. 120.

2 Bam", Kritische UntersticJmngenuherdiekanonischenEvangeUen,Tubingen

1847, pp. 254 f., 373 f. [See Hilgenfeld, who refers to Baur, p. 166 f., but

incorrectly. He may have some other passage of Baur's in view than the

one here noted.—C. K. 6.]

' Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehrbe-

griff dargestellt, Halle 1849, p. 244.
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plainly enough how uncommon, and how contradictory to

the remaining experience of Christ's corporality, this event

was.

(2.) Verses 22-59.

This section, following upon the above occurrences, offers

a discourse which has often been falsely spiritualized, to

the same degree that men have, from a false fear, believed

it was necessary to avoid a true spiritualization of the

historical events. The relation of the words of Jesus in

question to the preceding historical notes is especially

fitted to teach us on what very equal ground the history

and the discourses stand in the fourth gospel, and how
careful we must be to grasp the former in their spiritual

meaning, and the latter in their concrete reality.

It has been said that the discourse did not fit the pre-

ceding miracle. For how could the Jews make the demand
in ver. 30 f. if they had but the day before had that

miraculous experience (Bruno Bauer, Schweizer) ? Baum-
garten-Crusius answered this satisfactorily, namely, that the

Jews' demand had that very experience as its presupposi-

tion, since that alone offers the explanation for the special

form of their speech. Jesus came to them with a far

higher claim than Moses. Therefore a much higher miracle

must estabhsh his claim. And the immediately preceding

one, as well as the earlier ones, in their view by no means

equalled the miracle of the manna. What now is Jesus'

claim.

The various words, from one side and from the other,

fall into three paragraphs : (a) vers. 22—40 ; (b) vers.

41-51
;

(c) vers. 52-59.

(a.) Verses 22-40.

These verses open with a period which is characteristic

for the unperiodological style of the evangelist, and espe-

cially for his Hebraic tendency to co-ordinate sentences

which logically stand towards each other in a relation of

dependence.^

> See vol. i. p. 37 S.
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Verse 22.

The people had observed that Jesus had not entered into

the ship in which his disciples sailed away, and there was

no other boat upon which he could possibly have gone.

Verses 23, 24.

Therefore as many of them as were left, seeing that they

found at that place neither Jesus nor his disciples, took

ship and sailed to Capernaum, where they might hope again

to meet with Jesus. They went upon ships which had in

the meanwhile come over from Tiberias,— come, probably,

in order to use this opportunity of ferrying the multitude

over. Hence ver. 23 is said with reference to ive^rjaav

avTol ela ra rrKoidpid ('they took shipping') in ver. 24;

and in turn this latter is preceded by the new reason, ore

ovv el8ev 6 o'^Xoa- (' when the people therefore saw '), in

ver. 24. The twenty-third verse therefore does not intend

to say that the disciples had not come back upon these

ships, upon which they might have returned (Meyer). And
much less does ver. 24 merely take up ver. 22 again, since

it adds a new point. If, however, they cause themselves

to be taken by these boats, which had come from Tiberias,

to Capernaum, on the north-western shore of the sea,^ because

they hope to find Jesus there, then this must have been

Jesus' place of abode. Thus we are directed to a Galilean

activity, and must assume that he went from Capernaum

to the eastern shore. The evangelist in this way every-

where presupposes the synoptic narrative and a knowledge

of it, and desires to be understood from its standpoint.

Verse 25.

At.the close, in ver, 59, the synagogue is given as the

place of the meeting and talking. Here, on the contrary,

it merely says : irepav rrja daKdaarja {' on the other side

of the sea '), because the emphasis lies upon the fact that

they are surprised to find him on the western shore (Meyer).

Their question, ' when ' he came to Capernaum, contains also

^ See Furrer, Wanderungen durch Palastina, Zurich 1865, p. 323 f.
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the question as to ' liow,' even althougli the word is ttotc

(' when ') and not ttwo- (' how
')
(Baumgarten-Crusius). The

time is inexplicable to them because the ' how ' is. If he

had taken the way by land, he could hardly have reached

there yet ; and he had not sailed across the sea—that they

knew. Therefore the one question is not to be separated

from the other, and they must have hoped, in the answer

to the expressed question, to have the unspoken question

likewise answered. This shows, moreover, that they ex-

pected to hear something wonderful. They did not know

how to explain Jesus' arrival in an ordinary way. Hence

we shall not venture to find in the question either curiosity

(Schleiermacher, Meyer) or desire after Jesus (Baumgarten-

Crusius). Nor shall we perceive in the seeking, the inten-

tion to try again to make him a king.^ Nothing of that is

to be seen. On the contrary, just as the Athenians busied

themselves with hearing or telUng something new every

day, so did the Jews rejoice in miraculous divine revelation.

The latter were as greedy of miracles as the Greeks were of

wisdom. In this we see their old character, and perceive

how little moral the motive for their coming was.

Verse 26.

That is what Jesus now holds up before them. For his

words are not to be taken rudely, as if they were only

anxious about the bread, but to the effect that they sought

him only because of the miraculous satisfying of hunger.

It does not say merely : ye have eaten and have become

full. The e'/c rSiv apraiv is added, to say :
' of the few

loaves.' This shows that the chief thing for them was the

miracle in the satisfying their hunger, and not the satis-

faction itself and alone. The plural arjfie^a {' signs ') does

not refer to the healings of the sick (Bengel, Llicke), but is

the plural of category (Meyer).

Verse 27.

In contrast with this, Jesus presents a claim of a moral

' Llicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, Sded., Bonn 1843,

vol. ii. p. 125.
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kind : ipyd^eaOe, ' labour.' The gift is conditioned on

their own activity. They must do something that would
secure for them the enduring meat unto everlasting life,

which he the Son of man desired to give them. Trjv

/Spcoaiv TTjv fiivovaav ever ^corjv alwviov is commonly ex-

plained as : the meat which endureth unto everlasting life.

But the contrast to the preceding rrjv ^pwaiv rrjv airoX-

Xv^hrjv ('the meat which perisheth ') requires us also to

take Trjv fievovaav absolutely : the enduring meat, which

does not perish, which does not consume away, and which

therefore also suffices unto eternal life. Hence eia ^corjv

alcoviov {' unto eternal life ') belongs not simply to /xevovaav

{' enduring '), but to the whole conception, ' enduring meat.'

They are to obtain such meat for themselves. How shall

they obtain it ? The Son of man will ' give ' it to them.

This, therefore, is their ipyd^eaOai (' labour '), that they

come to him, believe on him, and let him give them such

meat. He gives it to them in his character as the Son of

man. For this purpose he has become man, and bears this

blessing of eternal life in his human nature. By a moral

conduct they are to bring themselves into a relation to him,

the one who has appeared in the flesh, a relation which has

for its gain the meat of eternal life.

A- relation unto the one who has appeared in the flesh

is demanded, for him hath God the Father—the highest

authority, hence put emphatically at the end

—

sealed, that

is, accredited as the one who bears in himself, and imparts,

this blessing. Hence, accordingly, among all men, this very

one (toutov) is made known by God unto all who are willing

to see him, as the one who has God's vocation unto men,

and who therefore has also received the right to demand a

moral bearing and relation of men to his person. The meat

of the higher life; which he designates as the gain of this,

is the higher miracle with which he answers their silent

demand. But he names a moral condition which they have

to perform.

Verse 28.

The Jews think of a number of moral, God-pleasing
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methods of conduct. He is to name and describe these to

them, so that they may know what they have to do to fulfil

these performances which correspond to the will of God.

We may not, however, on account of this their reply,

believe that the evangelist wished to place them higher

(Baumgarten-Crusius). They had in thought merely legal

deeds, which did not need to be of a really moral character,

and by which they hoped to be able to place themselves in

the condition agreeable to God. The connection shows

that the genitive tov 6eov (' of God'), ver. 28, is intended

to designate the works, not as wa^ought of God, but as willed

by God, and therefore as agreeable to God, and hence such

as would give them the capacity or the right to share in

the kingdom of God.

Verse 29.

But then also in Jesus' answer : This is the woo^Jc of God,

that ye believe on him whom he hath sent, the genitive tov

6eov must be taken in the same way. The common ex-

position of the church theology, however, takes the other

view, and finds God herein designated as the author of

belief. The view stated above by us is the right one. For

the correction which lies in Jesus' words extends only to

the change of the plural into the singular, to the contrasting

iria-na (' belief) with the expressed opinion of the Jews,

that legal deeds were in question. Therefore the relation

of the genitive to to €p<yov (' the work ') remains the

same.

Jesus opposes, to the variety of conduct, one in itself

simple and united, ver. 29. It is ever a doing, but one

which comprehends the whole man and determines the

whole shape of his life. Jesus names as this action, belief

on his person. It is true it says not rovro iariv on, but

iva, with the aorist subjunctive. We may not, however,

conclude from this that the two, epyov and irLaricr (' work

'

and ' belief), are meant to designate different things ; it is

merely that belief is named in the form of a demand. It

is in such a shape the work agreeable to God, that we must

believe in order (even thereby) to do it. In this sense I

LUTE. II. L JOHN.
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think I must correct my treatise upon ep'yov and ttIctki}

But certainly the matter remains essentially as it is there

presented, namely, that to 'ip'^ov tov 6eov {' the work of God ')

designates the true condition of life, and here denotes belief

as such, in which all action must be comprehended, if

on the part of its variety it may be designated as epya

TOV 6eQv {' works of God '), or as epya iv 6eu> elpjaafxiva

(' works wrought in God'), iii. 21. All true morality is

only the development of belief. In all action agreeable to

God, it is belief which exercises itself, Jesus' demand

points to the proper conduct of man. Moreover, he

demands the essential conduct, by demanding belief in his

person as the one come from the Father.

" Verse 30.

The Jews turn back upon him this his demand : What

sign doest thou then, that we may see and believe thee ? What

dost thou work ? They say with emphasis : <tv, thou on

thy part. And they reply to his demand for ip'^d^eadai

(' work ') with the same demand upon him : rt epyd^j) ;

what dost thou work ? He must first prove the right of

his demand ? Thus they hope they will still at last reach

their aim and see a miracle done by him, upon which they

will l)elieve, that is, offer a belief which is no belief.

Verse 31.

They base their claim upon the legitimation of Moses in

the manna miracle in the desert. He—God through Moses
—gave them bread from heaven to eat, Ps. Ixxviii. 24,

cv. 40 ; Ex, xvi. 4. If he makes a claim so much higher

than Moses, he must legitimatize himself accordingly. In

this point is contained the refutation of the objections

which have been raised. It is said, namely, that the claim

on the part of the Jews stands in contradiction with the

miracle of the preceding day, and therefore is not historical

(for example, Weisse), or proves the non-Johannean origin

(Schweizer), or the non-miraculous character of the narrative

of the feeding (Schenkel), On the contrary, this event is

* Lutharclt, Theologischc Studien U7id Kritiken, 1852, p. 334.
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brought to their thoughts by the very miracle of the feeding

on the preceding day. But Moses is the type of the

Messiah, and the manna miracle is his highest legitimation.

Hence the question lay near to them, what Jesus had to

put by the side of this miracle. His miracle of yesterday

did not seem to them sufficient if he raised such a high

claim as he had a moment before presented. Jesus cannot

dispense from belief. He can only so accredit himself as

to demand and to presuppose belief.

Verse 32.

Verily, mrily, I say unto you, not Moses gave you the

"bread from heaven ; hut my Father giveth you the bread from
heaven, the true. Since the article is not repeated after

ciprov {' bread '), e'/c tov ovpavov {' from heaven ') is to be

connected in both places with the verb and not with dprov.

Not Moses had given them down from heaven the bread

;

so also in Ex. xvi. 4, 2^»E'ri p (' from heaven ') is to be con-

nected with the verb "i^P??^ (' causing to rain '), not with the

substantive cnp. Jesus does not intend to deny that the

manna was a food miraculously caused and given by God.

But it was not the real bread which God gives from heaven

;

this, TOV akrjdcvov (' the true '), namely, the reality of the

idea, is only given to them by the Father of Jesus. It

does not say : God, but 6 irar/jp /u,ov {' my Father '), which

contains the fact that God gives it to them in Jesus, and

indeed BlScoaiv (' gives '), for in him it is present and exist-

ing. This, moreover, the Jews must believe. Jesus could

not relieve from that belief. Thus throughout, over against

the Jewish demand for sensible proof, which should compel

to belief, and therefore really make belief unnecessary, he

sets up the claim for belief, which should be a free moral

act. In this he ever remains the same. As to expression,

he allows himself to be decided by that demand.

Verse 33.

Hence he characterizes the bread, which is the true

bread, namely, the bread of God : For the bread of God is

tluit which Cometh down from heaven and giveth life unto the,
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world. We must translate thus, and not : is he who, etc.

The whole context compels us to refer 6 Kara^aivoiv k.tX.

(' that which cometh down,' etc.) to o aproa (' the bread ').

This is accepted and established by most of the later

exegetes, against Olshausen, Fritzsche, and Godet. To

spring from heaven, and to bestow life : such is the character

of the bread which in truth deserves the name of ' the

bread of God.' . It is true that these words find their

application in Jesus, since in what follows he is designated

as this very bread. But to understand them of Jesus here

would be an anticipation of what follows. In regard to

the construction, it is a cjuestion whether o aproar or o Kara-

fiaivcov is the subject ; whether we should say :
' for no

other than the bread bestowed by God is it, which comes

down,' etc. (thus Meyer), or :
' that which comes down, etc.,

is the bread of God.' The logical connection demands the

second explanation. The words are intended to establish the

point that Moses did not give the true bread of God, but

that only Jesus or his Father gives it. What Moses gave

was not in the exact sense from above, and able to bestow

life. But only such bread is God's bread. These two

points : from above, and bestowing life, constitute in John's

gospel the conception and the importance of the Son of

God. ' When Jesus speaks of the bread, he has himself in

view. Hence the addition : ra> Koa/xoi {' unto the world '),

for he is in the world, and has come for it, to bestow the

life from God upon it, the one given up to death ; compare

iii. 16.

Verse 34.

The Jews understand very well that Jesus names in this

a desirable gift. UavTore, in every way give us this Iread,

so that we may always have it to eat. Their case is similar

to that of the Samaritan woman. The hope, the fulfilment

of which Jesus places in prospect, is, in their thoughts,

formed entirely upon the analogy of the present life. The

request is not ironical (Calvin, Lampe, Bengel), nor is any-

thing to be said concerning a dim suspicion of the higher

gift (Llicke, Baumgarten-Crusius). The request is seriously
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intended, but in an earthly and sensible way. They well

believe that he who fed them so miraculously yesterday is

able to give them this higher manna (Meyer). Wliatever

it may be, it seems to them worth wishing for. They are

busied with this thing as they imagine it to themselves,

and not with the person of Jesus. Therefore Jesus turns

them from the moral to the spiritual, and from the thing

to his person. He demands a moral conduct, that of belief

:

to this he promises satisfaction.

Verse 35,

In this verse we must observe, above all, the emphatic

and therefore contrasting position of the e7&) (' I ') at the

front. Everything depends upon his person. The thing

which they seek is given in him. They cannot have the

thing, salvation, Christianity, etc., without him : / am the

hread of life, ^wrjv hiZovcr rw Koaixm (' giving life unto the

world') (Meyer), ver. 33. They must then make him their

own. This is a moral bearing. Hence we read : he that

comcth to me ; as much as : he who believes on me, but

purposely thus expressed in order to emphasize the point

of free self-activity. The following : lie that hclieveth on me,

is entirely synonymous with it, and is only repeated for the

sake of the rhetorical parallelism. This belief shall receive

satisfaction : shall never Mmger ; and that this is full satis-

faction is shown by the parallel : shall never thirst. Only

by this is the new feature in the picture occasioned ; but

it at the same time serves to prepare for what follows.

* l^Tever :
' it is a lasting satisfaction, ^wr] alchvwa (' eternal

life'). Compare iv. 14 : irrj'yr] vSarocr aWofievov elcy ^corjv

aldivLov (' a fountain of bubbling water unto, everlasting

life '). That is the reward of belief. Such belief was

made possible for them.

Verse 36.

But I said unto you, That ye also have seen me, and believe

not. The mediation or the empowering of belief lies in

the opdv {' to see '). The recognition of Jesus is mediated

by perception. That which is to be perceived is Jesus'
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self-presentation as the one who he is, namely, as the Son

of God. This same thing is also the object of recognition,

and, as accepted by a moral act into the special life of the

man, is the object of belief. The Jews now have seen him,

namely, the revelation and testification of himself, ard yet

do not believe. He has already had to upbraid them with

this : elirov vfuv {' I said unto you'). The former was in

the miracle of the preceding day, the latter in the words

of salutation, ver. 26 (for example, Grotius, Baumgarten-

Crusius). It is not pertinent to recall v. 37-44 (Liicke,

De Wette), for the evangelist did not forget so far that the

situation is an entirely -different one. Nor is it necessary,

with Meyer, to take etTrov {' I will have it said to you '), in

a manner foreign to the New Testament, as an announce-

ment of what follows Koi icopaKere (' ye also have seen ').

Even in xi. 42, to which Meyer appeals, elirov refers to the

€V')(apt.(Tra) (' I thank ') spoken immediately before. More-

over, the two, ecopuKeTe and ov TriaTevere (' ye believe not '),

are connected with each other by koI . . . Kat (' also . . . and ')

to make the contrast thoroughly appreciable ; in opposition

to ver. 30, iva 'iScofxev koI Tnarevaa/jbip aot ('that we may

see and believe thee,' Bengel).

Verse 37.

It is neither necessary nor correct to assume, with De
Wette, ' a pause in the conversation.' "What follows is

closely connected with what preceded. From their be-

haviour, it is easily to be seen that they do not belong to

those whom the Father gives to him, for : All that the,

Father givdh me shall come to me ; and him that cometh to

one I will in no ivise cast out. Christ withdraws himself

from no one. Ildv (' all') is neuter, as in iii. 6. Bengel

says ; ' Pater filio totam quasi massam dedit, ut omnes quod

dedit unum sint : id universum filius singulatim evolvit, in

exsecutione.' (' The Father gave the Son, as it were, the

whole mass, so that all whom he gave may be one : the

Son developes this whole one by one, in execution.' ^) ''O

BiScoaiv (' that he giveth ') is not said in the sense of absolute

' Compare also Bengel on xvii. 2.
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predestination as the election of certain persons (Augustine),

or of a natural ' zeal for piety ' (' pietatis studium,' Calov,

against Grotius), but of a giving by means of that ' drawing

of the Father ' (' tractum patris,' ver. 44, Bengel), by the

inward moral working of the word, to which a man must

yield himself, but from which he can also free himself

This is the inward moral presupposition of the coming to

him, namely, of belief Where the former exists, there also

the latter occurs

—

Trav. But it occurs only where the

former exists. ' Tantummodo omne illud ad me veniet

'

(' Only all that will come to me '), Bengel. Therefore the

guilt of their unbelief rests only on them, not on him. ' For

those who come to him he will in no wise (ov fxrj) cast out

:

' It is litotes : I will not cast out, but I will in every wise

protect,' X. 2 8 f.^ ' Cast out,' namely, out of the communion

of eternal life, which he mediates, and of the kingdom of

God, which he establishes.

Verse 38.

He has come for that sole purpose, to execute this

blessed will of God. The expression Kara^e^rjica k.tX. (' I

came down,' etc.) designedly recalls what was said above

concerning the bread. He came not to do his will, as one

different from the will of God, but the will of the Father.

Vekse 39.

This will, moreover, is deliverance, not destruction, and

that of all whom the Father has given him. Uav o Se'Seo-

Kev fioL (' all which he hath given me ') is put first, and in

the nominative absolute, because the emphasis lies on it

;

compare ver. 31. Bengel says :
' Credentes dantur, creden-

tibus datur ' (' believers are given, to believers is given ').

What Jesus gives them is expressed after John's manner,

by contrast :
^

fir] dvoXiao) i^ avrov—namely, from that

which the Father has given me

—

scilicet ti, that I may
lose nothing of it, so that it should fall a prey to eternal

death in contrast with eternal life. Eternal life is here

• Bengel :
' Est Litotes : non eiiciam, sed omni modo tuebor.'

* See vol i. p. 44 f.
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designated by dvaa-Trjcroy (' I will raise up ') from the side

of its completion, Bengel writes :
' Hie finis est, ultra

quern periculum nullum ' (' here is the end, beyond which
there is no danger '). Hence also, because this is the final

security of the state of salvation, it is impressively repeated

in vers. 40, 44, and 54.^

There is no need of proving that this dva<nrj(7(o rfj

ia-^aTrj rj/xipa (' I will raise up again at the last day ') is

meant really and not figuratively. It cannot allude to

something which happens to the believer in his death.^

How could dying be called a resurrection, and the last day

of the life of each separate man be called 57 ea^aTt] i)ixepa

(' the last day ') in general ? Nor can dvaaTrjaw {' I will

raise ') denote an event that at once coincides with the

impartation of life which takes place in the present (Baum-
garten-Crusius). The change of form shows this. That

possession of life is always expressed as a present one in

our gospel. This event, on the contrary, is a future one,

whether dvaaT^aco be taken as a subjunctive depending on

Lva (for example, De Wette, Meyer), or as an independent

indicative future. I should prefer the latter, with the

Vulgate, Luther, and Hengstenberg, partly because of ver.

54, and partly because of John's way of writing. The
evangelist breaks the construction, in order to name with

the loosely added future the final development of the new
life which he bestows.

Verse 40.

At least that is true, if not for ver. 39, for ver. 40, which

explains, confirms, and emphatically concludes what pre-

cedes. Instead of rov irefiylravToa- /i€ (' of him that sent

me '), rov Trarpoa fiov (' of my Father ') comes in, since

Jesus intends to .designate himself expressly and beyond

the possibility of misunderstanding as Son ; compare imme-

diately afterwards rov vlov (' the Son '). Instead of o BeSw-

Kev fiot {' that which he giveth me '), it is here said, rather

^ As to these repetitions, see vol. i. p. SO f.

^ Reuss, Beitrage zu den theologischen fVissenscJiafte.n von den Mitgliedern

der theoloyischen Gesdhchaftzu Strassburg. Erstes Heft. Jena 1847, p. 81 f.
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depicting the internal nioral process, iraa o Oewpwv rov viov

Kol Tnarevcov eia avrov (' every one which seeth the Son,

and believeth on him ') : beholding and believing. ' Behold-

ing,' for Oewpelv more than opav betokens the beholding of

that which is essential in Christ, with the eye of the soul

;

and then ' believing,' that is, the uniting with him. This

belief therefore ' hath' the living possession of Christ, and

this present possession is to be made complete in the future.

How can belief, which is moral bearing, and therefore also

in the first instance only an appropriation of moral posses-

sions, have as its consequence resurrection, an effect on the

natural life ? With this problem closes the first paragraph,

the essential contents of which are the development of the

thought : Jesus gives unto belief the true bread unto ever-

lasting life. It is unfolded in these three periods, the

demand of right moral bearing, the designation of the

heavenly gift, and the appropriation by the moral reception

of Jesus' person. The mediation of that contrast will now
lie in the person of Jesus, which belief appropriates to

itself. The Jews also in the first place take up the ques-

tion of his person,

(I.) Verses 41-51.

Jesus is the bread of life. That is the chief thought of

this second paragraph. It starts with the person of Jesus,

and closes with laying stress upon his flesh. For this

second paragraph passes through these three thoughts : how
one attains to recognition of His person in belief, what the

saving blessing for this recognition is, and how this saving

blessing is imparted to belief.

Verses 41, 42.

The first thought is connected with the hesitation, or

rather, the discontented murmuring (Meyer), of the Jews

—

purposely ol 'lovSaht. How could he call himself one

come from heaven, the bread come from heaven, when they

knew him to be Joseph's son ? In the words iyco elfit k.t.X.

(' I am,' etc.) they combine the various statements Jesus had

made in what went before. This they do to contrast with
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tliem Jesus' earthly descent, which they think they know
exactly, and with which a being come from heaven did not

consist. ITwcr ovv Xijet, ovroa (' how is it then that he saith'),

with a scornful tone. From the fact that they do not know
Jesus to be other than the son of Joseph, it does not fol-

low that the evangelist also knew him to be nothing else.

His KaTa^aiveiv e/c rov ovpavov (' descending from heaven
')

stands in contradiction with that. Hence he must have

spoken this in an exactness which was irreconcilable with

that view. In no other place, and not even in this place,

does Jesus strive to make belief possible by removing this

obstacle to it upon the external way of historical disclosures.

These would have been even less believed than the obstacle

itself. And had they in appearance reached their design,

such belief would not have been formed in an internal way,

and thus been of moral value. Why should Jesus do this ?

Even Philip believed without being farther on in his histo-

rical knowledge as to Jesus' descent than these Jews were.

The way of belief is that of inward sincerity.

Verse 43.

Jesus calls their attention to this in the following verses,

after reproving them for their murmuring. A man must

have experienced the internal divine working, and have

accepted it, in order to join himself to Jesus in belief, and

to become a partaker in the hope of salvation.

Verse 44.

Jesus designates the divine working which men must
accept as a drawing of the Father to the Son. ' Drawing

'

is not a forcing or a compelling with the additional notion of

that which is irresistible (Calvin, Lampe ^), but in its con-

ception it excludes beforehand the possibility of refusal. It

is an "inward urging and leading of the human wiU to Christ

(Meyer). Before, the word was 'give,' vers. 37, 39, rather

from the side of the result ; here, it is ' draw,' from the side

of the internal psychological process. Accordingly, this

Lampe, Commentarius analytico-exegeticus tarn literalls quain realis evan-

Qel'd secundum Joannem, Amsterdam 1726, vol. ii. pp. 237-239.
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drawing is to be understood of the working of the word, as

BiSovac ('giving') is above. There is doubtless, even in

the sphere of the natural life outside of the revelation of

salvation, a certain drawing of the Father to the Son : the

internal urging of the Spirit of God the creator in the con-

science. It brings the man to a consciousness of the unsatis-

factory nature of the relation in which he by nature stands

towards God, and by this means it strives to urge him

beyond that into the truth of the relation constituted in

Christ. This, however, is but a preliminary to the peculiar

saving efficiency which is here spoken of. Jesus is not

spealdng of the general divine working, but of the working

of the ' Father, who hath^sent him.' He does not tell how

a man comes to a desire for salvation and the like, but how

a man comes to Him in His historical appearance, so that this

is presupposed.^ To the beginning of the saving work, Jesus

contrasts its completion in the promise of the resurrection.

Verse 45,

This verse explains what precedes. Ver, 44 : One comes

to the Son only by means of the drawing on the part of the

Father. For, ver. 45 : one must be internally taught of

God, and listen unto the Father. But this teaching, ver. 46,

completes itself only in the testimony of Jesus. Ver. 45

therefore tells how that drawing effects itself, namely,

through the inward teaching. The teaching is not the

drawing itself, but the means to it. Teaching is a working

upon the consciousness, drawing is a v/orking upon the will.

The former working is accompanied by one of the latter

kind. It is written in the prophets, that is, not : in several

prophets, but only in general : in the prophetical books ; com-

pare Acts xiii. 40 :
' they shall be all taught of God.' This

is a free rendering of Isa. liv. 13, where the direct knowledge

of God is named among the blessed results of the Messianic

salvation. The connection in both passages shows that the

emphasis does not lie on irdvrea- ('all'), but on deov ('of God')

:

taught of God himself. But one must be a pupil of God's.

Every man—ovv is right as to the matter, but is an addi-

^ See Luthardt, Die Lehre vom/reien Willen, Leipzig 1863, p. 420.
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tion to the text—but only such a one, that shall have heard

from the Father,—for according to the manuscripts, includ-

ing X and B, we are to read aKovaaa, not aKovwv, against

j\Ieyer

—

and learned, cometh to me. A man must have per-

ceived God's voice in Jesus' word, and have accepted his

testimony, in order to join himself to Jesus in belief. It is

included in this, of course, that he is to place himself aright

towards it inwardly, that he is not to close but open himself,

so as to take the word of God into liimself (jxaOcov).

Verse 46.

But we see and hear. the Father only in the Son. N'ot

that any man hath seen the Father—the thing in question

is not about a direct divine revelation which we might wait

for

—

save he lohich is of God, namely, the Son—a designa-

tion of his historical, not his supra-historical, relation of origin

to God

—

he hath seen the Father, namely, in the condition

of pre-existence. This cannot be the expression of a mere

internal relation and intercourse on the part of the man
Jesus with God in heaven, which would be something

belonging to the present, and not to the past (ecopaKev, ' hath

seen '). It stands in connection with cov irapa rov 6eov

(' being from God ')} Therefore, he had such a vision with

him .from whom he comes. All saving relation to God is

conditioned upon him, and accordingly we must cleave to

him in belief. This closes the first thought of this para-

graph : Jesus as the Son of God is an object of belief; of a

belief which is mediated, not outwardly, but by internal

divine efficiency, and by free devotion of will on the part

of man ; it has the resurrection for its reward.

Verse 47.

The last point ' forms the transition to the second period

^ The Sinaiticus reads : £< firi o av •xa.fa, mZ va.Tfi<r, euTotr sapaxiv Tov Si'ov ('save

he which is of the Father, he hath seen God'). The Vatican, on the other

hand, reads : il fih o av •ra.pa. rou 6iou, ouTOff lupaKiv Taw raripa ('save he whicn

is of God, he hath seen the Father '). The second reading is the more cor-

rect one logically. The first reading seems to have been occasioned by the

immediately preceding vwrp'oir, it being easy to continue with jraTp'ov instead

of with 6iou.
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of this paragraph, which treats of the saving blessing be-

stowed upon belief in Jesus' person. In the first instance,

the saving blessing is designated by the comprehensive

expression of ^wrj alcovwcr (' eternal life '). He that believeth

hath everlasting life, even now.

Verse 48.

This is given in his person : / am that hrcad of life

;

bearing life in himself, and imparting it. All depends on

him, and therefore on the personal relation to him ; an

entirely different gift and effect from the gift and effect in

the case of the manna of their fathers.

Verse 49.

They had appealed to the manna, ver. 31 ; hence vixwv,

not rjjxwv (' your,' not ' our '). They did eat manna m tlie

^uilderness. Jesus returns upon them their own words,

ver. 31, and then adds impressively : Kal airedavov, ' et tameu

mortui sunt,' ' and yet are dead ' (Bengel).

Verse 50.

On the contrary, the true bread of heaven is of an entirely

different nature and working. Ovroa icmv . . . tva (' this

is . . . that');^ it is of such a character that he who eats

thereof shall not die (iva . . . firj diroOdvrf). Instead of

placing the two members of the period, eating and dying,

in the correct logical relation of subordination, the evan-

gelist has resolved the logical relation into the more con-

venient juxtaposition. According to the thought, (pdyrj

{' eat ') should not be dependent upon iva (' that
')

(against

Meyer), but only diroBavrj (' die '). The dying^ previously

mentioned, was meant in the bodily sense ; here it is meant

in the first place in the spiritual sense. Hence these unlike

notions could only be placed in a contrasted relation to eacli

other, upon condition that an efficiency removing the bodily

death be regarded as at once included in the ' not dying

'

due to the heavenly bread.

1 Compare vol, i. p. 39 f.
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Verse 51.

Thus, in the application of the bread to Jesus' person, we
find, instead of the above, the words : he shall live for ever.

The previous discussion is closed by the words which sum
up what precedes : / am the living bread which came down

from heaven ; if any man eat of this bread, he shall live for

ever. Jesus now transfers to himself what he previously

said with regard to the right belief. He is this bread, come

down from heaven ; hence he bears the life of God in himself,

and imparts it to those who appropriate him to themselves.

He speaks of his person; not of a doing. Eating, therefore,

is appropriation of him himself. In this he has chosen the

strongest expression that he has thus far used touching the

relation to his person. Although he has likewise constantly

put all upon this relation, yet he has not before spoken of

it with such force as he does here : to eat of the bread

which is he himself. The reading of N : e/c tqv i/xov apTov

(' of my bread '), would not suit this view : of the bread

which he gives. In what goes before, he placed and united

the bread and himself as identical ; only in what follows

does he separate the two, by speaking of a gift which he gives.

With this we have already passed to the third period of

this 'paragraph : how that saving blessing of eternal life

mediates itseK to belief on his person ; namely : in that he

gives himself to the believing one to eat as the bread come

from heaven. When Jesus names himself as bread, he

means by it himself in the exact sense, and not merely an

utterance of his, whether his doctrine, or his activity, or his

death. Exegetes are accustomed, for the most part, to limit

the sense to one of these three points. Jesus, however,

does not speak of a doing, but of his person, as it is in its

very self. He will give himself to belief, and thus become

unto it a means of participation in the saving blessing.

We are therefore not to think of something which -the

belief as a psychological act has and effects in itself. The

thing in question is an influence which, proceeding from

Jesus, effects belief, namely, Jesus' yielding up of himself

unto belief. Kor does this impartation of himself limit
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itself to one side or utterance of Jesiis ; it is an impartatiou

of his true person. How now can this self-impartation

exercise that influence also upon the natural life of man
{avaarriau) k.tX., ' I will raise/ etc.), unless it is at the

same time an impartation of his own natural life, of his

life in the flesh ?

In this way, then, this paragraph closes in ver. 51 by

his defining the bread of heaven more closely, and explain-

ing it as his flesh. Kal . . . Be here is not the ordinary

' moreover . . . also,' which adds something new in an em-

phatic way to what precedes. As in 1 John i. 3, it is only

intended to define what precedes by a new turn, in which

case KUL connects in the way of explanation, and Si charac-

terizes the explanation as something new. And the bread

that I ivill give is my flesh for the life of the world. It is

true the reading is contested. The Siuaitic manuscript

reads : 'O aproa ov iyoo Bcoaco inrep T?}cr tov Kocrfiov ^coi]cr r]

adp^ fiov eariv (' the bread that I will give for the life of

the world is my flesh '). The Vatican reads : koI 6 aproo-

Be ov ejQi B(t)(T(o r) crdp^ fxov iarlv virep Trjcr tov Koapbov

^(ofja- (' and the bread that I will give is my flesh for the

life of the world '). After 77 adp^ pov icniv, the received

text, in agreement with E G H K M and various fathers,

as Clement, Origen, Cyril, Chrysostom, and Theodoret, adds

't]v ijo) Booao) (' which I will give '). Tischendorf had taken

it up again in the seventh edition of his Greek Testament.

Meyer, Godet, and other exegetes demand these words as

necessary. They are lacking, however, not only in N and B,

but also in C D L T, Itala, Vulgate, Syriac. Hence, like

Lachmann, Tischendorf omitted them in 1849. In his eighth

edition he has adopted the order of the Sinptic. This,

however, appears, in the putting vTrep rrja tov Koapov ^oarjcr

earlier, to be merely a correction to make the passage easier

;

moreover, the asyndetic connection with the preceding is here

not Johannean. It is true the reading of the Vatican is diffi-

cult, but it is too strongly accredited to be safely given up.

The addition of the second rjv iyw Bcoaco (' which I will

give') to r) crdp^ pov is intended to make the meaning

easier. It rests, nevertheless, on the old and still ruling
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misunderstanding, that Jesus is speaking of his death. He
is not speaking of his death, but only of his flesh, that is, of

his human nature. As a matter of course, rj crdp^ fiov (' my
flesh') is the subject, and o aprocr (' the bread ') the predicate.

His flesh is the bread which he gives,—of course, not to

death, but to be eaten. He named himself before this as

the bread of life. Now, however, he distinguishes himself

the giver, from the gift which he bestows. 'Tirep Trjcr tov

Koafiov i^wTja (' for the life of the world') refers to this. His

flesh serves the world unto life. Therefore he makes his

flesh bread, so that he imparts life with it. He speaks of

his flesh as a gift to be enjoyed (' bread '), and not of any-

thing that happens to him, not of his death, although most

exegetes take it so.^ But the development thus far given

refutes this view.

For the flesh comes under consideration as a gift and as

a matter of enjoyment, and not as the expression of an

event in Jesus' life, namely, his death. Hence De Wette
extended this saying to the expression of ' the self-denying

dedication of his life to the salvation of the world in general,'

which, moreover, also includes his death. But here also the

fact is not observed, that the matter spoken of is not a deed,

but a gift on behalf of enjoyment. Hitherto Jesus had

designated himself as the life-bestowing bread, in so far as

he bears eternal life in himself. When he now calls his

flesh this bread, and flesh denotes the sensible human
nature, he thereby says that he bears eternal life decreed

in this ; and therefore that they can find and gain that life

in this alone ; and therefore that if they wish that, they

must appropriate this to themselves. ' They eat and drink

the Godhead in the human nature.'
^

' Augustine, Luther,—though not without exception,—Calvin, Grotius,

Calov, Lampe, Tholuck, Ebrard in his Das Dogma vom heillgcn Abendmahl
und seine Geschichte, Frankfort-on-the-Main 1845, vol. i. p. 78 ff. ; Liicke,

Meyer, Godet, Kahnis in his Die lutherische Dogmatik Jiisiorisch-genetisch

dargestellt, 1st ed., Leipzig 1861, vol. i. p. 624 ; and De Wette, at least as the

completion of his yielding himself up for the salvation of the world.

* Luther, WerTce, Erlangen ed., 1851, vol. xlvii. p. 387. Compare Hof-

mann, Der Schriftbeiveis, Nbrdlingen 1860, vol. ii. part ii. p. 245 if.; thus

also Briickner and Hengstenberg.
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The question arises, how and where this eating of his

flesh unto eternal life takes place. Many fathers, as Chry-

sostom, Cyril, Theophylact, and Cyprian, the Catholic com-

mentators, and Calixt, in spite of Calov's violent opposition,

understood it of the Lord's supper. Among later scholars,

Scheibel, Olshausen, Kling,^ Kostlin,^ Kahnis,^ and Stier*

understand it of the Lord's supper, or at least of the idea

of it ; Bengel, in view of the future Lord's supper. Nega-

tive criticism^ has used this exegesis to combat the genuine-

ness of this discourse ; and even Meyer decides that ' it can

only stand upon condition of giving up the authenticity of

John.'

Luther, the Formula of Concord, and the Lutheran exe-

getes and systematic theologians, on the other hand, were

so much the more opposed to this exposition, because it

was employed by the Eeformed exegesis and systematic

theology in favour of the merely symbolical conception of

the words of institution in the Lord's supper. In any case,

the form of the Lord's supper is not the matter in question,

for the bread is only meant figuratively. Nor is the act of

the Lord's supper in question, since the eating is not meant

as an external act, but only as an internal process. Nor

is the discussion about the case of the Lord's supper in

the exact sense, since what Jesus says of his flesh is not

different from what he says of his person, just as he after

this, ver. 57, makes 6 rpcojcov tie (' he that eateth me ') alter-

nate with this.^ For this very reason, it stands upon the

same footing with what he had said from the beginning

about belief on his person; for example, ver. 35. Tiie

eating of the bread, which is his flesh, takes place in belief

' Kling, Studien und Kritihen, 1836, p. 140 if.
'

^ K(3stlin, Der Lehrbegriff des Evangeliums und der Briefe Johannis,

Berlin 1843, p. 265 ff.

^ Kahnis, Die Lehre vom Abendmahl, Leipzig 1861, p. 104 ff.

* Stier, Beden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 282 ff.

* Bretschneider, Strauss, Weisse, Baur in his Kritische Untersuchungen

iiber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tiibingen 1847, p. 262 ff. ; and Hilgenfeld in

his Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehrbegriff dar-

gestellt, Halle 1849, p. 308 ff.

^ Compare Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, Nordlingeu 1860, vol. ii. part ii.

p. 250.

LUTH. n. M JOHN.
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on him. To this extent the Formula of Concord is ri^ht in

the sentence :
' manducatio est credere/ or, more correctly,

' credentis' (' eating is to believe,' or, ' is the right of the

believer '). Belief itself is not the eating of this bread, that

is, of his flesh, but the Lord gives it to belief to enjoy.

Belief is not a merely rational relation to Christ, but consti-

tutes a relation of communion, and Christ became flesh so

that belief should enter into communion with him in his

human nature, and thereby obtain a share in the eternal

life. This, however, is not a single act, like the Lord's

supper, but a constant relation, like the ' unio mystica
*

(' mystic union ')}

The words, nevertheless, do involuntarily recall the Lord's

supper. Hence Bengel says :
' Jesu verba sua scienter ita

formavit, ut statim et semper ilia quidem de spirituali frui-

tione sui agerent proprie, sed posthac eadem consequenter

etiam in augustissimum s. coenae mysterium, quum id insti-

tutum foret, convenirent ' (' Jesus wittingly so shaped his

words, that at once and ever they should properly treat of

the spiritual enjoyment of him, but after this that the same

should naturally fit also the most august mystery of the holy

supper, when it should be instituted');^ As Jesus, in the con-

versation with Nicodemus in the third chapter, does not speak

of Christian baptism, but of that influence of the Spirit which

forms the presupposition of the institution of baptism, so here

in the sixth chapter he does not speak of the Lord's supper,

but of that personal communion with the incarnate One

in belief, which communion forms the presupposition of the

Lord's supper. Thus, therefore, the evangelist could dis-

pense with an account of the institution of baptism and of

the Lord's supper, just as he dispenses with telling about

Gethsemane by giving the scene in xii. 27 ff.

The concluding words offer the transition to, and the

theme of, the third division of Jesus' discourse. Jesus

^ Compare Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, Nbrdlingen 1860, vol. ii. part ii.

p. 250 ; and Delitzsch, ' Die Rede des Herrn von dem geistlichen Genuss

seines Fleisches und Blutes, aufs Neue erwogen,' Zeitschriftfur die gesammte

lutherische Theologie und Kirche, 1845, Heft 2, p. 24 f.

* Compare also Delitzsch, ut supra, p. 29.
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gives to the believer the bread of life ; Jesus gives himself

to the believer as the bread of life ; Jesus gives his flesh to

the believer as the bread of life,—thus the thoughts pro-

ceed, not sharply distinguished, it is true, but yet in a

gradual progress. He has now reached the last turn

of the thought, and the offence the Jews take at it serves

him as an occasion, not merely to develop it further, but

also to repeat and develop it directly in the offensive

form.

(c.) Verses 52-59.

He had named his flesh as the means of the impartation

of life, and that his flesh in the exact sense and as a thinsf

;

not as the fact of his life or of his death, but in the sense

of his human nature, though in a future manner.

Verse 52.

His words, however, are an offence to the Jews, just

because they take them in the exact sense. It seems to

them absurd that ovroa, this one who stands before them,

should be able to give them his flesh—this relation lies in

the article, even without avTov, which is lacking in K, but

not in B—to eat. They add (j>ayeiv (' to eat '), so as to

make that perfectly clear. They try to explain it to them-

selves, but in contradictory ways : ifxd'^ovTo, ' non jam solum

murmurabant uti ver. 41' (Bengel) ('they strove,' 'now
they do not merely murmur as in ver. 41'). The futurity

in Jesus' discourse (Bdoao), 'I will give') has not helped

them over the difficulty, for they can hardly have noticed

it. We have no reason to believe that the disciples per-

haps might have suspected the answer to the 'riddle from

the future. But they submit themselves to his word in

the obedience of belief. Thus they become worthy of receiv-

ing afterwards from Jesus a view of the answer at least

in the distance. On the other hand, Jesus is not inclined

so to remove the difficulty for the Jews as to make believ-

ing obedience unnecessary. On the contrary, he increases

the assumption. And, indeed, he heightens not only the

necessity of the appropriation, but also the expression lor
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the reality of the appropriation and of the one to be

appropriated.

Verse 53,

Yes, it is true, ye must eat my flesh and drink my blood.

Previously he had only spoken of eating the bread, and had

designated the bread as his flesh. The Jews had combined

both to the eating of his flesh. Jesus accepts this, and

confirms this offensive thing. Indeed, he increases the

offence by adding to the eating of his flesh the drinking of

his blood. Accordingly, the second contains, not something

different, but only the strengthening of what precedes. We
cannot, therefore, give the flesh and the blood such different

applications as Godet does. He refers the former to the

holy life of Jesus, which we must behold in belief, by which

we must allow ourselves to be pervaded, and which we
must imitate. The latter he beholds in the death of Jesus,

which we must appropriate in belief, and the atoning power

of which we must taste. This view is like Liicke's ; he

referred both to the human life and death of Jesus. But,

neglecting the quid pro qiio (' equivalent '), which Godet

puts for eating and drinking, flesh and blood here come

under consideration, not as separated, but as associated

points, and blood is not meant to offer something new, but

to strengthen the old. Both, moreover, are a paraphrase

for himself in his human nature. Hence Jesus connects

participation in eternal Kfe with the partaking of these

;

this life is deposited in him, the incarnate One—' Son of

man.' The fact that Jesus speaks of an absolute necessity

of eating and drinking his flesh and blood, does not, it is

true, agree with the application of this to the Lord's supper,

but is a sheer matter of course, if we are to understand by

it tho communion with the incarnate One which is im-

parted to belief.

Verse 54.

Hereupon follows the unconditionality of the effect.

From this point onwards, instead of (payeip {' to eat '), the

more sensuous Tpioyecv (' to eat eagerly ') comes forward
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and remains, vers. 56-58. Although rpcoyeiv is elsewhere

also used as synonymous with (payetv, this use of it is

doubtless for a certain purpose (against Meyer), In any

case, the constantly renewed repetition of the same offen-

sive speech about eating and drinking is designed. Jesus

intends to speak offensively for those who do not believe,

and does not purpose to facilitate or dispense with belief

by removing the offence. On this account he here connects

with the eating and drinking the same effect which he had

previously, ver. 40, connected with belief, namely, the pos-

session of eternal life and the resurrection at the last day,

as the completion of the possession of life even for the

natural side of the believer.

Veese 55.

He lays stress on the strictness and exactness in which

he desires his words about eating and drinking to be under-

stood. His flesh is ak7}6r]a- jBpwarKT (' true meat '), his

blood is dXrjOrja- iroaia {' true drink ')—this reading is, with

B C L, to be preferred to the other aky}6a)a (' indeed '),

which is easier, and, to be sure, supported by s (n is,

moreover, confused in this passage), and as well to the still

easier aXrjdLvi} (' true '). Jesus therefore designates his

flesh and blood as true meat and drink. He intends the

words to be taken in the exact understanding of them.

Verse 56,

In consequence of this, such eating and drinking bestows

true communion with him. Bengel says :
' Qui edit et

quod editur, re ipsa intime conjunguntur ' (' he who eats,

and that which is eaten, are in fact intimately joined

together '). It is an internal and mutual communion : he

in me, and I in him, and a lasting one : /xivei (' remains ').

This is a peculiarly Johannean expression. Although the

similar iv Xpiaru) (' in Christ') is characteristically Pauline,

yet this more intimate and personal sounding expression

for the internal mutual communion : I in them, they in me,

is characteristically Johannean; compare xv. 4 ff., xvii. 23,

1 John iii. 24 (iv. 16). This means what systematic theo-
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logy calls the ' unio mystica' (' mystical union'). Lutheran

theologians define it as the :
' realis et arctissima substantiae

sacro sanctae trinitatis et Christi OeavOpwirov cum substantia

fidelium conjunctio ' (' real and most compact union of the

substance of the sacred and holy Trinity and of Christ the

God-man with the substance of the faithful').^ More par-

ticularly, the ' unio mystica Christi cum homine fideli ' is

defined as ' conjunctio vera et realis atque arctissima divinae

et humanae Christi deavOpwirov naturae cum homine renato

. . . ita ut Christus cum homine renato unum spirituale

constituat et in ipso et per ipsum operetur,' etc. (the ' mys-

tical union of Christ with one of tlie faithful ' is defined as

' a true, real, and most compact union of the divine and

human nature of Christ the God-man with the renewed

man, ... so that Christ forms one spiritual object with the

renewed man, and works in and by him,' etc.). And among
the consequences of this ' unio mystica ' they reckon espe-

cially the ' desponsatio Christi cum fidelibus, qua sese aeter-

num copulat credentibus per fidem' ('espousals of Christ

with the faithful, in which he joins himself eternally unto

believers by faith ').^

Verse 57.

Upon the basis of the fact that Christ is the constant

meat of such a one, that person has life, as Christ upon the

basis of his relation to the Father has life : As the living

Father hath sent me, and I live because of the Father : so

—for it is beyond question that the latter clause begins

here

—

he that eatcth me, he shall also live because of me.

Tliat he is sent by the Father, says as much as that he is

God's Son. This, moreover, is not merely a fact of a single

moment, but a lasting relation, in which he, the incarnate

One, now stands' towards the Father, The Father is o ^<ov,

that is: he bears the life in himself; compare v. 26.

Hence Christ also has life (fw ; see v, 2 6 ; therefore hath

^ Quenstedt, Theologia Didactio-Polemica, part iii., Wittenberg 1685,

p. 622 b.

- Calov, Systema Locorum Theologiconim, Wittenberg 1677, vol. x. pp.

526, 527. [The latter quotation not verbal.—C. R. G.J
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he also given unto the Son to have life in himself) Bia t6v

TTarepa, not ' through ' the Father, but ' on account of ' the

Father

—

hid with the accusative denotes not the cause

(De Wette), but the reason.^ That means, not: because

the Father lives, but : because he has the Living One for

his Father;'^ the middle notion is that the Father bears

life in himself.

Jesus, upon the basis of his relation of sonship to the

Father, has part in the life of God. He at all times

nourishes himself upon and out of this : the Father is his

meat. So then also, upon the basis of the relation to

Christ

—

hi ifie, because they have me for their food-^^

—

believers have part in his life. 'O rpcaycov fxe (' he that

eateth me '), accordingly, must indicate in a similar manner

a lasting relation, such as is given with the Sonship in the

other case :^ not a single act, or one repeating itself now
and then, such as the Lord's supper would be, but an

enduring relation of internal communion and intercourse

of life. Christ the Son of God is the constant meat of

believers. He became man, and bears life in his human
nature, in order that we may enter into such communion

with him, by means of which communion he is the food

of our souls.

Veese 58.

Instead of flesh and blood, the person of Jesus himself

now comes in, and is at once named the bread. With this

the discourse returns to its beginning again, and even reaches

back to the contrast with the manna from which the whole

discourse started : This is the bread which came dovjn

from heaven : not as your fathers did eat and are dead : he

that eateth of this bread shall live for ever. Ovroa- (' this
')

glances back to what he had said of himself or of his flesh

and blood, namely, that it imparts the essential life. He

^ Winer, Grammatik dcs neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms, sec. 49 c, 7th

ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 372.

2 Hofmann, Der Schriftheweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1860, voL ii. part ii.

p. 251.

^ Hofmann, ut supra, p. 252.
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does not speak directly concerning himself thus :
' this one,'

who gives life to the one eating (Liicke) ; for, aside from

everything else, there wonld be no reason why Jesus should

speak of himself in the third person instead of in the first,

since he immediately before had said St' ifj,i {' because of

me '), and earlier still had even named himself the bread.

Nor is ovToa- to be taken in this way :
' this,' namely, my

flesh and blood (De Wette) ; for the context, as what

follows shows, demands a statement concerning the character

of, and not a mere naming of, the bread (Meyer). That

which lies in ovroa is then taken up and developed in the

following words : o rpoor/oov k.t.X (' he that eateth,' etc.).

He describes the bread as come from heaven, remembering

and connecting it with what had been said before about the

bread from heaven; compare ver. 32. He does not say of

his flesh and blood, that is, of his human nature, that they

are come from heaven ; but that his human nature is the

bread come from heaven, that is, the meat, springing from

God and imparted to men, which bestows eternal life.

Verse 59.

The evangelist adds that Jesus spoke these things while

teaching in the synagogue at Capernaum. Before, in ver.

25, it is said in general, irepav rrjcr 6a\dacnf]cr {' on the other

side of the sea
') ; it is defined more clearly by way of

conclusion. We perceive from this that the fourth gospel

also knows, and presupposes as well known, the stay of

Jesus in Capernaum. The fact that Jesus taught this in

the synagogue does not require a Sabbath ; they gathered

as well at other times in the synagogues. Moreover, this

whole addition is certainly not merely an external historical

note (against Meyer), but the evangelist desires to lay stress

on the point that. Jesus demanded belief as unflinchingly in

Galilee and in Capernaum as in Judea and in Jerusalem, and

that he spoke not less, but rather still more, offensively. at

the former than at the latter place—at the former in the

synagogue, at the latter in the temple. He remained the

same throughout.
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Summary of the Discourse}

After the details we have gone through, there will

scarcely he any douht as to wliat is intended hy this

discourse. We have convinced ourselves that the death of

Christ is not the thing treated of, because we find nothing

about the giving up of the body to death, but about the

offering his human nature as food. Yet it does not have

in view the offer in the Lord's supper ; for neither is bread

meant exactly, nor is the eating and drinking meant as an

external act. It is a process of belief, in which belief

enters upon such comnmnion with the incarnate One that

it becomes a partaker of eternal life which is deposited in

Christ's human nature, and is there alone to be found and

to be obtained. Christ desires to emphasize the fact that

eternal life is joined to him, the one who has become man,

and to this his human nature, and that in such a way that the

personal relation to him shall thereby be brought to decision.

And such a decision was brought about by this discourse.

It worked critically. The crisis in Jesus' Galilean activity

is connected with it. This the evangelist reports in what

follows.

(3.) Verses 60-71. The Crisis.

The third division of this chapter depicts the effect of

the speech, and at the same time the progress made both by

unbelief and by belief.

Verse 60.

The first effect was the surprise and the offence which

Jesus' w^ords excited in many, even among the circle of his

1 On the history of the exposition of this discourse at Capernaum, compare

Liicke, Commentar uher das Evamjelium des Johamies, 2d ed., Bonn 1834,

vol. ii. Anhang B. pp. 727-735 ; Lindner, Die Lehre vom Abendmahl nach

der Schrift, Hamburg 1831, pp. 241-266 ; Tischendorf, Disputatio de C'hristo,

pane vitae, sive de loco evanrj. Joann. c. vi. vv. 51-59, coenae sacrae potissi-

mum ratione hahifa, Leipzig 1839, p. 15 ff. ; Mack, Theologische Qtiartcd-

schrift, Tiibingen 1832, Heft i. p. 52 ff. ; Kahnis, Die Lehre vom Ahendmahle,

Leipzig 1861, p. 114 ff., and Sdchsisches Kirchen- mid Schulblatt, 1856, Nr.

51 ff. ; and Riickert, Das Abendmahl, Leipzig 1856, p. 273 ff.
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disciples. The fiadrjTaL (' disciples '), distinguished from

the twelve in ver. 67, are here meant in the wider sense.

Perhaps the followers of Jesus were more numerous in

Capernaum than elsewhere. As we see, the evangelist

presupposes the synoptic account of Jesus' Galilean activity,

and particularly his stay at Capernaum.

The generality of the expression in ver. 61 shows

that the offence which they took was a general one : ore

ryoyyv^ovacv ol fxad7]Tal avrov (' that his disciples murmured').

They find Jesus' discourse <TKXr)p6a; that is, not dark (Chry-

sostom, Grotius, Olshausen), but, in contrast to fiakaKoa,

'suavis' ('mild'), rough^ hard; then as used of conduct:

inconsiderate ; compare Matt. xxv. 24. This does not

mean the thought of Jesus' death (for example, Meyer),

which is not in question, and which also could not be

called wounding. Nor does it mean the apparent assump-

tion of Jesus, by reason of which he makes salvation

dependent upon his person (Tholuck, Hengstenberg) ; for

he had done that elsewhere, and he who could not stand

that was no disciple of Jesus. What is meant is the

inexorableness with which Jesus ever returned to the

eating and drinking of his flesh and blood, and connected

the true, eternal life, with that partaking of his sensible

corporality. That was what they found offensive and

unbearable. Tia Bvvarac avrov aKoveiv ; who can persuade

himself to listen to it ?

—

avrov is to be referred to Xoyoa

(' saying '). And, indeed, they must believe that all was

decreed in the One who became man, if they were not to

find such a discourse unbearable, and be led astray in their

belief.

Verse 61.

Jesus recognised the mood, eV eavTM (' in himself '), with-

out needing an external communication about it. Tovro

vfuv a-KavSaXi^et ; 'hoc vos offendit ?' 'Doth this offend

you?' ^KavSaXi^eiv is meant of an offence to belief, in

the full sense, as also in other passages; compare Luke

viL 2 3. It is not in this place the cKavhaXov rov aravpov

C offence of the cross ;' Bengel says :
' passio Christi, scan-
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daluni Judaeis,' ' Christ's passion, an offence to the Jew '),

but the above-mentioned offence at the emphasizing the

corporality of Jesus.

Verse 62.

Jesus opposes to this offence the words, W7iat if ye novj

see the Son of Man ascend vp where he was hefore ? These

words can be taken either as an increasing of the offence,

so that we must understand as an unspoken second clause

:

TovTo v/jbd(T ov TToWo) fidWov (TKavSaXiaec ; (' will not this

offend you much more ?') ^ or as a reference to an event

in the future which shall bring the understanding of JeSus'

words, and thus remove the offence (thus, besides Hofmann,

Hengstenberg, Godet, and even Ewald and Brllckner). The

continuing the discourse by ovv (' therefore '), instead of by

dWd (' but '), does not bear against the second explanation

(against Meyer), since the discourse did not intend to mark

the contrast, but to proceed from tlie present to the future.

The decision lies in the way ava^aiveiv (' to ascend ') is

taken. If this is to be understood of Jesus' death (Meyer),

it of course designates the increase of the offence. But if,

as we saw, in general the saying about the death was not

what gave offence, then also the ' seeing ' of the death

cannot be the more offensive thing. Moreover, avafialvetv,

and above all ava/Salveiv oirov rjv to irporepov (' to ascend

up where he was before '), is nowhere in our gospel the

expression for the death on the cross. The passages about

the going away to the Father, virdyetv rrpocr k.tX., vii. 33,

xiiL 3, xvi. 5, 28, or about being lifted up from the earth,

xii. 32, to which, for example, Meyer appeals, do not permit

of application here, since according to that view the thing

in question here must be neither the going 'away to the

Father, nor the lifting up, nor death in so far as it is

a return to God, but death in so far as it is a sorrowful

and, for a Jew, an offensive dying of the Messiah. Or

^ Compare Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentlkhen Spracliidioms, 7th

ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 558 ; Meyer, De "Wette, Liicke, Commentar iXber das

Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bona 1843, voL ii. pp. 169-171, and

Baumgarten-Cru.sius.
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how can tliat expression denote the way, since it stands

in contrast with the ' terminus a quo ' {' starting-point ') ?

^Ava^aivetv is in contrast with KUTa^alvecv (' to descend '),

which was spoken of so often in the preceding discourse.

Hence the old explanation of the church, the ascension,

is the one called for by the words as well as by the con-

text (thus also Olshausen, Ebrard, Kahnis, Hilgenfeld,

Hofmann, Hengstenberg, Godet). It is not a fair objection

to this to say that John then must have related it also.

He certainly does speak of it, xx. 1 7,—whether before or

after the death makes no difference (against Meyer),—and

further xvi. 5, 7, 28, xyii. 11, 13, etc. The fact that he

does not relate the external view of the event, corresponds

to the manner of his historical narrative in general, which

directs its gaze at the inner essence and the substance of

the history.^ Besides, the externaKty and the visibility of

the event did not compose its essence, but was only a

sensible figuring of what was essential, done for the sake

of the disciples. The exact thing which is here emphasized,

namely, the return ottov tjv to irporepov ('where he was

before '), had not been seen by the disciples. So much the

less importance belongs to Meyer's objection, which lays

all the stress on dewprJTe {' if ye see '), that the Galilean

disciples to whom Jesus here speaks were not witnesses of

the ascension. On the one hand, Oecoprire is not to be em-

phasized, but the last words on which all depended are to be

emphasized. And, on the other hand, Jesus does not here

distinguish between various disciples, but takes them all

combined. The five hundred also on the Galilean mountain,

who saw the glorified one upon the passage from this to

that world, there saw him ascend where he was before, that

is, upon his return to the heavenly spiritual existence which

before was proper- to him.

Beyschlag sees, in the fact that this is said of the Son of

Man, a confirmation of his Christology, according to which

Christ pre-existed as the Son of Man, namely, in the divine

idea of the image. It follows, however, from tliis that

^ Compare Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edin-

burgh, T. k T. Clark, 1875, p. 209 f.
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pre-existence is here predicated of the Son of Man, but not

that he pre-existed as the Son of Man (compare Meyer

against Beyschlag^) ; what is expressed is merely the identity

of the subject in the variety of the periods of his life. The

post-earthly existence of the one who became man returns

into the spiritual manner of being of his ante - earthly

existence ; save that even now, as the one who has become

man, he is a partaker of the same. But this pneumatic

manner of being is what offers the solution of the preceding

problem and the possibility of eating and drinking, which

was spoken of. His future is the solution of the riddle of

his present. Thus Jesus directs them to it as the removing

of the offence, but it is true he does it in such a way as to

demand belief in the future, in order to make the belief of

the present possible. That is his manner throughout. The

event of that night, vers. 16-21, might serve the disciples

as a type of the future in which they should believe.

Verse 63.

If the explanation given be correct, it will also afford at

once a clear understanding of these next words : It is the

Spirit— N omits to before irvevfia (' the ' before ' spirit ')

—

that qicickeneth ; the flesh profitcth nothing : the ivoi-ds that I
Imve spoken—\e\aXr)Ka, with N B C D L, Itala, Vulgate,

instead of \a\(b (' I speak ')

—

are spirit and are life. If,

therefore, he has spoken of his crdp^ (' flesh '), and has joined

life unto the partaking thereof, he has in that had to

TTvevfia (' the spirit ') in mind ; for this, not the (rdp^, is the

power of life. The crdp^, accordingly, has life only through

the TTvev/xa, and for itself alone profiteth nothing, ' scilicet,

ad vivificandum' ('namely, for quickening;' Bengel). It

is a general truth

—

to irvevfjia, -f] adp^ without fiov {' the

spirit, the life,' without' my ')—that Jesus expresses, and that

he wishes to have applied only to himself and to his words.

It is a matter of course that this cannot be understood

of spiritual and fleshly understanding of Jesus (thus Chry-

sostom, Theophylact, Luther, Lampe). The crdp^ of Christ

has just before been spoken of, and therefore here also

^ Beysclilag, Die Christohgie des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 85.
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(rdp^ and Trvevfia must be taken in the objective sense.

Hence adp^ cannot be referred to the nature of men
(Hengstenberg), much less to the hereditarily depraved

nature ;^ for the thing in question is not the adp^ of men,

but of Christ. Nor is the Lord's supper meant, so that

the spiritual partaking of the Lord's supper would be taught

(Augustine, Calvin, Olshausen) ; nor the death of Christ,

in which ' the corporality of Christ must be yielded up

'

(Meyer). The matter concerned is Christ's human nature,

the life of which lies not in the (rdp^, but in the irvevfia

which fills and rules in the a-dp^. When he speaks of his

cdp^, they are not to stop at this cdp^ which they see, but

to fasten their gaze upon the irvevfia, which dwells in it,

forms its life, and thus makes it able to impart life.

Jesus does not intend by this absolutely to deny what
he previously said of his crdp^, for that would have been to

contradict himself; it is only that he desires to have it

conceived, not for itself, but as the bearer of his Trvevfia.

When his human nature ceases to be fleshly in order to

become spiritual—in the glorification—then they will under-

stand it. .Now, while it is still fleshly, they must believe

on the TTvev/xa which dwells on him. The Trvevfia is his

internality, the crdp^ his externality, as the present manner
of his human nature. The latter, the a-dp^, has its life

in the former, but the former imparts itself only through

the latter, for ' interna non dantur nisi per externa' (' internal

things are only given through external '). He spoke of this

TTvevfia. The pij/MUTa (' words ') are not to enter upon its

place and remain after his death, as a compensation (Liicke,

De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius), but they have irvevp^a and
^wrj (' life ') as their contents ; in this sense they are it.

Z(or] is the effect of the irvevfia, and hence put last ; life is

conditioned on the participation of his crdp^, because irvev/na

dwells in it. That they should have said themselves. For

it is indeed ' he ' who spoke those words

—

iyco XeXdXrjKa

(' I have spoken ') with emphasis—the bearer of eternal

life. Therefore, if they have taken offence at his words,

* Wieseler, Commentar ilher den Brief Pauli an die Galater, Gottingen

1859, p. 446.
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the fault is not in him and his words, but in them and iu

their concealed unbelief.

Verse 64.

The circumstance that Jesus directly in this connection

speaks of the concealed imbelief in the circle of his disciples,

is due to the influence which Jesus' discourse had in bring-

ins to view the unbelief which was veiled under the form

of belief. It was intended to lead in this crisis. Nothing

unforeseen occurred to Jesus. Hence the evangelist adds

the remark, that Jesus knew from the beginning who those

would be that did not believe, and who it was that should

betray him. 'E^ «PX^o- (' from the beginning ') stands

contrasted with the revelation of unbelief and of the

treasonable disposition. It cannot therefore point to the

beginning of Jesus' Messianic activity (against Meyer), since

it is not opposed to the issue of that ; it refers to the

beginning of the union with Jesus on the part of the person

in question (De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Tholuck, Heng-

stenberg). Jesus did not choose Judas with the design

that he should betray Him (thus Augustine), but probably,

according to the evangelist's words, with the consciousness

whom he chose in Judas. This knowledge, however, is

not to be thought of as a historical, but as a psychological

one, by which Jesus could not let himself be determined

as to whom, of those who followed him as disciples, he

should receive into the narrower circle of disciples. The

choice of Judas as an apostle was thus, then, an act of

obedience to the will of the Father which was made known
to him inwardly, and not an act of his own pleasure.

Perhaps we may also recall the fact that, according to

Luke vi. 12, Jesus spent the night, before the choice of the

apostles, in prayer.

This view disposes of Strauss' and others' objections to

the historical character of John's account. It is not hard

to see how Jesus' discourse could serve to further the

internal estranging of Judas. He had joined himself to

Jesus, but that was for him only the means to the end of

participation in the glory of the Messianic reign. Jesus,
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however, througliout designated as the way, that they must

accept his person and seek the blessing of salvation only in

it. Far from this moral communion, Judas must have been

only the more estranged from Jesus, the more j)aradoxically

He expressed that demand. Nor could it well be put in a

more paradox-like way than it here is. The fact that Jesus

chained men so to His person, and that as He actually was

in His very self, and that He demanded such a comprehen-

sive comm.union with Himself, must have made His person

only the more strange to Judas, His person of which Judas

wished to know nothing.—Judas' feeling rose to enmity.

Verse 65.

This verse connects closely with Jesus' words in the last

verse : Therefore said I zoito you, vers. 3 7, 44, no one can

—moral possibility is the point

—

come unto me, that is,

believe on me, to wliom it is not given of my Father, namely,

through that internal spiritual influence of the ekKveiv

(' drawing,' ver. 44, ' per tractum gratiae,' ' by the drawing

of grace,' Bengel) which men must accept.

An increase of belief, moreover, occurred in correspond-

ence with this increased self-witness on the part of Jesus.

This we perceive in Peter's confession, ver. 68 f. The

importance of this confession, namely, lies not merely in its

contents, but also in its historical situation. For in spite of

the estrangement which Christ's words had excited, and in

spite of the opposition which they saw raised and actually

urged by men whom they had until now been able to reckon

upon as one with themselves, the eleven make this confession

through the mouth of Peter.

Verse 66.

'E/c rovrov (''from that '), it says, many of Jesus' followers

withdrew themselves. It is not ' from then onv/ards ' (Liicke,

De Wette), but ' in consequence of this discourse ' . (for

example, Meyer), that we are to understand this. The

offensive character of Jesus' words was what brought about

this withdrawal. The change of the internal posture

towards Jesus manifested itself in the external leaving of
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his fellowship : ovKeri fier avrov TreoLeirdrovh {' they wallced

no more with him ').

Veese 67.

Thereupon Jesus calls forth the decision of the apostles,

and in such a way as to show that he was certain what it

would be : fir) koX vixelcr k.tX. You also do not wish to go

away ? GiXere {' wish '),
' Jesus n^minem cogit, atque hoc

ipso arctius sibi suos jungit ' (' Jesus compels no one, and

by this very fact joins his own more closely to him,'

Bengel). The question is so put, that it makes us expect

a negative answer. He directs the question to the twelve,

not for his own sake, so that he should not be left alone,

but for their sake, that he might bind them more closely to

him. The crisis is to have as its consequence a progress in

belief and in fellowship with him.

Verse 68.

Peter, as the mouth of the rest, whose gift it was to say

the right word at the right time,^ denies the forsaking for

all time : to whom shall we ever (this lies in the future) go ?

There is a double reason for the denial, in Jesus and in

them. Thou alone hast words of eternal life, that is, thou

hast and therefore also canst impart words, which have

eternal, namely essential, life as their substance, and which,

in consequence of this, if they are believingly received, have

it as their effect. In this Peter looks back to ver. 63,

and to the emphasizing of ^wr] aloovioa- (' eternal life ') in

Jesus' discourse in general. Although the disciples do not

as yet fully understand the words of Jesus, they are never-

theless, by reason of what they have found in Jesus,

certain of this, namely, that in him and in his words eternal

life is decreed. ' Nobilissimum fidei implicitae in explicita

exemplum ' (' most noble example of implicit faith in

explicit,' Bengel).

Verse 69. '

Corresponding to the objective reason for the disciples'

1 See vol. i. p. 89.

LUTH. IL K JOHN.
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remaining, wliich reason lies in Jesus, we next see the

subjective reason, resting in their experience : And—
corresponding thereunto

—

we on our part. This rjfiela-

('we') is not to be taken in contrast with the apostates

(thus Meyer), but, since it corresponds to the cru (' thou '),

in reference to Jesus. Have believed and Jcnoivn : the

perfect intends to designate the belief and the knowledge

as now existing. Petej; adds after TrtarevKa/xev (' we have

believed '), iyvcoKUfjiev (' we have known '), while elsewhere,

xvii. 8, 1 John iv. 16, ryivdoa-KeLv ('to know') precedes

'7ri<TT€ueiv (' to believe
') ; this is to show that the knowledge

here meant is one conditioned upon belief, and therefore to

show that the knowledge has made progress. They have

become quite sure of the matter. TJe'Tna-TevKafiev looks back

at the first belief which the disciples offered at their first

meeting Jesus (Meyer) ; iyvcoKafjiev, on the other hand, is

that knowledge which since then has been allotted to them

by reason of thoir belief, and as the reward of it. The

expression of the confession shows this. For we are to

read, with N B C D L, o aytoo- tov 6eov (' the holy one of

God '). The received text, o Xpca-roa 6 vloa tov Oeov (' the

Christ the Son of God '), with the addition tov ^wvToa

('the living'), is transferred from Matt. xvi. 16. But
Matt, xvi, 16 is half a year later, and therefore is fuller

in its expression ; here, moreover, though as to the matter

it is identical with the other (against Ewald), the confession

is of a more general character.

Some say the 6 ayioa- tov Oeov is a name of the Messiah

from of old (for example, Baumgarten-Crusius), but that is

of little avail. Where did this designation for the Messiah

come from, and why was just this one used here ? Does it

mean ' devoted to God ' in the sense of an offering, which

then might have the appearance of a connection with the

discourse of Jesus ? This is opposed by the remaining use

of this designation of Jesus. In Mark i. 24 and Luke

iv. 34, the demon addresses Jesus thus; and of course he

means Jesus not as the offering of the world, but as the

One separated from all men and fully belonging to God,

the One who, because sin does not dwell in his flesh, and
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because his flesh is the organ of holy life, therefore has

power over the realm of death. Hence it is that he there

terrifies the demon. In like manner, Eev. iii. 7, he attri-

butes to himself, the holy one, the power over death. In

Acts iv. 27, this designation is brought into connection

with the anointing of the Spirit ; he is the Son of man,

drawn from the sinful human race, and his human nature,

because holy, can be the organ of the Spirit. And at

1 John ii. 20, accordingly, the anointing is traced to the

holy one.

When, however, it is said in our gospel, x. 36, that the

Father has sanctified him, the fact is simply expressed, that

he, because the Son of God, has been as the Son of man
separated from the race of sinful humanity, and appropri-

ated to God, in order to be capable of becoming the bearer

and the imparter of the divine blessing of salvation. This,

too, is what Peter here means. He is the holy one of

God, in so far as he, the only one among men, not only as

to his personal will, but also as to his nature, is removed

from the communion of human depravity, and as to his

nature, therefore, can serve as the means of the impartation

of the divine blessing of salvation, namely, of eternal life

in its full extent.

Peter has gained this knowledge from Jesus' words.

These his belief has recognised and experienced as words

of eternal life. Thus, as w^e see, belief bases itself purely

on the word, unmindful of tlie contradiction of the sensible

appearance, and it takes what the word gives it as an

earnest and pledge of the future possession. The certainty,

however, to which he, led by the progress of Jesus' self-

witness in the word, has advanced even in belief, is this

:

that Jesus' human nature, because that of the holy God,

serves as the means of imparting the essential blessing of

salvation, and accordingly, that there is an appropriation of

eternal life, which appropriation is the reward of belief.

From this time forward, belief knows that the human nature

of the Son of God is the place of salvation, and therefore that

this nature ever endures, because it is the eternal mediation

of salvation, and rewards belief by self-impartation.
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Veese 70.

But at the side of this word of belief, the strongest we
have thus far read, appears in tragical contrast the strongest

demonstration of the most hostile unbelief, as the point of

the other side of the crisis. It is true that he, Jesus,

has chosen the twelve ; and yet one of them is a devil,

'Ejcb vfida (' I, you '), designedly placed beside each other

:

/, I myself, no other, Jiave cJioscn you—thus greatly are

you distinguished

—

for myself. In i^€\€^dfj.T]v the middle

must be observed: 'chosen for myself.' '£| ('out of)

emphasizes, not so much the various other persons whom
Jesus did not choose, a^, in agreement with xv. 19, e/c tov

Koa/xov (' from the world '), the opposite condition, to which

they previously belonged.

And of you—put first with emphasis : the ones thus

chosen by me

—

one is a devil ; not the devil ; not, on the

other hand, merely devilish, but what the devil is for God,

that Judas is for Jesus. The same relation of opposition

in which God has come to stand, should also take place in

the case of Jesus. And as little as God excluded Satan

from the fellowship of the universe, so little was Jesus to

exclude his opponent from his fellowship. The latter, like

the former, must serve the saving will of God, The possi-

bility of salvation is offered to the disobedient one. But

this very offer must effect the opposite in the case of the

unwilling one, and God then takes the divinely-ordered

form of the sin of the hardened man into his service for

the execution of his loving will. This the Scriptures teach

us throughout, and this also is to be recognised here.

The purposely chosen expression Btd^oXoa (' devil ') bids

us think of that parallel with Satan. It is utterly insuffi-

cient for the strength of the word to render it merely by

denouncer (De Wette), or opponent, or betrayer (Liicke,

Baumgarten-Crusius), or the like. It is meant to be taken

in the strict, exact understanding (compare Meyer). This

is required both by the Scripture usage in general, and by

the use of this word in John's writings in particular

(compare viii. 44, xiii, 2 ; 1 John iii. 8, 10). Baumgarten-
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Crusius thinks it must mean Satan's cliild, "but lie entirely

misunderstands the design of this designation. Jesus desires

to say, not that Judas has apostatized to Satan, but that

he is the representative of Satan for Jesus, because he is

Satan's orcjan.

Veese 71.

The evangelist remarks by way of explanation, that Jesus

spoke of (KeyeLv rivd, ' to speak of a certain person ;' com-

pare ix. 19; Mark xiv, 71) Judas the son of Simon the

Iscariot. According to B C, we are to read ^la-Kapicorov

(Sinaitic : ano Kapvoirov, ' from Karioth '), so that it belongs

to the name of his father Simon, as also in xiii. 26 (here

N too). Like his father, so also was he thus named,

xiv. 22. 'laKapLcoTTjcT, ninp ti'''S, the man from Karioth, a

town in the tribe of Judah, Josh. xv. 25, south from

Hebron, in the neighbourhood of the Baptist's home. He
seems to have been the only Judean among the twelve.

Perhaps the Baptist had directed his attention to Jesus,

and caused him to follow him.

Jesus names him Scd^oXoa: This the evangelist explains

{yap, ' for ') by 7]/j,eW€v avrov wapahihovat, not :
* he intended

to betray him'—he had not yet gone so far as this, compare

xiii. 2,—but :
' traditurus erat,' ' he should betray him,

according to divine ordering.' For God orders the circum-

stances and effects the form in which the sin of disobedi-

ence on the part of man comes to utterance and view.

Ela wv (n too) e'/c roiv ScoSeKa : he who yet was one of

the twelve. With these words of tragic contrast the evan-

gelist closes this piece of the narrative from Galilee. It

forms a climax in the progress, both of Jesus' testimony to

himself as the essential life, and of belief on the one hand,

as well as of unbelief on the other hand.

Chapters VII.-X.

Jesus the Light.— The Struggle at its Height.

The self-witness of Jesus as the life, closed with the sixth

chapter. Jesus had proclaimed himself, even according to
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his human nature, yes, directly according to his human
nature, as the means of the impartation of life. The
evangelist now adds the next part, how Jesus testified to

himself also as the light.^ For this purpose he brings

forward the announcements which belong here. The most

decided testimony of this kind falls exactly at a time in

which the contention between Jesus and the Jews appeared

in its greatest keenness, during his presence at the feast of

tabernacles at Jerusalem. The evangelist therefore can, at

one stroke, effect both designs to depict the progress of the

historical relation between Jesus and the Jews, and to

present Jesus' self-proclamation. To the degree in which

the opposition becomes more keen, the self-witness of Jesus

as the light of the world becomes clearer. We may there-

fore conclude that there is a relation between the two.

Life is the essential blessing of salvation, and thereby

comes to meet the essential need, in order to satisfy it.

Light, on the other hand, is the essential form of salvation,

and thereby comes to meet the life-form of a salvationless

condition, in order to put itself in its place.^ That, however,

cannot take place without correction of, or rather condemna-

tion of, the opposite form of life. In consequence of this,

with the proclamation of salvation as light, there is neces-

sarily, presented an opposition to the real state of life,

which this proclamation finds to be existing,—an opposition

which does not arise in this way at the proclamation of

salvation as life. It is therefore said of the light, that it

punishes the works of darkness ; compare iii. 2 0. Where,

now, this proclamation of salvation strikes upon an un-

prepared and unwilling state, the former must call forth

the opposition of the latter in a constantly stronger way,

because the former contains in itself a condemnation of the

reality which conies to meet it. And according to the

measure in which the actual character of life opposes itself

to that proclamation, the latter constantly assumes more

decidedly the form of the punishing light. By this means

^ Compare Stier, Redcn Jesu, 3d ed., Baimeu and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv.

p. 324 f.

- Oil these conceptions, compare vol. i. p. 269, on i. 5.
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it receives to an entirely peculiar degree, a deciding and

dividing power.

Upon the ground of the consideration of these practical

relations, the peculiar character of the section with which

we now have to deal explains itself very readily. We are

at once brought into this connection of thought in the

seventh chapter, as is proved by Jesus' words at vii. 7,

that he testifies to the world the salvationless condition of

its actual life, and that he is on that account the object of

their hatred. These words, which strongly recall iii, 1 9 ff.,

allow us at the same time to perceive the mood of Jesus,

and show that he was aware of the situation and of the

station to which the history had advanced.

We have seen^ that this middle section of the second part

is threefold : chapter vii. ; chapter viii. ; chapters ix.-x. It

is again a drama in miniature. The seventh chapter shows

us the new resumption of the conflict. The eighth chapter

depicts it at its height. And from the ninth chapter

onwards, Jesus, not without speaking a word of judgment

upon his opponents, withdraws more and more, at first from

the dispute, and soon from Jerusalem itself. Thus, exter-

nally viewed, the Jews remain upon the field of battle.

But they are condemned, while the church of Jesus forms

itself in the distance.

VII. 1-52. Jesui Meeting tvith the Unbelief of the Jews at

Jerusalem.

This chapter falls into three parts: (1.) vers. 1-13
; (2.)

vers. 14-39
; (3.) vers. 40-52.

(1.) Verses 1-13.

This first division leads us at once into the situation.

Jesus stands in the midst of a world of unbelief; even his

brethren do not believe on him. But the centre of the

unbelief is Jerusalem. Since, then, the evangelist desires to

show us the development of the conflict, he draws forth,

from the mass of historical material, the encounter of Jesus

1 See vol. i. p. 205 f.
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with the Tinbelief of Israel at Jerusalem. "With such

presuppositions we shall be able to appropriate to ourselves

the good remarks with which Baur introduces his discussion

of chapters vii.-x. It is impossible to see why, because of

that purpose, these events in Jerusalem must have been

invented and could not have been picked out—we have here

no occasion to enter more closely into the relation to the

synoptic account. Moreover, Baur's declaration is refuted

by the one fact, that Jesus before this had already appeared

in Jerusalem, and, according to our evangelist, worked after

this in Jerusalem.^

^ Verse 1.

The narrative intends to call attention to the fact that

Jesus did not seek the conflict, but let it come to him.

The imperfects irepieirdrei and e^rjTovv ('walked' and 'sought')

show that both his activity in Galilee and the hatred and

the murderous purpose of the Jews were something lasting.

Herewith the time of a longer activity in Galilee is hinted

at by the evangelist himself. In this clear manner he

betrays that he has only made a choice, and knew quite

well other gospel material from the Galilean residence.

If Jesus, moreover, selected Galilee in order to avoid the

hatred of the Jews, he would probably not have remained

at Jerusalem after the feast. He merely made a festal

visit to Jerusalem. Why should he at such an early point

entirely break off his Galilean activity ? Therefore he

first of all returned again to Galilee. If, however, this

visit was only a temporary interruption of the Galilean

activity, the synoptists could well let it pass in silence.

Towards the latter part of the year, then—we shall have to

assume—he left Galilee for ever, because his time approached

its end. At the middle of the winter, towards the close of

the year, he appears in Jerusalem, x. 22 ff. From there he

withdrew to Perea, where he spent the quarter of a year

until the last passover.

According to his custom, the evangelist opens this account

^ Compare also Hauff, Studien und KrltUcen, 1849, p. 124 ff. ; aud Bey-

scUag, Studien und Kritiken, 1874, pp. 650, 669 f.
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witli fiera ravra {' after these things ')} For fjiera TavTa

is not to be put after •jrepieTruret 6 'Irjcrova- (' Jesus walked '),

as the received text has it, but before, as s B C D have it.

We may hesitate as to whether we should read kui {' and
')

before /neTo, rama, with B and the majority, or whether we

should erase it, with X. , If we read Kai, then the subse-

quent mention of the Galilean residence is thereby knit

more closely to the preceding report. But for that very

reason it was an easy matter for copyists to add it. The

evangelist is content with the general formula : fiera raina,

and leaves it to the reader to perceive, by a comparison

of what precedes and what follows, that half a year of

Galilean activity is comprehended in it. As we see, the

evangelist knows well, and presupposes as known to his

readers, such a residence ; but he does not desire to make

it the object of his narrative, because he hastens to the

decision of the fate of Jesus.

In each case, for Galilee as well as for Judea, the evan-

gelist writes irepcn-arelv {' to walk '), which is a frequently

used designation of his for Jesus' activity in His calling

;

compare Baumgarten-Crusius on i. 36. For he would not

walk in Judca— this assumes or implies that his most

natural sphere of work would have been in Judea (Baum-

garten-Crusius, against Meyer). The evangelist thereby

recalls the fact that Jesus first appeared there, and was

only compelled to leave Judea by the hostility of the Jews.

Hence, then, every new presence in Judea will have as its

result a renewal of that hostility, and will finally bring

about the catastrophe. Jesus, however, wished to put it off

as long as possible. Therefore : he did not wish to walk

in Judea, because the Jews sought to hill him. This does not

mean a practical conduct, but their continuing disposition,

from V. 16, 18 onwards. 'The Jews' are, according to

John's manner, those who represent the people in its

opposition to Jesus, and for the most part the official heads

of the people are intended by the phrase, and they were to

be sought in Jerusalem as the hearth of the opposition.

1 See vol. i. p. 26.
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Verse 2.

This verse leads to what follows (Be, ' now '). It was the

approach of the feast of tabernacles which gave occasion

both to the demand on the part of Jesus' brethren and to

Jesus' subsequent journey to Jerusalem. The feast of

tabernacles—niasn in^ Lev. xxiii. 34-36, 39-43; compare

Ex. xxiii. 16; Deut. xvi. 13-15, a-KrjvorrrjyLa ; also in

Josephus— lasted seven days, from the fifteenth to the

twenty-first of the seventh month, Tisri, October. An eighth

day, the twenty-second, was further celebrated as a closing

festival (n^^'J^), like the first day, with a sabbath rest and a

holy convocation. The feast served as a thankful remem-
brance of the gracious protection afforded by Jehovah to the

nation upon its wanderings through the desert, and at the

same time it was a joyous celebration of the harvest then

completed with the gathering in of the fruit and wine. It

therefore was considered by the Jews after the exile to be

the greatest and most glorious feast, and its celebration was

distinguished by various customs: (1) By an arbitrary

interpretation of Lev. xxiii. 40, those who visited the feast

carried in the left hand a lemon, and in the right hand a

palm-branch {^7^^), bound with sprays of willow and myrtle.

(2) At every morning-offering, a priest, amid music and

songs of praise, poured into two perforated vessels on the

west side of the altar, water which he had drawn in a

golden pitcher from the fountain of Siloah ; compare Isa.

xii. 3. (3) On the evening of the first day of the feast

—

according to later rabbinic accounts, on each of the seven

days—there was an illumination in the court of the women
by means of great golden candelabra, accompanied by a

torch-dance before them.^

Verse 3.

The more joyful this feast was, at which the people were

always accustomed to gather in great multitudes at Jeru-

salem, the more easy it is to understand why Jesus' brethren

^ Compare Keil, Handbuch der hiblischen Archdologie, § 85, Frankfort-on-

the-Main and Erlangen 1858, vol. i. p. 412 ff.
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called upon him to go also to the feast. As to the brethren

of Jesus, compare what is said at ii. 12. In directing that

call to him, they support it with the words : that thy disciples

also may see the works that thou doest. They do not deny

that he does wonderful works, or consider it a mere report

(Baumgarten-Crusius), or problematical (Tholuck). On the

contrary, it is just because he does them that he ought to

go thither, so as to do them there too, and win for himself

recognition. Jesus has not ceased his miraculous activity
;

he is rather in the very midst of it, as the present iroteccr

(' doest ') shows. But he works in such a way that his

disciples do not see it. Hence at that time he cannot have

wrought in such publicity as would otherwise have been

expected (Meyer also). This agrees with the picture which

we gain from the synoptists, according to which, after the

crisis of the passover of that year (compare what was said

at vi. 6 6), Jesus withdrew himself from the public stage

more towards the border lands, and devoted himself to his

disciples, in the narrower sense, exclusively ; we see him in

the north-west, in the neighbourhood of Tyre and Sidon,

Matt. XV. 21, Mark vii. 24; and in the north-east, Mark
vii. 31.

If we may here presuppose these circumstances, the

appeal of the brethren gains from this point of view so

much the more light. They do not find the proper pub-

licity in Jesus' working. His ' disciples ' see too little of

it. By this must here be meant, not the twelve, but the

wider circle of disciples, all followers of Jesus. It does

not refer to the followers he had won for himself in Judea,

recalling iv, 1 (Godet, similarly I also in the previous edi-

tion). The evangelist might perhaps think of these, but the

brethren of Jesus would not, because they proceed from

their Galilean observations. If it be said that they thought

of vi. 6 6 (Godet), and made a malicious (Bruckner), or at

at least a contemptuous (Stier) allusion to it, we must

remember that Jesus had found ' disciples ' in Galilee,

and kept them in spite of the defection of so many. We
need not therefore think of the Judean disciples merely

(thus most freq[uently understood), and by no means of those
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yet to be acquired (Baur). Nor need we supply in thought

an e'/cei (' there '), and assume that the expression is not

exact. Still less do we have to suggest that the reading

is false (Llicke). His followers are, however, now all in

Jerusalem, with the rest of the nation. He therefore is to

transfer to that point the scene of his activity. They say

:

into Juclea, for that is the chief province. Doubtless at

the same time they think of the heads of the nation. It

is the approval of these leaders alone that finally gives the

decision. Hence he must seek for recognition there, and

not in the out of the way corners of Galilee.

Verse 4.

The brethren of Jesus urge their demand by pointing to

the internal contradiction in which Jesus' actions and claims

stand towards each other : For no man doetli anything in

secret—as seems to them to be the case with Jesus

—

and

yet himself seeheth, for his person {avro, B, can only be a mis-

take in copying for avroa), to he known openly. Tlappijaia,

from irav and prjcna-, in contrast with dpprjcrca, ' silentium,'

' silence,' designates primarily an openness in speaking which

keeps nothing back ; compare xviii. 20, x. 24; from this

it is transferred to a manner of conduct in which a man
does not keep himself back, but comes forward freely ; com-

pare xi, 54; Wisdom v. 1. It does not denote that which

is undaunted and bold in contrast with that which is shy

(Meyer), but that which is open in contrast with that which

is concealed. Christ does not desire, as to his person, to

be a hidden man, but to be one known in the recognition of

all men, and therefore he should make his action to be, not

a hidden one, iv Kpvrmw, but an open one. It is true that

avToa- names the person in contrast with the action (Meyer),

"and does not merely resume the subject again (Llicke,

Tholuck). Jesus' brethren call upon him to remove that

contradiction.

From this it follows that el ravra 'Troieia is intended, not

problematically or doubtingly (Tholuck, Llicke, De Wette,

Bruckner), but logically. If thou do these things, if thy

action consists in such deeds as thou executest,— ravja
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iroieta (' do these things ') looks back unmistakably to za

epja aov a iroieia (' the works that thou doest '),

—

7naJce thy-

self and thy person known to the world. Bengel says :
' Mains,

inquiunt, theatrum quaere ' (' Seek, they say, a greater stage').

The whole world is assembled there at Jerusalem at the

feast ; what occurs there has general importance. The
' world ' is to be understood according to the sphere of

vision of Jesus' brethren. The motive for their appeal is

not to be sought in an ordinary selfishness and desire of

gain (Liicke), although they may nevertheless have thought

that, in case of the public recognition of their brother, some

advantage would accrue to them and to the whole family.

The fact is, that they also are like the rest of the Jews.

They desire the revelation and communion of the kingdom

of heaven by means of a sensible display of miracles, and

not of moral belief upon the person of the salvation. The

former, not the latter, is their aim in their appeal.

Verse 5.

Hence the evangelist can say of them that they did not

believe, although they owned the miracles of Jesus. OvBe,

not even his brethren helievcd in him, though it must have

been the most easy thing for them. But doubtless they

did not believe, just because they stood so near to him.

They must first be convinced of the essential distinction

between him and them. After the resurrection of Jesus

we find them among the believers, Acts i. 1 4. Their unbe-

lief, moreover, offers us no conclusions as to ' the condemna-

tion of the miraculous account, in Matthew and Luke, of

what happened before the birth of Jesus and during his

childhood ' (against Meyer, ver. 3), for these events were

not the subject of common family speech' Jesus' glory

wore at first still the purely moral form, and hence demanded
for its recognition a moral posture towards it. That they

lacked. What the evangelist here says of their unbelief

does not denote merely weakness of belief or a temporary

lack of belief (Hengstenberg, Lange), but an enduring posi-

tion towards Jesus. We are not to read, with D L, iiri-

(TTeva-av, but irri<nevov [the former a momentary, the latter a
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continuing state of (un)belief]. By this the possibility of

their being disciples is absolutely excluded, because disciple-

ship calls for the opposite position towards Jesus. On the

contrary, they belong to the world, they condemn Jesus

after the manner of the world, and they wish to lead him
into the ways of the world.

Through this phase, their suggestion obtains for Jesus

the form of a temptation. It is put before him, that, in

order to win recognition for himself and realization for the

kingdom of heaven, he should enter upon a way which is

not the divinely intended moral way, but which would be

like the way into which, according to the synoptic repre-

sentation of the story of the temptation, Satan also wished to

lead him. In the next place, he is to go his way upon his

own responsibility, without waiting for the time which the

Father should determine for his public seK-witness. This

explains Jesus' answer in the following verse.

Verse 6.

He will indeed cause himself to be saluted at Jerusalem

as the king of the kingdom of God ; but, on the one hand,

he will appear in a different manner from what they think

;

and, on the other hand, it is not yet the time for that appear-

ance. My time is not yet come, your time is alway ready.

His ' time ' is not merely the time to journey to the feast,

—

the word is much too emphatic for that,—but the right

point of time (6 Kaipoa) to reveal himself to the world, that

is, to present himself as the one whom he is. Hence it is

not the time of his passion, although that self-presentation

brought the passion upon him : Palm Sunday was followed

by Good Friday (Godet). But upon that very account he

must wait for the time appointed by God. His brethren

need make no such distinction of time. They can at any

time present themselves to the world as that which they are,

for they stand in unison with the essence of the world.

Verse 7.

They therefore do not have to expect the hatred of the

world, Ov hvvajai, (' cannot ') is put first : it cannot at all
;
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it is a moral impossibility for the world, for it would hate

its own. The discourse passes involuntarily over to the

ethical notion of 6 Koa-fioa: It is a matter of course that

the world, spoken of in the fourth verse, bears in itself this

ethical character. Jesus, on the contrary, is not only not

of the world, but he punishes it even for its corresponding

moral conduct. Its works are irovqpd {' evil '), because it is

e/c Tov irovijpov (' of the evil one
') ; compare 1 John v. 19.

MaprvpS), ' insigne opus Christi ' (' I testify,' ' a special

work of Christ's,' Bengel), which has passed over from him

to his spirit of testimony, xvi. 8, and to his witnesses.

Hence these also have the same lot to expect. Bengel says

:

' Christianos quoque aut summo amore prosequuntur homines

aut summo odio. Qui omnibus semper placent, sibi merito

suspecti esse debent. . . . Mundi opera mala esse, ipsi

mundani fatentur omnes ; at se ipsum excipere nemo non

conatur ' (' Men follow Christians also either with the

greatest love or with the greatest hatred. Those who always

are acceptable to every one should justly be suspected by

themselves. . . . Even men of the world agree that the

works of the world are evil, but no one attempts to attend

to his own case ').

Verse 8.

They therefore are to go to the feast (without ravTijv, K

B D, etc.) : / go not up to this feast ; for my time is not yet

full come. Most of the manuscripts, including B, have ovTrco

ava^aivQ) (' I go not up yet '), while i< D and others have

ovK dva^aivco {' I go not up '), as also the most of the ver-

sions, Epiphanius, Cyril, Chrysostom, Augustine, Jerome,

and even Porphyrius, read ; the last-named accused Jesus

of ' inconstantia ' ('inconstancy') on that very account

(related by Jerome). Probably they changed ovk into

ovTTO) ('not' into 'not yet'), in order to ward off this

reproach. Meyer thinks that Jesus did indeed change his

purpose, and so think Bleek^ and Baumgarten-Crusius.

But aside from the fact that it is true here, no less than in

^ Bleek, Beitrage zur Evangelien-Kritik (also : Beilrdge zur Einleiiung und
Auslegung der heiligen Schri/t, vol. i. ), Berlin 1846, p. 106.
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vi. 6, that lie knew what he would do, Jesus' words, ' I go

not up to this feast,' sound entirely too decidedly like a

refusal, to be used to designate only a purpose, which in

a few days would perhaps be exchanged for another. We
must entirely refuse, as too nearly bordering on sophistry,

the explanation which emphasizes the present and supplies

in thought a vvv C now ') : not now, but in a few days

(Chrysostom, Bengel—' non jam vobiscum,' ' not now" with

you,' although he adds the more correct point :
' uti vos

suadetis ut specter,' ' as you are urging that I may be seen,'

—Liicke, Olshausen, Tholuck, Stier ^) ; the explanation

which takes ovk in the sense of outtco (De Wette) ; and the

one which emphasizes the feast : Jesus did not visit the

feast itself (Lange), or not in the legally prescribed way
(Ebrard).

The answer is determined by the appeal. Jesus' brethren

had not called upon him to a festal visit as such, but to

visit the feast with public Messianic self-presentation. Jesus

refuses this, repeating the preceding words,^ yet in such a

way as not merely to say : ela- ttjv eopi-rjv (' to the feast '),

but he adds with emphasis ravrrjv (' this
')

; compare also

Godet. He will not at this feast go up to and enter into

Jerusalem in the way they suppose. The context affords

necessarily this 'in the way they suppose.' And ravjriv

contains the contrast, that it will probably occur at another

feast, though even then not exactly in the sense they think

of. ' Unus jam proprie ascensus, ad pascha passionis.

Domino erat propositus : de hoc per aenigma loquitur' (' One

ascent in especial, unto the passover of the passion, was in

the Lord's view ; he speaks of this in an enigma,' Bengel).

This disposes of Porphyrins' objection cited above, and as

well of Bruno Bauer's suggestion of Jesuitry, and of Baur's

of invention, in order to save the appearance of Jesus' inde-

pendence. That the future festal visit stands before Jesus'

soul, the visit which is to bring about the decision, is clear

from the reason given : for my time, is not yet full come

;

these words point to that decisive future. Godet recalls

' stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 332.

^ See vol. i. p. 25.
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fitly Jesus' answer to the demand of his mother at Cana.

There also, by the ' hour,' Jesus means the time of the

decisive revelation in the future.

Vekses 9, 10.

Jesus therefore let the feast-pilgrims and his brethren go

up to the feast, while he himself {avroa, k ; avTotu, B) still

remained in Galilee. Only after that did he also start off

to fulfil his religious duty, but in such a way as to avoid

all observation.

The first point, then, to be remarked in this report is,

that Jesus attempts as far as possible to avoid a conflict

with Israel. The next point is, that he for this reason

does not yet testify to himself publicly in Jerusalem as

the one whom he is, because this testifying would excite

conflict. The third point is, then, that for this reason he is

led to go to Jerusalem silently and in concealment, and

that in this very thing it is shown that Israel has fallen

under condemnation for unbelief. Because they would

not recognise him, they shall also not be able to recognise

him.

This ov cjjavepwcT aXX ooa {wcr is lacking in N D, but is

elsewhere preponderatingly attested) ev KpvTTTu> (' not openly,

but as it were in secret,' ver. 10) has been explained by
Baur ^ and Hilgenfeld ^ in a singular exegesis, as a docetic

change of form, or at least one bordering on docetism.^

They believe they can extend it also to the stay in Jeru-

salem, and for this refer, besides, to the alleged traces of it

in vi. 19, viii. 59, x, 39. This is utterly arbitrary. The
extension of the alleged docetic veiling or changing of form

to his stay in Jerusalem is in no way confirmed by the

text, nor is the explanation itself at all to be drawn philo-

logically from these words :
' He went to Jerusalem, not

openly before the eyes of men, but as one journeys when

' Baur, Kritische Unterstichungenuber die kanonischen Evangelien, Tubingen
1847, p. 166 f.

* Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehr-

hegriff dargestellt, Halle 1849, p. 244,
=* Baur, Vorlesungen uberneuteslamentUche Theologie, Hamburg 1864, p. 367.

LUTH. II. O JOHN.
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lie desires to travel and to arrive in concealment.' He
therefore doubtless avoided meeting people on the road,

and took care not to enter the city in the day-time. The

text says nothing about another way (De Wette), perchance

through Samaria (Wieseler and Hengstenberg, according to

Luke ix. 51 f.).

The combination of this journey with Luke ix. 51, where

Jesus sends disciples before him, or above all with Luke

X. 1, where Jesus sends out the seventy, is entirely imten-

able. These journeys were (pavepwa aW oi5^ wa iv KpvTrrS

(' openly, and not as it were in secret'). This combination

is based upon a failure to understand the alleged account

of journeys in Luke ix.-xviii. In fact, this middle third of

Luke's gospel is not an account of travels, but a collection

of discourses, with the addition of the historical circum-

stances under which the various words were spoken.

Nor is this journey to the feast of tabernacles identical

with Matt. xix. 1 (against Meyer). For we have no reason

to assume that Jesus did not return again from Jerusalem

to Galilee, and that he did not first leave this province for

ever in order to pass the winter at Perea. For Jesus does

not transfer his activity from Galilee to Jerusalem with the

journey to the feast of tabernacles, but only interrupts it,

merely in order not to remain entirely at a distance from

the feast. His secret going up and arrival—what else is this

than a sign of the judgment under which Israel has already

begun to fall by its unbelief? The king of the kingdom

of heaven comes to them ; but their unbelief compels him

to come secretly.

Veese 11.

The utterances which follow in vers. 11-13 serve to

make us acquainted with the importance of this situation. I

do not consider it, as most exegetes seem to do (compare De
Wette, Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius, Stier, Meyer), a settled

thing that the seeking on the part of the Jews was a

decidedly hostile one. The Jews, indeed, are, as elsewhere,

meant in the sense of the hostile opposition, and not of the

whole people (Hengstenberg). But the seeking was occa-
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sioned only by the fact that they were accustomed before

to see Jesus at the feast in Jerusalem, and this time he was

not at hand. 'Where is that one ?' 'EKeivocr ('that one')

bears a contemptuous accent :
' he does not dare to let him-

self be seen any longer.'

Veese 12.

While 'the Jews' are settled in their decision about

Jesus, the o^oa- (' multitude '), especially the Galilean

throngs, are wavering. They have all been busy thinking

about him,

—

irokva- (' much'),—but they did not know what

they ought to think of him. Some declare him to be d<yadoa

(' good '), one who means all honourably, in contrast to the

seducer of the people, which the others take him to be,

that is, one who seeks only his own honour, etc. But it

was only a joyyvcr/noa; compare ver. 32, a low murmur,
' sermo non audens erumpere,' ' speech not venturing to

break forth/ Bengel.

Verse 13.

Hoivbeit no man spahc ojpenly of Mm, on account of the

fear of the Jews, which ruled in them. ' No one,' therefore

not merely those judging favourably (so commonly), but also

those judging unfavourably (Baumgarten-Crusius, Briickner,

Tholuck, Hengstenberg, Godet, Meyer). So long as the autho-

rities have not declared themselves officially, and the people

are not certain of the definitive decision of the authorities,

it seems prudent to refrain from every judgment, even from

an unfavourable one. This position of affairs, the hostility

of the authorities, the uncertainty of the decision, and the

fear on the part of the people to come out v^th their deci-

sion,—aU this shows that Israel advances to the judgment.

(2.) Verses 14-39.

This section is to be extended to ver. 39, and not, as is

usual (Godet also), to ver. 36. For ver. 37 ff. belongs to

the preceding proclamation, and ver. 40 ff. belongs to the

utterances mentioned in ver. 45 ff.

We perceived, from the fact that the Jews expected him
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at the feast, that it was his custom to go to Jerusalem to

the feasts. For this reason he went up now also. He
dared not prepare for his enemies the triumph, that they

might be able to represent him to the masses as one who
was afraid to come, and who therefore had no good con-

science, and no trust in God and in His support of his

cause.

Verse 14.

Now about the midst of the feast, therefore perhaps on the

fourth day ; compare above, ver. 2, the description of the feast.

If this journey belongs to the year 782 ' ab urbe condita,'

or 29 ' aerae Dionysii,' the feast fell upon the 11th to the

19 th of October, and the fourth day upon a Sabbath.-^ It

is, however, not necessary to assume this, since at the time

of the feast offerings were made in the temple, and the people

were gathered together, every day.^ It is hardly to be

supposed that Jesus had even earlier than this been present

in Jerusalem, concealed, and that he only now first appeared

in the temple (Meyer, appealing to ver. 10). There woidd

have been no reason for an earlier presence in concealment.

The evangelist shortens the account by leading Jesus at

once into the temple. Jesus could not stay in Jerusalem

and be silent. He desires to use the opportunity of teach-

ing, yet so that he does not directly provoke the conflict,

and at the same time does not avoid it through fear.

In consequence he did not offer a direct self-witness, but

gave his preaching a more general form, as we see from ver.

15. The Jews, here too the representatives of the opposi-

tion, wonder that he knows ypdfi^ara, that is, not the Old

Testament Scriptures, but ' literas,' ' letters,'—theological,

—

learning, Acts xxvi. 24, which was, it is true. Scripture

learning, without having enjoyed learned instruction. We
perceive by this that his teaching limited itself to exposi-

tion of the Scriptures, yet probably from the side of its

^ Wieseler, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evangelien, Hamburg 1843,

p. 309.

^ Compare Lichtenstein, Lehensgeschichte des Herrn Jesu Christi in chrono-

logischer Uebevsicht, Eriajigen 1856, p. 294.
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prophetic contents. He thus avoided what he wished to

avoid, and yet fulfilled his calling as a prophet of Israel

;

at the same time he made way for his self-witness.

Three periods of self-proclamation form the contents of

what follows. "Vers. 15-24: his doctrine is from the

Father ; he merely executes the Father's will, and is there-

fore blameless. Vers. 25-31 : he himself is also sent by

the Father, and comes from him. Vers. 32-39 : he returns

again to the Father, and that soon, by reason of the guilt

of the Jews ; his departure will be, to those who now will

not accept him, unto judgment ; to those who believe, unto

blessing. Thus this section divides itself in a simple way

both as to contents and as to outward form. Each of these

declarations is called forth by a certain act of questioning

on the part of the Jews.

Verse 15.

The words of the Jews, which led Jesus to his first

declaration, may not be taken as an ill-meant questioning of

his right to teach (Bruckner). Were that so, why should we

have iOavfia^ov ('marvelled') and ttojcx olSev {' how knoweth'),

instead of iyoyjv^ov (' murmured') and SiSdaKet (' teaches') ?

It is the power of his words which compels this sign of

involuntary astonishment even from his Pharisaical oppon-

ents (Meyer). The scribes, at any rate, knew that he had

not passed through their schools, as Paul later did with

Gamaliel, and they saw it also in his method of teaching;

compare Matt. vii. 29. Bengel says: ' Non usus erat

schola. Character Messiae ' C He had not used a school.

Mark of the Messiah '). And yet they must recognise him

as learned in the Scriptures ! Their wonder, however, is

a morally worthless one. It does not permit itself to be

affected by the contents of his teaching, but merely puts

before itself the riddle of its origin. Instead, therefore, of

allowing that recognition, wrung from their conscience, to

be a leader to the recognition of the spirit and of the person

of Jesus, it only serves them as a means of most thoroughly

barring themselves off from this one who is not qualified to

speak. The progress of the history to which we are at once
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brought, is the gradual hardening of the Jews against the

truth which accredited itself to their knowledge and con-

science; with this belongs the judgment of hardening.

This explains to us how the Lord in the course of events

can call them directly the children of the devil

Verse 16.

Jesus connects his reply with the involuntary recognition,

that is to say, with the manifestation of conscience, in order

to lead it over to the positive recognition of his doctrine

and of himself. By the effect of his exposition of the

Scriptures, they are even ^ now made capable of understand-

ing and accepting the words of his doctrine, ver. 16, because

this is the only possible solution of the problem at which

they have arrived. Jesus' ovic eariv ifi^ (' is not mine
')

is explained by the contrast to their question. They had

conceived him in the conditionality of human being, which

conditionality he shared with all. Jesus takes himself now
also in the same way, and denies that this human nature is

the source of his doctrine. If he had not learned from

others that which he taught, he could, humanly, only have

invented it. What essential change would that make, and

how would the impression of his words be sufficiently

explained by that ? Jesus places the divine origin over

against the human, even in the form of originality ; com-

pare viii. 28, xiv. 24, For Jesus speaks in the first place

of the origin and not of the ' substance and character of his

doctrine' (De Wette). But, of course, the latter also is

determined by the former. ' Pater me docuit,' ' The Father

hath taught me.' ' If we may speak humanly about it,

his heavenly Father read to him a " collegium privatissi-

mum," and that upon no authors.'^

^ Bengel in Wacliter, Beitrdge zu J. A. BengeVs Schr'fterTclarung . . . aus

handschri/tlichen Avfzeichnungen mitgetheilt, Leipzig 1865, p. 125.

[ ' Collegium privatissimum ' is a technical term for the most private

exercises at a German university. * Public ' lectures may he visited, and

that without paying, by any matriculated student. ' Private ' lectures, by

any matriculated student who pays the fee for them. ' Most private ' lec-

tures or exercises are, as a rule, only open to such as receive permission on

personal application to the professor, and are often, in the case of small
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Verse 17.

The moral way alone aids in securing such knowledge.

The deXeiv (' willing ') of men must correspond to the

Oekrjfia (' will ') of God. ' Suavis harmonia. Voluntas

caelestis excitat primum voluntatem humanam deinde haec

ilU occurrit ' (' Delightful harmony. The heavenly will first

arouses the human will : thereupon the latter hastens to

meet the former/ Bengel). The way of knowledge is

that of conscience, for it rests with the will.^ The will,

the heart, is throughout decisive. We do not will as we
think, but we think as we will. We must desire to do the

will of God, if we wish to come to sure knowledge concern-

ing the question of Jesus' doctrine and its origin.

What will of God is it that Jesus here means ? It has

been referred to the will of the Creator as it is known in

the conscience to all men, Eom. i. 19 ff., as the presup-

position of the revelation of salvation and of the relation

of salvation— thus my first edition, Godet, and at least

included by Meyer and Stier, Others refer it to the

revelation of God in the Old Testament (Bengel, Tholuck,

Hengstenberg) ; or to the demand for belief made by Christ—
' fides praecedit intellectum ' (' faith precedes understand-

ing ')—(thus Augustine, Luther, Lampe :
' lex fidei,' ' law of

faith '), as it were a ' belief on trial.' But belief cannot be

the presupposition of the certainty of the divine origin of

Jesus' doctrine, since it cannot exist at all without this.

Those explanations are opposed by the fact that the ques-

tion here is not as to God in general, but as to Him who
' sent ' Christ, therefore as to the New Testament revelation.

Hence we have no right to understand it generally of all

classes, held in the professor's own study. The ' upon no authors ' refers to

the custom, in such societies, of studying a particular author ; as, for example,

here at Leipzig in the last semester, winter 1876-77, Professor Harnack's
society dealt with the Muratori Fragment and with Eusebius' Church History,

and in the present summer semester, 1877, is dealing with the Letters of
Ignatius. Men of high rank have at times taken ' collegia privatissima ' as

more consistent with dignity than lectures heard in class.—C. K. G.]
' Compare Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv.

p. 338.
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grades and forms of revelation together (thus especially

Meyer). Moreover, the thing treated of is not the definite

religious contents of the New Testament revelation, as it

is the object of belief, but of this revelation merely as the

utterance of God's will to men, with which the posture of

the will of men must correspond.

The emphasis does not rest on OeXrjfia ('will'), but on

Oekeiv (' to will
') ; we must ' will,' we must assume inwardly

the right moral posture towards the revelation of God in

Christ, if we desire to attain unto the certainty and know-

ledge of belief. Jesus here emphasizes the moral origin of

belief, as in the corresponding passages before ; compare on

iii. 21, vi. 44. 'Here also the matter in hand is an inner

moral posture of will towards the revelation of salvation,

and not aside from it and outside of its sphere ; therefore

this is a posture of will, which has this revelation of salva-

tion as its presupposition, in which it is true there is no

consideration of the way in which such a direction of will

is reached.' ^ Such a one will know whether (jrorepov . . .

?7 classic, only found here in the New Testament) God or

he himself, considered as isolated in himself, is the source

of his doctrine.

Verse 18.

This verse proves that the former is the case. For the

aim and the origin correspond to each other. He who
speaks only from himself, has also only himself in thought

and for his aim. ' Syllogismus : qui a se ipso loquitur,

suam quaerit, falsus et injustus, gloriam ; atqui Jesus non

suam, sed enim Patris, a quo missus est, gloriam quaerit.

Ergo Jesus non loquitur a se ipso, sed verus et fide dignus

est ' (' Syllogism : he who speaks of himself, false and un-

just, seeketh his own glory ; Jesus, however, seeketh not his

own glory, but that of the Father by whom he was sent.

Therefore Jesus speaketh not of himself, but is true and

worthy of belief,' Bengel). Every one who desires to see

perceives in him his pure devotion to his calling, which

shows that he is concerned not for vainglory, but exclu-

^ Compare Luthardt, Die Lehre vomfreien Willen, Leipzig 1S63, p. 420.
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sively for God's cause. That is the point in which his

brethren wronged him ; they held him to be a <}>l\68o^o(t

{' one desirous of honour '), whereas they might easily have

perceived the opposite in him. Jesus utters a general

proposition (6 Be ^tjtcov k.tX., ' he that seeketh/ etc.) in

order to draw the conclusion, yet in such a way that this

conclusion can only be applied to him. O ^tjtmv rrjv Bo^av

Tov Treixy^avToa avrov {' he that seeketh his glory that sent

him ') :
' duo hie includuntur : missum esse, et gloriam eius

qui misit quaerere. Hoc illius criterium. Ovtoo; hie

demum, aKrjd/ja verus et pro vero habendus ' (' two things

are included in this : to be sent, and to seek the glory of

him who sent. The latter is the criterion of the former.

" This one," this one at length, " true," true and to be held

as true,' Bengel). This fact, that he seeks only the Father's

Bo^a (' glory '), is undeniable : hence the other point follows

necessarily^ namely, that he speaks the truth, and in general

that there is nothing unrighteous in him.

Verse 19.

He now contrasts with this, the conduct of the Jews

towards the will of God revealed to them in the law. It is

unnecessary to assume a discourse or a transaction occur-

ring in the meantime (Olshausen). How much less right

have they, then, to wish to express and even to execute a

sentence of condemnation against him ! Did not Moses give,

you the laio ? And none of you doeth the laio. This is

the right punctuation, with the first mark of interrogation

after the first tov vofiov {' the law '). This makes the second

clause more important. Jesus turns from the defence to

the accusation. ' Moses ' is said with emphasis : the servant

of God, by whom they therefore received' the law as a

revelation of the will of God. ' The law ' here means the

whole law, and not merely a part of it, say the sixth com-

mandment, or the command about the Sabbath (thus Godet).

He declares it as an unquestionable fact, that no one of

them fulfils the legal will of God. How, therefore, can

they, the transgressors of the law, place themselves as

officers of the law against him the alleged Sabbath-breaker,
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whose acts are nevertheless the fulfilment of the will of

God ? Wliy do ye seek to hill vie ? It is an act of love

when Jesus thus speaks straight out to the Jews their

murderous purpose. Perhaps they may be horrified at

their own thought, and so may give it up.

Verse 20.

But those who are occupied with this purpose now desire

to know nothing of it, and hence they let the others, who
really know nothing of it, speak for themselves. This speech

seems to the crowd the words of madness, only explicable

on the supposition that a demon is presenting to his fancy

horrible pictures, which in reality are nothing at all : Thou

hast a devil : ivho goeth about to Jdll thee ?

Verse 21.

Jesus' answer apparently leaves out of consideration the

words of the ox^oa ('multitude,' ver. 20), but replies to

them indirectly, by reminding the surprised people of the

transaction, v. 2 ff., which had called forth the astonish-

ment of all of them, and the murderous thought of the

Jews, V. 16, ' Hierosolymis videntur alii fuisse insidiatores,

alii id scisse, ver. 25, et ii qui hie loquuntur ab iis fuisse

remotiores, nee tamen intus meliores. Jesus ostendit, se

profundius eos nosse, et hoc radio eos penetrat ' (' at Jeru-

salem some seem to have been plotters, others to have

known that, ver. 25, and those who here speak seem to

have been more remote from them, and yet not to

have been be ter at heart. Jesus showed that he knew

them very thoroughly, and pierces them with this ray,'

Bengel). He has done only one work in Jerusalem,

namely, since he had left this and Judea, and, on the other

hand, made Galilee the scene of his activity
;
previous to

that he had done more, ii. 23. This ev ('one'), therefore,

is contrasted with the many in Galilee. The healing the

sick man on the Sabbath is meant. They could neither

forget nor forgive this supposed breach of the Sabbath. It

formed the starting-point for the hostility.^ Gavfxd^eTe is

» See above, p. 98 f.
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to be understood accordingly ; it is not wonder, but indignant

surprise, estrangement, and offence, that he could do such

a thing on the Sabbath. This was general : irdprea- {' all ').

''Ev and Travrecr correspond to each other. The ' one ' deed

called forth such general surprise. But they should only

think what position circumcision holds towards the Sabbath

;

then they will understand aright the relation of his miracle

of healing to the Sabbath.

Verse 22.

This verse develops the thought. According to John's

usual manner, compare v. 16, 18, vi. 65, viii. 47, x. 17,

Bca TovTo (' therefore ;' improperly omitted by n) is to be

connected, not with 6avfxd^eT€ (' marvel
;

' thus almost all

later commentators connect it, Hengstenberg and Godet

also), but with what follows (Chrysostom, Bengel, Meyer).

In the former connection it would drag in a superfluous

way. Moreover, ver. 22 is not then to be taken as a

question, so that Bta rovro would refer back to Oavfid^eiv :

' was it for this purpose, namely, that you should assume

such a position towards my Sabbath-healing, that Moses

gave you circumcision, and ye circumcise,' etc.? in which

ovx OTL . . . Trarepwv (' not because . . . fathers ') is a paren-

thesis (thus Meyer earlier). On the contrary, the sentence

proceeds in an entirely simple way, ov;^ otl being the

correlative of hta tovto (Cyril, Bengel, Meyer). The reason

is given doubly, after John's method, first negatively and

then positively.^ The circumcision which Moses appointed

was given by him not as an outflow from the Mosaic legal

order, but as an ordinance from the fathers. ' Amplificatur

dignitas circumcisionis, respectu sabbati, quo ilia fit anti-

quior adeoque potior ' (' The dignity of circumcision in

comparison with the Sabbath is enlarged, in that the former

is more ancient and so more excellent than the latter,'

Bengel). Jesus, moreover, names the fathers, not Abraham

;

for he does not wish to compare Abraham with Moses, ' but

the economies themselves, the Mosaic and the patriarchal,

with each other. The matter dealt with is not the prero-

1 See vol. i. p. 41 f.
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gative of persons, but of the time.'^ Hence circumcision

stands higher than the Sabbath,

The intention is not merely to emphasize the more exact

holiness of that custom (for example, Meyer). Still less is

it to call attention to the slight holiness of circumcision,

because that rite 'was only an old tradition' (Godet, even

Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald), which is entirely impossible.

As little is it merely a historical remark on the part of

Jesus (Tholuck, Hengstenberg) or of the evangelist (Llicke),

which would be altogether superfluous. Nor is the rela-

tivity of the Sabbath commandment to be proved by the

one exception (thus commonly). The two economies, the

old patriarchal and the Mosaic, therefore probably (against

Meyer) that of the promise and that of the law, are con-

trasted by Jesus, as by Paul, Gal. iii. 17. Circumcision is

the sign of the covenant of promise, which precedes the

sign of the Sinaitic covenant, the sign of saving communion

with God. For only ' by means of circumcision is a man
received into the covenant, within which alone the blessing

of the Sabbath rest can be imparted to him ' (Besser and

Burger in their popular expositions, following Lampe).

Hence circumcision, taken up into the law, precedes the

Sabbath,

Verse 23.

Accordingly, when the eighth day falls on a Sabbath, the

circumcision is performed on the Sabbath (as Schiirer says :"^

* One of the numerous features which prove that the fourth

evangelist knows the Jewish circumstances exactly '), so

that the law of Moses, which commands the circumcision on

the eighth day, may not be broken. For 'iva tirj ('that

not ') is to remain in its proper meaning, and not, against

' the language, to be changed into ' without that ' (for

^ Lampe, Commentarius analytico-exegetkus evanrjela secundum Joannem,

Amsterdam 1726, vol. ii, j). 328: 'sed ipsas oeconomias Mosaicam etpatri-"

archalem inter se conferre. Non hie de personarum, sed de temporis age-

batur praerogativa.

'

^ Schiirer, Lehrbuch der neutestamentUchen ZeitgeschicJde, Leipzig 1874,

p. 489. See also Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel,

Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 172 f.
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example, Bengel, Baumleiii), How can they then be angry be-

cause he has made an entire man sound on the Sabbath day ?

Jesus compares with circumcision his deed, that he 6\ov

avdpcoirov vyi-i] iTTolrjaev {' made an entire man well '). This

cannot be intended as a contrast of wounding and healing/

for Jesus puts his act into one category with circimicision.

On the same account, the contrast of the legal and of the

human interest (Baumgarten - Crusius) is not admissible.

The category intended is shown, not by the healing which

follows upon circumcision (Lampe), since not it but the

circumcision is the thing spoken of; nor by the medicinal

aim (Liicke), of which neither law nor Jew thought f—
but by the importance and meaning of circumcision in the

history of salvation. It has a relation to the salvation of

man, but only as to one special side of it, namely, in so far

as his body serves for propagation, and directly in this place

needs purification.^

Jesus, on the other hand, has made the entire man well,

that is to say, has brought his whole bodily life into the

proper condition. "0\ov avOpwirov (' entire man ') is to be

thus referred to the body, and not to body and soul (for

example, Bengel, Olshausen). But this bodily healing is to

be taken in its correct meaning. It was a true health in so

far as it could and would be to the man the mean of appro-

priating the essential salvation (compare on v. 11, 14 f.),

and in so far as at the same time it should be a represen-

tation of this essential salvation itself. Accordingly, this

healing stands in one category with circumcision, and there-

fore also belongs to the saving revelation of God, to the

sphere of the gospel, which is above the law. Hence it is

admissible on the Sabbath, indeed it is a duty, as much as

circumcision.

^ Kling, Studien und Kritiken, 1836, p. 157 f.

^ Compare Keil, Handbuch der bihlischen Archaologie, Frankfort-on-the-

Main and Eiiangen 1858, vol. i. pp. 309, 310 f.

^ Compare Hofmann, Weissa(/unij und Erfullung im alien und im neuen

Testamente, Nordlingen 1841, voL i. p. 100 ; Baumgarten, Theologischer

Commentar zum alien Testament, Kiel 1843, vol. i, p. 200 f. ; Delitzsch,

Genesis, 4tli ed., Leipzig 1872, p. 327 f. j and Keil, ut supra, vol. i pp.

309, 310 f.
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Verse 24.

Jesus can therefore reproach the Jews with judging the

matter only according to the external appearance, and not

according to its essence and its meaning. Kar 6-\fnv (' accord-

ing to the appearance ') does not designate the countenance

of Christ, ' without form and comeliness,' in contrast to the

beaming face of Moses (Hengstenberg). Aside from the

arbitrary suppositions brought in, this is disproved by the

fact that 6-\lnv stands without the article (as at xi. 44,

Eev. i. 16, to which therefore Hengstenberg is wrong in

appealing). The meaning as the ordinary one: that which
lies before the eyes, forms the external appearance. As
to this external side, Jesus' healing might seem to be a

breach of tlie Sabbath, but they must judge quite other-

wise if they took the thing itself into account. But judge,

that which is due in this case, righteous judgment. Kplcriv

Kplveiv ('to judge judgment') is after the familiar Hebrew
manner of repeating the noun in the verb.^ If the aorist

Kplvare (x) is to be read instead of the present Kplvere

(B D L), a doubtful point, the expression becomes some-

what peremptory. The aorist denotes that which takes

place at once.^ This, however, seems less suitable here.

The fact that Jesus and the Jews think of a transaction

which had occurred a considerable time before, can only sur-

prise one who, in the first place, fails to observe to what extent

the appearance and the action of Jesus busied the thoughts

of the Jews, and how single acts of his in Jerusalem must
retain their place in memory the more easily the more rarely

he appeared at Jerusalem ; and who, in the second place,

does not consider that in the eyes of an Israelite a breach

of the Sabbath was no less than a crime worthy of death.

Jesua therefore, afe we have seen, in his whole exposition

proceeds from the principle, that both in his doctrinal

preaching and in his actions it is exclusively the Father's will.

that he is executing, and that accordingly his whole self-

1 See vol. i. p. 53.

2 Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentUchen Spracliidioms, § 43. 3. a,

7tli ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 293 f.
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presentation in both relations is determined by and has its

origin in God. He then turns this in such a way as to

convince his opponents of the unjustifiable character of their

conduct and of their disposition towards him,

Vekse 25.

Thus the discourse passes from his actions to his person.

Some take occasion {ovv, ' therefore ') of his bold self-vindi-

cation to express their thoughts about him. They are cha-

racterized as residents of the capital, distinguished not only

from the heads of the people, whose murderous plans they

know without sharing in them, but also from the Galilean

crowds, who are not acquainted with those plans of the

authorities. Thus clearly, as we perceive, does the situation

stand before the eyes of the evangelist in his memory.^

Verse 26.

Since they know the thoughts of their authorities, they

wonder that Jesus is permitted to speak so openly and

freely, without any one contradicting him. Have, then, the

authorities, the rulers, that is, the members of the Sanhedrim,

jperhaps really perceived that this is— oXtjOooo- (' truly
')

after ia-nv {' is ') is to be struck out

—

the Messiah ? Mrj

in questions for which a negative answer is presupposed

:

it is not so, is it ? This question is only raised, to be at

once cast aside as an impossibility.

Verse 27.

Hoivbeit we know this man whence he is; hut ivhen the

Messiah cometh, no one tvill know whence he is. According

to Jewish opinion, the descent of the Messiah, namely, not

his Davidic ancestry, but his closer family connection, was

to be unknown. He was to go forth from concealment.^

Doubtless this view was based on Mai. iii. 1 :
' shall suddenly

^ See vol. i. p. 230, and Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel,

Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 178.

^ See Schiirer, Lehrhuch der neutestamentUchen Zeitgeschichte, Leipzig ''rlt,^,

p. 585 ; and Lutliardt, ut supra, p. 172 f. Schiirer refers to Justir ^ iilart^r,

and to the Targum Jonathan on Micah iv. 8.
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come/ etc. They thought they knew Jesus' descent from

Mary and Josej)h too well for him to be the Messiah.

Verse 28.

This gives Jesus occasion to raise his voice instructing

in the temple^ crying aloud

—

eKpa^ev—for a weighty testi-

mony was now to be dealt with. Bengel says :
' clamores

quos edidit magnas habuere causas' (' the cries he put forth

had great causes '). Such an introduction of Jesus' testi-

mony by the evangelist is intended to enforce the impres-

sion of the Trapprjaia \a\el (' he speaketh boldly '), ver. 26.

The Lord had come into his temple, Mai. iii. 1. Ye both

know me, and ye know lohence I am. They did not know his

doctrine, whence he got it, though they imagined to them-

selves that he perhaps might himself have invented it. In

like manner, they did not know as to his person whence it

was, though they fancied that they did know. On account

of that imagination they did not receive the former, and on

account of this supposed knowledge they did not accept the

latter. They think they know Jesus' footsteps back to the

very beginning ; while the Messiah introduced by the raised

Elias will appear so suddenly, that they will merely be able

to say he is there, but not by what way he came.

Should we say that Jesus now concedes to them that

knowledge wliich they suppose themselves to possess ?

How can he say in one breath, that they knew his origin,

and that they do not know the Father from whom he has

come ? Jesus' reply, therefore, cannot in any case be

' simple earnest ' (compare De Wette), and just as little a

real ' concession ' (Meyer, and also Bengel). From Luther

and Calvin to Liicke, Tholuck, Stier,^ and even Godet, the

predominant explanation is that the words are ironical.

For myself, with Grbtius and Lampe, I think I must prefer

the interrogative way of taking it. Bengel says :
' Ironia

nunquam usum invenias dominum' ('you nowhere find that,

the Lord used irony'). It is true (Baumgarten-Crusius)

that this meaning does not lie in Kai (' and '),—an assump-

tion neither applicable nor necessary,—but Ka/jie, on the

1 stier, i!"den Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 354.
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other hand, does not hinder this way of taking the passage,

as Stier declares. The two clauses are placed in a causal

relation to each other by the close connection of the double

KuL They think they know the one thing in and with the

other. Hence Jesus can turn it round, so tliat with the

second he also denies the first.

He first turns himself against the "KoOev (' whence '), Baum-

garten-Crusius. Kal k.tX., ' et tamen a me ipso non veni, ut

vos putatis ' (' and yet I did not come of myself, as ye

tliink,' Bengel) ; that characteristically Johannean Kai} His

vocation comes from another, from one who is a right one,

not : a true one, ' verax,' akrjdy'^a (against Cyril, Chrysostom,

Theophylact, Euthymius, Lampe, Baumgarten-Crusius, Stier),

but a real one {a\7]6tv6(r denotes the reality of the idea),

namely, a real sender. For the subject belonging to this

attribute lies in the o irefi'^^aa- (' he that sent '), and is there-

fore Trefnrojv (' one sending'), Meyer. ^AXrjOLvoa is meant as

an attribute, and not absolutely, so that it might be a designa-

tion of God as the true (Olshausen, Hengstenberg), in which

case it must at least have the article. This one they do

not know, in spite of all their fancied knowledge of and

propriety in God, because they do not stand in ethical fellow-

ship with him. Hence they also do not know Jesus himself.

Verse 29.

He, however, knows him on the basis of the relation of

fellowship in which he stands towards him. For I am
from him, and he hath sent me. He is from him, as to

his person, and as well as to his vocation. His rela-

tion to God, therefore, is not merely the relation contained

in his sending, but an essential one. nap" avrov elfxi {' I

am from him') must denote something beyoild the limits

of that which follows, something going before it as a pre-

supposition, and lying at its foundation. He has received

the absolute vocation of God to humanity, only because he

is the one who is from the Father. That, therefore, is the

right knowledge of the 7r69ev ('whence'). He is from the

Father, both as to his being and as to his vocation. In

1 See vol. i. p. 43 f.

LUTH. II. P JOHN.
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these two phrases, then, Jesus comprehends, in the most

concentrated way, his entire self-witness.

Veese 30.

This and the next verse depict the whole situation in a

few words. The more the Jews are convinced by the in-

ternal testimony of their conscience, the more {ovv, ' then
')

their opposition, hatred, and murderous desires grow. In

this appears the- judgment of hardening, to which they

become more and more subject ; and at the same time the

fact appears that they dare not do what they wish to do,

but that Jesus' history proceeds according to the saving will

of God : Because his hour was not yet come} It was not con-

science (Hengstenberg, Godet) that held them back, but fear

in the presence of the respect that Jesus enjoyed. But in this

the hand of God ruled, which still put off the last decision.

Verse 31.

The belief of the masses stands opposed to the enmity

of the Jews. The received text reads : iroXKol Be e/c rov

o'^Xov iirlaTevaav {' many of the multitude believed'), x D
read : tt. Be eiriar. eK r. 6^. (' many believed from among
the multitude '). In distinction from these orders for the

words,.B puts the last words first: eK r. o^- Be iroXk. eiriar.

{' of the multitude many believed
')

; this brings out more

distinctly, in correspondence with the situation, the contrast

between the Galilean popular masses and the leaders. Ac-

cording to X B D L, the introductory ort (' that ') before

XpLo-Toa (' Christ') is to be omitted. Instead of fi^ri,

according to the manuscripts, we must read /jltj (' not
')

; and

we must strike out rovrcov (' these ') after arjixela (' miracles'),

as an unnecessary explanatory addition. Uoiel (' does '),

instead of eirol'^a-ev (' hath done '), the reading of B, is not

sufficiently attested (n D), and seems to be a correction,

which is easily to be explained by the fact that Jesus' mira-

culous activity stiU continued. Part of them had probably

also seen his Galilean miracles.

Even the Messiah, they think, cannot do more miracles.

' On this, see vol. i. p. 131 f.
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Therefore Jesus must be the Messiah. "We may perceive with

sufficient clearness the small moral value of this Messianic

belief of the Galileans, by the fact that they base it on the

number of Jesus' miracles. Hence it was a matter of course

that this belief of the masses should not grow to be a power

which made the hostile operations of the spiritual authori-

ties impossible. The execution of the hostile plans could

only be delayed somewhat ; at last the wavering ones must

bow themselves to the issue.

Vekse 32.

Thereupon follows the paragraph of Jesus' proclamation,

vers. 32-39, which becomes a proclamation of judgment.

At the urging of the Pharisees, a decree of arrest was deter-

mined on by the Sanhedrim. That is what we are to

understand by dp'^tepelcr koI oi ^apiaaioi (' the chief priests

and the Pharisees '). It is true the members of this highest

court of judgment, seventy-one in number, are commonly

called dp'^iepeta, irpea^vrepoL, and fypa/MfiaTela (' chief priests,

elders, and scribes '). Here, aside from the high priest, the

members in question are characterized, not according to

their rank, but according to their religious or theological

party, in correspondence with the occasion (at the sugges-

tion of Pharisees) and with the aim, to find support among
the people, before whom the Pharisees enjoyed much greater

respect than the Sadducees, to which latter party the ap^te-

peta ('high priests') belonged. By the last named, as

Schiirer ^ has proved, we are to understand, not, as is usually

assumed, the presidents of the twenty-four orders of priests,

but the real high priest, both the previous one and the one

acting, and the remaining members of the, high - priestly

families who were members of the Sanhedrim. Before the

evangelist relates the issue of the attempt at an arrest, he

lays before us two utterances of Jesus, which were occasioned

by the position of the matter, and in particular by the

presence of the servants of the court, which servants we
must regard as being near him.

' Schiirer, Studien und Krltilcen, 1872, pp. 593-657, LeJirbuchder mulesta-

mcnilkhen Zeitgeschichle, Leipzig 1874, p. 420 1'.
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Verse 33.

First comes Jesus' declaration tliat lie goes unto tlie

Father who hath sent him. He goes to the Father because

he came from him. The latter must be as exactly meant

as the former. The meaning of it for the Jews is, however,

that he then is taken away from them, and thus the way of

salvation is withdrawn from them.

Verse 34.

This he tells them in the words : ^Tjrija-eTe fie koI ov^

evprjo-ere k.t.X. (' Ye shall seek me, and shall not find,' etc.).

At the time of the judgment, which must come upon Israel

on account of the rejection of Jesus, they will in anxiety of

soul seek Jesus—not merely the Messiah—and not be able

to find him. Thus Meyer explains it rightly, against Liicke

and De Wette, who take the whole merel}^ as a characteriza-

tion of the complete separation. They will seek him, but

will not be able to reach him—Jesus continues. For he

will be (et/ut, not elfit, as Bengel says ; the latter is foreign

to the New Testament) with God, and they will be not

merely on earth, but also in a state of condemnation,

forsaken of God, far from God. These words are a pro-

clamation of the judgment, full of tragedy.

Verse 35.

The Jews do not understand Jesus' words. Tliis is the

predominant evil mind, which is determined not to under-

stand and own the judgment plainly enough announced to

them. They were capable of knowing what irpoa top Tre/j,-

•y^avTa ('unto him that sent me') meant, ver. 33. We
have no right, for the sake of ver. 35, to consider tliis as an

addition of John's, since the evangelist would thereby him-

self have made his account unintelligible, and would have

spoiled it. Therefore the question on the part of the.

Jews cannot be a seriously intended conjecture (Meyer).

This is confirmed to us by a comparison with viii. 22,

which is only an intensifying of the passage before us.

It is not yet open scorn, as in that place, but dissem-
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bling, which acts as if they ' could ' not understand Jesus'

words.

WJiither will he—ovToa, scornfully : this fellow here

—

go, that—for thus is on to be understood simply, with

Meyer

—

we—rjixela-, with B, against N, not without a con-

trasting emphasis over against Jesus

—

shall not find him,

shall not be able to find him ? He will certainly not go to

the dispersion—of the Jews

—

among the Greeks—thus is the

genitive rwv 'EXKrjvwv to be taken of the external, local

relation, since "HWrjvea- in the New Testament never means

the Hellenists, that is, the Greek-speaking Jews, and there-

fore the 'diaspora,' but only the Greeks, namely, the

Gentiles

—

and there perchance also teach the Greeks them-

selves, because he can succeed in nothing among us ? In

this they must unconsciously declare the future of the

gospel proclamation. It proved to be so, just because

they would not know anything of him : an involuntary

prophecy, like the later one of Caiaphas (compare Godet,

Meyer).

Verse 36.

Or—they proceed—if he does not mean that, as is not

in the least likely, what do his words mean ? What saying

is this that he said, Ye shall seek me, and shall not find

:

and where I am, ye cannot come ?

Verse 37.

To the above the evangelist now adds an utterance of

Jesus, because it properly belongs here. Vers. 40 and 45
look back to vers. 31 and 32. The fact that the time is

mentioned in ver. 37 does not necessarily prove that the

following words were spoken on another day. It simply

intends to say : in the loudest festal joy of the last most

gladsome day he cried publicly and openly, eiarijKei Kal

cKpa^ev, his message. The ' last great day,' according to

Bengel, the seventh, is doubtless more correctly usually

regarded as the eighth day, which, like the first, had a

sabbatical character ; compare on ver. 2. When we observe
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that Joseplius * calls the feast of tabernacles in general

a(f)6Bpa d'yLctirdr'qv Kol fjueyLaTTjv {' most especially holy and

great '), we can easily imagine that the joy rose to the highest

pitch on the last day. It is true that the libation, the

pouring out of the water, to which Jesus' words referred,

no longer took place on that day. But Jesus may well

have let his words concerning the higher fulfilling of that

type follow upon the type itself, so that they entered upon

its place.

By the pouring out of the water at the side of the altar,

see ver. 2, to which Jesus' words referred, they represented

in a figure the promise, Isa. xii. 3 :
' with joy shall ye

draw water out of the wells of salvation.' As Israel in its

passage through the desert was miraculously supplied with

drink by God, so in the Messianic age salvation was to

go forth from Zion like a living stream ; compare Ezek.

xlvii. 1; Joel iv. 18; Zech. xiv. 8. This is now fulfilled

in Jesus. Jesus cried these words, standing—thus the

more invitingly :

—

If any man thirst, let him come unto me

(x omits irpoa e'/ie, ' unto me ') and drink ;—compare Matt.

V. 6 : grace fills up human emptiness. Bengel says :
' sitire

prima animae ad salutem aspirantis proprietas et character

certissimus ' (' thirsting is the first property and the most

sure mark of a soul longing for salvation'). 'Epx^cr0<*>

(' let him' come ')—compare Eev. xxii. 1 7 : Kal 6 hi-^Siv

ip'^eaOo), 6 6e\cov XajSerco vScop ^aijcr Bcopedv (' and let him

that is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take the

water of life freely '). The coming takes place in belief.

Hence 6 irtcrTeiKov (' he that believeth ') afterwards enters

in its stead. Belief has a double promise : for itself and

for others.

Verse 38.

The evangelist purposely places by the side of the future

judgment upon unbelief, ver. 34, the promise of the future

blessing which is given to belief. The promise, however, is

a double one. He who believes shall not merely himself

' Josephus, A7itiquitates,Ylll. iv. 1; Opera, ed. Bekker, Leipzig 1855,

vol. ii. p. 17i.
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find satisfaction in tlie Spirit which will fill him (inveTw,

'let him drink'), but shall also mediate this blessing of

salvation to others : He that helievdh on me, as the Scrip-

ture saith, streams of living water shall fiow from his hocly.

' He that believeth on me,' that is, not : he that thirsteth,

but : he that cometh to me and drinketh. This is made to

precede in the nominative absolute, in order to be taken up

again by avrov (' his '), in the Hebrew manner/ It is

hence unnecessary, with Bengel, to supply the copula :
' he

who believeth, he is such a one as the Scripture saith,' etc.,

that is, an analogue of the Messiah ;—this explanation is

needlessly forced.

Further, 6 inarevwv ela- e/ie (' he that believeth on me
')

does not belong to irLverto before it, so that then the follow-

ing avjov (' his ') could be referred to Christ.^ What
followed in 6 iriaTevav would in that case be already

contained in ip'^^ecrda) (' let him come '), and would there-

fore drag on behind in a superfluous way. Moreover, the

one who believes cannot be called upon to drink, since the

drinking is already included in the believing. It is the

thirsty one who is invited to drink, as the parables show

(Meyer). 'O iriarevcov takes up both : ip'^eaOa) koI irLviro)

('let him come and drink'), in order to add the further

promise according to the Scripture. The words KaOooa K.r.\.

(' as,' etc.) do not intend to define more closely 6 iriarevcov

elar ifxe, and emphasize the fact that belief is in agreement

with the Scriptures (thus Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin).

This is neither necessary nor possible, since KaQiaa- k.t.X. is

a form of citation, and therefore must relate to what follows,

not to what precedes (so most commentators).

What passages of Scripture are meant can jonly be drawn
from the due understanding of what follows. In this it is

clear that the thing spoken of is not, as before, the blessing

which the believing one receives for himself (thus Baumgar-

' See vol. i. p. 55 f.

^ Thus Stier, Heden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p.

366 f., appealing to various practical expositions ; Halm, Die Theologie des

Neuen Testaments, Leipzig 1854, vol. 1. p. 229 f. ; Gess, Die. Lehre von

der Person Christi, Basel 1856, p. 166 ; Steinmeyer, Beitrdge zum Schriftver-

standni6S in Predigten [2d ed. Berlin 1859 ?], vol. ii. pp. 123, 120.
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ten-Crasius :
' his soul will hence for ever have enlivening

and satisfaction from the deep '). This is at once refuted

by the eic rrja KoCkiaa avrov {' out of his belly '). Eor this

implies that from his fulness, the blessing now streams

forth to others. What follows is said of the believer, not

of Christ so that avrov were to be referred to the latter

(thus Bengel, Hahn, Gess, see above). The expression

KoiXla {' belly ') is occasioned by the figure of drinldng, and

therefore is in the first place to be taken corporally, and

not as identical with KapZla (' heart,' Chrysostom). Yet

it is not to be limited to the abdomen (thus ]\Ieyer), but

designates the ' interior of the body ' in general.^ By the

working of the Spirit, even the bodily nature of the believer

is to become a holy place, an abode and fountain of the

Spirit, and a means of its impartation. In comparison with

the foregoing, this unmistakably contains a progress.

If the words concerning the new beginning of the personal

life were followed by the promise of the blessed influence,

which even the nature of the man should experience,

chap, vi., nevertheless this is now placed not merely in a

receptive, but also in an active relation to the Spirit. Here is

promised something analogous to, the analogue of, what was

imparted to Jesus himself at his baptism. As the Spirit-

filled streams of the living and enlivening water proceeded

from him in the word of his mouth, so shall it be in the

case of those who believe on him. In this their sensible

nature they shall be the fountains of life for others.

It is true that no such passage is found word for word

in the Old Testament. But it is not necessary upon that

account to think of an apocryphal or lost saying.^ It is

far-fetched, with Hengstenberg, to think of the Song of

Solomon iv. 12, 15, and utterly wanting in taste to refer

tD vii. .3, where the Shulamite's navel is compared to a

round goblet. Nor does the citation depend on the KoiXia

^ Compare Delitzsch, Blhlische Psychologie, 2d ed., Leipzig 1861, p. 266.

^ Compare Weizsacker, Untersuchu7igeti uber die evangelischen Geschichte,

Cotha 1864, p. 518 ; Bleek, BeitriUje zur EvangelienkrUik [Beiircige ziir

Einleitung und Auslegung der lielUgen Schrift, vol. i.], Berlin 1846, p. 234,

note, axidi Studicn mid Kritilcen, 1853, i>.
331 f.
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(' hollow '), SO that the comparison were to be sought, with

Olshausen, in the KoC\ia of Mount Moriah, out of which

the fountain Siloah proceeds ; or, with Godet, in the rock

in the desert, from whose inner parts the water streamed.

The point is the streams of living Avater, under which figure

the Old Testament often presents the blessing of the Messi-

anic period of salvation, both in the prophecy as to the

stream of life, which proceeds from the sanctuary, Ezek.

xlvii. 1-12, Joel iv. 18, Zech. xiv. 8, and in the pictures

of the Messianic revival of life, Isa. xliv. 3, Iv. 1. Here,

however, throughout, the thing spoken of is only the Spirit

which proceeds from the Messiah. Hence we should, with

Hofmann,^ refer to Isa. Iviii. 11, where the one who is

supplied with drink by Jehovah is compared to a well of

water D''D K^'iD, whose water does not fail. This is like the
• - T '

passage in the conversation with the Samaritan woman,

iv. 14, where it is said that the water 'will be in him a

fountain of bubbling water;' compare on that passage.

Verse 39.

But this he spake of the Spirit, ivhich (ov, attraction) theij

that believed (B: TriaTevaavrecr; a: TriaTevovTea) on him should

receive ; for the {Holy) Ghost was not yet (B : irvevfxa arfiov

BeSofxevov; others: Bo6iv, 'Holy Ghost given;' this is an

addition ; moreover, dyiov, ' holy,' is omitted by « K T, in

opposition to the majority of the uncial manuscripts, and

apparently for dogmatical reasons, in order to avoid the

apparent denial of the third hypostasis, since Trvevfia, ' spirit,'

alone could be understood of the effect of the Spirit, of

spiritual life)
; for Jesus was not yet glorified. The evan-

gelist's explanation has been objected to (Liic^e) because he

explains pevaovcnv (' shall flow ') by the pentecostal out-

pouring of the Spirit, which no one could have thought of

then, and of which Jesus cannot have spoken. But aside

from the fact that the canon here expressed cannot be

conceded, it is to be answered that y^jxeXKov Xafx/Bdveiv

(' should receive ') does not explain the pevaovacv itself,

^ IIofmanD, Der Schri/theweis, 2(1 ed., Nordlini^en 1860, voL ii. part ii.

p, 13.
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but is intended to name tlie fact which necessarily preceded

it, on which that pevaovcnv is conditioned.

The fact which the evangelist names began with the

'breathing' of the Eaised One upon the disciples, xx. 22,

and with the reception of the Spirit at Pentecost,—and the

evangelist speaks from this his experience,—but it continued

itseK in the Christian church, in that the believers were filled

with the Holy Ghost by word and sacrament. The effect,

however, which Jesus names, ver. 38, is all the Spirit-

moved activity of believers in the service of Jesus and of

his church, in which they made their nature a means of

this service. It appears, for example, even in every Spirit-

moved and Spirit-breathing word, in which the loosened,

healed tongue of the Christian poured itself out. From this

we may perceive in what sense oviroi rjv irvevfia ajLov (' the

Holy Spirit was not yet ') is to be understood. It does not

mean merely ' the activity ' (Tholuck), or ' the ruling and

enduring appearance and working of the Holy Ghost ' (De

Wette), or the dwelling of the Spirit in the heart (Godet),

Nor is the intensified presence and activity of the Spirit

merely absolutely expressed instead of relatively (Hengsten-

berg), for this would always presuppose the existence of the

Holy Ghost, and therefore stand in contradiction with the

words. - What is meant, is the Spirit in this—New Testa-

ment—specificness (Meyer), which is to be recognised from

the effect named: a specific character, which the Spirit

could not receive until it had become the Spirit of the

glorified Son of Man, and thereby had also as such become

free, while it previously was shut up in Jesus.^

It is true the Spirit was already present and active

in the Old Testament, as the Spirit of prophetic illumina-

tion and so forth, and as the Spirit of a divinely-conformed

WLlling . and living." But in its New Testament specific

character it was a new thing, even for the consciousness of

the disciples ; compare, for example, 1 John iv. 13. It was

promised by Jesus as such, and was experienced in its

working as the Spirit of regeneration, of adoption, and the

^ Compare Hofmann, Der Schrifibeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i.

p. 195.
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like. This specific character and working of the Spirit was

dependent on Jesus' completion of his work of salvation,

and on his glorification.

Jesus' first words, ver. 33 f., had told the result his lift-

ing up was to have for unbelieving Israel. The next words,

ver. 37 f., told the results for his own. Yet even these

words are a judgment for Israel : it thereby loses the future

of salvation, which is attached to the person of Jesus as the

fulfilment of aU Old Testament pre-representation of the

future of salvation.

(3.) Verses 40-52.

Tliis third section describes to us the effect of Jesus'

words. The first confessions out of the midst of the people

show what impression Jesus' self-testification made on those

who let themselves be determined by it, without bringing

in other considerations and thereby changing its impression.

We can here perceive the testimony of the conscience in its

sincerity.

Verse 40.

They took him for the expected prophet ; compare on

i. 19 : Many of the people therefore, when they heard this

saying, said. Of a truth this is the Prophet.

Verse 41,

Others even take him to be the Messiah himself. Upon
this follows the utterance of the impression, which allowed

its simplicity to be rendered turbid by the consideration of

external circumstances wliich seemed to contradict it. To

the people, he was only the Nazarene, and w^s to be the

Nazarene.

Verse 42.

But according to prophecy the Messiah was to spring

from David's race and from Bethlehem ; compare Micali

v. 1 ; Isa. xi. 1 ; Jer. xxiii. 5. They knew nothing of this

in the case of Jesus. The conclusion that the evangelist

also knew no better (De Wette, Keim), is an entirely
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unsupported conclusion. He simply reports, so as to cha-

racterize the situation. Why should he correct what his

readers knew at any rate correctly (Meyer) ?

Verse 43.

The evangelist closes : So there arose a division among the

'people because of him; compare ix. 16, x. 19. As long as

they do not allow Jesus' self-testification to work purely

upon them, but "permit themselves to be at the same time

determined by all kinds of presuppositions and critical

thoughts of their own, they come to no surety and consis-

tent certainty in regard to Jesus. We see how the right

belief had to be begotten exclusively by Jesus' word. It

dared not base itseK on what is visible, but had to content

itself with a certain "contradiction of the visible. But we

perceive of what description Israel was, in the fact that it

could not free itself from its hold upon externals.

Vekse 44.

The mood just displayed was, upon the whole, a favour-

able one, and now the opposite mood is contrasted with it.

The point of their being condemned now appears much
more decidedly. It shows itself at the very first in the

feebleness of the hostile will. The person of Jesus affects

them with a certain awe, which involuntarily binds their

hands. Tivea (' some ') doubtless means some of the people

who were desirous to help the servants to seize Jesus (De

Wette, against Meyer). This, and not an act of mob-law

(Meyer), is the thing suggested by the following reference

to the servants of the court. But they could not persuade

themselves really to do it. They were, of course, not

merely held back by respect to the multitude who con-

fessed. Jesus as th'e Christ, or who were at least favourably

disposed towards him. The reason was doubtless the same

as in the case of the servants themselves.

Verse 45.

These, the servants, as they return, without executing

their orders, are called to account by those designated by
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eKetvoi, 'they,' as inwardly distant from tlie evangelist wlio

had despatched them : Wliy have ye not brought him ?

Verse 46.

The servants allege that the power of his word was what

made it impossible for them to carry out the command of

their chiefs. The received text reads : ovheirore ovrwa

ekaXTjaev dvOpoiTroa oxr ovtoct 6 dvOpwirocr ('never man
spake like this man '), with E G H K, etc. The reading

of N is ovSeTrore ovtwct dvOpoiirocr cKaXrjaev dxr ovToa XaXel

6 dvOpcoirocr (' never spake man as this man speaks '). On
the other hand, B L T have only ovSeirore kXaXrjaev ovrcocr

dvOpwiroa (' never spake man thus '). Is the omission of

the words perhaps an oversight (Meyer) ? The last words

may also be an addition, and that addition have been com-

pleted in N by \a\et (' speaks ').
' Bengel says :

' Character

veritatis etiam idiotas convincentis, prae dominis eorum

'

(' the stamp of truth convincing even simple men before

their masters '), and in another place :
' haud raro facilius

rudiores virtutem verbi Christi, quam sagacissimi, persen-

tiscunt' ('not seldom ignorant men perceive the virtue of

Christ's word more easily than the wisest men do ').

The power which Jesus' personality exercised even upon

the hostile minds, and which displays thoroughly how
Israel never could have seized and slain Jesus if the will

of God and of Jesus had not itself permitted it, and which

then, moreover, finds its actual confirmation in the story of

the arrest, xviii. 6,—this power is at the same time a

condemnation of the enmity. Tliis hostility appears as

condemned. If it reaches its desire in the end, that is

only a sign that God has given it up entirely to the judg-

ment of unbelief. They will fall into this judgment, because

they have hardened themselves in unbelief.

Verse 47.

This hardening is distinctly portrayed. The judgment of

hardening shows itself in both the directions in which the

hostility declares itself, both towards the conscientious

utterance of their servant, and towards the legal require-
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ment held up to tliem by Nicodemus. Against the excite-

ment of the servants' consciences, they bring to bear their

authority. You are not deceived too, are you ? As the

servants of the Sanhedrim, ye have no right to entertain

any other conviction than this.

Vekse 48.

Have any of the riders—that is, the members of the

Sanhedrim

—

believed on him, or of the Pharisees,—the repre-

sentatives of orthodoxy ? These are the official authorities

on the two sides, of office, and of moral respect. Bengel

says :
' Simili argumentatigne ac fremitu utuntur, zelotae ho-

dierni praesertim Eomanenses ' (' zealots of to-day, especially

Eomish zealots, use similar reasoning and murmuring ').

Vekse 49.

But this—ovTocr, ' iste, ad contemptum pertinet ' (' this,

is contemptuous ')—people, who hioiveth not the law—they

are cursed. For we must understand the sentence in such

a way that aXkd ('but') brings the contrast to what

precedes : but only this ignorant people believe on him

;

so that aXKa is ' sed ' (' but '), and simply contiauing, not

' at ' (' but '),
' interrupting ' (Meyer). Then, however, at

last the speech does break off and turns to the cursing of

the people.

The received text has for ' cursed
:

' eTrtKaTdparoi, not

classical, after Gal. iii. 10, 13. The reading of N B L T
is eirdparoi,, classical, but not found elsewhere in the New
Testament, Septuagint, or Apocrypha. They called the

people cursed, but we must not forget that in the first

place they do not mean the people in general, but the

multitude inclined to follow Jesus (Baumgarten-Crusius),

and that in the second place they utter iirdparol elaiv in

the strict sense. It is not intended as a conclusion ; that

they concluded from the inclination of the people to follow

Jesus, that it stood under the curse (Ewald, Hengstenberg).

That would be entirely too much a matter of reflection for

the passionate excitement of the moment (compare Meyer).

But in their passionate excitement they declare the curse
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upon the people. It is not that they thereby excluded

these persons at once from the religious body ; but in their

passion they uttered the inconsiderate words which they then

only needed to formulate as a decree, and probably did

formulate at once; compare ix. 22 and Baumgarten-Crusius.^

Of course it was merely a conditional cursiug, namely, for

the followers of Jesus (against Meyer).

According to their view, this following of Jesus is only

to be explained from ignorance. They look down upon

the people with proud contempt. Nowhere was the pride

of scholars greater than in Israel.^ They called the common
people n^C" ^^ C people of the land '), even Y\>]^, abomina-

tion. So much the less do they hesitate to utter the

curse on the unlearned people. According to the word of

God, the curse of the law affected only the transgressor of

the law, Deut. xxviii. 1 5 ff., but they utter it against those

who believe on the fulfilment of the promise in Jesus. In

this act they show how, on account of their unbelief, they

were given over by God, to do that which is against God's

word.

Veese 60.

In like manner they also show themselves as condemned

in the reply by which they strike down Nicodemus' objec-

tion. Scruples were raised by Mcodemus, out of their own
midst—as the evangelist says emphatically in the words ela-

wv e'l avTb)v {' being one of them '). Mcodemus is men-

tioned three times in our gospel. This passage forms the

transition from his first timidity in the third chapter, to his

final joyful confession, xix. 39. The fact that he here lifts

up his voice for Jesus, is, especially for one of his peculiar

nature,^ a great step. Bengel says :
' Saepe li qui timidi

fuerant extra discrimen, in ipso discrimine veritatis defen-

sores evadunt ' (' often those who have been timid when not

^ Baumgarten-Cmsius, Theolofjische Auslegung der johanneischen Schrifien,

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 314.

^ Compare Gfrorer, Das Jahrhundert des Heils [Geschichte (not Kritische

Geschichte) des Urchristenthums, part i.], Stuttgart 1838, vol. i. p. 140 ff. ;

Scliiirer, Lehrbuch derneutestamentlichen Zeiigeschichte, Leipzig 1871, p. 442.

3 See vol. i. p. 104 f.
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tried, prove defenders of the truth in the very time of

trial '). The received text has an explanatory clause, 6 ikdoov

vvKToa- Trpoa avTov {' he that came to Him by night '), with

E G H JVl The reading of D is o iXOoiv irpoa avrov

vvKToa TO rrrpcoTcv (' which came to him by night at the first
'),

from xix. 39. And B L T read better, 6 ikOoiv Trpba avrov

Trporepov, without vvktoct (' he that came to him before
;

'

omit ' by night '). The codex Sinaiticus leaves this^ clause

out. Certainly the difference of readings makes the addition

suspicious, especially as its insertion is more easily to be

explained than its omission.

Verse 51.

Nicodemus is not yet, however, so far on as to stand up

for Christ openly. He clothes his defence of Jesus in a

defence of the law. But our laiv docs not judge the man—
Tov avOpwirov, the man coming under consideration

—

hefore it

(to wit, the law, namely, in the person of the judges) has

heard him, and hnoiun tvhat he docth, what he is about

;

compare Deut. L 16.

Verse 52.

His comrades see quite clearly that this is a mere pre-

text, and they ridicule him : You are not from Galilee too ?

A Judean cannot believe in Jesus. He is good enough as

Messiah only for the Galileans, Jewish theology looked

upon Galilee in a careless, contemptuous way,^ If, with the

received text, and with Meyer, Hengstenberg, and Godet,

we are to read iyi^yeprai (' has arisen '), the Sanhedrists

utter a historical error. It is useless to try to avoid the

difficulty in the sentence by understanding it thus :
' no

chief prophetic figure, and no greater number of prophets,

have proceeded from Galilee ' (Hengstenberg) ; that is an

entirely arbitrary limitation of the general sounding phrase.

Godet's explanation, that in Jesus the Galilean no true

prophet has arisen in Galilee, brings in an addition arbi-

trarily. It must, in the case of this reading, be acknow-

' See "Winer, Bihlisches Eealwdrterhuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1847, vol. i. p.

333.
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ledgecl that the Sauhedrists in their passionate zeal overlooked

the prophets born in Galilee, to which at least Jonah

belonged, according to 2 Kings xiv. 25, probably also

Nahum from Elkosh (hardly in Assyria),^ and perhaps Hosea

from the kingdom of Ephraim."^ To ascribe the error to

the evangelist, in order to roll it off from the Sanhedrists

(Bretschneider, Baiir), makes the matter no better, but

worse.

But according to the manuscripts X B D L, we are to

read eyeipeTui. Then this saying does not point to the

past but to the future, and puts itself in contradiction to

the promise. The promise, they think, does not refer to

despised Galilee, but to Zion and Jerusalem—from this

place shall the light arise, according to the unanimous

testimony of the Old Testament. Therefore the Messiah

cannot be a Galilean, but must be a Judean. This conclu-

sion is apparently one to which they are compelled. But

Isaiali had indeed seen the light of salvation arise from

Galilee, and spread over Israel ; Isa. ix. 1 ff. Hence the pro-

phetic proclamation, and as well the prophet of salvation,

will go forth from Galilee. In consequence, their hostile

mind, which does not wish to believe and to be obedient,

must blind itself against the Scripture word of promise.

Through the fault of unbelief, it came to pass that

Jesus appeared in Israel not as the Bethlehemite, but as

the Galilean. This must, however, become to the Jews a

great support for their unbelief In this way first the

letter of the law, and then the letter of the promise, serves

them as an occasion for taking offence at Jesus' actions and

appearance. They lose two things thereby: the fulfilling

of the law or the righteousness which is in Jesus,—com-

pare Acts ii. 27, iii. 14, iv. 30, vii. 52,—an'd the fulfilling

of the promise or the spirit of the new life of Jesus.

If we have not altogether failed in the attempt to show

the meaning this chapter has in the progress of the historical

development in the fourth gospel, then we have in the

^ Keil, Lehrbuch der Jiistorisch-kritischen Einleitung in die . . . Scliriften

des Alten Testamentes, 3d ed., Frankfort-on-the-Maiu 1873, p. 327.

- Keil, ibid. p. 304 f.

LUTH. IL Q JOHN.
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same act refuted Baiir's unhistorical view, a view which

does not stand even in details ; compare Briickner's closing

words upon this chapter. Baur's idea is, that this chapter

is intended to show the dialectic self-refutation of unbelief.

Our conception of the chapter also disposes on the other

side of Bruckner's meagre view, that it was intended to

depict the a-)(ia[jui {' division ') between the people and the

rulers.-^ That is an external ' historical character' over

against which Baur will always assert a relative right. Baur,

however, sees a merely subjective and dialectic process,

where an objective and ethical one takes place. The self-

refutation of unbelief does not here complete itself in a

dialectic way. But the events of the feast of tabernacles are

so chosen and grouped, that, with the beginning of the con-

flict, the judgment of unbelief, which judgment lay in Jesus'

actions and words, and in the involuntary evidence of their

consciences, should also present itself clearly to view.

VII. 53-VIII. 11. The Paragrajph about the Adulterous

Woman.

The following paragraph concerning the adulteress is a

fragment of very old tradition, but is not from the hand of

John, and is wrongly inserted here. It is true the para-

graph is found in D F G H K U, in the most but not in the

best manuscripts of the Itala, and, according to Jerome :

' in multis et Graecis et Latinis codicibus (' in many both

Greek and Latin manuscripts
')

; but it is wanting in the

chief manuscripts S (A) BOLT, in the Peshito, and

in the better manuscripts of the Itala. In other manu-

scripts it is designated as doubtful ; in still others it stands

in a different place, at the end of the gospel or after

Luke xxi. Origen,' Theodore of Mopsuestia, and Chrysos-

tom do not mention it. Euthymius calls it an insertion.

Theophylact strikes it out. Moreover, the text has remark-

ably numerous various readings. A peculiar recension is

found in D.

1 Bruckner in De Wette, Kurze Erlclarung des Evangeliums und dcr

Brkfo Johannis, 5tli ed., Leipzig 1863, p. 161.
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Yet the narrative seems to be a piece of genuine tradi-

tion. The spirit of mildness which reveals itself in Jesus'

conduct is too foreign to the later church for any one to

have invented such behaviour on the part of Jesus. The

whole is so characteristic and original, and so little copied

after another narrative, that we may venture to regard it

as historical. The story is not, as Hengstenberg declares,

morally offensive, and even irritating. On the contrary,

properly understood, it offers correct and healthful moral

instruction. It is therefore not ' unscientific indecision ' to

see in this a fragment of the oral tradition, and it is entirely

unnecessary to decree only ' a clear " either . . . or
:"""

either

' the Johannean composition or a partisan invention.' These

are purely arbitrary statements^ of Hengstenberg's. Eusebius""^

mentions, as in the gospel of the Hebrews, a story of

Papias, TTepl yvvatKoa evrt TroWata d/jLupriaia Bca/SXijOeicnja-

i-Trl Tov Kvpiov {' concerning a woman accused of many sins

before the Lord '). Whether this be identical or not with

our story, is doubtful, since here the question is as to one

sin, not as to many. In any case, the story is an old one
;

that explains its reception into so many manuscripts.

But it is not Johannean. The very language is different

from John's. Thus, for example, the characteristic Johan-

nean ovv (' then ') is wanting, and Be (' and ') occurs

very frequently in place of it. 01 ypa/jCfxaTelo- koL ol

^apiaaloi (' the scribes and Pharisees ') is, moreover, not

Johannean, but synoptic. If the story springs from a

Johannean circle, it has at any rate taken upon itself a

synoptic stamp. Even the theme, a question as to the law,

which was laid before Jesus with the design to tempt him,

belongs to the synoptic, not to the Johannean sphere of

narration. In no case does it belong to the context in

which it stands. The question treated of in John is the

person of Jesus and the relation to his person ; here, the

question touches the law.

The reason for putting the piece of tradition into this

^ Original : ' Trumpfe.

'

2 Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastka, III. xxxix. 17 ; Opera, ed. DinJorf,
Leipzig 1871, vol. iv. p. 136.
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' particular place was, that the legal question viii. 5 recalls

the appeal to the law in vii. 51, and, moreover, that pre-

viously as well as here the matter in hand is the conviction

of conscience, viii. 9. They might have thought of viii. 1

5

too. But it is perfectly plain that these are merely external

points of contact, not an internal connection. Hence this

paragraph is almost universally acknowledged by critics and

exegetes not to belong here, and not to be Johannean. It

is defended only by a few ; as in the old church by Augus-

tine,^ who explained the omission as caused by the anxiety

of those who feared that ' peccandi impunitatem dari muli-

eribus suis' ('impunity in sinning would be given to

their wives
') ; and araoug later commentators by Bengel,

Hug, Catholic exegetes like Maier, further also by Ebrard,^

Lange, and Stier.^ Hilgenfeld^ also insists that it belongs

where it is. Even in his ' Introduction '
^ he declares the

pericope concerning the adulteress to be 'overwhelmingly

attested.' ' In the context it is indispensable. If it be

struck out, not only have we no due occasion for the claim,

viii. 15, iyo) ov Kplvco ovBeva {" 1 judge no one "), and no due

occasion for Jesus' appearance in the temple, but we also

in no wise get out from the last day of the feast, vii. 3 7.'

VII. 53-VIII. 11.

The paragraph begins with the closing of the last and

the introduction of a new scene. i7ropev6r] k.t.X. (' went,' etc.)

cannot refer to the Sanhedrists, but only to the people

gathered in the temple. For the Mount of Olives, whither

Jesus went, is contrasted with the oIkoot (' house ') of the

others, and therefore they are thought of as together with

Jesus. The scenic representation is conceived as in the

- ^Augustine, De coiijugiis adulter'mis, lib. ii. 6 ; Opera, ed. Benedictin
.,

Antwerp 1701, torn. vi. col. 299a.

^ Ebrard, WissenschaftUche Kritih der evangelischen Gescldclite, 3d ed.,

Frankfort-on-tlie-Main 1868, p. 502 fF.

^ Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 375 ff.

* Hilgenfeld, Die Evangelien, Leipzig 1854, p. 284 ff. ; Zeitschrift fur
WissenschaftUche Theologie, 1860, p. 317.

® Hilgenfeld, Historisch-Kritische Einleitung in das Neue Testament,

Leipzig 1875, p. 701..
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case of Jesus' last stay in Jerusalem ; compare Luke
xxi. 37.

Verse 2.

This verse transfers us to the day next following upon

the feast, on which day there might easily still be many
non-Jerusalemites present and crowding around Jesus in

the temple. "Opdpov {' early in the morning ') does not

occur elsewhere in John—on the other hand, see Luke
xxiv. 1 and Acts v. 21, vtto tov opdpov {' early in the morn-

ing ') ; instead of it we find the commoner irpcot (especially

frequent in Mark) or irpcota. Aaoa ( ' people ') also occurs

elsewhere in John only at xi, 50 and xviii. 14, though

very frequent in the synoptists and in Acts ; John usually

has 6-^\o<T (' multitude '). In like manner KaOlaacr iSiSaa-Kev

(' he sat down and taught ') is rather synoptic than Johan-

nean. Jesus therefore prepared himself for a long dis-

course, for which it was customary to sit,—in distinction

from vii. 3 7, elarrJKec (' stood '),^—see Luke iv. 2 0.

Verse 3.

' The scribes and Pharisees ' is the synoptic expression for

the party hostile to Jesus, and does not occur elsewhere in

John's gospel. The scribes are also called vo/xikol (' lawyers')

or vo/jboScBdaKa\oi (' teachers of the law ') in the New Tes-

tament, and ^''^^n, 'the learned,' in the Mishna. Their

ordinary title was 31, or ''31, or |ii"!, hence, Mark x. 5 1 and

John XX. 16, pa/3/3ovvL ('master')."'^

Verse 4.

The Pharisees who bring the woman to, Jesus do it, not

in commission of the Sanhedrim, but of their own motion,

before they place her in the court. They have cauglit the

woman in the very act. AvTocjjcopua (' in the act ') refers

in the first instance to theft, from cpcop, ' fur,' ' thief.' Then

^ See Schiirer, Lehrbiich der neutcstameniUchen ZeiUjeschichte, Leipzig

1874, p. 474.

^ As to the position and activity of tlie scribes, see Scliiirer, ut supra,

p. 4-11 f.
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it is used in a wider sense in prose, commonly eV avro-

(poopo), ' in the very act/ in generaL

Verse 5.

The command of the law for such a sin was stoning, and

that for both parties. Perhaps the adulterer had fled.

Stoning, it is true, is in the law, Deut. xxii. 2 3 f., only given

as the death-penalty for the special case, when a betrothed

bride submits herseK to a seducer in the town where she

could have called for help. For ordinary adultery, on the

other hand, the death-penalty is left indefinite. Lev. xx. 10.

In the Talmud and in Maimonides stranglinfj is named, but

that proves nothing for the time of Jesus. It was an easy

matter to interpret and use this general command in accord-

ance with that special definition, although no support for

this can be drawn from Ezek. xvi. 38, 40, or from the story

of Susanna. Michaelis, however, referred justly to Ex. xxxi.

14, XXXV. 2, compared with Num. xv. 32-34. If this be

not agreed to, there lies in fiocx^evofiivT) (' committing adul-

tery ') no hindrance to placing the present case, with Meyer,

in that special category which is spoken of in Deut. xxii.

23 f. In no event can anything against the historical

character of the account be concluded from this point.

Verse 6,

The accusers lay stress upon the legality of the question
;

hence the object of the tempting question was not this

legality itself, but its instant execution. Ueipd^ovTea

(' tempting '), because if Jesus ordered the execution, they

could at once have made use of his order to bring him into

suspicion before the Koman authorities as a dangerous man.

When the old painters—as, for example, Cranach—repre-

sent the . accusers as' having stones ready in their hands,

they catch the sense of the accusation rightly, even though

not the external event. If Jesus said no, he appeared as

one who overthrew the law. If he said yes, he could be

held up as one who laid hands upon the ofi&ce of the autho-

rities, by suggesting to the people a tumultuous execution

of j-ustice. A reference to the authorities did not seem to
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offer any escape from that dilemma. For the Sanhedrim

had lost the right of the death-penalty, and the Eoman
officers would with difficulty have agreed to decide according

to that decree of the Mosaic law (Meyer). Hence this would

have been equivalent to a negative answer, and the result

have remained the same.

Accordingly, Jesus seemed compelled to decide either

against the law or against the authority of the government.

The emphasizing of the law, and as well the fact that they

say ovv (' then ') and not 8e (' and '), show that these accusers

expected the latter alternative. Bengel says :
' haec parti-

cula quaestionem exhibet magis captiosam quam si aperto

antitheto dixissent ; vero ' (' this particle makes the ques-

tion appear more captious than if they had spoken in open

antithesis ; but '). That emphasizing combats the assump-

tion that they had expected a negative answer, and had laid

their plan upon that (Bengel, Tholuck, Hengstenberg).

Their design to gain a ground for an accusation against

Jesus, likewise combats the supposition that they desired to

lead him either to an inconsistency in regard to his mild-

ness, or to a decision against Moses (for example, Calvin).

We do not need to ask what Jesus wrote upon the earth,

—some say the contents of ver, 7 (thus also Godet),

—

because this action was only intended to show that he did

not desire to answer. That does not make the action a

mere play (against Hengstenberg and Godet), but a very

decisive dismission. Either Jesus intends to say that this

transaction does not concern him at all, ' id negotii ad se nil

pertinere significans ' (Bengel), and that he does not desire to

interfere in the governmental domain (Meyer) ; or, in agree-

ment with the whole situation, he desires by neglect of their

question to make them understand that by reason of their

impure disposition they do not deserve any answer.

Verse 7.

Yet, since they insist upon an answer, they shall have it.

Looking up into their faces, he saith : He that is without sin

among you, let him first cast the stone at her. 'AvafidpTrjToa,

only here in the New Testament, ' faultless,' is here, of
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course, to be understood only of actual, not of possible,

faultlessness, Liicke, Meyer, and Ebrard limit it, but with-

out reason, to the special class of sins against chastity.

There is no ground for assuming that all the accusers were

guilty of just these sins. The intention is simply in gene-

ral to awaken the consciousness of sin. The point is this

testimony of the conscience, and not ' the consciousness of

one's own sinfulness, which breaks the power of every sin.'
^

From that consciousness of one's own sin the position towards

the sins of others results as a matter of necessity. He does

not altogether deny the right of punishment. ' Let him

first cast the stone at her,' leaves the decree of the law

standing in its right. But this is true of the authoritative

use of law.

The question here is the personal position towards the

sins of others. It was the method of the Pharisaic theology

and morals, as we pee from the sermon on the mount, to

form rules of moral conduct from the prescriptions of the law,

thereby reducing morality in the exact sense to legality, and

making a matter of disposition a matter of external action.

Jesus, on the contrary, separates the two spheres, and thus

restores the internal independence and dignity of the moral

sphere. In a similar way he here also transfers the question

as to the relation to the sins of others from the sphere of

law into that of the moral consciousness, from the sphere

of official treatment in which the men before him have no

authority, to that of personal condemnation of the sins of

others. In this regard, moreover, he strikes down their

assuming self-righteousness by the testimony of the con-

demning conscience which he awakens. He will remind

them that they should rather seek forgiveness for their own

sins than desire to judge others.

Verse 8.

Where a vivid consciousness of one's own sins exists, the

correct posture towards the sins of others offers itself as a

matter of course. Hence the accusers need no further

' Ba,ViT, Kritische Untersuchungeti iiber die kanoiiischenEvanfjeHen,Tixhingen

1847, p. 170.
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advice, and they do not deserve it. Jesus therefore repeats

his former action. And again he stoo]jed down, and ivrote

on the (/round.

Verse 9.

Jesus' words touch their consciences, and convince them

of their unjustifiable desires, so that they withdraw. The

imperfect e^^]px'^^'^^ C went out') is descriptive (Meyer).

The older ones begin :
' hi maxime perculsi eraiit ' (' these

had been especially struck,' Bengel). So they go out unto

the last, who went out ; thus Meyer, and rightly, against the

ordinary interpretation of it as to rank (for example, Liicke,

De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius). They leave Jesus alone

behind: ' relicti sunt duo, miseria et misericordia' ('the two

are left, misery and pity ') ;
^ fiovocr (' alone ') here does not

exclude the presence of disciples and people. The woman
had not withdrawn herself from Jesus : iv fiicro) ecrwcra

(' standing in the midst ') is said of her ; therefore she stands

there as if waiting for Jesus' decision as judge.

Verse 10.

Jesus looks up : Hath no man condemned thee ? ' No
man ' is emphatic. They had all withdrawn.

Verse 11.

Then will not Jesus condemn her. By this he does not

deny the competence of the court. That has not been

treated of in the whole occurrence. The popular dealing

with law remains fully untouched (against Hengstenberg).

The only thing concerned is personal estimation of the sins

of others. Jesus as the dvafidprrjToa- (' sinless one ') would

have had the right to utter words of condemnation against her.

But he does not wish to do it. For his office is not judging,

but saving, in that he calls sinners to repentance. The words

are not in themselves a declaration of the forgiveness of sins,

—

they run not affirmatively, but only negatively,—they are a call

to repentance by the fact that they are words of forbearance.

^ Augustine, Li Johannis Evangelium, tractatus xxxiii. 5 j Opera, ed.

Benedictin., Antwerp 1700, vol. iii. part ii. col. 3S6(Z.
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* Ergo et dominus damnavit, sed peccatum, non homineni

'

(' therefore also the Lord condemned, but the sin, not the

person,' Augustine). To the woman, therefore, if she lets

repentance work in her through these words, they may-

become to her words of the forgiveness of sin. And they

doubtless did become such to her. Her waiting on Jesus'

decision shows that she was in the preparatory frame for

this. She is to show by her deeds whether the change of

mind now begun is earnestly meant or not. Jesus does not

let her go freely

—

iropevov (' go ')—without the admonition :

firjKeTc d/jidpTave (' sin no more ').
' Non addit : in pace,

neque dicit : remissa sunt tibi peccata tua, sed : posthac noli

peccare ' (' he does not add : in peace, nor does he say : thy

sins are forgiven ; but : hereafter be unwilling to sin ').

The sinning of course liere points, in the first place, to the

sin in question. For firjKeTL (' no more
')

glances back.

We perceive that Jesus' words and bearing are fully

worthy of him, and in unison with his teachings elsewhere.

We therefore here have before us a fragment of genuine

tradition, for the preservation of which we may be thankful.

But the narrative does not belong to the present context.

On the contrary, viii. 1 2 ff., which follows, connects directly

with vii. 52, and transfers us to the conflict between Jesus

and his opponents at the visit to the feast of tabernacles in

the last year before the death of Jesus, and in such a way
that we see that conflict here attain its greatest keenness.

VIII. 12—59. The Antagonism bctiveen Jesus and the Jews

in its Greatest Simrpness.

Liicke questions whether so many speeches could be

exchanged on one day. Against this we might point to the

farewell discourses, chapters xiii. 31 to xvii. But nothing

forces us to the assumption that the discourses all were

held on the same day. The evangelist, not being a writer

of history in the ordinary sense, is not concerned so much
about the time, but much more about the relation of Jesus

and the Jews, as it shaped itself at this feast. He desires

to make it stand out very sharply and characteristically. On
this account, and from this point of view, he puts together
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the speeches as they were exchanged upon occasion of the

feast. We may not therefore venture, with De Wette, to

say : it looks as if the evangelist had not known how to

hold securely the historical thread. He had an entirely

different historical thread upon his heart than that of days

and hours. And he demands of us that we cause our

attention to be directed to this thread, and to no other

which he did not wish to hold fast to and to follow.

From the fact that the o^X,ocr (' multitude ') is not men-

tioned, and from the way in which the TouSatot (' Jews
')

come forward, Liicke desires to conclude that the feast was

over. But if Jesus, who had only come to Jerusalem to

visit the feast, remained there one day or a few days longer,

so also could other Galilean visitors to the feast have given

up a few days, in order to hear Jesus, or to await the develop-

ment of the conflict. The reason the evangelist does not

mention the ox^oa lies in the matter itself. For if he

wishes to make the conflict come before our eyes at its

height, and in all its sharpness, he will only bring forward

the scenes in whicli Jesus met exclusively with 'lovhaloicr

(' Jews '). Why should not such meetings have occurred ?

The twelfth and twenty-first verses show evidently that the

evangelist proceeds by the way of selection and combination.

When likenesses to earlier passages are found, as in ver.

21 to vii. 34, they do not permit us to hold the eighth

chapter to be a supplement to the seventh chapter. Points

of contact with the forecroing are natural, since the situation

is essentially the same, and the antagonism is only increased.

As to time and place, the relation to what precedes is to be

so considered as that viii. 12 connects with vii. 44, and we
must imagine ourselves in the same surroundings. Since

the attempt at Jesus' arrest had missed its object, in ver.

1 2 we read : Then—ovv—spahe, Jesus again to them. The

evangelist does not define this relation more closely, as little

as he does afterwards in ver. 2 1, so that in fixing the time

of the occurrence we have a certain freedom of supposition.

Baur,^ from his point of view, has made very striking

^ Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen ilher die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, p. 174 fi".
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remarks upon the importance and meaning of this chapter,

as it forms the climax to the previously described develop-

ment of the conflict. His view is, that this chapter serves

especially to place in sharp relief the internal nature of

belief ; that it is at root a lack of religiousness ; that in it

the entire contrariety between above and below comes to

sight, vers. 12—29 ; and that he who is not a child of God
through belief, must thereby necessarily be a child of the

devil, vers. 30-58.

Even the outward form betrays the progress in the con-

trasted position of Jesus and of the Jews. In the sixth

chapter Jesus' discourses are upon the whole only seldom

interrupted, and that more by murmuring than by contra-

dicting speeches. The interruptions grow stronger in the

seventh chapter
;
yet longer discourses on Jesus' part are

at least hinted at ; compare ver. 1 4, iSlSaaKev {' he taught
') ;

ver. 15, TTcoa ovrocr jpaixfjiara olBev (' how knoweth this man
letters?'); ver. 37 ff., ver. 40, tmv Xoycov tovtcov ('these

words '). But in the eighth chapter it soon goes so far that

Jesus can hardly speak a single word without the Jews at

once contradicting him. Thus the discourse passes almost

entirely into the form of the dialogue, with a constantly in-

creasing keenness of reply. 'Ejo) and v/jiela- (' I ' and ' ye ')

are the theme of the whole conversation.

The manner and method of teaching which is here ascribed

to Jesus has been considered improbable and inconceivable,

and by a hasty conclusion from this judgment the whole

account has been regarded as unhistorical.^ They say that

Jesus nowhere comes down to the level of his opponents,

nowhere lifts them up to himself, and does not give them

the means to understand his words, but simply estranges

himself from them ; they complain that the method of

pedagogical wisdom and love appears nowhere, but only

punishing, judging, rebuffing ' no wonder, then, that at

the end both parties have to stand hostilely opposed to ea^h

other. But if they do at the end really stand in such

exclusive antagonism towards each other as the synoptists

1 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, p. 297 ff., especially p. 300.
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report to us, must not this antagonism have formed itself,

and must it not have let itself be recognised even before

the end ? Jesus showed in the case of the Samaritan

woman, he showed towards his disciples, chap, xiii.-xvii.,

that he understood very well how to descend and how
to lift up to himself And the same thing is reported at

this feast also. For when it is said of him that he explained

the Scriptures, and that they wondered at his learning in

the Scriptures, vii, 14, 15, it must have been an instructing

and the like, not a judging and a rebuffing.

But what if they rebuffed him ? How could he then do

anything else? The words viii. 31, 32, at which the con-

tradiction begins, are words of love. No one ought to

wonder that his Galilean discourses sound so entirely

different. They are just as different from these words, as

the forsaken, hungry, salvation-desiring people of Galilee

from the satisfied, proud, constantly contradicting Pharisees

of Jerusalem. It Kes in the nature of the thing, that through

the antagonism the words of Jesus received more and more

the form of sharp, decisive, and divisive self-witness. The

eighth chapter begins : i^a> elfii (' I am
')

; and it closes

with iyco el/jLi. In between it passes continuously through
' I ' and ' ye.' As necessary also is it, that this did not

make belief easier for the Jews, but harder ; this has often

enough met us as a divine ordering. And finally, the fact

that by this Jesus' testimony constantly grows more entirely

a testimony to the light, has already become plain to us.

The three parts of this chapter are recognisable at a

glance: (1) vers. 12-20; (2) vers. 21-29; (3) vers.

30-59. At ver. 20, we see the hostility still held in

check. At ver. 30, the mood has decided more in his

favour, but in that very act has been divided. ' At ver. 59,

the hostility breaks out openly in a tumultuous attempt at

murder. The contents of the separate sections agree with

this. In the first, Jesus gives testimony concerning his

saving calling as the light of the world. In the second, he

places himself and the Jews over against one another in

their antagonism. In the third, he traces this antagonism

back to its last roots.
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(1.) Verses 12-20.

Veese 12.

/ am the light of tJie ivorld. ^Eyo) el/xi stands at the

head empliatically. Jesus begins with this—if we may so

speak—proud expression of his self-consciousness : I am.

All depends on his person. In it is given all which is

now in question, and all the world needs. He gives himself

a relation not merely to Israel, but also to the whole world

;

he has a value for it : he is the light of the world.

It is rmnecessary to seek the occasion for this form of

Jesus' self-witness in some external thing, a festal custom,

as for instance the lighting of the two great candelabra in

the court of the women,—thus Olshausen,—which, however,

only occurred on the evening of the first day of the feast,

and at any rate no longer on the eighth day.-^ Nor need

we refer it to the brilliancy of the rising sun.^ The symbol

of light was not merely generally familiar through the Old

Testament prophecy, but was also placed in special con-

nection with the Messianic hope. For Jesus, moreover,

this designation of himself was as easily suggested as was

that of life. Here it was, besides, induced by the progress

of the self-witness. Upon the self-testification of Jesus as

the life, follows his self- testification as the light. He is

the one as much as the other, and because he is the other,

the light because he is the life, and not the reverse (against

Kiibel ;^ compare on i. 5).* The symbol of the light belongs

to the oldest religious conceptions of the divinity in the

East.^ Having become a view of nature in the heathen

religions, it sustained itself in the sacred Scriptures in the

ethical sense. As God is life in the absolute sense, so also

it is true of him, in the absolute sense that he is light

* Compare Keil, Handhuch der hiblischen Archdologie, Frankfort-on-the-

Main and Erlangen 1858, vol. i. p. 419, note 11.

2 Stier, Beden Jesii, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 394.'

^ Kiibel, Das christliclie Lehrsijstem, Stuttgart 1 873, p. 24.

* See vol. i. p. 270 f.

^ Compare Roth, 'Die hoclisten Cotter der arischen Yolker,' Zeitschri/t

der Deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellscha/t, 1852, Heft 1, pp. 67-77.
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and in the light ; Ps. xxxvi. 1 (English version, ver. 9)

:

' With thee is the fountain of life, and in thy light we see

the light.' As, then, all life springs only from God, so too

is all experience of and fellowship in light connected with

God.

Light is that which is transparently pure, which excludes

all mixture. Thus even in the Old Testament it stands in

the closest connection with the notion of holiness, whether

the root uip, ' to be holy,' come from C'l, ' to be pure,' or ' to

shine forth,' or from np, ' to be separate.'^ And in the same

manner in the New Testament, 1 John i. 5, God is light

—not a light, but light as to his kind ; to be full of light

is his constitution.

The Scriptures do not distinguish, as we are in the habit

of doing, according to the various sides of the spirit's life,

and least of all in such a way that light would be to be

referred only to the side of knowledge (against Weiss :^

light in 1 John i. 5 designates the fact of God's having

become intelligible through and through). To the Scrip-

tures the intellectual is also an ethical thing. God, who as

to his being and essence is life, is as to his constitution

light, that is, sincere transparent purity, which excludes

from itself all foreign disturbing elements. As we should

let ourselves be filled with the life of God, so should we
bear in ourselves this light as our constitution. For this

purpose this light, which is God, has disclosed itself to the

world, and has entered into it, in Christ Jesus. He is both

the life, namely of God, and as well this light of God for

the world. In itself the world is darkness, for sin is that

reality which shuts itself off from God, which shuts itself up

in itself, and which will not permit God to shine through

itself. This, however, is the condition which lacks salvation.

Hence, when the light enters upon this world, salvation

dawns for it. In consequence, in the Old Testament, light

^ Compare Delitzscli on Isa. x. 17, Bibllscher Commentar iiber den Pro-

pheten Jesaia, 2d ed., Leipzig 1869, p. 176 ; and OeUer, AlUestamentUche

Theologie, Tubingen 1873, vol. i. p. 160.

2 "Weiss, Die biblische Theologie des Neiien Testaments, 2d ed., Berlin

1873, p. 629.
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often denotes salvation, not in so far as ' light ' alone might

be identical with ' salvation ' (against Hengstenberg), but in

so far as the light brings salvation. Hence also the opening

of the Messianic period of salvation is entitled the dawn
and the rising of the light, especially in Isaiah, Isa. ix. 1,

xlii. 6, xlix. 6, Ix. 3. The Messiah is the light of the

lieathen, Isa. xlii. 6, xlix. 6 ; that does not mean merely

that he will bring them more correct thoughts with regard

to God, but that he transfers them to the light, brings them

a new constitution of life, by drawing them from the night

of their unsaved condition unto the new day of the saved

condition. In a like way Jesus also calls himself here the

light of the world, not simply in so far as he is the teacher

who enlightens men and offers them more correct thouGjhts

of God and so forth, but in so far as with him a new day

of salvation dawns for the world.

He puts the divinely-ordered reality, in the first instance

in his own person, into contrast with the God-hostile reality

in the darkness of sin. That condition of being ordered by

or agreeable to God is at once the judgment of the hostility

to God, and the deliverance from that hostility. It is in

connection with this circumstance that Jesus' testimony

to himself as the light obtains a specially keen polemical

character. For the light is at the same time the critical,

distinguishing, and judging potency.' If Jesus be the light

of the world, and thereby its salvation, then participation in

that is connected with him. That which is spoken gene-

rally

—

Tov Koa-fMov, ' of the world '— is also meant exclusively

:

iyco, ' I,' and therefore only He. Hence, where there is no

fellowship with him, there is exclusion from his salvation.

Both the condition

—

ukoXovOwv, 'following'—and the

promise—e^et, ' shall have '—show that the point in ques-

tion is not merely, knowledge : He that folloiDeth me shall

surely Hot walk in the darkness, hut shall have the light of

life. A following, aKoXovdeiv, that is, an active posture

towards him, is demanded as a condition. It is the

disciple's union with him in belief. He as the master

goes before, the disciple follows him in belief. It is doubtful

1 See above, p. 198 ff.
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whether or not we should at this think of the pillar of

fire which went in front of Israel (Lampe, Stier/ Godet),

since the conception here is not so much the designation

of and the illumination of the way, but rather the union of

the disciple with Christ. We might more fitly think of the

parable of the shepherd in the tenth chapter.

The result is : he shall not walk in darkness. Manu-
script authority attests the subjunctive irepLiTaTrjcrrj (x

B L T) rather than the uncommon future irepiTraTTjaec,

which may well have arisen because of the following efet.

It does not say : in darkness, but in ' the ' darkness, in

which he is, namely, by nature. He wiU be taken from

this, not merely in order to see the light of life, to follow

it, and the like, but to ' have ' it, to possess it. Therefore

what is meant is not simply an ' illustrari,' a 'being

enlightened ' (Lamj)e :
' non solum Israelem sed omnes

gentes mundi erat illustraturus,' 'he was about to illumi-

nate not only Israel, but also all the nations of the world '),

but a possessing and having for one's own—not merely

having with oneself (Weiss). For Baumgarten-Crusius was

right in rejecting Grotius' view of e^ec to <f)(ocr tt^o- ^co^o-,

' shall have the light of life,'—Grotius says :
' habebit sibi

praeviam illam lucem,' ' he shall have that light going before

him,'—and in accepting Nonnus' view—e^wy ofiocf^oirov iu

avTQ) ticoYjcr aifkaveoa (pdoa efxireZov, 'habens comitem in

ipso vitae non errantis lucem firmam,' ' having as a com-

panion within himseK the constant light of an unwavering

life.'

The belief of following knits fellowship. Having Jesus,

it has his ' light of Hfe.' As death and darkness belong

together, so do life and light. The former one of the two

is not light, but life. Compare i. 4 : the life was the hght

of men. So as the life he is also the light. In this sense

he calls himself the light of life, in so far as light is the

constitution of the life. Jesus therefore promises a new
constitution of life, the correct one, conditioned upon the

fellowship with him, which fellowship is given (efet, ' shall

have') in belief (= 'following,' aKovkovOelv). He ascribes

1 Stier, RedenJesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 396.

LUTE. II. it JOHN.
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to himself this absolute importance towards the whole

world. The question arises, with what right he can do

this.

Vekse 13.

The Pharisees question the justness of his self-witness.

They do not attack it materially'—they have not the courage

for that—but formally. They press the ordinary legal rule,

according to which no one can be a witness in his own case.

But they conclude from that, sophistically, not the lack of

justification,—which might indeed consist with the truth of

the cause,—but the incorrectness of the testimony : ovk

eariv aXTjOijcr {' is not true '). Jesus replies to this con-

nectedly. Baumgarten-Crusius names correctly the three

thoughts of which the answer is composed: first, ver. 14,

he has a right to testify to himself as the light, because he
* knows ' himself to be it, because he knows himseK to be

the Son of God (that is a better way of putting the first

thought); secondly, ver. 16, he can give a just and true

witness to himself because he does it in the society of his

Father ; and thirdly, ver. 1 7 f., it is also legally valid

because he unites his Father's testimony to his own.

Vekse 14.

The ordinary rule of law does not hold for him. His

self-consciousness, different from that of ordinary men, is

of divine infallibility. He ' knows ' himself to be the light

of the world, for he knows himself to be the Son of God.

Kav iycb k.tX, even if I, even in case that, etc. Not : if

I also (Liicke), or although I (Baumgarten-Crusius) ; both

of these would be iav Kai (compare Meyer). Even in case

he does testify of himself, his testimony is true, because he

knows whence he comes and whither he goes. His witness

as to himself may be taken as true, if it can be presup-

posed that he knows himself. Now, however, he knows

the beginning and the goal of his earthly life, and accord-

ingly, also its middle, that is, his importance, his calling,

and his mission. If his self-witness differ from the testi-

mony of men concerning him, that is but natural, because
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his knowledge of himself differs from the knowledge other

men have of him.

He alone knows that he had a being with God before he

became man, and that he also as such a one, because come

from God, has a vocation to the whole world, and a saving

vocation to the world, since God is the God of the world in

general and the God of salvation. This they, his opponents,

do not know : Ye hnoio not whence I come and whither I go.

iroOev ep'xpiiai (' whence I come ') is in the present, while

before we had rjkOov {' came '). This is not to express his

constant coming as God's messenger (Meyer), since the coming

in €p')(oiJbai must be understood in the same sense as in rfkdov.

In this present he frees his coming from the historical act,

and considers it in itself aside from time : the origin of his

coming and its aim are alike unknown to them. But with

both, Jesus designates himself as the Son of God, and thereby

lays the foundation for the rest of his self-witness, because

the saving vocation mentioned is deduced from this.

Verse 15.

If they have rejected his testimony—Jesus continues

—

they have thereby condemned him. But if he accredits

himself as the only saving mediator for all the world, and

they refuse him, then his testimony becomes a word of

judgment which he utters over them. Hence, by the

nature of the case, the two parties stand over against each

other, each condemning the other. But there is a differ-

ence. If they judge him, they do it Kara ttjv crdpica

('according to the flesh'), that is, because his a-dp^, his

earthly appearance, does not seem to agree with what he

says about himself. This exact conception of 57 adp^ {' the

flesh ') is to be held fast, with Llicke, Meyer, and Godet,

in contrast to the subjective reference given it by other

exegetes (as early as Chrysostom ; among modern scholars,

De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius), and in contrast to the

union of the two, contended for by Stier,^ Thus they

cleave to his fleshly form, in order thereby to have the

desired occasion to be able to pass a judgment of condem-

' Stier, Scden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 400 f.
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nation iipon him. On the other hand, when Jesus, by his

self-witness to himself, utters a sentence of condemnation

upon all those who do not receive it, in that he thereby

consigns them to the unsaved condition, he does not do it

in the first instance in order to judge. For he witnesses

to himself, in order to witness to himself unto salvation, not

unto judgment.

We are not, therefore, to supply a Kara rrjv adpKa (' ac-

cording to the flesh ') after iyot ov Kpivco ovSeva {' I judge

no man ') ; most commentators urge such a supplying, as

for example Liicke, Stier.^ This is impossible in connec-

tion with our explanation of Kara rrjv crdp/ia, and, aside

from that, is excluded on account of the repetition of the

thought in Kal iav Kpivco iyco (' and if I judge
') ; compare

De Wette. The last • mentioned, in fact, really first adds

the actual point thought of (compare Meyer), Nor are we
to add anything of that kind, as for example vvv (' now

')

(Augustine, Chrysostom), or /xovoo; 'alone' (Storr, Godet,

who wishes iyco, ' I,' to be emphasized, as if it read auroa

iyco, ' I myself '). The thought is simply this : he has not

come unto judging, but unto saving ; compare iii. 1

7

(Meyer, Briickner, Hengstenberg). His self-witness has

this aim.

Veese 16.

But his testimony as to himself can have a different

result : And if I also judge, my judgment is a true one. In /cat

. . . 8e, Kai connects, ' and,' while Se puts in relief the word
in question, here Kplvw {' I judge '). We would express

this by ' also,' indicating an emphasis and not an increase.^

Jesus does not in this name an exception to that general

maxim (thus Meyer), but the shape and effect which his

self-witness obtains without his will : I do not testify to

myself in order to judge ; but if by means of unbelief my
testimony be unto judgment, this is then a true judgment

^ Stier, Reclen Jesii, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 401.

* This is against Kriiger, Griechische Sprachlehre fiir ScJnden, § 69. 32,

Anm. 10, 3ded., Berlin 1852, p. 559. Compare Winer, Grainmatik des

neutestame7itUchen SpracMdioms, § 53. 7. b, 7th ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 412 f.
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that I exercise, because I do it in fellowship with my
Father.

The notion which lies in Kpiaicr k.tX. ('judgment, etc.')

is that of self-witness. Hence, when they judge him in his

self-witness, they do it Kara rrjv adpKa (' according to the

flesh '). And when he judges them by liis self-witness, he

does it according to the truth (uXr^Orja, thus N ), or it is a

genuine, real judgment {a\7}6ivr], thus B D L T, and to be

preferred), and not merely one that bears the name of a

judgment, as theirs—his judgment is such for the very

reason that it goes to the essence of the matter, and there-

fore is agreeable to the truth. He confirms this by the

fellowship of the Father. For I am not alone, hut I and the

Father that hath sent me. This is a justifiable confirmation,

since that fellowship, if an essential one, exists also in his

judging, and hence the judgment must be right and true.

It follows from this that it is not merely his act, but his

Father's also. This therefore forms the third thought, in

which again the fiaprvpia (' witness ') enters in place of

the Kpiaicr ('judgment'), which latter, indeed, only meant
the former, simply in a definite direction.

Verses 17-19.

His testimony is twofold, his and his Father's. By this

he satisfies their law.

Verse 17.

And also it is written in your law, that the testimony of
two men is true. Kat ... he is used as above in ver. IG.

Jesus does not say vfierepoa vofioa- (' your law ') from the

standpoint of the evangelist (Baumgarten - Crusius, De
Wette), and still less in a condemning sense (Schweizer,

Baur), hence being a sign of later origin and of unhistorical

narrative. He speaks thus because the Jews identified

themselves with the law as contrasted with Jesus, and so

claimed it exclusively for themselves over against him, in

order to base their claim against Jesus upon it, v. 16,

vii. 23 f.; Meyer.^ The prescription of the law, Deut.

1 See vol. i. p. 125 f.
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xvii. 6, xix. 15, is quoted freely by Jesus. In the Old

Testament fjidprvpea (' witnesses ') are spoken of ; here,

dvOpdoTTwv (' men ') is used designedly, in order to hint at

the surplus offered by Jesus—by a conclusion from the less

to the greater, ' a minori ad maius '
:

' duorum hominum
;

quanto magis Dei et filii Dei V 'of two men ; how
much greater of God and of the Son of God ?

' (Bengel)—in

that he brings forward not merely the testimony of two

men, but his and his Father's.

Veese 18.

The man Jesus testifies to his divinity, and the Father

who sent him does it, naniely, by legitimating Jesus as His

ambassador in his actions. This reasoning, again, it is true,

has as its presupposition, first, that they accept as valid

his, the man's, testimony concerning his divine origin and

vocation ; and second, that they own as a testimony to him,

though borne by him, the testimony of the Father, which

again lies only in his, Jesus', deeds.

Verse 19.

Hence, when the Jews desired to see this testimony shown

outside of the sphere of his self-presentation, in that they

asked after this his Father to whom he appealed, Jesus

can only again point to himself. Ye neither know me, nor

my Father : if ye had hnoivn one, ye should have known tny

Father also. He himself is always the presupposition for

the knowledge of his Father. He cannot point to a testi-

mony of the Father's, which may stand over against him,

independently of him, and so legitimate him, that they

might first through that obtain a relation to him. They

can reach that testimony only by starting from him. Jesus

. thus, exactly considei;ed, does not go beyond a certain ' peti-

tio principii,' 'begging of the question;' nor can he; for

they must believe in him simply on account of himself.

In this I have presupposed that the Jews do not mean

his bodily father (thus De Wette, Olshausen, Briickner, and

approximately Liicke, following Augustine's example; on

the contrary, Meyer). There was no reason for their
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assuming such an awkward position, for he had spoken of

him who sent him, and they were already accustomed to the

fact that he called God in a special sense his Father, v. 1 8.

Besides, the answer becomes much sharper and bitterer,

when they call upon him to bring forward also the invisible

witness and his testimony, to which he appeals. They do

not speak thus ' to a certain extent in an honest purpose

'

(Godet), but in a hostile sense.

It is as if they would give him to understand that any

liar could appeal to God. If he wishes to appeal to God

in a particular way, and thereby prove his special claim, he

must in some way show that ; he must not merely stop

at the assertion, but bring the testimony to the spot, and

show the testimony. They do not speak thus, as if they

desired to hear his Father as a witness ;
^ but Jesus is to

show him in his testimony. To this Jesus can only

answer, that he can only show him in his own self-

presentation. He can therefore name no other way by

which they can come to a knowledge of the testimony of

the Father, than by understanding him himself Since

this is not the case, since they will not condescend to this,

the other is also made impossible for them,

Veese 20,

Tlicse ivords spaJce Jesus as he taught in the temple, iv

'ya^o(f>v\aK[(p, at, by, the treasure chests, if we understand

by <ya^o4)v\dKiov the actual receptacle for the treasure,

w^hich according to the rabbinic accounts consisted of

thirteen trumpet-shaped brazen chests, designed for the

reception of voluntary contributions for the temple as well

as for the temple tax (Mark xii. 41 ; Meyer), But as this

use of iv is foreign to the New Testamenl;, we should

perhaps understand by rya^o^vXaKLov the space in which

those treasure chests stood (Winer,^ Briickner), This

would be quite possible in view of the further use of

* Liicke, Commentar uber das Evangelium des Joliannes, 3(1 ed., Bonn

1843, vol. ii. p. 290.

2 Winer, Grammatik des neiUestamentlichen Sprachidioms, § ii. a. 1. c,

7tli ed,, Leipzig 1867, p. 360.
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ja^ocfivXaKiov (compare 1 Mace. xiv. 49 and Keil on that

passage), and is in this case the more probable interpreta-

tion. This treasury was in the court of the women. The

evangelist names the place, not only for the sake of local

exactness, but, like the addition of StSdaKcov ev rw iepu>

(' teaching in the temple '), to make it noticeable, that Jesus,

as he did, spoke at a place where many men went back-

wards and forwards (Meyer).

Jesus therefore testified to himself thus freely and openly

(Baumgarten-Crusius, Stier^), and without timidity (Bengel

:

' eo loco ubi aliquis facile potuisset capi; ubi maxima
erat hominum frequentia,' ' in that place where any one

could be easily seized ; where the thronging of men was

the greatest'). So much the more is it unto judgment for

the Jews. And no man seized him,—how triumphantly

said by the evangelist (Meyer) ! They probably wished to

seize him, but they did not dare to do so. His Jiour was not

yet come, according to God's will.^ Even this possibility of

belief, which was offered to Israel, became a judgment for

them. Their hostility could have no other result than to

withdraw entirely from the Jews the possibility of salva-

tion. The following paragraph begins with this.

(2.) Verses 21-29.

A good connection with what precedes is found in the

fact that, in the first place, the subject concerns the final

issue for both, for Jesus and for the Jews. This is based

upon the origin of both, and the latter is again connected

with the former by the present time, especially the present

of Jesus' word. The development falls into three periods

:

vers. 21, 22; vers. 23, 24; vers. 25-29.

Verse 21.

Tlakiv {' again ') opens a new discourse. Whether on

some following day (Meyer), or on the same day (thus com-

monly), must be left undecided. The evangelist, utterly

abstracted from the temporal relations, let himself, in the

' Stier, Beden Jestt, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 406.

2 See vol. i. p. 131 f.
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comTDination of the discourses, be decided only by considera-

tion of the thoughts ; he did not trouble himself about ex-

ternal historical exactness. Since Jesus' hour was not yet

come (ovv), he turned himself anew towards his opponents

{avTola, ' unto them '), but with words which became ever

more earnest and more keen. This appeared in the very be-

ginning : / go my xvcty, and ye shall seek me, and shall die in

your sin ; whither Igo, ye cannot come. For when he says that

he goes his way, the first thing that supplies itself is : to his

Father. But that has less emphasis—and is therefore also

not especially named—than the fact that he thereby is with-

drawn from the Jews. His departure to his Father is the

judgment upon Israel. They will seek him, namely, as

deliverer in the severe distress which will come upon them
;

compare vii, 34; but in vain—that is a matter of course.

Although ovx evprjaere ('ye shall not find,' vii, 34) is here

omitted, the fact is contained in oirov iyoy k.t.\. (' whither

I, etc.').

This negative side is, however, not without a correspond-

ing, and that a much stronger positive side, which is desig-

nated by iv jfj dfjiaprla v^wv airoOavetaOe (' ye shall die in

your sin '), They will die ' in,' not ' of ' (Hengstenberg),

their sin. They will go unto death with the sin which

forms their moral condition, and which is especially deter-

mined by lack of belief in Jesus Christ. In death, they

will be determined in sin by their unbelief, and not freed

from sin by belief. From this follows necessarily what
they have to look for beyond death. For by unbelief,

and because they are in sin, they stand under judgment.

"Oirov iyco vTrdyco k.t.X ('whither I go, etc.') thus obtains

an essential definiteness. It is said in contrast to what
precedes. Over against the judgment, into which they

enter through death, because they were previously in it,

stands the perfect fellowship with God, into which Jesus

enters. De Wette opposes this explanation by referring to

xiii. 33. To this we reply, that in that passage, in the

first place, we must observe the appended apn (' now
') ; and,

in the next place, that Jesus nevertheless it is true will only

at a later period take his own unto him, xiv. 3, xvii. 24.
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This is not yet true of the disciples, and is not true of the

Jews at all, because they go unto death in sin. They
understand well whither he goes, and therefore whither

they will not be able to come. They feel the condemnatory

force of Jesus' words. But they desire to ward off the

impression from themselves, by turning his words back

against him in a question of scorn.

Verse 22.

This speech is to be conceived as scornful (against Heng-

stenberg). If Jesus denies to them the future of salvation

because it lies alone in him, the one they despise, they on

the other hand deny to him the future of salvation, because

he by an act of most grievous sin will free himself from

them who yet are sure- of the blessed future. Doubtless in

despair—so they wished it to be conceived—that he finds

no favour with them, he will kill himself. This reply

shows clearly the progress of antagonism. Previously, they

had assumed the appearance of willingly desiring to accept

liis words, if he only would fulfil the proper conditions for

his legitimation. Now, their disposition and their posture

appear without any mask, as an opposition of scorn, as

simple not-willing. Therein, however, the judgment shows

itself, the judgment which in their unbelief accomplishes

itself in and over them. It thus becomes ever more certain :

they have forfeited the future of salvation.

Verse 23.

Ye arefrom heneath; Iam from ahove: ye arc of this world;

I am not of this world. These words trace the contrariety

of destiny, back to the contrariety of origin. The ground

for the former lies in the latter. Jesus in these words does

not give the reason for their being able thus to exercise

scorn (Meyer), but the reason for the issue. He ignores the

scorn ; that alone is worthy of him. Nor does he charac-

terize ' their low nature ' (Meyer), but their moral character

in general. It is true that e'/c twv kcltw, e« rev Koafiov

(' from beneath, of this world '), do not in the first instance

denote disposition and inclination (Meyer), but neither does
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eV TH)v avu) {' from above ') denote the siipersensual in-

cKnation, or ovk e/c rod Koafiov (' not of this world ') the

supramiindane disposition (Baumgarten-Crusius). In the

first place, ra Karco (' below ') and Koafioa- (' world ') do

not express things substantially different (against Baum-

garten-Crusius, Stier^), and least of all so that ra kct(o

means hell (Stier and also Godet, at least in part) ; but

in the previous expression, the formal point of diametrical

opposition comes more to view, and in the latter expression

the reality of the designation comes more to view. In

the second place, ra Karco names the sphere as much as

o Koa-fioa- does, only that in the former respect is paid to

the extent and the variety of the elements constituting it,

and in the latter to the fact of their belonging together,

of the physical and ethical oneness.

' This world,' in its entire actuality and concrete consti-

tution, stands in contrast to the renewed world, which is to

realize itself from him, the one who has come from above.

In each case the origin is meant in the first instance.

Now, moreover, ra Karco or o koct/jloct has its definite ethical

stamp, and the destiny which is determined by that (ovu,

ver. 24). He also participates in this destiny who comes

from that KocTfxocr. The designation thus becomes in its

earliest phase a designation of all men in contrast to Christ,

who comes from heaven, and not from the earth in the

same exact sense in which the contrary must be said of men,

and who hence has the corresponding ethical stamp (<^c3o-,

' light ') and the corresponding future (^cor) alcovtoa, ' eternal

life '). If, however, that statement be true in the exact

sense for all men, how can it here be true for the Jews in

a special sense ? It is clearly so intended. The explana-

tion is to be found in what Jesus, xv. 19, says of the dis-

ciples : 'jE7&) e^eXe^dfxrju vfxda eK rov Koafiov (' I have

chosen you out of the world '). They therefore are really eK

rov Koa-fMov (' of the world ') as well as the others, or else

they could not be taken out of the world. But by reason

of an event which has befallen them, they are taken from

the world, so that it now can and must be said of them : eV

' Stier, lieden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 410.
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Tov KocTfiov ovK iaT€ (' JG are not of the world '). It is

therefore not, as Hilgenfeld^ would persuade us, a natural

difference of various classes of men which determines this

division of humanity, but a divine act.

Is this, however, not mediated humanly ? The fifteenth

chapter says of the disciples, in connection with that

thought, that they have become disciples, servants of Jesus,

as their Lord. How else than by belief? In belief the

objective blessing of salvation becomes immanent in the

individual. Hence, in belief, ^coi] (' life ') has assumed the

place of ddvaroa (' death '), which forms the essence of the

world ; and <pu)<x or akrjOeia (' light ' or ' truth ') has assumed

the place of sin, which forms the life-shape of the world

in its unsaved condition. Therefore, because the Jews do

not believe, it is said -of them that they are from below, or

of the world. If they be this, then the element of their

life is death, the form of it is sin. The next verse says

this concerning them, upon the ground of their unbelief.

Veese 24.

We perceive, therefore, that the difference between men
is conditioned on their personal behaviour in belief or

unbelief. Only in this way that which is by nature,

fixes itself by the personal act, or is removed for the

personal life ; removed by the grasping of and the posses-

sion of the contrary principle of life and form of life which

is in Christ. This is what is said by iav fir) TrtaTevarjre

on iyco elfii, 'If ye hclicve not that I am.' They are to

believe that he is. What is he ? What else can it be

that he is, and that they are to believe him to be, than the

entire, full salvation which formed the contents of aU God's

promises, the hope and the belief of Israel from the very

beginning ? He is the life, the light, the way, the truth,

and so on; in short, he is One and All as absolutely decisive.

We are here to think, not of this or that side, not at all gf

6 Xpiaroa- {' the Christ ') alone (De Wette, Meyer). When
they appeal for this to iv. 26, they overlook the fact that

^ Hilgenfeld, Das Evangel'mm und die Brie/e Johannis nach ihrem Lehr-

hegriff dargestellt, Halle 1849, p. 146 If.
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there the definite thing to be supplied is necessarily given

by the question. In this passage, on the contrary, the

context at first offers nothing definite.

The predicate must therefore be taken in the utmost

generality. Whatever they may think of, when they think

of the future of Israel, that they are to know and believe

in him. The very fact of not naming the predicate, and yet

of its being a matter of course, ' lends to it a calm majesty.'

' As God in xin "i^x (" I am he ") comprehends the sum of

the Old Testament belief, Deut. xxxii. 39, Isa. xli. 13,

xliii. 10, so does Christ in ore iyco elfit (" that I am ") com-

prehend the sum of the New Testament belief (Meyer) .^

The emphasis, moreover, as in i^^n ""js, lies on the ' I :' the

contents of belief are that ' He ' is. ' What ' he is, Jesus

does not say, for the Old Testament says that. He, there-

fore, is its substance. The new point which his preaching,

which the New Testament, has furnished is, that ' He ' is it.

Hence the first thing in question is not new knowledge, but

a fact in the history of salvation ; this is to be expressed, this

is to be believed. The new knowledge, then, consists only

in the application of the old knowledge to this actual

present. If they do not make this saving fact their own in

belief, they forfeit salvation : Ye shall die in your sins. In

ver. 21, aTToOavetaOe ('ye shall die') was put at the end.

Here it stands at the beginning with energetic emphasis : ye

shall die (Meyer). Herein lies the whole thought and its

tragic character. He alone is the deliverance, and belief in

him as the only salvation is the way of deliverance.

Verse 25.

This is taken up by the Jews in their answer, which

gives occasion to the whole period, vers. 25'-29. To his

iyco elfit, they reply with the scornful question : av ria el

;

' Wlio art tliou V Hofmann is certainly right in designating

the Jews' question as a question of unbelieving scorn.

' Compare Hofmann, Der Scliri/thewels, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i.

p. 63 f. As to the relation of the Johannean iyu df/.i to Jesus' self-testimony

in the synoptists, see Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel,

Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 237 S.
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They are the same who opposed him in ver. 22 with that

scornful question. They had understood Jesus' statement

in ver. 21, and they understood the e7&) elfn in ver. 24
just as well. It is not seeking doubters that speak thus,

but proud opponents. This is to be seen from the crv

('thou') which stands at the front, and which has the

emphasis of contempt (Meyer). Jesus' reply determines

itself by this. He does not give them a round answer to

their question. They do not deserve it. But he refers

them to his word, which he speaks in their midst.

The great question here concerns the difficult and ex-

tremely variously explained words : ttjv a.p'^rjv otl koI XaXw
viilv, that wMcli I say unto you at the hegijining. We must

proceed step by step in order not to lose the right track in

the confusion of the many expositions. Tr]v apxw is

caused to precede in such a way that it must not be taken

substantively, but adverbially; it is true that this is the

only passage in the New Testament where it is to be thus

taken, but elsewhere it often occurs in this sense. It then

really appears in the place of a sentence, whose verb is to

be supplied ; it denotes ' the beginning,' either the one

which has or had been made, or which is now made, or

which is to be made.

In the former sense—in the meaning :
' at the beginning

'

—it occurs for example at Gen. xliii. 18, 20 ; Dan. viii. 1.

Something earlier is emphasized and contrasted with that

which is later. This might point either to his being or to

his speaking. Eeferred to his being, it would mean 'from

the beginning onward,' that is, ' from eternity,' I am
that which, etc. Cyril, Lampe, Fritzsche :

' sum a rerum

primordiis (i. 1) ea natura, quam me esse profiteer ' (' from

the first beginnings of things I am that nature which I

profess that I am'), Hengstenberg, Stier.-^ Ti]v ap^^-qv

means, however : at the beginning, ' initio,' ' ab initio,' but

not from the beginning onwards, in the exact sense. More^

over, this reference to his eternal being would not fit into

the context here, where he is speaking of the fact that the

salvation of the Jews is knit to his person. Finally, 'KaXdv

^ Stier, Eeden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 417.
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(* to speak ') emphasizes less the contents than the action of

speaking. It is no better when they refer rrjv ap'^/]v, in

the sense of dir apxw C ^oi^ the beginning '), to his speak-

ing : I am that which I from the beginning onwards speak

to you ; thus Tholuck, Baumgarten-Crusius. But aside from

the way in which rrju ap'^/jv is made to precede, we should

in that case have to read, not \aXw (' I speak '), but XeXaXrjKa

(' I have spoken '). The fact that he still says what he

said at the very beginning, does not justify this manner

of expression. It must in that case read on air ap'^rja

\eXdXijKa.

If, then, Tr]v dp^rjv does not designate a far distant

beginning, whether of being or of speaking, it must denote

the beginning in the sense of that which lies before him.

It does not denote the present in contrast with the future,

so that Tr]v dp'yriv means 'for the present.' Hofmann^

says :
' at the beginning, namely, for the present, because

this is the time in which he speaks to them, he has much
to say concerning them, and to judge with words.' This is

not correct. ' At the beginning ' and ' for the present ' are

two things. ISTor does it mean the first member of a series

:

firstly, I am the one, etc. (Luther), or in the first place

(Olshausen), or above all things, I am, etc. (De Wette).

The meaning is this. The fact that he designates some-

thing as the beginning, and puts it at the front, serves to

lay stress upon something as the chief thing. Connected

with negations, or in negative sentences, it obtains the sense

of 'throughout,' 'altogether,' by which what is denied is

denied absolutely. It is, however, not allowable to apply

this meaning here in the sense of ' in general ' (Liicke), or

' entirely ' (Maier, Winer,^ Godet), or ' certainly ' (Baumlein),

because there is no negative sentence here (compare the

proofs in Bruckner), But that which Jesus says in the

following words is by him put at the head and designated

as the chief thing, as that which is true ' from the outset.'

' Hofmann, Dtr Schriftheweis, 2d ed., Nbrdlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 65,

vol. ii. parti. (1859),. p. 178.

* Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms, § 54. 1, 7th ed.,

Leipzig 1867, p. 432.
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He makes the beginning of his answer with this ; this is

true from the first, when he treats with the Jews ; this is

the Alpha and Omega : I am that which also I speak to

you.

In this it is presupposed that ore is to be taken in the

sense of o re {' that which '), as also it is commonly under-

stood. 'That' [conjunction] he speaks to them (thus I

earlier), cannot well be the answer logically to a ' What ?

'

or 'Who?' We should in that case have to take oti koI

XaXto v/jilv as a middle clause, and connect rrjv dpxv^ with

ver. 26, iroWa k.t.X. ('many things'). Following older

commentators, Bengel takes it in this way, and says :
' prin-

cipio quum etiam loquor vobis—dat. comm. : de me quis

sim loquor, ut credatis et salvemini—multa habeo,' etc.

(' In the first place, since also I speak for you—dative of

advantage : I speak concerning myself, who I am, that ye

may believe and be saved '). Hofmann^ says :
' the very

calling in which Jesus for the present stands, namely, to

speak to them, brings with it that he also has much to say

about them.' But, aside from the fact that Jesns would

not answer thus to that question, for this explanation kui

would have to be with ttoWo, k.t.\. and not in the con-

firmatory sentence. Moreover, the words :
' because I speak

to you,' would not suffice to express the much farther-

reacliing thought, that his vocation now is to speak to

them. This weighty point of his calling would be herewith

brought in. Olshausen and Baumlein treat on k.t.X. as

a middle clause, and take the relative in the sense of o ti;

against this the former objection stiU holds good, and we

should expect Xiyco in place of XaXw.

Further, it is presupposed in the explanation presented,

that OTL K.rX. is to be understood neither in the sense of

questioning reflection, nor of an astonished question. Liicke,

for example, took it in the former sense : In general, then,

why do I yet speak to you? We saw above that rrjv

dpxn^ is not to be justified in this sense, and even if on

permits of justification (as equivalent to rt iarcv on ; ' w^hy

' Hofmann, Der Schrlfibeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1859, vol. ii. part i.

p. 179.
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is it that ?'), the thought itself is too singular and too

inappropriate a reflection in the mouth of Jesus. Meyer

took the words in the sense of a surprised question : What
I even from the outset speak to you, do ye ask me that ?

They had not, however, asked him that, but only who he

was. When Jesus here substitutes : what he speaks, that

is exactly an answer to the question, and not a question

itself; hence it is not to be treated as a question.

If, however, 6 tl kol k.t.X. is an answer to the question,

\a\c3 offers a difficulty,—as we must concede to Hofmann,^

—

since o rt is the statement of the contents, which would

seem to demand \iyecv rather than XaXeip. For XaXeiv

denotes speaking as an act. But by /cat (' and ') Jesus puts

his speaking in a parallel with his being. He not merely
* is ' what he is, but he also testifies to himself as such in

his activity of speaking to them. These two points, that

lie also speaks to them, and that in this his speaking he

accredits himself to them as the one whom he is, Jesus

combines together. This is true of all his speaking, what-

ever he says,—hence the choice of the more generalizing

o Tt instead of the simple relative.

Their question is sufficiently answered by this reference

to his testimony, which he ever and anon gives concerning

himself, against them. They deserve no more ; he will do

them no further honour (Luther). He, who is the word of

God to humanity, desires therefore to be recognised only

from his word. ' I am your preacher : if you first believe

that, you will doubtless learn who I am, and otherwise

not ' (Luther : marginal note).

Veese 26.

Over against that which his testimony says about him,

he places—without ' a punishing delay ' (thus Meyer)

—

that which he has to say about them : / have many tilings

to say and to judge of you. They must agree to that, if

they are to be helped. He that is the light is also the

judge. He can witness to himself as the light, only in

• Hofmann, Der Schrifibeweis, 2d ed., Nbrdlingen 1859, toI. ii. imrt i.

p. 178 f.

LUTH. U. S JOHN.
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such a way that his testimony becomes a criticism of the

world standing opposed thereunto. Indeed, iroWd (' many

things ') is emphatically placed at the head. He is far

from being done with it yet :
' I have to say,' etc. To the

degree that their opposition remains and increases, his

judicial testimony against them must continue and grow

more severe. They can attain to a recognition of him only

on condition of bending before it. When, however, he

thus speaks to them judging them, it is not He, for himseK,

that so judges, etc., but he speaks forth from the fellowship

of his Father. The connection is conceived in this way by

most commentators (Liicke, De Wette, Tholuck) ; compare

also Hofmann :^ 'The comparison of viii. 16 confirms the

opinion, that, in the face of the offence which the Jews

take at his judgment upon them, Jesus withdraws himself

to and appeals to the fact that the truthfulness of him who

sent him, and the nature of his own discourse, as that

wliich is purely a declaration within the world, of what

he before received from God's mouth, are a perfectly

valid pledge for the justification of his judging and

punishing,'

This is no ' artificially formed contrast ' (Meyer), but a

perfectly appropriate thought. Nor do e)(Q} XaXeiv {' I have

to say ') and Xe<y€iv (' to speak ') stand in such a contrast to

each other, that the former denotes a discourse which Jesus

does not bring forth, while the latter denotes his testimony

to the truth of salvation, which testimony he really gives

(Meyer). For it does not say: he would have, but: he

has much to speak ; and he means this very thing in the

following \a\a), which corresponds to the preceding XaXeiu

—not Xejo) (Meyer), but XaA.c3 is to be read, with k B, etc.

Therefore ravTa ('those things') are not, as Chrysostom,

and following him Meyer, explains, to, irpoa- o-corrjplav ('the

things unto salvation '), but ra irpbcr eXeryx^ov (' the things

unto judgment '). With this also agrees the emphasizing

directly the truthfulness of God, so that hence his judging

testimony is in place, as well as the addition of eiV tov

' Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1859, vol. ii. part L

p. 179.
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Koafiov (' unto the world '), for they belong to this ; compare

ver. 23.

Verse 27.

In the justification of his judging testimony, he appealed

to his peculiar relation to the Father. The evangelist adds

a remark concerning this : Thei/ understood not that he spake

to them of the Father. This certainly sounds strange. It is

too improbable that the Jews did not know of whom Jesus

spoke (De Wette) ; and it will not do to attempt to make
such a thing more credible, by saying that we are to suppose

that after ver. 21 the Jews are different ones from those

before (Meyer) ; all the Jews might know that. As little

can we make out of the not understandincj a not owninjr

(Liteke), or a covert not wishing to understand (Tholuck,

Stier). The evangelist does not say rbv deov ('God'), but

Tov irarepa (' the Father ') : Jesus' relation to the Father, in

what sense he is his Father, they might have learned from

what Jesus had said previously, which he had heard from him
who sent him.^ He therefore directs them to this his word.

From it they are to understand him, his relation to God,

and his vocation to the world. There is no other way.

Verse 28.

But his word does not serve that purpose for them.

They do not now understand. An event of the future must

occur to bring them to understanding, namely, his lifting

up on the cross. Then will they recognise him. Bengel

says :
* Cognoscetis ex re quod nunc ex verbo non creditis

'

(' Ye will recognise from the fact that which you now will

not believe from the word'). In this sense tjie evangelist

makes the transition to this new saying of Jesus' by the

word ovv (' then ') : When ye shall lift up the Son of man,

then shall ye know that I am. It is true that vyjrovv does

not directly mean crucify ; it means in the first place

merely Jesus' lifting up. Since this, however, is designated

as a deed of the Jews (orav vyjrcoarjTe, ' when ye shall lift

^ Hofmann, Der Schriftheweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1859, vol. ii. part i.

p. 180.
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up '), we perceive clearly that his death is intended as the

iirst step of the lifting up. Thus it took place historically,

that he first was lifted up by men to the cross, and after

that by the Father into heaven. What else was it that

brought him to the cross, than that he declared of himself

that He was, namely, that he was the salvation promised

to Israel, although he seemed to be a man like other men.

They could not forgive him that. This explains to us the

scornful question, ver. 25: au rla- el; ('who art thou?'),

and Jesus recalls that here when he says with design rov

vlov Tov avOpooirov (' the Son of man '). But the knowledge

which his death will effect is even this, that He is : rore

r^vwaeade on iyco elj^u (' then shall ye know that I am ').

In how far will his lifting up at first on the cross serve

them as a means to recognise him ? Because he exactly

then will be proved to be the one whom he is, at first on the

cross, and then in the glorification. ' Eventum legimus

'

('we read the issue'), Matt, xxvii. 54; Luke xxiii. 47 f
.

;

Acts ii. 41, xxi. 20 ; Bengel.

It is hardly likely that what follows still depends on otl

('that,' Meyer, Godet), since it would stand to otl in a

different relation from e^o) el^i (' I am '). On the contrary,

the only thing that will properly correspond to the repeti-

tion' of the previous thought, ver. 24, which is on iyo) elfxi

('that I am'), is to close the sentence with it, and not give

the OTL a farther relation. And it is entirely in accordance

with John's method of speech, that the next thing should

free itself from the construction, and take an independent

place at the side of what precedes. Jesus goes back to

what he said before, ver. 26, about his fellowship with the

Father.

/ do nothing of myself ; hut as my Father hath tanght me,

that- 1 speak, lie defines the action more nearly as a

speaking. Acting and speaking are not to be conceived as

two parallel functions, so that in the first we should have to

add in thought ' speaking,' and in the latter ' acting ' (Bengel,

De Wette). Jesus here has in mind only his business as

teacher. KaOwa- (' as ') ought to call for ovtouct (' so ') and

not TavTa (' that '). Hence Meyer takes Tavra demonstra-
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lively : that which I teach—being even occnpied in this

his business as teacher—I teach as, etc. But especially-

after the interruption in ver. 27, raura cannot well be

taken demonstratively ; it probably brings in again the

ravra XaXw of ver. 26. On this account the evangelist,

with his liking for the use of the retrospective pronoun,^

might well, incorrectly, make a ravra correspond to the

KaOcaa (thus also commonly).

Verse 29.

As his fulfilling of his vocation stands in the fellowship

of his Father, so also does he himself : A7id he that sent me
is ivith me : he hath not left me alone ; for I do always that

lohich is icell-pleasing to him. He has not merely sent

him at some time or other, and then perchance left him

alone ; his fellowship with God is a lasting one, because

his posture of will also is that agreeable to God, the moral

consummation of his divine fellowship. Ovk a(^r}Kev {' hath

not left '), namely, thus far. The divine fellowship is in

its historical reality one morally mediated. Jesus has made

to be the moral act of his life, that which essentially

belongs to him. They will learn that also hereafter in the

issue of his life : the Father will confess him, because he,

Jesus, at all times confesses him. Thus does Jesus give

testimony concerning his fellowship with God. The Jews,

therefore, are referred to this his word if they desire to

know him. Only upon the basis of it will his future help

them to the saving knowledge.

What follows is most closely connected with this.

(3.) Verses 30-59.

This paragraph contains the most cutting' expression of

the antagonism. Particularly in the middle part, the oppo-

sition rises to the greatest keenness. With ver. 48 the

discourse turns itself unmistakably to Jesus, and thereby be-

comes a declaration concerning him. Before that, the state-

ments essentially treat of the Jews. Vers. 38 and 41 (first

half) and 47 denote a climax in that. Each of these three

' See vol. i. p. 32.
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statements is called forth by a declaration of the Jews

:

ver. 33 ; ver. 39 ; ver. 41 (second half). Hence, as a rule,

commentators begin a new division of this conversation with

ver. 33. But it is not to be mistaken that with ver. 37

the tone of the discourse becomes different from what it is

in vers. 33-36. In the latter verses, statement predomi-

nates; in the former verses, ver. 37 f., attack. Vers. 33-36

are rather a promise of the blessing which he will experience

who lets himself be transferred by the Son into the Son's

freedom of the truth. First with ver. 37 does Jesus begin

to hold up to the Jews that for which their declaration that

they are airipfia 'A^padfi {' Abraham's seed ') offers the occa-

sion. Hence he here takes up again these words of theirs.

On this account it seems to me that this conversation should

be divided into the three sections: vers. 30-36; vers.

37_47; vers. 48-59.

This also answers the question, who the speakers, ver. 33,

are. There are difficulties in each case, whether we under-

stand that the ones speaking are believers (Bengel, Olshau-

sen, Baumgarten-Crusius, Meyer, Stier, Godet), or whether

we understand that they are the opponents of Jesus (Lampe,

De Wette, Liicke, Tholuck, Maier, Hengstenberg). The

former is opposed by the continuing of the discourse, ver.

3 7 f. ; the latter, by the change of persons, without a token

of the change being given. Jesus directed ver. 31 f. to

the believers, who surrounded him, mingled with his oppon-

ents. From this crowd now comes to him the remark in

ver. 33 : doubtless it was at first from his opponents, but

the believers also, for lack of understanding, joined in with

them, and perhaps in part went over to their side again.

Jesus, in the first place, turns to these latter, instructing

them, giving them promises. With ver. 37, on the other

hand, he directs himself towards the others, judging, con-

demning. The strong opposition therefore begins first with

ver. 37, while ver. 34 f. still belongs to the discourse to

the believers. In ver. 33, moreover, the subject could not

change, because it in fact did not change entirely. It is

kept indefinite, because those words, taken as an utterance

of all together, were also indefinite, since they had pro-
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ceeded from a twofold disposition :
' turba erat promiscua

'

(' the crowd was a mixed one '), BengeL

Verses 30-36.

The thing emphasized here is the decisive importance of

Jesus' word. Upon this word depend discipleship to Jesus,

truth, and freedom.

Verse 30.

Jesus' word brought many to believe on him. The cir-

cumstance that it was his word which called forth the belief,

shows that it was a right beginning of belief. But of course it

was only a mere beginning. The point was, that the progress

should also correspond to it. And these were, even though

many, yet only single ones out of the mass of unbelievers.

It was requisite that they should free themselves entirely

from that mass, and enter upon fellowship with Jesus.

This was especially true for those who originally belonged

to the opposition party.

Verse 31.

Jesus directs himself especially to those of that party

who had become believers. Hence the evangelist makes

particularly prominent the ^lovSaloc (' Jews '), who had

believed Jiim (jreiriaTevKO'Taa avrtS), that is, his word, his

self-witness, and in consequence of that had believed on

him (ela- avrov). To these, then, Jesus turns himself in

chief : vfiela {' ye') is not superfluous, but is said pur-

posely, to distinguish them from the unbelieving ^lovSaloi.

The continuation must correspond to the beginning : if

ye continue in my loord. All depends upon the continuing

(compare Acts xiii. 43), and, especially in Johns's gospel and

first epistle, fieveiv (' to remain
')

plays an important part

;

compare for example v. 38, vi. 56, xv. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10,

etc.; 1 John ii. 6, 10, 14, 17, 24, 27, 28, iii. 6, etc. To

remain in the word : the word formed the foundation of the

new relation toward Jesus upon which they had entered.

And the word must continue to be that foundation if the

relation is to come to its truth and completion. Thus, in
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agreement with that which the former paragraph taught us,

the word of Jesus, the personal word, appears everywhere as

the foundation and mediation of the state of salvation. For

it is the means of fellowship with him : then are ye in tmth

my disciples. They have now only begun to turn themselves

towards him. Only on the condition mentioned will their

discipleship to Jesus obtain truth and reality. ' Non satis

est coepisse ' (' it is not enough to have begun '), Bengel.

Vekse 32.

And ye shall know the truth, and the truth slmll make you

free} The truth is, in the first place, literally the denial of

concealment, hence the manifestation, the knowledge, the

expression which corresponds to the fact. The truth, there-

fore, is agreement with one's own self in being, knowing,

speaking. In this way we name a word or a knowledge or

a doctrine true, if it agrees with the fact But aXijdeta

('truth') cannot refer to that in the case before us. It

could not be said of the truth in the merely theoretical

sense : i\ev6epcoaet vfida- (' shall make you free
')

; compare

Bruckner also. Bengel reminds us that here the same

thing is said of the truth that is afterwards said of the Son.

Tilius est Veritas' ('the Son is truth'), he adds. And the

question here certainly is not merely as to a truth of thought,

but of being. The true relation to God has been revealed

in Christ. In so far he is the truth. Because he is the

life, he is also the light, that is, the right saving form of

life ; on this account he is called the truth, namely, the

truth of the saving relation to God. Therefore it can make

free, because it is a new powerful reality. And in this we

also know from what this truth will make free, namely,

from the contrary, the salvationless form of life, that is,

from sin. The next words tell us in how far this is neces-

sary even for the Jews, and how it comes to pass.

Verse 33.

The Jews deny that that is also necessary for them.

' Upon the Biblical notion of truth, compare Hoelemann, Bibelstudien,

Leipzig 1859, vol. i. p. 1 ff. ; see also our comments upon iii. 21, p. 39.
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OuBevl BehovXevKafjiev TrcoTroTe ('we were never in bondage

to any man '), they say, and they confirm it by the fact that

they are airepfxa 'A^padfx, (' seed of Abraliam '). If, how-

ever, the logical relation of these two sentences be the one

stated, then no one has a right to take the bondage in a

political (De Wette, Meyer) or civil (Liicke, Godet) sense.

It is indeed true that it is promised unto the seed of Abra-

ham, that it shall possess the gate of its enemies. Gen.

xxii. 17, xxiv. 60, and the Jews expected the fulfilKng of

this promise, as we know, from the Messiah. But they

waited for it, for the very reason that it was not yet come,

and that, on the contrary, not merely before this time; but

even directly then the opposite was the case. Or how should

they be able only to pretend that that was not the case ?

It is therefore of no use to say, with Bengel :
' loquuntur

de sua aetate ' (' they speak of their age '), which, moreover,

does not fit at all on account of BeSovXevKa/xev TrcoTrore

('been in bondage at any time'). They had heard of a

freeing through the truth. They answer accordingly. No
one has a right to suppose that they had failed to hear the

word ' truth' (Stier,^ ' with all other exegesis' except Lange).

On the contrary, they answer both points. The truth, that is,

the true saving relation to God, they already possess, namely,

in the fact that they are Abraham's seed ; for thereby they

stand in the relation of children towards God, Deut. xiv. 1.

This answer is a perfectly natural one for Jews, since

they ever confound the historical position in the history of

salvation with the actual possession of the essential blessing

of salvation itself. So then, as belonging to God, they have,

even though externally, yet never essentially, been depen-

dent on men. They mean, it is true, spiritual dependence,

not indeed in respect to sentiments (Baumgarten-Crusius)

but in respect to their religious position. They are, among all

men, the privileged ones of God, so that in respect to the

mediation of salvation all other nations are dependent upon
them. They have never lost this position in favour of

another nation, so as to be in a dependent relation towards

that nation. How then shall they be made free only through

* Stier, JReden Jesu, 2d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 430.
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Jesus ? This seems to them an encroachment on their

honour as Jews.

Vekse 34.

Jesus' answer remains now also in the sphere of thought

of spiritual dependence in a religious relation, namely, in

that this answer recalls the power of sin and the condition

of dependence on sin. Salvation is effected, not by means

of merely belonging to that nation which forms a part of

the history of salvation, but essentially by ethical means.

Every one ivJio commits sin is a servant of sin. Jesus says

iraa ('every one') designedly ; the general law of the moral

order of the universe suffers no exception for them. TJoielv

Tr]v ajiapriav (' to commit sin'), moreover (the article intends

to lay stress upon the fact that we are to think, not of single

sins, but of the whole ethical life-character ; thus also Baum-

garten-Crusius), is that ethical constitution of life which con-

tradicts the idea of the atrepjia ^A^pad/j,; compare ver. 39.

He thus also gives herewith the answer to airepixa 'A^padfi,

ver. 33, and with SovXoa- elcr rrjv dfiapriav {' servant of sin')

to ovBevl hehovKevKajxev TrcoTrore (' we were never in bond-

age to any man'). It is hence not quite correct when

Bengel (and Stier) says : In ver. 34, Jesus replies to their

declaration about freedom, and then, in ver. 37, he passes

over to their being the children of Abraham. On the con-

trary, vers. 34-36 offer a complete reply. As Abraham's

seed, they are God's children, in view of the external his-

torical position alone. Actually, because ethicall}'- servants

of sin, they are only like servants in the house of God, in

which they stand because of their historical position. In con-

sequence, they have only the vocation of servants in God's

house ; they do not stand in part possession of the property of

the house, namely, of the blessings of salvation. They there-

fore remain in the house only so long as the master of the

house needs them ; their position is only a historical one. The

position of onewho is in the house as son is the contrary of this.

Veese 35.

TJie servant ahidctJi not in the ho%ise for ever ; the son
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abideth for ever. Since the son stands contrasted with the

servant, 6 vioa- (' the son ') is just as generically intended as

o hovkoar, ' the servant ' (De Wette, Liicke, Stier), and is not

at once to be referred to Christ (thus Bengel, Meyer, Godet).

Only in its further progress does the discourse pass over to

Christ. He is a son in the house, namely, God's house,

who stands not merely in a historical, but in an essential,

because ethically mediated, relation to God. Such a one

has a share in the possession of the essential blessings of

salvation, namely, of the ^wt) amvioa {' eternal life '). He
has it through the akrjOeia (' truth'), that is, by the fact

that he stands in the right relation to God, because in the

saving relation, because in the proper ethical constitution

of life. This relation to God, this akrideia, withdraws him

from dependence upon all other and not -divine power.

Now, however, that relation is in an absolute way existing

in him who in the absolute sense is 6 uloa-, and therefore

also rj aXrjOeia. Where, therefore, in a manner the copy of

this, it with its blessed influence is to be realized, there it

is conditioned upon this vloa kut i^o^^v (' son by way of

eminence
')

; but then also, if wrought by him, it is not

apparently but actually, not externally but essentially,

existing.

Verse 36.

If the Son make you free, then ye shall he really free. The

article here gives the o vloa- {' the Son ') a strong emphasis.

Above it was said : the truth makes free ; here : the Son

makes free ; for he ' is ' the truth. Such freedom is then

real, and it alone ; all other freedom is only appearance

and deception.

We see, therefore, that the word of Jesus is the means

and the lasting foundation for the right relation to God,

even for Israel ; Jesus' word, because he is that relation in

an absolute way in his own person, and therefore he also

alone can mediate it.

The words have a double meaning. They are instructive,

and they point forward for those of the seed of Abraham
who, through the beginning of belief, have also begun to
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enter upon the right saving relation to God. They are

condemnatory for them, if the beginning in them should not

grow to a progress in the relation to Jesus, but they should

withdraw again from it, and associate themselves with those

who, as servants of sin, choose to be mere servants in the

liouse of God. Jesus' word now addresses itself directly

to these latter.

Verses 37-47.

It was remarked above that this section falls into three

periods: vers. 37, 38; vers. 39—41 (first half); vers. 41
(second half)-47. If we compare their beginnings and

their ends (ver. 47 to compare with ver. 44) with each

other, the progressive climax is evident. That which is at

first conceded, ver. 37, is soon brought into question (ver.

3 9 : et reKva rod ^Afipad/j, ia-re, ' if ye are children of Abra-

ham '), and this is then extended to the last conclusion,

ver. 42. In a similar manner, in the ends of the periods,

that which at first is only hinted at, is declared ever more

directly, both positively and negatively.

(«.) Verses 37, 38.

They are merely historically the seed of Abraham, In

consequence, they are it in such a way that at the same

time they are not it, namely, essentially. This shows itself

in their behaviour towards him, who nevertheless is the

fulfilment of the beginning which was in Abraham.

Verse 37.

I know that yc arc Abraham's seed ; hut ye sech to hill me,

hccause my word hath no entranee in you. Jesus tells them

to their face their murderous thoughts ; thereby they prac-

tically deny their xelation as children to Abraham. Their

murderous disposition is occasioned by the fact that his

word does not so enter into them as to have its abode in

them. Thus %<»pet iv v/xlu is to be taken pregnantly, with

De Wette, against Meyer : it has no progress in you ; against

another explanation which is widespread, but which is con-

trary to the rules of the language, namely : it finds no room
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in you (for example, Baunigarten - Crusius) ; or against

Liicke and Hengstenberg's conception of ev vfilv as ' inter

vos ' (' among you ').

It is true that xwpety means : to have progress. If we

understand it as Meyer does : the word had its progress in

their souls, then it is therein presupposed that it indeed

had entrance. It would then be said of the TreTricrTevKOTea

{' those who had believed '). But this is no explanation of

the murderous disposition. For that, instead of the lacking

progress, the transition into the opposite internal mood

against Jesus must have been named. Ov %<ypeii' therefore

denies not the progress, but the entrance. The meaning
' to move oneself forward ' for xojpetv is, as Meyer also owns,

a very common one ; eV vixiv then denotes the result, as so

often with verbs of motion.

This statement of the reason is a logically correct one

only in case the word, even if not received, still has a posi-

tive influence in the man, namely, the influence opposite to

the other. The word affects either the willingness of belief

or the hostile contradiction of unbelief. To such a degree,

then, is the word the decisive thing, and to such a degree is

the KpiaLcr (' judgment
')

given in it. This opposing rela-

tion to him is determined by their moral constitution.

Verse 38.

In consequence, there exists an absolute contrast between

him and them, B reads: a iyon icopaKa irapa t&> irarpl

XaXw, Kol vfieca ovv a 7]KovaaTe irapa tov Trarpocr TToieLre
;

K reads : a iycb eaypaKa irapa ru> irarpl [xov \a\6i, koI vfielcr

ovv a ecopaKare irapa tov irarpoa vfiwv iroieire (' I speak

that which I have seen with the Father [n : my Father], and

ye then do that which ye have heard [N : seen] with the

father [K : your father]'). The plural a is found also in C D,

and is therefore to be preferred to the singular 6, which

E F G H read. The placing ir^co in front is, indeed, com-

mended by the majority of the manuscripts
;
yet it was such

an easy thing to put it there, that this, rather than the putting

it afterwards, is to be explained as a correction. Any one

could be easily tempted to put a p.ov (' my ') after irarpl,
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' father' (besides N, in D E F G H) ; while it seems less neces-

sary than vfiwv {' your ') in the second phrase, which is sup-

ported by C D E F G. In the second clause, kapaKare, * ye

have seen ' (besides K, in E F G), and above all, the dative

(D E F G), are to be rejected for material reasons, and are

evidently only an imitation of the first clause. We may
therefore follow essentially the reading of B, only perhaps

with the insertion of vfitov {' your ').

What I have- seen with the Father, I speak ; and ye then,

ichat ye have heard from your father ye do. When Jesus

says of himself a ecopaKa Trapa tc5 iruTpi (' what I have seen

with the Father '), and of the Jews on the other hand, a
rjKova-are irapa rod TTarpocr vfxwv ('what ye have heard

from your father '), the double change is occasioned by the

different kind of fellowship in which he stands with his

Father, and in which they stand with their father. He
was ' with the Father ' (Meyer) ; what he speaks, arises

from such direct fellowship. And although this liis know-

ledge is in time mediated by his constant internal inter-

course with the Father, still it is nevertheless that super-

temporal vision which mediates itself to him for his temporal

consciousness. The fellowship in which he stands with the

Father, and which forms the foundation and the kernel of

his ethical and historical fellowship, is an essential fellow-

ship.

The Jews stand differently towards their father: they

have entered into moral dependence upon him (compare

the aorist rjKovcrare with the preceding perfect ecopaKa).

'AKoveiv {' to hear ') is intended to designate the fact that,

in obedience to their father, they have received into their

soul the utterance of his will. He does not here say who
this their father is, but he hints at it plainly enough. To

him is traced back, the moral opposition to the revelation of

God in Christ. There is nothing in these words of physical

conditionality, or of dualistic views. On the contrary, thi^

discourse about the Jews moves exclusively in the sphere

of the will and of the disposition. ' And ye therefore :
' this

ovv does not say in ' painful irony ' (Meyer, Godet) : follow-

ing my example of dependence, etc. ; but it refers to the
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preceding words touching the moral opposition in which

they stand towards Jesus : ye seek to slay me, etc. Their

conduct, therefore, is determined by an entirely different

association from that of Jesus. By this relation of drawing

a conclusion, the imperative conception of iroietre (Heng-

stenberg) is excluded. It is a simple statement touching

their regular course of action, which includes that desire to

slay him, but is not exhausted in it (Meyer).

By what means he who is their father has become such,

is not definitely said, at first, in the words before us. But

the most fit thing, is to understand the word according to

the analogy of similar designations. A man is net called

TeKvov dirwXeiaa- (' child of destruction ') because he per-

chance from the outset was determined by the airoikeia

(' destruction '), so that he could do nothing else but bear

the character and fate of reKvov aTTcSXelaa ; but because he

has given himself up into the hands of the dircoXeca, and

hence is its own. Thus the Jews, who physically indeed,

but not ethically, are Abraham's children, are in the latter

sense called children of the Father whose will they as such

do, because they have given themselves up to him, and

therefore belong to him. What follows confirms this.

(6.) Verses 39-4 la.

If we combine the facts that they on the one hand are

indeed children of Abraham, ver. 37, and on the other

hand not, but the children of another, we shall evidently

perceive that the latter relation in its entire extent is to be

understood as an ethical one. If, moreover, it be ethical,

it is tlien a free one as to its establishment, and is only a

limited one upon the basis of this establishment.

Verse 39.

The Jews appeal to the fatherhood of Abraham. But,

Jesus replies, their actions must correspond to this. 'Ea-Te

{el reKva ^A/Spadfj, eVre), ' ye are,' is too strongly confirmed

by the manuscripts S B D L, against rjre, to be possibly

rejected, and that the less the more striking the reading is.

Meyer compares Luke xvii. 5 f. The sonship in Abraham
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is at first put forward (' el . . . iare ') in order then to be

refuted by their deeds. In the second part of a period av

is lacking more frequently in later Greek, especially with

the imperfect, without tliere always being an intention to

show thereby the decision, which originally was to be ex-

pressed by the omission of the av}

Veese 40.

Their actions, however, stand in the sharpest contradic-

tion to the disposition and posture which agree with Abra-

ham. The course of thought forms a syllogism: ver. 39

the major premise, ver. 40 the minor premise: But noio ye,

seek to kill me, a man that hath told you the truth. "AvOpwirov

in itself has no emphasis (against Godet), but only intro-

duces what follows : not any chance man, but a man who
tells them the truth, and that the truth he has learned

from God. The fact that aKoveiv {' to hear ') enters in

place of opav (' to see '), depends upon the idea of the truth,

and the same holds good for the genitive, Trapa rov 6eov

('from God'). This did not Abraham,—this way of con-

ceiving it, directly by the form of the 'litotes,' makes the

contrast very emphatic. That which Jesus here has in

mind is not Abraham's hospitable reception of the angels

(thus Hengstenberg and Lampe), which would be very distant

and be too isolated. It is the entire bearing of Abraham

:

he was a man of believing obedience ; they are men of

opposition to God's saving revelation.

Verse 41a,

In consequence, an utterly different person is their

father, whose works they do ; not : they are to do : in the

imperative sense (Hengstenberg) ;
' Your father's,' to whom

they have given themselves up ; their posture is determined

by this. The relationship itself was freely taken up by them,

but they are now bound by it in their action. The reason

for the iroieiv ra epya (* to do the works ') lies in irar^p

(' father '). Designedly, the action or the mental utterance,

1 See Winer, Grammatih des neiUestamenllichen Sprachidioms, § 42. 2, 7tli

ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 286.
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and not the original character of mind, is named as the

necessary result of their relationship. The latter, therefore,

the character of mind, which is the basis of their mental

utterance, coincides with the fact of the relationship. Hence
it is the same whether it says, they are the children of the

devil, or they have the same disposition as he. For Jesus

soon names the devil to them directly as their father. The

Jews themselves offer the occasion for this.

(c.) Verses 416-47.

Jesus, namely, had led the discourse to God. He
reproached them with a murderous disposition, combined

with a contempt for the truth, and that, the truth coming

from God, This shows who their father is. Thus the dis-

course passes over to the relation to God. It is a question

whether this is done in a direct way in the next words.

Verse 41&.

We he not hor7i offornication. This is commonly under-

stood in a figurative sense of idolatry (for example, Lampe,

Liicke, Tholuck, Hengstenberg, Stier) : our relation of son-

ship to God is not rendered impure by the worship of false

gods, (or thus I earlier) ; we do not spring from the rela-

tion of Israel to another god, but are children of Israel as

the wife of Jehovah—thus agreeably to frequent Old

Testament conception and designation. But the preceding

denial of their relationship as children to Abraham requires

the contrasted reference to this as the nearest conception of

the word. Therefore it is : not from whoredom of Sarah's

with some one else (thus Meyer). Indeed they boast

themselves, with emphasis, of their relation^ of descent to

Abraham : '^/xela- {' we ').

They proceed : We have one father, God. They can pass

from Abraham to God, not by now letting Abraham fall out

of consideration (Meyer), but, on the contrary, by reason of

the fact that their sonship in God is mediated by their sonship

in Abraham. For Jehovah was the God of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob. Were they then not the sons of Abraham, but

of some other human father, they would also not be the

LUTII. II. T JOHN.
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children of God. They are the latter, because they are the

former. They say, moreover : One, because in the other

case they would be God's sons only nominally, not really.

They profess to be the latter. In the former case, they would

have no right or propriety in the claim ; they would have

two fathers, a real one—not God—and an alleged one.

All this other view they deny : they have only ' one,'

Jehovah, in name and in fact. Such is the due understand-

ing of eva Trarepa '^^(o^ev (' we have one father '). These

words do not mean : God alone, and no strange god, is our

father (De Wette), which must read [xovov top Oeov irarepa

exo/xev. Nor do they mean : we have all the one father

(Baumgarten-Crusius, Stier), for the second clause is only

a positive repetition of the first, and is intended to exclude

iTopveia (' fornication '), and to portray the speakers as

children of pure marriage. This expresses the same opinion

as what preceded. Because they, as part of the history of

salvation, are children of the covenant, they think they

also actually are such.

Verse 42.

Jesus offers them the actual, that is, the ethical test.

The token of relationship is lacking ; for they do not love

him, who is from God. He proceeded forth from God

—

e7ft) (' I ') with emphasis and consciousness of his right

—

essentially and personally ; koI tjkco (' and I come ') is the

result : and am now here ; he had his vocation also from

God. Thus, in agreement with the New Testament use

of ep'xeaOat, (' to come '), ikrjXuOa {' I came ') is distinguished

from the preceding i^rjXOov (' I proceeded forth '). From
this also is ovSi (' neither ') to be explained ; not from the

twofold possibility, of having come from a third person or

from himself (Meyor). It is occasioned by the correspond-

ence of i^epx'^o-dai (' to proceed forth ') with ep-)(ea6av (' to

come '), of the going forth from God with the coming out

in his calling. These two points, moreover, constituted the

idea of sonship. Jesus therefore designates himself as the

Son of God in the full extent of the notion. They reject

his self-revelation in the word, and can do nothing else.
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because they are the children of the devil. This is the

progress of the next verse.

Verse 43.

Eecanse they are both so foreign to each other, it is no

wonder that they do not understand his discourse. Whi/

do ye not understand my speech ? Because ye cannot hear

my word. The form of question and answer is an expres-

sion of the increasing animation (Meyer). AcCKia designates

the speech more from the side of the act and the form,

without the sense of contempt it had at an earlier period

;

\6'yo(T designates the word from the side of the contents.

They do not understand the former,

—

yivaxr/ceTe in the

sense of the internal appropriation, according to the Biblical

use of language,—that they had shown clearly enough.

Tor they cannot. All the emphasis rests on ov hvvaaOe

('ye cannot'). Jesus denies to them the inward moral

possibility. They lack the moral presupposition for it,

namely, the right inward moral relation to God and to his

messenger. Our whole previous treatment of the context,

and the words themselves, show that this is the subject

treated of, and not a natural necessary incapability in the

sense of dualism (Hilgenfeld). If a dualistic view lay at

the foundation of these words, the non-understanding would

be more correctly named as the first result, and the thereby

conditioned non-reception of Jesus' word as the further result.

The more physical point would have necessarily preceded the

more ethical one. The case, however, is exactly the opposite.

Verse 44.

They cannot, because they are the children of the devil,

so that accordingly their willing stands in analogy witli

this their association. 'Tfiela- ('ye') in contrast to iyco

(' I') in ver. 42 : 'I proceeded forth from God
;
ye have the

devil for your father.' It is arbitrary to refer this word to

Israel in general, and thence to determine the relation of

John's gospel to the Old Testament and to Judaism ;^ or to

^ r>aur, Vorlesungen uher Ntutestamcntlkhe Theologie, Hamburg 1864,

p. 391 f.
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explain it from Gnosticism, and thence to conclude that

John's gospel holds the view of a ruling dualism (Hilgen-

feld, Volkmar, Keim). The words are completely explained

by the progress of the discourse, and by the Old Testament-

view which lies at its base.

Since o SLa/SoXocr (' the devil ') is here contrasted with

6 6e6a (' God '), it is a matter of course that the former is

meant by Christ quite as exactly as the latter (against

Baumgarten-Crusius/ Schleiermacher^). It is true, however,

that the Old Testament does not give the thought this

expression. The Jews are in many passages called children

of whoredom or idolatry, or children of Belial, Deut. xiii. 14
;

children of transgressioii, and seed of lying, Isa. Ivii. 3, 4.

The moral sphere, the spiritual power to which the Israelites

belong, is at first still named neutrally and not yet desig-

nated personally. The fact that 6 Sid^oXoa- regularly

appears for this in the New Testament, depends upon the

progress in the history of salvation. The personal mani-

festation of lying in sin, stands opposed to the personally

revealed word of God.^ Substantially, then, what Jesus

here says and what the Old Testament says do not differ.

But there is, by reason of the progress of the history, a

greater definiteness of knowledge, and conditioned upon

this a greater definiteness of expression.

These words no more rest on Gnostic dualism than do

like statements and reproaches in the Old Testament. It

is the complaint of all the prophets: God has brought up

children for himself; but they have fallen away from him.

Thus they have become the children of another. They

have done this by a fellowship of will, into which they

have entered, and from which their willing and their con-

duct now has received its necessary ethical character. In

this sense, therefore, it is said : Ye are of the father, namchj,

the devil The view that rov hia^oKov (' of the devil
')

^ Baumgarten-Crusius, Theologische Auslegunrj der Johanneischen Schriflei),

Jena 1843, vol. i. p. 359.

2 Schleiermacher, Bas Lehen Jesu, Berlin 1864, i>.
338 f.

3 Compare Hofmann, Der Schrljtbeweis, 2d ed., Nordliugen 1857, vol. i.

p. 441.
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depends upon rov irarpoa (' of the father '), and that the

evangelist shared the Gnostic notion that the god of the

Jews is the father of the devil (Hilgenfield, also Volkmar),

needs no refutation, in spite of Lachmann's authority. The

evangelist knows only two potencies : God and the devil.

If the Jews are not God's children, they are the devil's

children, for they have chosen him for their father. Some
middle thing would, besides, not fit at all into the context.

Their relation as the devil's children reveals itself also now
in the actual result : that they act according to the will of the

devil, not in consequence of an external compulsion or of

one arising from necessity of nature, but of their own free

will : OkXere, ye will. With conscious determination they

put themselves at the service of liis iindvixiat (' lusts ') :

the will of the devil is thus designated, in order to desig-

nate it as one consisting in the motion of desire, namely,

in the desire which is hostile to God. In this the hostility

to Jesus is thought of. Hence murderous disposition and

hatred of the truth are named as the two characteristics of

Satan. From the very beginning, through the whole his-

tory of salvation, these two factors proceed in union with

each other, against God, whose meat and whose gift is the

life, and whose revelation is the truth. Thus have the

two united against Jesus, who is the appearance of the life

and of the truth. The church of Jesus must also have the

same experience (compare 1 John iii. 13 ff., ii. 22, iv. 1 ff.),

and in the Eevelation hostile power and delusive lying are

throughout named as the characteristics of the diabolic

opposition to the church, or of anti- Christianity.

Wlien it is said that he is a murderer from the beginning,

the necessary thought to supply is : namely,' since there

were men (against Baumgarten-Crusius and Briickner).

That also was his doing, that he brought man into death.

In this is named a lasting conduct towards men (Baumgar-

ten-Crusius), which he began with the beginning of the

history of humanity. For this reason we are not to point

to Cain's fratricide (thus Llicke, De Wette, Hilgeufeld),

but to the first man. For it is said that he was a nmrderer

since men have existed. Therefore we are here reminded
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that he brought the very first man by sin into death

(Origen, Chrysostom, Augustine, Olshausen, Thohick, Maier,

Meyer, Hofmann,^ Godet, Lechler,^ Hahn^). Such is the

manner of conduct of the Jews towards Jesus. It proves

that they belong to the devil.

The other point is his hatred for the truth. Here too

€(TT7)Kev (' he stood ') does not in the first instance denote a

fact, but a continuing state of being. It is true that since

Augustine (Vulgate :
' stetit,' ' he stood '), especially on the

part of systematic theologians, and even also, at least

approximately, of Martensen,* Thomasius,^ and Philippi,^

it is common to see in. these words the declaration of the

fall of Satan. Luther's translation also :
' has not stood

against,' includes as contrast : but has fallen before it, as if

it said elarrjKet. "EcmjKa has an intransitive and present

meaning : I stand ; compare Acts xxvi. 2 2—this is erro-

neously cited by Stier^ as a confirmation of the preterite

explanation, and explained : I have held myself, maintained

myself, whereas it only says : I stand ; Eom. v. 2 ; 1 Cor.

XV. 1; Eev. iii. 20. So then also here. It is not: he

continues not in the truth, as if he should be again won
unto it by God (Olshausen), or as if his fall were to be

thought as a continuous one (De Wette). It is simply

:

he has not his station in the truth, to which we must add

:

but in falsehood. The fall of Satan is then only the

necessary presupposition of this his present state (Meyer).

The two sentences with aXTjOeia (' truth ') are so dis-

tinguislied that the former denies the ' status in veritate

'

(' position in truth,' Bengel) ; the latter, the truthful dispo-

sition (De Wette). The former, that his dwelling-place is

not in the realm of objective truth, is confirmed by the

latter, that he lacks the truth inwardly and ethically.

^ Hofmann, Ber Schriftheiceis, 2J ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol, i. pp. 418, 478 f.

^ Lecliler, Studien und Kriiiken, 1854, p. 814 f.

^ Hahn, Dk Theologie des Neuen Testamentes, Leipzig 1854, vol. i. p. 355.

* Martensen, Die Christliche Dogmatik, Berlin 1856, p. 182.

5 Thomasius, Christi Person und Werk, 2d ed., Erlangen 1856, vol. i.

p. 294.

® Philippi, Kirkliche Olauhenslehre, Stuttgart 1859, vol. iii. p. 296.

^ Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 458.
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After our previous remarks as to r) aXi]deca, there is no ques-

tion how we are to take it. It is not so much the truth as

a rule (De Wette), as the truth as the rightly-formed correct

state of beinof. It is therefore the right relation to God.

Hence aXijOeia, the first and the second time, though one

tlung, is still of necessity as different (against Stier^ in

spite of his supplementary excuse) as that which is external

and that which is internal. The first time the devil is

considered as being in it, and the second time it is con-

sidered as being in him. In the former, it is the form and

the condition of life in which one stands ; in the latter, it is

the internal, ethical state of being, as character and conduct.

The fact that he lacks the second is the reason for his

necessarily going without the first. This, therefore, is not

based on the condition in which he perchance from the

outset was created, but in his direction of will, and hence

in his own conduct. From this it can be seen how much
right Frommann and Hilgenfeld have to declare that a fall

of the devil is excluded by the passage before us. Yet his

fall certainly is not taught here, since the interest in hand

was a different one. In this the Jews are like him. They

must lose the aXrjOeia which is in Jesus, because they lack

the proper inward bearing towards God.'''

The lying habit of the devil in his utterances is some-

thing necessary, because it is his substance : e'/c rwv ISicov

(' of his own ') with emphasis. Lying is not for him some-

thing accidental, external, foreign, but his own contents.

It is essential to him to be a liar ; and accordingly,

whosoever is a liar is his son. He is ' pater cuiusvis

mendacis ' {' of every liar '). This is certainly the due

understanding of the passage, with Bengel, Baumgarten-

Crusius, Meyer, Stier, Hengstenberg, and against both

Hilgenfeld's adventurous and grammatically impossible

reference to Sid^oXoa- (' devil '), and Briickner's reference

to i/reuSocr (' lie '). The same thing accordingly will now
also be the case with the Jews.

^ Stier, Iiede7i Jesii, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 459,

' Compare on this passage, Ilofmann, Der Schri/ibeweis, 2d ed., Nord-
liugeu 1857, vol. i. p. 418 f.
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Verse 45.

If moral obliquity has become their inner nature, it is

essential and necessary for them to reject Jesus' word for

the very reason that it is a word of truth. For it is ' his

'

word. 'Eyoi Be {' and I '), he begins, emphatically (Bengel,

Meyer), in contrast to the devil : he is the liar ; I, on the

other hand, speak the truth. In this the height as- well as

the certainty of his self-consciousness expresses itself, which

had no reply to fear. He knows that his person has not

a merely relative importance, but that it forms the contrast

to the universal principle of evil But for this very reason

they do not believe in him. In these words Jesus utters

a word of judgment against them. For herein it appears

that they have fallen under judgment. At the same time,

it is a word of the strongest reproof: it should and could

be otherwise. Their unbelief and their hatred for the

truth has no justifying reason in Jesus. They must bear

hun witness that they cannot bring against him any moral

reproach.

Verse 46.

'A/xapria means sin, as it always does, not untruth, error

(for example, Bengel), or frivolous deception (Baumgarten-

Crusiiis). Commonly, it is thus explained : because he is

without sin, he speaks the truth, because he then also is

without lying (for example, Meyer) ; or also because he

then is a certain organ of the knowledge and of the impar-

tation of the truth (Liicke) ; or because the knowledge of

the truth rests upon the purity of the will (De Wette).

The two latter explanations are beyond doubt erroneous

;

for both would be as foreign to this passage as they would

be foreign to the ruling habit of the fourth gospel to trace

Jesus' "preaching back to his ante-temporal and constant

relation of fellowship with the Father (compare Meyer and

Bruckner). Against the former explanation, however, Hof-

niann^ also rightly emphasizes for the understanding of

* Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Niirdlingen 1859, vol. ii. part i.

p. 33.
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these words the whole context of the discourse ; Jesus

appeals to the bearing of his opponents themselves towards

him :
' you do not oppose to me a charge of sin. I say-

rightly therefore, that ye do not believe on me, just because

I speak the truth.' It does not, however, follow from this

that dfiaprla ' can only mean sin of word and not sin of

deed.' The word reads as general, embracing the whole

genus of sin, from which then in the application with

akrjOeia the denial of the species is made especially

prominent.

The discourse therefore proceeds, not in the form of

drawing a conclusion (thus commonly), but of distinction

in the application. If, moreover, Jesus, because without

sin, is also without lying, if his word therefore be irrefut-

ably the truth, then the difficulty is in them alone, and in

their moral impurity. Thus they are convicted, they who
boast their property in God as Abraham's children, of lack-

ing entirely the ethical fellowship of God, and accordingly

of being the property of the realm and the prince of the

contrary moral principle. It is proved to them that in this

alone lies the reason for their unbelief and for their hostility

to Jesus. Hereby they are completely condemned, since

Jesus, directly by their unbelief, is proved to be the abso-

lute truth.

I say absolute truth. For the notion that his sinlessness

was only relative and not absolute (Meyer), is a thought

that at least may be misunderstood. The fact that he was
tempted and could have sinned—which, however, is but an

abstract possibility—shows only that his morality, which

consisted in full obedience, was at the same time his o\n\

free act. If, moreover, in that which he suffered he
' learned ' (Heb, v. 8) obedience, he learned it 'even in the

fact that he exercised it, without at any time or in any way
failing to exercise it. As in him, who became man, the

absolute life appeared, so in him, who was compassed with

infirmity (Heb. v. 2), appeared absolute sinlessness. That

is the peculiarity of Jesus : absolute substance in earthly

and human reality. If any one appeals to Mark x. 18, we
reply, in the first place, that Jesus does not say : I am not
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good ; and, in the next place, that the saying is a pedagogical

one.

With the words r/cr i^ vfxwu k.t.X. (' which of you, etc.'),

Jesus appeals to their own conduct; they know of no

reproach they can lay upon him ; and even now they are

silent at the provoking question. Yet this their ignorance

or silence is in itself no sufficient proof that he and his

word are sacred truth. It is true, he appeals to their

conscience, which must give testimony for him. But the

thing he bases himself on is still always his absolute con-

sciousness. In the case of Jehovah in the Old Testament,

all proof, all assurance, in the last resort rests only on his

* I' ;—the case is the same with Jesus. When he, in ver.

42 above, proves that they have not God as their Father,

by the circumstance . that they do not love him, for he is

the Son, the demonstration rests entirely upon the truth

of this declaration. Jesus has no higher place of appeal

than his self-testification, and can substantiate it only by

it itself. Nothing further can be done for him, who will

not and cannot believe in him on account of his word and

of his self-witness in general.

Veese 47.

Hence : if they were from God, they must have heard

and understood God's word, namely, as such. The circum-

stance that they do not understand and accept it, serves as

a proof that they are not God's children. ' To be from God '

designates the inner moral propriety. This statement has

as its presupposition the thought that his word is the very

word of God, that he is God's Son, and hence cannot offer

a proof outside of himself, but only in himself and from

himself.

Verses 48-59.

Jesus has thus uncovered the last ethical root of their

unbelief. From this he will now pass to the future, which

they have to expect upon the ground of this their present.

For if he, because absolutely the fulness of the blessing of

salvation and the truth of life, in consequence therefore
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bears all the future decreed in himself, and if they reject

him, then, with the present blessing and relation of salva-

tion, they also reject all the future of salvation.

Verse 48.

The Jews had understood very well, that he in the last

resort appealed for the truth of his declarations solely to

himself. That seems to them an unbearable assumption,

one that deserves alike scorn and indignation. Their

passionate words in this verse combine these two feelings
;

and both refer to the assumption of Jesus. When they call

him a Samaritan, it is hardly in the sense of ' heresy ' (thus

commonly, also Meyer, Hengstenberg), but in tlie thought

that unbearable assumption is the special quality of the

Samaritan. It was an assumption when the Samaritan

rejected Jerusalem and Abraham's pure descent, and put

Gerizim and himself in its place. And Jesus acted in the

same manner, in that he rejected them all and esteemed

himself alone. Jesus' assumption, however, is so much
greater than that of the Samaritans, that it can only be

explained on the ground of insanity, which flows from

diabolic influence : Bai/xoviov e^eia (' thou hast a devil ').

And they are right in this, if Jesus be not God's son. But

if he be God's Son, the Jews have reviled him. They did

it, because according to their opinion he reviled in Abra-

ham's race God their Father, by his diabolical, God-hostile

assumption.

Verse 49.

He justifies himself against this charge. 'Eyco (' I ') and

vfie2(T (' ye ') stand opposed to each other, but not as if

Jesus returned the Jews' charge of being possessed with a

devil. That would have to be, not iyco . . . ovk (' I , . .

not '), but OVK . . . iyw {' not . . . I ') ; Meyer against Llicke.

But iyco introduces the twofold sentence with a negative

and a positive side, and then v/j,eia- is put over against this

:

/ have not a devil, hut I lionour mij Father, and ye dishonoii.r

me. He is not actuated by a God-hostile spirit, but his

speaking and action are directed alone to the purpose of
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defending the cause of God his Father. He did this even

in the thing for which the Jews revile him. For in that

he confesses himself to be the Son of God, and on the

other hand denies to them the being children of God, he

defends God's honour.

In return for such honourincr of God, he receives from

them the reward, that they dishonour him. Kal (' and ') is

intended to designate this contrast,^ and not to serve the

pure opposition between ' I ' and * ye ' (against De Wette).

Since, moreover, they revile him, who yet seeks only God's

honour, their reviling strikes at God himself. Thus they

only show again how right he was, when he said that they

were not the children of God.

Verse 50.

If he be thus reviled unjustly, he will still be justified

in contrast with those who revile him. But it is not He
who will procure justification for himself. God will do it,

and will judge between him and them. This is the course

of the thought, and not, as De Wette wishes : I have

complained of dishonouring, not perchance from ambition,

etc. A turn like that would require a contrast to ' am-

bition ' and not to ' I.' That i^ca (' I '), however, is empha-

sized, is clear even from its precedence : I seek not my
own glory, etc. ; another will do that. "Eariv 6 ^7]twv,

there is one tliat seeketh and judgeih. The discourse pro-

ceeds by means of a middle thought which at once supplies

itself. If they revile him, namely, with injustice, that

must be revealed, a ho^d^ecrOat, (' being glorified ') must be

granted to him. He can leave this Bo^d^eo-OuL safely to

his Father ; He will care for it, because Jesus is leading

His cause alone. God will judge. Thus too Baumgarten-

Crusius,

Verse 51.

Wherein will this justification consist ? Wherein else

than in its being revealed that the blessing and the future

of salvation are decreed in him, and attached to his person ?

1 See vol. i. p. 43f.
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Bauingarten-Crusius (and Meyer) also rightly takes the rela-

tion of the sentences in this way, against the majority of

commentators, who do not connect this thought directly

with what precedes (Liicke), but let it be addressed after a

pause either to the believers (De Wette, Godet) or to the

multitude in general (Tholuck). If, moreover, this issue of

his calling be his glorification and his justification, it will

at the same time be unto judgment for those over against

whom he is thus justified. They forfeit this future of

salvation.

On the other side, however, Jesus in this places the

blessing of belief before the eyes of those to whom "his

word has served to begin a relation to him, and will serve

as the foundation of a lasting relation. Jesus introduces

this saying with emphasis : d/irjv d/j,r]v k.tX. (' verily, verily,

etc.'), and with stress upon his person : tov ifiov Xoyov (' my
word ')—it is his word that they must have kept (rrjprjcrri),

not merely in heart (Tholuck), but also with their deeds.

The reward for it is : They shall, although they must suffer

death, yet in their real life, the element of which is belief,

have no experience of death. He toill in eternity not die ;

not perchance :
' he will not in eternity die ' (Kiiuffer, com-

pare Meyer). It is the first negative turn of the previous

saying concerning the ^wrj alcovioa (' eternal life '). He
therefore is the light of life, to ^c3o- Tr]a- ^(orja, ver. 12. He
who accepts him as ^<j^(t (' light ') will have ^wrj (' life ') as

the fruit of it.

Verse 52.

Jesus is the future of salvation in his own person. But

salvation and life are given in his person also for the be-

lievers of the Old Testament : vers. 52-56, The Jews hold

up to him the men of God in the Old Testament as an argu-

ment against his declaration that salvation is absolutely

bound to his person, and that it consists in not dying. This

argument seems to them so palpable, that they can see in

Jesus' words only a senseless overweening pride, and there-

fore a confirmation of their charge that he is possessed of a

demon : vvv ijucoKafiev k.t.X. (' now we know, etc.'). Abraham
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and the prophets are dead. They understand or misinterpret

Jesus' promise of the bodily life. When they put the verb

ryevea-OaL {' to taste ') in the place of Oewpelv {' to see '), there

is no substantial difference : the latter designates the outward

experience, the former the inward life in the feelings.

Verse 53.

Senseless, they desire to say, is the lifting up of Jesus

above all of these. Hence come the emphatic av and

aeavTov ('thou' and 'thyself'), and in contrast therewith

the separate emphasizing of the fact that Abraham and that

the prophets are dead.

Verse 54.

Jesus' reply now follows, and first his reply to rlva aeavTov

TToieto- ; {' whom makest thou thyself ?'). He does not make
himself anything. Then in ver. 5 6 f. we find the reply to

the holding up Abraham before him. The latter, therefore,

is the beginning of the real answer, as Baumgarten-Crusius

rightly saw; ver. 54f. only forms an introduction to it.

When he ascribes to himself such a position in contrast with

Abraham, etc.—Jesus replies at first—it is not he, as they

see him in the flesh, thought of for himself (e'7&) . . .

ifiavTov, ' I . . , myself '), who perchance witnesses boastingly

unto himself. In that case (idv . . . Bo^daco, according to

t{ B, subjunctive aorist) his honour would be nothing. But

it is the Father who, in his whole manifestation in word

and deed, gives testimony to him, and they would and must

recognise the Father in this testimony, if He really, as they

suppose, were their God {6eoa rj/jiaw) in the exact sense.

They, however, only say that ; in truth, they have not entered

into that relation of fellowship with Him which could justify

them in calling Him their God.

Vekse 55.

Kal ovK ijvcoKaTe avrov (' yet ye have not known him ').

These words certainly do not refer to the Jewish nation in

general and of all ages,^ but refer merely to those to whom
1 Stier, Redtn Jtsu, 2d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 473.
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Jesus liere speaks, because they at once denote not sim ply-

theoretical knowledge, but the knowledge given with the

fellowship. The notion that Jesus denies to them his Father

as God, because the demiurge is their God, may be left to

Hilgenfeld,^ who thinks he must despair of a natural exposi-

tion of our gospel. Those Jews therefore have not known

God upon the basis of a fellowship with him {ovk iyvcoKUTe,

' have not known ') : he, Jesus, on the contrary, knows the

Father, not in the sense of a merely historical knowledge,

but in the sense of essential fellowship. When the Jews

declare that they stand in such a close relation to God, they

lie ; Jesus would, like them, lie if he should not say tliis of

himself. This expresses his absolute self-certainty. It rests,

however, on the fellowship of knowledge and of will, with

God, in his calling. When Jesus says of himself, otBa (' I

know '), and not eyvcoKa, it is perhaps intentional. For his

knowledge does not rest on a fellowship appointed at a certain

time, but is a thing absolutely existing and certain. The one

who is so absolutely sure in himself calls them liars ; they

say they are God's, and are not his, but the devil's. Thus he

vindicates himself against them in judgment and in self-

testification. Upon this now rests the answer which he has

to give them.

Verse 56.

Jesus now turns himself to the other point, the one really

intended. The Jews appealed against him to the patriarchs

and prophets of the Old Testament covenant. To this now
he replies, as we have seen, that also for the believers of

the Old Testament, salvation was connected with his person.

This is the substance of ver. 56 : your father Abraham, of

whom you boast, and to whom you appeal against me, com-

pare ver. 39, rejoiced that he should'^ see my day. Jesus' day

is the day of his appearance—Luke xvii. 22, of the second

coming, because looking from the New Testament time of

salvation into the future ;—here, in the first instance, of the

^ Hilgenfeld, Das Evanrjellum und die Briefc Joliannls nach ihran Lehr-

bcgrif dargestellt, Halle 1849, p. 158.

^ On 'ivx, compare vol. i. p. S9 f.
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New Testament appearance, because looking from the Old

Testament.

The day of Christ the promised one was Abraham's joy,

because the promise of the salvation, the fulfilment of which

He brought, was his joy. The thing in question is this

spiritual joy. We therefore have to think of the promises

which were imparted to Abraham, and which connected the

salvation of the future with his seed. When Jesus in

'fj'^aXkidaa'To (' rejoiced ') speaks of this joy as a historical

fact, we are not simply to assume it as a fact, but to expect

its express testification in the Scriptures (against Meyer).

In that case, we must, with Hofmann,^ refer to Gen. xvii.

17. The laughing there mentioned is certainly the expres-

sion of his joyful surprise at God's promise. For the pro-

mised son was to him not merely a son of his flesh, but the

beginning and the pledge of the fulfilment of the promise.

In the beginning his belief had the whole thing promised,

in Isaac the Messiah. Thus he rejoiced at the day of

salvation, in that he rejoiced at the day of the birth of his

son.

When the discourse proceeds : aoicl he saio it, and uxis

glad, should this transfer us to an entirely different sphere,

into the time of the post-terrestrial life of Abraham, seeing

that it is only the fulfilling of what had just been said,

and' expressly refers back to it ? Most later commentators

understand it of an-event in the post-terrestrial ' paradisaic

'

condition of Abraham, concerning which Jesus has, and here

gives, information (Lampe, Llicke, Tholuck, De Wette, Meyer,

Ebrard, Godet, I earlier), and they appeal at the same

time, say to the appearance of Elijah and Moses on the

mount of transfiguration. It is, however, in itself impro-

bable, because without analogy, that Jesus should speak of

such a supra-terrQstrial single occurrence ; and the words cor-

respond too exactly to what directly precedes, for us not to

keep to the same reference, if it only be possible. Before

this the thing treated of was a joy which was awakened in

1 Hofmann, Weissagung unci Erfullung im alten und im neuen Testaments,

Nordlingen 1844, vol. ii. p. 12 f. ; Der Schrlftheweis, Nordlingen 1860, vol.

ii. part ii. p. 303 f.
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Abraham by the promise of his sou as the seed of salvation
;

now, the realization of the joy must have as its object the

realization of that promise in the birth of his son. Most of

the older commentators remained firm in tliis reference to

an occurrence within his earthly life (Chrysostom, Theophy-

lact, Melanchthon, Calvin, Calov), and Hofmann, as above

cited, has rightly returned to this view.

We are not, however, to think of a mere inward certainty

of belief (Luther,^ and similarly Bengel), or of the appear-

ance of the angel of the Lord, Gen. xviii. (' the Logos,' Heng-

stenberg), or of the sacrifice of Isaac as the type of the

sacrifice and of the resurrection of Christ (Chrysostom,

Grotius); this is all arbitrary. We must refer to the birth

of Isaac (Hofmann'^), in which Abraham saw (elSev) the pro-

mise of the seed of salvation fulfilled in a way at once a

foundation and a pledge, and which Abraham hailed joyfully

(i-)(ap7}) ; this his joyful mood expressing itself in the giving

of the name Isaac. Elhev koL ex^^pv C saw and rejoiced
')

does not imply that it was the full realization of the hope

which Abraham knew, and therefore after his death (thus I

earlier) ; but it is simply the beginning of it which is meant

by this, just as the preceding joy of Abraham referred to

that beginning. Jesus does not intend to prove that Abraham
found full life in him, but that he connected salvation with

his person. Yet he proves it in such a way that he dis-

plays how Abraham's joy referred to the promise of the

Messianic salvation in the promise of his seed. In this

Jesus presupposes that this Messianic salvation is given in

his, Jesus', person, that he, Jesus, is the promised Christ.

It is the same ' petitio principii ' (' begging of the question
')

that we meet so often in Jesus' self-testification.

Verse 57.

"WTiat he has said of himself, he can say of himself, because

^ Luther, Sermon on Genesis xxii. 18 ; Werke, Erlangen edition 1829,

vol. xix. p. 14.

^ Hofmann, Wdssagung und Erfidlung im alien und im neuen Testamente,

Nbrdlingen 1844, vol. ii. p. 12 f.; Der Schriftheweis, Nordlingen 1860, vol. ii.

Ijart ii. p. 303 f.

LUTH. a U JOHN,
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he has come into the world from a state of being with God.

In thus at the close coming to speak of this point, he has

thereby completed the circle of the points lying in the idea

of the vlocr rov Oeov (' Son of God '). The verse before ns

offers the occasion given him for this in the manner in

which the Jews wrested his words. If Abraham saw the

day of the Messiah, and therefore of Jesus, then Jesus, they

argue, must have lived at that time. And yet he is not

fifty years old. This statement does not give any basis for

a conclusion as to his age (Irenseus,^ following the tradition

of the ' presbyters ' concerning the ' aetas senior,' ' more

advanced age,' of Jesus, which, as Ireneeus interprets, begin

' a quadragesimo et quinqiiagesimo anno,' ' at the fortieth and

fiftieth year'^) or as to his appearance (Lampe). The Jews

merely name the round number which closes off the mature

age, Num. iv. 3, 39, vui. 24 f. (Meyer).

They thus wrest Jesus' words, because thereby, as they

think, the insane lack of understanding in his pride is most

speedily refuted. Jesus spoke, it is true, only of his typical

representation in the beginner of the seed of Abraham. But

it was, nevertheless, a typical representation which he himself

had effected.. Hence, therefore, he can reply to the indig-

nant speech of the Jews—for indignation seems to me to

be the mood in which they oppose this argument to Jesus,

victoriously, as they think—with still stronger words, sur-

passing their words with his own.

Veese 58.

Before Ahraliam came into "being, I am. ^Afxijv k.t.X.

{' verily, etc.') announces and introduces it emphatically.

If a becoming, a coming into being, be true of Abraham, of

Him a being is true,—that •Trplv <y€vea6aL does not mean

:

before he was (thus Tholuck, De Wette, Ewald), but before

he came into bemg (compare Meyer, Hengstenberg), is

beyond question, and is demanded by the contrast with

elvai, ' to be,'—a being lying beyond the genesis of Abra-

' Irenffius, Contra Ilcereseos, II. xxii. 5; ed. Massuet, Paris 1710, p. 148 b.

^ Compare Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edin-

burgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 141, and note 91 on pp. 152, 153.
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ham, a being in spite of and in the midst of the change

into something else which he has entered upon. The con-

trast to the becoming teaches that it is an eternal being,

and the eVco (' I ') teaches that it is a personal one. It

is unnecessary to argue against Baumgarten-Crusius' ex-

planation of an existence merely in the decree of God.

And Beyschlag's explanation as to the real image

of God ^ amounts finally to Baumgarten-Crusius', since

this image nevertheless exists only in the thought of

God.

Lately, however, Beyschlag ^ wavers between a conscious-

ness of Jesus—won by means of a retrospective conclusion,

by which consciousness he viewed ' himself as the original

image resting- from the beginning in God '—and the ' mutual

interaction of two different methods of thought,' the original

meaning of Jesus and the change of meaning effected by

the evangelist. This latter is Weizsiicker's^ view, by which

Beyschlag himself* confesses that he was first incited to

the thought. It is not consistent with the apostolical

origin of the gospel. Beyschlag's uncertainty testifies to

the compelling power of the plain words. From a state of

being in the presence of God—that is the way the words

read—Jesus entered into the world, and is therefore the

absolute mediator of salvation and of its future for all

men.

Vekse 59.

It is the simple self-witness of his divine Sonship, wdiicb,

as an unbearable blasphemy in the eyes of the Jews, calls

forth their rage so strongly that they at once make a

tumultuous endeavour to execute the law upon him. It is

an arbitrary assumption to say that they raised the stones

more for a threat than for the actual execution of the

stoning (Godet). Whether or not the stones lay in the

outer court for the sake of the building of the temple (for

' Beyschlag, Die Christologle das Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 86.

^ Beyschlag, Studien und Kritiken, 1875, p. 440.

^ Weizsacker, Jahrbiicherfur Deutsche Theologie, 1857 and 1862.

* Beyschlag, Die Christologle des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. G7.
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example, Meyer, Godet), is not to be said. Josephus ^ also

reports a stoning in the temple ; and 2 Chron. xxiv. 2

1

relates the stoning of the prophet Zachariah mentioned

by Christ. They took the stones just where they found

them—' anna nmltitudinis ' (' weapons of a mob'^).

The first e^o) elfit, (' I am'), ver. 12, had only called forth

the contradiction of unbelief, which based itself on a word

of the law. The last iyco elfii, with which the self-witness

closes, calls forth the passionate rage of indignant unbelief,

which at once sets about the actual execution of the law.

This is a prefiguration of the issue. Nothing but Jesus'

self-witness concerning his divine Sonship, in which the

promise and the hope of Israel are fulfilled, is to bring him

unto death,—a death the execution of which will adorn

itself with the letter of the law, while it only has its basis

in the heightened opposition of unbelief, which does not

desire salvation in Jesus' person. Thus, moreover, the

other event also came to pass as a type : iKpv/Sr) koX

i^fjXOev Ik tov lepov (' he hid himself, and went out of the

temple '). Tliey, indeed, remain as victors upon the field
;

but Jesus has gone forth free from the judgment of Israel,

and has thereby forsaken the holy place. Jerusalem and

Israel are the holy place of God, from which the Christ has

departed. Compare Heb. xiii. 12 f.: 'Itjo-ovo- . . . e^co Tf]cr

TrvXrja 'iiradev. rolvvv i^ep-^ciofjieda Trpoa avrov e^co Trjcr

Trapeix^oXrja rov oveihtaixov ainov (pepovrea (' Jesus . . .

suffered without the gate. Let us go forth therefore unto

him without the camp, bearing his reproach '). But he has

found the blind on the way, and has led them to the light,

while he who was to (pcjcr tov koo-ijlov (' the light of the

world,' viii. 12, compare Matt. xxii. 1-10) withdrew him-

self from those unbelievers.

But if he departs from Israel, the sanctuary, who will

then be Lord in it ? He had called the Israelites the

children of the devil, because they stood in fellowship of.

the devil's kind, namely, of lying and of murderous intent.

In now assuming the appearance of desiring to secure to

' Josephus, Antiquitates, XVII. ix. 3 ; Opera, eel. Eichter, Leipzig 1826,

vol. iv. p. 98. * Beiigel.
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the law its rights against him who was the fulfilling of the

promise, they show themselves thoroughly as children of

the liar. And in taking up stones against him, they reveal

themselves as sons of the dvdpcoTroKTovoa {' manslayer ').

They will fall entirely into the possession of this one when

Jesus has forsaken them. After that point, where Jesus

the seed of Abraham is, will also be the sanctuary of God

and the true Israel. The other Israel will be Satan's

school ; compare Eev. ii. 9, iii. 9, xi. 8.

The closing words of the received text, BceX0(ov Blo,

fieaov avTwv koX iraprj<yev ovTcoa {' going through the midst

of them, and so passed by '), although supported by a large

number of manuscripts, are to be struck out, with N B D
Itala. They are a gloss made up from the first words of

the next chapter, and from Luke iv. 30 (compare Godet).

It is a question how eKpv^ij (' he hid himself ') is to be

understood, whether of a miraculous dcpavtafjioa-, 'growing

invisible ' (Bengel, Winer,^ Baur,^ Hilgenfeld ^), or of a con-

cealing himself behind the part of the crowd which favoured

him (Liicke, De Wette, Meyer). The former seems to be

favoured by the situation, the latter both by eKpv/Sr]—in

the other case it would read better : acpavToa ijiveTo (' he

became invisible ')—and especially by e^rjkOev (' he went

out '). The directly following kuI Trapd'yojv (' and passing
')

proves that i^ffkOev is to be understood externally and

sensibly.

Jesus withdrew himself from the Jews, and even from

their gaze, surrounded and accompanied by his disciples.

God then had his hand in the play. The Jews should not

get possession of him ; to them he had as it were disap-

peared. The following narrative offers a contrast to this.

The Jews have been served as if they were blind. To the

blind man, however, Jesus gave the gift of sight, and

that he should recognise Him. The close of the ninth

^ Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Spraclddioms, § 54. 5, 7tli eJ.

Leipzig 1867, p. 437,

* Baur, Kritlsche Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, p. 285 f.

* Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehr-

hegrif dargestelU, Halle 1849, p. 244 f.
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"chapter points clearly to this. At the same time, the

ninth chapter forms the beginning of the next circle,

chap. ix. and x. Thus we perceive again how, chain-like,

the rings of our gospel are fitted into each other. Every be-

ginning of a new ring is accustomed to place itself parallel

to the close of the preceding one, and yet is the start for a

new progress.

Chapters IX. and X.

Jesus the salvation-bringing Light of the World ; to the

Jews, unto Judgment.

Baur^ recalls justly the similarity ruling between the

healing of the blind man in the ninth chapter and the healing

related in the fifth chapter. That healing of the sick man
is only to be taken as the concrete, pictorial view of the

power of Jesus which maketh alive. And here in the

same way is reflected in general the side of his divine

activity, determined by the principle of light. The simi-

larity goes still further. The evangelist is aware of it, and

intends it. In that place as well as in this, the healing

occurred upoii a Sabbath : ix. 14, v. 9 ; and hence on each

occasion alike called out the opposition of the Jews. In

that place as well as in this, the event is followed by a

discourse explaining and enlarging upon the thought which

the event typified, and the discourse is followed by a

dividing process. In the former passage, the discourse at

Capernaum directs itself to the life which is decreed in his

human nature that yet must depart unto death. And in

this passage also Jesus, upon the ground of the free love

with which he subjects himself to death, holds up to view

in the following discourse the blessing of his death for the

" world. In both passages, at the close, ix. 40-42, vi. 68 £,

the offence of unbelief and the confession of belief are

contrasted with each other.

The miraculous act of Jesus, the following discourse, and

the closing occurrence, divide themselves distinctly from

1 Baur, Kritische Unter&nchungen uber die hanonisclien Evangdien,

t Tubingen 1847, p. 177.
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each other. Thus we obtam the three parts: ix. 1-41,

X. 1-21, X. 22-42. Lampe and Olshausen, indeed, think

the discourse which follows in the tenth chapter ought to

begin at ix. 35. But they do not understand the charac-

teristic difference of these words. They might have learned

a better thing even from the circumstance that questions

and answers cease in x. 1 ff. The very peculiarity of the

following parabolic discourse is, that although in its thought

it is ruled by contrast, yet it is free from the stamp of the

debate, and withdraws itself more from the conflict than

the discourses previously related. Jesus begins to take up

a different position towards the Jews. Even the fact that

he entered into debate with them,—although his words

sounded so sharp and condemnatory,—yes, the fact that he

told them directly the uttermost, was an act of grace, was

the extreme in making deliverance possible. That now

comes to an end.

He now speaks to them in parables, that they may hear

and not understand. These are no longer so exciting, or

so provocative of opposition as before. He points to his

destiny, to the freedom of it, and to the future of his

church outside of Israel, x. 16. And when he, later, comes

to Jerusalem, x. 22, he gives testimony only by being silent.

It says irepteTraTet (' walked '), ver. 23, without remarking

that he spoke publicly, but on the contrary excluding this.

The Jews also feel that he acts towards them as if indif-

ferent to them. From the uneasiness caused by that, comes

the question which clothes itself in the form of a reproach

against Jesus, ver. 24. But Jesus has nothing more now
to say to them. * I have told you, but ye believe not.'

That is all. What he says is only intended to remind

them of previous words. On their part, they make futile

the last possibility, that the uneasiness of their soul called

forth by his silence should serve them unto salvation. For

they show, ver. 39, that they have not learned to endure

better than before his old self-witness, ver. 36, and his old

claim, ver. 38. He therefore withdraws himself from them.

AVhen he shall come again, it will not be to continue his

previous activity among them.
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(I.) Chapter IX. 1-41.

This chapter divides into three sections : (a.) vers. 1-1 2
;

(&.) vers. 13-34; (c.) vers. 35-41.

(a.) Veeses 1-12.

This healing follows at once upon the departure from

the temple. The circumstance that Jesus ' appears too

calm, after the' tumultuous uprising' (De Wette), is no

reason for opposing the simple statement of the evangelist.

He parted from the Jews in triumphant testification of his

divine Sonship, and why: then should he here preserve his

composure less than at other times, and at the final issue

of his life ? Had he not in the temple opposed their

passion v/ith the victorious calmness of the divine conscious-

ness ? Jesus had left the Jews there as the lords of the

temple, but of a temple from which the Holy One had

departed.

They thought that they would also be lords over him

himself, but he had rescued himself from their hand.

Even though he has nothing more to do with the mas-

ters of Jerusalem, his vocation is not yet at an end.

As long as he is in the world, he is the light of the world.

He shows this in the case of the blind man, sitting at the

side of the way from the temple. If that former event has

a more general meaning, so also has this one. The blind

man by the wayside is the figure for a whole class. Jesus

designates himself as <f)ooa- tov Koa/jbov (' light of the world ').

The blind man therefore represents the world. Yet on the

boundary-line lies ' Galilee of the Gentiles,' Isa. ix. 1 ; and

this ' people which sat in darkness saw a great light

;

and to them which sat in the region and shadow of death,

light is sprung up,' 'Matt. iv. 16 ; Isa. ix. 2.

Galilee comes into consideration, not in so far as it

belongs to Israel, but in so far as it is neglected, despised;

and reckoned utterly on a level with the Gentiles, and as

it has many Gentile elements in itself ; that is to say, it is

considered from the side on which it comes in contact with

the Gentiles. Jesus had come to Jerusalem from Galilee.
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and he returned thither again. He therefore will address

himself to the /coor/^oo- (' world '), after he has in vain ad-

dressed himself to the Jews, and has forsaken them. Hence

also the one whom he here heals is one who is blind from

birth. Jesus turns to those who have not that light ; the

light which the Jews have only suffered to be a means of

making them blind to the knowledge of the person of Jesus,

since they nevertheless arrogate to themselves to be a ^coa

Tcov ev cKojet (' light of them which are in darkness ').

The conduct of the Jews, as related to us in the ninth

chapter, connects progressively with what preceded . it.

Jesus had just before been compelled to reproach the Jews

with not understanding his discourse, viii. 43, because they
' would ' not receive it, v. 40, and therefore cannot, viii. 43.

Here he must learn that they also will not believe that his

* works ' are valid. In the fifth chapter they had let the

miracle stand, and only held to the breach of the Sabbath,

tliinking that they had in this a reason for being able to

ignore the fact itself. That very fact formed the presup-

position of the disputation in the debates at the feast of

tabernacles; Jesus recalls it to them, vii. 21, without their

venturing to call it in any way in question as a fact. How
different the case is now ! They struggle to the utmost

against the recognition of the publicly known fact and its

most necessary consequences. This man has become so

hateful to them already, that he may no longer be acknow-

ledged in any way. They are not willing that that which

is real should really be. After this vain endeavour to free

themselves from history, the next step the hostile hatred

can and must make is to try to rid itself of the existence

of this man. It is the judgment of hardening- drawing its

consequences.

In order, then, to make us recognise aright this charac-

teristic side of the conduct of the Jews, the very first sec-

tion of the narrative is so constructed that the publicly

known and the irrefutable character of the fact may come to

light in the most decided way. In the first place, it is one

born blind, and one whom many knew. In the next place,

both the transaction, as it took place, and the success of it.
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had many witnesses. In the third place, he confessed it

himself,—a confession which was so much the less possible

of suspicion because Jesus was known to him only by name,

and because after the healing he had not troubled himself

in the least about whither He had gone. These are the

three chief points of the story related in vers. 1-12.

Verses 1-5.

The man born blind, and Jesus the light of the world,

here stand at first contrasted with each other. With
these two contrasts this first paragraph both begins and

closes.

Verse 1.

By the temple road sat a beggar who had been born

blind. It is useless to ask how they knew that the beggar

was blind from birth. He was a well-known beggar, ver. 8,

and would certainly not have neglected constantly and dili-

gently to lay stress upon this circumstance.

Verse 2.

The disciples ask for information as to why this blind-

ness from birth had occurred, seeing that, since all evil is

only a consequence of sin in the world, it may be, and doubt-

less is, a punishment. This question was based on a false

personal application of a correct general principle, an appli-

cation familiar to the Jews. They gave the correct general

principle, that evil is punishment of sin, the same false per-

sonal application as Job's nnjust friends did. Compare

also Luke xiii. 1 ff. The principle holds good, it is true,

for the existence of evil in the world ; but the individual

distribution of it has its own special laws. Hence in this

• special case they df course are in difficulty.

WTio did sin, this man or his parents, that he was horn

blind ? Tia rnxaprev . . . ha, what must have occurred in

order that he, etc. ? Some have busied themselves greatly

with the question, how the disciples could find in the sins

of the very one born blind the cause of his evil, which yet

passed with them as punishment. De Wette takes refuge
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in the Alexandrian doctrine of pre-existence. Liicke* replied

to this, that it does not explain the doctrine of the sin and

guilt of the pre-existent souls. For the latter is not so

necessarily joined to the other as Bruckner thinks. When
Josephus^ ascribes to the Essenes the doctrine of pre-existence,

his words do not go beyond an existence in which there is

no history. The case is the same with Wisdom viii. 19, 20.

The other passage in Josephus ^ refers to the post-temporal

life.* In the next place, the disciples certainly knew nothing

of this, or at least did not think of it. If, as Briickner

says, this belief might have been a popular one, we must

have more proof of it. And finally, the disciples were far

enough on in the moral knowledge not to share this belief,

if it existed. Hence Liicke (Maier, Meyer) contents him-

self with sinfulness in the womb ; or rather, following

Lightfoot, he tries to prove that the Jews determined sins of

deed in the womb. But the notions of rabbis are not therefore

popular belief. The reference to Luke i. 41, 43 (Meyer) is

utterly out of place here. The supposition that the disciples

thought of an anticipation of the punishment before the later

sins (Tholuck, Stier^), can as little be proved as refuted.

But all this seems to me to be unnecessary. Simply

because they could not conceive how his own guilt could

have caused his blindness, they add the other possibility.

They nevertheless express the former possibility, although

they cannot conceive of its reality ; for if they do not find

it out, perhaps the Lord will show it to them. The latter

they indeed consider possible, upon the basis of Old Testa-

ment threatenings, Ex. xx. 5. Yet the former ought always

to lie the nearer at hand ; and hence they put it first, and put

the two together. This case is a riddle for them," so they ask

^ Lucke, Commcntar ilber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn
1843, vol. ii. p. 372.

^Josephus, De Bello Judaico, II. viii. 11 ; Opera, ed. Bekker, Leipzig

1856, vol. V. p. 152.

^ Josephus, Antiquitates, XVIII. i. 3 ; Opera, ed. Ricliter, Leipzig 1826.

vol. iv. p. 124.

* Compare Lampe, Commentarius analytico-exegeticus Evangelii secundum
Joannem, Amsterdam 1726, vol. ii. p. 528 f. note.

^ Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 491.
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for its solution. They expect therewith a further knowledge

in reference to the whole question which is here brought up.

Verse 3.

This they receive in ver. 3, but not in the way they

expect. It was God's design (hence ha, ' in order that
')

that this man should be born blind. Jesus lets that stand,

and this is also to be supplied in his answer. But the

reason for this lies neither in the one thing nor in the other

thing suggested. When Jesus denies the sin, it is of course

merely in this relation. The reason lies in the aim. The

works of God were to be made manifest in him. That this

evil might have had still other reasons and as well designs in

reference to the person of the blind man himself, is not con-

sidered here at all by Jesus. But it is not therefore excluded.

The point here is the emphasizing of this one thing as the

essential thing : Xva ^avepwOfj ra epya tov deov iv avrat

(' that the works of God should be made manifest in him ').

God desired to glorify himself in him. This aim is in

general the right tMoclicie (' view of God's justice ') in re-

lation to the evil in the world. We read ra epya {' the

works'), and not rb epyov ('the work'). It therefore means

not merely the following healing in itself, but that healing

in so. far as it is a a-rjfMeiov (' sign ') of the revelation and

the activity of God in Christ as the light. This whole

category of action is to be designated by the plural. In the

passage in which we first met the ipyd^eardat {' to work '),

V. 17, we found that the redeeming action of God was

meant, which is mediated by the Son as the Christ. Thus

also here the saving, redeeming activity of God in word

and in deed is meant.-^ The word is used in that specific

sense which is in general peculiar to it in John's gospel.

This activity of'God is, moreover, a well-known, a general,

an essential one ; hence the article to, epya, ' the works.' It

is not as if it now first entered upon reality, but only that -it

now comes to view. It was previously in existence, and

only makes itself known, becomes now for the first time

visible to men (hence (pavepovaOai), namely, in Christ. With
^ Stier, RedenJesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1S70, vol. iv. p. 495.
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this the discourse passes towards the fourth verse. This

blind man therefore came into being and is present just at

this time, in order that in him God in Christ should testify to

himself as the light of the world. Thus that people that sat

in the shade was decreed under darkness until the time that

Christ's day dawned upon it, in order that in it God in Christ

should glorify himself, namely, in the self-demonstration of

Christ as the light of the world ; compare also Eom. xi. 32.

The course and the aim ofGod's ways are therewith designated.

Verse 4.

But the great redeeming work of God (ra epya rov 6-eov)

—by whom else is it carried out than by Him ? If this

blind man has the determination above given, Jesus also

has a vocation in reference to him, because ra epya tov 6eov

{' the works of God ') are executed by Him. We must worJc

the loorks of Mm that sent us, so long as it is dcc-t/. 'Efxe

(' I '), in ACE F, Syriac, seems more suitable and easy,

for the thing in question is Jesus' vocation, and hence it

stands with emphasis at the beginning. But the plural

r/fjbda- is more strongly witnessed to by the manuscripts

&s* B D L, and it is also to be preferred because it would

not be a natural insertion. Then Jesus includes his dis-

ciples as the partakers of his vocation, and as an instruc-

tion for their future. If the healing on the Sabbath were

to be justified (Tholuck), Bel ('must') would have to stand

in the emphatic position. He—and his disciples have a

share in this his calling—was sent into the world for this

purpose; hence the works he executes are epya rov irefi-

^^ravToar avrov (' works of him that sent him').

' So long as it is day.' "What does this mean ? Olshau-

sen says : so long as the time of grace lasts,' ' so long as

that which is good prevails ; the time is coming only too

soon, when darkness shall gain the ascendancy, and hinder

all activity (in spiritual things for a time), etc' But that

is generalizing the concrete notions, and at the same time

limiting the discourse in an unjustifiable way. 'Bay,'

agreeably to the further use of language in John xi. 9 f., is

the time of activity in one's calling. This answers at once
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tlie question : for whom it is day. Bengel says :
' Cliristus

est lux ; ea abeunte, nox venit, non lucem impediens sed

terram obscurans '
(•' Christ is the light ; when it departs

night comes, not hindering the light, but obscuring the

earth '). Baumgarten-Crusius, and I earlier, said it was for

the world; for it closes the time of the activity of the

history of salvation, and begins that of the appropriation

of salvation. But if ' day' is to be explained according to

xi. 9, and is to be understood of the time of one's vocation,

it can only be referred to Jesus and not to the world.

Hence the most (Liicke, Stier, De Wette, Meyer) have

understood it of the contrast of the life and of the death of

Jesus. More exactly ^it is to be taken of the time of

activity in his calling, and of the end thereof. Godet views

it in a like way, only that he understands the night of

' evening rest
;

' while, on the contrary, it here designates,

not the beneficial rest, but the cessation of activity, not

something positive, but something negative.

It is a general principle, which Jesus applies to himself.

For in so far as he is in the world, and has a calling to

fulfil in it, he is subject to the general law ; so long as the

time of his calling lasts, he has the task of his calling to

fulfil. The night cometh, luhen no man can work ; it comes

for every one, and so also for him. If ' day' be the time

of the work in his earthly vocation, ' night ' is the end of it.

This is also appointed for Jesus. Whether or not there be

beyond it a new time of activity for him, here remains out of

consideration. The thing here treated of is only his activity in

his earthly calling, for which he, as much as any one else, is

subject to the general law of earthly life. His calling now
is to be the light of the world, and to be active as such.

Verse 5.

When I am in 'the ivorld, I am in the light of the icorld.

' Day' and ' night' are not to be so combined that perchance

through the ' light,' which he is, it became day for the world

(thus I earlier). That is an arbitrary combination. The
will of God determines the day ; this will appoints to each

man his callino- within the limits of the time set for him.
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As the sun designates the bounds of the single day of work,

so does this will of God as 'the light of the world/ xi. 9,

determine the limits of the time of one's calling in general.

When, moreover, Jesus here names himself ' the light of the

world,' he designates thereby the contents of his calling as

peculiarly allotted to him, and means therefore ' light,' as

previously throughout in the gospel, in the saving sense.

"Otuv, ' quando,' at the time when,—designates the temporal

coincidence ; so that therefore the common explanation, ' so

long as,' if not philologically, is yet practically justified.

Only orav emphasizes less the temporal than the internal

material relations : if he be the light of the world when
he, etc., then that is necessarily given with his being in

the world. Therefore he cannot withdraw himself from the

execution of this calling. And thus he prepares to point

to himseK as the light.

If Jesus be the life of the world, the world, as it is, is

destitute of light, and stands in darkness. This contrast,

according to John's gospel, does not mediate itself in the

Gnostic way, that ' the light draws to itself from the dark-

ness all elements related to itself, '
^ but thus, that the

light in the dark world exerts itself and imparts itself to it.

Hence, too, the ' dualism ' of the ' Johannean doctrinal con-

ception ' does not mediate itself, as Kostlin declares,^ so that

the present world is annihilated, and the man, who wills

not to share in this general fate of what is temporal, is

removed from this place of death ; but it mediates itself

by the impartation of the light, which impartation then

draws its consequences in the future.

Verse 6.

The story here is a proof of this, in so far' as in it the

true mediation of those two contrasts is figuratively repre-

sented. For here all is meant typically. Jesus makes a

paste of earth and spittle, and spreads it on the eyes of the

^ Baiir, Kritische Untersuchunrjen uber die kanonischen Evangdlen,
Tubingen 1847, p. 91.

^ Kostlin, Der Lehrhegriff des Evangeliums und der Briefe Johannis und
die, verwandten neutestamentlichen Lehrhejriffe, Berlin 1843, p. 468.
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blind man. ''E'Tre')(^pt,aev avrov top irrjX.ov hri k.t.X. {' spread

the paste of it upon, etc.') is the reading of i< A B C L.

Then avTov (' of it ') is to be referred to TTTva-fia (' spittle ')

:

the paste made from the spittle. The closing word tov

rvcpXov (' of the blind man ') is omitted by N B L. But

that cannot be dispensed with, unless, perhaps, the reading

ofD is to be preferred : eTri-^piaev avTa> tov irrfkov k.tX., ' He
spread for him the paste on the eyes ' [English : his eyes].

The evangelist connects the report of this singular

transaction with the directly preceding saying concerning

the light of the world by raOra elircov {' when he had thus

spoken '), and he therefore sees in it a preparation for the

external representation" of that saying. What does this

action mean ? We may mention, as an amusing curiosity,

Ammon's opinion, that the blind man suffered from inflam-

mation of the eyes, and that Jesus laid something cooling

on them, which removed the inflammation. Many of the

fathers held the monstrous opinion that the blind man had

really no eyes, and that Jesus made them for him out of

earth. The action is intended symbolically. To view the

spittle as a conductor of the healing power (Tholuck, 01s-

hausen), and therefore as necessary in this case (Meyer),

contradicts other healings, and is against the possibility of

miracles, as that possibility is contained in the gospel pre-

sentation of Jesus. Briickner, moreover, has proved suffi-

ciently that the action of Jesus had no necessary reference

to the belief of the blind man (Liicke), or to the possible

eye-witness of bystanders, or to the breach of the Sabbath

(Baur). For the former purpose the washing was enough

;

and the latter would not be found in this manipulation,

but in the healing itself. It does not, however, follow from

this that the act was utterly meaningless (Briickner), for it

is too striking for that. Bengel and Hengstenberg, following

Theophylact, recall the creation of man from the earth ; but

that is an accidental likeness, which has no place here at all.

Lampe^ comes nearer the matter when he alleges as the

meaning of the act :
' ut peccator ipse sentiat miseriam et

' Lampe, Comvientarius , . . Evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam

1726, vol. ii. p. 548.
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convincatur de peccato ' (' that the sinner himself may feel

his misery, and be convinced of sin '). But he loses himself

in arbitrariness by seeking a meaning for each little point.

To spread on one's eyes a paste made from earth—and cer-

tainly the detailed character of the acconnt : eTri^piaev k.tX

(' he spread '), is designed, and not merely naive, as Meyer

thinks—means to cover his eyes so that he certainly sees no

more, if even he saw to a certain extent previously, and seems

to be the very opposite of a healing the blind. It is there-

fore an apparently absurd means that Jesus uses. But in

this very thing, namely, that he adds to the natural blindness

this symbolical blindness (Godet), lies the explanation. This

action is intended to say : he must become fully blind, who
wishes to obtain sight. The next verse agrees with this.

Vekse 7.

Jesus sends the man thus anointed to the pool of

Siloam, to wash himself there. The pool of Siloam (the

upper pool) receives its water through the canal which

leads from the fountain of Mary, in the valley of the

Kedron at the east foot of the southern slope of Moriah,

through the rock-wall into the valley of the Tyropoeon.^

The water flows from the pool gently down into the fields

of the valley of the Kedron, and is lost in the lovely

hollows. In all probability this is the pool we are to

understand by the one mentioned here, and not the larger

lower pool lying close at hand, wliich appears to have

received its water, partly from the overflow of Siloam, and

partly from the rain-water running down in the Tyropoeon."

It is not certain whether or not the upper pool of Siloam

had still another independent fountain.^

' Compare the investigations in Tobler, Die Siloahquelle unci der Oelherg,

St. Gallen 1852, pp. 1-58.

[This ezplorer of Palestine, Titus Tobler, must not be confounded witli the

destructive critic, J. R. Tobler (see Luthardt, St. John the Author of the

Fourth Gosjyel, Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, Appendix, p. 351).

Titus Tobler died at Munich on the 21st January 1877.—C. E. C]
2 See Tobler, ut sujora, p. 32.

^ See Tobler, ut supra, p. 10. Compare, besides, Robinson, PaUistina,

Halle 1841, vol. ii, pp. 142-148.

LUTH. XL X JOHN.
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The water of Siloam, ' that flows gently/ is, in contrast

to the strong and destructive stream of the worldly power

in Isa. viii. 6 f., an image of the unpretending promise of

salvation, connected with David's house. Its fulfilling is

given in Jesus Christ. In like manner, Siloam is to the

evangelist an image of Jesus the Messiah. With this

thought he emphasizes the meaning : aTrea-ToXfievoo-, ' sent.

'

npK' is either to be taken infinitively : 'emissio,' 'sending'

(Gesenius), or as a passive participle, equivalent to nv^,

'emissus,' 'sent' (Hitzig).^ The water is a thing sent,

namely, from the mountain : it gushes forth between Zion

and Moriah, at the foot^of the height upon which God and

the house of David had their seat.^ Hence the more

clearly does the evangelist see in it a type of Christ, the

Son of David, the one come from God.

Meyer, it is true, following Euthymius and Bengel,

declares that, according to the context, 6 airea-ToXixhoa

(' the one sent ') can only refer to the blind man. This is,

however, refuted by the circumstance that Siloam gives

the blind man his sight, and therefore is an image of Jesus.

By this means also we can dispense with Meyer's other

hypothesis, that Jesus ordered the washing in the pool

with the design to afford the anointed spittle-paste the

time necessary for its working, a time calculated by him as

coinciding with the distance of Siloam. This is refuted by

the other cases of healing.

One can find in that symbolizing a trifling unworthy of

John (compare especially, Liicke), only on condition of

altogether failing to understand the symbolical character

of John's historical narrative and representation.^ For this

very reason this concession is not an endangering of the

historical character of the passage (against Meyer, in spite

of Strauss^). That would then have to be true of the entire

Johannean representation. If Siloam is an image of Christ,

^ Compare Delitzscli on Isa. viii. 6.

2 Compare Winer, Biblisches Realworterbucli, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, vol. ii.

p. 460.

3 See vol. i. p. 77 f.

* Strauss, Das Leben Jesu fur das deuische Volk htarheitet, Leipzig 1864,

p. 432, and elsewhere.
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the going to Siloani is a type of the coming to Christ, of

the epx^aOai irpoa avTov (for example, iii. 2 f.). For the

subjective means of appropriating the blessing of salvation

offered in Jesus is believing obedience.

Verses 8-12.

The preceding verses have shown the mediation effected

on the part of Jesus and of the man, of the contrast con-

tained in vers. 1—5. The verses now before us show in

the first instance the result.

Verse 8.

The healed man has gone home to his parents. For the

neighbours are spoken of. Whither else should he first go ?

Probably Jesus himself sent him thither. The change

which has befallen him is so striking, that men are doubtful

whether or not he be the same who previously used to sit

there and beg.

Verse 9.

This verse depicts this scene vividly : Some said, This is

he : others, He is like him : he said, I am he.

Verse 10.

He himself must tell how the healing came to pass.

How were thine eyes opened ?

Verse 11.

'O avOpwizoa 6 Xeyofjbevoa ^Irjaovo- {' the man that is called

Jesus ')—thus read s B C L, while the received text

omits the article, and reads ' a man,' etc. So much the

less do we need to assume, with Bengel, that the blind

man knew nothing at all about Jesus, which would be very

unlikely. By 6 (' the ') he designates him as the well-

known one. Besides, he relates the fact simply without

adding a judgment. '-4 ye'/3Xe\/ra could mean: I looked up,

Mark xvi. 4. But vers. 15 and 18 require: I became

again seeing, 'visum recipi,' *I received sight' (Bengel,

Meyer, Godet). Taken exactly, this would be impossible in
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the case of one born blind; but it rests upon the conception

that seeing is really the natural thing, and therefore is that

which is partially present.

Veese 12.

He does not know where Jesus is. This is not strange,

since after his healing he went directly home.^ No one

has a right to say that the evangelist purposely changed the

story, in order to present the case as if the man born

blind, even after his healing, had no definite consciousness

of the person of Jesus.^ The healed man goes through an

entirely natural development. The Bcopea rov 6eov (' gift

of God') is the first thing: Jesus is for him only the

mediator of this gift. The next point, one which offers

itself to him from the. inward religious self-mediation of

this first certainty, is, that Jesus is a prophet. Then Jesus

testifies unto him that He is the Son of God. Then,

after he has assured himself of this second certainty in

opposition to the Pharisees, and thereby has taken the

decisive stex3 to emancipate himself in his religious confes-

sion from the authorities of his nation, he is abundantly

ripe to receive- in belief the highest self-witness of Jesus.

It is the self-same way upon which the woman of Sychar

went. There, too, Jesus began with the Bwpea rov 6eov, and

at first 'presented himself merely as the mediator of this.

The next thing was the recognition that he was a prophet,

the freeing of the woman from the bonds of her national

religion. Upon this, then, follows finally his highest self-

testification. This blind beggar on the wayside was,

moreover, doubtless no more moved inwardly by the reli-

gious question and movement of the day, than was that

Samaritan woman, although the beggar had previously

- heard this and that about Jesus. The fact tliat here a

miraculous occurrence forms the point of starting, and there

a promise, does not affect the case. For the healed man's

feelings and thoughts were only the more filled and moved

' Compare below on ver. 37, p. 338.

2 Baur, Krltische Untersuchungen uher die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tiibinseu 1847, p. 178.
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in the first instance by this fact ; and it was but gradually that

the person of the giver lifted itself up to him out of the gift.

(6.) Veeses 13-34.

In no previous section has the not-willing of unbelief

come forward so strongly as it does here. Unbelief's own
dialectics strike it itself. The reasoning, that Jesus is a

sinner because of the breach of the Sabbath, and therefore

cannot have performed this miracle, must in view of the

evidence for the fact turn its point against itself Accord-

ingly, also, the reasoning on the part of the healed man pro-

ceeds from the fact of the miracle.^ The result compels

this man then to place Jesus and the Sabbath over against

each other, and to close with the recognition of the divine posi-

tion and importance of Jesus in his calling, as raised above

the Sabbath. It is, however, clearly to be seen, that the

disinclination of the Jews rises to a decided not-willing,

and thence to a foundationless enmity.

At the end of the first scene of the hearing, the evange-

list remarks, ver. 16, that division and indecision still

prevailed among them. The aXXot (' others ') are at a loss,

and speak with hesitation as to whether Jesus really can

be a sinner ; this is not because they ' thought more freely

'

(De Wette), but because, though indeed agreeing with the

rest theoretically, they found the occurrence too inconsistent

with that view, and had not yet made their conscience

entirely unsusceptible to such considerations. It is the

beginning of the reasoning which the blind man urges

against them at a later period. But since they cannot

endure the logical conclusion, the beginning remains a mere
beginning. It is the last motion of conscieiice among the

spiritual authorities of Israel.

Verses 13-16.

Verse 13.

They led the healed man to the Pharisees. "Ajovctlv

^ Compare Baur, Kritische Unteraudiungen iiber die kanoniscJien Evan'
gelien, Tiibingea 1847, p. 177£
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(' they lead '), namely, the ones spoken of before in ver. 8.

By the Pharisees, we are not to understand directly the

Sanhedrim (thus Tholuck), and as little the mere members

of that party (Meyer), who would have first had to assemble,

for ayovcrtv irpoa rover ^apiaaiovcr (' they lead to the Phari-

sees ') seems to require that these must have been to be

found at a specified place. Moreover, we are not to think

of the ' leading committee ' of this ' mighty sect ' (Godet),

for we know nothing of such a committee. But we must

think of an assembly of an ofiicial character, in which the

questioners were chiefly concerned about the judgment of

the representatives of orthodoxy.

If the scene were to be thought of as occurring still

upon the Sabbath or feast day,^ it would be the Sabbath

assembly ''''n?,^ in the temple area at the court of the women,

which of itself became a judicial process. Or it was one

of the three courts of Jerusalem, which held their sittings

in the neighbourhood of the temple.^ Or the authorities

designated as ol ^apiaatot ('the Pharisees') improvised a kind

of session. The design of those who led the healed man
to the Pharisees was not, indeed, an accusation, but yet the

requiring an official decision : what was to be thought of

this singular event. The laymen in Israel had not the

courage to give an opinion of their own in such questions.

With this aim in view they had asked about the person of

Jesus, in ver. 1 2. There is no need of assuming hostility, much
less, like Lange, diabolical hostility ; it is merely the ordinary

lack of independence of judgment in religious questions.

Verse 14.

Usually the informing is said to have been based upon the

question of the Sabbath. But we are in this verse to read 8e

{' and ') and not yap' (' for
')

; so that the Sabbath only con-

firms the offence of the Pharisees.

' Wieseler, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evangelien, Hamburg 1843,

p. 329.

' Winer, BibUsches Bealworterbuch, 8d ed., Leipzig 1848, vol. ii. p. 552,

note.

^ Schiirer, Lehrbuch der neutestamentlichen ZeitgescJiicJite, Leipzig 1874,

p. 406.
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Verse 15,

Tlien again the PJiarisees also asked him how he had

received his sight. The healed man simply repeats before

the court the account of the external occurrence.

Verse 16,

Instead of acknowledging the gift of God, and rejoicing

at the benefit done, at least a part of the Pharisees cannot

get over the supposed breach of the Sabbath. The Sabbath

law forbade all work. According to the rabbinical ordinance,

help was allowed on the Sabbath only in case of danger to

life; and aside from this, healing was forbidden.^ The

externality of the orthodoxy showed itself in this cleav-

ing to the outward letter. While these concluded, from

the breach of the Sabbath, unfavourably towards the person

of Jesus, others argued from the miraculous character of

the event to its moral purity ; but only timidly. They did

not resolve themselves to draw the further conclusion. The

certainty of the healed man contrasts characteristically with

this uncertainty.

Verses 17-23,

This assurance shows itself at once in his decided answer

to the question of the Pharisees. The whole judicial pro-

cess is depicted in general with uncommon clearness and

vividness, so as to display at the same time in a keen way

both the disposition and the internal moral bearing of the

parties concerned ; and from the very beginning the situa-

tion is very vividly characterized in the dependence of the

people together with the uncertainty of the rulers on the

one side, and in the independence and certainty of judgment

on the other side.

Verse 17.

He is a 'prophet. His confession sounds short and decided.

• Compare Winer, BibliscJies Bealworterbuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, vol.

ii. p. 346 ; and Schiirer, Lehrbuch der neutestamentlichen ZciUjeschkhte,

Leipzig 1874, p. 490.
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Bengel remarks :
' Eepetitis inquisitionibus agitatus honii-

num demum auctoritate teueri cledidicit ' (' excited by the

repeated questionings, he at length learned not to be held

by the authority of men '). It is not possible to see why
the healed man should call Jesus irpo^rjTqa- {' prophet '),

merely ' taken from the theurgic side ' (De Wette). The

miracle is for him only the occasion for the recognition of

Jesus' divine vocation in general. Hence Bengel explains

it correctly :
' a deo ' (' from God '), and adds :

' iucunde

observari potest fides apud hunc hominem, duni pharisaei

contradicunt, paulatim exoriens' ('faith in this man can

be with interest observed rising by degrees, while the

Pharisees are contradictiiig ').

Veese 18.

This second scene is characterized by the hope the Jews

have, that something may be found to make it possible to

represent the affair as cheating or deception. We perceive

from the form of the question, ver. 17, that the Pharisees

are convinced of the reality of the fact itself. For here

they presuppose its reality, and show their embarrassment

in regard to the judgment concerning a miracle-worker. It

is only because they wish very much the thing might not

have occurred, that they still hope and try to talk them-

selves ' into its non-reality. That is the way we are to

understand it when the evangelist says, they believed not

that he had been blind, and had received sight. To explain

this he adds ovv (' therefore ') : in consequence of the decided

confession, they suspect a secret understanding. Their

unwillingness to believe, snatches eagerly at this possibilitjr.

Hence, in connection with this, the evangelist causes the

designation 'lovBaloi, (' Jews ') to enter, instead of ^apicralot.

(' Pharisees '), to characterize the developing posture of

opposition.

Veese 19.

They address themselves to the parents of the man
healed : Is this your son, who ye say was lorn blind ? How
then doth he noiv see ?
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Verse 20.

They answer the former question in the affirmative : We
hioio that this is our son, and that he ivas horn hlind.

Verse 21.

The answer to the second question they avoid, out of

fear of the Jews, and refer to the healed man himself ; he

is old enough. But in spite of all the timidity which

affects the parents of the healed man in the presence of

their rulers, and in spite of all the reserve they maintain

in their statement, this only serves to make the two actual

cardinal points incontestable : that the man was born blind,

and that he has now suddenly received his sight.

Verses 22, 23.

: They are indeed as well convinced of the ' How ' as their

son is, but they do not attain the freedom of conduct he

attains ; they are afraid of being shut out from the religious

society of the national life. At vii. 49, we saw the occasion,

reasoning from which the chiefs of the synagogues had

reached this agreement,—an agreement concerning which

it was but natural that it should in an instant be spread

throughout Jerusalem, because of the great sensation it

must have caused as the first official step against Jesus and

his followers.

Verses 24-34.

The opposition between the Pharisees and the healed

man here shows itself in growing strength, until the violent

solution in ver. 34. In view of the fact, their previous

embarrassment turns into despair, and this into rage.

Verse 24.

Their embarrassment could not betray itself in a stronger

way than by the renewed putting of questions, and by the

attempt to see if they could not alter the story upon doctrinal

grounds. At the very outset they give their endeavour a

very weighty emphasis by the appeal, 8oa 86^av tw 6e(p
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(' give glory to God '). This is usually taken as a form of

adjuring (Bengel, Liicke, De Wette, Meyer). But though

this interpretation fits Josh. vii. 19, it does not fit 1 Sam.

vi. 5 or Jer. xiii. 16. Lampe ^ has hit the right view.

Among other things, he urges that the Pharisees desired to

impress on the one questioned, the fact that he had greatly

sinned in that he had given an honouring testimony con-

cerning Jesus, and even seemed inclined to regard Him as

the Messiah ; and the fact that the only impulse for their

action was their zeal for God's honour : he therefore ought

to join them, and thus also maintain God's honour, by

declaring this man to be a sinner (similarly also Godet).

They present to him thus the strongest argument that

was possible : for the sake of the honour of the God of

Israel, the miracle cannot be acknowledged ; for how can

the holy God give his miraculous gifts to a Sabbath-breaker?

Their sophistic sharpness summons everything to serve their

will. In adding further : loe know, etc., they also throw the

weight of their authority into the scale.

Verse 25.

It is highly characteristic to perceive how, in the face of

this attempt of dialectics and of authority, the healed man,

with the greatest calmness and simplicity, holds fast to the

fact. They had said : o'iSafiev, we know that he is a sinner.

He opposes to this knowledge : ovk olBa (' 1 do not know ').

He lets their logic alone. One thing, however, he does know

:

the fact. That is the point in which his logic rests, and

from which it reasons.

Verse 26.

They are embarrassed. They ask him again how it

was ; as if they had not already heard. What did he to

thee ? How ojpencd he thine eyes ?

Verse 27.

The healed man sees their embarrassment, and perceives

1 Lampe, Commentarlus . . . Evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam

1723, vol. ii. p. 574.
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their disinclination to let the fact pass as true. He has

already told them what they desire to hear. When, then, they

act as if they had not heard it,

—

koL ovk rjKovaaTe, ' ye had

no ears' (De Wette) ; it is said bitterly, as also rjh-q ('abeady')

shows,—he observes that they are not concerned for the

truth. This incites him to bitter irony : You too do not

wish to become Ms disciples ? ' You too,' not : as I (Bengel)

—he was not so far yet,—but with reference to the other

followers of Jesus, from the unlearned folk: even you

scholars.

Veese 28.

The Pharisees now, seeing that they are read through

and through by the simplicity of the unlearned man, and

feeling the sting of the moral reproach which lay in the

words of the layman, become passionate. It is true, the

healed man had thus far had in mind not himself but the

people, the despised but honest o;^Xocr fjur) rytpcoa-Kcov rov

vofJLOv (' multitude not knowing the law '), when he asked the

Pharisees, fir) Kal vfieLo- k.t.\. (' you too do not, etc.'). And
yet his relation to Jesus, as it had in the meantime inwardly

developed and determined itself, was plainly enough to be

recognised in these words. Hence the Pharisees, although

anticipating the development, and yet even thereby helping

it on, could return upon him the words touching the dis-

cipleship. 'Ekgivov (' of that one '), they say, with a con-

temptuous rejection of Him. Bengel observes: 'hoc vocabulo

removent Jesum a sese ' (' with this word they put away

Jesus from themselves '). The authorities of Israel here

say distinctly that they wiU not have anything to do with

Jesus.

Verse 29.

Moses' divine sending is certain ; the authority of the

person and word of Jesus is uncertain. The words are

intended contemptuously (De Wette, against Llicke), when
with rovTov Be ovk ocBa/xev iroOev iariv {' but this man, we
know not whence he is ') they deny his divine commission.

God spoke to Moses in plain words, as one man speaks to
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another ; tliiis directly divine therefore is his vocation ; in

such a calling to his work lies the origin of his appearance

as a prophet of God. They probably have in mind particu-

larly Moses' call in the desert, which was the basis of all

succeeding speech of God with him. But whence does

Jesus date as a prophet ?

Verse 30.

The healed man introduces his reply with a ^dp (' for ').

It is not the yap which confirms a preceding sentence, and

therefore perchance a sentence left out ; it confirms the

sentence in question, g,s we use ' for ;' tlicrem, namely, in

your answer (Meyer arbitrarily : in this state of affairs), is a

marvellous tiling. Hence I must express my astonishment:

for it is, etc., so that therefore yap serves to emphasize and

make prominent the man's own answer, "Apa and 76 are

blended in <ydp : apa (' then ') refers to the preceding

declaration of the Pharisees, ye is an assuring, like our : yes
;

' therein is then, indeed, a marvellous thing.' ^ The layman

finds in this {iv tovtw), namely, in their words and in this

contrast, their not-knowing to be a singular thing. For

whence did they know that God had spoken to Moses from

the bush, and had called him, except by his miraculous

legitipaation ? But Jesus has this to show, just as much as

JNIoses had. Thus the healed man accepts the reasoning of

the Pharisees entirely, and strikes them from their own

bulwarks, behind which they had withdrawn, and had

believed themselves to be secure. The step that the man
makes in knowledge is no small one.

Veese 31.

This verse presents the general principle that God does

• not hear sinners, but those who fear God and do his will

—

Jesus' deed passes with the man as a hearing of prayer

;

for only God can work miracles ;—as a consequence of the

unquestionable hearing, this includes the fact : that the heal-

ing act on the Sabbath appeared to him to be not a breach

1 Compare Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Spradiidioms, % 53.

8. b. b), 7th ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 415 f.
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of the law, but a performing of the will of God, and that

he therewith also freed himself from the letter of the law,

in that he had learned to place the will of God, as it had

appeared to him in the person of Jesus, above the letter of

the Old Testament law. In such progressive emancipa-

tion from the former bonds, like the Samaritan woman, he

prophesies at the same time the future relation which they,

of whom he serves as type, will assume towards the letter

of the law.

Verse 32.

The healed man does not, however, stop at that general

truth, but emphasizes also the peculiarity of the fact in

hand, the healing of one born blind. Since the world hcgan

VMS it not heard that any man opened the eyes of one that

was lorn Uind.

Verse 33.

From this follows of necessity the conclusion that Jesus

is sent by God. Liicke observes with regard to the argu-

mentation of this man, that even the most highly schooled

apologetics and ethics cannot with reason object in the least

to this conclusion of the proof from miracles, and that

Christianity owes largely its acceptance and spread to this

natural and correct method of concluding from the basis

of the miraculous facts. To this Lessing has already given

the answer, namely, that experience of miracles and a

report of them are two different things. Yet in these

single miracles was only typified that which later fulfilled

itself in greater extent, and which is present to us not

merely as report, but as experience.

Verse 34.

The Jews wish to beat down the irrefutable argument

by insulting words and by a violent act. Does he, a man
who was altogether conceived and born in sin, desire to

teach them? "0\oa does not intend to say 'in body

and soul' (thus commonly), but in all parts of his being,

and therefore especially also—the point in question—in
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regard to liis knowledge. This word has been said to rest on

Ps. li. 7 (De Wette) ; but that touched themselves no less.

' Heightened hereditary depravity ' (Hengstenberg) is not

•only an indistinct notion in itself, but is also unsuitable here,

where the matter in hand is a retrospective conclusion from

his blindness to his parents' guilt. For Bengel (also Baum-
garten-Crusius and Meyer) observes correctly :

' exprobrant

de caecitate pristina ' (' they reproach liim with his primal

blindness '). For them that problem is solved. A common
guilt of the parents, under which he was born, was revealed

in the punishment which fell upon him. In this they

strike at themselves, by involuntarily acknowledging the

blindness from birth as a fact. Thus the evangelist has

shown not merely how unbelief refutes itself dialectically,

but much more how it condemns itself ethically. It has

betrayed itself as hatred of the truth,—Bengel says :
' ipsi

produnt odium veritatis, quo laborant ' (' they themselves

betray the hatred of the truth, under which they labour '),

—

and now manifests itself also in the act of violence. It

agrees with the whole much better to suppose that i^e/3a\ov

{' cast out ') is not a designation of excommunication (01s-

hausen, De Wette, Tholuck), but is intended as an external

act (Meyer). The evangelist lays stress upon this very

point as characteristic. The exclusion from the synagogue

w^as the natural result of that. Bengel observes :
' eiecer-

unt eum, tanquam christianum. Id factum magno eius

bono ' (' they cast him out, as a Christian. That came to

pass for his great good ').

(c.) Verses 35-41.

Jesus assumes a position towards the world, concerning

which position it is taught, that it mediates itself by self-

impartation on tlje one side, and by believing reception

on the other side, vers. 1-12. Occasioned by tliis position,

a contrast has revealed itself among men, which, based

in faithful sincerity on the one hand, and in obstinate

insincerity on the other hand, had advanced to the most

determined opposition, vers. 13-34. This contrast now

completes and fixes itseK, in that it receives a direct
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reference to Jesus' person, by which it is called forth, vers.

35-41. Jesus liimself brings this about.

Veiise 35.

Llicke thinks Jesus found by chance the man who had

been cast out.^ But he overlooks the fact that the order

of succession of the ideas must then have been a different

one. The circumstance that he found him would have had

to come first, and only then the remark follow that he had

heard of the casting out. As it is, the hearing and the

findincT are brought into connection with each other. Hence

Bengel remarks :
' quaesierat igitur ' {' he had therefore

sought '). Meyer agrees with this, and assumes that Jesus

inferred from that circumstance that the healed man con-

fessed him as Messiah, and on that account asked him, av

iriaTevetcr k.tX. {' dost thou believe ? etc.'). This assump-

tion of Meyer's, however, does not conflict with the view

of Chrysostom, that Jesus desired to give the man a

rich indemnification. He recompensed him in the very

bringing of his belief to perfection. He recompensed him

by bestowing upon him His person and its fellowship, in

the place of the lost fellowship with the synagogue.

In this is already given the gist of the appeal or of

the comfort—according as one understands it—which the

epistle to the Hebrews contains for the Jewish Christians,

for whom it was written. The completion of his belief is

induced by the question : crv Trta-reveLo- etV tov vlov rod

deov ; (' dost thou believe on the Son of God ?'). This

question presupposes the existence of the belief. Its form

is such as to expect an affirmative answer. It seems to be

an inference, which Jesus draws from the man's conduct

before the court, and which he puts in the fo'rm of a ques-

tion, so as to occasion a confession. In that the healed man
is now induced to give a decided confession to Jesus himself,

his belief is completed as a psychological fact. At the same

time, moreover, it is completed in its contents, in that Jesus

designates himself as o v'tba- rov deov (' the Son of God ').

' Llicke, Commentar iiber das Evangdium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1843, vol ii. p. 391.
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It is true that n B D read ela rov viov tov avOp^Trov (' unto

tlie Son of Man'). But the answer of the healed man
shows that Jesus must have asked with a conception that

was famihar to him. That, however, was not ' Son of Man,'

but probably ' Son of God.' Hence ' Son of Man ' doubtless

came into the text as the usual self-designation of Jesus.

In the mouth of Jesus, indeed, ' Son of God ' meant more
than Messiah, but to the Jews it was a familiar designation

of the Messiah. Hence the man born blind understood it

in the theocratic sense (thus most commentators, not in the

metaphysical, Olshausen). The question of Jesus : Tho7c

hdievest on the Son of God ? expects an affirmative answer.

The question is so direct that it must have surprised the

one questioned, and was intended to direct his thoughts to

the present. He was to observe that the matter in hand

was not a theoretical doctrinal principle, but a practical

conduct in the present.

Verse 36.

The healed man before the court had confessed, and there-

fore probably also recognised Jesus only as a prophet of

God, and not yet as the Messiah. But by the contrast with

Moses, above whose ordinance he perceives that Jesus is

elevated, he has already approached this latter recognition

more nearly. And thus also there lies in his question

:

Kal ri(T icTTLv, Kvpte ; And who is he, Lord ? the hidden sus-

picion that Jesus means Himself. Besides, this question as

to its purpose may be compared with the like half-divining

word of the Samaritan woman, iv. 25. The very connective

KUL (' and ') shows his eagerness. For there is something

hasty in this joining of his question to the question of Jesus.

And that he does not ask : rt (' what '), but ria {' who '), is

due to the fact that he is concerned, not as to theoretical

information touching divine Sonship and the like, but as to

the personal relation to the actual Son of God, at whoni

Jesus had hinted : iva ina-Tevaco ela- avrov (' that I may
believe on him '). For the present he does not need detailed

doctrinal explanations. The lack of his knowledge will be

supplied even by the personal relation of belief. The
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question with rl, therefore, would have beeu as unpsycho-

logical as unnecessary. In the personal relation of belief,

ver. 38, he then possessed the whole knowledge in germ.

Jesus chooses purposely as the comprehensive term for

this knowledge, the designation o vloa rov 6eov (' the Son

of God'), because this was the most extensive term. He
testified to Himself before the teachers of Israel who owned

Him as a divinely sent prophet, that He was the Son of

God, iii. 1 3 ff., and he goes upon the same way of self-

testification and of development of belief here also ; com-

pare Trapa Oeov ('from God'), ver. 33.

Verse 37.

It is significant that Jesus does not merely say e<yu) elfii

(' I am '), but paraphrases this as we here read it. He
refers the man to the circumstance that he sees and hears

him. 'JE/cetyoo- (' that one,' instead of the more common
word in Greek : ovroa, ' this one ') is characteristic of John's

gospel/ and lays stress upon the subject in hand, and not

merely on the more distant subject. Here, as at xix. 35
(compare the comment on that verse), it means the speaker

himself: it is even he. De Wette is certainly right in

explaining koX . . . kul (' both . . . and ') as a connection of

the two thoughts in which only the second member (koI

6 XaXwv K.T.X.f ' and it is he that talketh, etc.') is drawn
towards the other. For to take the first /cat as emphasized,
' indeed thou hast seen him/ as Meyer takes it, brings too

strong an accent into the discourse. But Jesus bids him
recognise His person from His action and His words.

His action, which is a type of Him, His word, which ex-

presses Him, show what are the characteristics of Him who
may call himself 6 vloa rov Oeov (' the Son of taod '), The
action first, the word afterwards, are therefore the founda-

tion and the fountain of belief, and hence also of the

knowledge which is given with it and which results from

it. I speak of an action by reason of konpaKaa (' thou hast

seen'). This does not refer in the first instance to the

' See voL i. p. 230 f., and Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth
Gospel, Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 180 f.

LUTH. U. Y JOHN.
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seeing after the healing, as he returned from Siloam,—he cer-

tainly did return thence to Jesus again (against Liicke^ and

Meyer) : a'rrrjXOev koX evL->^aro koI rjXOev ^XiiTwv (' he went

his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing '), ver. 7,

—

but to the present seeing, namely, that he has seen Him
standing before him, while he asked after Him, Kal ricr

ia-TLv, Kvpie ; Yet, nevertheless, it reminds him most em-

phatically and distinctly of the fact that Jesus bestowed

upon him the power of seeing. It thus puts before him
that action of Jesus, in which His essential meanincr and

his essential action were typified.

To this is added the word that Jesus speaks to him.

That is the word of the Son of God and of belief on him.

In that action the word of Jesus intends to teach him to

recognise the Son of God. Hence, then, it is the word

of Jesus' self- witness, which bestows upon his belief its

specific contents and its specific religious form, and thereby

completes it.

Vekse 38.

The belief demanded is as a natural consequence followed

by its proof" in the irpoaKvveiv (' worshipping '), which was

not demanded. Bengel says :
' Agnitionem sponte sequitur

adoratio ' (' adoration follows of its own accord recognition ').

That which involuntarily displays itseK in this act is no

longer the conclusion from the miracle to the divine mission,

but the inward, direct certainty of belief, a certainty wrought

by the word. The contents of 6 vlocr tov 6eov {' the Son of

God') have not yet come to consciousness in him in an

explicit manner, nor has the meaning of the irpoaKvveiv.

But as the former is the essential confession of belief in

Jesus, so is the latter the essential religious testification of

•belief exercised towards Him. That direct certainty of

belief is shown to us as complete in Thomas ; and in like

manner this testification of belief is displayed to us in his

words of worshipping reverence : o Kvpioa- fxov Kal 6 deoar fjuov

(' my Lord and my God '). Thus also here Kvpie (' Lord ') is

^ Liicke, Commentar iiber das Evangelium des Johannes, 3d ed., Bonn

1843, vol. ii. p. 392. See also above, p. 324.
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said with special emphasis :
' iam augustiore sensu ita dicit,

quam dixerat ver. 3 6 ' (' he now speaks thus in a sense more

reverential than that in which he had spoken in ver. 3 G ').

Verses 39-41.

We have above seen, in the relation and conduct of the

healed man towards Jesus, the one side of the contrast

—

called forth in the world by the direct relation given to it

to the person of Jesus as the Son of God—come to a

preliminary completion. In the verses now before us,

vers. 39-41, the other side of the contrast is placed over

against the former. Jesus turns from the healed man to

the circle standing around, with a general characterizing of

the result of His mission. His opponents come specially

forward out of the crowd, and lend to these words a par-

ticular application to themselves.

Verse 39.

This whole section proceeded from the contrast between

(f)6i)a {' light ') and Koajjboa- (' world '). Hence the words elcr

Tov Koa-fiov Tovrov {' into this world '). For the Kocrfiocr was

designated from the very outset as standing in contrast with

the (f)coa-, and as needing it. For judgment I am come into

this world. At iii, 17, we saw that the process of judg-

ment as a task of the Son was denied at his first coming.

Here, the self-judgment of the world is taught as a conclu-

sion of his revelation in the world. The apparent contra-

diction solves itself in this difference. The same thinsr is

confirmed by the language.

It reads etV Kplf^a (' unto judgment as completed
')

and not eta- Kptaiv (' unto judgment as being passed '), and

therefore says, not that he executes a judgment as an act,

but that a righteous judgment issues as a result. This

judgment consists in the circumstance 'that those who see

not receive sight, and that those who see become blind.'

Want is designated by Jesus as the presupposition for the

gift, substantially, indeed, here in the same way as else\vhere,

for example, Matt. ix. 12, but from another side. The

reason for this is not merely the actual occasion, which here
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is a healing of the blind, there, a healing of the sick. Nor
is the reason simply to be found in John's choice of dis-

courses in general,^ as indeed the well-known Johannizing

passage, Matt. xi. 25, has a strong resemblance to the one

before us. The reason is, in especial, that we have before

us that part of the self-witness, the fundamental notion of

which is the light. This phrase could hardly have found a

place before the seventh chapter.

Who are, however, these fi-q pkenrovTea, ' that do not see,'

except o^Xoa- o firj fyLvooaKcov tov vo/jlov {' the people who
knoweth not the law '), vii. 49 ? But then ol /SXiirovreo-,

' they that see,' are those who say ^fieia- oXhafiev, ' we know,'

ix. 29, because they have the knowledge of the law, and
therewith -r^y fiop^axriv ttjo- lyvooo-ecoar koI Trjtj aXrjOeiaa iv

Tw vofiM (' the form of knowledge and of the truth in the

law'), Eom. ii. 20. And that is indeed a knowledge and a
' seeing in the exact sense ' (against Stier ^). We saw above

that the very knowledge of the letter of the law, in which

they so prided themselves (compare Eom. ii. 18, 19), became

to the Pharisees a hindrance to seeing in Jesus the fulfilment

of the promise. They have therefore become blind to the

essential contents of the Old Testament. Those who lacked

this knowledge, but instead were possessed of a longing

both for the fulfilment of the promise and for the supply of

their own need, received sight from Jesus, that is, found in

him the truth of the Old Testament, of the revelation of

God, and of the communion with God. The others, on the

contrary, became blind through Jesus. For, by reason of

the contradiction in which the truth of the Old Testament,

etc., in Jesus seemed to stand with the letter of the law,

they became incapable of acknowledging that truth.

Verse 40.

The Pharisees—who were present to make their observa-

tions—at this ask Jesus whether they, perchance, are also

blind. This cannot possibly be meant in the sense of tvj>\ov

'^evkadai (' becoming blind '), but must be intended in the

^ Stier, Reden Jesu, Sd ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 513.

2 Stier, ut supra, p. 514.
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sense of /i^ ^eiretv (' not seeing'), Meyer. TvcjAbv yeviadat

is a result which still has to show itself ; besides, in that case

<yevea6ai, and not elvai, must have been used in the question.

On the contrary, it is said pointedly and sarcastically: Wc too

are surely not blind ? The offensive or the ridiculous thing

is not that there are blind people, or that the blind should

receive sight, but that this reversal of affairs should be

brought about by Jesus. Their question therefore is this

:

Shall we, indeed, hence also be said to belong, like the igno-

rant people, to the blind, who must be by thee made to see ?

Verse 41.

If they belonged to those, it would be well for them, in

so far as the sin would not remain for them ; which, since

they do not belong to those, but think that in their legal

knowledge they have a true knowledge, still remains. Thus

is ver. 41 to be understood. The contrast for ovk av et'^eTe

dfiapriav {' ye should have no sin ') is found in 17 dfiaprta

vjxwv fievet (' your sin remaineth '), and the meaning there-

fore is, that their sin would in that case have been taken

away, and that they in consequence would have had no

more. But the sin, which would have fallen away from

them if they had had a curable blindness, and therewith

the possibility and receptibility for illumination, on the

contrary remains upon them, because in their fancied know-

ledge they blind themselves towards the light. Their sin is

by this connection of thought necessarily shown to be the

sin of this reserve, shown clearly enough to be the sin of

this hardened self-blinding itself.

Hence Olshausen was wrong in understanding by i)

dfxapTM, the ' sinful understanding in general ;' and much
more were De Wette and Liicke at fault in explaining the

words el rv^Xol rjre k.t.X. ('if ye were blind, etc.') of the

imputation and guilt as decreased by ignorance ; De Wette

thereupon cites the corresponding paragraphs of his hand-

book on morals. For the same reason we must reject Meyer's

view : that their unbelief towards Christ would not then be

sinful, because it would not be an opposition to the divine

truth, but only an irresponsible lack of attaining unto it.
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Similarly Godet. Contrariwise there would then be no

question as to unbelief in their case, since they would even

come to belief. Bengel observes :
' Si diceretis, ceeci sumus,

visum peteretis et peccatum vestrum iam desiisset ' (' if ye

should say, we are blind, ye would seek sight, and ye would

already have left off your sin '). Now, however, their sin

remains ; because, by their supposed knowledge, they allow

themselves to be prevented from coming to belief, and thus

shut themselves up towards the revelation of Christ.

In this manner, then, the other side also of the contrast

has definitely fixed itself. By Jesus' self-testification it has

come to pass that those who will not believe because they

see, have thereby become completely subject to the darkness,

and hence their sin of self-blinding remains an unremoved

one. Considering both, sides, Jesus in what follows now
tells what is appointed to each of the two : a blessing to the

ones who confess him—x. 1—21, or rather to 18 ; and to the

others, who refuse to own him, an unbearable offence

—

X. 22-42, or rather to 39. Accordingly the two next follow-

ing sections are based upon the contrast represented and de-

veloped in the ninth chapter. These sections carry on the

mutual relation of Christ and of men, and in especial portray

it from such a point of view, as to show what Christ is to

men in consideration of their posture towards him.

X. 1-21.

Jesus here depicts himself as a blessing to those who

confess him, and that in the first place in the closest con-

nection with what precedes. For he there had addressed

himself in the first place to those who ' knew.' Upon the

basis of their knowing, of their knowledge, they think they

oBtjjov elvai rv(f)Xa)v, (pcoa twv iv aKOTei, iraihevT'qv d^povwv,

SiSdcrKoXov vrjiricov {' ,are a guide of the blind, a light of them

which are in darkness, an instructor of the foolish,' Eom.

ii. 19 f.). Such is the thought Jesus has in view when he

contrasts himself to such supposed leaders (De Wette,

Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius, Bengel). The vfxela- (' ye ')

with which he closed is met by his iyco ('!'). Although,

however, this section rests entirely upon the contrast, never-
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theless the contrast forms only the basis and the background

for his seK-proclamation, which in the first instance is

intended for his own followers. For in the whole parabolic

discourse there is no further address to his opponents. In

his internal bearing and mood, Jesus recedes more, and

stands at a greater distance from the previous direct opposi-

tion to the Jews. This, however, is only because he begins

in general to maintain a greater distance from the Jews,

This whole discourse is pervaded by a great calmness,

which, nevertheless, has as its foundation the vivid con-

sciousness of the contrast, a spirit of the most loving self-

devotion, from which, at the same time, the proud con-

sciousness of free self-possession expresses itself After the

restless motion of the preceding chapters, this discourse is

like a place of rest, in which Jesus' feelings at the same

time desire to satisfy themselves, and to let the conflict die

away in almost melancholy words. Hence flows also the

full development of the thoughts (Baumgarten-Crusius). The

great thing that speaks for the genuineness of this discourse

is above all the psychological truth, which lies in the fact

that just such a discourse should now follow upon the pre-

vious events.^ A certain warmth of feeling, in which a

love of irresistible power reveals itself, has here bestowed

a peculiar stamp, and at the same time a comprehensive

meaning, upon the figure of the light which lies at the

foundation of the preceding sections. And in that the point

of its blessing-bestowing power is particularly emphasized, it

comes to pass that the figure of the light in the progress of

the discourse passes into the idea of the life as the essential

blessing of salvation.

In the comprehensive character of this discourse, and in

the prominence of the soul, of the personality of Jesus, lies

a certain similarity to the seventeenth chapter, although

only the likeness of a lower stage to a higher one. Here

also we feel the heart of Jesus beating. And therefore tliis

discourse and its figure have made a deep and lasting im-

pression on the church. This figure—especially, indeed, in

' Compare Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edinburgh,

T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 229.
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connection with Luke xv.—is one of the first and most

frequent symbols of Christian and churclily art-representa-

tion, and a favourite figure of Christian conception. Baur,

on the contrary, puts the importance of this chapter at a low

figure, and concedes to it ^ ' no particular weight for the

pursuit of the chief thought of the gospel.' The reason for

this is, that Baur sees in the gospel only the development

and unfolding of an idea, and hence only knows of points

of the conception or of the idea, while the chief weight and

the importance of this section lie in the personal element

which is peculiar to it. The evangelist is not busied in the

first place with an idea [ and perchance in the second place,

and only for the sake of its aid as proof, with the person

of Jesus. The latter is the first thing for him; and he

presents the former only because and in so far as it is

given in and represents itself in the latter.

This parable consists of three parts : (a) vers. 1-5
;

(h)

vers. 6-10; and (c) vers. 11-18.

(«.) Verses 1-5.

Jesus here draws the picture of the true shepherd and

his relation to the flock, in the first place purely for itself

and without application. But since it rests on the opposi-

tion to the Pharisees, who desire to be shepherds, so that

they reject Him, and who are shepherds in an entirely

different disposition towards Israel from his disposition,

—

since this is the case, the twofold application is already

prepared for, namely, that he himself is both the true

mediation of all pastoral vocation in Israel, in the church of

God, and also the real and true shepherd.

Verse 1.

With emphatic, stress upon what he is about to say to

them,^

—

dfirjv, djji7]v k.tX. (' verily, verily, etc.'),—Jesus

addresses himself to those about him, and, as vfuv (' to

you'), pointing back to the close of the ninth chapter,

shows, especially to his opponents, in order to show them

1 Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, p. ISO.
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who is a true shepherd,— that one, namely, who comes

to the church in the way appointed by God. For : He
that entereth not hy the door into the sheepfolcl, hut cliiiibeth

up some other vjay,—over the wall,

—

the same is a thief and

a rohler. What led Jesus to use this figure of a shepherd,

whether the sight of a flock in the fields (Neander) or the

like, is a very superfluous question. The comparison is

brought close to hand both by the Scriptures in general and

by the special connection here, namely, the contrast to the

evil leaders of the people.

The various features of the picture are drawn from the

then existing circumstances. The shepherds spent the night

in the wall-enclosed fold {avXrj), at the door of which an

under-shepherd (6 dvpcopoa, ver, 3) kept watch during the

night (Meyer), The right way leads through the door.

He who ' climbs up,' aX\a^66ev = aWodev {' some other

way '), upon the wall, in order to get over it into the fold,

goes a wrong way, not the appointed way. The fold is the

church, which God has gathered for himself upon earth

;

the door is the way which he has appointed (thus most

exegetes, Tholuck, Hengstenberg, Godet), Which way this

is, is not yet said. It is enough for the present to know
that God's ordering and calling here has sway, and not

human despotism. Wliether Christ is to be understood

as the shepherd or as the door (for example, Meyer), is a

misplaced and anticipating question, since the first thing

in this place is only the portraying the requirements of the

true shepherd as he ought to be.

Verse 2.

To this must be added the circumstance that he enters

by the door, as the ' legitimus aditus ' (' lawful approach '),

Bengel, He that entereth in hy the door is the shepherd of

the sheep.

Verse 3.

Vers. 3-5 now depict the relation of fellowship in which

the true shepherd stands towards the flock. The first thing

is, in this third verse, that he, in that he comes to the flock
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by the divinely-appointed way, approaches it also with

God's permission. This is what is intended as the meaning

of the porter and his opening the door. Some have under-

stood by this, God (Calvin, Bengel, Tholuck, Hengstenberg),

or Christ (Cyril, Augustine), or the Holy Ghost (for

example, Stier^), or Moses (Chrysostom, Theodore of Mop-
suestia), or John the Baptist (Godet). All this is arbitrary.

The question is not the things or the persons, but the re-

lations and transactions. The fact that the porter openeth,

indicates that God secures approach to the flock. A true

shepherd will therefore in the first place succeed in obtain-

ing approach, and in the next place, in finding entrance

into the church of God. For the two know each other, and

belong to each other, the true shepherd and his flock.

The sheep hear his voice, and he calleth his oion sheep hy

oiame, and leadeth them out. In that they hear his voice,

they show that they belong to him. The propriety meant

is one mediated morally. Hence also in this sense it is said,

emphasizing the propriety or property of the shepherd in

them, ra iSia 7rp6/3ara (' his own sheep '). It is not as if

these were hereby in general designated as a part of the

sheep contained in the fold (Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius,

Meyer) ; for that not only would have had to appear more

distinctly, but also is refuted by the fact that ra irpo/Sara

(' the sheep '), which hear (aKovec),—words which, linguis-

tically, can only be understood of all the sheep in the fold,

—from internal reasons must necessarily be the same as those

which are afterwards designated as ra cBia (' his own '), and

by the fact that at the end again these are spoken of in

such a way, Kal ra Trpo^ara . . . uKoXovOel {' and the sheep

follow, etc.'), that all are evidently to be understood. "IBia

(' own ') does not denote separation, but the inward mutual

propriety of shepherd and flock in each other, and charac-

terizes the sheep from this point of view ; thus also Bengel

and Hengstenberg, against Meyer.
' He calleth them {(jicovei, with K A B D L, against KaXei)

by name,'—each by his own name :
' etiam oves ab antiquis

nominibus distinguebantur ' (' even sheep were distinguished

1 Stier, Eeden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 521.
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by their names by the ancients '), Bengel ;
^ they are all

singly known to him, and lie upon his heart
—

' and leadeth

them out,' not out of the Old Testament theocracy, so that

they break with it (thus Godet, arbitrarily), but out into

the pasture.

Vekse 4.

What follows is based upon this relation, that they are

iBia (' his own '). They belong to him because he has a

vocation unto them ; hence he knows them, and hence they

follow him. He belongs to them : hence he goes before

them, and hence they know his voice and hearken unto it.

And vjhcn he 'puttdli fortli all—for irdvTa is to be read with

B D L, against X, which omits it

—

Jiis own. This eK^aXrj

(' putteth forth ') depicts the method of the i^dyeiv (' lead-

ing out ') : he putteth them forth, in that he lays hold upon

them, and so on. It is a feature taken from real life,

which lets us see the care the shepherd bestows on each

separate one. The sheep which are divinely kept in the

secure fold are not the outward Israel, but the church of

God. Therefore they belong together, and they know each

other, this church and the shepherds who come to it with

a vocation from God. On this account also the conduct of

the sheep is portrayed as a unanimous, and not as a dis-

cordant one.

Veese 5.

By this npw also it may be perceived which is and

which is not a true shepherd, whether the church of God
knows his voice and hearkens unto it or not. A stranger

vjill they ccrtainhj not follow (x and the common text, clko-

XovOrjacoaLv, the subjunctive, according to tlie common
construction ; A B D, etc., aKoXovdi^crovacv, future, less

common^), hut ivill flee from hirti, because they know not the

^ [Travellers in Palestine tell of the same custom of naming sheep as pre-

vailing to-day. See, for instance, Smith, Dictionary of the Bible, under the

word ' Sheep,' with the citation from Hartley.—C. K. G.]
* Compare Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms,

§ 56. 3, 7th ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 472.
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voice of strangers. For the word which the stranger brings

is not the old well-known word, which has ever called

them and led them to the green pasture. They have in

themselves a sensorium for the latter; the former sounds

strange to them.

Lampe called attention to the future :
* Non sine emphasi

est futurum. Id enim monet, verba nostra consideranda

esse ut prophetiam, describentem totalem illam oecono-

marium immutationem, quae ante fores erat, quando cathedra

Mosis plane deserenda' ('The future is not without its

emphasis. It tells us that the words before us are to be

regarded as a prophecy, describing that total change of

economies which was at hand, when Moses' seat was to be

altogether deserted ')} The Old Testament church of God
will separate itself from the spiritual authorities of Israel,

because the latter will, by their own fault, lack the divine

vocation unto the former. That separation will be like a

flight, as one flies from a danger (compare ver. 1 : KkeinTja

iariv KoX Xya-rrja, ' is a thief and a robber '), as one escapes

from destruction. Lampe recalled Israel's departure from

Egypt, and Lot's flight from Sodom. In that case this

would offer the foundation for the designation of the external

Israel, deserted by God and God's church, in the book of

Eeyelation : rjTicr KaXelrat irvevfxaTifcoja ^6So/xa koX Ac<yv7r-

Toa {' which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt '), Eev.

xi. 8.

The true shepherd was at first only generally charac-

terized, yet in such a way that the counterpart, standing

before men's eyes in the Pharisees, formed the background

of the thought. Now, in that the thought, upon coming to

the statement of the contrast, receives the form of a histo-

rical statement, and thereby takes a personal turn, Jesus is

led to give a direct personal turn also to the positive side.

The personal designation, in consequence, must take the

place of the general characterizing. Two things were

emphasized in the foregoing : the divinely-ordered way of

vocation, and the relation of fellowship which accorded

• Lampe, Commentarius . . . Evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam

1726, vol. ii. p. 632.
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with the vocation. Both these will now come to expression

in personal designation, Jesus had given the Pharisees to

understand at first that they were no true shepherds of the

church of God, because they had not become shepherds

upon the God-appointed way, so that they in consequence

also did not stand in the true fellowship of love with the

church of God. He will therefore at first make prominent

(against Liicke) the circumstance that the true mediation

is given in him, and in the next place, that the true relation

of a shepherd has appeared personally in him.

(b.) Veeses 6-10.

These verses develop the first thought: Jesus is per-

sonally the true mediation ; he is the mediator.

Verse 6.

What Jesus said allegorically in vers. 1-5 in the form

of a trapoLfiia {' parable '), that is, of a discourse departing

from {irapd, ' praeter ') the usual way (olfioa), had reference

to the Pharisees. Hence avrola (' to them ') is said pur-

posely twice. It was addressed to them and meant for

them, for certainly the same persons are intended by eKetvoi

and avrola (against Baumgarten-Crusius). They might

well understand that he had them in mind, but what he

really meant by this escaped them. In this we are to

think not merely of the anticipatory historical statement

in the fifth verse, which the proud feeling of secure domi-

nation prevented them from understanding, but also of the

preceding characterization, and perhaps especially of the

' going in by the door,' which the proud consciousness of

their studies may have kept them from understanding.

Therefore, that which he really intended {jivay]v a k.t.X.,

' what things they were which, etc.'), which he spake unto

them, remained concealed from them. Hence Jesus tells

them so. But although he speaks distinctly and strongly,

yet he avoids the direct address and designation, and rests

by preference upon the development of the blessing which

he bestows. We see by this that in his mood, and hence

also in the bearing of his words, he draws back more and
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more from the contrast, although this remains the back-

ground of his self-witness.^

Verse 7.

Jesus had spoken at first of the divine vocation unto the

sheep. If he turns this to himself, he must say that in

him alone it is given and mediated. He begins afresh

with great emphasis {afxrjv k.tX, ' verily, etc.'), and calls

himself the door. This figure finds a rich echo in the

literature of the early church, but with various applications.

In Ignatius,^ Jesus is called the Ovpa tov irarpoa- (' door

of the Father'). In Hermas,^ Jesus is called the ttvXt)

{' gate '). Clement says: ^ ttoWcov ovv ttvKwv avewyvLcov, rj iv

hiKatoavvri avTi) iarlv rj iv Xpiara) (' therefore of many
gates that have been opened, the one in righteousness,

this is the one in Christ '). Hegesippus^ relates that the

Jews asked James, t/o- -^ Ovpa tov ^Irjaov ; {' what is the

door of Jesus ?
') ; and again,^ dTTajyeXov rj/xlv, tict 7)

6vpa TOV ^Irjaov tov aTavpcoOevToa ; (' tell us, what is the

door of Jesus the crucified ?
'). Clement^ writes : hia tovto

avToa dkrjdrja cov irpo^rJTTjcr eXeyev iyco eljxt, 97 irvkri tTjct

^(orja (' on" this account he himself, being a true prophet,

said : I am the gate of life '). And in Hippolytus ^ we
read : Bca tovto (prja-l (sc. Naassenus quidam), Xiyec 6

^Iijaova- iyco eljxi rj ttvXt] 97 oXtjOlv)] ('hence he [a certain

Naassenus] says, Jesus saith : I am the true gate ').

Thus also the use of this figure continues with different

variations among later writers. We therefore see that

1 See above, p. 343.

2 Ignatius, Ad PhiladelpJienos, ix. 1 ; Patrum Apostolkorum Opera, ed.

Gebliardt, Harnack, Zahn, Leipzig 1876, fascicuhis ii. p. 78.

^Hernias, Pastor, similitudo ix. 12; ibid. 1877, fasciculus iii. pj). 220,

222.

4 Ckment, Ad Corinthios, I. xlviii. 4 ; ibid. 1876, fascic. i. part i., 2d ed.,

p. 80.

^ Hegesippus in Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastica, II. xxiii. 8; Opera,- e^i.

Dindorf, Leipzig 1871, vol. iv. p. 77.

6 Ibid. II. xxiii. 12 ; ibid. p. 78.

7 Clementina, Horn. iii. 52, ed. Lagarde, Leipzig 1865, p. 50, 11. 29, 30.

' Hippolytus, Eefutatio Omnium Hceresium, v. 8, Gbttingen 1859, p. 156,

line 47 f,
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such a saying as we read here, and as we find reported no

where else in the gospels, must have been at hand in the

early Christian tradition. In the context now and here the

subject is the mediation of the pastoral vocation to the

church by Jesus.

Accordingly, rj 6vpa twv Trpo^drcov (' the door of the

sheep ') must in the first place mean : door to the sheep

(Bengel, Meyer). It is true that also ' for the sheep

'

(Chrysostom, Lampe, Hengstenberg, Godet) follows mate-

rially from this, but it is still to be kept at a distance here.

How can Jesus oppose this now to the Pharisees as a

claim ? It is the promise of the future salvation, the

belief and confession of which established a divine pastoral

right in Israel. Therefore he who appeared didy authorized

as a shepherd in Israel, appeared upon the basis of

Christ, the one to come. This, however, was the pecu-

liarity of the Pharisees, that for the sake of the letter of

the law they believed they might venture to reject the

fulfilling of the promise given in Jesus. Thus, then,

Christ had not served as an entrance to the church of God
for them, who boasted that they were Moses' disciples.

This occasions the next statement.

Verse 8.

All that came hefore me, that have appeared, are thieves

and rohhers. But these words, by the unconditionality and

sharpness of their expression, offer difficulties in the exposi-

tion. All previous teachers of Israel appear to be rejected

by them. This doubtless caused the omission of irpb ifiov

(' before me ') in N : so that the prophets of the Old Testa-

ment should not seem to be struck by the words, but that

they should seem exclusively intended for the Pharisaic

teachers of the present. That, however, is too evidently a

coiTcction. IIpo {' before ') is, moreover, to be left in its

temporal sense, and is therefore not to be taken locally, as

especially Stier ^ takes it. Stier regards it as contrasted

with Si' ifjLov ('by me'), namely, rija- Ovpacr ('the door'),

and therefore to mean irpb tijct Ovpacr (' before the door ').

^ Stier, Eeden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 528 ff.
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That, however, would have had to be more clearly expressed.

Hence it is not to be found in the words. Still less is irpo

to be exchanged with virep ('instead of) or the like, or to

be made to mean %(»/)tcr (' without '), all of which would be

arbitrary.

Or should we have a right to supply in thought a xwpicr

ifiov {' without me ') ? Olshausen. And yet, again, we shall

not endeavour, with De Wette, to censure the words of Jesus,

or of the evangelist, and say : they do not correspond to

the wisdom and mildness of Jesus. Hilgenfeld stopped

half way when he made use of this passage as a proof of

the anti-Jewish character of the fourth evangelist, in that he
' referred ' it ' partly also to the Jewish religion,' ^ What
gave him a right to except a ' part ' of the ' Jewish religion,'

and extend the condemnation perhaps only to the law,

since ' the statement is nevertheless kept general ' ? Either

he must find that in the early Gnostic manner the Old

Testament prophets are also rejected here, or he must

refrain altogether from making this application of the state-

ment. And of late Hilgenfeld^ does also give it that exten-

sion to the whole Old Testament past. In the next place,

the thing in hand is not a theft, which ' every revelation of

the divine, which places itself independently over against

the Logos,' commits upon the ' Logos.' For KkeTTTrja- and

XrjaT^a- {' thief and robber ') have for their object, not Jesus

and his truth, but the sheep, as the preceding and succeeding

context (compare, for example, the tenth verse) irrefutably

shows. We must not dispose of the words thus arbitrarily

in order to draw Gnostic references from them.

Or they have sought the solution of the exegetical riddle

in rjx6ov (' came '). But in itself ijXOov has no evil side

notion, such as : of one's own motion without divine voca-

tion (for example, Augustine), or the like. Nor is the

' Hilgenfield, Das Evangelium unci die Brkfe Johannis nach ilirem Lehr-

hegriff dargestellt, Leipzig 1849, p. 266, note.

2 Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftUche Tlieologie, 1870, p. 266, and

Historisch-kritische E'mleitung in das Neue Testament, Leipzig 1875, p. 723.

Against him, see Weiss, Der johanneische Lehrbegriff, Berlin 1862, p. 106
;

and Beyschlag, Studien und Kriiiken, 1875, p. 245, appealing to v. 45 and

xii. 38.
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position of rj\6ov at the front to be so pressed, as that the

emphasizing of his own person would be thereby indicated

(thus I earlier, against which Meyer, rightly). That would

be putting too much into the text, Nor does it do any

good to urge elalv ('are'), in the sense that rfkdov also

must refer to the time of Christ (Bengel, Llicke, Baumgarten-

Crusius). A thing can perfectly well be said of historical

persons in the present tense, if something is to be said about

them which is true of them once for all. If any one

desires to say that it refers to false Messiahs (Chrysos-

tom, Cyril, Weizsacker ^), it is only to be said that there is

no justification for such an anachronism.

The difficulty lies in the generality of the expression.

But this generality is limited by the context and by the

situation. Jesus speaks, although in a general form, to his

opponents and about his opponents. They all have come
forward without receiving their title from the Messiah,

—

historically, therefore, from Jesus Christ, as for instance the

Baptist, compare i. 23,—but sought their title, in view of

the church of God, in their own person, in their knowledge

of the law, orthodoxy, legal righteousness, and so forth.

And yet they appeared with the claim that they were the

necessary leaders of the nation unto salvation. This does

not lie in the rjXOov, but is a matter of necessity from the

whole historical connection.

Concerning all these Jesus expresses the condemning

judgment that they are thieves and robbers ; thieves, who
only seek their own advantage—' lucro suo, clam ' (' theii-

own gain, secretly '), Bengel,—robbers, who seek it so openly

as to injure the flock
—

' ovium damno, aperte ' (' with

harm to the flock, openly '), Bengel, When, moreover, he

now adds : irpo tfiov {' before me '), we are not to think of

Moses and the prophets,—they are utterly out of the ques-

tion,—but of the predecessors of the party hostile to Jesus.

He pursues his soul-destroying opponents back historically

to the earlier time, into the beginnings of this corruption in

Israel ; similarly Meyer. But a division has begun to take

' Weizsacker, Untersuchungeniiber die evangelische Geschichte, ihreQuellen

und den Gang ihrer Entwkklung, Gotlia 1864, p. 526.

LUTH, II. Z JOHN,
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effect. The sheep did not hear them. Jesus takes the

beginning for the whole. The true sheep have begun to

listen to Jesus' voice and to leave the other teachers. This

is designated as already consummated, as for example in

iii. 19.

Verse 9.

Jesus said previously, that in him and only in him was

mediated duly the entrance of the shepherd to the flock.

Now he adds, that through him alone— hC ifiov (' by

me ') is put first, in this exclusive sense—also all blessed

pastoral activity is mediated. Llicke and Meyer, against

most commentators (for example, Chrysostom, Bengel, De
Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Hengstenberg, Godet), are cer-

tainly right in declaring that the subject is not now of

a sudden the sheep, but, as before, the shepherd. How
could it then read : Bi" i/xov idv Tia elaeXOr], instead of

i^eXdrj (' by me if any man enter in,' instead of ' go out ') ?

For we have thus far only heard that the shepherd goes

in to the sheep by him. If the discourse were to pass over

to these, we should have to read, in the first place, that

these also only by going out through him find the true

pasture.

As^ then, Paul, 1 Tim. iv. 16, writes to his Timothy: tovto

TToiwv KOI aeavrbv a-cocTeia- koX rover aKovovTcicr aov {' for in

doing this thou shalt both save thyself and them that hear

thee'), so does Jesus here speak concerning the true shep-

herd in general. For although the aco^eaOai (' saving ') in the

figure denotes first the sheltering and delivering from danger

without, before the fold (Meyer), yet that finds its truth in

the Messianic acorrjpia (' salvation '), It is not as if the

(TWTrjpia consisted in that which follows as a second thing

;

but this concerns first itself, the other point concerns the

flock. The true shepherd wins for himself that acorrjpia,

and for his flock, free and secure exit and entrance and rich

pasture.

Verse 10,

If in the above lies the thought, how full of blessing the
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activity of the true shepherd in his calling is, the verse

now before us offers the contrast to that, as the eighth verse

offered the contrast to the seventh. Hence it does not seem

to me to be right to begin a new section with ver. 10.

Moreover, the thought, how ruinous the action of the false

shepherd is, calls forth the contrasted thought, how rich in

blessing, on the contrary, His action is ; and this of itself

leads to the new turn given to the figure in the next verse,

ver. 11 (thus also Meyer). In this way ver. 10 forms the

middle member. The thief comes to steal; He, to give; the

former, to satisfy himself upon the others (Ps. xiv. 4 ; Ezek.

xxxiv. 2, 3) ; He, to bestow the blessing of life ; the former,

to lead into ruin of body and soul (against Lampe) ; He, to

give the fulness of the blessing.

(c.) Verses 11-18.

All saving vocation in the kingdom of God is based in

him, mediated ,by him. This comprehensive declaration is

expressed by the figure of the door. He imparts all the

fulness of the blessing of salvation : the discourse at the

close had passed over to this comprehensive promise. He
gives himself up for the salvation of his own, who are to be

gathered in every place : this is the comprehensive glance

at the strength of his loving disposition, at the warmth of

his loving fellowship, at the future of his loving activity,

which is displayed in the now succeeding section.

There, he placed himself at the end of Israel, as the aim

which lay at the base of and mediated all saving vocation

in Israel, and therefore as the end and aim of the old time.

Here, he places himself at the beginning of the new time,

as Lord, shepherd, founder of the new church of God, which

is to be gathered in all places of the earth. That can only

be true of one who is at once the Son of Man and of God.

The disposition, moreover, and the deed, with which he takes

up the leadership of the time beginning with him, is the

self-sacrificing devotion of love. This, therefore, will be the

characteristic of the new time and church of Christ. Hence
the whole demeanour of God in Christ is comprehended in

one, when it is designated as love. The demeanour, more-
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over, of the flock to the shepherd is one of a confident

devotion. In consequence, the right behaviour of man
towards God and Christ consists first in this, and therefore

in belief.

We find accordingly the same thoughts, that hitherto as

witness and as claim have lain at the basis of all Jesus'

action and speech, and of the whole gospel, here repeated

with such modification of form as was occasioned by the

different character of the self-proclamation, which here has

become the warmest utterance of the soul. That which

previously was to be learned by way of thought, is now
mediated by the feelings, to stamp itself upon the receptive

soul. Yet, although everything here seems to issue in loving

disposition and conduct, the word itself is avoided. Jesus

has not yet so far left the realm of the contrast and addressed

himself so exclusively to his relation to his own, that the

point of love should come to its pure, full, and decided

expression.

It is well known how thoroughly the figure and the

material view, which lies at the base of Jesus' whole dis-

course, is rooted in and taken from the Old Testament;

compare for example, Ps. xxiii. ; Isa. xl. 11 ; Jer. xxiii. ; Ezek.

xxxiv. 23, xxxvii. 24 ; Zech. xi. When the thought desires

to choose the most fervent expression for the present rela-

tion of grace, or for that which is to be expected in the

Messianic period, it chooses this figure. Not a single side,

but the entire relation of Jehovah and of his people is

summarized in it. Hence, therefore, Jesus declares that

the most ardent communion of love between Israel and its

God, as partly temporarily present in the Old Testament,

and partly promised in it as complete, is given and ful-

filled in him. This figure rests upon the historical leading

of Israel from the beginning onwards. He desires it there-

fore to be understood that he is the goal of the entire history

of Israel. In the first instance, the figure only serves, to

designate the peculiar pre-eminence of Israel over the other

nations, in its relation to God. Here, however, starting

from the ground of Israel, it gains an importance also for

the other nations. Jesus in this way shows that with him
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as the goal of Israel, the universalism decreed in the par-

ticularism of the Old Testament, often enough witnessed to

by the Old Testament, is dawning and enters upon histoiy.

Verse 11.

I am the good shepherd. There was no Israelite, who, if he

knew his Old Testament but to a certain degree, must not

at this self-proclamation of Jesus : e7w eljjLt 6 Trot/i^i/ o

KoXocr {' I am the good shepherd '), be reminded of the

similar announcements of the Messianic time. Although

the article is not meant (against Bengel) as such a recalling,

but is intended to emphasize the speaker strongly as the

good shepherd, still that retrospective glance lay in the thing

itself. This reference also explains the Kokoa {' good
')

which takes the place of the aXrjOcvoa (' true ') common to

John, The weight of the koKoo- lies in the article :
' the

'

good shepherd absolutely, the realization of the ideal as

contained in the Old Testament. Because there, as for

example in Ezek. xxxiv., ' shepherds ' are spoken of who

attended ill upon their calling, Jesus here designates himself

as the shepherd who fulfils his calling welL

At first now he speaks generally of such a shepherd,

before he then, in ver. 14, applies it to himself. He
describes the shepherd in contrast with the hireling—

a

figure offered of itself by the progress of the thought, and

to be taken in the ethical sense. In the one he has the

Pharisees in view, as in the other himself ; but he no more

names them than he does liimself He leaves it to their

own conscience to make the application, which became so

much the easier for them when he afterwards explained tlie

positive side of the figure as referring to himself. The very

fact that he explains only this and not the neg'ative side of

the picture, shows that also in vers. 11-13 he was in the

first instance concerned only with the former. He could

not do otherwise in the mood which, as we have seen,

expresses itself in the entire discourse, and above all in this

third section.

In order to characterize the good shepherd, Jesus names

at once the highest expression of a shepherd's love, one
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which contains it all. Wvxw rteivai, (' to give one's life
')

(Matt. XX. 28, Souvai rrjv yjrvxvv) is a characteristic Johan-
nean expression; compare xiii. 37 f., xv. 13; 1 John iii.

16
;
not used elsewhere either in profane Greek or in the

Septuagint; here five times, 'summavi; hoc summo omnia
reliqua beneficia pastoralia praesupponuntur, includuntur,
referuntur' ('with the utmost force; in this highest benefit
the remaining pastoral benefits are presupposed, included
told'), Bengel.

It is weU known (see, for example, Baumgarten-Crusius)
that this does not mean to venture his life, but really to
give it up. The word itself is explained by its being used
for paying, rieevac = ' impendere,' and not as Godet, for
example, says, in the sense of putting off, compare xiii. 4,
i/xdria riOivac {' to lay aside garments

'), to give up his life
voluntarily. Why, then, is not StS6vai, (' to give ') used ?

Besides, this would be spoken too indifferently concerning
life, and too irrelevantly for the purpose of a devotion of
life. The life is looked at as a ransom (Meyer), in the
sense that the shepherd dies to keep the others from dying.
The point of the deliverance by self-sacrifice is first given
by the context. When there is no further alternative, the
shepherd lays down his own life as a payment, to redeem
the sheep from the approaching enemy who threatens to
destroy the flock. Thus rt^eWt contains both the devotion
and the freedom of this act. In the figure, the redeeming
can indeed only thus take place, that, namely, the sheep gain
tune for deliverance by the self-sacrifice of the shepherd.
But this trait is not applied here ; the thing in question is
only the fact that the free devotion of the life of the shep-
herd is the redemption of the life of the sheep.

In this sense then is virep said, not : instead of, but : for
the good of, for. the advantage of, 'in order by his own
sacrifice to turn away the destruction from them ' (Meyer).
This does not deny that Jesus died also for other men ; .the
limitation to the sheep is caused by the picture.

Vekse 12.

In contrast with this, the hireling gives up the herd
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under his care to the enemy, in order thereby to secure his

own life. It is true the wolf here in the figure is in the

first instance every enemy of the church of God in general

(De Wette, against Olshausen and Stier^), and that Jesus

did not intend by the word to designate the devil in par-

ticular. But since all hostility towards the church of God
has its basis in the devil, the wolf is indeed substantially the

devil, especially if from this negative portion of the picture

we supply the positive portion, and conceive to ourselves

the wolf as the one to whom Jesus as the good shepherd rrjv

yjrv^rjv avTov Wt^ksv ('gave his life'). This completion of

the thought is as properly allowed as the other, namely, to

take from apird^ei, koI aKopTrl^ec (' catcheth and scattereth '),

in ver. 12, the contents of the vvrep in ver. 11.

Vekse 13.

Deliverance of life, and gathering together, are what the

life-sacrifice of the good shepherd unto the enemy of the

flock is to gain for it, and this because the sheep lie on his

heart. This, however, is not the case with the hireling.

Verses 14-16.

Jesus now says definitely that he desires what he has

said of the good shepherd to be understood of himself.

He here resumes also the thought which was so weighty in

the first section of the parable : namely, that of the relation

of fellowship which exists between the shepherd and the

flock, ver. 3 f. ; and he unites to this the chief thought

from the beginnmg of the third section, vers. 11—18: that

of the devotion of his life, ver. 11. The presupposition

that the sheep even before the life-sacrifice of Jesus are his

property, does not appear for the first time as the basis of

these verses, vers. 12, 13 ; it is clearly contained even in

vers. 3-5. There, we saw that it is the word of God by

which and in which the shepherd and sheep recognise and

belong to one another. Here, the shepherd fs spoken of,

and therefore here also it is the word by the reception of

which, because it treats of Him and is His, they have

' Stier, Beden Jeau, 3d ed.. Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 538.
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become the sheep of the shepherd,—the word, by the final

revelation and appearance of which the sheep recognise the

shepherd as their old shepherd, as the one who was ever

their shepherd.

By the reception of the Old Testament word of God they

have become the subjects of him who was to appear in the

fulness of the time as ' the ' word of God to men. By the

reception of that word, for the sake of which they also

accept him as the word, he recognises them as his own.

And because he shows himself to be the fulfilment of that

word, as the word, they recognise him as the one to whom
they have belonged from the beginning, and who has given

himself to them as their own, and promised himself as their

shepherd. When, therefore, in ver. 16, Jesus passes beyond

the sphere of Israel- and here too speaks of sheep, it is

meant proleptically, in so far as they shall be added to the

flock. Bengel says :
' iam oves dicuntur, quia prsevisse

'

(' they are now called sheep, because foreseen
')

; and Lampe

:

' denominatio a futuro eventu petitur ' (' the designation is

drawn from the future event ').

Veese 14.

The relation of fellowship which rules between him and

his own—for that f^LvwaKO) is a ' knowledge ' resting upon

communion, is well known from the constant method of con-

ception and of speech in the Scriptures^—proceeds from him.

Kai . . . Kat (' and . . . and ') : Bengel observes :
' semper

initium boni fit a Deo et Christo ' (' the beginning of good

always is from God and Christ'). The two sentences are

apparently but externally placed side by side : and I hioio

mine, and mine know me (ifid, sc. irpo/dara, ' mine,' namely,

' sheep '), according to John's method of adding sentence to

sentence,^ while, nevertheless, there is an internal relation of

confirniiation.

His loving recognition is the first ; only after that follows

the recognition on the part of men. If it be true of his,

^ See Hofmann, Der Schrjibeweis, 2d eJ., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i. pp.

258-262.

^ Compare vol. i. p. 33 f.
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that they have known him, much more is that other and

fundamental fact true, that he has known them ; Gal. iv. 9,

vvv he <yv6vT€a- Oeov, fidWov Be yvcoa-devrecr viro 6eov (' but

now, that ye have known God, or rather are known of God')
;

2 Tim. ii. 19. The former is a proof that the latter is

there; 1 Cor. viii. 3, el 8e rta- d<ya7ra rov Oeov, oinoa-

eyvcoarai vir avrov (' but if any man love God, the same

is known of him ').

Verse 15.

In this relation of fellowship is mirrored that existing

between the Father and the Son. From this fact we may
learn how intimate and full this former is. This compari-

son corresponds to the Johannean method of thought, the

conceiving of the lower stages as analogous copies and

repetitions of the higher. It is the spirit of analogy which

pervades the thought and speech of the evangelist.^ ' Ssepe

habitus fidelium ad Christum deducitur ex habitu Christi

proprio ad Patrem' ('the posture of believers towards

Christ is often deduced from Christ's own posture towards

the Father'), xiv. 20, xv, 10, xvii. 8, 21 ; Bengel. As in

the former the communion proceeds from Christ, so also in

an analogous manner this, that the Father knows him, is

put first ; that he knows the Father, is said in the second

place. He knows that his eternal communion of love with

the Father was established by the Father.

Since in the whole context only saving relations are

spoken of, we are at once referred to these for the under-

standing of these words also. That is, we are referred to

the eternal relation of the Son to the Father only in the

sense in which it stands in connection with^the eternal

decree of love, and is determined by the same. Yet we
must not forget that the historical relations into which

God enters have their basis in the essential relations of

God himself. In other words, the law of analogy, as it

comes to view in our gospel as a divine law, justifies us in

seeking the basis of this historical and gracious relation of

Father and Son in their inner-divine, essential relation, as

^ As to this spirit of analogy, see vol. i. p. 39.
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in its higher analogy. The Father knows him, means
accordingly here, in the first place: He stands in com-
munion with him as Christ, that is, as the personal loving
and saving thought of God. And («at') thus also Christ
knows him as his own basis, in so far as he is the appearance
of the real loving and saving thought of God among men.

The contents of this divine thought of love was, how-
ever, that the Son should give up his life for his own.
For this reason the words : koI ttjv -^vx^v ^lov rie^qixi virep
tS)v Trpo^drap (' and I lay down my life for the sheep

'),

join ^themselves directly to the other words: ry^^coaKco rbv
irarepa ('I know the ^ Father '). Jesus speaks of this
devotion of his life in the present {rieT^iii, ' I lay down ')

:

for him it is already present. His death even is only the
end of the way wliich he began with his entrance upon the
world in general :

' tota ilia vita Christi erat itio in mortem '

C that whole life of Christ was a going unto death '), Bencrel.

His death is the acme in the execution of the divine wilf of
love, and therefore also of his historical and saving relation
of communion with the Father. And yet his death seemed
to be his ruin, and the denial of that divine fellowship.
In the very" union of these two sides lies the world-con-
quering and Godward-leading power of his death, and thus
the discourse passes on to the Gentiles.

Verse 16.

It is beyond question that by aXka irpo^ara ('other
sheep

') are meant the sheep of the Gentile world. And
the comparison with xi. 52 shows that the love revealed in
his death is the power which brings them together. Here,
indeed, the ' idea of complete equality of birth ' (Baumgarten-
Crusius, Liicke) is not expressed ; but neither must exegetes
speak of ' the Johannean idea of the Gentiles ' as rUva rou
6eov C children of God,' Bruckner), since at least in expres-
sion this is a thought that cannot be accepted. Those who
do not belong to the avXrj (' fold ') of Israel, are those who
live outside of the hedge of the law, fo;rm no flock (against
De Wette ; for the accent lies, not on ravTrja, ' this,' but on
avXij

;
Bengel says :

' alias oves dicit, non aliud ovile ; erant
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enim dispersse in mundo/ ' he says other sheep, not another

fold ; for they were scattered in the world '), and hence are

devoid of leading.

In spite of that they are called 7rp6/3ara (' sheep '). This

is not because they for the present already belonged to

Christ by their conscientious obedience. I held this view

earlier; and Weiss ^ says: 'a moral condition of likeness to

God, by which they have become ready to receive the

revelation in Christ, who therefore makes them his sheep,

even before they know him.' Nevertheless, this view is

to be rejected, as against the constant Scripture view of

the children of God. For the Scriptures know nothing of

a temporary relation of children of God to him.^ On the

contrary, the thing here spoken of is, as in xi. 52, that

which did not indeed exist as yet, but which should come

into being. They are not yet Trpo/Sara, because they do not

yet belong to the flock, that is, to the people of God, but

they are to become sheep. Because this is beyond ques-

tion, the present is used : e;^a), ' I have.' Bengel remarks :

'hoc verbum habet magnam potestatem' ('this word has

great force '). Jesus does not merely know them, but he

has them, they belong to him, he is their owner. For

them too must he become shepherd.

^EKelva (' those '), not ravra {' these '), since they still lie

without the narrowest sphere of sight. But it is God's

will (See, ' must ') that he become their shepherd. Thus is

ayajelv in fact to be understood. It is not: ' to lead hither'

(Tholuck, Hengstenberg, Godet, I too earlier), but according

to the word : lead, precede them as shepherd, so that they

follow (Meyer). ' ISTon dicit : educere, uti v. 3, neque intro-

ducere in hoc ovile, sed simpliciter, ducere. Non opus est

illis solum mutare ' (' he does not say : to lead out, as ver. 3,

or to lead into this fold, but simply, to lead. They do not

need to change ground '), Bengel. The exalted one is

their shepherd. The uKoveLv ('hearing') on their part

corresponds to the 'leading.'

And there shall he onefiock and one shepherd : a flock made

^ "Weiss, De.r Johanneische Lehrbcgnff, Berlin 1862, p. 124.

* Compare Luthardt, Die Lehre vomfreien Willen, Leipzig 1863, p. 421.
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up of the two parts, Israel and the Gentile world, united to

the one church of God under the one shepherd Jesus Christ.

This saying therefore removes for the church of Christ the

dividing importance of national and in general of natural

distinctions, which from the pre-Christian standpoint formed

the dividing boundaries both for the religious and for the

general human life. It still has its application to-day,

against a false emphasizing of nationality in the sphere of

the church, which would be a renewing of the pre-Christian

standpoint. Yet, on the other hand, as necessarily follows,

it is not to be used—as often happens—in a sentimental

way, or in the interest of doctrinal indefiniteness, against

the right of separate churches and of the creed and the

like.

It serves, indeed, as an expression of the longing which

lives in all Christian hearts, that all distinctions may ever

yield more and more to the full unity of belief, of love, and

so forth. For it found its earliest fulfilment in the sum-

moning and gathering the heathen into the church of Christ.

But in the course of history it finds its progressive realiza-

tion up to the final goal of complete unity, when to TrXijpcofia

Twv idvwv {' the fulness of the Gentiles ') shall have come in,

and then also Israel shall own its Messiah, Eom. xi. 25 ff.

'Hsec unitas gregis, hsec unitas pastoris ccepit, postquam

bonus pastor animam suam posuit, xi. 52 ; et suo tempore,

sufflamine omni sublato, consummabitur. De jure Jesus

semper unicus est pastor ; de jure et facto igitur unus Jlet
'

(' This oneness of the flock, this oneness of the shepherd,

begins after the good shepherd hath laid down his life,

xi. 52 ; and in its own time, every hindrance being removed,

it will be consummated. By right, Jesus always is the one

only shepherd ; by right and in fact, therefore, he will

become the one '), Bengel. This saying concerning the one

flock and the one shepherd combines the corresponding Old

Testament prophecies of the Messianic future, which will

gather all nations about Zion, and in which Jehovah 'will

be king over all lands,' Zech. xiv. 9.^

^ See Oehler, Theologie des alien Testamentes, Tiitingen 1874, vol. ii. p.

2i7 if.
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This summary of Old Testament prophecy has become,

then, the basis of the apostolic, and especially of the Pauline,

knowledge and doctrine. Following Lampe's example,^

Liicke and Olshausen recall the chief passage, Eph. ii. 14 ff.,

in which the fieaoTOLxov ('middle wall') between Israel

and the Gentile world is spoken of, the wall which was

removed by the death of Christ. One shepherd then

assumed the leadership of both, in so far as the heathen,

before x^P'-^ Xpiarov {' without Christ '), now are eV XpLaroJ

'Irjaov ('in Christ Jesus'), Eph. ii. 12, 13. Hence that

which Paul calls the ixvarripiov (' mystery ') which was

revealed to him, and by the preaching of which they could

recognise his insight into the secret of Christ, Eph. iii. 3 ff.,

rests, as do all apostolic knowledge, doctrine, and preaching,

upon words of Christ's.

Paul, however, would not be satisfied with gathering the

Gentiles into the church of God as it formed itself in Israel.

He busied himself, as for instance in gathering the love-gifts

of the Gentile Christians, in making more intimate, and in

confirming the unity of the two parts. Nor did he look

upon this as a thing he could let alone if he liked. He
regarded it as a necessary action which was included in his

special vocation. He also speaks of a unity of belief and

of knowledge, which is a thing of the future, towards which

the church is ripening, Eph. iv. 13. All this justifies us,

not in limiting the unity of which Christ speaks to the

unity of the objective blessings of salvation, but in extend-

ing it to the unity of the subjective possession of salvation

and of the uniting fellowship of love.

Jesus first said, vers. 11-13, of what description the true

shepherd was. Then, vers. 1 4-16, he added, that this applied

to him, since he, in which indeed the characteristic mark of

the true shepherd consisted, would give his life for the

sheep. Kow, in vers. 17, 18, he says that he does this with

the most entire freedom, and for this reason in each of the

two verses an ijco (' I ') is added to the previous TiOrjtii rrjv

^Irvxw f^ov (' I lay down my life ').

1 Lampe, Conimentarias . . . Evawjcl'd secundum Joannem, Amsterdam

1726, vol. ii. p. 6G9.
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Verse 17.

It is not proper to make o Trarrjp ayaTra fie (' the Father

loveth me ') in this verse the chief thought (Baumgarten-

Crusius, Meyer), or to put it on a level with the thought of

the freedom of his action (De Wette, Liicke), since it is, on

the contrary, subordinate to this latter thought. Aia tovto

fjL€ 6 irarrjp ayaira (' therefore doth my Father love me '),

moreover, forms -the connecting thought for what is said in

ver. 1 7, for the sake of the point of view under which Jesus

had previously placed his devotion of his life. Aia tovto

{' therefore
')

XDoints to the following otl {' because
') ; his

Father loves him because he gives up his life for his sheep.

"Otl gives us the ground of the Father's love from this point

of view. The eternal relation of love between him and the

Father completes itself historically. If, now, there be a

loving posture of the Father towards him in so far as and

because he is the loving thought of God which has entered

into extra-divine history, so much the more will there be a

loving posture of God towards him in so far as and because

he gives himself freely unto death ; compare Eph. v. 2 :
' an

offering and a sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling savour

'

(Godet), The peculiarly emphatic point of the progress in

thought in this passage is the freedom of Jesus' action.

Because Jesus, in announcing His death, lays especial

stress on this point, the evangelist does the same in his

historical account. It appears in no other to the extent it

does in the case of the fourth evangelist. It is connected

with the entire task which he has set before himself. The

proof of the freedom with which Jesus goes into death is

intended to aid in proving his divine sonship. Such,

therefore, is the character of the announcement of His

death, which the evangelist has interwoven with his history

of Jesus' self-testification. It is distinguished from the

synoptic announcements of His death, much as the twofold

reports of the death are distinguished from each other. Our

evangelist will teach us how to judge rightly concerning

Jesus' death, for he is throughout busy with the essence and

substance of the history.
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If, however, Jesus gives up his life unto death, he does

it only in order to take it again. He has this intention

therein. Hence we read : "va ttoXiv Xd^co avrrjv (' that I

might take it again '). For this does not belong with d^aira

(' loveth '), but with Tidrjfjii {' I lay down '), and designates

not merely the result or the condition (De Wette), but the

design of Jesus' devotion unto death. This design, more-

over, is not the design of God, since, indeed, tva {' that
')

belongs to the confirming God's love, but the design of

Jesus. He will take his life again, in order as the glorified

one to exercise his office as shepherd, and particularly to

gather the heathen (Eph. ii. 17: koI iXOoov evijyyeXio-dTo

elp'^vrjv vjjuv rola fiaKpdv, ' and came—in the spirit as the

glorified one— and preached peace to you which were

far off').

Verse 18.

These words explain the freedom of his action ; as he has

power to give up his life, so also hath he power again to

resume possession of it. Such commission hath he received

from his Father, namely, that he give up his life in order

to take it again. JVo man taheth it from one, tut I (iyo),

emphatically) lay it down of myself ^Aif ifjLavTov, ' mea
ipsius sponte,' ' of my own accord.' Bengel says :

' Sua

sponte Jesus se hostibus capiendum permisit; et in ipsa

cruce, non debilitate ulla, sed cum clamore spiritum emisit

'

(' Jesus let himseK be taken by his enemies of his own
accord ; and on the very cross he sent forth his spirit, not

in any weakness, but with a shout '). God's will gave him
authority {i^ovaia) to do this ; for, for this purpose {Tavrrjv),

namely, to give up his life and to take it again, did God
commission him {evroXrjv) when he entered into the subjec-

tion to the Father contained in his saving vocation. 'EvroX.'q

(' commandment ') designates the calling transferred to him
by the Father, wliicli includes both his resurrection and

his death.

The Scriptures elsewhere teach constantly that the Father

raised up the Son, and this text does not rebut that state-

ment. Jesus' former words do not mean that he wiU kill
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himself; and as little do the others mean that he will call

himself back again, or raise himseK up again into life. Men
brought him into death ; but what they did came to pass

at the same time according to his will, so that it would not^

have come to pass without that. The Father has called

him back again into life
;
yet this also with his will, and so

that it would not have come to pass without that. Slaying

and raising have been experienced by him
;
yet he did not

merely submit to both, but he himself also wished both,

and helped to bring them about. In consequence, Xa^eiv

(' to take ') does not mean a taking which might stand in

contrast with receiving (De Wette against Meyer), and not

merely a receiving or accepting of something given, but a

reception of life by the Son which comes to meet the resur-

rection on the part of the Father, and which joins itself to

that resurrection. In this reception of life he made himself

free from the bonds of Hades. Hence an action on the part

of the Son met in each case ; in the former, the action of

men ; in the latter, the action of the Father.

Jesus now must say this, in order that they may then

also recognise it in the events. But after he said it, it is

also possible to perceive it. The recognition of this double

power, which he has proved in his death and in his resur-

rection, serves also to promote the recognition of his divine

Sonship. For he has therein shown himself to be one who
is not subject to the necessary law of death, and as one who

is in essential possession of life. In consequence, therefore,

his being must be based beyond a world and a life both of

which are fallen under the dominion of death. He springs

from the world of life, and is only come into this world of

death. He bears life essentially in himself, and only goes

into the suffering of death. How else could the power be

his in death to take his human life again unto himself?

And further, he must have been before he became man, and

he only entered into human form : how else could he h^ve

such a power over his human life as not merely to let death

take it, but to give it to death, so that in the very removal

of his self-activity as man He is himself most pecuKarly

active ? Accordingly, it is Christ as the Son of God, in the
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sense in which we have understood this word from the first,

who desires to be recognised in this. Such display of his

i^ovala (' authority ') now forms, it is true, the contents of

the ivToXr] rov Trarpoa (' commandment of the Father
') ; but

we may not therefore say that it is merely ' transferred

power,' in contradistinction to that which is really his own

(De Wette, against Olshausen), since it rather is necessarily

given and contained with and in his divine Sonship.

The prophecy of the resurrection here has been found to

be indefinite (De Wette). It is as definite as the prophecy

of his death. Indeed, this ttc'CKlv Xa^elv {' to take again
')

stands in direct contrast with rtdevac (' to lay down ').

Moreover, the fact is not to be named here as such, from its

historical side, but is to be taught in its importance. The

evangelist has this constantly in view in his reporting.

Compare what was said concerning Jesus' death.^ Jesus at

the beginning witnessed to himself as light in the figure of

the shepherd, but as to (pwa- rfja ^wrjo- ('the light of life').

He proclaims the saving blessing of t^wrj (' life ') to the

degree, that his discourse withdraws itself from the sphere

of the contrast. And he shows this saving blessing unfolded

for all the world in that event in which he will display

himself as the life itself.

These words had nothing else to which they could appeal

than Jesus' person. For they went far beyond the realm

of the miraculous deed on which they followed. The

hearers therefore must needs credit Jesus' person with such

power for its own sake ; they must believe. He who, by

reason of the impression which Jesus' person had made on

him, could persuade himself of this, must have received

from these words a great strengthening and securing of his

belief For it taught him to understand those events, and

made him recognise in them a proof of the Son of God,

above all, the fact of the death, which more than any other

was a trial of belief. He who could not agree to this,

could only perceive in these words an expression of insane

presumption. This fact showed itself in the result of Jesus'

words.

' See above, p. 366 f.

LUTH. II. 2 A JOHN.
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Vekse 19.

There was a division again, as at ix. 16, among the Jeivs

—thus, in John's method, the Pharisaic opponents of Jesus,

ix. 40, are designated, in order to characterize them in their

posture of opposition to Jesus

—

hecanse of these words. For

the majority, Jesus' words were in vain, and were only the

occasion of violent contradiction.

Veese 20.

TIoWol, many, therefore the majority, said,He hath a devil,

and is mad. They cleave to their former decision. Why
hear ye him ? They seem to be ashamed that they have
allowed Jesus' words to fetter them so long. It is not

:

what is the use of listening to his discourses (Meyer) ; but

:

we must not hear him at all. They withdraw themselves

purposely from all influence. ' Plena periculi res, ubi vel

auditui renuncia,tur ' (' the thing is full of danger, when even

hearing is given up '), Bengel.

Veese 21.

Others had not been able to withstand altogether the

impression which the miracle had made upon them. The
miracle of healing the blind man seemed to them too great

for a demon to have been able to bring it about. For

narrow limits are appointed to the demons. They may
have thought of the limits of the miraculous power of the

Egyptian sorcerers in contrast to Moses. They are even

less prejudiced and more accessible; compare ix. 16. But
because it was not the person of Jesus, but only the miracle

as such, they did not advance beyond the merely negative

result ; we cannot judge of him in the way that those men
judge. - But what his importance was, what was to be

thought of him and of his word : for this they knew no

answer.

(3.) Verses 22-42.

The following section brings us into the same situation.

After that Jesus' first miracle in Jerusalem had sained him
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a certain applause, which, however, was of no moral value,

the healings on the Sabbath served to bring the relation to

decision. The evangelist causes us to perceive the progress

of this, on the thread of three miraculous deeds. The

first, in the fifth chapter, had brought the disposition against

him to a preliminary decision, vers. 16, 18 ; the memory

of this, vii. 21, served to give Jesus' words, in the eighth

chapter, only a so much the more incisive and soul-reveal-

ing power. The enmity now made known, which believed

that it found its justification both in the word and history

of the Old Testament and in the vocation of Israel, is met

by the new event of the healing the blind man, with such

evidence and urgency that no one could easily withdraw

himself from its influence. The uncertainty of bearing

brought about by this, w^as led to new decision by Jesus'

clear self-testification as God's Son, which was unbearable

for unbelief. And then the third miraculous deed, the

raising of Lazarus, gave occasion to the decisive act of the

judicial decree.

Externally viewed, indeed, x. 39 forms no climax to

viii. 59, but substantially it does. For while the words of

Jesus in the eighth chapter are much more sharp and pro-

voking, in this chapter they have a much more thetical

stamp, and are much less of a challenging nature, so that

therefore the new outbreak of hostility causes us to infer a

further progress in the mood of hostility. Besides, the

opposition had been in the meanwhile shaken by the new
healing which had interposed, and had occasioned a greater

favourableness of disposition. Hence the renewal of the

hostile conduct was the more reprehensible.

From the method of the narrative we cannot infer that,

in the two months between tabernacles and the feast of the

dedication of the temple, Jesus stayed in Jerusalem and its

neighbourhood (Bengel, Tholuck, Olshausen, Meyer, Stier,

Llicke, Wieseler ^). We have no right to say, that if he

had gone to Galilee or Pcrea, the evangelist would have

expressed this (Llicke), since he was here concerned solely

' Wieseler, Chronologische Synopse der vier FvanjeHen, Hamburg 1843, p.

318, note.
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about the internal connection. What lay between was of

no importance for him. He gives only so much of the

external circumstances, ver. 22 £, as belongs to the most

necessary historical frame, and as has for him at the same

time a value for the matter itself. At the close of the fifth

chapter, the return of Jesus to Galilee is not mentioned,

and yet is imquestionable, and as little did a like return

need to be mentioned here (see Godet).

Jesus did not indeed go from Galilee to Jerusalem

expressly on account of this feast, but, aside from it, he

liad already moved into the neighbourhood of the capital.

The time of his Galilean activity was at an end. From
the synoptists, if in the incompleteness of the Johannean

historical narrative we may call them in to supply the gap, we
perceive that Jesus in the late autumn had left Galilee for

ever, and had gone over to Perea, Matt. xix. 1, where he

spent the winter continuing the activity he had exercised

in Galilee, passing from place to place along the Jordan,

and thus coming into the neighbourhood of Jerusalem.^

This led him then to visit the feast of the dedication of the

temple at Jerusalem. And indeed he did not come to

satisfy his duty as a Jew, but for the sake of the many
peojple whom he here found gathered together.

Verse 22.

The feast of the dedication of the temple, ^^"^^lI, iyKalvLa,

feast of renewing, was appointed (1 Mace. iv. 56 ff., 2 Mace.

X. 6 ff.) by Judas Maccabeus for the celebration of the purifi-

cation and dedication of the temple, which had been dese-

crated by Antiochus Epiphanes (consecration of the new-built

altar of burnt-offering, 1 Mace. iv. 59). It was celebrated on

the 25th of Kislev (December) for eight days by brilliant

illumination of the houses in Jerusalem and in every place."''

There was no obligation to visit Jerusalem ; the feast was

celebrated all over the land. The addition of iv 'lepoero-

1 Lichtenstein, LehensgescMchte des Herrn Jesu Christi in chronoloyischer

Uebersicht, Erlangen 1856, pp. 28 f., 320 f.

- See Keil, Handhuch der biblischen Archaologie, Frankfort-on-tlie-Main

and Erlangen 1858, vol. i. p. 420,
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\v/jiOL(T (' at Jerusalem ') is not made because Jesus was

still in Jerusalem (Meyer), but because lie went thither.

This he did, as we have seen, not for the fulfilment of a

religious duty, but in the service of his calling. Hence also

a koprrj, ' feast,' is not mentioned here as it is elsewhere

;

ii. 23, V. 1, vi. 4, vii. 2. To this, too, refers the observa-

tion : ^etyuwy ^v, it was lointer ; not : it was stormy weather

(Lampe, after Matt. xvi. 3), which would have had no bear-

ing on the context. Nor is this a merely external note.

It is occasioned by, or has its reason in, the context. It

is not merely added to explain for the Gentile-Christian

readers the subsequently-mentioned walking in Solomon's

porch (Meyer) ; why should John mention that ? and could

not Jesus, moreover, tarry in this porch as well as the early

Christians ? This phrase serves the thought of the evan-

gelist in general : neither by the lately-experienced hosti-

lity of the Jews, nor by the wintry season of the year, did

Jesus let himself be kept from making still another attempt.^

Verse 23.

Solomon's porch was a colonnade on the east side of the

temple ; hence called by Josephus ^ r) avaroXtKr) (' the

eastern'). According to Josephus, it took its name from

the circumstance that it was said to come from Solomon's

temple, to have been left standing when Nebuchadnezzar

destroyed that temple. Meyer says that this note indicates

an eye-witness. But why should tliis note be given at all ?

It is only in order ' to call the attention of readers ignorant

of the Jewish festal-calendar to the fact that the bad season

of the year compelled Jesus to withdraw from the open air

to the covered walk of the temple.' (Thus^Liicke and

most commentators.) Why, then, is not the temple in general

named ? There is a reason for naming the place expressly.

"VVe know from the book of Acts that the apostles and early

Christians as well, liked tc stay in Solomon's porch ; see Acts

* Compare vol. i. p. 72 f., and Lichteiistein, Lebcu-^geschichte des Herrn
Jesu Christi in chronolo(jischer Ueherskht, Erliingen 1856, p. 321.

^Josephus, Antiquitates, XX. ix. 7; Opera, ed. Bekker, Leipzig 1856, vol.

It. p. 279.
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iii. 11. The evangelist names the place for the sake of this

its historical importance, which was known to the readers of

the gospel. And the readers of the gospel knew the place

from the same source from which we draw our knowledge of

it, namely, from the Acts. If, however, the author of our

gospel be the apostle John, the naming becomes still more

easy of explanation. What a rich store of recollections

were knit to this place for him ! Why, however, Jesus

chose just this place, and whether he did it in order ' to

express in a sensible figure the unity of the old and of the

new covenant,' as Thiersch ^ thinks, we shall have to leave

undecided.

Verse 24.

Here he walked ' up and down, silently ; for he had

nothing more that was new to say to the Jews. What was

necessary for them to know in order to believe on him as

the Christ, or to own him as such, this he had said to them,

and they knew it or might know it. But the blame, it is

alleged, belongs not to them, but to Jesus ; he does not

declare himself freely and openly, and hence they do not

know how to judge of him. They surrounded Mm—' quam
gratum id fuisset salvatori, si fecissent in fide !

' (' how
pleasing would that have been to the Saviour, had they

done it in faith !

'), Bengel—urgently, and forcing their

words upon him : koX eXeyov (' and said '),
' importuno fre-

mentis naturae impetu ' (' with the importunate impetus of

a raging nature '), Bengel. It is not with an earnest pur-

pose, perhaps half inclined to belief (against Hengstenberg),

but in a positive way, and in the sense of a reproach against

Jesus. They complain of Jesus for the circumstance that

they do not do what he demands. Not merely is his

claim said to be Unjustified, but also his conduct is said to

be wrong, because by it he keeps their soul in constant

tension and uncertainty concerning that wliich yet is for -an

Israelite the highest and most important thing.

How long dost tliou hold our sotd in suspense ? Aipetv

^ Thiersch, Die Kirche im apostoUschen Ziitalter, Frankfort-ou-the-lilain

and Erkngeu 1852, p. 73.
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here, as throughout : to lift up, and thus to put in suspense,

tension, ' suspensam tenes ' (' thou holdest suspended
'),

Bengel. If thou he the Messiah, tell us plainly. ' Quasi

vero nunquam dixerit et ostenderit. . . . Siepe cogitanius :

si hoc illove modo expressum audirem aut legerem, credere

possem. Sed Deus solus scit, quomodo nobiscum loqui

deceat ad iidem nostram alendam et exercendam ' {' As if,

indeed, he never has told and shown it. . . . We often

think : If I could hear or read it expressed in this or that

"vvay, I could believe. Bat God alone knows how it is fitting

to speak to us in order to cherish and exercise our faith
'),

Bengel. It is true that Jesus had not said it, and he never

testified to hmiself in Jerusalem so plainly and roundly as,

for instance, to the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well. Yet

he had told it clearly enough for them to be able to know
that it was he, for him to be able to say he had told it,

and for it to be possible for them themselves to confess : av

el 6 XpLCTToa, 6 viocr rov deov (' thou art the Christ, the Son

of God'), Matt. xvi. 16. If they could never have done it

before, they could do it now.

Verse 25.

For when Jesus says, etTrov v/xiv {' I told you '), the

words contain the answer to their question, and that an

affirmative answer. Hence also he can follow this witli

the claim for belief, or rather with the reproach against

their unbelief. If his word be not sufficient, he reminds

them of the legitimation from his Father in the epyoia

(' works '). He recalls these to them ; for the healing of

the blind man was still in fresh memory. They need only

to draw from his works the necessary conclusion as to his

vocation and his person.^ But ToaavTa avTov (nj/iela

ire'rroirjKOToa' efXTrpoadev avTwv ovk iTTiarevov elcr avTov

(' though he had done so many miracles before them, they

believed not on him'), xii. 37. And thus it appears that

the blame does not lie on his, but on their side.

1 Weiss, Der Johanneische Lehrhegrlff in sdnen Orundziigen untersucht,

Cerlin 1862, pp. 197 flf., 202.
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Verse 26.

Hence in tins verse vixda- (' ye ') is added emphatically

to ov nrLaTevere (' believe not
') ; compare on the other

hand, v. 40. But, in return, the reason for their not-

believing is from a point still farther back, namely, the fact

that they do not belong to his Trpo^ara C sheep '), that is,

to the true people of God. Of course, this is not said in

the anti-Judaistic or in the dualistic sense (against Hilgen-

feld ^). Were they sheep of his, believing obedience, the

relation of fellowship, and following of him would be there.

The discourse moves in the same figure as in the preceding

section, although KaOoicr elirov vfMcv (' as I said unto you
')

at the close of ver. 26—which would refer not merely to

the figure, but also to the negative statement itself (Meyer)

—is to be struck out, according to the testimony of the

manuscripts ; it is omitted in N B K L, and found in A D
E r G- H. It was very easy to insert these words in recol-

lection of the preceding discourse of Jesus (against Meyer).

Least of all are the words to be taken as an introduction to

what follows (against Tholuck, Godet). It is not Jesus'

habit to bring in long quotations of his own earlier dis-

courses (Meyer).

It has been said that only the evangelist, and not Jesus,

could have the words previously spoken so directly present

(for example, Baur ^). Why should it not have been pos-

sible that these were the same Jews who had heard the

discourse spoken at the feast of tabernacles, and whom
Jesus desires to remind of the words then spoken ? But

this supposition is not at all necessary, for the figure of the

shepherd is sufficiently familiar, especially from the Old

Testament, for Jesus to have been able to use it more than

once ; see Ebrard.'^' Hence we shall not be forced to transfer

* the first shepherd-discourse ' to the middle time between

^ Hilgenfeld, for example, in the Zeitschrlft fur wissensclia/tliche Thep-

logie, 1870, p. 270.

• Baur, Kritische Vntersiichuiigen iiber die kanonlschen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, p. 181.

^ Ebrard, Wissenschaftliche Kritik der evangelischen Geschichtc, 3d. ed.,

Frankfort-on-the-Main 1868, p. 544.
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the two feasts (Stier,^ following Bengel). For if tlie second

discourse is to be supposed to refer to the first, that is

quite possible if Jesus after the first discourse withdrew

from Jerusalem and now visited it again for the first time,

because that would make the discourse stand out more

strongly in memory. But it would not be possible if Jesus

remained in Jerusalem in unceasing activity, and therefore

also giving doctrinal instruction, because then other dis-

courses would have followed that one.

Veeses 27, 28.

The description of the relation of the sheep to the shep-

herd shows plainly that the Jews did not belong to the

sheep. My sheep hear my voice, and I knoio them, and they

follow me: and I give unto them eternal life ; and they shall

never perish, neither shall any man p)luclc them out of my
hand. Bengel found here :

' tria sententiarum paria, quorum

singula et ovium fidem et pastoris bonitatem exprimunt per

correlata ' (' three pairs of sentences, each of which expresses

in correlated terms both the faith of the sheep and the

goodness of the shepherd
')

; but this is hardly correct.

There are rather two triplets than three pairs.

'AKoveiv (' to hear ') is the first point ; it is believing

obedience to Jesus' word. Kdyoo 'ycvcocTKCo avrd {' and I

know them '), that is a loving recognition ; the experience of

his loving fellowship is the next point. The following

him, the exercise of the believing fellowship of love in life,

springs from the former two.

Corresponding to this, the next triad names the blessing of

salvation, the blessing which is imparted to those who stand in

such loving communion,—a communion resting on believing

obedience, and exercising itself in life. The t^r; alcovioa

(' eternal life ') is the most immediate fruit of belief, and at

heart is already the entire blessing of salvation, as also belief

at heart names the entire relation and posture of salvation.

It corresponds to the aKoveiv^ just as ov firj dirokwvTat, eiV

TOP alwva (' shall never perish ') corresponds to the 'yLvcoaKco

(' I know '). For the certain existence of salvation rests in the

1 Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elbeifeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 546 1'.
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fact that Christ knows us, that he has made us his own in

love. The assurance that no hostile power shall snatch us from

him, corresponds to the dangers which attend upon following

him. Ov^ apirdaei, ria k.t.X. (' no one shall pluck, etc.')

points to the hostile powers who in manifold forms endanger

the band of disciples, and corresponds to the aKokovdelv
;

compare, for example, Eom. viii. 31—38. The possibility of

one's own apostasy is, of course, not excluded by this (against

the doctrine of predestination).-^

The twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth verses had served as a

punishing reply, and the twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth

have laid stress upon the true saving relation and conduct,

and upon its blessing and its secure stability. The twenty-

ninth and thirtieth verses now give the reason for this, in

such a way that the twenty-ninth verse forms the major

premiss and the thirtieth verse the minor premiss for the

conclusion already expressed in the twenty-eighth verse.

Verse 29.

The common text reads :
' my Father, which gave them

me, is greater than all.' N B L, Itala, Vulgate read : o SeScoKev

(D : 6 SeBcoKcoa), and A B, Itala, Vulgate : fiei^ov (n : fiel^cov).

According to the reading of the Vatican manuscript it would

stand : what the Father hath given me is greater than all

or everything. But that is no endurable thought. The

difference of the readings shows that an uncertainty came

into the text at an early date. The masculine in the singu-

lar fiei^cov is hardly a correction (Meyer), but a remnant of

the original text. The neuter o is certainly an ancient

error. Perhaps the o BeSwKcoo- of D, doubtless a stylistic

change, shows us the way in which the o arose.

The connection of thought requires, in spite of the

.
authority of tlie best manuscripts, that we hold fast to the

[That is to say : The devil and nobody else can take the believer from

Christ, but the believer can cease to believe. It is pertinent to ask whether

the believer will cease to believe if the devil does not tempt him. If this be

answered aiiirmatively, the answerer is permitted to afibrd an instance in

which the devil has been so far off his guard as to forget to tempt any

Christian. If it be answered negatively, what is the sense of the text ? The
devil tries for the man and gets him.—C. 11. G.]
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received text. The Father gave them to him. For they

were the Father's; compare v. 42, viii. 42, 47, iii. 21, xi.

52, xviiL 37, xvii. 6, 9, 12. The Father's power is exalted

above all extra-divine power. This is the immediate mean-

ing of irdvTcov fiel^eov iariu (' is greater than all '). But it

is designedly expressed more generally, to hint at the fact

that the special relation, which the context lends to these

words, is determined and established in the general circum-

stance that the Father is greater than all else, or than all

others (for irdvrwv, 'all,' is doubtless masculine). Bengel

adds :
' maior etiam me ' (' greater also than I '), xiv. 28 ; but

that does not belong here, since the Father and Son in this

passage are not contrasted with each other. Moreover, it

means, not merely greater than all hostile powers (Liicke),

but greater than all, which are not God and which could

exercise an utterance of power in reference to the irpo^ara

(' sheep '). How far this remaining in the hand of the

Father is also on the part of this hand established or con-

ditioned, finds no consideration here, since the divine cer-

tainty of salvation and of the condition of salvation were

to be emphasized.

Verse 30,

If that be true of the Father, it is also true of him who
speaks, of the Son : for the Father's power is also proper to

him, because he and the Father are one or are together,

that is, they form a nnity. Nothing is said here of unity

of will (thus the Arian and Socinian exposition), but of

unity of the power which is proper to the Father and which

is proper to the historical person Jesus Christ. We are

compelled to think at once of the power, by the confirma-

tion of ovSelcr hvvarai dp-rrd^eiv K.r.X. (' no one is able to

pluck, etc.'). Moreover, the same thing is true here as above,

that to designate this special reference a general expression

is purposely chosen, in order at the same time to express

thereby the deeper-lying confirmation of this special fact.

But when Stier,^ at once, without middle clauses, calls

this saying 'an unshakable "dictum probans" ("proof text")

• Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 554.
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for the doctrine of the Trinity,' he draws a too hasty con-

clusion ; as also does Hengstenberg, who explains the words

simply as trinitarian. It is true that not merely a ' simili-

tudo' ('likeness,' Fritzsche) is expressed, but a evoTrja,

' unity,' of power (Liicke ^). Nor does it say that Jesus

'works' what God 'wills' (Baumgarten-Crusius), but declares

the coincidence of the two powers. Yet for this very

reason Bengel passes beyond exact exposition and" enters

the sphere of dogmatical conclusion, when, following Augus-

tine (as Stier also does), he observes: 'per " sumus " refutatur

Sabellius, per " unum " Arius '
(' " we are " refutes Sabellius,

" one " refutes Arius '). For the former {ia/juiv, ' we are
')

at first points to the difference between God the Father and

the man Jesus, and the latter (eV, ' one ') does not immedi-

ately refer to essence.

Beyschlag is right ^ when he denies that ' a metaphysical

unity ' is in question. When, however, the two, God the

Father and the man Jesus Christ, are put on a level and

taken together in view of their power, that leads further.

He the man has as his own the same power as God his

Father, not as if it were not the power of two, but because
I where the one is there also is the other. This, moreover,

could not be the case in reference to their power, were it

not true of the persons that where the one is there also is

,
the other, so that Beyschlag ^ speaks also of a ' real fellow-

ship of life ' which for him is only ethically conditioned.

Jesus too, later, himself explains ev ecrfxev (' we are one ') by

iv efjbol 6 irarrjp Kayat iv tc3 irarpC (' the Father in me and

I in the Father '), ver. 38,—words which essentially say the

same as ver. 30,* only that in ver. 30 the expression is

determined from the point of view of equality, and in ver.

38 from the point of view of a living the one in the other.

Yet the expression in ver. 30 is more indefinite than in

ver. 38. And as ver. 38 is not to be weakened to: the

^ Liicke, Commentar iiher das Evangelium des Johannes, 3(1 ed., Bonn
1843, vol. ii. p. 435.

^ Beyschlag, Die CJiristologie des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 78,

3 Ibid.

* Hofmann, Weissagimg und Erfitllung im Alten und im Neucn Testa-

mente, Nbrdlingen 1844, vol. ii. p. 21.
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Father works, appears in nic ; it is one work, one cause

(Baiimgarten-Crusius),—but is to be understood of the per-

sons, and to be taken exactly, so also here. Jesus used a

word of such a general character, because he desired to

designate at the same time the relation of the persons, his

and the Father's, and that in its fundamental generality.

It is, indeed, in the first instance the relation of the one

who has become man to God in heaven, as Jesus usually

throughout speaks of himself in historical reality. But

Beyschlag is not right when, in his ' Christology,' he urges

this against the traditional exposition of this passage in

the church. For that which became historical in the human
personality of Jesus Christ, is only the historical appearance

of an eternal person lying at the foundation. As, then, he

who became man would not have stood in the divine fellow-

ship, as it existed historically, if this fellowship had not

been essentially his own in so far as he was before he

became man ; so also here he would not have been able

to say this of himself, the incarnate one, if it were not

true of him essentially. These words express the relation

of the being one, or equal and together, between him who
is God and him who is man,—and who in so far is not

God,—in an absolute generality, which could not occur in

the case between God and that which at foundation is not

God. Hence Meyer well observes on this passage, that

in the fellowship designated by eV ka-jxev (' we are one
')

the homoousia is to be presupposed. Weiss ^ refers to the

herein expressed ' mutual fellowship ' of the ' being ' on

each side, ' at which therefore the apology of Christ in ver.

38 aims.'

Verse 31.

This word was unendurable for the Jews. They brought

stones, iraXiv (' again '), as in viii. 59, to execute upon Jesus

the punishment of blasphemy. When he reproached them,

ver. 26, when he spoke of his gift and spoke loftily of

himself, ver. 27 f, they remained calm. But these words

^ Weiss, Der JoJianneische Lehrhcgriff in aeinen Grundzugen untersucht,

Berlin 1S62, p. 206,
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seemed to them to go entirely too far beyond the measure

allowable for a man. At the same time, it is one of those

short, sharp ' dicta ' (' sayings ') which at the close of a dis-

course involuntarily turn their point against the opponents

and excite their anger.^ With this begins the second circle

of this section. Bruckner blamed Olshausen for speaking

of a right understanding on the part of the Jews, against

* the pervading analogy of the gospel.' We have, however,

seen that the cases of misunderstandiug are much fewer

than is co nmonly believed.^ Should we suppose that Jesus

spoke so very unintelligibly as it is the custoin, since Baur,

to reproach the fourth gospel with speaking ?

Stier ^ finds a progress in ijSda-racrav, in the ' bringing

'

stones, in comparison with rjpav, the mere picking them up,

at viii. 59, which is recalled by ttoXiv. But ^aaTa^eiv can

also mean 'to take up' (thus Meyer, because of ttoXlv).

And if it is to be understood in the further meaning, ' to

carry to ' a place, we should have to reply : there were no

stones lying in Solomon's porch, and so they had to carry

them in ; Godet perceives in this the eye-witness. Weisse

questioned the historical possibility of the continuation of

the conversation. Ebrard* defends it, by appealing to the

evil conscience of the opponents of Jesus. The scene is

not so tumultuous as at viii. 59, but the disposition of the

opponents is not therefore less determined. Their decision

shows itself in the fact that they do not let themselves be

drawn off by Jesus' defence, but as soon as he has done

speaking, prepare to set about the work in which they had

been interrupted. The circumstance that ver. 39 speaks

not of stoning but of seizing, is explained when we remem-

ber that they must first have led him out of the porch.

Veese 32.

When Jesus calls his works epya KoXd, he does not

intend to designate them as beneficent (Baumgarten^

1 See vol. i. p. 35 f. ^ gee vol. i. p. 121 ff.

' Stier, Reden Jesu, 3(1 ed., Barmen and Elberfeld 1870, vol. iv. p. 555.

'' Ebrard, WissenschaftUche Kritik der evang^llschen GeschicJde, 3d ed.,

Fraukfort-on-the-Mam 1868, p. 543.
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Crusius) or as glorious (De Wette), but as good, as tliose

which cannot be reproached. Judging from his works, he

cannot be blamed in anything : that is the negative side.

On the contrary, since he did them e/c tov irarpoo- (' from

the Father '), they prove the relation to his Father which

he has stated : that is the positive side. For e/c tov irarpoa

does not mean simply : in his power (Briickner, Stier), but

is purposely said just thus in order to point to the circum-

stance that his action itself all takes its internal departure

from the Father, and that he therefore, in all his actions,

exercises his internal fellowship with the Father. With
this point Jesus returns, at the close of the debating dis-

courses, to the beginning of them, v. 17, 18. This

constant doctrinal representation of Jesus is indeed a testi-

mony to his dependence upon the Father,^ but at the same

time to his fellowship with him. When he now asks

which (ttoIov) of these works is of such a description that

it deserves stoning, why must it necessarily be irony (De

Wette, Llicke, Stier), even ' the irony of deep indignation

'

(Meyer, Godet) ? Does Jesus affect not to observe that

they desire to stone him, not because of a work, but

because of his words ? But we saw at v. 18 that his words

seemed to them unendurable, just because of the healing on

the Sabbath. Had they not taken offence at his actions

from the very outset, his words woitld not have been so

offensive. On this account Jesus wishes first to brincj out

plainly the offence at his actions as the causal reason, before

he speaks of the offence at his words. But he makes the

struggle a hard one for them by the anticipatory word

directed to their conscience : epya Kokd, works with which

no fault can be found. Hence the Jews move to the attack

at this.

Verse 33.

Yet they do not say irepl rwv koXwv epycov ('for good

works '), but Trepl koKov epyov (' for a good work '). There-

fore, in not entering on this question, they leave this whole

matter undecided (Baumgarten-Crusius). But the \i6d^o/x€v

* Beyschlag, Die Christologk des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 71.
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(' stoning ') they acknowledge : they are on the very point

of doing it, and that because of his alleged blasphemy.

For even if they were willing to turn aside from his works,

they must nevertheless stone him for his blasphemous

words.

The Jews understood Jesus, that he, though a man, made

himself God, ver. 33. It is said that this is at least an

exaggeration (Bruckner), which then Jesus also beyond

the possibility of misunderstanding denies (Beyschlag^).

But, as we have seen, Jesus has so combined himself with

God, that what is true of the one must be true of the

other. He has placed himself at the side of and in God,

and therefore on the same basis as God, and has made

himself "laov tc5 6ea> ('equal to God'), v. 18. In speaking

of himself thus, he does not indeed make himself 6 6&6a,

but equal to tqJ 6ea>, and therefore Oeoa.

But now avOpojTToa- (' man ') and deoa- (' God ') are a

contrast, and one seems necessarily to exclude the other.

How is this contrast mediated ? In hardly any other way

than this, that he who could speak thus of himself must

have been God, and therefore also in an inner divine com-

munion with o Oeoa- before he became avdpwiroa, so that

essential divine fellowship is peculiar to him, even in so

far as he now has become man ; it is, however, in a historical

temporal form, but resting on that eternal basis. Hence

Jesus intends to justify his words by designating himself

as the man who has become man, as having proceeded from

God, that is, as vloa rov 6eov {' Son of God '). For in that

he said what precedes, he has said nothing but this. And
in consequence he has justified the former when he names

the fact by reason of which he may attribute to himself

this name. He bases this justification, which is contained

in vers. 34-36,' on the word of the Old Testament

Scriptures.

Verse 34.

'Ev Tw vofiw v/xwv {' in your law ') designates the Old

Testament Scriptures in general. The name for the first

1 Bejschlag, Die Christologie des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 63 f.
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of the three parts of the Old Testament canon serves to

designate the whole, because it is the chief part and the

foundation of all that follows : the d vo^ocr {' the law ') is

as much as 77 ypa^/j ('the Scriptures'); compare xii. 34,

XV. 25. Jesus says v/u,cov ('your'), as in viii. 17.^ The

Jews appeal to and support themselves upon tlie Old

Testament Scriptures against him. For this very reason

Jesus now urges it for himself The eighty-second Psalm

describes God as holding judgment among the ' elohim

'

of the earth. ' I have said : ye are elohim (" gods "),

and all of you are children of the Most High. But

ye shall die like men, and fall like one of the princes,'

Ps. Ixxxii. 6, 7.

The psalm is not addressed to angels (Bleek and Hup-
feld)—how should these be condemned for unjust judgment ?

—but to the bearers of authority. They are called elohim,

^'''7^^, as the representatives of God, who has transferred

to them his right of majesty over life and death.^ We are

not to think of heathen princes (De Wette, Hitzig), but of

the authorities of the theocratic nation (Meyer).

' By referring to this psalm, Jesus proves to the

Jews, by an " argumentatio a minori ad mains " (a " reason-

ing from the less to the greater "), that he does not blas-

pheme God in calling himself God's Son. If the law

—

thus he reasons—names even those as gods who received

this name officially by an utterance of the divine will

made in time (and the Scriptures, as in general, so also

here, are not to be broken), then it can be no blasphemy if

he names himself God's Son. For it was not merely a

temporal word of God which called to this or that earthly

office after the image of God, but with his whole life he

carries out a work to which the Father had consecrated

him before he entered into the world.'

^

1 See vol. i. p- 125 f.

' See Delitzsch, Biblischer Commentar uher die Psahnen, 3d ed., Leipzig

1874, vol. ii. p. 66 f.

' See Delitzsch, ut supra, p. 66 f.

LUTH. II. 2 B JOHN.
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Vekse 35.

If it—namely, o vojxocr (' the law '), not 6 Oeoa (' God ;

'

thus Hengstenberg), as results from the following rypacfitj

(Meyer)

—

called those, of whom the psalm treats,—Jesus

can presuppose it as well known,

—

gods itnto whom the ivord

of God came : this does not mean the word of the psalm

itself, ' the address contained in the psalm ' (De Wette

;

Liicke :
' a punishing word of God's

') ; for in the psalm it is

said ''^y^^ ''^^. ('I have spoken '), which is a reference to an

earlier word ; and this earlier word is not revelations from

God which they have received (Olshausen), but the word

with which God called them and appointed them to their

office (Hofmann/ Meyer).

It is true that Trpbcr ova {' unto whom ') is not intended

by way of confirmation (thus Bengel, and I earlier), but

stands in contrast to the following bv 6 irarrjp (' whom the

Father '), Hofmann. Yet substantially the phrase contains

the statement of a reason : because God appointed them by

his word, and thus designates them as gods and sons of

God, so also the Scriptures of the Old Testament name
them, just as the psalmist has already named them, 2'"'?^''^.

(' elohim, gods '), and therefore before the sixth verse. For

the subject of elTrev (' called ') is, as we have seen, 6 vojxoa-,

that is, r) ypa(f)7] ('the Scriptures'), which designation at

once comes forward.

And the Scri;pture cannot he hroJcen. It makes no differ-

ence whether we let this sentence depend on et (' if
')

(Meyer, Hengstenberg, Godet), or whether we take it as a

note thrown in parenthetically (thus commonly). Perhaps

the second construction is more agreeable to the looser

periodology of John's style. The clause is, in either

case, -an aiding 'thought (Meyer), but of great weight.

For it contains the two truths of the unity and of the

normative authority of the Scriptures. Compare on \vetv,

dissolve, break, that is, to put out of currency. Matt. v. 1 9
;

John ii, 18, vii. 23. This is said of the Scriptures as a

whole. Hence the Scriptures must be owned in each

' Hofnianu, Der Schri/tbeweis, 2ded., Nordliiigeii 1857, vol. i. p. 126.
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one of their parts as an authority. Bengel says :
' Non

potest dissolvi scriptura, ne minima quidem ex parte.

Firmissimum axioma ' {' the scripture cannot be broken, not

even in the least part. A most certain axiom '). Thus,

here, if the Jews now, Lev. xxiv. 16, executed the stoning

upon Jesus for alleged blasphemy, the eighty-second Psalm

would be robbed of its validity.

On the contrary, the Scriptures are to be acknowledged

in each of their parts. And the separate words of Scrip-

ture are of authority for this reason, namely, that they are

the words of Scripture, that is, parts of the whole. There-

fore the authority attaches in the first place to the Scrip-

tures as a whole, and then in the second place attaches to

the various words or sayings. The detached saying is a

word of God, and is normative, because it is a constituent

part of the whole. Accordingly, the divine influence in

virtue of which the Scriptures are valid as God's word, and

hence as a normative authority, is asserted in the first

place of the whole, and only in the connection with this, of

the separate parts of the whole. Hence, in the religious

and dogmatic valuation of the Scriptures, we must proceed

from the whole Scriptures as the united word of God, and

after that determine the importance of the various sayings of

Scripture, according as each assumes a place in that whole.

Veese 36.

Thus Jesus, on the basis of the one and irrefutable

Scripture, proves that—if those are called gods and sons of

God who only stood in a relation of vocation to God

—

He much more deserves this name who stands in a personal

relation to him. In drawing the conclusion here, he calls

himself vloa tov Oeov (' Son of God '), and not Oeocr (* God ').

This he does partly because vloa- rov Oeov was suggested

by the progress of thought, partly because it was a more

appropriate statement for him who became man, and partly,

in connection with the last point, because he desired what

he intended to say of himself to be stated and understood

in the exact sense, whereas he could not claim recognition

as deoa in the exact sense so long as he lived in the flesh,
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but only after he, with the glorification, had again gone

back into the divine state, where also that recognition then

at once took place, xx. 28.

It is therefore singular when Beyschlag^ claims that in

the traditional orthodox conception of Jesus' divine Sonship

the answer ought necessarily to have read : I am God, in-

stead of: I am God's Son. Jesus only desires to prove his

divine Sonship. If the designation sons of God—which
alternates with 'gods' in the eighty-second Psalm—is valid

for those who yet, because of their unholy nature, had to be

reproached in that psalm,—for Jesus could well presuppose

that the context of that statement was in the memory of

those to whom he spoke,—how much more was it valid for

him ov 6 Trarrjp rjrylaa-ev (' whom the Father sanctified ')

!

It is a conclusion ' a ihinori ad mains ' (' from the less to

the greater '), which, indeed, does presuppose the historical

dependence of Jesus on the Father. Jesus says o iraryp

(' the Father ') designedly, because he wishes to confirm his

special relation as Son to the Father.^ For him God is not

merely, as for them, 6 Oeocr, but o Trar^jp. By this he is

elevated above the mere relation of vocation to God.

'Ayid^etv (' to sanctify') is not simply equivalent to d^o-

pi^eiv (' to separate,' Baumgarten-Crusius), or ' to set apart,'

as God intends it in the prophet Jeremiah :
' before thou

camest forth out of the womb, I sanctified thee,' Jer. i. 5,

which is related to d^opl^eiv, Gal. i. 15.^ Were it so, why
do we not read dcjxopta-ev (' separated') or e^eXe^aro ('chose') ?

But the peculiarity of Jesus' person and of his relation to

God causes the word to be intended here more fully than

in Jeremiah. We saw before, at vi. 69,^ that it was

meant to say that Jesus also as to his nature was removed

from the fellowship of the ordinary, and thereby also of the

sinful, life of the 'world. There is no need to prove that it

refers to the sending into the world, and not to the conse-

cration at the baptism.

1 Beyschlag, Die Chrlstologle des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 68 f.

2 See Weiss, Der Johanneische Lthrbcgriff, Berlin 1862, p. 196.

3 Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., JsTordlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 85 f.

* See above, p. 195.
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Beysclilag ^ thinks that this statement stands in irrecon-

cilable contradiction with the church doctrine of the Trinit}''.

But such is by no means the case. There is nothing said

here of the internal divine relations as they are in them-

selves, but only of the historical form they have assumed,

in that he who was eternally with the Father set himself. to

become man. In that Jesus, proceeding from the Father,

entered into the world's fellowship, the Father hath at once

freed him—in so far as he was to become the son of man
—from that fellowship, and sent him into the world as one

not inwoven in its nature. What God sanctifies, he takes

from the world and appropriates to himself. If the Father

sanctifies (for r^r^iaaev precedes the direcneiKev, ' sent
;

'

compare Bengel) him who was to come into the world,

then Jesus is not merely, in so far as he comes forth from

God, in God's fellowship and the Son of God, but even as

man he is from the outset appropriated unto God. How
else is this to be thought of, than that God had before

received into his will of love the one who was to become

the son of Man, and had afterwards begotten him holy, and

thus thereby made him his Son also as the son of man ?

As one thus made holy, he then sent him into the world.

How say ye then

—

vixda (' ye '), emphatically : ye people !

(Meyer) — thou hlasphemest ? The beginning with oV

('whom') would lead us to expect the third person, because

in the ' oratio obHqua ' (' indirect discourse
') ; but the vivid-

ness of the discourse passes into the direct form, and thus

to the second person.

Veese 37.

He proves by his epya (' works ') this divine Sonship

which is true of him. The words are challe'nsfincj in sound :

if I do not do them 1 He designates them at once as works

of the Father's, that is, which the Father works through him.

In this he assumes as proved what he is in the act of

proving. But the proof lay in the works themselves. They
prove his divine fellowship.

^ Beyschlag, Die Chmtologle des Neum Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 69.
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Verse 38.

Therefore, if tliey will not believe Mm, that is, liis word,

liis self-witness,^ they should at least believe the works,

that is, the testimony concerning him contained therein.

The aim, however, of this his demand is, that they may then

recognise his and the Father's living mutual being in each

other. "Iva ^yvcore koL fyivoacrKrjre, saith Jesus,—for so it is

to be read with B L, against K, which has ha ^vwre koI

inarevrjTe, an evident change to avoid the striking repeti-

tion of ryi,v(oaK6tv,—that is, that ye may attain the knowledge

and know (lastingly). The act aijd state are distinguished

(Meyer). That the Father is in me, and I in the Father ;

compare upon ver. 3 0. ' Hse duse sententice : ego et Pater

unum sumus, et : Pater in me et ego in Patre, se mutuo
exponunt ' (' These two sentences : I and the Father are one,

and: the Father in me and I in the Father, mutually ex-

plain each other'), Bengel, Weiss.^ This statement pro-

ceeds from the ground of the dynamical fellowship (Meyer)

by means of which Jesus is the organ for the activity of

the Father, and it reaches out beyond this ground (against

Lticke, De Wette). It does not, indeed, designate the

internal divine fellowship of essence, the ' TrepL^coprja-Lcr,

essentialis patris in filio et filii in patre ' (' the essential

abiding of the Father in the Son, and of the Son in the

Father'), Calov. But it denotes the personal fellowship

between the Father and Son, which finds its eternal presup-

position in the fellowship just named. Such, then, is the

importance of the a-rjfieia (' signs ') of Jesus, that they may
cause the relation to be recognised.

Veese 39.

Just. as in ver. 30 above, the decisive words only called

forth the greater bitterness on the part of the opponents,

so also in the case of these words, neither the preceding

justification and the refutation of the reproach, nor the less

provoking form of the expression itself, could remove the

^ Compare Weiss, Der Johanneische Lehrhegriff, Berlin 1862, p. 203.

2 Weiss, Der Johanneische LehriegriJ] Berlin 1862, p. 205.
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exasperation of his opponents. For it can hardly be said

that by Jesus' defence their bitterness was softened, and

that they were led to give up the stoning (thus Meyer).

They did not give up the stoning when they made the

attempt and preparations to seize him, but doubtless only

intended to lead him out of the temple for that very pur-

pose (Calvin, Hengstenberg). By 'TrdXiv (' again ') we are

reminded of previous similar attempts. But, as before, he

withdraws himself from their hands, whether or not mira-

culously, as at viii. 59 (Baumgarten-Crusius, I earlier), must

be left undecided, as the evangelist does not remark upon

it. However it took place, it served the Jews as a 'testi-

mony that they, without his will and before the time, had

no power to get him under their control. It is unnecessary

to bring in the Basilidian gnosticism for this purpose, as

Keim^ does, referring to Irenseus :
^ ' quum teneri non

posset, et invisibilis esset omnibus ' (' since he could not

be held, and was invisible to all '),

Veeses 40-42. Jesus in Pcrea.

Jesus returns to Perea, not in order to secure himself

from the wiles of the church authorities (Maier, Meyer), but

because he now has no more to do among the Jews until

he gives himself up to them unto death.

Verse 40.

^ATTrjXOev irakiv Trepav rod ^lopBctvov (' he went away
again beyond Jordan'), says the evangelist. One might be

inclined to find in this a hint that it was also from that

place that he had come to the feast of the dedication of the

temple, so that we should have here a contribution to filling

out the time falling between the twenty-first and twenty-

second verses. It is, however, improbable that the evan-

gelist intends to refer to a fact which he did not mention.

Hence the usually accepted reference to i. 28 remains the

more likely one. At any rate, this is more correct than

Baumgarten-Crusius' reference to iii. 22. It will be but

^ Keim, Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1872, vol. iii. p. 64.

'^ Ireusius, Contra Hareses, I. xxiv. 4 ; ed. Venice 1734, vol. i. p. 101.
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tlie more necessary if ttoXiv {' again ') sliould avail, not

merely for irepav rod ^lopSdvov {' beyond Jordan '), but also

for ela tov tottov k.t.X. (' into the place, etc.'). Jesus'

public work has reached its end. And this returns to the

beginning. On the same scene on which John, first bap-

tizing,

—

{to TrpooTov, ' the first,' in contrast to the change of

his scene of work, iii. 23),—had testified to Jesus, the latter

now testifies to himself, so that he by this display of him-

self confirms John the Baptist's testimony to him.

Verse 41.

Hence the testimony, of the Baptist appears as true,

although not accompanied by miraculous signs. This is

indeed the closest connection of thought, in which it is said

of the Baptist : 'Icodvvrjcr fjueu crrjfjbelov eTToirjaev ovSev (' John
did no miracle '). In so far Brlickner was right in rejecting

Baur's ^ opinion. Baur thought that this was intended to

name the characteristic difference between the Baptist and

Jesus, and to give a comprehensive retrospect of the whole

previous representation of the life and work of Jesus from

tlie point of view of the a-'qfjbeia (' signs '). And yet by this

remark we are involuntarily reminded of the arjiieta which

Jesus did, in distinction from the Baptist, and the evan-

gelist .certainly intended to remind us of them. Only it is

in a different sense from the one Baur urges.

It is a question, with what design in general does the

evangelist bring these verses in here, and mention that

Jesus stayed for a time beyond Jordan and found belief.

He does not introduce the note for its own sake ; for in

that case it would be more detailed and more definite. He
does not even say whether or not, and how, Jesus was

active in Perea. He uses only the indefinite word efieivev

(' abode ')j ver. 40. ' And we can only conclude that Jesus

was active in doctrinal instruction from the circumstance

that ' many resorted unto him,' and found in him the pro-

mised one, ver. 41, Thus little, therefore, the evangelist

troubled himself to teU about that residence in Perea.

1 Baur, Kritische Untersuchuugen uber die kanonischen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, p. 182 f.
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From this we perceive that he introduces this note only for

the sake of what precedes. A contrast is intended between

the Jews in Jerusalem and these people in Perea. How
much more was offered to the former than to the latter,

and yet how utterly opposite the result was ; this is what

the evangelist wishes to direct our attention to. Besides,

Jesus was only a short time in Perea, for we find him later

in Ephraim, xi. 54. In this connection we are reminded

that those in Perea must have let themselves be satisfied by

testimony of the Baptist, unsupported by miracles, while in

Jerusalem from the very beginning arj/ieta ( signs') had

occurred in great numbers, and with incontrovertible evidence.

Veese 42.

And yet the former, those in Perea, permitted the mere

word of the Baptist to serve (Bengel says :
' fructus postu-

mus officii Johannis,' ' posthumous fruit of John's activity')

to win them to belief in the word of Jesus' self-witness

;

while in the case of the latter, even the arjixeia could not

attain such success. In this connection it is emphasized

that the Baptist arjixelov (fiev) eiroirjaev ovhev (' did no

miracles'). The Jews therefore cannot excuse their unbelief

in the face of such people. Por these prove how very pos-

sible it was, and what a duty it was, to obtain belief. These

verses belong to the great indictment which this whole

gospel forms against the Jews as the historical representa-

tives of unbelief.

Chaptees XI. AND XII.

Jesus, given up iinto death, is the Life and the Judgment.

The section to which we now have to pass brings to a

decision the conduct of the Jews towards Jesus, and

thereby the relation of both. After the preceding events

have shown us how the mood and the determination of the

Jews decided themselves, it is only necessary that this

become a decree, by which the relation of Israel to its

Saviour is fixed even for the future. The raising of Lazarus
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served as the occasion for this. Baur justly calls attention

to the fact that this aij/juelov (' sign ') of the resurrection is

essentially different from the preceding signs : it is not the

subject of a discussion with the Jews ; no long discourse is

attached to it ; in short, it belongs no more to the public

doctrinal activity of Jesus. It is in this respect like the

first miracle at Cana. This as well as that could be left

out if an evangelist desired to limit himself to the sphere

of the public teachings of Jesus. This is as true for Mark
as it is for Matthew (against Bruckner) ; compare also

Meyer,

Hence, in order to explain this omission in the synoptists,

we shall have no need to recur to a respect they thought

they must pay to the still living Lazarus on account of the

hostile Jews (Olshausen, Lange ^),—a respect which, at the

time in which the gospels were written, would have been

entirely unnecessary and purposeless. Nor need we think

of a respect paid to the personal character of the relation

in which Jesus stood towards the sisters and the brother,

and which demanded that the sacred privacy should not be

exposed to the multitude so long as the persons in question

lived (GodetJ,—a fiction which is destroyed even by Matt.

xxvi. 13. Nor need we assume that the synoptists were

not acquainted with this incident (De Wette, Liicke),—

a

lack of knowledge which must, indeed, have made the credi-

bility of the synoptists very questionable. As arbitrary is

the assumption that this story, because of its profound

character, was destined for the gospel of John (Hengsten-

berg, and also Philippi^). For this does not depend merely

upon the story itself, but rather upon the conception and

application of it.

The importance of this miracle for the historical cata-

strophe of the life of Jesus has been exaggerated. It is said

to be the greatest miracle ; should the synoptists ' have slept

through ' (Keim ^) this very one ? Since in John the death

' Lange, Das Lehen Jesu, Heidelberg 1845, vol. ii. part ii. p. 1133 f.

^ Philippi, Der Eingang des Jolianneischen Evangeliums, Stuttgart 1866,

p. 11 f.

3 Keim, GescJdchte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 132.
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of Jesus hangs on this, and the synoptists know nothing of

this, therefore ' it hangs altogether in the air ' (Keim ^).

But the death decree of the Sanhedrim is not based upon

this, but upon the 'many signs ' that Jesus did, xi. 47. If,

then, this event was also the occasion for this last step, it

was not the reason.^ It is an exaggeration when Gess ^

explains the raising of Lazarus as the 'key without which

the synoptic narrative becomes a riddle,' or when Pres-

sense * finds that without this, both the enthusiasm of the

people and the outbreak of hatred on the part of the autho-

rities are inexplicable. The history of Jesus would have

proceeded, as it did proceed, even without this event. " The

synoptists, therefore, have no need of this miracle to explain

the issue of Jesus' life.

Thus they pass over this miracle as they in general are

.silent concerning Bethany, or mention it only in passing.

They arrange their narration upon the chief points, Galilee,

Perea, Jerusalem. Before the prominence given to these

three great stations, everything else retires from view.^

John, moreover, mentions it in the first place, because to

him it is an essential point in the history of the rising

conflict, which he has made it his task to portray ; and in

the second place, because for him it presents figuratively the

thought which, in the progress of his doctrinal development,

he desires to express at this very place. If it be certain

(in so far Baur ^ is right) that the words e^oi el/xt t) avda-

raaia koL t] ^wtj (' I am the resurrection and the life '),

xi. 25, are the theme and centre of this story, then also the

story itself is essentially to be understood from that point

of view. Insomuch as it teaches us something about Jesus,

the evangelist reports it in detail. But Baur is utterly

'' Keim, Oeschiclde Jesu von Nazara, Ziiricli 1867, voL i. p. 131.

^ Compare the previous remarks, vol. i. p. 132 f.

' Gess, Christi Zeugniss von seiner Person unci seinem Werk [Christi Person
tuid Werk nach Christi Selbstzeiujniss, vol. i.], Basel 1870, p. 120.

* Pressense, Jesus Christ, German edition, Halle 1866, p. 400, note.

5 Compare vol. i. p. 132 f., and Luthardt, St. John the Author of the

Fourth Gospel, Edinburgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 212 f.

^ Baur, Kritische Untersuchungen uber die synoptisclcen Evangelien,

Tubingen 1847, p. 192,
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unjustified in using this truth in the service of his view,

so as to conclude from it the unhistorical character of the

narrative.

The Johannean narrative of the raising of Lazarus is

the most essential point of support for the newer criticism

in its critical operations. This criticism thinks it can here

most distinctly look in at the mental workshop of the fourth

evangelist, and disclose most convincingly his manipula-

tions. It stands sure from the outset, for this view, that

the story, although ' touching and grand,' ^ is nevertheless

unhistorical, so that there 'remains no doubt at all'^ of its

spuriousness. The religious treatment and application of it

has always admired its tenderness, and ' emphasized the ful-

ness of the comfort which lies in it.' ^ The criticism named
finds, however, in it 'a series of features,' unnaturalness,

heartlessness, and the like, which must ' most unpleasantly

surprise ' every one.* And while others find that each thing

here knits itself into the other points, and all mutually

explain each other,^ this criticism discovers ' an artificial,

stilted story, and an unnaturally complicated Christology

which confuses man and God.'®

If, however, the narrative be unhistorical, criticism has

no doubt whence it arose. The synoptic fragments con-

cerning the poor Lazarus, concerning the sinful woman who
anoints Jesus' feet, and concerning the two sisters with whom
Jesus stays,—these form the materials out of which this

revelation of the glory of the Logos is woven. It was

already a web of arbitrary notions when Hengstenberg upon

twenty-six pages ^ spun out an entire romance, according to

which Mary of Bethany, Mary Magdalene, and the sinful

woman in Luke vii. were identical (as this, it is true in

' Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Ziiricli 1872, vol. iii. p. 6S.

' Ibid. vol. iii. p. 71. •

3 See, for example, the fine work by K. W. Eug. Fries, Christus die Aiijer-

steliung unddas Leben, Erlangen 1863.

* Keim, ut supra, vol. iii. p. 70.

^ Compare the thorough treatise hy Gumlich, 'Die Erithsel der Erweckung

Lazari,' Siudien und Kritiken, 1862, pp. 65-110, 248-336.

^ Keim, ut supra, vol. iii. p. 71.

' Hengstenberg, Das Evangdium des heiligen Johannes erldutert, Berlin

1862, vol. ii. pp. 198-22i.
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distinction from the Greek conception, is tlie tradition fixed

in the West, especially by Gregory the Great) ; Lazarus was

identical with the poor Lazarus ; and Martha had married

the rich Pharisee Simon, living in Bethany, and received her

poverty-stricken brother Lazarus into her house, where he

lived on her mercy. But this combination becomes absurd

in the newer criticism, which further joins to it both the

other cases of raising the dead, in order by their help to

prove that the story was a mere product of literary fiction.

Appealing to the comparison in Irenoeus,^ the critics behold

in the raising of Lazarus only a higher development of those

other cases of raising the dead : that of the daughter of

Jairus, in Matthew, occurs upon the bed of death ; that of

the youth at Nain, in Luke, on the way to the grave ; that

of Lazarus, in John, occurs after four days, and from the

grave itself,—the first is to be designated as the positive,

the second as the comparative, and the third as the super-

lative. They then add the parable from Luke about the

poor Lazarus.^ Zeller, Baur, and Strauss urge this view,

Holtzmann^ presses it with particular emphasis, and with

special consideration of the points of contact even in the

expressions.

But it is purely arbitrary to conclude from the climax

want of historical character. Why should there be exactly

four days—why not three, or two, or one ? The four

evidently do not belong to the climax, but stand in an

accidental relation towards it. The story, therefore, does

not permit of entire dissolution into the thought, but con-

tains things indifferent for it, and thus doubtless historical

points. As for those combinations, the pomts of contact

cited are rather so many points of difference. Saying

' Irenseus, Adversus Hcereses, V. xiii. 1 ; ed. Stieren,' Leipzig 1853, vol. i.

p. 750 f.

2 Thus even Zeller, Theologische Jahrbucher, Tiibingen 1843, p. 89 ; Baur,

Theologische Jahrhuclier, Tiibingen 1844, p. 408 ; Kritische Ulitersuchungen

uher die kanonischen Evangelien, Tiibingen 1847, pp. 191 f., 249 ; Strauss,

Lebe)i Jesu, 1st ed., Tiibingen 1836, vol. ii. p. 153, and Das Leben Jesu fur
das deutsche Volk hearbeitet, Leipzig 1864, p. 470.

' Holtzmann, ZeitschriftfiirioissenschaftUche Theologie, 1S69, p. 450. See

also Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Ziirich 1867, vol, i. p. 132; 1871,

vol. ii. p. 133; 1872, vol. iii. pp. 66 f., 72 f,, 229.
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nothing of the difference between the sinful woman and

the Mary of Betliany, in whom nothing causes us to see a

' sinner,' let us limit ourselves to Lazarus. Holtzmann

places together tttw^^oo- (' poor '), Luke xvi. 2 0, and

aaOevwv (' sick '), John xi. 1 ; but to be poor and to be sick

are two very different things, and in themselves have

nothing at all in common with each other. The poor

Lazarus has sores, and lies at the door of the rich man

;

this one is dead. Holtzmann mediates this point of com-

parison by saying, that ' leprosy excluded from the society

of the living,' whereas there is nothing to be read of a

leprosy in the case of the poor Lazarus, and he is not ex-

cluded from the society of the living, since otherwise he

would not have lain at the door of the rich man, and

therefore in the city. - And were it so, to be leprous and

to be dead are not the same thing. There, in the parable,

the return of the poor Lazarus is prayed for ; here, a return

occurs—only with the difference that in the former the

return is denied. There, it says : even if the return took

place, they would not believe ; here, on the contrary, xi. 45,
' they believed on him.' And finally, ' the sore-covered

Lazarus of Luke' changes^ into Simon the Leper, Matt.

xxvi. 6, though the two have not the least in the world to

do with each other. That, however, is enough of the single

points. If one mingles the materials of history thus arbi-

trarily, he can finally reach all possible fancies.

Let us turn to the story itself. The first thing is to

settle its point of view.

At x. 18 the evangelist purposely reported the words of

Jesus : i^ovalav e^&) Oetvai avrijv (rrjv yjrv^^v fiov), fcal i^ov-

crlav e%&) ttoXlv Xa^elv avTrjv (' I have power to lay it [my

life] down, and I have power to take it again '). Hence,

when he now proceeds to the account of the historical ful-

filment of these words, he has not himself forgotten them,

and therefore will not fail to lay stress upon the point of

view therein stated, in order to teach us how to understand

from it the history of the issue of Jesus' life. Hence the

whole narrative is evidently so ordered as to make us per-

^ Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Ziiiich 1873, vol. iii. p. 73.
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ceive how freely Jesus went into death ; and that because

salvation should unfold itself even in his death. Now the

blessing of salvation is : Life ; the impartation of life to the

world is the purpose of his devotion of himself, and at the

same time its result is the judgment of those who exclude

themselves from this impartation of life. In consequence,

this future must unfold itself from this free death. All

that is told in the eleventh and twelfth chapters is gazing

into the future. The eleventh chapter first emphasizes the

fact that Jesus in death is life for his own. This is fol-

lowed by the second point, that his death becomes a judg-

ment for the others. Jesus' Bo^a {' glory ') appears iw the

former as well as in the latter. And the raising of Lazarus at

once serves to help us to perceive this. He promised Martha,

on condition of belief, ver. 40, that she should behold the

So^a Tov Oeov (' glory of God ') as peculiar to him, and this

by the fact that in the resurrection of Lazarus he revealed

himseK as life in death.

The contents of the eleventh chapter form a consistent

whole. Upon it follow in the twelfth chapter three events

which clearly are by design placed side by side. And these

are followed by a closing word, both of the evangelist's and

of Jesus'.

XL 1-57.

The Raising.

That which happens to Lazarus is a prophecy in refer-

ence to Christ himself. Both historically and logically this

chapter is composed of three parts— (1) The preparation,

vers. 1-16; (2) The event itself, vers. 17-44; (3) Its

effect, vers. 45-57. The thought of death rules in the

first, the thought of life out of death rules In the second,

and the thought of salvation, which therefore is given to

the world with this death, rules the third.

(1.) Veeses 1-16.

The Preparation.

The evangelist places us in a well-known neighbourhood.
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Verse 1.

]\Iary and Martha are mentioned as well-known persons
;

Bethany is mentioned as ' their ' place, as a thing known
from previous occurrences (compare Luke x. 38); and the

anointing, which nevertheless does not come tiU afterwards

in the twelfth chapter, is presupposed as already known/

Verse 2.

Martha seems to have been the elder ; observe her preced-

ence, vers. 5, 19, 20, and Luke x. 38 ; here, however, Mary
is put first as the better known. Lazarus (exactly, 'EXea-

^apocr,
""JV- ?j Eleazar[us], shortened in the Talmud to "iTJ?^,

Lazar) appears to have been younger than his sisters.

According to an ancient tradition in Epiphanius,' he was

then thirty years old, and lived that much longer. Later,

in 890 A.D., they said they had found his remains on the

island of Cyprus. According to a western legend, he and

Martha went with others to Gaul, to Provence, and preached

the gospel in Massilia.^ The name Lazarus means :
' God

help,' or exactly : whom God helps. Keim ^ uses this mean-

ing as a support for his explanation of the poor Lazarus as

' Judaism maltreated by the earthly powers, by the Herodians

and the Eomans.' It is enough to observe that the poor

Lazarus in Luke is not maltreated by the rich man, but

only ignored ; and in John is, on the contrary, loved. These

are specimens of trifling. Names in Israel had meanings,

and indeed the same meaning in the case of different

bearers of them.

Bethany lay on an eastern outlying hill of the mount of

Olives, fifteen stadia, or forty minutes, south-east from Jeru-

salem. At the present day they show the alleged houses

' Compare Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edin-

burgh, T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 197 f. And for a characterization of the

two sisters, see vol. i. p. 100 if.

* Epiphanius, Contra Hcereses, Ixvi. 34 ; Panaria [corp. Hsereseol., ed.

Oehler, torn, ii.], Berlin 1860, vol. i. part ii. p. 464 [652 b, c].

3 See Winer, Biblisches Eealworterhuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, vol. ii.

p. 10. [Smith, Dictionary of the Bible, sub voce 'Lazarus.'—C. R. G.]

* Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Ziirich 1S72, vol. iii. p. 72.
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of Simon the leper, of Lazarus, etc., and the rock-hewn tomb

of the latter, up to which a flight of twenty-six steps leads

;

the srave is mentioned about 333 A.D. in the Itincrarium

Hicrosolymitanuin {Guide-looh to Jerusalem) ; and Jerome

alludes to a church built over the vault. There is now a

Turkish mosque by the grave.^ Travellers praise the love-

liness of the valley, which is adorned with fig, almond, and

olive trees, and in which on the ascent lies Bethany nestling

amid grain-fields and trees.^ Since it owes its note in

Christian circles to the sisters and their brother, and to the

friendship of the family with the Lord, the evangelist names

it after them, the village of Mary and of Martha her sister.

Keim^ explains the name as 'house of mourning,' ^\^V ri''3;

but n*3y is the feminine of the adjective, and means : poor,

WTetched, but not : lamentation or sad. It is explained

either as ' locus depressionis ' (' place of depression '), owing

to the lowness of the ground on which it lies,—hardly pro-

bable,—or better : V.'''?
^''?, ' locus dactylorum ' (' place of

dates '), more exactly : place where there are dates which do

not come to full ripeness (this occurs as a name of a place

in the Talmud), or even according to the first meaning

:

house of the poor. To-day the name El Azarijeh, from

El Azir = Lazarus, has entirely supplanted the old name.

Keim* sees in the two Bethanys (x. 40, the one on the

Jordan) ' a speaking playfulness.' But in this case the one

on the Jordan must at least have been named

!

Verse 3.

The sisters do not venture to ask Jesus directly. Their

request lies in the message and in the phrase : ivliom thou

lovest,—it is equally modest and confident. '^Oy ^tXela, ' hoc

modestius quam si dicerent : qui te amat, vel : amicus tuns
'

(' whom thou lovest ; this is more modest than to say : who
loves thee, or : thy friend '), Bengel. Jesus takes up this

1 See Eamner, Paldstina, 3d ed., Leipzig 1850, p. 274; and Kobinson,

Palasfma, Halle 1841, voL ii. p. 310 ff.

- See, for example, Furrer, Wanderungen durch Paldstina, Ziiricli 1865,

p. 147.

^ Keim, GeschicJite Jesu von Nazara, Ziiricli 1872, vol. iii. p. 67.

* Keim, ut supra, vol. iii. p. 70.

LUTH. IL 2 C JOHN.
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phrase in yer. 11: Aa^apoa- 6 <f)i\oa rjfiwv ('Lazarus our

friend '). It is therefore important to him. There lies in

it for him a moral demand and a sign of the Father's will,

at the service of which he readily places himself. His

friend's death compels his love to the errand which brought

Him himself unto death.

Verse 4.

Jesus speaks these words, which show his secure con-

sciousness concerning God's will, in the first place to the

disciples, who were frightened at the news, and yet also

before the ears of the messenger, who on his return to the

sisters could give them this statement for their comfort.

He names as God's will, not that death is not the final,

determined aim of this sickness (Trpocr, ' unto,' expression of

destination), but that God shall be glorified in the resurrec-

tion {virep, for, to the advantage of, it serves to further the

ho^a, ' glory,' of God), in that God's Son will be glorified.

Hence we read ha 8o^aa6f} k.t.X. (' that . . . might be

glorified, etc.') as an explanatory nearer definition of the

preceding virep ttjct 86^t](t rod 6eov ('for the glory of God').

' Gloria Dei et gloria Filii Dei, una gloria ' (' the glory of

God and the glory of the Son of God are one glory'),

Bengel.

It does not say that he intends to glorify himself, but

that he will be glorified. Therefore it is not he, but the

Father, who so orders it that the sickness reaches this issue.

Hence we cannot say, with Baur,^ that ' he purposely first

let Lazarus die, in order to be able to raise him ;' so that

we may then take offence at this, and be able to prove in

this way the unhistorical character of the account (similarly

Keim"). For we have not come to know Jesus in the

fourth gospel to be so heartless as, according to Baur and

Keim,^ he is said to appear to be.* He does not ' in cold

blood sacrifice the interests of his friends to his own

^ Baur, Krltische Untersuchungen uber die Icanonisclien Evangelkn,

Tiibingen 1847, p. 193.

- Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Ziiiich 1867, vol. i. p. 132.

3 Keim, ut supra, 1872, vol. iii. p. 70. * See vol, i. p. 83.
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interests,' but lie makes this suffering also serve that highest

aim which all suffering is meant to serve. That the words
'iva So^aa6fj k.tX {' that . . . might be glorified, etc.') are

intended as a designation of the will of God (Bruckner,

against Baur), is taught by vers. 9 and 10, with which the

second circle closes, the circle we now pass over to.

Verse 5.

The evangelist begins again with a remark, which some
have thought they must regard as a supplementary explana-

tion of the third verse (De Wette). But that is certainly

wrong, for with ver. 5 the narrative begins to take a further

step. Ver. 5 leads towards the point, that Jesus after two

days sets out upon the journey. For the contradiction in

which ver. 5 stands with his remaining still two days

beyond Jordan, solves itself in the contrary. It was not

lack of love, but love itself, that Jesus showed, and that for

all the members of the family (/cat . . . kuI, ' felix famiha

'

—'and . . . and, happy family,' Bengel)—the evangelist

here uses dyaTrav purposely, and not the more pathetic

(fiiXeiv used in ver. 3. In that he was to, and intended to,

glorify himself in Lazarus, he prepared for the sisters and
for him a joy w^iich far outweighed the pain of the death.

The two aims are inseparably combined in all God's self-

testification, love toward men and God's honour. Hence
he w^as not detained (see Meyer) by the purpose of exer-

cising the sisters in belief (Olshausen), nor by the weighty

matters of his activity in Perea (Liicke, Tholuck), of which

the text contains nothing. The evangelist did not need to

mention particularly that Jesus in aU this fulfilled the will

of God, He has already taught sufficiently the fact that all

motion of will on the part of Jesus had its inner incite-

ment from that of the Father's will.

Verse 6.

But in another feature he causes us to look at the internal

intercourse of the Son with the Father, In this sixth verse

he intentionally emphasizes—in the words ooa ovv (taking up
again aKovaaa, ver. 4) ijKovaev on daOevel (' when he bad
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heard therefore that he was sick ')—the circumstance that

Jesus had learned only this and nothing further, when

he afterwards says KeKol/xrjrai ('sleepeth'), ver. 11, and

drridavev {' is dead '), ver. 1 4. Tore /xev, turn quidem,

' then indeed,' in contrast to the start afterwards. ' T6t€ tunc,

quamvis aliis videri possit maxima esse properandi causa'

(' then, although to others it might seem as if there were

the greatest reason for hastening '), Bengel.

Thus therefore the two lines stand side by side : the

knowledge and the determination of will (to help Lazarus

at once) which came to him from the human side, and the

knowledge and the determination of will which were im-

parted to him from his internal intercourse with God. He
did what he did, divinely certain and conscious. When,

however, he now, in appearance, withdraws himself from

his activity in his calling to help his friends, we must

remember that it is an errand which is to introduce the

decision of his fate. This stands in the foreground.

Vekse 7.

Jesus expresses his consciousness of this, in that he

eireira fiera tovto (' then after that,' heaped up as in the

classics to make very emphatic that which is temporally

later), turning to his disciples, does not speak of Bethany

and Lazarus, but says : ajcofxev ela rrjv 'lovhaiav iraXtv

(' let us go into Judea again '). These words are not to be

understood as if he had intended to renew an activity there,

which was to begin with this miracle, and which was

frustrated only by the decree of the Sanhedrim, so that in

consequence of the decree he had to give up the plan,

ver. 54. We saw by the closing section of the tenth

chapter that Jesus' activity among the Jews in the preced-

ing sense was at an end. But he wills to go into the land

of unbelief and of hostility, that is, to meet death (similarly

Godet also, against Meyer).

Vekse 8.

The disciples also understand what it means when he

says he wishes to go into Judea again. In memory of the
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disposition which characterizes this land, they mention its

latest outbreak ; vvv, just now, but a very short time ago.

And dost thou intend to go thitJier again ? TldXiv {' again
')

is placed in front emphatically. Baumgarten-Crusius sug-

gests that the danger of which they spoke threatened not

at Bethany, but only at Jerusalem ; but in the first place

Bethany lies quite close enough to Jerusalem, and in the

next place he misunderstands both Jesus' meaning in the

word ''lovhaia (' Judea '), and the disciples' meaning in their

recalling the fact stated. The thing in question is the

disposition of ' the Jews ' in general, which found only one

expression in that single occurrence. But even by this we
are reminded that Jesus now goes to meet death when he

goes into this land.

Verse 9:

If this be correct, then Jesus' answer cannot be directed

against the fear of the disciples in the sense that he called

their attention to the fact that he had nothing to fear so

long as his time lasted (Baumgarten-Crusius, Maier, Meyer),

and that this time was not yet up ; because, though it were

indeed 'jam multa hora, sed tamen adhuc dies' ('already

late, yet it was still day '), Bengel. Meyer says ;
' The time

appointed me by God for working is not yet consumed.

So long as it still lasts, no one can injure me. But when
it is ended, I shall fall into the hands of my enemies, like

one walking at night, who strikes things (stumbles) because

he is without light.' It is true that the tivelve hours in the

day designate the temporal limitation of the work in one's

vocation. The day is intended for the work in one's

vocation.

If any man walk in the day, he offendeth not, that is,

not : no misfortune happens to him (thus Meyer and com-

monly), for in that case the thing spoken of would be passive

and not active,—what he experiences, and not what he does.

Besides, irpoatcoTTTetv means to strike against something.

Matt. iv. 6, in that one makes a false step ; and hence we
find in the New Testament use of language Trpoa-KoTrretv

and irpoa/co/xfia used for ' offending ' and ' offence ' in the
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moral sense. That it is here intended of false steps that

one makes, is proved by the reason given : because he sceth

the light of this world. It is arbitrary to see in this only

an ornament which has no relation to the thought (Meyer).

' The light of this world ' is in the first place the sunlight,

but as the revelation of the will of God, which will directs

us to our work. ' In the light everything must be active

and address itself to its work.' Hence this does not mean
the ' providentia patris respectu Jesu, et providentia Christi

respectu fidelium ' (' providence of the Father in respect to

Jesus, and the providence of Christ in respect to believers,'

Bengel), but the ' voluntas Dei ' (' will of God '). If this

will gives us light, we shall make no false steps. Thus

the disciples are to be assured that Jesus acts rightly in

going to Bethany ; for he follows the will of the Father

who appoints him his calling ; the time of his vocation is

not yet at an end.

Veese 10.

But if a man walk in the night,—which is not given

for working but for resting, and which will come even for

Jesus when the time of his work in his earthly vocation is

at an end, compare ix. 4,

—

he offcndcth, he makes false

steps, for the light is not in him,—it is not merely dark

outside of him, nor is it merely lightless and gloomy in his

conception of his surroundings (Meyer), but ' in him,' that

is, God's will does not illuminate and direct him internally.

It does not say ' coram ' (' before '), or ' in oculis ' (' in his

eyes '), as Grotius and Liicke think, but ' in him ;' still less

does Jesus speak perchance of the purity of his designs and

of his action and the like (De Wette). That would be

much too general if expressed thus, and also would be

against the analogy of the other explanations which Jesus

elsewhere gives his disciples concerning his action. But
he speaks here, as elsewhere, of the fact that he does the

will of his Father, and walks upon the path of the calling

to which the Father hath directed him. Hence these

words are not intended to serve the purpose of calming the

disciples in view of the possible dangers, and of dispelling
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their apprehensions (thus commonly), but rather to justify

Jesus' action, and thus to make the disciples joyful and

comforted.

Verse 11.

This verse opens a new circle, in which the thoughts of

death and life come to definite expression. He said this,

and after that he saitli unto them—with these words the

evangelist separates what follows from what precedes, and

causes us to think of a pause between the two : Lazarus

our friend hath gone to sleep ; hut I go that I may wake

him ; ' our friend '

—

' quanta humanitate ' (' what friendli-

ness '), Bengel. Jesus' knowledge concerning Lazarus is a

direct one. Jesus names death a sleep, as also antiquity

did. But each in a different sense : antiquity, to conceal

the essence of death ; Jesus, to reveal it. Antiquity covers

the horror of death with a euphemism

:

* Das sie am Schmerz, den sie zu trosten

Nicht wusste, mild voriiberfiihrt

:

Erkenn' ich als der Zauber grossten,

Womit uns die Antike riilirt.'

(*I recognise as the greatest of the spells by which antiquity touches us,

the fact that it passes gently by the grief it knew not how to comfort. '

')

When Jesus, on the other hand, designates death as sleep—
' coelesti lingua ' {' in heavenly language,' Bengel), he

does it because the sleeping in death is followed by a waking,

with which even the psalmist comforted himself, Ps. xvii. 15,

but the joyous future of which was to be much more

definitely perceived from Christ's resurrection than was

previously possible. On this occasion Jesus speaks thus

because of the typical awakening which was decreed for

Lazarus. The disciples, however, understand the word of

1 Lenau, Savonarola, 3d ed., Stuttgart and Tiibingen 1849, p. 100. [See

on this point, Miinter, Symholoi ad inierpretationem evangelii Johannis ex

marmoribus et numis, maxime greeds, Copenhagen 1826, pp. 18-23. In

discussing the idea of rest in death, see ver. 13, Miinter cites several Jewish

epitaphs, for example : 7]1j; JJ3 j^nn iniJD) 'May his rest be in the garden

of Eden (paradise) ;' inniJO bv iTin Dl^Ii' i<UN 'May peace come and rest

upon hi^ repose.'—C. E. G.j
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ordinary sleep. This misunderstanding is not so inexpli-

cable as Strauss finds it to be. It has its natural founda-
tion in the fact that—considering not only Jesus' perfectly

definite words in the fourth verse (see also Ebrard/ against

Strauss), and his delay, but also the approaching future of

the kingdom which they expected for themselves as well as

for the other friends of Jesus—they could not think of a
death at all. It does not occur to them, that in case of a
real sleep there could, precisely speaking, be no mention
of going to him to wake him up. The fact that Jesus
knows of this condition of his friend, does not in any way
strike them as singular. Bengel remarks that the disciples

seem to have regarded this sleep as a work of Jesus' assist-

ing love— 'somnum ab Jesu immissum esse Lazaro, ut

eveniret quod prsedixerat ipse, ver. 4
' (' the sleep had been

sent to Lazarus by Jesus, so that what He himself had
predicted in ver. 4 should come to pass'). This is very
likely, and perhaps also has a certain exegetical support in

the first person, Tropevofxai, 'I go,' whereas before, in ver. 7,

it says djco/xev, ' let us go.' If He goes now to do the one
thing. He doubtless also had done the other. These words
contain an emphasizing of his action, and not the goad of

a shaming question as to whether they are unwilling to

accompany him (Stier).

Verse 12.

Zord, if he has gone to sleep, he will he delivered. These
words of the disciples are commonly taken as a dissuading

from the journey, as not necessary under such circumstances

(Calvin :
' libenter banc fugiendi periculi occasionem arripi-

unt,' ' they eagerly seize this chance for escaping the danger;'

Grotius :
' discipuli omni modo quaerunt dominum ab isto

itinere avocare,' ' the disciples seek in every way to dissuade

the Lord from that journey;' Maier, Olshausen, Baum-
garten-Crusius, Briickner, Meyer, Hengstenberg). This is

hardly correct. The disciples had received reply enough

to their hesitation, in the ninth and tenth verses. As little

^ Ebrard, WissenschaftUche Krltlk der evangeliscJien Geschkhie, 3d ed,
Frankfort-on-tlie-Main 1868, p. 619.
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will they have thought that Jesus ' intended to interrupt

this physically beneficial condition ' of their friend (Ebrard).^

Still less did they conceive of it as a jesting word, that He
wished to see Lazarus wake up and find himself so well

(Stier) ! They doubtless understood the words as to waking,

of the completion of the healing begun by Jesus,—with the

sleep,—of the return to full active life, and they rejoiced at

this. So much the more must Jesus' words concerning the

death surprise and astound them, so that in view of this

thought they are not in a position to think at once of the

comforting promise which lay in the former words of Jesus,

and still less to comprehend the joy of Jesus in ver. 15.

Veese 13.

Jesus had intended his words to refer to death : Jesus

spake of his death, hut they thought that he had spoken of

taking rest in sleep.

Verse 14.

He now tells them that plainly : Lazarus is dead.—The

words are sharp and short, and for that very reason make
the hearers tremble.

Verse 15.

And I am gladfor your sakes that I was not there, to the

intent ye may believe. "On ovk k.t.X. (' that . . . not, etc.')

of course depends on %at/o<» (' I am glad '), and the clause

of purpose is thrust in, in order to explain the Bt v/xda-

(' for your sakes '). ' To the intent ye may believe :
' they

did believe already ; but every progress of belief is a higher

entrance on belief; compare ii. 11 (Meyer). Jesus is glad

that he was not in Bethany, and that therefore things have

gone as they have gone. This does indeed imply that if

Jesus had been in Bethany, Lazarus would not have died.

But this would have been less because he could not have

resisted the prayers of the sisters (Maier), than because

death could not have touched his friend in the presence of

^ Ebrard, Wissenscha/iliche Kritik der evangelischen Geschichte, 3d ed.,

Frankfort-on-the-Main 1868, p. 547,
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Him. the personal life. Bengel says :
' cum decoro divino

pulclire congruit, quod prsesente vitse duce nemo unquam
legitur mortuus ' (' it fits beautifully with divine propriety,

that we never read of any one's dying in the presence of

the leader of life '),

It is not only a higher display of Jesus' power (Maier,

Meyer) when he delivers out of death than when he keeps

from death, but much more a display of power better suited

to, and more necessary for, the needs of the disciples, the

securing of their belief for the time towards which he and

they are moving. He therefore is glad, not at the circum-

stance that Lazarus died not in his presence but in his

absence (Paulus), but that it was not given to Him by the

Father to keep him from death, but to raise him from death.

For in this way the disciples can gain belief on Him as the

absolute life, even though He himself shaU now be given

up unto death. This is indeed awaiting him. He will,

however, now address himself to his manifestation of him-

self as the life : nevertheless, let ^is go to him. ' Eo ubi iacet

mortuus ' (' thither where the dead man lies,' Bengel), says

his summons, short, swift, decided.

Verse 16.

The disciples now hear the death and do not notice the

promise of life, and the words dycofxev irpoa avrov {' let us

go to him') sound to them as if they pointed to Hades

(thus also Bengel). For with Lazarus it seems to them as

if all their hopes of the new day which was to dawn upon

Israel, were buried in Hades. Jesus seems to intend or to

be about to follow Lazarus : then they will go with Jesus

(this is what the koI -qjjieicr, ' we also,' refers to, Liicke ; and

of course /xer avrov points, as the repetition of aycofiev, ' let

us go,' shows, to Jesus and not to Lazarus) unto death.

Thus Thomas calls upon the rest to come, not to die by

disease after Lazarus, which would be a singular demand

(Liicke), but with Jesus to despair of this life in the mood

of awaiting death. The evangelist has purposely preserved

these words of Thomas.

They belong to the history of the disciples' development
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in belief. They form a contrast to the confession of Thomas

at the close of the gospel. Thomas, ©cofxda, J<^xn^ is from

C^^, to be double, whence ^i^^, 'twin,' and in consequence

in Greek, AlSv/xoa, Didymus. Here, as at xx. 24, xxi. 2,

the evangelist adds the latter name to explain the Hebrew

name, just as, for example, he interprets Messiah, iv. 25, by

6 Xpia-Toa, ' the Christ,' ' the anointed,' for the sake of the

readers of the gospel. It does not follow from this that the

name Thomas was first given to the apostle by Jesus (Heng-

stenberg). Were that the case, the evangelist would at

some point or other have named his original name, as in

the case of Simon Peter. Yet certainly the thrice repeated

interpretation is somewhat striking. Luke vi. 15, and the

traditional name of this apostle in the church, refute the

conjecture that the apostle was only known to the heathen-

Christian readers by the name of Didymus, or was so

named by the heathen-Christians (Meyer). Therefore the

name carried an important thought for the evangelist. The

Greek readers did not understand the meaning of the name
Thomas, but they did understand the meaning of Didymus.

As the evangelist elsewhere calls attention to the meaning

play of apparent chance in names,^ so does he here. Thomas

is a double person ; none of the disciples is like him : in

the deepest ' little faith ' at the first, and afterwards at the

highest stage of belief ; see the characterization of Thomas."^

These words of Thomas stand at the conclusion of this

section, without being followed by a correcting or some

such statement on the part of Jesus, just as the other words

of Thomas, xx. 28, stand at the close of the gospel. The

book and its issue desire to transfer us into the worshipping

mood of belief; the present section puts us involuntarily

into an elegaic mood : It is right that it should ; the thought

of death predominates in it.

But in contrast with this, Jesus soon places at its side

the other thought, which has found its most precise expres-

sion in e7<Jo elixt r) dvaa-racncr kov rj ^cotj (' I am the resur-

rection and the life'), ver. 25, and its explanation and

pre-representation in the following story.

» Compare ix. 7. ^ See vol. i. pp. S4-86.
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(2.) Veeses 17-44.

The Event itself.

The first scene of the transaction, vers. 1 7-2 7, depicts for

lis Jesus' meeting with Martha; tlie second, vers. 28-38,
his meeting with Mary; and the third, vers. 39-44, shows
US Jesus at the grave, and places him thereby in direct actual
relation to death itself.

The first paragraph, vers. 17-20, draws the general frame
for the historical occurrence which is to be reported. Yet
it is not without its importance for the thing itself, which
is in question, that the single points are placed together.

Verse 17.

Jesus found that Lazarus had already lain in the grave
four days. When did he die ? According to Jewish custom,
the dead were buried on the very day of their death ; but
Jesus remained in Perea for two days after the message
came from the sisters. The question arises, how far distant

Jesus was from Jerusalem or Bethany. Turrer^ reckons
from Jerusalem to Jericho, six hours and a half, and from
Jericho to the Jordan, one hour and forty minutes. Hence
the distance from the in any case not very distant Jordanic
to the Jerusalemitic Bethany, could with difficulty have
amounted to more than nine or ten hours. Even if we
may reckon a day perhaps for the messenger's journey,

Jesus nevertheless will only have arrived at Bethany on
the day following his departure from Perea.

Hence the death of Lazarus occurred soon after the
departure of the messenger and his arrival in the presence
of Jesus. It is not certain whether or not it happened on
the very day of the arrival of the messenger himself at the
place where Jesus was (thus I earlier, Ebrard, Gumlich,
Hengstenberg, Godet). In any case, Jesus did not begin
his journey on the day of the death, and thus spend four

days, even if not full days, upon the journey, for the distance

under no circumstances is so great as that (against Meyer).
^ Furrer, Wanderungm durch Palastina, Zurich 1865, p. 412.
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It was quite natural that the sisters should delay sending

the messenger tiR the danger increased. If Lazarus be

already for the fourth day in the grave, the hope of the

sisters has the more completely disappeared, and the raising

of the dead is the more unexpected and striking. Therefore,

where there seemed to be no more hope, Jesus manifested

himself as Lord of life over death. We are involuntarily

reminded of the mournful words of the two disciples going

to Emmaus, Luke xxiv. 21 : rjiiela rfkirl^oixev, ort avrocr

ia-Tiv 6 fieWav Xvrpovadai rov ^IcrparfK: aXkd <y6 Koi aw
iraaiv tovtolct rpirrjv ravrrjv rjfMepav ajet arjixepov dcf) ov

ravTa iyivero (' we trusted that it had been he which should

have redeemed Israel. And besides all this, to-day is the

third day since these things were done '), hence all hope is

gone. But so it was to be, in order the more incontestably

to prove Him to be the one who He was.

Veese 18.

The next remark as to the nearness of Bethany to Jeru-

salem

—

dirb arahlwv SeKairevre reckons from a reversed

view, at the end of a space of fifteen stadia ^—is intended

to show how easy it was for this occurrence to excite

attention.

Veese 19.

Then follows the third remark, that accordingly many
Jews had gathered together, who could serve as heralds of

the deed.

Upoa racr nrepl MupOav Koi Mapiufi have those Jews

come, that is, to Martha and Mary and their surroundings.

This is not a mere paraphrase of later Greek for Martha

and Mary (T'holuck, Llicke) ; compare against that, Acts xiii.

13. It hardly means the mourning women,^but rather the

female servants of the sisters. These servants are especially

mentioned because it was a male visitor whom they received

• See "Winer, Grammatih des neutestamentlichen SpracJiidioms, § 61. 5,

7tli ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 518 f.

- See Winer, Biblisches Fealworierbuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, voL ii. p.

631 ; sub voce ' Trauer.'
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(Meyer). It is probably also correct to find in this mention

of the servants a sign of the comfortable circumstances of

the family. Those friends had come to testify to their grief

in a Jewish way.

Being expressly designated as e/c tqjv 'lovSalcov (' of the

Jews '), we shall have no right, with Baumgarten-Crusius, to

find that utterly meaningless, particularly in consideration

of utterances like ver. 37. They belonged to the opposition

(Bruckner, Gumlich, Godet, Meyer). But it does not follow

from that, that they intended to use the opportunity to lead

this family back to the path of the ancient orthodox Judaism

(thus Lampe and Lange). They only fulfil the ordinary

duty of condoling with the sisters. Usually this condoling

lasted for seven days, and was connected with all kinds of

formalities; compare, for example. Sir. xxii. 12.^ The

speech which accompanied this is called 'TrapaixvOelaOaL,

' alloqui,' then ' consolari,' ' to address,' then ' to console.'

Evidently the comfort which these Jews had to offer, who
would know nothing of Jesus, is contrasted with that which

Jesus was able to offer.

Verse 20.

Martha, ' now, too, the hostess ' (Meyer), had busied her-

self in and out of the house. The news of Jesus' approach

comes to her, probably by means of a passing Jew who had

overtaken Jesus. Mary remains in the house,—e'/ca^e'^ero,

'sat:' it was the custom to sit while receiving the visits of

condolence,—hence she knows nothing of this, and Martha

is too much excited by the news to think of first sending

word of it to her sister.

Veese 21.

Lord, if tlwu hadst been here (ijcr, the imperfect, here also

not instead of the pluperfect, but to express the conception

of contemporaneity), mi/ brother had not died (ovic av

diredavev, according to the manuscripts, not eTeOvrjKei) : she

receives Jesus with these words. And so does her sister

^ Keil, Handhucli der bihUschen Archuologie, 2d ed., Frankfort-on-the-

Main 1875, p. 573.
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afterwards, ver. 32. We see from this that this thought

had occupied them much, both during the illness and during

the days since the death of their brother (' ex quo colligi

potest, hunc earum fuisse sermonem ante fratris obitum

:

utinam adesset Dominus Jesus,' ' whence we may gather

that this was their speech before the brother's death : Oh
that the Lord Jesus were here !

' Bengel). Therefore it at

once presses forward. The words are not intended as a

reproach (against Liicke and Baumgarten-Crusius), but only

as a complaint, resting upon the certainty of belief.

Verse 22.

And this belief then also breaks forth : / knoio (without

aWd, ' but,' at the beginning, according to the manuscripts),

even now, that whatsoever thou wilt ash of God, God will give

it thee. The sudden presence of Jesus awakens in her the

hasty belief that Jesus even now can stiU bring miraculous

aid. The fact that she thinks of something extraordinary

(Liicke) is, aside from the whole situation, clearly to be

seen in the very repetition of 6 deoa- (' God '). ' Quanquam
mortuus sit, tamen non dubito quin excitare possis ' (' though

he be dead, yet I do not doubt that thou canst raise him '),

Melanchthon.-^ The thought is connected with Jesus' reply

in ver. 4, but it only comes to her now, and ventures to

shape itself into a wish. Yet the wish is too strong for

her to dare to express it directly, so she clothes it in this

more general form, that God hears the prayers of Jesus.

Bengel found the word alrelo-Oac (' to ask '),
' minus

dignum,' ' less worthy.' That is too critical a judgment.

It is true Jesus uses only Siofxai, ipcorco, and 6eX(o of his

own requests which he directs to the Father ; and alreicrOai,

to beg something for oneself, is elsewhere in John only an
expression of human neediness and childlike expectation

towards God (compare John xiv. 13, xv. 7, 16, xvi. 24;
1 John V. 14, 15); yet it fits the situation here, and is

quite natural in Martha's mouth. Jesus also addresses

himself, as we see later, ver. 41 f., praying in spirit unto

the Father, not indeed as elsewhere men do in the airelaOat,

1 Melanchthon, Opera, ed. Halle 1847, vol. xiv, col. 1112.
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for the supply of a need, but yet for the grant of the

revelation of the power that the Father hath given him.
For as in other things, so also in his working, he is condi-

tioned on the Father.^ Meyer observes that Martha's Mes-
sianic view of Jesus does not seem yet to comprise in itself

the belief in his divinity ; at least she has no clear concep-

tion of it, or she would have used irar^p (' Father ') instead

of eeoa {' God '). To this we must reply, that even Jesus'

disciples had and could have no clear conception of his

divinity so long as Jesus was not yet perfected. Only by
the resurrection, the ascension to God, and the pourino- out

of the Spirit, did the higher knowledge dawn upon them.
And yet, therefore, the whole was also contained in the pre-

vious general and indefinite impression. How else could

Martha be impelled to so bold a hope ?

Verse 23.

That this hope, however, vanishes so speedily again, is

due to the form of Jesus' reply: dvaar^aeTai 6 aSeXcbocr

crov (' thy brother shall rise again '). For he speaks of a

future event without putting it into direct relation to him-
self The point that tried their belief, was not merely that

Jesus did not add the time (Bengel), but rather that he did

not speak in the first person. The brevity of the answer
contains the affirmation. Jesus does not speak of the

future resurrection at the last day, nor even ' especially ' of

it (Hengstenberg), but of the one at hand, which he has in

mind. Yet for pedagogical reasons touching their belief,

he speaks of this designedly in such a form of expression

that Martha could understand the words in another way,

namely, only as a comforting allusion to the future (com-

pare Meyer). Nor does Martha find in Jesus' words a

granting of her hope. Instead of the ' yes,' she hears a ' no.'

Verse 24.

Hence her reply is not intended inquiringly (De Wette),

but mournfully, in the fullest sense. She knows that quite

well ; but how- does that help her now ? This passage has

' Beyschlag, Die Christologie des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 71 f.
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been called a classical one 'for the existence of such a

popular conception of the resurrection at the last day

'

(Baumgarten-Crusius). But this conception is attested

even by Dan. xii. 2 and 2 Mace. vii. 9, 14, 23, 36, xii.

43, 44, and formed an essential constituent of the Phari-

saic belief, and therefore also of the ruling view of the

people ; compare Schiirer ^ on this point, and the literature

he cites. But from the very beginning this belief was in-

cluded in the belief in Jehovah, who is indeed a God of

the future, and therefore also of his own, who have entered

into communion with him ; compare Matt, xxii. 3 1 f
^

From that point arose the belief, the more certainly as time

advanced, that the dawn of the day of Jehovah will also

break upon those who dwell in the shadows of Sheol.

When Jesus, in what follows, names himself the resurrec-

tion and the life, the future hope is indeed for Martha's

belief knit to Jesus ; but no more. To her Lazarus still

remained withdrawn beyond Jesus, for she knew of the

latter as in life, of the former as in death. Hence Jesus

must show to her that Lazarus is not lost to Him, that

communion with Him is not destroyed by death, and that

even in this sense also he is the life in death. Hence

Bengel observes justly upon ver. 25: ' non adstrictus ad

futurum ' (' not bound to the future ').

Verses 25, 26.

/ am the resurrection and the life : he that helieveth in me
shall live, even though he were dead : and whosoever liveth and

helieveth in me, shall certainly never die. Jesus is what he

calls himself and what his own believe him to be, abso-

lutely, so that this is not altered by external temporal

changes. Jesus desires to lift Martha's thoughts from the

momentary and the individual to the higher general, con-

stantly existing, essential part of believing certainty {avd<^et

• Schiirer, Lehrbiich der neutestamentlichen Zeitgeschichte, Leipzig 1874, p.

594 f.

^ See also Delitzsch, Biblischer Commentar uher die Fsalmen, Leipzig 1873,

vol. i. pp. 55-58.

LUTH. 11. 2 D JOHN.
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Tov vovv avrrja, ' he leads lier mind upward ' ^), in that he

guides her from her own interests to his person. ' I '

—

this is emphatic (De Wette, Liicke, Meyer, Godet). All

depends upon him and is determined in him. It is the

great ' I am ' of the gospel of John, and at heart also of the

other gospels.^ The present et/it (' I am ') expresses that

which is true of him essentially, and therefore at all times,

now as well as in the future : the resurrection and the life.

As a rule, both statements, dvda-Taata- and ^cdt; (' resur-

rection ' and ' life ') are supposed to be developed in the

two following sentences (Bengel). But only the ^coi] (' life
')

is developed. For the life which he attributes to the

believer even in death is not the future resurrection, but

simply the life in death. Therefore, with ifyco elfit rj dvdu-

racrtcr (' I am the resurrection ') Jesus points back, ver. 24,

to that final dvda-Tao-ca- Q resurrection ') of which Martha

knew. That fact of the future is decreed in his present

person, according to its ability and vocation ; and this

because life essentially dwells in him. Hence ^ai] (' life
')

does not name the consequence of the resurrection (Lticke,

Meyer, Gumlich ^), but the confirmation of the future event,

a confirmation Ipng in Jesus' person. Because the life,

the essential life, the ^(or) alcovioa- (' eternal life '), in the

change of tunes is decreed in him, therefore is the future

resurrection also connected with him.

Martha now is to hold fast to this essential point, that

he who by iriaria- (' belief ') has entered into communion

with Him, has in consequence also entered into communion

with life itself, so that therefore the believer, kuv diroOdvri,

even though dead, has not fallen from life. And, in ver.

26, now stiU rising: Tracr (Bengel : 'hoc, versu 25 non

adhibitum, ad maiora sermonem profert,' ' this, not used in

ver. 25, directs the discourse to greater things'), every one,

among the living, who believes, need not fear falling into

1 Euthymius Zigabenus, Commentarius in quatuor Evangelia graece et

latine, ed. Matthaei, Leipzig 1792, vol. iii. p. 405.

^ Compare Luthardt, St. John the Author of the Fourth Gospel, Edinburgh,

T. and T. Clark, 1875, p. 237 fF. ; and see vol. i. p. 237.

3 Gumlich, Studkn und Kritiken, 1862, p. IOC.
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the power of death : ov fir) airoOavrj (' shall not die '),—the

double negative strengthening the denial of death,—and

that ela rov alwva, ' for all eternity.' As a matter of

course, in %r]<yeTai ('shall live'), ver. 25, Jesus speaks at

first of the internal spiritual life of the person, not of the

bodily life. Bengel's supplying ' etiam corpore,' ' even in

the body,' is arbitrary. It is true that avacnriaeTai (' shall

rise ') is the consequence of this, but it is only the conse-

quence. On the other hand, the following ^wv (' that liveth'),

ver. 26, is just as unquestionably to be understood of the

bodily life, and not, as is beyond question for Stier,^ of the

spiritual life ; were Stier's view correct, the position of ^wv

and TTiaTevcav (' believeth ') would have to be the reverse of

what it is. The preceding ^riaerai (' shall live ') is not

intended to be taken up again, but the contrast to kuv

airoOdvrj is to be named, and t^oiv and ov /jlt) aTroOavrj are

then, in the change of their meanings, related to each other as

previously were kuv aTroOavrj and ^tja-eraL. The necessity of

this analogy refutes all the objections of Olshausen and Stier.

Jesus had testified to himself as the life of the future

and as the life in the present, the former also according

to the natural life, the latter at least according to the per-

sonal life. The raising of Lazarus was intended to prove

this. For if Jesus has power to call back the soul which

has already fallen into the realm of Hades, this is a proof

that even there it is not lost to him, that even there it is

still in communion with him the life. Therefore, whoso-

ever by belief has entered into personal fellowship of life

with him, has life even in death as to his person, and in

that has at the same time a pledge of the new life for which

his death-subjected nature may hope. If, moreover, the

presence and power of life be in Jesus in such a compre-

hensive sense, it may at once be seen therefrom what is to

be believed of and hoped for in him when he himself shall

be given up unto death. This his disciples were to learn

in general from this occurrence, for the speedily approach-

ing time when they could use this knowledge.

Jesus thus made a demand on Martha's belief, namely,

^ Stier, Beden Jesu, 3d ed., Leipzig 1878, vol. v. p. 28.
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that she should cleave, not to the visible, but to the essen-

tial^ which lies behind the visible, and from that point be

assured of the future. Hence he turns to her with the

urgent question : Believcst thou this ? This direct tiirn can

and is intended to be at the same time a help for her belief.

And Martha answers the question affirmatively.

Verse 27.

Martha had not indeed understood that conclusion in

reference to Jesus himself, or the near-lying hope in refer-

ence to her brother
;
yet she had understood the statement

touching the life mediated by him even in death, and she

acknowledged her belief in it : Tea, Lord. By this she

af&rms, in the first place, her belief on the word of Jesus

which she had just heard. This vol Kvpie ('yea, Lord')

refers to Jesus' question, and is not developed in what

follows, so that what follows contains the answer (against

Godet) ; but what follows confirms her yea. She believes

that Jesus is the resurrection and the life ; for she believes

that Jesus is the Messiah. Both, moreover, are so in-

wardly connected that she has recognised the former as a

point lying in and given with the latter. Hence it is not

at heart a new belief; but this new point merely springs

forth from her previous belief. It is not without reason

that she says ireirlaTevKa : / have—not now (thus Bengel),

but when she united herself to Jesus in belief—won belief,

and now believe that thou art the Christ, the Son of God, which

should come into the world.

She designates him as the fulfilment of Israel, 6 XpLo-roa-

('the Christ'), as the completion of aU divine revelation

and communion (6 vloa rov deov, ' the Son of God'), and as

the salvation and expectation of the whole world (o elcr tou

Koaixov ep')(pixevoa, ' which should come into the world ').

It is true that Martha does not mean ' Son of God ' at first

in the Johannean complete sense, but in the theocratical

sense. Yet in that she at all finds it necessary to add this

second definition to 6 Xpca-roa; she shows that o Xpiarocr

is not enough for her, but that she desires to say a further

thing of Christ : his personal relation to God. The third
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phrase, again, is an independent nearer definition of both

the former ones. 'O ipxc/J^evocr {' which should come ') is

present, but used in the future meaning, which it has in

this expression : N'3n^ the coming one, that is, he who will

and shall come.—She does not intend to say by this ' that

she expects the Messianic appearance as close at hand'

(Meyer), but Jesus is to her indeed 6 ip-x^o/xevoa; the one

who is to come, and who now is there. It is the well-

known o epxpiievoa- ; compare Matt. xi. 3 ; Luke vii. 19, 20
;

in John vi. 1 4 it is, as here, put with eia rov koctimov.

With this she closes the confession. All that can be

believed and known of Jesus is included in this threefold

statement, which looks towards the three possible sides, to

the history of salvation, to the fellowship of salvation,

and to the need and hope of salvation. We might say

:

the first names the theme of Matthew's gospel, the third the

theme of Luke's gospel, and the second the theme of John's

gospel. And that which, in the higher combination of the

scattered points, is the theme of the fourth gospel, is in direct

generality and unity, the theme also of the second gospel.

She desired to confess her belief in Jesus in a complete,

comprehensive manner, so as at the same time by this full

joyful confession to show how certain it now also is to her

that with Jesus is given life in death. By no means did

she hastily try to end the conversation, which had taken a

turn that went too high for her.^

Verse 28.

After these words she went away and called her sister.

It is not said that Jesus sent her to bring her sister. But

that follows naturally from <^covel ae (' calleth for thee ')

;

thus most commentators, against Briickner. Jesus had not

replied to her confession. He had for the present led

Martha far enough. Now, he wished to speak to her sister.

Her calling her sister secretly is commonly said to be

because of the hostile Jews (Lampe, Baumgarten-Crusius,

Meyer, Gumlich). Perhaps it was in order to save her

sister the troublesome witnesses of the first meeting, and

1 See vol. i. p. 101 f.
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of the new outburst of grief. The teaclier is there, and calls

thee. She does not say this ' quo celerius Mariam excitaret

'

(' in order to urge Mary more swiftly '), Bengeh Mary did

not need that. This announcement was indeed a matter of

course. She calls Jesus 6 BiSda-KoXoa- (' the teacher ') :
' ita

solebant inter se loqui de Jesu ' (' thus they were accustomed

to speak of Jesus among themselves/ Bengel) ; for to them he

had entered upon the place of the other masters of Israel

;

compare xx. 16. As we see, the friendship between Jesus

and them was based on the relation of teacher and scholar.

Veese 29.

We have in the last words entered upon the second

scene. Mary rose quickly to go to Jesus : As soon as she

heard that

Veese 30.

For Jesus still (en, with X B C) remained at the place

where Martha had met him. This was certainly not in

order to be in the neighbourhood of the grave (Olshausen,

Hengstenberg), the situation of which he did not know;

compare ver. 34. The reason for it is the same as the

reason for the XdOpa ('secretly') in ver. 28. He does not

wish to have any disturbing witnesses of the first meet-

ing with Mary (Meyer, Gumlich, Godet).

Veese 31.

He does not indeed succeed in that. It is stated twice,

ver. 29 and ver. 31, that she rose quickly and went forth.

This is intended to hint at the violent movement of her

feelings, which now also hastened her steps. The Jews

ascribed it to a renewed violent emotion of grief (Bo^avrea;

' thinking,' with S B C L), and, according to the custom,

hurried after her in order also at the grave to come to her

aid with words of comfort. This alludes to the contrast

with such comfort, offered in that which follows.

Veese 32.

By the greater circumstantiality with which the emotion
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is here described, the narrative permits us to see how much
more violent the emotion of soul and the strength of the

grief was in her case than in that of her sister. And this

expresses itself likewise in the conduct of Mary. The

very first words : Then when Mary came ivhere Jesus tvas, as

she saw him, are designedly thus chosen ; and the following

words : she fell doivn at his feet (clvtov irpoa- rova irohaa,

according to the manuscripts), show the violence of her

painful emotion of grief. The words with which she

addressed Jesus are the same complaint as that in her

sister's first words ; only that, perhaps, it is not entirely a

matter of indifference that in her address fxov (' my
')

pre-

cedes, whereas in ver. 21 it follows dSeXcpoa ('brother'):

my (emphatic) brother had not died. This occurs often in

the New Testament, compare, for example, xiii. 6, and also

elsewhere in Greek. By it the personal reference receives

a stronger accent, corresponding to the individuality of

Mary.

It is meant, as before, that in Jesus' presence death

would have had no power over her brother, which makes

her grieve at the very fact that Jesus could not have been

present. But while Martha lifts herself from the grief, not

merely to further conversation, but also to believing confi-

dence and to the consolation of belief, Mary remains entirely

in the realm of grief. She can bring no further word

over her lips : her feelings can only find relief in tears.

But by the very fact that he speaks no word of comfort to

her, he calls her attention to his action. From the latter

shall she then draw that knowledge of his essence which

he gave to her sister at the very beginning, in order thereby

to lead her to the understanding of his confirmatory action.

Therefore Jesus is silent purposely, but not on account of

the troublesome Jews (Meyer).

Verse 33.

Her woe, and the mourning tokens of the accompanying

Jews, drew Jesus into a series of emotions, the order of

and the single expressions for which have always been

regarded as especially difficult to be understood.
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We hold fast above all to the certain point that ifi^pi-

fiaaOai is always the expression only for indignation and

angry emotion : 'infremo, vehementer irascor vel indignor ;'^

compare the detailed linguistic and literary proofs in Gum-
lich.^ BpL/xdof/,at, from ySpe/iw, ' fremo/ expresses by way of

imitation of the sound the low trembling tone of growling,

of roaring, that proceeds from an object inwardly excited.

Thence comes ifji/SpL/jbdofiai, ' to breathe heavily,' exactly

(Aeschylus^) and inexactly (Lucian'*) ; hence Suidas : ifx/3pi-

fiuTai,, fjiCTO, avTTjpoTrjToo- eTTLTi/jba' ifijSpifxrjcrai, fier opyrja

\a\fj(Tai {' he reproves with severity :
'

' to speak in anger ')

;

thus also the Septuagint and the ancient versions. It has

the same meaning in the five passages of the New Testa-

ment in which it is used, three times with, twice without

Tivt (object), four times of Jesus and once of the disciples

as a strengthening of the usual eViTi/xay ; besides here and

ver. 38, in Matt. ix. 30, Mark i. 43, xiv. 5. Thus it is

here an expression for violent indignation and anger;

Vulgate :
' infrenmit spiritu ;

' Luther : he chafed in his

spirit. Thus also all the Greek commentators explain it,

as for example, Origen, Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia,

Theodoret, and Theophylact; likewise the most of the

earlier and later exegetes : Augustine, Nicolas de Lyra,

Erasmus, Melanchthon, and the entire body of the exegetes

of the Lutheran church ; and, moreover, Lampe, Kuinoel,

Strauss, Baur, Kostlin in his Lelirbegriff, Hilgenfeld,

Stier, Ebrard, Besser, Meyer, Bruckner, Godet. Exactly it

is : he groaned with anger within himself Hence it is

neither here nor in ver. 38 to be understood of a strong

emotion or of a violent convulsion of grief (thus Calvin,

Olshausen, Maier, Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius) ; nor is it to

be considered as ' a grief that approaches indignation ' (De

Wette, Tholuck, Ewald).

This indignation, since i/ju^pi/jidofiaL as a rule names one

'Grimm's edition of: WilJcii Clavis N. T. philologica, Leipzig 1862-

1868.

2 Gumlich, Sludien und Kritiken, 1862, pp. 260-269.

' Aeschylus, 'Etto. i-r) Brif^acr, line 457, ed. Blomfield, Leipzig 1823, p. 45.

* Lucianus Samosatensis, Memppiis seu Necyomanlia, 20 ; Opera, ed.

Jacobitz, Leipzig 1870, vol. i. p. 203 [484].
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who expresses himself, is designated by rw •jrvev[xarL ('in

the spirit '), as one limited to the internality of the emotion

of soul ; compare ver. 38, iv eavTa> ('in himself), and for

this meaning of Trvevfia ('spirit'), for example, xiii. 21.

This latter passage also shows how the dative tw TrvevfiaTi,

is to be understood. It is the same dative of reference as

in the beatitudes, Matt. v. 3, 8, which gives the sphere in

reference to which something occurs.-^ It is therefore not

a designation of the object at which he was angry ; so that

it should designate the human emotion which seized upon

him, and concerning which Jesus was angry according to

his divine being, because the human feeling threatened to

tear away the human person from its fellowship with the

Logos, ' so that his divinity is angry at his moved humanity,

and holds it together convulsively ' (thus following the

example of Origen, Chrysostom, Euthymius ; among later

scholars, especially Hilgenfeld repeatedly).^ Such a view,

however, is opposed not only by the parallel of iv eavrw,

ver. 3 8, but also by the notion of the Trvevfia, which is not

a passive object of determination, like yjrvxv C soul '), but

the active, determining power of the internal life: vi, 63,

TO TTvevfid earIV to ^wottolovv ('it is the spirit that

quickeneth
') ; compare Hofmann^ and Delitzsch.^ As

little does ro irvevfia designate the divine nature of Christ

or the Logos (Zeller, Kostlin^), or the Holy Ghost (Cyril,

Theophylact), so that he ' by means ' of it (tc3 irvevfiarc= rfj

BvvdfjLei 70V dyiov irvev/xaroa) was angry at his human
sympathy.

The correct conception of tw TrvevfiaTt finds its corre-

spondent in irdpa^ev eavrov, he troubled himself, not merely :

he troubled himself (Luther, Calov), and not : he let him-

self be troubled (De Wette), or in the sense of irapd^dv

* Compare "Winer, Grammatih des neutestamentUchen Spracliidioms, § 31.

6 a, Uh. ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 202.

* Hilgenfeld, Die Evangelien, Leipzig 1854, p. 296 ; Historisch-kritische

Einleitung in das Neue Testament, Leipzig 1875, p. 709.

* Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, 2d ed., Nordlingen 1857, vol. i. p. 294.

*Delitzsch, Biblische Psychologie, 2d ed., Leipzig 1861, p. 96.

* Kostlin, Der Lehrbegriff des Evangelium und der Briefe Johannis,
Berlin 1843, p. 141,
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('he was troubled '), xiii. 21, but with intentional emphasis

upon the personal activity on the part of Jesus. The

reflexive does not intend merely to reproduce figuratively the

view, so that the reader may at once see how Jesus shakes

himself and shivers (Meyer) ; the expression would be too

stroncr and too strikmg for that. In other cases it is

always said of Jesus passively : rerdpaKTai, xii. 2 7, or

irapd'^Or}, xiii. 21, and therefore the striking choice of the

active must have been specially intended. It is true that

eavTov ('himself') does not mean to limit the convulsion

to the soul of Jesus (thus I earlier, and also Briickner), but

comprehends the whole man inwardly and outwardly.

Doubtless, however, the expression desires to designate

the emotion as one that did not come upon Jesus, but

which came forth from his innermost soul, so that the

activity and the clear consciousness of Jesus remained intact

(thus also Augustine, Bruckner, Ebrard, Gumlich). Hence

Bengel's words are correct :
' affectus Jesu non fuere pas-

siones, sed voluntarise commotiones, quas plane in sua

potestate habebat: et hsec turbatio fuit plena ordinis et

rationis summte ' (' the affections of Jesus were not pas-

sions, but voluntary commotions which he had entirely in

his power ; and this disturbance was full of order and of

the highest reason ').

What excited this violent convulsion of anger in Jesus ?

Before this (wo- elhev, ' when he saw ') the mournful words

of Mary are named, and then her tears ; and in contrast

therewith, the weeping of the Jews. It must therefore

stand in connection with these things. We have already

seen that Jesus was not angry at his own emotion. Indeed,

nothing is said about that before, and, moreover, he after-

wards weeps.

Should it have been Mary's tears as a sign of unbelief

(Lampe) ? Or the therein revealed failure of his friends to

know him, which want of knowledge combined itself with

the wickedness of his enemies (Bruckner) ? That presup-

poses that Mary's address to Jesus was a reproach

(Briickner). We have convinced ourselves, however, that

this is not the case. Was the cause the unbelief of the
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Jews ? (Thus Kling.^) Or was it that of both ? (Thus

Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, Keim, and Strauss.^)

But tears are not signs of unbelief; they are the involun-

tary utterance of the natural feeling of grief. Or was it

the hypocritical tears of the Jews in contrast with the tears

of Mary that moved him so much ? (Thus Meyer.) For

this, in my opinion, the violent convulsion of Jesus is too

strons. Under such circumstances it would have been

correct to speak of a being angry or the like, but not of

such an internal convulsion. In that case we should have

to assume a mingled feeling, and so save ourselves the more

definite psychological explanation.

But as this, too, is not permissible if any other explana-

tion still remains, the explanation will have to cleave to

the course of the old method of understanding it, which

found here an anger on the part of Jesus at death and its

power. Thus say Theodore of Mopsuestia, Augustine,

Lyra :
' iste enim fremitus Christ! procedebat ex indigna-

tione eius contra diabolum, per cuius suggestionem mors

intravit in mundum, quem erat cito debellaturus,' ' for this

groaning on the part of Christ proceeded from his indigna-

tion at the devil, by whose suggestion death entered into

the world, and whom He was about to overcome,' ^ Eras-

mus, Calvin, Cornelius a Lapide; most Lutheran com-

mentators, as Calov, Ebrard, Olshausen, Besser, Gumlich,

and also Kahnis *—
' there the unnatural character of death

convulsed him the prince of life.' But it was not in a

presentiment of his death, with which he should pay the

penalty for the help he was here about to bring (Godet),

—

this seems to me artificial and unpsychological,—but it was

that death, and he who has the power of death, should

possess and exercise such power, and be able to cause

such suffering. It is the most human sympathy, but in

' Kling, Studien und Kritiken, 1836, p. 674.

^ Strauss, Das Lebcn Jesu filr das deutsche Volk bearbeiief, Leipzig 18G4,

p. 474.

^ Lyra {Postilla in libros Novi Testamenti, printed by Koberger at

Nuremberg 1487) sheet q, fol. ii. A. a.

* Kahnis, Die lutherische Dogmatik Mstorisch-geneiisch dargestelU, Leipzig

1861, voL i. p. 504.
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the shape of anger against this power of opposition to life,

this power which in all its convulsing strength here met
him at the threshold of his own death.

It need not be said that he knew it before. For the

effect of the veritable event before which we stand is quite

different from that of the mere knowledge of it. But his

internal anger is a threatening of this hostile power : he

arms himself to war upon the enemy, who came to meet

him in Lazarus' death. Cornelius a Lapide observes :
' se

vicit et Lazarum suscitare voluit, qui fuit actus heroicae

fortitudinis, quern hoc fremitu patefecit. Sic milites

instante prcelio fremunt et iras excitant acuuntque ad

instantem pugnam arduam et periculosam ; ira enim est

cos virtutis et fortitudinis ' (' he conquered himself, and he

determined to raise Lazarus ; an act of heroic fortitude,

revealed in this groaning. Thus soldiers, when a battle is

at hand, rage and excite their anger, and sharpen them-

selves for the arduous and dangerous conflict about to

begin ; for anger is the heart of virtue and fortitude ')}

Verse 34.

Jesus asks for the grave of Lazarus. This was not for

effect, as for centuries the churchly exegetes have said, and

is not to be explained upon the basis of the hypostatic

union (' unio hypostatica '). The brevity of the question :

Where have ye laid him ? with the tone of decision, is at

the same time occasioned by the sympathy which at this

moment prevents his using many words. But the short

answer : Zor^, come and see, short because of grief, draws

him, too, into the circle of the grief, and brings the feeling

of grief to expression. Even in the previous indignation

lay included the internal sympathy.

Verse 35.

Jesus we^t. This is the third short phrase of the evan-

gelist, the shortest verse, but just because of its brevity it

is of the greatest, the most moving power. Hence also the

'Cornelius a Lapide, Commentarius in Evangellum JoJiannis [Commentarius

in Evangdia, vol. ii.J, Antwerp 1660, p. 420, A. a.
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evangelist has made it stand clearly by itself, without

placing it in connection with what precedes or with what

follows, by particles. ' Lacrymatus est, non ploravit ' ('he shed

tears, he did not cry aloud '), Bengel. Jesus knew well that

He would raise the dead man. But nevertheless that did not

prevent his death from being a matter of grief. This is the

human part of Jesus, that even his feelings were determined

by the present, and stood under the influence of the instant.

To this is to be added the fact that the fate of Lazarus had

for Jesus a more general meaning, and was a reminder of the

entire activity of the prince of death (compare Gumlich).

He weeps, not at the future judgment of Israel, as in

Luke xix. 41 ff. at the sight of Jerusalem (against Strauss^),

but at the judgment then present ; that was, however, the

suffering of death. As in Gethsemane and onwards from it

he entered with his feelings into human death-suffering, so

here he enters in human death-grief. Heb. ii. 1 7 f. recalls

the fact also that he who was to help must have above all

a feeling for the suffering out of which he was to afford

help. Hence Hilgenfeld^ is entirely right when, in the

face of other representations of the Tubingen school (Zeller

and Kostlin), he emphasizes the point that the passage

before us not merely demands the assumption of a mere

human corporality on the part of Christ, but also proves
^

the reality of a human person, which, as he expresses it,

was united with the Logos. Keim,^ however, without the

least reason, finds the tears ' unnatural.' Jesus ' was not

ashamed of tears ' (Besser).

Verse 36.

His tears were not understood by all. Some, indeed,

saw therein a sign of his love for Lazarus : ttwo- i(f>l\€t

(' how he loved '), in the imperfect, because referred to the

time at which Lazarus still lived.

1 Strauss, Das Lehen JesufiXr das deutsche Volk bearbeitet, Leipzig 1864.

* Hilgenfeld, Das Evangel'mm und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehr-

begriff dargestelU, Halle 1849, p. 226 ff.

3 Hilgenfeld, ibid. p. 260 f.

* Keim, Geschichte Jesu von l^azara, Ziiiich 1872, vol. iii. p. 71.
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Verse 37.

When others of the Jews opposed to these : Could not

this man, who opened the eyes of the Mind, have caused that

even this man should not have died? they thereby show

evidently an internal position contrasted to that of the former

speakers. Hence this cannot be an expression of good-will,

which rested on a very strong belief in Jesus' miraculous

power, as Gumlich ^ tries to prove, and as Llicke, Tholuck,

De Wette, Bruckner, and Hengstenberg more or less decid-

edly conceive it. It must be spoken from a contrasted

internal posture, and therefore be meant in ill-will. Thus

the most of the older commentators, as Chrysostom, Theo-

phylact, Calvin, Bengel, also Meyer and Godet. But they

do not deny his power (thus Meyer), for the words of these

ill-willed people are a reply to i<j)iX-€c {' he loved '). Hence

they deny Jesus' love. To them the tears are a sign of

his impotence. Now it is too late. But he could have

helped at an earlier period, if he had wished to. Why did

he not come earlier ? They appeal to the healing of the

blind man. According to that explanation of Meyer's, they

would deny this healing. We have no right to make such

an assumption. They argue from the healing as a fact.

How it may really have come to pass they leave imdiscussed
;

for the people, the fact stood firm. Could he do that, he

could also do this, namely, he could have kept Lazarus

from death. Therefore he did not wish to. His tears thus

seem to them hypocritical.

This, then, is the form of unbelief now, that denies not

the power, but the love of Jesus. It could go no further.

For if anytliing was proved through the whole life of Jesus,

it was his love, ever ready to bear help. It is quite natural

that the Jews should recall the healing of the blind and

not the Galilean miracles (Strauss). The former had occurred

but a short time before at Jerusalem, and had excited great

attention. The Galilean miracles lay further from their

circle of vision and from their knowledge, and might well

also be problematical. This, therefore, in the mouth of

* Gumlich, Stucticn und Kritiken, 1862, pp. 297-307.
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the Jerusalemites is directly a sign of historical truth

(Briickner).

Verse 38.

Jesus again groaned within himself. This new groaning

is called forth by such failure to recognise his love : ovv

(' therefore ') shows this. The explanation which conceives

of the last speech of the Jews as a word of good-will

and of helief (as Gumlich and the rest), must make the

groaning of Jesus come in without any reason. But the

groaning is evidently called forth by the ill-willed words of

the Jews. It does not, however, exhaust itself upon them

(thus commonly), but passes beyond them again to him

who knew how to misuse the death of Lazarus for such a

misinterpretation of Jesus' loving disposition. The indigna-

tion had led Jesus forth from the sphere of the overpower-

ing feeling of grief, so that he now stood over the thing

itself. In such a mood of anger against his opponents he

goes to the grave with the sure step of certain victory.

With this we are led to the third scene.

In the first place, the grave is briefly described, as far as

was necessary to be able to understand the words of Jesus

now to be cited. It was a rock-tomb {cnrrjXaLov, cave),

such as the richer men had/ perhaps also with an entrance

or an outer hall, and with different passages or rooms. It

is hardly possible to decide whether it was hewn in the

rock horizontally or perpendicularly. What follows does

not speak necessarily for the former (against Liicke, De
Wette). Yet it may at any rate not be improbable, and

67rt (' upon '), as is well known, permits us to think of the

stone as resting against the rock, and therefore as upright.

As to the place now designated as Lazarus' grave, see above.

Ela- TO fivrjfxeiov does not mean ' into,' but ' unto ' the grave.

Verse 39.

"Apare rov \l6ov, Take ye away the stone; Jesus commands,

^Compare Keil, Handhuch der hihllschen Archdologie, 2d eel., Frankfort-

on-the-Main 1875, p. 571 ; and "Winer, Biblisches Eealworterbuch, 3d ed.,

Leipzig 1847, vol. i. p. 4-13 f., sub voce 'Griiber.'
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with the tone of firm determination, as in the question, ver.

34. The words and the execution of them must put all in

suspense and expectation— ' suspensis omnium animis atque

oculis' ('the minds and eyes of all being in suspense'), Tit-

mann ;—only Martha raises an objection : Kvpte, rjhr) o^ec

{' Lord, by this time he stinketh '). It is commonly con-

cluded from this that the usual embalming had not taken

place. The Egyptian custom. Gen. 1. 2 f., 26, laid the body,

even if the brain and bowels were not removed, at least for

seventy days in nitre.'^ In distinction from this, the Jewish

custom consisted only in anointing the dead with costly

oils, xii. 7, and wrapping them up with aromatic spices,

xix. 3 9 ff.^ It is not to be seen why this should here have

been omitted. That they let it wait because they expected

Jesus (thus I earlier), is an arbitrary assumption. It can

in no wise be explained from the hope of the resurrection

by Jesus (thus Hengstenberg), for the sisters did not have

this hope ; Martha only had it in a passing excitement of

belief. But that whole argumentation is arbitrary. Martha

could say this, even if her brother had been embalmed.

It is a delicate feature of the evangelist's, that he adds

to Martha's name the words 'q dSeX<pr) rov rerekevjrjKoroa

(' the sister of him that was dead '). He did not need to

describe her of whom so much had been said but a moment
before. ' Causa horroris maioris notatur, ex natura et neces-

situdine ' (' the reason for the greater horror is noted, from

nature and necessity '), Bengel. She desires to save herself

and Jesus the sight. Hengstenberg's opinion is a forced

one, that she, ' in view of the corruption,' places ' before

Jesus' eyes the greatness of the work which he is upon the

point of executing.' ' She intends by this to make Jesus

confirm his promise anew, and in that way strengthen

her belief.' She does not expect the resurrection ; she had

understood Jesus' words of the essential life, and had con-

tented herself with that. The words added : rerapraloa

1 See Winer, £i6ZiscAes5ea?wor^er&McA, 3d ed., Leipzig 1847, vol. i. p. 307 f.,

sub voce ' Einbalsamiren.

'

2 Keil, Handbuch der hiUischen Archaologie, 2d ed., Frankfort-on-the-

Maiu 1875, p. 571.
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7ap e<TTiv (' for he hath been dead four days '), evidently

characterize the preceding ijSrj o^et (' by this time he

stinketh') as a conclusion drawn by Martha (thus almost

all modern commentators). Strauss/ indeed, conjectures

that there was a * smell of putrefaction ;
' and Keim ^ sees

' rationalism ' in the assumption that there was not any

smell observed. In this case the old painters would have

struck the correct view, who make some of the figures in

their pictures hold their noses and turn away ! And yet

this is opposed both by the express foundation for the words

in the four days, and by the character of the rock-tomb.

It is another question whether Martha's conclusion was

correct (thus also Gumlich, Stier, Hengstenberg) or not.

Stier^ appeals for the probability of her conjecture to the

resurrection at the last day ; but in this he fails to perceive

the difference between that new-creative awakening and the

revivifying of the old mortal body. The process of corrup-

tion might well have been checked from the very beginning

by the working of divine power, for the sake of the

revivifying. We cannot find in Martha's words an ' again

approaching hopelessness ' (De Wette), seeing that she is

here no more hopeless than in ver, 27. The first interest,

that of the bodily resurrection, has retired behind the belief

which she has won, that her brother has not lost the true

life in Christ. But this is combined with lack of belief

that Christ can even now reveal himself as the life in the

natural sphere of men.

Verse 40.

Jesus' words are intended to correct this fault of Martha's.

He promises her the vision of the glory of God if she

believes : that is the condition. The 86^a (' glory') is the

^(01] (' life ') in its realization and appearance in the sphere

of natural life. When, now, Jesus here intends to reveal

his divine life in the sphere of the natural life by the re-

^ Strauss, Das Leben Jesu fur das deutsche Volk hearheltet, I;eipzig 1864,

p. 475.

2 Keim, Gesrhichte Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1872, vol. iii. p. 68, note 1.

3 Stier, Reden Jesu, 3d ed., Leipzig 1873, vol. v. p. 40.

LUTH. II. 2 E JOHN.
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enlivening of his friend, he reveals this life as divine glory.

As such, then, also the life is the object of vision. It is true

that not vers. 25 and 26, but ver. 23 had spoken of this

Bo^a {' glory') as an appearance of the life. But the o-v/r?;

(' shalt see ') is contained in the present of the twenty-fifth

verse, in iyco elfit rj avdcnaa-Lcr (' I am the resurrection ').

He had bidden her believe this too in his question : TriaTeveicr

rovTo {' dost thou believe this ?
'). The fact that Martha

remains silent shows that she resigns herself in will, and

has entered upon a receptive state of expectation. Mary
had so entirely sunk herself in Jesus, that in calm com-

posure she lets herself be led, without excitement of her

own thoughts and doubts.

Yeese 41.

At Jesus' command they took away the stone that closed

the grave. The received text adds (with E G H M, namely,

the manuscripts of the so-called Byzantine recension) : ov rjv

6 redvrjKcba Kelfjcevoa- (' where the dead was laid'). But the

more important manuscripts omit this addition. A and K
add merely ov rjv {' where he was'), but that is evidently no

less an addition. They believed they must at least add

something for a nearer explanation ; but it was unnecessary.

Lifting up his eyes,
—

' avco amovit oculos ab objecto mortali-

tatis, in caelum' (' he cast his eyes upward, away from the

object of mortality, unto heaven'), Beugel,—Jesus expresses

his thanks, not a petition. He had already at an earlier period

addressed himself in prayer to the Father.^ This has been

designated as inadmissible, because it is not expressly said.'"*

But when Jesus begins with ev'^apLo-roi aov otl rjKovcrda- /xou

(' I thank thee that thou hast heard me '), this is thanks for

a hearing which has already taken place, and which has

been inwardly experienced. To explain the words only

from the anticipatory confidence (Hengstenberg), contradicts

the sense of the words. Hence he only speaks the thanks

for this aloud, to show what his relation to the Father is,

^ Compare vol. i. p. 83.

" Literarisches Centralblatt, 1852, No. 46, col. 739. Thus also Hengsten*

berg.
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that it is not only one of dependence, but also of the most

intimate communion.

Verse 42.

Jesus proceeds : that he knew that the Father hears him

always. This he says to prevent the impression that he in

this gives especial thanks, because he has extraordinary

reason for thanking ; on the contrary, he always finds a

hearing, and he knew that before he prepared himself to

ask. He speaks his thanks aloud in this case only in order

by that act to give testimony of his relation to the Father.

At an earlier stage he would doubtless have made that

which he here expresses in prayer the object of a self- wit-

ness in the form of a doctrinal statement. That time is past.

Israel has now only the witness of his appearance in general.

If it be unsuitable that Jesus should cause his intercourse

of communion with the Father to come to view, it is just

as unsuitable on the part of God when he answers aloud

for the sake of the people, xii. 28, 30, a later prayer of

Jesus, xii. 27, 28, and thus on his part causes the inter-

course of communion between him and the Son to come to

view as a testimony to the people. As the doctrinal inter-

course with Israel is here followed by a testimony in prayer,

so in a like manner the later instructions to the disciples

are followed by the great comprehensive testimony in the

high-priestly prayer.

Offence has often been taken at this prayer, and especially

at the 'reflection' in ver. 42. In order to explain 'that

which is not fitting in this turn,' they have attributed the

words to the evangelist, who, ' led by the apologetic interest,'

only ' lent them ' to Jesus (De Wette, also Llicke :
' reflec-

tion of the evangelist'). On going further, they have spoken

of a ' show-prayer' (Weisse), or seeming prayer (Baur), or

finally, of an ' offensive grimace' of an ' actor,' and that too

of an ' awkward one' (Strauss^). But as in the case of Jesus

all must serve his vocation, so also must this appearance of

his internal intercourse of fellowship with the Father.

' Strauss, Das Leben Jesu fur das deutsche Yolk bearheitet, Leipzig 1864,

p. 475 f.
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From this point of view we are freed from the offence

which Keim^ takes at the circumstance that the ' thanking

words of his address rather seek at the hands of men than

of God, which is a breach of the religions reverence due to

God/ and a ' sign of the overstrained dogmatics' of John.

Keim/ indeed, thinks he knows besides ' that Jesus at the

moment of the healings, with quite unimportant exceptions

in poorly accredited accounts, did not pray, and that he
likewise did not direct his disciples to heal with prayer.'

If he contrasts with that the direct confidence, it is in truth

no contrast at all. And if Jesus had the consciousness that

all he did was given him of the Father and took its issue

from him, as this plainly appears in John (for example,

V. 19, 30, compare also Beyschlag^), then this dependent

relation expresses itself even in the prayer, and the single

utterances of it are only manifestations of a thing constantly

repeating itself.

Verse 43.

With a loud voice Jesus called Lazarus out of the srave.

Kpavyd^6Lv (pcovfj fieyaXy (' to cry out with a great voice ')

is purposely heaped up to express the strength of the call.

He had testified to himself as the one who was the resur-

rection. Thus the present preliminary resurrection served

as a prefigurative pledge of the future and final one. Hence
the pre-representation is also to make itself known in the

form. In the loud voice the self-certain power and the

utterance of might over death presents itself. Hence it is

mentioned purposely. Whether or not a contrast be in-

tended to the murmuring of the necromancers, Isa. viii. 1 9,

xxix. 4 (Lampe, Bengel, Stier, Gumlich), is uncertain ; but

in any case the allusion is somewhat distant. Lazarus, come

hither, come out, ' hue foras.' When the dead man at once

comes forth at Jesus' call, the thing is not to be so con-

ceived that Jesus' word should have served only the exter-

nal mediating of the act of God ; it is itself that which

^ Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, Ziirieh 1872, vol. iii. p. 71, note 1.

^ Ibid. 1871, vol. ii. p. 158.

* Beyschlag, Christologie des Neuen Testaments, Berlin 1866, p. 72.
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works. Jesus owes to the Father only the utterance of the

power which dwells within him. And, moreover, it is not

to be thought that Lazarus had been previously raised by a

secret influence, and then was only called forth (Lampe ^).

Jesus called the dead man from death when he calls him

out of the tomb. But He calls him indeed by name, as if

he were not dead, but as if he lived. For those who are

his all live to him, ver. 25, as it is said of those who are

God's, Luke xx. 38.

Verse 44.

The dead man comes forth wound around the hands and

the feet with the bands (Keipiaia),—the narrow strips of

linen, elsewhere called odovta, xix. 40, xx. 5, 6, 7,—and with

the face (97 o'^icr, Eev. i. 1 6, like our ' visage ') shrouded

in the handkerchief (covhapcov, xx. 7),^ thus being in the

complete dress of a corpse (Meyer). It is not necessary to

assume for this a new miracle, a 6av/xa iv davfiart (' miracle

in a miracle
;

' Basil, Greek fathers, Lampe,^ and Stier also,

at least he is not against if*), whether according to the

Egyptian custom the limbs were wrapped separately

(Tholuck, Olshausen, De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Maier),

or, what is more probable, the wrapping was only loose,

and was free enough to make it possible for him to move
(for example, Meyer). It is at least not the evangelist's

design to report a new miracle in these words ; but he

places before our eyes the contrast between the living

person and his death-like appearance. He comes as a living

man and yet appears as a dead man, so that they involun-

tarily feel : it is not ' he ' who has torn himself from the

sleep of death, but it is a foreign power which has only

this moment come upon the dead man, and has snatched

him from the realm of death. The bystanders feel this,

and are astounded. Jesus had to remind them of what

^ Lampe, Commentarius . . . evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam
1726, vol. ii. p. 793.

^ Concerning the treatment of the dead in general, see Winer, Biblisches

EealiDorterbuch, 3d ed., Leipzig 1848, vol. ii. p. 15 1'., sub voce ' Leichen.'

^ Lampe, ut supra, vol. ii. p. 795.

* Stier, Heden Jesu, 3d ed., Leipzig 1873, vol. v. p. 48.
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they have to do : Xvaare avrov k.tX., ' loose him, etc'

They are to make him entirely free from the shroud.

Then first does he step back again into life, free and self-

active.

Jesus has manifested himself as the prince of life, as the

life of the resurrection, which has power over the realm of

death. They are to be certain of this in regard to him.

Perhaps hardly any other gospel narrative has such a

degree of plainness, directness, and internal truth. We
are made sharers in the event, and in the internal emotions

of every single moment. Upon this are wrecked the various

explanations which have been attempted,—not only the

insipid, now discarded, explanation of rationalism, that it

was merely a seeming death (Paulus, Amnion),—but also

the frivolous one of Eenan, according to which Jesus lent

himself to a comedy, which was to serve again to inflame

the waning enthusiasm of his followers,—and as well the

modern view, that we here have to do with a literary pro-

duction which, by combination of the synoptic accounts

of the two other alleged raisings of the dead, and of the

account of the poor Lazarus, made up a miracle ^ that was

intended to surpass all others. The complaints that it is

nnhistorical, unnatural, unpsychological (compare especially

Keim '), have solved themselves for us in the opposite.

The account is directly of the greatest psychological clear-

ness of view and internal truth. The combining of it with

those fragments of synoptic tradition is arbitrary, and the

relation of a climax over against the other two raisings of

the dead is conditioned by the historical situation : Jesus

stood himself at the threshold of death.

If all miracles are a-rj/jbela {' signs ') which are to show us

the meaning of Christ and of his saving calling, the side

upon which and the manner in which the a-rjfieiov (' sign ')

is to cause us to recognise Jesus, is determined in each

case by the historical situation. It is thus determined here

also. It was a sign for the disciples and for Israel ; for us

it has an importance only in connection with the certainty

1 See above, p. 896 ff.

* Keim, Geschkhie Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1872, vol. iii.
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of what Jesus is and did, a certainty which stands firm for

us even without this miracle. Spinoza is said to have

declared :
^ ' que s'il eut pu se persuader la resurrection de

Lazare, il auroit bris6 en pieces tout son systeme, il auroit

embrass^ sans repugnance la foi ordinaire des Chretiens'

(' that if he had been able to persuade himself of the resur-

rection of Lazarus, he would have broken his whole system

to pieces, he would have embraced without repugnance the

ordinary faith of Christians '). But the way to believe is

different from that. The evangelist, moreover, did not

report this story for that purpose. He wrote his gospel, not

for unbelievers, but for believers, so that they should recog-

nise in Jesus the Son of God, who is the life, which shows

itself victorious over death. The miracle in itself alone does

not work this belief ; the origin of belief is a moral process.

Where the corresponding internal moral posture is wanting,

all miracles are useless. This we see throughout in the

gospel ; and it is true here.

(3.) Veeses 45-57.

The Effect.

Verse 45.

The fact was somewhat overpowering for all. The com-

mon view is (Godet also, and I earlier) that two parts of

the Jews are spoken of: the one believed, the other in-

formed on Jesus. But Meyer emphasizes correctly the

fact that it does not say twv iXOovroov (' of those who came
'),

but ol iXOovrea- (' those who came '). It is therefore true

of all the many who came, that they believed. But from

this fact we see what this belief was worth. It was

mediated by the vision of what Jesus did. The circum-

stance that OeaaOai is chosen instead of Ihovrecr, does not

permit us to conclude that their beholding was directed at

the thing itself, which revealed itself in the act of Jesus

' Spinoza, according to Bayle, Dictionnaire historique et critique, 5th ed.,

Amsterdam 1740, vol. iv. p. 264, note (R) sub fine.

[Bayle notes that he was assured that Spinoza used this language to his

friends.—C. R. G.]
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(thus I earlier). It is only intended to lay stress on tlie eye-

witness,which extended to the series of separate events which

they had experienced and seen. Mary is specially named

as the one to whom they had come, because she is particu-

larly prominent in this entire narrative as needing comfort.

Veese 46.

Some, now, of these, not of the Jews in general, but of

these who have become believers, tell the Pharisees what

they had experienced. The Pharisees are designedly

named, that is, not the possessors of power, but the repre-

sentatives of orthodoxy. That offers the explanation of the

design of the impartation. It was not an ill-intentioned

design to denounce Jesus as a Goes, or as a dangerous man
(thus mostly) ; in that case, the ' Jews ' and not the Pharisees

would have been spoken of. Nor was it with a good inten-

tion, namely, of determining the Pharisees also unto belief

(thus especially Meyer) ; for by ' Pharisees ' they are desig-

nated as an authority for the others. But in view of the

want of independence of judgment in religious questions,

which then reigned in lay circles, and of which we have

repeatedly convinced ourselves, they desired to hear from

the authorities how they ought to judge religiously of this

miraculous event, the actuality of which is certain for them,

that is, their Tnareveiv (' believing ').

Verse 47.

The next consequence is a meeting of the Sanhedrim,

At the side of the ' high priests ' the ' Pharisees ' also are

named ; from the latter doubtless proceeded the suggestion,

and from the former the call to the session (a-vviSpiov, thus

here, and not the Sanhedrim itself, which must have had

the article ; this is the only time in John's gospel). At

this session they arrive at that which in substance is the

decisive decree. Hence John relates tliis session in greater

detail. In doing it he has two points of view. On the

one hand, he intends to show how in this the relation of

Israel to Jesus came practically to an end ; and, on the

other hand, how even this action of the Jews must serve
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the saving will of God : it was all meant to occur in this

way, ver. 51 f. The action of men, which as to substance

is rooted in the disposition and in its internal self-deter-

mination, is in utterance taken into the service of higher

purposes.

The former point of view first appears in ver. 47. The

Pharisees called to their support the official power of the

Sanhedrim and of the Sadducees, who were among the

highest dignitaries, solely in order to rid themselves of this

man. The assemblage is in embarrassment. But some-

thing must be done at once : rl 7roiov[xev ; What do we ?

They ask directly in the present, not ri irotrjao^ev ;
' What

shall we do ?' Acts iv. 16. The indicative instead of the

desiderative subjunctive :
' quid faciamus ?

' expresses the

fact that there was not the least doubt that something must

be done.^ They really know very well what should be

done, but they do not wish to speak out their thoughts and

wishes plainly. It seems to me to be more suitable in such

a question not to take ri nroiov^ev on together in the sense

of ' in reference to the fact that ' (De Wette, Liicke), or

* in the case that ' (Baumgarten-Crusius), but to see in otl

K.r.X. the reason for the question expressed in rt Troiovfiev

(thus, for example, Lampe, Meyer) : for this man—con-

temptuously

—

doeth many signs.

It is characteristic that they do not speak of a breach of

the Sabbath or the like, and therefore make the claim of

the law valid against him. By this they confess that all

these reproaches were at heart to them only means to the

end, though at any rate many separate Pharisees may have

taken real offence at these things. The case was different

for the majority. As they are alone, they do not need

these excuses. The thing which now urges them to more

decisive steps is the fact that Jesus does many signs.

That becomes by degrees too offensive for them.^ The last

miracle of Jesus gives them but occasion to decree formally

that which in consequence of the many previous miracles

' Winer, GrammatiJc des neutestamenilichen Sprachidioms, § 41. a. 3, 7th

ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 267.

* Compare vol. i. p. 132 f.
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they had already long ago determined in themselves. It is

the whole action of Jesus that they wish to meet decidedly

upon its course and put an end to. The contrast in the

double TTotelv (' do,' ' doeth ') was doubtless intended by the

evangelist. They desire to overcome his action by their

action, not knowing in the first place that they thereby must

serve God's will, and in the second place that they are them-

selves to be overcome by the arj/xelov 'Icovd tov TrpocjiijTov

(' sign of Jonah the prophet '). Bengel remarks on our

passage :
' citius cedit mors virtuti Christi quam infidelitas

'

('death yields more quickly to the power of Christ than

infidelity does ').

Veese 48.

They sufficiently betray what urges them on by the

words Trdvrea iriarevaovaiv elcr avrov (' all will believe on

him '). It is the loss of the religious dominion over the

people. But they must give themselves an appearance of

another reason. By the hopes which he will excite as the

supposed Messiah, Jesus will call forth insurrectionary

movements ; and that will offer the Eomans an occasion

for destroying the last relic of their independence. 'Apovatv

ri/jL(t)v Kol rov tottov koI to Wvoa (' They shall take away '),

commonly it is said :
' land and people ' (Luther, Bengel

:

' territorium,' ' territory
')

; but tottoo- is too limited for that.

To confine it to the temple (Lampe, De Wette, Baumgarten-

Crusius, Liicke, Maier, Stier, Hengstenberg) is too narrow.

The correct thing is doubtless to understand it of the capital,

the proper (rjH^cov, ' our ') seat of the hierarchy. The fulfil-

ment of the promise is connected with Jerusalem and its

possession. As much more again of the land might be lost,

if only the holy city with the temple remains unto them.

Hence, then, we must remain content with the first mean-

ing of aipeiv, 'to take away' (Meyer; Vulgate: 'tollent');

then afterwards Caiaphas makes an airoXeaat ('to destroy')

out of it (Liicke, De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, following

Euthymius). Yet rjficov does not depend on alpeiv, and is

not a genitive of separation (this is only poetic, in prose it

is with a preposition), but it is made to precede emphati-
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cally : they fear for ' their ' city and nation, that is, for their

dominion over the same. Therefore they do not fear the

destroying vengeance of the Eomans for the temple and

nation (Llicke), but only the loss of their dominion. This

is characteristic of them, and therefore the evangelist cites

it. Moreover, this fear is probably not at all meant in

earnest, since they well knew the manner of Jesus' Messi-

anic appearance. They only mirror it before themselves

(against Meyer). But since they hypocritically played with

such lies, it must needs come to pass that the lies in fact

realized themselves, much more frightfully than they here

lied to themselves. It was, it is true, in consequence of

Messianic hopes and movements, which, however, only formed

themselves, and hurled land and nation to destruction,

because by this decree they had robbed themselves of the

right Messiah and of the Messianic hope itself (compare

Bengel). The evangelist wishes us to think of this fulfil-

ment of the words of the Pharisees which had become

prophetic.

Verse 49.

Caiaphas' heartless determination brings on the decision.

He is purposely designated as the high priest of that year,

ver. 49, ' anno illo memorabili quo moriturus erat Jesus

'

(* that memorable year in which Jesus was about to die,'

Bengel), as is afterwards emphasized in ver. 51, and the

intention is not merely to define the time. Least of all

does this statement proceed from the singular conception

that the office of the high priest changed every year (thus,

after Baur, Strauss, and Scholten; against it, see Keim^).

Not merely ' a Palestinian apostle must have known better

than that,'^ but as well every Gentile Christian who had

but a moderate acquaintance with Jewish circumstances.

The reference to the change, or at least the uncertainty of

the high-priestly office at that time, by which Hengstenberg

explains the expression, does not fit at all for Caiaphas,

1 Keim, Geschichfe Jesu von Nazara, Zurich 1867, vol. i. p. 133.

- Strauss, Das Leben Jesu fur das deutsche Volk bearbeitet, Leipzig 1864,

p. 78.
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who was in office from about a.d, 18 to a.d. 36 (see

Schiirer^).

He places himself in a sharp contrast with the rest by

the opening vixela (' ye '). Single voices may have indeed

urged their opinion in a warning way, Luke xxiii. 51, but

they were certainly altogether isolated, and gave no decided

testimony for Jesus. As a whole, they wished to put an end

to Jesus' activity, but they did not trust themselves to speak

out the decisive word. Caiaphas in a sharp and bitter way
reproaches them for this lack of courage and understanding,

as he interprets it. 'TfMeia, 'you people,' contemptuous,

in the tone of pride which pervades this whole discourse. It

is not passionate (Meyer), but cold intellectual pride ;^ and

it is not to be explained as due to the general roughness of

the Sadducees (thus Hengstenberg, appealing to Josephus,^

and also Godet), but as individual. Ye know nothing, under-

stand nothing, namely, in such questions of policy.

Veese 50.

And ye consider not, do not weigh the fact (Xoyi^eaOe,

N A B, not BLokoyi^^ade, see 2 Cor. x. 11), that policy and

your advantage demand the sacrificing of one to save the

whole. He says : avf^cjiepei, -qiiiv, or v^lv (' it is expedient for

us,' or ' for you ;' the manuscripts are very uncertain as to

the reading) ; therefore he has in view only their interest,

the interest of the rulers (see Lampe*). He turns this

:

jxr] okov TO Wvoa aTTokrjTat, (' and that the whole nation

perish not '), in such a way as if at heart the question was

the welfare of the nation. The evangelist writes a-v/ju^ipec

iva, according to the later usage of cva, instead of the infini-

tive in objective clauses, in which the original reference

of aim is but dimly visible, if it has not entirely dis-

appeared, in so far as such clauses always contain some-

^ Scliiirer, Lehrbuch der neutestamentUchen Zeitgeschichte, Leipzig 1874,

p. 419.
" See vol. i. p. 105.

^ Josephus, De Bello Judaico, II. viii. 14 ; Opera, ed. Bekker, Leipzig

1856, vol. V. p. 153.

* Lampe, Commentarius . . . evangelii secundum Joannem, Amsterdam

1726, vol. ii. p. 807.
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thing desirable and the like (compare Winer,^ against Meyer).

Ela (' one ') and Xaoa (' people ') stand in contrast with

each other. Hence at first Xaoa is chosen (the nation

from the side of multitude, from AAfl, ' comprehendo, com-

plector,' ' to comprehend, to embrace ;' see Grimm ^), and

then after that eOvoa (the people from the side of its unity,

in character and customs). It is to be for the advantage

of the many that the one is to be sacrificed. This and

not substitution is what lies in virep (' for '), as is always

the case. But as to substance the relation is indeed of

such a character, since the entire nation would have had to

experience that which now merely the single one needs to

experience : iva fxr) 6\ov to eOvocr airokrjTat (' that the

whole nation perish not'). Bengel recalls 2 Cor. v. 15

(English version, 14) : ela vTrep irdvTwv arredavev apa oi

iravrea airiOavov (' one died for all : then were all dead ').

Verse 51.

This speech of Caiaphas', which at the same time is a

fully characteristic expression for the meaning of the most

fundamental Christian event, is for this reason the more

worthy of remark for the evangelist, and thus it has become

certain to him that Caiaphas did not clothe his thought in

this prophetic expression without divine ordering. ' Caiphas

cogitat de utilitate politica, sed spiritus prophetiee ita eum
gubernat, ut verbis utatur ad utilitatem spiritualem expri-

mendam idoneis. Caiphas et Pilatus Jesum condemnarunt

:

uterque tamen testimonium a suo ipsorum sensu alienum

perhibuerunt. Caiphas hoc loco de sacerdotali morte Christi,

Pilatus de regno, in titulo crucis ' (' Caiaphas has political

advantage in mind, but the spirit of prophecy so governs

him that he uses words fit for expressing spiritual advan-

tage. Caiaphas and Pilate condemned Jesus : yet each

of them gave a testimony foreign to his own meaning:

Caiaphas, in this place, concerning the priestly death of

^ Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentUchen Sprachidioms, % 44. 8, 7th

ed., Leipzig 1867, p. 314.

- Grimm's edition of Wilkii Clavis iV. T. philolojica, Leipzig 1862-1868,

8uh voce Xxoir.
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Christ ; Pilate, in the title on the cross, concerning the king-

dom of Christ'), Bengel. The high priest was to speak

just such a prophetic word. Most commentators (for ex-

ample, Liicke, Olshausen, Baumgarten-Crusius, De AVette,

Meyer, Maier, Godet) take the words of the evangelist

(ap^tepeuo- ot)v Tov iviavTov eKeivov, ' being high priest that

year') as if he ascribed to the high priest as such the gift

of prophecy, as a remnant of the ancient questioning of

Urim and Thummim, Ex. xxviii. 30; Num. xxvii. 21.

But this had disappeared,^ and the modern high-priesthood

had lost its old splendour.

If, as is unquestionable, the word of Pilate is full of

meaning for the evangelist, without the gift of prophecy

being here bound to the office as such, but God having

merely guided the words of just this official so significantly,

the same thing must hold good of the then officiating high

priest. Thence also, following Lampe's example, Briickner

and Stier have justly protested against the above notion.^

Nothing seems to justify that former view, and least of

all the passage cited from Philo,^ which 'idealizes the

relation' (Meyer). What would then be intended by the

addition of the words : tov ivcavrov eKeivov (' of that year ') ?

Por this is not mechanical either here or at xviii. 13, where

it is repeated, but is emphasized. Therefore he was to speak

these prophetic words, not because he was high priest, but

because he was high priest ' of that year.' Stier* rightly

names it 'a deep irony of the most special providence

for the centre of the world's history, that the perishing

high-priesthood, against the knowledge and will of the

bearer of the office, speaks at the very end concerning the

true atoning offering.' The high priest was to do what

belonged to his office, to present the sacrifice for the people.

He must designate Jesus as such an atoning sacrifice, for

Jesus was to die as such. "Ore before 7]/j,eWev ('should')

' Joseplius, Antiqintates, III. viii. 9 ; Opera, ed. Richter, Leipzig 1826,

vol. i. p. 155 [164-166]; ed. Bekker, Leipzig 1855, vol. 1. p. 163.

* See vol. i. p. 75 f.

3 Philo, De Creatione Prindpum, § 8, Leipzig 1828, p. 161 f. [Mangey,

vol. ii. p. 367].

* Stier, Eeden Jesu, 3d ed., Leipzig 1873, vol. v. p. 52.
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does not mean 'that' (De Wette), or 'in reference to the

fact that' (Meyer). In that case, ver. 52 would not connect

well, since it contains more than Caiaphas had expressed.

Besides, God's decree of the death of Jesus is better named

the reason than the contents of the high priest's unconscious

anticipatory announcement. ' For Jesus, indeed, was to be

the atoning sacrifice for the people, but an atoning sacrifice

the value of which is universal:' thus the evangelist leads

us to the comprehensive statement concerning the mean-

ing of Jesus' death, in ver. 52. In this also the other

point of view is sufficiently designated, for the sake of

which the evangelist reports this decree, namely, to show

that this action of the Jews must serve the saving will of

God. This will, however, was an all-comprehensive one.

Its realization began with Jesus' death.

Veese 52.

Jesus was not to die merely for Israel,

—

vTrep rov edvovcr,

with reference to ver. 50, /j,rj o\ov to edvoa, the people of

Israel in its characteristic national peculiarities as contrasted

with the Gentiles,—but tW Kal ra reKva rov Oeov ra Bie-

aKop7ri<Ti.ieva avvaydyr) ela- ev (' that he should gather

together in one the children of God that were scattered

abroad '), Whereas the people of God in Israel form a

closed unity, the children of God are scattered in the Gentile

world. Compare 1 Pet. i. 1, BiaaTropd : in the world, which

is foreign to their nature, they are scattered about as single

persons. When they are called the children of God, the

question arises, whether they are so named according to

that which they were, or according to that which they

became, upon the ground of which the evangelist views

them in his mind. Hilgenfeld ^ follows the former concep-

tion in the sense of his Gnostic dualism, as if there were

a natural divine sonship (so also Scholten ;
^ but compare

^ Hilgenfeld, Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis, nach ihrem Lelir-

begriff, Halle 1849, p. 153; Die Evangelien, Leipzig 1854, p. 297; Historisch-

kritische Einleitung in dasNeue Testament, Leipzig 1875, p. 691 f.

2 Scholten, Das Evangelium nach Johannes, Berlin 1867, third chapter, pp,

77-181.
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against him, Beyschlag^). The same conception is followed

by Eeuss ' with the rejection of a more particular explana-

tion, and especially of the confirmation of it by election.

Tholiick, Weiss,^ Godet, and I earlier, took that conception

on the basis of the preceding general moral state of prepara-

tion or of receptibility. But the foregoing stage is not the

relation of sonship (compare Meyer). Nothing can be said

of a being children of God, even in a preliminary manner,

outside of the sphere of salvation, according to the Biblical

and as well the Johannean view; compare my book on

free-will :
* ' the point of view is taken from the result, and

from that looks out backwards.' Hence it is indeed said,

' respectu prsecognitionis divmae ' (' in view of divine fore-

knowledge'), Bengel; compare also upon x. 16, concerning

the ' sheep not of this fold.' ^ The evangelist looks forth

from Israel over the whole world, and sees here the effect

of the death of Christ in its all-comprehensive importance.

Thus writes one who experienced the way in which the

preaching of the cross was brought to the nations from

Jerusalem, not merely delivering them, but even thereby at

the same time gathering them together, and who, after that

the church from the Gentiles had placed itself at the side

of the church from Israel, then saw both unite into the one

church of Jesus Christ in the world ; compare Eph. ii. 1 1 ff.

Tlie fundamental thought of John is the Kotvcovla (' com-

munion ') ; compare chap. xvii. and 1 John i. 3. They were

to be brought together, for they are scattered
;
quite dif-

ferent from the believers in Israel, who from the very outset

were bound by the common history of salvation which com-

pleted itself on the ground of Israel ' Praeteritum denotat

non eos qui sunt in dispersione, sed eos qui in dispersionem

venerunt ' (' the past denotes not those who are in the

dispersion, but those who have come into the dispersion/

Gen. X. 32, xi. 8), observes Bengel.

1 Beyschlag, Studien und Kritiken, 1875, p. 248 fF.

- Reuss, Beitrdge zu den theologischen Wissenschoften von den MitrjUedern

der theologischen Gesellschaft zv, Strasshurg, Erstes Heft, Jena 1847, p. 35.

3 Weiss, Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff, Berlin 1862, p. 124.

* Luthardt, Die Lehre vomfreien Wilkn, Leipzig 1863, p. 421.

* See above, p. 362 f.
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History started from a unity ; the ' one ' humanity of

God is its aim ; the scattering abroad is the thing which

has come in between. That which now binds the TeKva

6eov (' children of God ') together, is that new spirit of love

which, as a previously unknown power, has gone forth into

the world from Jesus' cross. This new spirit, however, is

only the subjective existence of the irvevixa ajcov (' Holy

Spirit '), which, having become free by Jesus' death and

glorification, forms the unity of the humanity of God. For

it is €v acofjLa (' one body ') because it has ev irvevixa (' one

spirit '), Eph. iv. 4 ; for ev ev\ irvev/JiarL rjixelcr iravTea elcr

€v aoojxa i/Ba'irTLa-OTjfiev (' for by one spirit we are all baptized

into one body'), 1 Cor. xii. 13, whence the apostle in the

blessing names the kolvcovm tov dyiov Trvevfxarocr (' com-

munion of the Holy Spirit'), 2 Cor. xiii. 13. This is the

middle member which De Wette inquires for, and in the

statement of which Paul agrees with John. The annulling

of the law, which De Wette names for Paul, is based on this.

Vekse 53.

Caiaphas' speech had decided. Ovp {' then ') shows that

it was approved. They no longer discuss the ' whether,'

but their deliberations had the design already as their pre-

supposition, and served only this aim : i^ouXevaavTo iva

{' they took counsel that '), N B. Hence the point now was

the ways and means. The evangelist has thus exhibited

the decision of the Sanhedrim, which at base had long been

ready, as the other effect of the raising of Lazarus ; and at

the same time he has also shown how the same, the decision,

must serve the execution of God's saving will. By this

means this third section of the chapter before us adds a

third point to the preceding ones. The thought of death

ruled the first section ; that of life in and out from death,

the second ; in the third, the chief thought is, as we see,

that of salvation, which is given to the world with the death

here determined upon.

Verses 54-57.

These verses follow as a conclusion for the whole account.

LUTII. II. 2 F JOHN.
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Verse 54.

When this verse relates that Jesus had withdrawn him-

self from the Jews because of such a determination on

their part, it is easy to see that this is an anticipatory

representation of the judgment which they have drawn
upon themselves; compare vii. 34. First of all, it says:

ovK6Tt 7rapp7)(TLa irepceTrdret ev toIg ^lovSaloia, aWa dirrikOev

ic.rX. (' he walked no more openly among the Jews, but

went thence, etc.'). The meaning of irapprjata TrepteTrdrec

appears from vii, 4 : it is the public self-testification in

word and miracle. Because of their decree (o5v, ' then,' ver.

54), Jesus withdrew this testimony from them, For he

knew about it very well, even if it was not imparted to

him by them (Lampe^). At the same time, Jesus shows by
this that they will not carry out their will without his will,

and that they will do it, not when they, but when he shall

will it. When his time is come, he will come to them.

This all serves as a testimony against them.

'AiTrjXOev iiceWev (' went thence '), namely, from Bethany,

that is, from the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, ver. 1 8 : ela

77)1^ X^p(^v (' unto the country ') designates, therefore, the

open country in distinction from the capital ; compare ver.

55. He went towards the Jordan in a north-westerly

direction, to the neighbourhood of the desert of Judea, etV

'E^ipcufji (without diacritical points, N : ^E^pe/j,) Xeyoixevrjv

itoXlv (' unto a city called Ephraim '). The situation of this

city is doubtful. According to Eusebius it lay eight, accord-

ing to Jerome twenty miles (thus also Eitter^), north-east

from Jerusalem; according to Josephus,^ it was in the

neighbourhood, of Bethel. In 2 Chron. xiii. 19 occurs an

Ephron (pi^J/, for which the K'ri gives the dual form Ty^T)-

Eaumer identifies this both with the Ophra of Benjamin,

the situation of which is conjectured to be at or in Tajibeh,

' Lampe, Commentarius . . . evangelii secundum Joanncm, Amsterdam

1726, vol. ii. p. 815.

- Kitter, Erdkuncle, Berlin 1852, vol. xvi. p. 531 ff.

^ Josephus, Da Bello Judaico, IV. ix. 9 ; Opera, Leipzig 1827, vol. vi.

p, 405.
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eastward (north-east) of Bethel, and with our Ephrahn

;

compare Keil on 2 Chron. xiii. 19.^ Thus also De Bruyn,

on his great map of Palestine, 1874, identifies Ephraim and

Ophra at Bethel ; and Kiepert, on his new hand map of

Palestine, places Ophra or Tajibeh at the same point. Ebrard^

declares himself opposed to this situation, and demands a

more easterly position from Jerusalem, because Jesus after-

wards travelled to Jerusalem by way of Jericho. But he

might very well have gone somewhat out of his way to

pass through Jericho, in order to meet with the bands of

pilgrims at that place.

How far he was active here, is not to be perceived. The

contrast leads rather to the assumption that he devoted

himself chiefly to his disciples, until the approach of the

passover again occasioned his public appearance.

Verse 55.

TJie Jcius Passover (compare ii. 13, vi. 4) led many etc

rrja x^P^^ C ^^^ of the country '),—that is, again, the open

country, in contrast with the capital (Liicke, De Wette,

Meyer, Godet), and not specially the neighbourhood in which

Jesus had dwelt (Bengel, Olshausen) ; for it is a resumption

of xwpa, ver. 54,—even before the feast, to Jerusalem, in

order to subject themselves to Levitical purifications on
behalf of the passover ; compare Ex. xix. 1 ; Num. ix. 1

;

2 Chron. xxx. 17 f.

Verse 56.

They were accustomed to see Jesus in Jerusalem at this

chief feast, and hence this verse follows with ovv (' then ').

Besides, they felt that the question for him must now be

settled. They had thought they would find him already in

Jerusalem : i^/^rovu k.tX (' they sought, etc.'). The seekers

are presented to us standing in the temple, which reminded

them of Jesus' previous self - testifications, and speaking

with each other : this situation is intended to depict the

' Keil, Ueher die nachexilischen Geschichtsbilcher, Leipzig 1870, p. 264.
- Ebrard, Wissenschaftliche Kr'iiik der evangelischen Geschichie, 3d ed.,

Frankfort-on-the-Maiu 1868, p. 551.
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tension in which they were. Although Israel had thrust

its Messiah from it, yet Israel was not free to ignore him.

They could not rid themselves of the expectation and the

unrest which he excited in them. Their question is best

taken as a double question (De Wette, Meyer, Godet, against

Liicke). WJiat do ye think .? TJiat he will not come ? For

in the other explanation his not coming would be assumed

as already certain (Meyer). They do not say this either

because they presuppose fear on the part of Jesus, or because

they know of the plans of their rulers (Baumgarten-Crusius).

Verse 57.

There is no occasion for the former suggestion, and Se

(' now
')

(without «at, N A B L, against D E G and Godet)

contradicts the latter suggestion. Because Jesus now has

made his attempt so often, and always in vain, they wonder

whether he wUl not give it up. We see in this the correct

feeling as to the situation, namely, that Jesus' public activity

approaches its end. Only they understand it falsely. In

so far, however, as in this restless expectation the sting

betrayed itself, which Jesus' self-testification had left behind

in them, these words find a sharp contrast in the command
of the Sanhedrim, ver, 5 7 (against Meyer, who takes ht as

explanatory, as if <ydp, ' for,' stood there).

The closing words of this chapter introduce the further

history. The gospel proceeds to the account of the arrest.

Only, between the announcement here and the execution,

come in those parts which the character of the gospel

requires it to make especially prominent. First of all,

however, the history led to this point required a conclusion,

which at the same time should form the transition to what

follows. The next section serves this purpose.

END OF VOL. 11.
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Tuition.
XV. Last Efforts of the Self-Will.

j
XXXIV.

XVI. The Reconciliation Completed.
|

XVII. Close of the Child-Life.
XVIII. CharacteristicsoftheNewPoriod. XXXV.
XIX. First Practical Influences of the XXXVI.

Christian Spirit.

XX. First Intellectual Stage of the XXXVII.
School-Life.

XXI. Protestant Influence of Moham-
medanism. XXXVIII.

First Eevolt of the School-
Life.

The Church imdcr Xew Guar-
dianship.

The Church become the World.
Eevival of Aspiration.
First Glimmerings of the
Eomantic Age.

Expanding of Christian Intel-
hgeuce.

Second Eevolt of the School-
Life.

Last Triumph of the Temjioral
Papacy.

Search for a Eule of Conduct.
Discovery of a New Weil-

Spring.
Decline of the Temporal
Papacy.

Third Eevolt of the School-
Life.

Close of the School-Life; the
Negative Eeformation Com-
pleted.

The Independence of Youth.
The Moral Preparation of
Youth.

The Intellectual Preparation of
Youth in its Eelation to Art
and the Eeformation.

The Dawn of a New Dav.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

In crown Svo, Third Edition, price As. 6d.,

Aids to the Stttdy of German Theology,

' The Author has done his work well, and has given us a real helji to the understanding
. if German theology.'

—

Princeton Review.
• A work of much laljour and learning, giving in a small compass an intelligent review

I'f a very large subject.'

—

Spectator.
' An excellent and modest book, which may be heartily recommended.'

—

Academy.
'A helpful little volume: heljiful to the student of German theology, and not less so

to the careful observer of the tendencies of English religious thought.'

—

Freeman.
' The writer or compiler deserves high praise for thr clear manner in which he has in

a brief compass stated these opinions.'

—

Christian Observer.
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Just piihlished, in demy 8vo, jjn'ce 12s.,

THE SCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE OF SACRIFICE.

By ALFRED CAYE, B.A.

BOOK I.—PEEPARATORY.

Part I. The Patriarchal Doctrine of Sacrifice.

Part II. The Mosaic Doctrine of Sacrifice.

Part III. The Post-Mosaic Doctrine of Sacrifice.

BOOK II.—PLEROMATIC.

' We have notluug but praise for its cleai'ness, its method, its thoroughness, and its

tolerance. We most warmly commend Mr. Cave's book to the study of the clergy, who
will find it full of suggestiveness and instruction.'

—

English Churchman.

' A thoroiighly able and erudite book, from almost every page of which something
may be learned. The author's method is exact and logical, the style perspicuous
and forcible—sometimes, indeed, almost epigrammatic ; and as a careful attempt to
ascertain the teaching of the Scripture on an important subject, it cannot fail to be
interesting even to those whom it does not convince.'

—

Watchman.

' Wo wish to draw particular attention to this new work on the deeply-important
subject of sacrifice. ... If we can induce our readers not only to glance thi'ough
the book, but to read every line with thoughtful care, as we have done, we shall have
earned their gratitude.'

—

Church Bells.

' It would be difficult to point to any modern theological work in English which
reveals more abumiant and patient scholarship, a more vigorous and comprehensive
view of a great question. The subject is large and the literature enormous, the Hues of
investigation are numerous and intricate; but the author of the volume before us has
displayed a fine mastery of voluminous material, and, after examining the scriptural

phi-aseology in its historical development, positive declarations, and immediate infer-

ences therefrom, he draws out Ids conclusions with great care, and contrasts them with
views of a more speculative kind which have been advanced by distinguished scholars
in Germany and England. The argument of the volume is sustained by logical com-
pactness, lucidity of style, and considerable learning ; it is a guide to the opinions of

the xjrincipal writers on every part of the subject, and is pervaded by a fine spiritual

tone.'

—

Evangelical Review.

' Mr. Cave has given us in this large volume a very thorough examination of the great
doctrine of sacrifice. . . . And religious constructors will find in this work a perfect
storehouse of information, and ample materials for expositions and defences. We
cannot be mistaken in predicting for the book a cordial welcome.'

—

Baptist Magazine.

' It is of supreme and imperative importance that the inspired writings should be con-
sulted upon a doctrine which so tests and determines oui- creed. To the " Volume of
the Book" Mr. Cave appeals, resolved that, for the houi-, its testimony respecting
" sacrifice " shall alone be heard. Incidentally he betrays wide and patient reading on
this theme ; but all his reading is subordinated to his specific purjjose of letting the
Bible speak in clear and unmingled tones, and with great felicity and critical ability
he enforces upon the attention everything the Scriptures have suggested and declared on
this crucial doctrine of controversy and faith. An appendix of scholarly notes, and an
index on Scrijiture passages referred to, and of subjects, etc. treated in this volume,
complete a book on the doctrine of sacrifice which is almost without a rival for com-
preheusiveucss and interest.'

—

The Study and the Pulpit.
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Just pitblished. Second Edition, demy %vo, \os. Gd.,

The Training of the Twelve

;

OR,

EXPOSITION OF PASSAGES IN THE GOSPELS

EXHIBITING THE TWELVE DISCIPLES OF JESUS UNDER

DISCIPLINE FOR THE APOSTLESHIP.

A. B. BRUCE, D.D.,
rnoFESSOK of divinity, free church college, Glasgow.

'Here we have a really great book on an important, large, and attractive subject—

a

book full of loving, wholesome, profound thoughts about the fundamentals of Christian

faith and practice.'

—

British and Foreign Evangelical Review.
' It is some five or six years since this work first made its appearance, and now that a

second edition has been called for, the author has taken the opportunity to make some

alterations which are likely to render it still more acceptable. Sulistantially, however,

the book remains the same, and the hearty commendation with which we noted its first

issue applies to it at least as much now.'

—

Roclc.

' The value, the beauty of tliis volume is that it is a unique contribution to, because a

loving and cultui-ed study of, the life of Clu-ist, in the relation of the Master of the

Twelve.'

—

EdinhurgJi Daily Review.
' The volume is of permanent value, and we trust that its author may favour us with

others of like character.'

—

Freeman.
, . . -nr i

' It is of no mean order as a profoundly devout piece of practical divimty. — \\ eskyan

Methodist Magazine.
'It was by the first edition of tliis invaluable book that Dr. Bruce became known to

English students as a theological writer. A more scholarlj', more helpful book has not

been published for many years -pAsX:—Baptist Magazine.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
Li one volume, Svo, price I2J.,

THE HUMILIATION OF CHRIST
IJ^ ITS PHYSICAL, ETHICAL, AJ^B

OFFICIAL ASPECTS.

(Sixth Series of Cunningham Lectures.)

' These lectures are able and deep-reaching to a degree not often found in the religious

literature of the day; withal, they are fresh and suggestive. . . . The learning and the

deep and sweet spirituality of this discussion wiU commend it to many faithful students

of thetruthasitis in Jesus.'— 6'oK^re^«i!toK(7iis<.

'We have not for a long time met with a work so fresh and suggestive as this ot

Professor Bruce. . . . We do not know where to look at our English Universities for

a treatise so calm, logical, and &(i\io\w\j:—English Independent

' The title of the book gives but a faint coufcption of the value and wealth ot its con-

tents. . . . Dr. Bruce's work is really one of exceptional value; and no one can read it

without perceptible gain in theological knowledge.'-£'n<y/«>7t Churchman.
' The writer gives evidence of extensive and accurate theological learning in the topics

of which he treats, and he shows that he has- fhuokigical grasp as weUfls learning.'—

Clmrcli Bells.
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In croicn Bvo, jyrlce bs.^

THE LEVITICAL PRIESTS.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRITICISM OF THE

PENTATEUCH.

By SAMUEL IVES CURTISS, J u.,

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY. LEIPZIG.

C'lLVPTEit I. Introduction.

,. II. Tlio Ordination and Duties of Levi.
III. Tlio Inheritance of Levi.
IV. The Blessing of Levi.
V. The Modern Critic's Bridge.

., VI. Joshua—2 Kings.
VII. The Credibility of the Chronicler.

.. VIII. The Prophets and the Priests.

,, IX. The Authorship of Deuteronomy and the Middle Books of the Pentateuch.

Appkxdix I. The Sources of the Chronicler.

;,
II. The Meaning of the word Thorah in Hos. iv. G.

.. III. The Authorship of Isaiah xl.-lxvi.

„ IV. The text of U'')bn D'-JHSH.

Extract from Preface by Dr. Delitzsch.

THE Author of the following work has made himself thoroughly acquainted with the
writings of the chief rejircsentatives of this theory, and seeks by means of sober

arguments to show (1) that the liistorj- of the people of Israel, as it lies befoi-e us in the
historical books, presupposes a distinction in rank between the priests and the Levites,
whichreachesbackto the timoof Moses, and existed tlu-oughoutall the jieriods of Israelitisli

hibtory
; (2) that the post-exilic books are in no way favourable to the opinion that the

jiriestly hierarchy is a product of the time of Ezra; (3) that Deuteronomy, where it

treats of religious privileges, does indeed assign them to the tribe of Levi, but yet so
that these privileges—without contradicting the older legislation, which Deuteronomy
recajiitulates in an abridged form, and accommodates to changed circumstances—may be
relatively distributed to the sons of Aaron and the Levites. He shows— and this
deserves special attention—that the post-exilic Chronicles contain passages which in a
Deuteronomic manner entirely obliterate the distinction between priests and Levites,
while other passages emphasize it.

In crown 8vo, price 5s.,

FAITH IN dOD:
SERMONS

BY

The Late Rev. JAMES HAMILTON, M.A,

EDITED BY

Rev. WILLIAM SCRYMGEOUR.
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Just puhUfiilied, ill <-rown 8ro, price o.v.,

THE

SYMBOLIC PAEABLES
OK

THE CHURCH, THE WORLD, AND THE ANTICHRIST.

53cmg tfjc Separate ^3retiicti0ns of tf)E ^porabpsr,

viewed in tiieiu relation to the general truths of sckipture.

By Mrs. STEYENSOX.

' An excellent ti"eatise, eojitainiug much cleai' tliouglit, and written as intelligibly as tlio

subject would permit. To students of prophecy the book ought to be an attractive one;
and to every one who desires to have a clearer nndcrstandiug of his Bible, it will give
much valuable assistance.'

—

Glasgoio Eeralcl.

• This is a sober, well-written, and instructive treatise on the Apocalypse. It is exceed-

ingly suggestive, and the theorj- the author expounds holds well together. The key
f roras to fit every ward of the lock. This volume is worthy of the most serious con-
sideration of all who take an interest in prophecy.'

—

Daily Review.

' It is quite refreshing to meet with a treatise on the Book of TieveLition like tbis,

marked by good sense and reverence. Brief as it is, it throws more light on a difhcult

subject than many laboured tomes.'

—

Methodist Recorder.

' It deserves careful study from all to whom the Book of Eevelation has been regarded
as a mystic utterance not meant for them, for it has the great ndvautiige of being com-
prehensible by the most simple and unlearned.'

—

Joliii Bull.

• Preachers will here find a mine of valuable hints on the spiritual bearing of the

symbols which John's Apocalypse contains.'

—

Diddiison's Quarterly.

Just puhiished, in croirn 8fo, price 4*-.,

OUTLINES OF BIBLICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
By J. T. BECK, D.D.,

PROF. OUD. THEOL., TUBINGEX.

tlTi-anglatcti from tl^c STljirtj CBnIarrjcti anb (totrcctctj ffitcrman (IFliition, 1877.

In this little volume Dr. Beck has given ns a valuable contribution \o the study of

tliis science.'

—

Homiletic Quarterly.

' This handbook of Dr. Beck's is an admirable summary, and cannot fail to be fruitful

in lich and valuable thought to those who will take the trouble to study it.'— Christian

Age.
' The smallness of the work shonld not lead to-its being undervalued ; it well deserves

a place side by side with Delitzsch and Hciird, ... We do warmly recommend tliis

volume as one of the most fresh and valuable contributions to theological literature of

recent date.'

—

Wesleyan Methodist Mafjazine.

' We quite endorse Bishop Ellicott's statement that, for many readers, Beck's will be

found to be the most handy manual on the sul)ject.'

—

Church Bells.



T. and T. Clark's Ptiblications.

Dr. LUTHARDTS WORKS,
In three Jiandsome croivn 8vo volumes, price 6s. each.

' We do not know any volumes so suitable in these times for young men
entering- on life, or, let us say, even for the library of a pastor called to deal
with such, than the three volumes of this seiies. We commend the whole of
them with the utmost cordial satisfaction. They are altogether quite a
specialty in our literature.'

—

Weehly Review.

APOLOGETIC LECTURES
ON THE

FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS OF CHRISTIANITY.
Fourth Edition.

By C. E. LUTHARDT, D.D., Leipzig.
'From Dr. Luthardt's oxpositioii even tLe most learned theologians may derive in-

valuable criticism, and tlie most acute disputants Fupply themselves with more trenchant
and polished weapons than they have as yet been possessed oV—Bell's Weekly Messenger.

apologetTc~lectures
ON THE

SAVING TRUTHS OF CHRISTIANITY.
Third Edition.

'Dr. Luthardt is a profound scholai-, but a very simple teacher, and expresses himself
on the gravest matters with the utmost simplicity, clearness, and force.'—Zeterar?/ World.

apologetTc^lectures
ON THE

moral truths of CHRISTIANITY.
Second Edition.

' The ground covered by this work is, of course, of considerable extent, and there is
scarcely any topic of specifically moral interest now under debate in which the reader
will not find some suggestive saying. The volume contains, like its predecessors, a truly
wealthy apj)aratus of notes and illustrations.'

—

English Churchman.

Just published, in demy 8vo, price 9s.,

ST. JOHN THE AUTHOR OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL.
By Professor C. E. LUTHARDT,

Author of ' Fundamental Truths of Christianity,' etc.

Translated and the Literature enlarged by 0. R. Gregory, Leipzig.

'A work of thoroughness and value. Tlie translator has added a lengthy Appendix
containing a very complete account of the literature bearing on the controversy i-espect-
ing this Gospel. The indices which close the volume are well ordered, and add greatly
to its value.'

—

Guardian.
' There are few_ works in the later theological literature which contain such a wealth

of sober theological knowledge and such an Invulnerable phalanx of objective apolo-
gotical criticism.'

—

Professor Guericke.

Crown 8vo, 6s.,

LUTHARDT, KAHNIS, AND BRUCKNER.
The Church : Its Origin, its History, and its Present Position.

'A comprehensive review of this sort, done by able hands, is both instructive and
suggestive.'

—

Record.
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Just published, in demy 8vo, price 9^.,

HIPP0LYTU8 AND CALLI8TU8;
OR,

THE CHURCH OF ROME IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE
THIRD CENTURY.

By J. J. Ign. von DOLLINGER.

CransIatetJ, irritfj 3Entratjuctton, Hotcs, atxti Slppcntiiccs,

Bt ALFRED PLUMMER, M.A.,

MASTER OF UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, DURHAM.

' That this learned and laborious work is a valuable contribution to ecclesiastical

history, is a fact of which we need hardly assure our readers. The name of the writer is

a sufficient guarantee of this. It bears in all its pages the mark of that acuteness which,

even more than the unwearied industry of its venerated author, is a distinguishing

feature of whatever proceeds from the pen of Dr. Dolliuger.'

—

John Bull.

'We are impressed with profound respect for the learning and ingenuity displayed in

this work. The book deserves perusal by all students of ecclesiastical history. It clears

up many points hitherto obscure, and reveals features in the Eoman Church at the be-

ginning of the third century which are highly instructive.'

—

Athenxum.

'Dr. Dollinger's masterly volume. . . . The translator has not only given us an

excellent version, in good and idiomatic English, but he has added notes, which are

terse, brief, and thoroughly to the point, and has discussed in some excellent appendices,

criticisms on writers who, having for the most part written since DoUinger, are not re-

ferred to in the original work.'

—

Church Quarterly Review. ^_^

Just jmUished, in two volumes, demy 8vo, price 12s. each,

A HISTORY OF THE COUNCILS OF THE CHURC

Jrom t!}c ©rtcjmal UDocummts*

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF

C. J. HEFELE, D.D., Bishop of Eottenburg.

VOL. I. (Second Edition), TO A.D. 325.

By Rev. PREBENDARY CLARK.

VOL. IL, A.D. 326 TO 429.

By H. N. OXENHAM, M.A.

' The second volume strikes us as scarcely if at all inferior in importance to the first.

The translation reads as if it were an original work.'— CAm)-c^ Qtiarterhj Revieto.

' Of the thoroughness of Bishop Hefele's learning and eminent fairness as a historian

it is needless to speak. He is acknowledged to be unrivalled in his own country as a

scbolar and a profound theologian.'

—

Pilot.

' This careful translation of Hefele's Councils.'—Dr. Puset.

' A thorough and fair compendium, put in the most accessible and intelligent form.'—

Guardian. mi_ i -n i

' A work of profound erudition, and written in a most candid spirit. 1 he book will bo

a standard work on the subject.'

—

Spectator.

' The most learned historian of the Councils.'

—

Pere Grati-y.

' We cordially commend Hefele's Councils to the English student.'—Jo/tw Bull.



In two vols., demy 8fo, j^rice 21s.-.,

PARTICULARLY IN GERMANY,

Viewed according to its Fundamental Movement, and in connection with

the Religious, Moral, and Intellectual Life.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF

Dr. J. A. DORNER, Professor of Theology, Berlin.

With a Preface to the Translation hij the Author.

'Dr. Dorner is distinguished by massive breadth of thought, . . . bv scholarly researchgenial appreciation of all forms of culture, and a well-balanced judgment swayed by aspmtofau-ness to those who differ from him. . . . The work is in eCyway deser^^ng
of careful examination now, as it is likely to be afterwards valued as one deserving thi

^^ST^^ 7^% ^' ^ ^?°\ of reference, on account of its ample research amongst

Tni^il^rj ^'^''°"'^'''''*^r\'^^r"i*"'.^?*'°'^- • • •
We regard"^ with satisfaction theappearauce of such a worlc. The highest interests are promoted by a treatise at once

hffiS,J 'iXXt' ^^^^^^
"'^^'^ '^^'^ -''^ *^-^°^^ ^* -- ^'^^^ -d

'This masterly work of Dr. Dorner, so successfully rendered into English by the pre-sent translators, will more than sustain the reputation he has already achieved by hisexhaustive and, as it seems to us, conclusive History of the Development of Doltrine
respecting the Person of Christ.—Spectator.

r j "^•^i <•<'-

In demy 8yo, IQO jmges, price 125.,

A CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY
ON THE

BOOK OF PSALMS.
WITH A NEW TRANSLATION.

By JAMES G. MUEPHY, LL.D., T.C.D.,
AUTHOK OF COMMENTARIES ON THE BOOKS OF GENESIS, EXODUs' ETC.

'Dr^Murphy's contribution to the literature of the Psalms is a most welcome addition

;;;/. Yt 7 """^ lies.tation in predicting for it a cordial reception from alTwhrcan aPDre

'

c^ate a sound and scholarly exegesis, and who are anxious to discover tl eTuU and exactmeaning of the inspired word.'—Baptist Magazine.
^'

' A scholarly, careful production. It gives explanations of difficult Hebrew form., ^r,A
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Just pnJjUshed, price 7s. 6'/.,

Om CHRISTIAN COMMONWEALTH.
TRANSLATED AND ADAPTED (WITH THE KEVISION OF THE AUTIIOU)

JFront i\}t ffirernmn of

Dij. HEXRY J. W. THIERSCH.
' There is such au evident fairness in Thiersch's way of looking at the (postion--su<'h

an absence of dogmatism, or, which comes to the same thing, of contemptuous indiffer-

ence for those who do not agree with him—that we have been attracted to it in spite of

our antecedent objection to the positions which he sets out from.'

—

English Independent.

'It displays, in fact, an iutimato knowledge, and, we think, correct appreciation of

the varying conditions of the great problem of Church and State.'

—

Church Quarterly

Review.
'The work is thoughtful, earnest, and moderate in tone.'

—

Scotsman.
'In a rather thin octavo are discussed seventeen subjects, each one enough for a

volume, yet the essays are neither shallow nor evasive; the writer is in earnest and goes

at once to the root of the matter. The style is singularly clear, and the language is

concise, quite unlike what is often the German manner. A hundred quotations might
be made, leaving a hundred bits equally good. This book deserves to reach a tenth

edition.'

—

Record.

Just puhlislied, in denvj 8(^0, Third Edition, price 10s. •}</.,

MODERN DOUBT AND CHRISTIAN BELIEF.
A Series of Apologetic Lectures addressed to Earnest

Seekers after Truth.

By THEODORE GHRISTLIEB, D.D.,
UNIVERSITY PnEACHER AND PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY AT liOXX.

Trauslated, with the Author's sanction, chiefly by the Rev. H. U. Weitbrecht,

Ph.D., and Edited by the Rev. T. L. Kingsbury, M.A., Vicar of Easton

Royal, and Rural Dean.

CONTENTS.
First Lecture.—The Existing Breach between Modern Culture and Christianity.

Second Lecture.—Eeason and Revelation.

Third Lecture.—Modern Non-Biblical Conceptions of God.
Fourth Lecture.—Theologj- of Scripture and of the Church.

Fifth Lecture.—The Modern Negation of Miracles.

Sixth Lecture.—Modern Anti-Miraculous Accounts of the Life .if Christ.

Seventh Lecture.—Modern Denials of the Resurrection.

Eighth Lecture.—The Modern Critical Theory of Primitive Christianity.

' We recommend the volume as one of the most valuable and important among i-ocent

contributions to our apologetic literature. . . . We are heartily thankful both to the

learned author and to his translators.'

—

Guardian.
' All the fundamental questions conjiected with revealed religion are handled more or

loss fully. The volume shows tlu-oughout intellectual force and earnestness.'

—

Athenxum.
'We express our unfeigned admiration of the abilitj' displayed in this work, and of

the spirit of deep pictj- which pervades it ; and whilst we commend it to the careful

perusal of our readers, we heartily rejoice that in those days of reproach and blasphemy,

so able a champion has come forward to contend earnestly for the faith which was once

delivered to the saints.'

—

Christian Observer.

'We do not hesitate to describe this as the clearest, strongest, and soundest volume of

apoloiretics from a German jien we have read. The author takes hold of the great

central and critical points and principles, and handles them with extraordinary vigour

and wisdom.'

—

Watchman.
'It is one of the best works on Christian Evidences as a modern question to be fnund

in any language.'

—

Freeman.
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In three volumes 8vo, price 31s. 6(/.,

A COMMENTARY
OM THE

GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN.
By F. GODET, D.D.,

PROFESSOK OF THEOLOGY, KEUCUATEL.

• '^.^'l Z'^'^ IZ"""??
?''? °^ *^'^ battle-fields of modern inquiry, and is itself so rich in

spiritual truth that it is impossible to examine it too closely ; and we welcome this treatiseirom ttie pen of Dr. Godet. We have no more competent exegete. and this new volumeshows all the learning and vivacity for which the author is distinguished.'—Fz-eema/j.

Just published, in tiro volumes Svo, price 2l5.,

A COMMENTARY
ON THE

GOSPEL OF ST. LUKE.
By F. godet,

DOCTOR AXD PEOFESSOK OF THEOLOGY, >'EUCH^VTEL.

Translated from the Second French Edition.

'We are indebted to the Publishers for an English translation of the admirable work
7JtT^

stands at_ the head of this review. ... It is a work of great ability, learning, andresearch. —Christian Observer. oi ^

' Marked by clearness and good sense, it will be found to possess value and interest as

Gua^-di^
°^° ^'^ copious works specially designed to illustrate this Gospel.'—

KEIL AND DELITZSCH'S COMMENTARIES
ON THE OLD TESTAMENT.

IDs. 6d. each volume

Vol.

PENTATEUCH, 3 Vols.
JOSHUA, JUDGES, and EUTH, 1
SAMUEL, 1 Vol. .

KINGS, 1 Vol., and CHRONICLES, 1 Vol
EZRA, NEHEMIAH, and ESTHER, 1 Vol
JOB, 2 Vols.
PSALMS, 3 Vols. . . '. ' '

PROVERBS, 2 Vols. . .
' '

ECCLESIASTES and SONG OF SOLOMON
ISAIAH, 2 Vols. .

JEREMIAH and LAMENTATIONS, 2 Vols
EZEKIEL, 2 Vols.
DANIEL, 1 Vol. ...
MINOR PROPHETS, 2 Vols.

,1V

' This series is one of great importance to the biblical scholar

;

execution, it leaves little or nothing to be deBiredi:—Edinburgh

(Keil.)

(Keil.)

(Keil.)

{Keil.)

(Keil.)

(Delitzsch.)

(Delitzsch.)

(Delitzsch.)

(Delitzsch.)

(Delitzsch.)

(Keil.)

(Keil.)

(Keil.)

(Keil.)

and as regards its general
Review.
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Just imUhlied, in croirn 8ro, price 6.'.,

SERMONS
FOR THE

CHRISTIAN YEAR.
ADVENT-TRINITY.

BY Professor ROTHE.
Translated by WILLIAM R. CLARK, M.A. Oxon.,

Prebendary of Wells and Vicar of Taunton.

' Tlie volume is rich in noble thoughts and wholesome lessons.'— TT''afc;5?nfm.

' The sermons before us are wonderfully simple in construction and expression, and at

the same time remarkably fresh and suggestive. . . It is a mind of real keenness,

singularly pure and gentle, and of lofty spirituality, that expresses itself m these dis-

courses.'— Weekly Review.

Just published, in two vols., large crown 8vo, price Is. 6d. each,

THE YEAR OF SALVATION.
WORDS OF LIFE FOR EVERY DAY.

A BOOK OF HOUSEHOLD DEVOTION.
By J. J. VAN OOSTERZEE, D.D.

'A work of great value and interest. To the clergy these readings will be found full

of suggestive hints for sermons and lectures; while for family reading or for private

meditation they are most excellent. The whole tone of the work is thoroughly practical,

and never becomes controversial.'

—

Church Bells.

'The very best religious exposition for everyday use that has ever fallen in our way.'-

Bell's Weekly Messenger.

'This charming and practical book of household devotion will be welcomed on a,ccount

of its rare intrinsic value, as one of the most practical devotional books ever published.

—standard.

' Massive of thought, persuasive, earnest, and eloquent.'—Xi!!e?-a)-2/ Chxirchman.

'As might have been expected from so clear and vigorous a thinker, every passage is

valuable either as an exposition or a suggestion.'-HENKY Ward Beecher in ChnsUan

Union.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

Just published, in crown %vo, price 6s.,

MOSES:
A BIBLICAL STUDY.

' Our author has seized, as with the instinct of a master, the great salient points in the

life and work of Moses, and portrayed the various elements of his character yith vivid-

ness and skill. ... The work will at once take its place among our ablest and most

valuable expository and practical discourses.'—£ap<w< Magazine.

'A volume full of valuable and suggestive thought, which well deserves and will

amply repay careful perusal. We have read it with real pleasure. —Chnstian Observer.



12 T. and T. Clarlzs Pitblicatious.

Just piiblislied, price 95.,

SAINT AUGUSTINE.
A POEM IN EIGHT BOOKS.

Br THE LATE HENRY WARWICK COLE, Q.C.

W,ii]i Pwfatorg Note fig %z Btsfjop^^uffraijan of Wottins^am.

'Written iu sonorous and -wrell-sustained verse. The testimonj- borne to the dicaiit\-
and the value of the two Sacraments and to the authority of the Scriptures as the revela-
tion of God, is, we consider, of special value, as coming from a learned and cultivated

Belh^'''
considerable repute at the Bar, iu an age of prevalent scepticism.'—^Mrc/t

'This work is evidently the outcome of lifelong study. In eight books the spiritual
liistory of Augustine is carefully and minutely traced through all its varied and thrilling
pha ses. — 11 atchman. °

Recenthj jytihlisJied, iu demy 8i-o, price 7s. 6d.,

THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD
IN RELATION TO MODERN CRITICISM.

TRANSLATED FROil THE GERMAN OF

P. L. STEINMEYER, D.D.,

Ordinary Professor of Theology in the University of Berlin.

' This work vindicates in a vigorous and scholarly stvle the sound view of miracles
against the sceptical assaults of the time.'

—

Princeton Review.
'We commend the study of tliis work to thoughtful and intelligent readers, and

especially to students of divinity whose position requires a competent knowledge of
modern theological controversy.'— TT'e«%f(« Methodist Magazine.

In demij 8ro, price Qs.,

THE SERVANT OF JEHOVAH.
^ Commcntarg, Grammatical anti Cri'tfcal, upon

Jlsaia]^ III. 13-lttf. 12.

AVITH DISSERTATIONS UrON THE AUTHORSHIP OF ISAIAH XL.-LXVI.,
AND UPON THE MEANING OF EBED JEHOVAH.

By WILLIAM URWICK, M.A.,
Of Trinity College, Dublin; Tutor in Hebrew, New College, London.

'This is a very able and seasonable contribution to biblical literature.'

—

Watchman.
' The commentary evinces the great ability, accurate and extensive scholarship and

admirable judgment of the author.'— Weehly Revieio.
'

'We can sincerely congratulate the author on the learning and fidelity with v.hich he
lias executed his task.'

—

Record.



T. and T. Claries Publications.

Just puhlislii'd, price os.,

MESSIANIC PROPHECY:
Iffs #vi0in, Disforkal Cljaratti^r, aitir JUIation fo

|l!clxj Testament ^fulfilmeut.

By Dr. EDWARD RIEHM,
TROFESSOU OF TIIEOLOGr, HALLE.

Translated from the German, with the Approbation of the Author,

By the Eev. JOHN JEFFERSOX.
' Undoiibtedlj- original and suggestive, and deserving earchil consideratitin.'

—

Literary

Churchman.
' Its intrinsic excellence makes it a valuable contribution to our biblical literature.'—

•

British and Foreign Evangelical Review.
' The product of a vvell-balanced mind, wbicli is able to •weigh conflicting theories and

to assign them their due jjroportion.'

—

English Independent.
' The subject is one confessedly of profound interest, and has been ably treated. . . .

Even if his readers may not coincide with all his views, much valuable information will

be gathered from the Author's lucubrations, which (leservc careful consideration.'

—

Christian Observer.

In demy Sco, price Is. 6*/.,

SERMONS TO THE NATURAL MAN.
By WILLIAM G. T. SHEDD, D.D.,

Author of 'A History of Christian Docti'ine,' etc.

' These sermons are admirably suited to their purpose. Characterized by profound
knowledge of divine truth, and presenting the truth in a chaste and attractive style, the

sermons carry in their tone the accents of the solemn feeling of responsibility to which
they owe their origin.'— Weekly Review.

In demy Svo, price 12s.,

INTRODUCTION
TO

THE PAULINE EPISTLES.
By FATON J. GLOAG, D.D.,

Author of a ' Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Acts of the

Apostles.'

' Those acquainted with the Author's previous works will be prepared for something

valuable in his present work ; and it will not disappoint expectation, but rather exceed

it. The most recent literature of his subject is before him, and ho handles it with ease

and skill ... It will be found a trustworthy guide, and raise its Author's reputation in

this important branch of biblical studj.'—British and Foreign Evangelical Rerieiv.

' A work of uncommon merit. He must be a singularly accomplished divme to whoso

library this book is not a welcome and valuable addition.'

—

Watchman.
_

' It will be found of considerable value as a handbook to St. Paul's Epistles. The dis-

sertations display great thought as well as research. The Author is fair, learned, and

calm, and his book is one of worth.'

—

Church Bells.



In crown 8i'0, Second Edition, price in.,

PRINCIPLES OF NEW TESTAMENT
QUOTATION

Established and applied to Biblical Science,

BY REV. JAMES SCOTT, M.A., B.D.

' This admirable treatise does not traverse in detail the forms and formulae of New
Testament quotation from iAie Old, nor enter with minuteness into the pliilological and
theological discussion arising around many groui^s of these quotations—the author con-
fines his attention to the X'rinciples involved in them. . . . An interesting discussion
vindicating the method thus analyzed is followed by a very valuable summation of the
argument in its bearing on the Canon, the originality of the Gosjjels, the internal unity
of iScriijture, and the permanence of lievelation.'

—

British Quarterly Review.
' In terse and well-ordered style the Author deals with a subject too little studied and

less understood. He shows himself to be, in the best sense of the word, rational in his
method and conclusions. . . . Strength, aciitcness, sound judgment, and reason, chastened
by reverence, pervade this book, which, with pleasure, we commend to all students of
Holy Scripture.'

—

Record.
' The book is thoughtful, learned, conscientious, and painstaking, and performs a

service which ought to be heartily recognised.'

—

Baptist Magazine.

Recently published, in demy 8«o, price 95.,

A CHRONOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION TO

THE LIFE OF CHRIST.
By C. E. CAS PAR I.

TEANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN, "WITH ADDITIONAL NOTES, BY

M. J. EYANS, B.A.

' The work is handy and well suited for the use of the student. It gives him, in very
reasonable compass and in well-digested forms, a great deal of information respecting
the dates and outwai'd circumstances of our Lord's life, and materials for forming a
judgment upon the various disputed points arising out of iheva.'—Guardian.

' In this work the Author affords us the results of many-sided study on one of the most
important objects of theological inquiry, and on a knot of problems which have been so
often treated, and which are of so comi)lex a nature. The Author is unquestionably right
in supposing that the so-called outworks of the life of Jesus have their value, by no
means to be lightly esteemed. Their examination must be returned to ever afresh, until
the historic or unhistoric character of the substance of the Gospel narrative has been
brought out as the result of scientific examination. ... In conclusion, wo believe we
can with full conviction characterize the whole work as a real gain to the scientific
literature of the question, and a great advance on previous investigations, not doubting
that the most important positions maintained by the Author will in all essential points
win the approbation of the sindenV—Jahrbucherfur Deutsche Theoloqie.

' An excellent and devout work. We can strongly recommend ii':— Church Quarterhi
Review.
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WORKS BY THE LATE

PATRICK FAIRBAIRN, D.D.,
PRINCIPAL AND PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY IN THE FREE CHURCH COLLEGE, GLASGOW.

In crown 8vo, price Gs.,

PASTORAL THEOLOGY: A Treatise on the Office and
Duties of the Christian Pastor. With a Biographical Sketch of the

Author.

' This treatise on the office and duties of a Christian pastor, by the late Professor

Fairbairn, is well deserving thoughtful perusal. Throughout the volume, however,
there is a tone of earnest piety and practical good sense, which finds expression in many
profitable counsels, embodying the result of large experience and shrewd observation.

. . . Much of the volume is devoted to the theory and practice of preaching, and this

part we can most heartily commend ; it is replete with valuable suggestions, which even
those who have had some experience in the ministry will find calculated to make them
more attractive and efficient preachers.'

—

Christian Observer.

In ci'own 8vo, price 7s. 6d.,

THE PASTORAL EPISTLES. The Greek Text and Trans-
lation. With Introduction, ExiDository Notes, and Dissertations.

' We cordially recommend this work to ministers and theological students.'

—

Methodist

Magazine.
' We have read no book of his with a keener appreciation and enjoyment than that

just j)ublished on the Pastoral Epistles.'

—

Nonconformist.

In two volumes, demy 8vo, price 21s., Sixth Edition,

THE TYPOLOGY OP SCRIPTURE, viewed in connection
with the whole Series of the Divine Dispensations.

In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d., Fourth Edition,

EZEKIEL, AND THE BOOK OP HIS PROPHECY: An
Exposition. With a new Translation.

In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d., Second Edition,

PROPHECY, viewed in its Distinctive Nature, its Special
Functions, and Proper Interpretation.

In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d.,

HERMENEUTICAL MANUAL; or. Introduction to the
Exegetical Study of the Scriptures of the New Testament.

In demy 8vo, price 10s. Gd.,

THE REVELATION OP LAW IN SCRIPTURE, considered
with respect both to its own Nature and to its Relative Place in Succes-

sive Dispensations. (The Third Scries of the ' Cunningham Lectures.')
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T. and T. Clark's Publications.

Just puhli^lied, in demjj 8vo, price 6s.,

A TREATISE ON THE

Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures.

BY

CHARLES ELLIOTT, D.D.,

PKOFESSOi; C'F BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS IN THE PRESBYTEaiAX THEOLOGICAL

SEMINARY OF THE NORTH-WEST, CHICAGO, ILLINOLS.

Jztst 2>uhHshed, in one large Svo volume, Eigldli English Edition, price lbs..

A TREATISE ON THE

GRAMMAR OF NEW TESTAMENT GREEK,

Translated from the German [of Dr. G. B. WINER].

With large additions and full Indices. Second Edition. Edited by Rev. "W.

F. MouLTON, D.D., one of the New Testament Translation Revisers.

The additions by the Editor are very large, and will tend to make this great
work far more useful and available for English students than it has hitherto
been. The Indices have been greatly enlarged, but with discrimination, so as
to be easily used. Altogether, the PubUshers do not doubt that this will be the
Standard Grammar of New Testament Greek.

' We gladly welcome the appeai-auce of Winer's gi'eat work in an English translation,

and must strongly recommend it to all who wish to attain to a sound and accurate
knowledge of the language of the New Testament. We need not say it is the Grammar
of the New Testament. It is not only superior to all others, but so superior as to be by
common consent the one Avork of reference on the subject. No other could be mentioued
with it.'

—

Literary Churchvian.
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